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Oral evidence

Taken before the Culture, Media and Sport Committee

on Tuesday 20 February 2007

Members present

Mr John Whittingdale, in the Chair

Janet Anderson Mr Mike Hall
Philip Davies Rosemary McKenna
Mr Nigel Evans Adam Price
Alan Keen Mr Adrian Sanders

Memorandum submitted by Broadcasting Policy Group (BPG)

1. The BPG report of February 2004 made a series of recommendations designed to secure the future of
the BBC and of public service content (PSC) in the digital age. We find no reason to change the basis of our
analysis or the thrust of our proposals; indeed, subsequent events have served to highlight rather than
diminish our concerns regarding the plurality of PSC delivery in a digital age.

2. Discussion of PSC provision is still beset by two key misunderstandings. The first is the assumption
that it is necessary to use complex definitions of PSC, such as the nature, genre, source or method of
financing of programmes. The second misunderstanding is that PSC needs to be provided through the
funding—directly or indirectly—of public service broadcast institutions (the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, five).

3. Trying to define PSC by its purposes, characteristics, categories or origin is inevitably doomed to
failure. Why should licence fees or taxes be used to fund Sky News, when the market will do so? Why should
anyone be threatened with fines or jail in order for the BBC to show feature films or Diagnosis Murder?
None of the elaborate attempts by the BBC or Ofcom to define PSC—curiously always seeming to require
their own perpetuation as institutions—gives us a clue as to how much public service content we actually
need, nor how much to pay for it.

4. The BPG oVered a mechanism which was crystal clear. We identified two types of output: that which
the market supports and which therefore requires no public funding; and that which is socially desirable in
a democratic society but which the market will not or cannot support, either at all or at a suYcient level (to
be defined by politicians, not broadcasters), such that only public funding will deliver—Newsnight, Radio
4, Welsh language broadcasts, and so forth.

5. The second misconception—the need for institutional delivery of PSC—is a creature born of analogue
spectrum scarcity, and should be interred with it. The notion of “public service broadcasters”, these days
enshrined in legislation, stemmed from the trade-oV whereby the use of scarce spectrum was licensed to
companies at discounted or nil prices in return for their provision of certain types of programming.

6. With the BBC, which originally enjoyed monopoly access to both spectrum and licence fee funding,
there grew an acceptance that by definition everything it transmitted constituted PSC in one form or
another. At least when commercial broadcasters were allocated spectrum, there was an attempt to
diVerentiate between what they would anyway provide and what regulators required of them. Yet—
curiously again—regulators found that much of the former provision might count as PSC, too. Until all
participants in this debate recognize these basic facts—that there are market products and non-market
products, and that institutional delivery should not determine either how we define nor fund PSC—we will
all remain stuck firmly on first base, contemplating a progressively worsening situation.

7. Since the BPG report three years ago, the trade-oV between receiving valuable spectrum and delivering
non-market content has become increasingly unworkable. Scarce analogue spectrum faces plentiful cable,
satellite and telephony spectrum, and all the old commercial broadcasters are expected, even by Ofcom, to
abandon the PSC commitments they made in exchange for spectrum access, in line with the declining value
of that access. ITV and five are well down that path, and Channel 4 is now looking to direct subsidy as the
means to perpetuate its old analogue role.

8. This process has accentuated the dominance of the BBC as a provider of PSC to the detriment of
plurality of voice: one of the main justifications for intervention in the market in the first place. The BPG
foresaw that, unless the licence fee system were phased out, the decline of PSC within ITV, five and (it would
appear) Channel 4 would leave the BBC even more overwhelmingly dominant as a supplier of PSC: a major
setback in a democratic society.

9. The BPG recommended that, during this transition period, charging the full (if declining) value of
spectrum to ITV and five, whilst withdrawing all PSC obligations, would provide funds for direct provision
of PSC content. We are inclined to believe that this may soon apply to Channel 4, as well. As it happens,
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while the value of analogue spectrum is declining, government policy has created new spectrum value within
the confines of the digital terrestrial transmission system. Most recently, vacant DTT channels has been
auctioned for up to £12 million per annum. Given that only the BBC channels will qualify for free spectrum
under the arrangements proposed by the BPG above, it follows that when the current licence periods for
DTT multiplexes expire, in excess of £200 million per annum could be raised for a PSC fund, such as the
Public Broadcasting Authority (with “broadcasting” interpreted to include new media) recommended by
the BPG.

10. Another option was top-slicing the licence fee, and handing chunks of it to other terrestrial
broadcasters to make up for the loss of value of their previously precious analogue spectrum. However, what
this gained by way of plurality of supply was oVset, in the BPG’s view, by the continued reliance on the
opaque mechanisms of institutional delivery. It also seemed to us that subsidizing the likes of ITV and five
so as to continue to induce them to transmit certain classes of programmes perpetuated the lack of
transparency and accountability that characterised the old trade-oV system. Moreover, if the BBC used top-
slicing as an excuse to dilute its own provision of what the BPG would regard as PSC, the licence fee payer
might feel distinctly short-changed.

11. Recently, however, the government imposed a licence fee settlement on the BBC which did indeed
top slice the fee: not for the benefit of other so-called public service broadcasters, but to subsidise the forced
migration to digital television of the millions of people too poor to pay the full cost themselves.

12. We regard this diversion of licence fee revenue to pay for a government technology project as highly
questionable. However, we also note the lack of any protest from the BBC at this diversion of their ear-
marked income to a non-BBC proposition: what Sherlock Holmes might have described as the dog that did
not bark in the night. However objectionable the purpose, it would appear that the BBC can tolerate over
£100 million a year being sliced oV the licence fee without threatening to close orchestras, BBC4 or Radio 3.

13. Some commentators thought that the BPG was seeking to attack or damage the BBC with its
recommendations. This is far from the truth. If, as recommended, BBC Production—the UK’s largest
production entity—were separated from BBC Broadcast, thereby delivering a transparent commissioning
process for the creative industries, the BPG expected both to flourish. We also recommended that the BBC
be slowly weaned oV its dependence on the licence fee, because we thought such an anachronistic, inflexible,
costly and non-accountable funding system was not in the best interests of the citizen or the BBC, and should
be superseded once technology allowed an obvious alternative.

14. We also felt that transferring, first the BBC’s digital services, and later its main television channels,
to a subscription basis would at long last allow a clear separation to be made between the BBC’s market
output and non-market output. At that point, the BBC, too, could apply to a central fund—which we called
the PBA—to pay for some or all of the PSC it wished to deliver, over and above the rich mix of programmes
that a subscription service would be expected to supply.

15. As we now know, the government has decided instead to leave the licence fee in place, at least until
the planned end date for analogue switch-oV, with a review beforehand. It does not seem to us that the issues
of plurality of PSC supply, contestability and accountability can be satisfactorily addressed whilst
postponing discussion of proposals like those from the Burns Committee that the dependence of the BBC
on the licence fee be progressively reduced.

16. An example of the kind of contestable funding the BPG envisages has been the interesting experiment
of Teachers’ TV, whereby central funds have been deployed to create a new form of public service content.
This material has been transmitted using broadcast and internet delivery, with the contractor being installed
by means of an open tender, which is now being re-advertised despite the success of the original winning
bidder. Here we have a prime instance of targeted, transparent, accountable, contestable PSC funding, with
a clear value-for-money assessment available.

17. Why, then, is Ofcom seemingly fixated on its notion of a Public Service Publisher, or Provider—either
way, PSP? This idea was heavily criticised on first viewing as an unnecessarily bureaucratic response to the
problem of PSC delivery, with many commentators warning against the dangers of ghetto-ising PSC content
and diverting scarce funds to infrastructure, transmission and marketing. It also placed Ofcom in the
position of facilitating PSC provision whilst at the same time having to assess that provision in its five-
year reviews.

18. The PSP has re-emerged on a much smaller scale, and laden with current buzz words such as “new
media”, “participation”, “re-usability” and “personalisation”. As such, it is both less worrying, but also less
relevant. It would make very little diVerence to the problem of super-dominance by the BBC in securing
public funding for broadcasting. It is still trapped in the concept of institutional delivery, though less so than
previously. And its buzz words have been overtaken by the likes of the BBC, with its 360-degree
commissioning (ie across all delivery methods), and Channel 4, with its push for re-usability. The guiding
principle appears to be technology, rather than content: another example of Ofcom pursuing the surface of
PSC rather than its core.

19. Ofcom prides itself on being an “evidence-based“” regulator. Its surveys of public service
broadcasting, however deeply flawed, have at least demonstrated that the disappearance of plurality in PSC
delivery is the key concern for the future. A PSP would make only the most minimal of diVerences in this
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regard. However nervous of tangling with the BBC Ofcom might be—and it shares this anxiety with many
a politician—we will never solve the problems of PSC in the digital age until we grasp the nettle of the BBC’s
funding. Everything else is a sideshow.

February 2007

Witnesses: Lord Burns GCE, a Member of the House of Lords, Mr David Elstein, Mr Tim Gardam and
Mr Jeremy Mayhew, gave evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Good morning everybody. This is the
first session that we are holding on the Committee’s
new inquiry which is into public service media
content and its future provision. To begin the
inquiry we have invited a panel of experts and
consultants to give their own views, so can I welcome
Lord Burns, who of course advised the Secretary of
State on Charter renewal; David Elstein, who is a
familiar figure to the Committee; Tim Gardam; and
Jeremy Mayhew. Perhaps I might begin by asking
you to give a slightly philosophical view perhaps
about public service content and how exactly you see
it defined. Is it sensible to categorise it into particular
genres or is it better to adopt, as Ofcom are, a more
general definition, and is it simply confined to those
areas which the market do not provide or should we
look for a wider definition?
Lord Burns: Could I begin by saying that it is a little
while since I looked closely at these issues. It is two
years now since I was involved really at the heart of
this debate. Personally I am attracted by the Ofcom
description of this—that we should now be
concentrating more upon content than
broadcasting. To me the notion of public service
broadcasting or public service content is high-
quality material, probably originated in the UK,
which the market itself does not provide. We can
debate about that because of course one of the
uncertainties in all of this is what the market will
provide. We have some idea of some of the pressures
there are going to be upon some of the existing
terrestrial broadcasters in terms of providing public
service content. What we do not know is the extent
to which the multi-channel world and other forms of
media are going to generate new forms of what we
might think of as public service content. We thought
of them as public service broadcasters. Indeed, at
one stage I think people thought of public service
broadcasters as being all of the broadcasters who
broadcast free-to-air and now, because of the
changing nature of this market place, people are
beginning to concentrate more upon the
components that we might think of as public service
content. I am quite comfortable with that approach.
Mr Elstein: Chairman, I am here as Chairman of the
Broadcasting Policy Group which produced a report
three years ago dealing with this, amongst other
issues, and I have to say we welcome the focus of this
Committee hearing on public service content rather
than public service broadcasting or public service
broadcasting institutions. Content is the nub of the
issue ahead of us. The Broadcasting Policy Group
was pretty clear that attempting to define public
service content (PSC) by its nature, its category, its
origin, its means of funding was always going to get
you into trouble. You get a lot of high-quality
content which is not generated from public funds;

you get a lot of publicly funded content which is not
high quality. Our view was the test should be: will the
market provide or will it not. Our view was also that
there was likely to be for a very long time a case for
public funding of public service content. The exact
quantum would need to be decided on a regular basis
by Parliament but there was clearly a case for it. The
issue was therefore how you could generate a
suYciency and a breadth and a plurality of public
service content in a post analogue age, and we are
already down the road of the old commercial public
service broadcasters being either unable or unwilling
to deliver on the trade-oV between discounted or free
spectrum and new public service content. We have
got to grasp this nettle of how you deliver plurality
of public service content supply in the digital age;
that is the central issue.
Mr Gardam: First, I might say I am speaking here
entirely in an independent capacity although I
should declare an interest as a non-executive
director of Scottish Media Group. I think there is
some detachment from the front-line of television
and I think the coming of the digital market has
allowed us to think more clearly about public service
content definitions because we have moved beyond
a system of trade-oVs which the old licensing system
essentially enshrined, that mixture of obligations
and incentives through institutions which allowed
the analogue public service environments to exist. I
think I have a slight diYculty with what David
Elstein said because I agree it is uncertain what the
market will provide, and it may well provide content
which used to be entirely in the domain of what was
seen as public service broadcasting, but I would not
define the public service content solely in market
terms, not least because I think the fact that
television has been in the past 50 years the greatest
force of intellectual emancipation that we have
known means that we would be unwise to forget the
social and cultural purposes of television over and
beyond its market purposes. I would like us to think
in terms of motivation of purposes when looking at
public service content. The primary motivation of
public service content is so that it is devised to be fit
for whatever social and cultural purposes it sets out
to achieve and not primarily there to profit
maximise. I would suggest three areas which it is
worth using as a framework to consider the most
important aspects of public service content. The first
is the provision of reliable information to an
informed democracy in the digital age. We are living
at a time when technology and markets are
globalising but politics is not. I think asking what
news and information is necessary for an informed
democracy to function and what sort of public
frameworks should there be for that, particularly in
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a multi-cultural, socially fragmented and multi-
lingual society, is something that should be kept to
the fore. The second area which I think one should
consider is the need to promote individual
authorship and voice because I think one of the
greatest culturally emancipating forces of television
in the past 50 years has been to ensure that the most
interesting and imaginative voices of the age are
connected to a wide audience for fresh ideas, and we
have to think how that can be maintained. The third
area, which I think is as fundamental, is to promote
what I have described as “independent
intelligence”—going back to my phrase of
“intellectual emancipation”—and what does an
engaged citizen need to know in order to take part in
a society where traditional points of cultural
reference are disappearing? I think one needs to
stand back a bit from issues of the market and how
the content is provided to think about those
purposes because I think those purposes will be as
valid and as relevant in the world across lots of
platforms as they were in a world where there was
only a television platform.
Mr Mayhew: I should probably also start by saying
I speak in a personal capacity although at various
times I have had as my clients most of the public
service broadcasters. I agree strongly with Tim that
public service broadcasting content needs to be
thought of, above all, in terms of its distinctive
purposes in the market place—and I would certainly
point you to the five or six (depending on how you
count them) purposes that the BBC has been given
in its new Charter, and in particular point out that
essentially we do not have this, by contemporary
standards, mammoth act of intervention in a
particular sector for essentially economic or
industrial reasons; we have it for non-economic
reasons, for social, educational, and political
reasons, and I think that should be the test. I find
superficially the test “can the market provide?”
attractive; however, the problem is that if you are
going to have public service broadcasting and public
service content which has impact, the balancing act
which traditionally has been performed, and I think
underwrites the sustainability of our public service
broadcasters, in particular of the BBC, the balancing
act between distinctiveness and reach, the proper
balancing act seems to me to mean that it is more
complicated than saying about any particular bit of
content, “This bit of content could not have been
provided by the market place.” It certainly is the
case, in my view, that if you found publicly
supported or publicly funded services which could
have been provided by the market place, you should
be deeply sceptical and say, “Why are they being
provided?” but I do not think it is a realistic test to
ask about each bit whether it will be provided, and
indeed the mix between distinctive and popular
seems to me at the heart of creating a proposition
that has impact and delivers on the purposes. Of
course, there are some aspects once you have
endeavoured to answer that question of public
service content/public service broadcasting that can
be specified and some that can be quantified—the
proportion of original programming, the amount of

local originations, et cetera, the sort of tier two type
stuV within the Ofcom regulatory system, but that is
a sort of base camp. The key things are about
quality, innovation, experimentation, pushing the
boundaries. These things are inherently subjective,
nebulous, et cetera, and it seems to me—and this is
I suspect going to be a quarrel between myself and
David Elstein—that you need to understand that
upfront because that is the reason why ensuring the
delivery of satisfactory, high-quality public service
content or broadcasting cannot be contractualised,
cannot be specified very precisely, and that is why
you get driven back to the importance of institutions
in the delivery of public service content because in
the end an ethos inside institutions which have
distinctive purposes and remits is not some sideshow
to the delivery of the proposition, it is absolutely
fundamental to the characteristic of the proposition,
which is inherently, I am contending, one which
cannot often be wholly specified ahead of time.
Mr Elstein: It is nice to know, Chairman, that when
the Church of England is at odds as to where it
should go that the priesthood of public service
broadcasting wishes to retain the mysticism of
purpose but justifies unlimited public funding with
no accountability. It is reassuring!

Q2 Chairman: It does seem to me this raises a
problem though that if you are moving away from
the traditional definitions of arts, religious
broadcasting, children’s programming, regional
content into a much more general definition of what
basically is good for you and desirable, how do you
then determine whether or not remits are being
delivered? How can you say to ITV, “Yes you are
delivering on your obligations,” or, “Yes the BBC is
still a bastion of public service broadcasting,”
because it becomes entirely a matter of opinion, does
it not?
Lord Burns: There has been set up a rather complex
process but it has been done in some detail, trying to
specify the obligations of the BBC within this whole
area. We can look at the Charter, we can look at the
agreement, we can look at the arrangements for the
Trust that have put in place to try to deal with some
of these issues on an on-going basis. What I assumed
this debate was much more about was the issue
about plurality, as David has said, which is what is
going to happen to public service broadcasting or
content in the non-BBC world. It seems to me that
although it is attractive to think of this in terms of
institutions, that is not the way the world is going.
There are going to be a large number of people who
are broadcasting and the question to me is whether
they are going to continue to produce competition in
the world of public service broadcasting. Or are we
going to be left with a world in which we have a
rather elaborate, detailed process which has been
thought through for many months about the
obligations on the BBC on the one side, and
something which is much more diYcult to specify,
much more diYcult to measure, and where there are
no obligations for the rest of the broadcasting world.
That seems to me to be a big challenge. Having
myself been through the process of trying to specify
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the obligations of the BBC and the governance
arrangements of the BBC to acheive delivery of what
we regard as public service content, now shifting the
focus to the question of the rest of the broadcasting
industry I think this is a very worthwhile thing to do
I have to say I think is even more complicated.

Q3 Mr Sanders: Looking at the new technological
age that we live in and the advances, as the market
provides more and more content, is there not a case
for less government intervention?
Mr Gardam: Up to a point. I think it goes back to
definitions of what sort of content and the
motivation for that content. What is clearly
happening is that though the business models which
will eventually connect television to the Internet are
still being worked through, and I think it is uncertain
exactly how they will turn out, it is undoubtedly a
fact that at the moment the eVect of the
fragmentation of audiences across the diVerent
platforms is having a major impact on the
traditional licensed broadcasters. I think one of the
most telling points that I have heard recently was
made by Ed Richards of Ofcom when he pointed out
that if we are looking to the market to provide
increasingly high level content, in the 20 years since
satellite television we still have a position whereby £2
billion of content is provided by the so-called public
service licensed broadcasters and only £100 million
of original content is provided by the other channels.
It could be argued that that is the case because the
direct intervention of the BBC licence fee has been a
disincentive for that, but all the evidence that I can
see is that there is not the same incentive,
particularly in a world of fragmented attention, to
invest in new, original content which will not have
the guarantee of similar returns on investment as
there has been in the past and therefore the level of
intervention that there needs to be, I think, is to act
as a catalyst to incentivise that sort of programming
to be made, and the criteria that I laid out at the
beginning is a framework which will prioritise where
we need to ensure the money is invested because I
think those are the areas most likely to show what
one might describe as a market shortfall.

Q4 Mr Sanders: So less government intervention
would not necessarily lead to more content?
Mr Gardam: It is a question of volume versus range,
is it not, there is going to be unlimited content
available in the world of new media.

Q5 Mr Sanders: Maybe I should have said new
content.
Mr Gardam: The question is whether there will be a
similar range of content with the social and cultural
purposes that we have had in the past and what will
the impact be from the view of government on civic
society if that content is not available for people to
use although it will be available in very many
diVerent forms.
Mr Elstein: You have to diVerentiate between what
happens within a certain set of circumstances where
you have got spectrum scarcity and restricted
analogue spectrum and what happens when all of

that goes. The evidence is pretty clear that even after
the analogue system is switched oV, the likes of ITV,
Channel 4 and Five will have revenues north of £2
billion a year and by far the biggest item of
expenditure for them will be new, original UK-
commissioned content because that is what works
for them commercially. From the viewers’ point of
view it is virtually irrelevant whether there is new
content on Living 3 or Sky Sports 7; they still have
the same volume of content because they have all the
original channels as well. They do not spend their
time ticking boxes as to under which heading did
that new programme come, so what you have got to
think through is what does the evidence of
sophisticated broadcast market places like ours tell
us if we look elsewhere. If you look in somewhere
like the United States, even faster fragmentation of
audiences than we have experienced in the UK has
led to a significant increase in the volume of
investment and new production of high-quality
content, not a very broad range of content but still
very high quality. If you look at news investment and
particularly local and regional news investment in
the US, where there is no regulatory requirement to
spend, there is still an overwhelming commercial
pressure to spend at high levels. I cannot imagine
that ITV after analogue switch-oV and after its
analogue spectrum had ceased to have any value or
price, would give up its news services. Why would it?
It is a highly distinctive part of what it provides to
the audience. It is not going to cede that territory to
the BBC. We will not have any leverage to require
ITV to do that, but they will just do it because it is
in their economic interest to do it, so you have got to
accept that as the years move forward the way in
which we intervene is likely to change, the
mechanism, and what exactly we generate out of
public funding is likely to change as well. There will
be times when we just say we need something very
focused. Teachers’ TV is an example. It is funded out
of the DfES with a lump of money, £15 million a
year, for a particular purpose, allocated to be spent
on production, broadcasting and Internet
transmission. It is made for profit by the contractor
but still very much defined as are we getting value for
money for the DfES. That contract will come up for
retendering in the very near future and even though
it has been very successful, we need transparency, we
need contestability and we need accountability in
how we spend public money on new public service
content. We have got plenty of examples of how you
can mix institutional spend and non-institutional
spend already. The issue is how will that balance
change going forward. I will give you a very obvious
example: Channel 4 News—very highly valued by
viewers, by regulators and by Channel 4 itself—and
Channel 4 is basically telling us all that the
increasingly competitive market place is making it
harder and harder for them to generate enough
profit from Big Brother to carry on making Channel
4 News in the way it should be. Tim will give you a
much clearer, deeper understanding of this having
been responsible for Channel 4 News. The issue for
us going forward will be should we just pour more
money into the Channel 4 pot and hope that what
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comes out of the spout will be Channel 4 News or
should we say to Channel 4, “Here you are, you are
making £700 million a year; in order to keep making
£700 million a year you have to commission a lot of
a very popular programming. We cannot be certain
you will deliver Channel 4 News the way we would
like it and therefore if you wish to bid for a chunk
of money that will be clearly dedicated to Channel 4
News, that is another way of delivering it. Whether
you internalise it or externalise it, we will still have
similar types of assessments to make and decisions
to make, but what we need to think about is as
Channel 4, ITV and FIVE reduce their obligations
to make these kind of programmes, for good
economic reasons, how do we avoid a situation
where the BBC is eVectively the 90%, 95%, 98%
supplier of public service content, because in a
democracy that cannot be right. Nice as it is to have
other ideas floating around like the public service
publisher from Ofcom and so forth, it is not getting
to the heart of the issue and all of us who admire and
respect the BBC and think it does tremendous work
still have to face up to a situation where if one person
in an editorial position in the BBC says this cannot
be mentioned on any BBC service about a particular
government Minister, that is obeyed all the way
through the Corporation; that is not how democracy
works and so we need to address this and I hope this
Committee will address it.

Q6 Mr Sanders: That is an argument for
decentralisation of management of the BBC. These
are issues that we could be here all day discussing. It
was a fascinating answer, David, and thank you for
it. I also wanted to look at the new media outlets and
whether it is possible for government to intervene
and make sure that public service content is
provided. Do you have a view on that?
Lord Burns: Could I first of all say that I agree very
much with David that in terms of your first question
this is an issue about the method of intervention. I
am quite satisfied that the method of intervention is
going to have to change. The means by which we are
able to get public service content through the licence
agreements and the oVset to “the licence to print
money” is going to come to an end in that form. If we
wish to intervene in the non BBC world—and that is
a question that I think does have to be faced up to—
first of all it is going to have to be done by diVerent
means. I think the same applies to the new media.
There is going to be an issue of BBC content on the
new media and some of the same issues will emerge
as to how dominant it should be. It raises the issue
of whether or not the market place will provide
alternative forms of that content for the new media,
and to what extent there needs to be some public
sector intervention of a very diVerent type to that
which there has been previously. What I would
however counsel, and I agree entirely with David, is
we do not want the BBC to be the only force in this
area. But I would not write oV too quickly that some
will be provided by other parts of the broadcasting
industry or the media industry because they think
that it is a worthwhile thing to do. They might think
that it is good for their branding, they might think

that it is good for their image, they might think that
it will actually make money relative to what is
needed to finance it. It is very easy to reach the
conclusion that what we think of as public service
content will only come from the BBC and that
everyone else will be doing various versions of Big
Brother. That is not what is likely to happen to my
mind. When you get a proliferation of channels and
you get a proliferation of media, you do get
alternative suppliers. If news is what you are
interested in, on the Internet there are thousands of
sources of news all over the world that are readily
available. There is a much greater supply of news
content on a worldwide basis than there ever was.

Q7 Mr Sanders: That comes back to my point; can a
government, given that a government will be a
nation state based entity, actually intervene in some
of these new media outlets given that they are not
necessarily based within the boundaries of that
nation state?
Mr Gardam: Let’s consider the position whereby
public service intervention is seen to be only within
the bounds of old media and that new media is seen
to be beyond that. What we are talking about here is
the use of public money to act as a catalyst to ensure
a certain set of motivations and purposes come to
the fore in the production of certain material. I am
not quite as optimistic as Lord Burns as to the ease
with which public service material will be provided
by shareholder-maximising, profit-maximising
companies in the medium term because I think the
disruptive eVect of the migration of advertising from
television towards the Internet is going to put
considerable pressure on traditional commercial
broadcasters trying to defend a share price where the
levels and margins of profitability are going to be
squeezed, and we have seen how unattractive the
media sector has become in recent years, and so I
think there will be pressure to ensure maximum
profit per slot in the broadcasting world. If however
you say that public service content should not extend
into the world of new media, you are essentially
saying that the public service imperatives that have
actually shaped civic society in the past 50 years
become part of a heritage industry. I think one of the
mistakes that Channel 4 made between 2000 and
2004 when I was there was that it saw new media as a
commercial opportunity solely in order to drive new
revenue streams to subsidise old media, which was
the core channel. I think in retrospect—and I was
involved at the time—that was a mistake because in
the end if you are going to have, in this case, a public
sector public service corporation such as Channel 4,
it needs to have those same motivations feeding their
way through all platforms. I think that has been
recognised by Channel 4 and turned around but I
think it would be very dangerous for us to believe
that we are going to be able to make those same
contacts into society which have been made in the
past through television if we just restrict those
motivations to television.
Mr Mayhew: In case anybody has got a diVerent
impression, can I start by saying that I am definitely
with David in believing that it is critical, it is
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absolutely essential to public policy, and indeed
should be the priority post Charter review to think
about the way in which the BBC is not allowed to be
a monopoly in public service provision. The danger
is that as the old compact breaks down in terms of
an exchange of obligations for access to scarce
analogue spectrum that the BBC becomes a
monopoly and that would be, in my view, as in most
circumstances in the public and private sector, bad
for the BBC, bad for British citizens, et cetera, so far
from being complacent about that or endeavouring
to argue a case which maybe David thought I was
trying to argue for protecting a BBC monopoly, I am
certainly in favour of thinking very hard about how
one creates competition in the public service space to
the BBC. I also agree that the methods of
intervention are likely to have to change in relation
to ensuring the delivery of public service content
beyond the BBC and to some extent beyond
Channel 4 and, to put it crudely, negative regulation
saying “thou shalt not do things” will not deliver the
goods. It will involve an active act of political will
and positive intervention, involving I suspect money
as well, directly or indirectly, in order to get people
to do what they otherwise would not do, which of
course is not to imply, as in all sorts of other sectors
of society, that private sector institutions whose
primary obligation is to maximise shareholder value
do not also deliver public value. It is not to suggest
that public benefit does not flow from the activities
of the commercial sector; it is just there may be
certain non-economic purposes that are not
suYciently delivered. It seems to me that it is
perfectly possible to be a free marketeer believing
that the market is the best engine for delivering
economic growth and GDP without believing that
the market is a particularly reliable way of delivering
those non-economic purposes. I do not think there is
a contradiction between being a free marketer,
broadly speaking, in the economic arena and
believing that the state has a role in delivering some
of those non-economic purposes. I want to go back
to the two questions you asked about the case for
intervention in old and new media. It is clearly the
case that the public service broadcasters represent
already a much smaller proportion of the
broadcasting or the media cake than in the past. If
the question is “Is the relative case for intervention
versus the interplay of the commercial sector in
decline?” the answer is undoubtedly yes, I would say,
and the market will provide more, relatively
speaking. I am far from convinced and I am not
going to proVer an answer on whether the absolute
level of intervention in terms of financial support—
for example the £400 million that Ofcom has
estimated was the value of the spectrum made
available to the non-BBC PSBs—needs to be
maintained. I think that is a diVerent issue, but in
relative terms clearly the PSBs represent a smaller
proportion of the cake. Moreover, the traditional
historic economic case for intervention, which in a
sense was based upon the characteristics of the
market place, scarce spectrum, high barriers to
entry, the characteristics of public goods et cetera,
could be argued to be in decline and therefore I think

an appropriate scepticism not about whether the
historic purposes of the intervention have gone
away, I do not think they have, but about the
appropriate scale and scope of the intervention is
appropriate I think that is probably the challenge for
the next period and I would proVer that perhaps that
question was not asked as rigorously as it might have
been over the last two or three years. You asked
about new media. First of all, the historic case in
terms of the character of the goods and the character
of the market place, namely barriers to entry and
public goods, seems to me initially less strong than in
the historic broadcasting space. This is not a market
characterised by high barriers to entry. However, if
one were to confine the traditional public service
institutions to old media they will increasingly look
anachronistic. Let me briefly unbundle what is
meant by new media. First of all, we are talking
about alternative means of distributing the same
linear content and people use the term both to apply
to that, ie distributing content over diVerent
distribution systems, and to new sorts of content—
user-generated content, et cetera. It seems to be that
the case for delivering the old content over multiple
platforms is pretty strong in order to have the same
impact historically. I think the case for public
support for such things as user-generated content
needs to be made. One caveat: if public service
content is to continue to have universal appeal and
deliver universally it needs to reach young people,
and we know already the consumption of traditional
media is in decline among young people and is often
being displaced by consumption of new media, and
therefore to get to those people you may need to use
new media vehicles.

Q8 Rosemary McKenna: Good morning, gentlemen.
The Government is committed to plurality and we
have all agreed, I think, this morning that it is
absolutely crucial. Ofcom have identified three areas
where they think it is most important—production,
commissioning and the outlets (who distributes,
how the programmes get to the consumer). What
would you say of those three is the most important
in terms of plurality—production, commissioning,
or the outlets?
Mr Elstein: The outlets are, hopefully, all
interchangeable in terms of their collective impact.
Jeremy Mayhew mentioned the word “impact” and
it is an important issue when you do commission
public service content how much reach will it have
and what are the arrangements for distribution, but
I do not think they are a defining characteristic of
pluralism. I think the source of content, the supplier,
is very important and I think the commissioning
process is at the same time very important. If you
only have one commissioning body which is also a
broadcaster, you are inevitably narrowing the
process whereby the multiplicity of ideas can
compete. If you track back to when Channel 4 was
created it was deliberately created to be a light
commissioning structure with nil or virtually nil in-
house production which would commission from
hundreds of suppliers—I think it is probably less
than hundreds these days—but that was a way of
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generating a multiplicity of voices and also having
competition for what was in eVect public funding.
Originally it was money diverted from ITV which
therefore never got to the Treasury. Later it was
money that might have been paid for spectrum but
as the spectrum was given for free it was another way
of delivering public money, so the fact that there was
a Channel 4 as well as a BBC gave you at least some
extension of the commissioning plurality that you
need and the fact that there were many other
suppliers and now the BBC is also commissioning
from independents gave you plurality of supply. I do
not think there is any problem in having plurality of
supply in the modern age—there is a huge number of
would-be suppliers—even if the BBC were the only
commissioning body. I think the real diYculty is if
the BBC becomes overwhelmingly the core
commissioning body. The one thing I would just say
is that the BBC is in receipt of well over £3 billion a
year of public money, but I think it is realistic to
acknowledge (sophistry to one side) a great chunk of
that money is spent on very good quality
entertainment. You do not have to apply the label
“public service content” to Strictly Come Dancing or
even Dr Who. Great, we all need high-quality
entertainment but if you try to nail down the stuV
that the BBC delivers, and BBC Television delivers
in particular, that could not be supplied by the
market (and, by the way, Blue Planet could be
supplied by the market, it is a highly marketable
production) it is probably £500 million to £1 billion
out of that £3 billion, so if we look at how to replicate
the £300 million to £400 million a year that Ofcom
has historically looked at as coming from the
commercial sector, which is the trade-oV between
reduced-cost spectrum and the programmes they
generate, how would we find £300 to £400 million of
non-BBC cash to be spent on public service content?
That in a nutshell is the challenge. I have suggested
in my note to you one mechanism for doing that,
which is something we have anticipated might be the
case, but the value of the DTT spectrum that is being
created inside the UK which will not be needed by
the BBC clearly has a cash value. There may be other
mechanisms. I would have strongly endorsed the
Burns Committee’s Public Service Broadcasting
Commission idea which is very similar to the BPG
Public Broadcasting Authority, which is something
which only focuses on public service content, has no
other interest in the world, does not have a stake in
a broadcaster, does not have a stake in new
businesses or anything, just wants to look at the
world of content supply and say, “What is missing?
What is not there? What is not good enough? If we
had £300 or £400 million a year what are our highest
priorities? How do we deliver it?” Maybe one day the
BBC will not be wholly funded by the licence fee,
which was another recommendation of Lord Burns’
Committee, and it too will be able to participate in
this central funding and be part of the contestable,
transparent, accountable version of public service
funding for content that we are looking at. If you
want a quick intervention decision it is how do we
find the money and how do we allocate the money in
the future, the point I was making about the

diVerence between internalising and externalising,
putting it into institutions or putting it into a stand-
alone body, and how do you make sure that you
have enough non BBC commissioning and
distribution of public service content to keep a
democracy healthy. I do not think you would find
any disagreement amongst the four of us as to why
you should do it. Tim has expressed it extremely
elegantly but you do not have to be an Oxford head
of college to adopt those principles in terms of
nurturing our intellectual and public life. For good
reasons that is what our broadcasting system has
managed to do and we would be nuts to let that go.
What this Committee and governments have to
think their way through is what are the mechanisms,
how do you lay hands on the funding, how do you
put the two together.
Lord Burns: I very much agree with that. I stand by
the recommendations that we made in the report
(and of course Tim was also a member of that group)
which is that we need to identify which is the content
that is missing, which we would like to see more of
on non-BBC outlets, and then to have a body which
has some funds which is then able to commission
programmes in a contestable way. Alternative
people would have to bid for that money to fill what
has been judged to be the gap between that which we
would like to see and that which we think the market
place will deliver. It is not an easy job and it will have
to be approached over a period. But it seems to me
that that is the best mechanism that I can think of
which will give us the basis for being able to make
some of these judgments and being able to generate
the necessary competition in the non BBC space to
provide that type of programme.
Mr Gardam: You will not be surprised to find that I
very much agree with that, being a member of Lord
Burns’ Committee. In direct answer to your
question, clearly what matters most is the plurality
of ideas and plurality of ideas will be most likely to
happen through plurality of commissioning. We
have also to think of the impact of the ideas and
there the issue of trusted brands is quite important
when we come to outlets. Ofcom have identified two
areas at the moment in very practical terms where
the issue of plurality has to be addressed. One is the
future funding of Channel 4 and the other is public
service publishing. To my mind the issue of Channel
4 is a prior question to that of public service
publishing because the Channel 4 issue which is
within the wider framework that nobody else seems
to be talking about of ensuring that there is true
contestability for public service content. Channel 4
has identified a £100 million gap at the time of digital
switchover between where it is now and where it will
be then. It may be hard looking at Channel 4’s
apparent profitability and riding high as a brand to
believe it, however, I think one of the interesting
things looking at Channel 4 from when I began my
association with it in 1998 is ever since that moment
when we saw the impact of fragmentation coming,
we were looking at that time to find other sources of
income beyond that of spot advertising revenue. Try
as it has today still 95% of its income comes from
selling advertising into the main channel, and indeed
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as the shift from television advertising to Internet
advertising has taken place, the impact on Channel
4 in terms of its creative endeavours has been that
although it has increased its number of channels, it
is reducing its investment in original content on its
digital channels because it can sell its advertising at
a higher premium on its original channel, so
Channel 4 is still caught in a funding gap. That is
why Channel 4 has taken the quite risky decision to
say, “We will need public money.” I think that is an
immediate focus for contestability. I think it will also
have impacts on Channel 4 because I think it would
lead to much more rigorous questions being asked
about Channel 4’s governance than have been asked
in the past because in the past Channel 4’s
governance was seen almost to be innately enshrined
in its means of production, its use of independents,
its commitment to innovation and fresh ideas. The
opening of the market in production companies and
the fact that production companies are allowed to
keep their rights to build their businesses has
changed the motivation it all sorts of ways. It has
been a good thing for production companies that
they have consolidated but I think there will be an
issue if Channel 4 does take public money about how
it will account for the uses of that public money so
that it is not seen as just a manoeuvre, and I think
that is something which is yet to be addressed. I
think though that the assurance of a public sector,
public service competitor to the BBC as a trusted
brand (and Channel 4 is a comparable brand name
with the BBC in this country) is the first order issue.
The issue of whether you need a new catalyst into the
new media world of public intervention which is
what a public service publisher is meant to be, is a
secondary issue. I think there are lots of pros and
cons about that that we may discuss but I think we
should not lose sight of the key issue of Channel 4’s
role in public funding and hence I think the
inexorable drive towards contestability.

Q9 Alan Keen: Obviously this session is of great
advantage to us to set the scene really. We could not
have had anyone better. I am sure you would agree!
It would be good if each of you in a couple of
sentences were to define what public service
broadcasting is. Is it what the market cannot
produce? The market could produce Blue Planet but
many would not be happy to make that size of
investment and would want a more short-term
return. Is public service broadcasting what is good
for us that we would not watch purely for
enjoyment? Could you give us a brief definition.
Lord Burns: I think it is about high-quality material.
I think it is probably about being originated in the
UK. I think that it does have to have a good reach
in other words, it is not a question of putting on this
material at 3.30 in the morning on some minority
channel. And it should be reasonably modestly
priced. But, above all, I do think in the age that we
are moving into, where there is going to be this huge
multiplicity of channels, it has to be defined in terms
of those things which the market place is not going
to provide. Otherwise we are into a long and very
complicated debate about what these things are.

Ofcom have identified some categories which I think
is a starting point—news and current aVairs, some
issues about arts, some to do with science, some to
do with history, some to do with the whole issue of
democratic accountability. But within these
categories as we know, quite a lot of this material is
going to appear anyway. I think it has to become a
judgment as to whether it is of suYciently high
quality and whether there is enough that is generated
and originated within the UK. Here of course the US
market and the UK market are quite diVerent in
terms of their audience sizes and therefore some of
the economics of this. The other thing I would say
about this notion of public service content is that
because of the type of definition, which I am
supporting, it is inevitably going to be a shifting
target because you will only discover over time how
things are going to emerge. I would stress the
uncertainty. At the moment we are in this halfway
house between the analogue world and the digital
world, between some people who have a restricted
number of channels, and some people who have a lot
of channels. And it is quite diYcult to think yourself
forward about what it is going to be like when
everybody is in the position of having a large number
of channels and where there is quite a lot of content
on oVer. And at that stage issues about quality,
variety and UK origination, may become bigger
issues than simply whether or not there is enough
news on television or on the radio.
Mr Elstein: We have got to recognise where we are
sitting between the past which was driven by public
service broadcasters, who have wrapped up all their
content (and there are only four of them because of
course we had limited spectrum and that is all we
could do) and therefore they had to deliver a wide
range of content, whether it would have been
delivered by market mechanisms or not, and
therefore we got into the habit that everything the
BBC produced was public service broadcasting. In
the future, after analogue switch-oV, we are much
more focused on public service content (ie stuV that
otherwise might not happen if we did not intervene),
and I think that is the key diVerentiator. It does not
mean that you do not want public service
broadcasters. Having public sector broadcasters like
the BBC and Channel 4 is probably quite good for
our broadcast ecology and for our citizenship,
making sure that they keep to the mark is one of the
things that Ofcom is charged with, but I just think
that we can fall into a category error if we drive too
far down the road of, “Anything the BBC produces
is public service content”, even The Weakest Link,
and it is not really an argument worth having. That
is a function of funding, not a function of anything
else. Once we get to a stage where the key
diVerentiator is between what we know the market
can or will deliver and the huge range of content the
market delivers—Artsworld delivers a whole
package of arts content—actually I think it is going
to be renamed Sky Arts soon—not a lot of it
original, but brought in from around the world. It is
excellent to have it there. Nobody funds that other
than Sky’s own subscribers and the advertising
market, and so, looking forward, I think Terry
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Burns is absolutely spot on. We have got to be
cognisant of the fact that what will be defined as
public service content will change over time and we
should not intervene unless we need to. We should
not oYciously strive to keep alive that which is about
to be consigned to the past by analogue switch-oV,
which is a wonderful, limited spectrum,
broadcasting system, many of whose characteristics
we want to carry into the new age but whose
fundamental structure is utterly diVerent from what
we will be facing in the future.
Mr Gardam: I think that is very true. However, I
would add that the market continues to go through
huge disruptions as a result of fragmentation and
convergence, and one of the principal drivers of
what we have seen as public service content in the
past has been a preparedness to invest in ideas over
and above maximising the return on that
investment, and that, at the same time, has led in the
past to a diversity of ideas and a widely available
range of ideas. I think if you talk to people working
in the sort of positions I used to work in as the
directors of content, there is no doubt that the ability
to maintain the funding at the same sorts of levels of
assumptions and what is fit for purpose of a range of
content is increasingly pressured. If you look at what
is happening to television at the moment, the
established channels are increasingly reliant on
particular brands getting bigger and bigger which
are increasingly priced higher and higher and, in
terms of the public sector broadcasters (and I am
speaking here from a Channel 4 perspective) the
need to pay the market price for those brands is
curtailing freedom to invest in other types of
programming which probably will not make money
at all. Channel 4, until the coming of multi-channel
television, and a very simple model really, very
cheap and variable programmes made it lots of
money and that money was used to make interesting
programmes in the UK market which were not very
widely watched. Then, in the first five years of this
century that changed, Channel 4 started to have to
pay close to the market price for American
programming because of the multi-channel
competition, but it changed the types of
programmes it made in the UK market to make
those more competitive. Now there is a market in
UK content, Channel 4 is finding it is having to pay
higher and higher to maintain its rights and its
ownership of UK content. All this is creating value,
but at the same time it does mean that the money
available (as it was under the old system) to ensure
that you had a well-funded range of other
programming is year by year being diminished, and
that is certainly the experience of the people who are
commissioning at the moment.
Mr Mayhew: I would endorse what Lord Burns said
that financial support beyond the BBC should be
focused, insofar as one can discern it, on what the
market will not provide. Given what I said about
institutions earlier, I would reinforce what Tim said
about the priority being Channel 4. It would be nice
to have public service competitors beyond the BBC
and Channel 4, but it would be mad to pursue new
institutions, it seems to me, while letting Channel 4

give up on public service content. That will not
happen in a Big Bang way but salami-like as it
becomes more and more dependent on the big
brands that Tim referred to—you can see them
slipping away—and I think that what I would say is
that the more public service players is not necessarily
the better. In this fragmented world, you need
intervention which has impact. There is some danger
in spreading the non-BBC money too thinly and
actually getting lost in the crowd. Therefore, I would
argue that the first priority, very strongly, must be to
find ways in which Channel 4 can be an eVective
public service broadcaster content provider with
impact when competing with the BBC. Over and
above that, it is nice to have and an absolute priority
keeping Channel 4 at the public service table.
Chairman: We are already over-running and a
number of my colleagues still want to come in. Can
I appeal for brief answers, if possible.

Q10 Janet Anderson: Sky’s acquisition of a stake in
ITV was not mentioned in evidence to us by either
Sky or ITV, but other evidence did suggest that it
would result in a reduction in plurality. Would you
agree with that?
Mr Elstein: Bear in mind that I am a director of
Virgin Media, though I have in the past also been
Head of Programming at Sky. I think the issue
largely centres round news provision and whether
Sky News and ITN are going to cease to compete
with each other under these new conditions where by
far the largest single shareholder in ITV is Sky. Bear
in mind they had previously competed with each
other for the Five News contract, for the Channel 4
News contract, so the only issue for me that
substantially arises here in terms of plurality is
whether we are going to end up with two national
news suppliers rather than three. Therefore, you
might look at this in terms of specific remedies rather
than broad remedies if you are imagining what
intervention might be needed.

Q11 Janet Anderson: Do you think that would be a
good thing or a bad thing for the viewing public?
Mr Elstein: I have heard a former Head of Sky News
years ago at dinner with the Secretary of State saying
that actually it would be good for the UK to merge
Sky News and ITN because they are both sub-
optimal competitors to the BBC and better to have
one strong one than two weak ones. There are a
number of diVerent ways you can approach this. I do
not think there is an absolute rule of thumb which
says: “Intervene to make sure that X does not
happen.” You have got to take a rounded view.
Mr Gardam: I was going to say that of course ITN
does not just make news for ITV, it also makes
Channel 4 News, and I think the impact of Channel
4 News over the years has been very important to the
overall use of ecology in the UK and I think one
would have to think hard about whether one would
want just to see two news providers providing news
across all our public service channels. Equally, it
would be Channel 4’s decision, if it so wished, to
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look for other means of providing its news, through
Reuters or someone, but I think it is not just, in
terms of news provision, an ITV/Sky issue.

Q12 Mike Hall: Can we can deal with this with quite
brief answers because we have touched on funding in
a lot of the other answers that we have had this
morning, but just to start oV, the BBC licence fee
produces just over three billion pounds. I guess the
vast majority of licence fee payers are more
interested in entertainment than public service
broadcasting. Would that be anathema to you,
gentlemen?
Lord Burns: What people want from the BBC is
outstanding television and they want outstanding
radio. I think, as I said earlier, we have been through
a long and elaborate process of consultation and
deliberation as to what the remit should be for the
BBC and how we make sure that that remit is
implemented. But my view is that people enjoy the
BBC for a range of reasons. They want to see variety
of programmes and they do not want to see the same
programming that they can see on other stations.
Nevertheless, it is patently obvious that the
programmes which are most watched are the ones
that are most similar to the programmes that you do
see on the other channels. In my definition, along
with David, I would argue that not all of what is
produced by the BBC is what I would describe as
public service content. It is a much broader service
than that. It is providing a wide range of
programmes and it is important that there is a good
oVering which has a big reach that attracts quite a
substantial range of people to watch it on a
systematic basis.

Q13 Mike Hall: To put a direct question to you, we
have got the licence fee that brings in money?
Lord Burns: Yes.

Q14 Mike Hall: We have also got the indirect
subsidy of free spectrum?
Lord Burns: Yes.

Q15 Mike Hall: Should we also be looking possibly
at subscription instead of those two exclusively?
Lord Burns: Part funding of the BBC?

Q16 Mike Hall: Yes.
Lord Burns: The argument that Tim and I and others
made in the report that we put out during the process
was that over time we are probably going to have to
move to a mixed funding model. My personal view
is that this is probably the last Charter period when
we will have a licence fee in this form which is the
sole source of funding of the BBC and that, as we
move into the multi-channel world and we get past
digital switchover, there is going to have to be quite
a significant change in the balance of funding.

Q17 Mike Hall: If public funding should be
extended beyond the BBC, should the Government
now bring forward their review to see whether that
can be done at this moment in time rather than
waiting for digital switchover?

Lord Burns: There is an issue about just how quickly
you need to start again on that. I did have some
concern that we could spend our entire life looking
at the BBC. It could be like building the Forth
Bridge: you just finish one section and you start on
another one. I think it would be a bit of a mercy if
there actually was a period when we stood back from
this, as long as it is done in time to be able to get in
place a workable system for the future beyond
digital switchover. I can see what could happen.
Some people would like to push the whole thing
further and further on so that the amount of time
available for looking at alternatives would be
restricted. I think it is important to have the time, to
have the investigation, to have the inquiry, and to
think about alternative ways of doing this in good
time, but not over hastily.

Q18 Mike Hall: Surely the case is pressing now,
because if we want plurality and we want to make
sure that Channel 4 continues to be a public service
broadcaster (and they are all crying out for funds
now), they cannot wait for us to have another review
at some time in the future.
Lord Burns: The licence fee has now been set for—

Q19 Mike Hall: Too long!
Lord Burns:—several years ahead. That is a decision
that has been made. We are going through a period
where some of the licence fee, of course, is going to
be diverted towards more general public expenditure
purposes, if I can describe it as that, in the form of
supporting digital switchover costs. At that point I
think that, serious consideration will have to be
given as to whether or not some of the licence fee, or
public funding, should be used to support public
service content elsewhere. As David has said, the
proposals we made were to have a body that would
be in a position to be able to move in that direction
as time went on. It is now going to have to happen
as a result of a mid-term review, and that is where we
are headed. I think it is very valuable that you as a
committee are starting to get this ball rolling now
and are beginning to get people to think about
these issues?
Mr Gardam: I think what we have to consider is, if
the BBC were less influential in our society would
our public life be better?

Q20 Mike Hall: I think the answer to that would
be “Yes”.
Mr Gardam: I think that is an interesting question.
How many people would agree with that? You
would have to be very bold to say public life would
undoubtedly be better if the BBC were less
influential in our society. You are then left with three
options as to the way forward. The first is: the BBC
is good value for money and maintains its monopoly
of the licence fee, which is where we are for the next
six years. The second is: the BBC Trust repositions
itself to become the custodian of the licence fee to
ensure a level of contestability. The third option
would be that the BBC moves towards subscription
and there will be a smaller fund for public service
intervention. Maybe we will get to three at some
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stage, but I think one has to go through two before
you can consider three and see what happens if
two works.
Lord Burns: I agree with that.

Q21 Chairman: It is probably an unfair question,
but, Lord Burns, am I correct that you are not one
of the ones on the long list of people who have ruled
themselves out of the position of Chairman of the
BBC?
Lord Burns: I have not applied for the post of
Chairman of the BBC either this time or on any
other occasion.

Q22 Mr Evans: So you have not ruled yourself out!
Lord Burns: I have ruled myself out.

Q23 Mr Evans: You have ruled yourself out?
Lord Burns: Of course. By not applying for the post
I have ruled myself out, because it is a process that
requires application.

Q24 Chairman: We do seem to be running out of
candidates very fast!
Lord Burns: It is not because I think there is anything
wrong with the job, although it is not the one we
proposed, but I do have a lot of other things to do.
I am quite heavily committed.

Q25 Adam Price: Remaining with funding for the
time being and how we raise it, you mentioned some
of the possibilities: the DTT spectrum and, David,
you mentioned some people have canvassed the
possibility of a new turnover tax on broadcasters in
general, including Sky. Has that got any traction
whatsoever, do you think?
Mr Elstein: I do think it is mildly perverse to say we
should tax Artsworld in order to fund Channel 4,
which is what that means. Special taxes are, on the
whole, pretty unwelcome in society. They tend to
have eVects which are not what one originally
intended, and they are highly distortive. I worked in
ITV during the days when there was a levy on ITV,
with the net result that 82% of every pound earned
went to the government, in which case, on the whole,
why bother to make profits? Let us spend it on
parties or programmes that do not need to be made
or, indeed, trade union members being flown first-
class to Australia, and it was somebody else’s
money, so let us not worry about it. On the whole I
am not very keen on that to, but to pick up the point
that Mike Hall was making, in the past, although I
have been a strong advocate of subscription funding
for the BBC entertainment services, it has not been
technically possible. We are rapidly moving to a
point where every household that has a television
will be able to exercise subscription options. Ten
million households already do—the Sky
households, the cable households—so we are much
more used to it, but Panorama did a survey a year or
so ago on funding options. Actually subscription
proved to be most popular, ahead of advertising and
the licence fee, so how you get to a mechanism for
diVerentiating between what the BBC could easily
fund through very normal mechanisms and what

you have to fund through direct public intervention,
that is a process. I do not think there is a moral issue
here. I do recognise what Tim has been saying, which
is that you do not lightly discard the non-financial
benefits of having the BBC simply for the sake of
economic theory, and there is a whole range of
welfare economists who will argue the toss one way
or the other I just think that we have got to look at
this argument in the round, and one of the problems
of coming up with a viable pluralistic public service
content policy is that virtually all the public money
in the future will be going to the BBC to pay for, not
just public service content, but the whole bunch of
entertainment which does not need that mechanism
to deliver it. We need to take a step back. I
thoroughly agree with Lord Burns that an early
review (what Ofcom was recommending) in 2009
rather than 2011 or 2012 must be appropriate, and
now that we actually have the last two years of this
particular licence fee deal kind of a bit vague (the
first four are much clearer), that is an indication that
even this Government will acknowledge what
Ofcom has been urging, which is that you have got
to examine these issues early. Both Tim and Jeremy
have adequately argued, not least for the purposes of
deciding what you do about Channel 4, you are
going to have to address this thing early, and it
would be a real dog’s breakfast if we left the BBC
over here, dealt with Channel 4 over there, put up the
PSP as a straw man here and never got to grips with
what actually it is that we are trying to achieve in
terms of generating and funding public service
content, and that is why I so much welcome this
Committee’s entry into the argument in the terms
that it has chosen.

Q26 Mr Evans: Can I ask David and Lord Burns this
question? The way things are going, am I right in
saying that you are both in favour of public service
content, we need public service content to elevate us,
but we do not need the BBC post 2012?
Mr Elstein: No, no, no. I am strongly in favour of
keeping what you have got.

Q27 Mr Evans: You are going to savage it, David.
To look at what you have said this morning,
basically it is that they get £3 billion worth of money,
it should not necessarily all go to the BBC, so we
want to top-slice it. None of you have actually said
how much you want to top-slice. You cannot.
Otherwise you are going to have to be forever
mugging the poor viewer out there to say, “Let us
have more and more money.” If you are going to
damage any part of that £3 billion, you heard the
BBC cry out the other day when they did not get
their increase, the one that they wanted, it was awful.
Mr Elstein: But did they cry out when £100 million
a year was peeled oV to fund digital switchover? I did
not hear a peep out of the BBC. Obviously there are
some things that do close down Radio 4 and some
things that do not. Let us acknowledge the politics
that are at work here. I am strongly in favour of
keeping your broadcasting institutions, the strong
brands that work, and also, by the way, keeping
them in the public sector. I have no wish to
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denationalise BBC broadcasting. I think BBC
production is a diVerent matter, but we have got to
have a continuity of thought here. Here we are,
February 2007. Some time probably in the 2012,
2014 timescale, if we actually manage it (and that
was the subject of another inquiry by this
Committee) we may well have analogue switch-oV.
There is a clearly linkage between funding
mechanisms, technology, public service content
funding and delivery which we need to pull together.
So beating up the BBC is no part of this. Personally
I am not strongly in favour of top-slicing the licence
fee as it is, because you put too much pressure on the
BBC overtly to reduce its own public service content
delivery. If you take £100 million out of the BBC and
hand it over to Channel 4 to make public service
content or Channel 4 News, whatever it might be,
and the BBC says, “Well, in that case we are not
going to reduce the amount of Strictly Come
Dancing, we are going to reduce the amount of peak
time arts documentaries”—a natural response,
because the BBC has to maintain its weight in terms
of viewing share, reach, et cetera, otherwise the
whole licence fee mechanism comes tumbling
down—

Q28 Mr Evans: Yes, but where you put the money
you have just top-sliced means that the programme
that the BBC have just sliced will go to another
channel. Maybe on ITV, instead of that rubbish they
put on after midnight, you might actually see some
good quality programming.
Mr Elstein: You might, but in the end that
intervention is likely to lead to a zero sum benefit. If
you take money and quality out of X and deliver it to
Y, is the viewer any better oV? I think we need more
joined up thinking about what is the destination we
are trying to get to and when, how do we get there,
what are the steps on the way and what do we have
to have to pay attention to on route? If we wait to
make all our decisions until 2012, Channel 4 may
have descended into Big Brother 19–24 hours a day
with the opportunity to phone in and apply to be
there and pay a pound to do so. Who knows? It is a
great shame; but Jon Snow as the presenter, I am
sure, will be great!

Q29 Mr Evans: Indeed, and I am looking forward to
a right-wing version of Channel 4 News at some stage
too. Maybe that could be a public service remit. Can
I ask Lord Burns for his response as well? Do you
think, for instance, looking at what the BBC does
with the money, and with the new digital age, that
perhaps if we shelved BBC Three and Four, which
nobody watches, a load of those radio stations that
nobody listens to, that money could be going up for
bid for somebody else in order that a good public
service content can be provided on channels that
people watch?
Lord Burns: I do not agree with that. I belong to the
camp that believes that it is important to have a
strong BBC. I think we get a wonderful array of
programmes, both on radio and on television. I
think, however, the present method of funding is not
sustainable beyond digital switchover. I think it will

become extremely diYcult to use the policing
method that we use to put people in court for not
paying a licence fee when it is possible to simply turn
oV the programmes that they do not wish to pay for.
I am afraid that does take you into subscription. I
believe there should be a continuing amount of
public money that is available, whether it is in the
form of the reduced licence fee or the same licence
fee, but which would then be used for ensuring that
we have an adequate amount of public service
content, which I would like to see bid for by
alternative providers, including the BBC. That is the
picture that I see beyond 2015 when the new
arrangements have settled down. As David says,
there is then an issue of how we get to that kind of
world where the BBC is funded by a mixture of
subscription, possibly advertising on some of its
overseas websites, or whatever, and by some public
money which would be allocated by a body that was
looking across the alternative providers of public
service content. But it is no part of my agenda to
weaken the BBC. I think that we are extremely
fortunate.

Q30 Mr Evans: Post-2012, do you think that the
BBC, even with some of the money taken away, will
still be a strong public service provider and it does
not matter how much they bleat, and they will, the
BBC will still be there and the public should not be
scared to think that they are going to lose all of this
good quality service television?
Lord Burns: Providing this whole process is
managed in a sensitive way, I think we can get
through the whole digital switchover period. I do
believe we can move to a mixed funding model for
the BBC and retain a strong BBC but, similarly,
have some public service content which comes via
some other providers. That is the outcome that I
would like to see in 10 years time. If one goes after
the BBC with too much of a blunderbuss here, one
could always cause quite a lot of damage. As
something that has been built up over a long period,
I would be very reluctant to see that happen. In a lot
of areas, I notice, it continues to play extremely well
in the new content world. So there is no suggestion
that people’s appetite for the BBC in the new content
world is at all diminished. Just look at the success of
the website. Most of the podcasts that people listen
to are dominated by the BBC oVering, but the
present method of funding, I do believe, is not
sustainable beyond digital switchover.

Q31 Mr Evans: You say it is dominated by the BBC,
but maybe to the exclusion of commercial people
coming in, because they cannot aVord to compete?
Lord Burns: Some people are in. If you look, some
of the newspapers figure in the list of the top 50
podcasts. There are a variety of things, but it just
happens there are some very good BBC
programmes, and I am not at all surprised.
Chairman: We are going to have to move on to the
next session. Philip and Adam.
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Q32 Adam Price: I just wanted to ask briefly, if
Ofcom has scaled back the projected cost of the
public service publisher from £300 million to
between £50 and £100 million, is that going to be
enough?
Mr Gardam: I think the idea behind the public
service publisher is that it should have a catalytic
eVect. I think it is very sensible of Ofcom to decide
that it should not become an extra brand in its own
right, but if it can become a partner in particular
projects, new media projects that otherwise would
not happen (so opening up really interesting ideas of
public import to wider access that otherwise it would
not be there), then that is a very good idea. I think if
you see that money as essentially partnership
money, leveraging extra investment, then I think it
would be quite an interesting intervention, but I
think it is a minor one.

Q33 Philip Davies: Can I briefly follow on that? They
have reduced the obligations of public service
broadcasters in some areas and maintained others,
such as children’s TV. Can you say whether you
think those actions have been the right ones, are they
proportionate and how much faith do you have in
Ofcom as a regulator in this area?

Memorandum submitted by Voice of the Listener & Viewer (VLV)

Voice of the Listener & Viewer (VLV) welcomes the inquiry by the Select Committee for Culture, Media
& Sport (CMS) and is glad to respond. In the comments below VLV has responded to the specific questions
set out in the inquiry’s terms of reference. VLV has also identified other areas for further examination. These
include the future remit of Channel 4 and the future of radio, see paragraphs 7 and 8 below.

1. The Prospects for Maintaining Plurality in Public Service Broadcasting in the Digital Age

1.1 VLV considers that plurality in public service broadcasting will become even more important in
future as a counter-balance to the increasing concentration and globalisation of the ownership of
commercial media companies. Plurality will also be important as new technology brings opportunities to
use, adapt and deliver content across diVerent media. Despite the growth of web-based, satellite, cable and
broadband services, television and the brand names of the five terrestrial public service broadcasters will,
in our opinion, remain an irreplaceably important element in the media landscape for the foreseeable future.

1.2 In recent years we have seen how a programme broadcast on a national radio or television channel
can still engage the public interest and inflame opinion. We have also seen how easily and quickly the media
landscape can change following BSkyB’s purchase of a significant holding of shares in ITV plc. Since BSkyB
is both the monopoly supplier of satellite services in the UK and the dominant owner of UK newspapers,
with a growing interest in radio and new media, there is a real risk that its purchase of 17.9% of the shares
in ITV plc could threaten the present plurality.

1.3 In programme policy terms, the purchase could well aVect ITV’s long-standing tradition of providing
a wide range of diverse, high quality, original programming, including UK produced drama, regional
programming and children’s programmes.

1.4 ITV is now also the owner of Independent Television News (ITN), the provider of news for the ITV
network and Channel Four. ITN is the only national competitor for BBC News. Although Sky currently
provides an excellent news service for the UK, since Sky is not governed by a public service remit, it bears
no obligation to maintain its news service and is at liberty to drop it, should it decide to do so, for whatever
reason. In our view, it is essential in the interests of British democracy for the BBC to have a powerful
terrestrial competitor for its news services. See paragraph 5.1 below.

1.5 It is obvious that the economics and conditions of the public service broadcasters will change in
future, especially after analogue switch-oV. The UK media market will become even more competitive, with
a variety of new screen-based information, news and entertainment services. Yet we believe that there will
still be a demand for trusted television services and content, and that these will retain the potential to colour

Mr Gardam: I think Ofcom was doing a very
important thing when it was created, which was that
it took the debate about public service broadcasting
and public service content beyond the realm of
anecdote. When it arrived it became quite clear there
was not the data about what the level of public
service provision investment was in the United
Kingdom. So its first report on public service
content was incredibly valuable and led to a new
perspective whereby we could get an accurate idea of
the nature of public service broadcasting in this
country. I think from there it is opening into a new
phase where it has got to join up its thinking as to
what the shape of public service provision will be,
and there has been a series of interesting initiatives—
Channel 4, the news, children’s television, the PSP
that we have mentioned. The challenge for Ofcom
now and its new chief executive, who I think is much
more content-minded than his predecessor, is to
think overall about what public service provision
will look like. In the first phase of Ofcom’s
development it was trying to establish exactly what
was the case out there; it is now moving into a new
phase.
Chairman: Thank you very much for your help.
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public opinion and influence our culture, society and democracy. New regulation and public intervention
or funding may be required to sustain them but if the political will is there we believe that ways will be found
to meet the situation.

1.6 Viewers and listeners want high quality programmes and content, irrespective of delivery platform
or broadcaster. They do so because the UK enjoys the benefit of an 80 year tradition in which the ethos of
public service broadcasting has been dominant. Examples from abroad, including Australia and Canada,
show how quickly that key quality and range of programming can be lost when that public service ethos is
lost to a more market-led approach. We must not allow this to happen in the UK as we move into a digital,
multi-channel future. Thus the BBC, Channel 4 and S4C must be sustained as public service broadcasters
and incentives found to encourage other UK broadcasters to provide competition across the board and so
prevent monopoly provision in any genre of programming.

2. The Practicality of Continuing to Impose Public Service Obligations on Commercial
Broadcasters

2.1 The commercially funded public service broadcasters—ITV, Channel 4, S4C and Five—have recently
experienced volatility in their finances. Advertising has been in recession and each broadcaster’s income has
suVered. However, all are now reviewing their strategies prior to digital switch-over. Each has created new
digital channels which are distributed terrestrially, by satellite, cable and broadband. The new ITV and
Channel 4 channels rely heavily on repeats of archive material. Five, with its very small archive is relying
on bought in acquisitions, mostly from the USA. It is early days yet to gauge the success of Five’s new
channels but the others appear to be quite successful. The strong brands and quality content resonate with
viewers and it is notable that the most popular channels broadcast by Sky are normally those of the
terrestrial public service broadcasters or those which carry a large percentage of content originally created
by them, even though that material is in many cases more than 30 years old.

2.2 As members of Ofcom have frequently observed in meetings with us, it is becoming increasingly
diYcult to “oblige” commercial broadcasters to provide programmes and services which are not in their
economic interest. As competition increases in future, life will become more diYcult for broadcasters funded
mainly by advertising and they may be tempted to reduce the range of their programming in order to
minimise the risks. VLV therefore believes that if audiences are to continue to have access to the full range
of free-to-air content laid out in the 2003 Communications Act, the introduction of incentives may prove a
more eVective method than the imposition of obligations which cannot be met.

2.3 In the run-up to switch-over, we consider that the existing PSB obligations are proportionate, and do
not impinge too heavily even in the increasingly competitive market. The audience needs and appreciates
the choice of programming thus provided.

3. The Viability of Existing Funding Models for ITV, Channel 4 and Five

3.1 We are not qualified to judge the viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel 4, S4C or Five.
In S4C’s case, however, we note that following the report by Professor Roger Laughton in 2004, and the
recent overhaul of its programme strategy by its new Chief Executive, S4C now seems to be confident about
its future.

3.2 ITV is a strong brand with an extremely valuable archive of high quality content. ITV is also a highly
profitable company which attracts very large audiences when it provides high quality programmes and
innovative formats. As ITV’s dedicated digital channels seem to be proving successful we believe the channel
is starting to overcome some of its recent problems, whether those were due to the advertising recession or
its own mismanagement.

3.3 Five is a relative newcomer which has widened choice for viewers. It now seems to be finding its feet,
despite losing share in the past year. Five has been disadvantaged by its late launch, lower reach and poor
reception in some areas but as it has the weakest remit of the public service broadcasters we hope that once
the UK switches to digital and that handicap ends, the channel will find a way to remain viable.

3.4 VLV recognises that the existing funding model (based mainly on advertising revenue) of ITV,
Channel 4 and Five may not be sustainable and that new sources of funding may need to be found. However,
we believe it essential, in the public interest, that a full and open debate about new funding methods is
conducted in public in the immediate future in order to ensure that the quality and editorial integrity of
programming is maintained.

3.5. It must be realised by all involved that commercially funded broadcasting does not operate in a “free”
market. The economics of production and distribution are diVerent to other goods and the commodities
being traded are not the programmes, but the viewers and listeners who enjoy them. Commercial
broadcasting is about delivering audiences to advertisers. Public service broadcasting is about delivering
programmes and services to audiences. Moreover, since broadcasting is still the main source of news,
information and entertainment for most people in the UK, important aspects of citizenship, culture and
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democracy are involved. For these reasons we consider it imperative that public policy interventions
continue to be made (on existing and new platforms) in order to safeguard and sustain these services for
future generations.

4. The Case for Public Funding of Broadcasters in Addition to the BBC

4.1 We believe it is most important for the BBC to have competition from other public service providers
in all areas of programming. There is already strong competition from unregulated cable and satellite
providers but these are not competing on a level playing field. We do not consider that any of these non-
UK based commercially funded companies should receive public funding because there is every risk that
they will pick and choose the most profitable genres, only to drop the programming when they no longer
consider it attractive. We would not support any move to “top-slice” the BBC licence fee or to add a levy
on top of it in order to provide funding for commercial broadcasters to make “public service” programmes.

4.2 We do, however, consider that if in future the terrestrial PSBs: ITV, Channel 4, Five and S4C find it
economically unviable to continue producing PSB content, there may be a case for continuing to provide
some public subsidy in order to maintain a plurality of ownership and the wider choice of original content
the PSBs provide. In the past the terrestrial channels have benefited from a lack of competition. They have
also enjoyed the free use of spectrum and we consider that this subsidy should continue. We also consider
that it might be in the interest, not just of viewers because of the valuable extra choice of content they
provide, but also of the nation, for these services to continue.

4.3 ITV and Channel 4, especially, play a valuable economic role, both in providing jobs for workers in
the UK creative industries and for their contribution to the British economy through their export earnings.
The UK is second only to the USA in the economic value of its media exports. The intangible benefit that
these exports create by exporting British culture and promoting British interests, services and products to
the world, should also be taken into consideration. Under these circumstances, we believe there may also
be a case for introducing tax breaks or other fiscal measures to help maintain the viability of UK media
companies.

4.4 VLV believes that the maintenance of Channel 4 and S4C as PSBs is essential to provide plurality,
and competition for the BBC. If it becomes necessary to provide some sort of public funding to sustain the
programming defined in the 2003 Communications Act, VLV would be supportive, so long as the process
was transparent and value for money assured. VLV also believes (see 4.2 above) that public policy
intervention may be required in the future in order to maintain the PSB programming defined in the 2003
Communications Act.

5. The Future for Key Areas of Public Service Media Content such as News Provision and
Children’s Programming

News

5.1 We consider it essential to the future of British democracy for a plurality of UK news provision to
be available to UK viewers. While BSkyB provides the excellent and much-valued Sky New service, Sky
has no obligation to maintain that service or to provide a range of news items which covers national and
international issues, politics, commerce and industry. Sky News needs only to be impartial in what it
presents.

5.2 There is a danger that unless there is a strong national competitor for the BBC, the opportunities for
political pressure on the BBC could become intolerable, both in the way in which its news is presented and
in the way its news agenda is set. This applies as much to stories which the newscasters decide to follow as
to those they do not, for instance, during an election campaign when staged photo-opportunities are used
to obtain media coverage.

5.3 As a group representing the citizen interest in broadcasting, we believe it is vitally important for the
news agenda to be set by independent newscasters, not by politicians or other powerful groups.

5.4 We believe it is important for the nations and regions of the UK to have plurality in their news
services. At present only ITV and the BBC provide news for the nations and regions; Sky provides only
international and UK news. ITV, however, may not continue to provide regional news after digital
switch over.

5.5 The BBC has an extremely tight remit with regard to news, we consider this should be carried across
the PSBs and that, if necessary, ways should be found to help enable them to fulfil the remit. If it is found
that news operations cannot be made financially viable in future, we believe that cross-subsidy and other
methods of allocating independent public subsidy should be found to enable them to fulfil it. (see 4 above.)
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6. Children’s Programmes

6.1 VLV has been concerned for more than a decade about growing threats to the quality, range, diversity
and origination of programmes for children available on commercially funded terrestrial channels in the
UK. We will not repeat all the arguments and facts supplied by Save Kids’ TV, of which VLV is a member,
but we agree wholeheartedly with the case it has made to you.

6.2 ITV has an excellent record of providing high quality programmes which could compete with the
BBC. Five also has an excellent record of providing original programmes for pre-school children. Both are
now threatened by competition from the unregulated satellite and cable channels whilst at the same time
facing a loss of advertising income due to the recent ban on the advertising of high fat, salt and sugar
products.

6.3 The UK is the most competitive market for young viewers in the world—23 dedicated channels target
British children—but most are the oVshoots of foreign owned corporations which broadcast mainly
American content, much of it animation. These channels provide entertainment which many children enjoy
but little content reflecting their own rich, cultural heritage of language, literature, values and environment.
Since homes with children have a higher penetration of multi-channel television than those without, many
of these young viewers are regularly exposed to the consumerist values of the more commercially-focused
foreign channels and growing up with a “Disneyfied” view of the world, rather than their own history
and culture.

6.4 The BBC is doing an excellent job both on its terrestrial channels and with its two daytime dedicated
channels CBBC and CBeebies. But the BBC needs competition to keep it on its toes and to provide an
alternative view and source of high quality content. Children are the most important viewers—they are the
future of our nation. They need, and have a right to enjoy, the same wide range of programmes as adults:
high quality programmes which are made for them in their own cultural idiom, which reflect their own
localities, culture and values, and which put their interests above those of overseas advertisers and
producers. We consider that in return for other advantages which the PSBs will continue to enjoy, for
instance, the “must carry” rules, plus prominence and favoured positioning on the EPG, ITV, especially,
should be encouraged to continue providing a range of original indigenous programming which meets the
needs and interests of young viewers across the UK. ITV should also be able to cross-subsidise if necessary
a range of original, indigenous programming which meets the needs and interests of young viewers across
the UK. There may also be a case for assistance to be provided by the proposed public service provider,
should the PSP become a reality.

7. Programmes for the Nations and Regions

7.1 The nations of the UK already enjoy, and should continue to enjoy, distinctive high quality services
which meet their particular needs and interests, including news. (see 5.2 above)

7.2 Although the ITV regions were based on the functionality of the analogue transmitter network rather
than areas of cultural interest, we believe there is a case and desire for programmes which showcase regional
identity and talent. Society and communities need prrogrammes which not only reflect the culture of the
locality but also when broadcast nationally, help the nation to experience and understand its various parts.

7.3 Research published by Ofcom in 2005 appeared to show a relatively low appreciation of regional
programmes but we believe some of the viewing figures may have been aVected by the lower quality of the
programmes caused by lower budgets, and to inconvenient scheduling. The provision of programmes which
reflect and help to create understanding between diVerent groups in society is a fundamental principle of
public service broadcasting. It needs to be encouraged even though we appreciate that the smaller audiences
involved will aVect the economics of such programming.

8. The Value of the Public Service Provider Concept as Advanced by Ofcom

8.1 VLV is in principle open to suggestions for the creation of a new Public Service Publisher/Provider
(as outlined in the Ofcom review on Public Service Broadcasting and set out for consultation on 25 January
2007). Such an organisation could—if properly regulated—add capacity for innovative public service
programming, and provide competition for the BBC.

8.2 The success or failure of the PSP will, in our view, be determined by the nature of its remit, funding
and organisation. In particular, the following questions are central to the debate:

— Where will the PSP be funded from? Can it be guaranteed, for example, that the BBC’s licence fee
revenue will be protected from so-called “top-slicing” in order to support the PSP? Or from the
imposition of a levy which would muddy the lines of accountability and cause resentment among
licence-fee payers.

— Does the government, or Ofcom have a preference with regards to the PSP’s remit? If so, what is
it? What research will be carried out to inform the remit?

— How will the PSP be administered? Who will appoint its members? What criteria will it use for
allocating funds?
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— What will the relationship be between the PSP and existing broadcasters with public service
obligations, such as ITV, Channel 4, S4C and Five?

— Will the PSP be required to source programming from independent producers? If so, to what
extent?

— To whom, and by what means, will the PSP be accountable? In particular, by what benchmarks
will its public service provision be assessed?

9. The Case for Public Service Material on New Media

9.1 VLV believes it is imperative that the UK should take the lead in the provision of public service
broadcasting across new media, taking full advantage of the opportunities these technologies oVer for
targeted local and minority programming, interactivity, and access to archival material.

9.2 VLV wishes to emphasise its support for the role the BBC has played in this process to date. The BBC
has innovated in terms of the quality and depth of its web coverage—building one of the most popular and
respected web sites in Europe—and on-demand radio, and looks set to do so in the future with televisual
and archival services.

9.3 In doing so, the BBC not only broadens and strengthens its own public service oVering, but by acting
as a trusted guide drives demand in the sector- establishing potential markets for commercial broadcasters,
and setting benchmarks for quality and delivery of services.

9.4 On this basis, it is the view of VLV that the BBC should be supported in developing its online services
as necessary. In addition, we believe that alternative funding mechanisms (perhaps including the proposed
PSP, or other financial incentives) should be used to encourage public service provision from other
organisations working in new media.

10. The Future Remit of Channel 4

10.1 The committee has asked for views on the funding of Channel 4 but not about the future remit of
the Channel itself. VLV considers that the present remit of Channel 4, which includes serving audiences
which are not well served by other broadcasters and requires it to innovate and take risks in its programme
making, serves the audience well. In future, in an even more competitive globalised market, we believe this
remit will prove even more valuable as some channels well find it diYcult both to serve minority audiences
and to take risks in their programme commissioning.

10.2 Despite occasional controversy, Channel 4 has proved a valuable and irreplaceable addition to the
UK broadcasting ecology. Its future should be assured in the interests of British culture and democracy.
VLV considers that there may be a case for extending Channel 4’s remit in future to include gaps which may
arise in PSB output before and after digital switch-over. Possible genres, for example, might include
children’s programmes and regional programming.

11. Radio

11.1 We note that the Committee has not included Radio in its terms of reference. We would therefore
like to draw its attention to the valuable role that radio plays in the ecology of UK media. As with television,
radio not only brings pleasure to millions of people daily, but (BBC Radio especially) makes a unique
contribution to the PSB content of new drama and music and in fostering original comedy. Radio also plays
an important role in exporting British culture, ideas and music to the rest of the world. As with all other
media, radio has not been replaced by television or other new media services but is now enjoying a
renaissance because of its ease of portability and transmission across new delivery platforms.

Voice of the Listener & Viewer (VLV) is an independent, non-profit-making association, free from
political, commercial and sectarian aYliations, working for quality and diversity in British
broadcasting. VLV represents the interests of listeners and viewers as citizens and consumers
across the full range of broadcasting issues. VLV is concerned with the structures, regulation,
funding and institutions that underpin the British broadcasting system. VLV does not handle
complaints.

Annex

BSKYB’S PURCHASE OF SHARES IN ITV PLC

Voice of the Listener & Viewer (VLV) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the implications of the
recent acquisition by BSkyB of a 17.9% stake in ITV PLC, and we applaud the OFT’s decision to launch
an investigation into the implications of this shareholding. VLV welcomes also Ofcom’s decision to enquire
into whether the stake acquired by BSkyB alters the ownership structure and control of ITV, within the
framework of the 2003 Communications Act, in ways that might in the end require Ofcom to reassess
ITV’s licence.
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In our view the implications for fair trading and competition are not determined solely by the numerical
size of a shareholding, but by the ranking and character of the relevant companies within the industry. ITV
plc represents the consolidation of more than a dozen regional commercial franchise-holders with a history
going back to the start of independent television in the U.K. more than fifty years ago. BSkyB, apart from
being a substantial content provider and major publisher, has an already dominant position in the area of
distribution. VLV believes passionately that media content is not just another product or commodity but a
key ingredient and catalyst within our culture and society.

1. Threat to the Plurality of News Services in the UK

VLV’s concern focuses on the greater concentration of media ownership that the BSkyB acquisition
causes and its impact on the plurality and quality of provision among television services in the United
Kingdom. The concentration of media ownership is of particular importance in this instance because ITV
is the owner of Independent Television News [ITN] the parent of Channel 4 News which has a distinguished
half century of journalism behind it. ITN is the only major player alongside the BBC and BSkyB’s own news
operation, SkyNews.

Although Sky has given assurances that it will not interfere in ITV programme decisions, there will be a
conflict of interest and might well be opportunities for subtle influence when the ITV news contract next
comes up for renewal. Sky News was a close competitor on the last occasion. If Sky News chose to undercut
the ITN bid in order to win the ITV contract next time, it might threaten the quality of Channel 4 News and
news provision on Channel 3 as a whole. Any such decline in the provision of news could threaten not only
the choice and quality of news services available in the U.K., but also the plurality of sources and therefore
British democracy. If, in the interests of economy, closer links between the news gathering and editorial
teams of the two companies were to be established, independence and choice within news and information
available in the UK could be significantly aVected.

2. Threat to Services for the Nations and Regions of the UK

ITV was originally created with an express purpose of serving and representing the interests of viewers in
the nations and regions of the UK. BSkyB has no track record of this kind of provision and we have concerns
that if such programmes become unprofitable in future, there could be pressures on ITV to make further
withdrawals from regional programme provision, on top of those already sought by ITV and sanctioned by
Ofcom. This would be to the detriment of vital segments of the U.K. audience.

3. Quality and Diversity of ITV Output

The Communications Act of 2003 laid obligations on ITV, as a public service broadcaster not only in
relation to national/regional programme provision but more generally in regard to the quality, range and
diversity of ITV output and services. As mentioned above, ITV has already applied to Ofcom for some of
these obligations to be lifted. Since BSkyB does not bear similar obligations, we are concerned that as a
major ITV shareholder, it might seek or at least collude with a further erosion of public service
commitments.

4. Discounted Access to ITV’s Programme Archive

ITV and ITN each have a rich archive of past programmes, representing more than fifty years of
production. This valuable asset is currently being used by ITV, not only on its main terrestrial service, ITV1,
but also very successfully to drive take-up of its new digital channels—ITV2, ITV3 and ITV4. Sky relies
heavily on bought-in programmes and the viability and future of these channels could be aVected if Sky were
to obtain preferential rates for the use of these archive programmes on its own channels. ITN also earns a
significant amount from its archive which could also be aVected if Sky were to obtain preferential rates for
its use.

5. Summary: Citizenship, Choice and the Future of U.K. Culture

Voice of the Listener & Viewer (VLV) is an independent, not-for-profit association which represents the
interests of listeners and viewers across the full range of broadcasting issues. VLV is aware of, and concerned
about the impact that broadcasting and new media services have on democratic and cultural life. We believe
that a plurality of sources of news and information is central to the democratic process, and to the
development of an informed and active citizenship. We have seen a significant increase in cross media
ownership in recent years and we believe that any further concentration could imperil British democracy.
In representing the interests of British consumers VLV is also concerned to ensure that adult and young
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viewers in the UK continue to have access to a wide range and diversity of programmes which reflect and
embody British values, culture and environment. ITV has traditionally provided this content which
audiences greatly value. Sky, by contrast, invests comparatively little in indigenous production. We have
concerns that the influence of a powerful new shareholder which is also a rival for audiences, content and
talent in an increasingly competitive market, could threaten the future of this much-valued provision.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Richard D North

It is a privilege to be able to oVer some views on consumers and Public Service Broadcasting (PSB).

PSB is what consumers don’t want, since if they did, it would be commercially viable.

Historically, the BBC and (later) all TV broadcasters were required to deliver PSB to avoid the extremes
of vulgarity of “mass entertainment” and to provide “loftier” material: both were thought to be subject to
market failure.

For all sorts of technical, economic and cultural reasons, there is now rather little that is special about
the BBC or indeed broadcasters in general. We need not fear either their weakness or their strength. We do
not need to cosset or corset them.

The licence fee is regressive and the regulation of all broadcasters patronising. The allocation of scarce
airwaves is one of the rare cases where regulation is justified: this is of diminishing importance and deserves
a light touch.

We should let the commercial and voluntary forces in society produce such broadcasting, including such
PSB, as is wanted. That is the view we take of print media, which readily deliver both entertainment and
loftiness.

There are at least 10 million aZuent and literate middle class people in the UK. They are pretty well
defined by their aVection for PSB on radio, BBC2, Channel 4, Five and elsewhere. A National Trust of the
Airwaves, or some such, could easily generate £500 million annually, and provide suYcient and even lavish
funding for PSB. It could do so by the “Arts Council” model of funding producers, or could own and feed
channels of its own. It could proudly provide free access to its broadcasts. Beyond the funding of the BBC
World Service, and perhaps even in that case, this could be achieved without state involvement.

The policy conundrum is that the mass of consumers are not especially concerned that they are forced to
pay rather a lot of money for PSB many barely use and most wouldn’t miss. The licence fee is not a water-
cooler issue in the way of road pricing or speed cameras. So there is surprisingly little bottom-up pressure
for change.

PSB will be liberated from the state because suYcient amongst the politically-energised aZuent and
literate middle class decide that the present arrangements are indefensible and inhibiting. This large and
active minority will invent the market and voluntary means of delivering PSB.

The mass of consumers will endorse the new state-free arrangements very willingly. After all, the active
few will have brought about free-to-air quality broadcasting which costs the lazy majority nothing.

This case and others are argued more thoroughly in my Scrap the BBC!: 10 years to set broadcasters free,
published by the Social AVairs Unit, London, January 2007.

Witnesses: Ms Jocelyn Hay, Voice of the Listener and Viewer, Ms Kirsty Young, Classic FM Consumer
Panel, Professor David Buckingham and Mr Richard D North, gave evidence

Chairman: Can I welcome our second panel and
apologise for keeping you waiting. The second panel
is designed to give us the viewpoints mainly of the
consumer, and can I particularly welcome Jocelyn
Hay, who runs the Voice of the Listener and Viewer,
Kirsty Young, the Classic FM Consumer Panel,
Professor David Buckingham, who I think is here to
particularly give us views from the point of view of
children, since he is the Director of the Centre for the
Study of Children, Youth and Media, and we will be
joined, very shortly I hope, by Richard North, who
is from Social AVairs Unit and the author of a new
book entitled, unprovocatively, “Scrap the BBC!”
Can I invite Nigel Evans to begin?

Q34 Mr Evans: Good afternoon. Do not feel as if
each of you have got to answer the questions that we
are putting forward, but could those of you who
have got an interest in it say something about how
you think that new technology has changed the way
that people access media, and particularly young
people, people in, let us say, the 12 to 18 year age
group? Who would like to tackle that?
Professor Buckingham: Perhaps I should start. On
one level, it has led to a massive proliferation of
media. We have been talking this morning mainly
about television, in fact, but increasingly for young
people television is just part of a much wider media
landscape—so we are talking about the Internet,
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computer games, et cetera—and so television has a
place, but within that wider landscape. I think,
though, it is important not to overstate that. There
is a kind rhetoric around, when people talk about
young people as a so-called “digital generation”,
that somehow they are all wired up, they are all
automatically, instantly comfortable with new
media. I think that is to overstate the case, partly
because the change is happening but it is not
happening quite as fast as many people suggest and
as some people fear. I think it is also the case that
there is a digital divide here. Some young people
have access to very high levels of technology, others
do not, and we should not forget the fact that they
do not and that that will continue to be the case. So,
yes, on one level young people who are not so well
provided for in terms of technology will catch up,
but then the early adopters will have moved on. So,
a digital divide, I suspect, is always going to be with
us, and that is the public policy issue we need to take
account of. I think in relation to broadcasting, on
one level, yes, we have moved to a situation where
there is much more out there in terms of television,
particularly for young people. There are 23 specialist
children’s channels in this country, which is an
extraordinary level of provision in terms of quantity.
I think the question, though, is does that necessarily
translate into quality and also diversity and range? I
could say some more about that, but I would say
more quantity does not necessarily mean more
diversity, certainly when it comes to children. The
questions that people were talking about earlier this
morning about what the market can provide, I think
children are a very interesting test-case in terms of
what the market can and cannot provide, and I think
that certainly our experience of multi-channel
television so far would suggest that there are certain
things that the market does not provide, basically for
economic reasons.

Q35 Mr Evans: Does anybody else want to come in
on that?
Ms Hay: Yes, I would be very glad to come in. First,
on the question of technology, I agree exactly with
David. The new technology is here, and younger
people have been quicker at taking it up, but there is
still a place for traditional television and, indeed, for
radio as people are listening to radio over the
Internet, and I am delighted that you have got radio
and have now added radio to your terms of
reference—it is most important—but when The
Voice of the Listener came into being over 20 years
ago, the sexy thing was satellite and cable.
Everybody, again, was predicting that it would
transform the market immediately. It is having an
impact and transforming the market, but it has been
much slower, as David has said, than was predicted
and there is still a place for traditional television and
radio programmes, many of which are being
transmitted by new media methods. I would like to
echo what was said in the previous session: I am glad
that you are focusing on content because, as far as
viewers and listeners are concerned, it is content they
are looking for.

Q36 Mr Evans: Jocelyn, Ofcom has done a report
that shows that younger people are getting less and
less access to public service content. Does that
disturb you and, secondly, do you think that
somehow or other we should do something about
that, making sure that public service content is
provided on all these new mediums that the younger
people are tending to watch, maybe not as quickly as
David is saying, but there is definitely a divide
building up there?
Ms Hay: There is a divide, and it is not just amongst
young people. There is a digital divide amongst older
people as well, and I think that is most important
because it is probably greater. On the question of
content, I think it is most important that young
people continue to have access to what we consider
is public service content, and that includes high
quality, a great diversity of programmes and
particularly programmes that are made in this
country. As David said, there is huge provision now
in the multi-channel world, but the majority of the
content that is being broadcast by the foreign owned
satellite and cable channels is foreign content, and at
the moment it is very much American content which
is made for a global market. There is nothing wrong
with that in small amounts and as entertainment, or
whatever, but if that is the sole diet for children, then
they are imbibing a diVerent value system, a diVerent
language, and they are not getting access to the
original indigenous programmes that nurture their
cultural identity, their values, their language and,
indeed, which help them to grow up to be informed
citizens of this democracy. That is most important.
Ms Young: I am, by the way, on the consumer panel
for Classic FM. It is the only consumer panel for
commercial radio. We were brought in by Classic
FM voluntarily—they wanted to create the panel—
and I am one of six lay people who have the
delightful job of sitting every three months in Classic
FM’s boardroom and telling them what to do with
their radio station. We have six objectives, and one
of them is to encourage a younger audience,
especially at early ages, including pre-school, and
this is a very important remit to get people to enjoy
classical music from an early age. To me, and I am
also an arts professional here, I do not mind where
they get it, if they get it on the radio, if they get it on
the Internet, however they find it—live, or
whatever—and that is something else: to take
something out of media and expand it out so you are
not just finding it on traditional channels which are
recorded, you are finding it live as well. So, when you
are talking about new media, I think beyond that
slightly as well is what happens beyond the boxes,
whether the box be a digital radio, or a digital TV,
or a computer, and I think it is vital that we get
people to enjoy music or whatever—my interest is
music—through a multiple of channels, which
includes live performance. That is something
perhaps to pop in the back of your minds.

Q37 Mr Evans: Do you know how much of Classic
FM is listened to on the Internet?
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Ms Young: I do not have the figures, but there is a
lady here who will be able to help you afterwards, I
am sure, with the figures. Charlotte (Charlotte
Rosier, Head of Media Relations & Marketing,
Classic FM), is sitting over there.

Q38 Mr Evans: When you are on the panel, have you
told them that their advertising is very repetitive?
Ms Young: Oh, yes. We get a selection of listeners’
letters sent to us every month, and I think if we had
to do a body count of the word “advert” and “hate”,
it would be very high indeed. In fact, you have to say:
this is a commercial organisation; they have to make
money; they have to put out adverts. One of the
other objectives on my list of six here is the quality
of adverts. The most interesting thing is that people
always start their letters, “We know you have to
have adverts but . . . ”, and it is that “but” that we
are trying to deal with.

Q39 Mr Evans: I am glad to see you received my
letter!
Ms Young: Many times, sir, many times.

Q40 Chairman: Since we are on radio, which Jocelyn
rightly said is equally important, are you concerned
about the extent to which the BBC is now becoming
dominant in its market share and the problems that
is causing for commercial radio? Is there more of a
problem in radio about maintaining plurality than
there is in television at the moment?
Ms Hay: Not particularly. This is blaming the BBC
for its success if you like, but also I think some of the
problems of the commercial radio stations actually
stem from their own programme policies, which are
not nearly as imaginative as they might be. Some
stations doing extremely well, including Classic FM,
but some of the others are not. There is a tendency
very much to do away with the localness of local
stations as, again, the ownership has become much
more concentrated, and to focus on automated play
lists, and so on. Coming back to the BBC, I think
Kirsty has identified, one of the reasons why
listeners are favouring BBC stations, it is that they
simply loathe the intrusion of adverts, and many
people are prepared to pay the licence fee simply in
order to get BBC radio because of the lack of
advertisements and also because of the quality.
Kirsty has identified another huge diVerence
between the BBC and most, if not all commercial
stations Classic FM excepted, which is the question
of live music, and what BBC radio does for the rest
of the cultural life of the nation by investing in live
music and commissioning a wide range of music
from Radio 1 to Radio 3, which enriches life all over
the country; and the BBC’s maintenance of the
orchestras and festivals like the Proms, which bring
the whole of the UK together, that is beyond most
of the commercial radio stations’ capacity. So, I
think you need to look at other areas than simply
blaming the BBC for being dominant ( in the radio
market) at the moment and perhaps getting it right.
It is only five or six years ago, that people were
writing oV the BBC when there was an advertising
boom. At that time, being on a fixed income which

was linked to the rate of inflation people were saying
the BBC was doomed. That is not many years ago.
Now, because we have gone through a diVerent cycle
and an advertising depression, the rhetoric has
changed. It will probably change again in future.

Q41 Chairman: Given the title of your book,
Richard North, you probably would not agree
with that?
Mr North: I do suppose that the licence fee is an
absurdity, a regressive tax of the silliest kind, and I
do believe that regulating broadcasters, either
cosseting them or corseting them, is redundant in
our time. What strikes me as interesting and
problematic is the way that dislike of, let us say, the
licence fee is not a water cooler issue for, let us call
them, the masses in the way that, say, speed cameras
are. So the conundrum is that the mass of consumers
are cheerfully paying for content (PSB I mean)
which most of them practically by definition are not
consuming; and my answer to the conundrum is a
kind of nuclear option compared to, say, the good
sense of Elstein and Burns. Which is to say that we
should be absolutely not particularly in love with
our current institutions. There are, at least 10 million
aZuent and literate consumers in this country who,
by definition, see themselves as citizens—that is
practically the definition of what you might call the
middle class value—and that, therefore, we should
simply scrap what we think is absurd and redundant
and rely on the good sense and the market power and
the citizenly activism of these 10 or 20 million people
either through the market, or through something
like, let us say, a National Trust of the airwaves, to
find a way through the conundrum and simply be
able to buy, to sponsor, the sort of content that the
market does not bring forth. Just to finish that, I
would say that the market will bring forth quite
extraordinary things, good things as well as bad, and
that, therefore, you can allow a kind of creative
vacuum or creative chaos because there is so much
strength, let us say, in the print media, there is so
much strength that the market will bring forth in the
broadcast media and we have yet to see the activism
of the 10 million aZuent, literate and public-spirited
middle classes.
Chairman: Alan Keen?

Q42 Alan Keen: Would you stop subsidising the arts
in all its forms as well? I made a speech last year on
the floor of the House in which I said I was educated
by the BBC, and I also think it is wonderful value for
money. I pay a lot of money for Sky to watch
football, because that is my obsession, but my
education came from the BBC, apart from maths,
which Tim Gardam’s grandfather taught me at
grammar school. The rest of the time I was educated
by the BBC. Would you stop subsidising the arts
full stop?
Mr North: I thought I had bitten oV enough when I
said, “Let us scrap the BBC.” If you ask me, I
suppose I would, at the drop of a hat, scrap the Arts
Council too. When you say you were educated by the
BBC, I do not believe that what is good about the
BBC (though I think there is much less that is good
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about it than is generally presumed) will wither. In
fact, I was in a dilemma that much of what I thought
was really wrong with the BBC—let us say the
Humphrys/Paxman culture of contempt—is exactly
what the market would rush in to support because it
is so popular. It is the unpopular bit that troubles
me, but it ceases to trouble me when I remember the
market and citizen force of 10 million aZuent,
literate people spotting a gap in their culture.
Professor Buckingham: I would like to say I think if
you look at the market provision of children’s
television, it is a very good way of disproving the
case that we have heard here. It may be partly that
children are not aZuent and literate, and so on, but
if you look at what is there for children, provided
commercially, what you find is quite narrow in
range. There is a lot of it, but it is narrow in range.
So, if we are talking about content, we are talking
about particular genres of television that are there,
that are globally easy to sell, and that is the kind of
material that is coming through cable and satellite;
and the kind of material that the BBC and the
terrestrial broadcasters have traditionally been
required to provide—factual programming,
including news for children and also real live action
drama—those kinds of things are not being provided
by the market. So, I think there is a question there
about whether leaving everything to the market, at
least in the case of children, really addresses the
issue. I think here what we have to have is a kind of
distinction between wants and needs. So, in a sense,
you could say the market is a way whereby people
can register their wants, but actually there are also
needs that people have, and I think, as we think
about broadcasting in relation to children but also
more generally, we need to make some normative
judgments about what it is that people need within a
society. The arguments that were being made earlier
this morning about the social educational purposes,
the need for broadcasting to provide information,
and so on, are normative judgments about what it is
that people need and we cannot simply step back
from that and say, “Let us just have a mechanism
whereby people can register what they want and they
will get what they want.”
Ms Hay: I totally agree with David, and I also think
that we need to recognise that neither the market nor
the economics of broadcasting are the same as other
goods. I think the first mistake that Mr North has
made is to compare broadcasting to the press and
printing. The economics are totally diVerent in both
cases. For instance, in broadcasting all your
expenditure is up front. You have made your
programme and, having made your programme, you
can then broadcast it to one person or to as many as
a million and your costs are not all that much
diVerent; they are very diVerent in print. Again, if
you are making a motor car or a can of beans, you
make your product and you consume it, you have
eaten your beans, and the fact that if you have had
a tin from one manufacturer, you can be pretty sure
of quality of the next tin. That is totally unlike
broadcasting. You cannot taste the programme and
know your product until you have consumed the
whole programme: the beginning might be awful,

but the end might be brilliant. Again, you have not
actually consumed it; it can be shown, as I say, to
hundreds of millions of other people; and this is
what often happens with the satellite channels
because they are oVshoots of American companies
who have made their money in their own market,
which is much larger than ours, and then broadcast
their programmes here. Similarly, the market is
diVerent because in broadcasting the actual cash
transaction, apart from subscription, is between the
advertiser and the broadcaster, and we, the viewers
and listeners, are actually the commodities being
traded or leased for that period of time, and some
viewers and listeners are much more attractive to
advertisers than others, maybe that 10 million
aZuent, middle class. But that will mean that older
people, children and others without the same
spending power will not be served by the market
unless there is some public intervention. I do think
we need to remember that.

Q43 Chairman: Although to some extent, Kirsty
Young, you are the proof that the market will supply
high quality public service type broadcasting?
Ms Young: Yes. In fact, one of the first live
broadcasts on Classic FM in the days when they
were in a basement in the Oval was by my good self
singing into a microphone over the top of the
computers, and people said, “Why are you going to
Classic FM? Nobody needs Classic FM because
there is Radio 4 and Radio 3”, and I think, 5.8
million listeners later, it has been proved there is a
want for classical music and, indeed, going back to
our letters, a need for classical music and, therefore,
a need for Classic FM. There would be a huge hole
if Classic FM stopped broadcasting because popular
classic music is not covered by Radio 4 and Radio 3.
The listenership of Radio 3 is much less than Classic
FM, and the reason I want to stay on the panel is to
make sure that the quality of the delivery of that
music to 5.8 million people stays high, even though
they are a commercial station, and the want is
definitely there.
Ms Hay: I agree very much with that, but I think the
two stations are doing diVerent jobs, and that is what
we need to recognise and that is where the value of
plurality comes in.

Q44 Janet Anderson: David, you mentioned just
now about children’s programming, but I was going
to address this firstly to Jocelyn because your
submission states that examples from abroad,
including Australia and Canada, show that the
quality and range of programming can be lost when
a more market-led approach is used. Pact in their
evidence said that, for children’s output at least,
these countries are good examples of the use of
public intervention. Are there any lessons we can
learn from Australia and Canada here?
Ms Hay: I am sure there are, certainly in children’s
programmes, but in other ways as well. They both
have public interventions of diVerent kinds, and they
have quite imaginative fiscal measures. Canada
originally had very strong levies on American
satellite and cable channels targeting Canada. They
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have also built up a public fund which helps the
production of their children’s programmes and
teenage programmes. Australia has a public fund
and an intervention because the ABC funding has
been cut back and it has not been able to do so much,
but in both countries they resulted in continuing
production of programmes I think if the Committee
could look at some of those examples it would be
very helpful indeed. There are many systems, and
virtually every other country in the world has some
form of subsidy or help. I have been looking at quite
a number of them in Europe and in the
Commonwealth.

Q45 Janet Anderson: That is obviously something
we need to look at. Can I ask you one other
question? You did mention in your evidence Sky’s
stake in ITV.
Ms Hay: Yes.

Q46 Janet Anderson: You may have heard the
previous witnesses say that they thought it would
aVect the provision of news but maybe nothing else.
Would you agree with that?
Ms Hay: I think it could also aVect programming,
because you need to remember that ITV has a very
rich archive, for instance, of programmes and they
are using those very imaginatively, or very wisely,
shall one say, economically, to fund new channels
which are approving very popular. Sky has made
some original programmes but, by comparison with
the other broadcasters, the range and value of those
programmes is minute. It is the four existing
principal public service broadcasters, and now Five
coming in, that actually have the huge production
base and export market. Most of the satellite and
cable channels actually have a deficit because they
import foreign product. On the question of plurality,
I think it could be extremely serious, the question of
Sky’s intervention in ITV, particularly on the news
provision side. David Elstein mentioned a possible
amalgamation between ITV News, ITN, if you like,
and Sky, but, again, it could be serious if Sky became
dominant Sky is not governed by the positive public
service obligations that apply to ITV and ITN. So,
whilst Sky produces an excellent news service now,
which many people enjoy and which adds to the
plurality of sources here, which is valuable, Sky has
no obligation in regard to the range of news that it
covers. It does on impartiality, but if Sky chooses
not to continue to broadcast international news or
national news (and do not let us forget that it does
not include much regional news), then that area
could be lost because there is no obligation on Sky
to cover the full range of news, as there is now on
ITV/ITN.

Q47 Janet Anderson: So, from the point of view of
the consumer, this is something that worries you?
Ms Hay: Very much indeed.

Q48 Janet Anderson: Does anybody else want to add
anything?

Professor Buckingham: I would just go back to the
children’s programming thing. I think there is a
more general point here, which is about the form
that regulation takes. One of the issues that I am
picking up when talking to people in Australia is that
there is a danger of over regulation, restrictive
regulation. There is regulation that is about quotas,
saying there should be X number of hours. There is
also regulation which in a sense is much more
positive about encouraging the production of
particular kinds of programming, and it is also that
kind of provision that enables national broadcasters
to compete in global markets. So, I think, looking
towards a situation where we have positive
encouragement of production of particular kinds of
programming, and children’s programming in this
would then be one example of public service content
more generally, is a more positive way to go, whereas
simply imposing quotas, the danger is that you run
the risk of a rather cynical attitude on the part of the
broadcasters where they have to fulfil the quota but
they do it with the minimum possible eVort and
investment.

Q49 Janet Anderson: So incentives are really the
answer?
Professor Buckingham: Positive incentives, yes.
Mr North: I would just add that the public sector
likes to worry about children as though children
were defenceless. Most children have one, and quite
a lot have two, advocates, namely their parents. I
think when we come to saying where the power
should reside and who should be accepting
responsibility for driving the children’s agenda, it is
the parents. The regulators (of course I love them
but they are slightly inclined to look for roles) can
back oV, I think, a bit.

Q50 Chairman: But there is a real problem with
children’s television which we will be addressing
later in the inquiry that, by Government
intervention restricting advertising on children’s
television, you are going to prevent the market from
producing the revenue necessary to sustain
children’s production.
Mr North: I used the same argument in the food
context to say that we should not be obsessing about
what children were seeing on television, because,
after all, if their parents do not buy them the junk,
the junk does not get bought; it does not really
matter how much the child falls in love with it on the
television screen. I was, I fear, to the right of Genghis
Khan on that as well!
Ms Hay: It is much more about making sure there is
a choice of well produced programmes that meet
their cultural, social and intellectual needs. It is not
so much about preventing other channels, which
bring light relief and extra choice, but it is making
sure that those—the full diversity of programmes are
made is positive support so that there is a choice of
the whole, and not just a choice of one range of
programmes.
Ms Young: One quick word about regulation. There
was a move towards self-regulation on commercial
radio stations, which is why the consumer panel was
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set up—it was not an enforced thing—and it was
encouraged that it was a panel that was set up by the
radio station to look at themselves, which is why we
were brought into existence. So it is self-regulation
rather than imposed.

Q51 Rosemary McKenna: Can I move on to talk
about plurality. Do you think it is important that
consumers have the opportunity to get public service
media content from a range of sources, or is it
suYcient for them to have one provider, the BBC?
Professor Buckingham: I think the former, if I may
say so. Following on from what we were just talking
about, we are in an interesting situation now in
relation to children’s broadcasting. I think the junk
food ban, or the restriction of junk food advertising,
is causing problems, particularly for ITV, but their
commitment to children’s television is something
that has been reducing over time anyway. They are
quite keen to get out of regulation or the
requirement to provide children’s programmes, and
I think the danger is that we will then get to a
situation where, with the honourable exception of
Five, which does provide children’s programmes but
does it on a pretty low budget, the danger is that we
only have the BBC providing public service
programming for children. So we have a plethora of
cable and satellite channels providing lots of
cartoons, lots of sitcoms, which are absolutely fine in
their own terms, but if we want to find factual
programming, if we want to find live drama, the
danger is that it will only be the BBC providing it.
The danger is there, obviously. You need the
terrestrial commercial companies to be competing
with the BBC to keep the BBC on its toes in relation
to particular areas of programming.
Mr North: I would say on plurality that one of the
curses of PSB is that it becomes locked into the idea
of impartiality, and that locks it into the awfulness
of a kind of authoritativeness, which I think is the
antithesis of debate: it is the exact reverse of how we
achieve a brilliant print media, and, therefore, I
would say that in my much less regulated world
plurality would flourish and so would bias and it is
the competition of bias that produces as near as we
can get to truthfulness an robust investigation and
debate in this veil of tears. So, sure, plurality is
crucial.
Ms Hay: I think plurality is absolutely essential, and
I think one of the miracles of the British
broadcasting system is that until recently ITV has
been able to compete in the range and quality of its
programmes with the BBC. It has done a fantastic
job in the past, and that is why we wish to see it
continue, but do not let us forget that we also have
Channel 4 as a public service broadcaster. I think,
again, Channel 4 was set up in an imaginative way to
cater for audiences that were not well catered for by
the existing broadcasters, so I think it is most
important that we see that Channel 4 continues and,
indeed, Five is now bringing on additional extra
public service content, but I think in the name of
democracy it is absolutely essential to have
information and news from a plurality of sources in
addition to a wide range of programmes, children’s

are most important, but also there is a range of other
programming where we need plurality and
competition as well.

Q52 Rosemary McKenna: But is there not evidence
that in children’s programming parents are opting
for BBC programmes because there is no advertising
contained within the broadcast?
Ms Hay: It is partly lack of advertising. A lot of
people dislike advertising, and that applies
particularly to those who watch the BBC, but also
the BBC has been producing a much wider range of
programmes and very high quality programmes.
They are made with care, they are not necessarily
made to sell related merchandise, and they are not
necessarily targeted at an audience simply in order to
sell advertising or necessarily to make overseas sales;
some of the most important children’s programmes
are ephemeral ones, they are live programmes that
you cannot export: programmes like Blue Peter, like
Newsround, which is the only television news service
for children now—both the former commercially
funded news programmes for children have gone,
even the Channel 4 service, which is very sad. So, I
think we need to be looking at that, and it is why the
BBC is so important. But the BBC does need
competition. There needs to be a plurality of
sources.

Q53 Chairman: I tend to agree with you that there is
a problem, particularly with children’s
programming, although I think Nickelodeon
probably would not accept David Buckingham’s
complete exclusion of all commercial children’s
specialist channels—
Professor Buckingham: I am by no means excluding,
and I am by no means saying that what is on there is
poor quality. What I am saying is that the issue is
about diversity and range.

Q54 Chairman: Leaving aside children, where I
think there are particular arguments, Jocelyn Hay,
you have focused on ITV, Channel 4 and Five. Is
there not an argument that once we move into a
switched over world with everybody having access to
a huge range, the fact that consumers can find
educational programmes on the Biography
Channel, the History Channel, that we have got arts
programmes on Artsworld, the performance
channel—You may have to look quite hard to find
them as they are niche channels—but as long as they
do exist there is plurality.
Ms Hay: Yes, but most of those are subscription
channels, of course. They are bundled in with others,
and so, first of all, they are not free-to-air. The other
point about having a fund, if you are talking about
having a fund to finance particular programmes, is
that if there is no obligation on these channels, there
is no continuing ethos of public service. It comes
back, as I think was mentioned in the previous
session, to motivation. Yes, one of these channels
might make an excellent programme there are lots of
very good programmes on diVerent channels. But if
it suits their book commercially, if there is no
obligation to continue or no continuing ethos, they
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could be dropped tomorrow; that is one of the big
diVerences. The other fascinating thing to see is that
on many of those channels that are, in fact, the most
popular channels on satellite and cable, the vast
majority of the programmes that are shown were
originally made by one of the terrestrial
broadcasters and originally shown free-to-air.

Q55 Mike Hall: This might be a very simplified way
of looking at it, but up until now we have a
reasonably strong set of competition across all
genres in the provision of public service
broadcasting. From the evidence that we have heard
today and from the submissions we have received,
quite clearly there is a huge fear that that is not going
to continue. What is it that the Government or
Ofcom should be doing to ensure that the
competition continues in the digital age?
Ms Hay: As I have said this morning, the objectives
are there, the need is there, the actual means is the
$64,000 question. We would certainly not support
top-slicing the BBC licence fee or putting a levy on
top of it, because, again, as was said earlier, the end
result could be zero economic benefit. ITV is still a
highly profitable channel, and it has already
negotiated quite a lot of favourable rebates, for
instance, on the price that it is paying for spectrum.
So I think for the foreseeable future, certainly up to
switchover, ITV could still be fulfilling more of its
licence fee remit, which it actually promised to do.
After digital switchover, we will be into a diVerent
area, but surely there is a case there for continuing
public intervention of one sort or another. As
regards the licence fee, I would not write it oV too
quickly. Even Mr North has recognised that there is
no great antipathy to it. Yes, some people object to
it, but not everybody, and most people are prepared
to pay for something that is a public good. Lots of
us pay for parks and libraries or other services, even
for the Arts Council, that we may not make use of
personally, but we recognise that it is a public good,
so it is partly a question of perception and political
will.

Q56 Mike Hall: As an aside, I think we do that
through general taxation rather than through
regressive taxation of the licence fee. If I have
understood your contribution this afternoon, you
would say that you do not want the BBC licence fee
top-sliced but you want the additional public funds
to go into public service broadcasting. In your
written submission you mention incentives. Would
you like to say a little bit more about what it is that
you mean and how the incentives would work?
Ms Hay: There are a number of fiscal incentives that
have been used by other countries. In fact some have
been used here in the past to fund things like the Film
Council, for instance, and to dispense public money
in that way to support good things. Other countries
have used fiscal measures—one that was existing
here was free spectrum—but things like tax rebates,
free loans, other fiscal systems. For instance, tax
relief as in the Alternative Investment Market where
if you have some input of equity, you can get tax
reductions, both personal and the company, on

corporation tax. I have been looking at quite a
number that exist already in countries like France, in
Germany, in Canada, Ireland, and Australia. There
is quite a wide range, a lot to go through here at the
moment, but there are some very imaginative
schemes, particularly for funding film, and some of
those could well be transferred to broadcasting.

Q57 Chairman: You have told us that you are not in
favour of any top-slicing of the licence fee, but you
do think there is a role for intervention and the
creation of positive incentives. So, essentially, you
want the Government to spend more on
broadcasting than it is presently spending?
Ms Hay: Not necessarily spending. Some these
could actually be forfeiting a bit of tax income.

Q58 Chairman: I think the Treasury do not see a
diVerence.
Ms Hay: Do they not? Well, maybe they should be
persuaded in the public good!

Q59 Chairman: I think that may be beyond this
Committee actually!
Ms Hay: I think one of the things that needs to be
recognised is that broadcasting is a huge industry
and the economic benefit it brings to the whole of the
country, not only from the jobs it provides within the
country but also from its export trade. British
broadcasting is recognised as being some of the best
in the world, and we really ought to be capitalising
on that. It would be in the Treasury’s interest to
make some imaginative moves and maybe forfeit a
bit of immediate income in order to gain it elsewhere.

Q60 Chairman: My colleague says, “Imagination is
not a word often associated with the Treasury”! If
we do not have any more questions, perhaps finally,
because we have cut you rather short, you have
heard a lot of the evidence which came in our
previous session, you have also seen the remit of our
inquiry. Are there any critical thoughts that you
would like to leave us with at the end of this session
in terms of this inquiry?
Mr North: I would only say that we should be much
bolder about the current broadcast ecology. What
we have got is okay and it has got great faults and
some strengths. It would not matter if there were less
of it, it would not matter if it was diVerent, we can
survive all that. It is this timidity that aZicted the
last Charter review whereby people were terrified
that civilisation would fall in if broadcasting
changed, and possibly really dramatically, and I do
not think it will.
Professor Buckingham: I just want to make a couple
of points around new media, because we started with
that and veered oV. I have a couple of issues that I
would like to flag up: one is about the fact that far
and away the majority of new media provision is
commercial, and I think there is a real issue then
about public space on the Internet and how that
might be provided and preserved. There is a
particular issue when it comes to children, because
there is quite a lot of evidence that, while children
can be very savvy about advertising on television,
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they are often much less aware of the commercial
intent behind the way in which the Internet works.
So forms of sponsorship, forms of covert
advertising, ways of gathering information about
consumers that are going on through the Internet,
children may be much less aware of. There is a case,
it is partly a case, not so much for protection, but
more a case for media literacy there, but an issue
about public space on the Internet and how that is
to be preserved. The other thing to look at this more
positively is to say that new media also has lots of
potential in terms of participation, but we are
talking about media that creates opportunities—I
am thinking here of blogging, I am thinking of
MySpace and YouTube and all those possibilities
for ordinary people to become involved in
producing media content—and, again, I think there
is a question there about how that kind of creativity
can be harnessed and developed, and I think that is
not just something that can be left to the market, I
think that is also potentially a public policy issue.
Ms Young: I would agree with that whole-heartedly.
Let us face it, a lot of what is on the Internet is utter
twaddle, it is complete rubbish. There is a big
vacuum for quality information and not only
commercial broadcasters, but the BBC have a role in
this, but where do you go for your information? For
example, if you are looking up composers, where
would you end up looking for that information? You
would look at Wikipedia, or something like that,
which is totally diVerent. You would not necessarily
go to the BBC. So, my plea is to let there be room for
commercial people to put good quality content on
alongside the BBC, which has a huge Internet
presence, and to build the quality of it up: because
the problem at the moment, and my mother would
echo this as an ex-teacher, is that for young people
to find the diVerence between the good and the bad
or, more often, the accurate and the totally
inaccurate, is diYcult. If government wants to do
something positive online, it is to make sure that the
information provided is good and right and that, if
people then find it, they know it is right.
Ms Hay: I would echo that, but I also think that they
need a trusted guide sometimes. I think part of the
role that the BBC has played in new media is to be
that trusted guide, and I do not think that the take-
up, or the development, of the web would be
anything like it is at the moment in this country had
it not been for the BBC’s presence both on the web
and as a trusted guide. I think what is also important
and what is the main reason for public intervention
is that we are moving into a more globalised market
in media of all kinds, and that will provide a sort of
mid-Atlantic culture. But it is most important for
young people, and for adults who want it also, to

have access to programmes that are made that give
children, particularly, access to their own rich
cultural heritage of language, literature, music,
speech and values. For future generations I think
that is essential, and it is quite clear at the moment
that the most popular programmes on whatever
means of delivery are those that are made to meet
those demands. I think this is a case for public
intervention and, if you look around at some of the
imaginative schemes that have been used by other
countries, not least by Ireland (Eire), which is very
close to us, as well as countries like Canada,
Australia and various countries in Europe, there are
ways of supporting those kinds of programmes. It is
not about negative regulation; it is about providing
support. Again, I think we need to remember what a
valuable job channels like Channel 4 are doing, as
well as the BBC, and have a look at their remit and
see whether maybe that remit could be enriched or
enlarged a little to cover some of the areas that they
are not now obliged to do in meeting the needs of
people who are not well covered by the present
broadcasting ecology, and that might apply to
children, for instance.
Chairman: Thank you. We have one minute left.

Q61 Philip Davies: I was interested that Richard
North has been arguing that the free market delivers
what the listener and the viewer really want—that
that is the way it happens—whereas the Voice of the
Listener and Viewer seems to have come to a
diametrically opposed view. I was wondering,
Jocelyn, if you could perhaps tell us how
representative you think your organisation is of the
listener and viewer at large? I was just looking down
the list of patrons and directors, which seem to be
stacked with worthy people and professors. I just
wondered whether this was representative of what
the public at large think or whether it was merely
representative of what the people on the board
think.
Ms Hay: Well, we do not have many children in
membership and we do not have many young people
in membership, so we are probably more
representative of the middle aged and older people.
On the other hand, we do take an enormous amount
of trouble to canvas public opinion. We hold a wide
range of public events at aVordable prices
throughout the UK. We get a wide range of
comments, verbal and by post and by email, and we
try to engage with as wide a range of people as we
possibly can. So we say that we represent the
interests of listeners and viewers, not necessarily
every single listener and viewer in the population of
60 million, but we do try to keep very open minds
and to be in contact with as many people as we can.
Chairman: Can I thank all four of you very much.
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Memorandum submitted by GCap Media plc

Introduction

GCap Media plc is submitting this evidence to the Culture, Media and Sport Committee Inquiry into
Public Service Media Content as a mark of our commitment to public service commercial radio. In
legislation, the term “Public Service” is applied only to certain television channels and BBC Radio—but in
the ecology of UK media, commercial radio makes a significant contribution which is seldom recognised by
policy makers. Services such as Classic FM have opened up the world of classical music to new audiences,
digital radio stations like Planet Rock1 and FUN radio2 serve listeners who have never before had a station
focussing on their particular tastes and interests, and the local radio stations in the GCap Media stable and
across the commercial radio network make a major contribution to community cohesion and economic
development.

This submission is structured around the seven questions posed by the Committee, and draws upon a
major evidence-gathering exercise which maps GCap Media’s stations against the Ofcom framework of the
“Purpose and Characteristics of Public Radio” set out in Phase Two of Ofcom’s Radio Review. Significant
points from the data are highlighted in the text of the submission, and the complete data set is presented as
Appendix One (not printed here).

About GCap Media

GCap Media plc is the UK’s largest commercial radio company, formed in May 2005 following the
merger of GWR Group plc and Capital Radio plc. With 47 locations across the UK, GCap Media owns 55
analogue and 99 digital radio stations. Our stations include leading brands such as Classic FM, 95.8 Capital
Radio London and Xfm, and in DAB digital radio we are developing stations like FUN radio, Planet Rock,
Chill and Core. On Christmas Day 2006, we launched our newest station—theJazz, a sister station to Classic
FM which aims to do for jazz what Classic FM has done for classical music in making the genre accessible
to a UK-wide audience.

Executive Summary

1. The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age

The radio ownership rules provide the context for commercial radio Public Service. Rules which allow
owners to provide a number of stations to the audience encourage diversity of output as owners operate
distinctive stations targeted at discrete audiences—examples include the diverse range of stations on the
Digital One DAB Digital Radio multiplex, and the BBC’s radio networks, positioned to minimise overlap
between stations.

2. The practicality of continuing to impose PSB obligations on commercial broadcasters

Legislation does not identify commercial radio as a “PSB broadcaster” despite the significant PSB output
of many such stations. Commercial radio engages in PSB output because of its understanding of community
needs and its sense of corporate responsibility—commercial stations are acutely aware of the privilege they
have been granted in broadcasting to their communities. Therefore the question for the Committee in
respect of commercial radio is how to create the right ownership and licensing context for this voluntary
PSB to continue.

1 Planet Rock is a national station playing classic rock music.
2 FUN radio is a local network of services for children aged 10 and under and their parents.
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3. The viability of existing funding models for PSB broadcasting

Proposals for spectrum charging threaten to introduce a new (and, as yet, unquantified) cost into the
ecology of commercial radio. Any additional cost might result in less money being spent on PSB programme
making. GCap Media proposes a safety mechanism which would reduce the risk of spectrum charging
reducing PSB output. The value to society of certain elements of PSB programming would be given a
monetary value, which would then be oVset against the spectrum charge for each channel. Programme
makers would be incentivised to provide PSB programme ideas, confident in the knowledge that such output
would be recognised for its public service value through the charging calculation.

4. The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

The dominance of the BBC in programme creation and production risks imposing a monoculture on the
creativity of the radio sector. GCap proposes a Programme Assistance Fund, taken from the Licence Fee.
This would allow a thousand creative flowers to bloom because it would oVer as many routes to the listener
as there were ideas—a programme maker would develop an idea, select the commercial broadcaster with
the audience that would benefit most, and then work with the support of that broadcaster to secure funding
from the Programme Assistance Fund.

5. The future of key areas of PSB content

The future of Classic FM’s analogue licence—and therefore its PSB contribution—is not assured. Under
current legislation, there is a risk of another company bidding for the analogue licence when it comes up for
re-advertisement in 20103, taking over the channel and broadcasting an entirely diVerent genre of music.
This anomaly dates back to the 1990 Broadcasting Act, which introduced competitive bidding for the three
new national commercial radio channels. As the law currently stands, 2010 will see the licence being
auctioned. GCap Media believes that for the three INR analogue licences a hypothetical auction, similar to
the process which the INR licensees undertook in 2000–01 and in 2006, should be established that will deliver
a realistic value to the Treasury for the analogue spectrum utilised.

6. The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

Commercial radio’s voluntary contribution of Public Service material is impressive (though often
unrecognised) and a more formal system of support for commercial radio PSB would be valued by the
industry and would produce significant benefits for society in general and communities across the UK in
particular. The PSP concept dovetails into this system of support. GCap Media believes there should be a
Public Service Provider of radio/audio output, consisting of a channel of PSB output, broadcast on digital
radio but also available for streaming online and as podcasts for downloading to MP3 players and iPods.

7. The case for Public Service provision on new media

The Internet allows GCap stations to deliver extensive PSB content which would not be possible on the
air because of the limitations of time. Audio material is also presented for download and podcast, allowing
listeners to listen whenever they wish. Public Service content on new media is a rapidly developing area of
PSB. The possibilities for personalisation of content, for intelligent signposting of material that users would
benefit from, and the rapid building of communities of interest, all add value to stations’ new media oVering.
GCap Media’s experience in launching the new technology of DAB Digital Radio provides a valuable
insight into the challenges of new media and PSB. Partnerships between diVerent sections of the industry
have been an important part of the success of DAB, and will be important in building new media PSB—no
one company or organisation has all of the skills needed for success.

Main Submission

1. The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age

Plurality and media ownership rules are inextricably linked, and the 2003 Communications Act went
some way to relaxing these rules. If the objective is to maintain and improve plurality, changing the
ownership rules is one way to achieve this. Plurality is usually taken to refer to a combination of two positive
public service aspects:

— Distinctiveness in the sources and provision of news and information coverage.

— Distinctiveness in the format and output of diVerent channels.

3 The Classic FM licence expires in September 2011. It will be advertised during summer 2010 to ensure the Regulator has
suYcient time to advertise and grant a new licence.
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Ofcom, in its “Review of Media Ownership Rules” (November 2006) concluded that ownership plurality
does not ensure the first aspect—“two local radio stations might have diVerent owners and yet obtain all
their news from the same source” (para. 2.13, p. 6) and noted that “journalists, editors and producers, rather
than owners, may have a more direct impact on the views expressed via a media outlet.” (ibid). The
regulator’s conclusion is that ownership plurality remains the best proxy for viewpoint plurality, but GCap
Media’s view is that ownership rules are an extremely blunt instrument to use to achieve the objective
expressed in the Communications Act—to further the interests of citizens by securing “the maintenance of
a suYcient plurality of providers of. . . services”. We believe a further relaxation of the media ownership
rules would also encourage more public service output by encouraging owners to diVerentiate their output
and produce distinctive channels to serve distinct audiences.

In Green Paper submissions in advance of the 2003 Communications Act, we argued that achieving the
second public service objective—distinctiveness between channels—would be facilitated by allowing owners
to control a greater number of channels. Citing the economic principle of the Hotelling EVect, the argument
was that an owner with a range of channels would find it in its interest to diVerentiate them over a wide range
of audiences. Using the example of the BBC (which ensures minimal overlap between its radio channels to
appeal to the widest range of licence fee payers) and the national digital radio provider Digital One (which
selected distinctive services to appeal to the largest total audience), the business drivers towards
distinctiveness under common ownership were accepted in the 2003 Communications Act, indeed the
Hotelling EVect was mentioned in the Ministers’ introduction to the Bill.

Since the 2003 Communications Act came into force, a number of mergers have taken place within the
radio industry, of which the GWR Group/Capital Radio merger, which led to the formation of GCap
Media, was the largest. Ofcom’s “Review of Media Ownership Rules” found “despite the reforms carried
out in 2003, [the rules] remain complex” and “the rules have not always operated in the public interest”
(para.1.6, p.2). Ofcom then goes on to describe a situation in which the 2003 ownership rules forced Emap
to remove its Smash Hits service from three local digital radio multiplexes because, after Emap’s merger
with Scottish Radio Holdings, the new company would have exceeded the ownership rules. Listeners in Ayr,
Aberdeen and Dundee lost the Smash Hits service, and no alternative provider took up the spare capacity—
hence the ownership rules resulted in a reduction of listener choice, the exact opposite of the intended
consequence. This eVect is likely to be repeated following the decision by Ofcom to grant a second national
digital radio multiplex to run alongside Digital One. GCap Media welcomes the addition to listener choice
that should result from this, but if the process is not carefully managed quasi-national services created
through local multiplexes will have the opportunity to move to this new national channel, leaving “voids“”
on local multiplexes which may then struggle to carry on funding themselves.

On a positive note, the common channel ownership which has become the hallmark of broadening choice
in DAB digital radio, has led to significant new channel launches. The most recent is theJazz, a new jazz
channel launched by GCap Media on the national multiplex. theJazz plays a wide range of jazz genres such
as bebop, swing, cool jazz, trad, blues and modern jazz, and features artists such as Miles Davis, Ray
Charles, Oscar Peterson, Weather Report, Jamie Cullum and Diana Krall. The new station is provided by
GCap Media and—in its early stages—is a pure public service contribution, generating no advertising or
sponsorship income. By deploying the talents of the team behind Classic FM, GCap Media can provide the
infrastructure, programming expertise and partnerships to launch theJazz, and because it owns a portfolio
of complementary brands and stations which operate on Digital One4, GCap Media is motivated to produce
a diVerentiated new service, distinctive from its existing stations—there would be no point in spending
money on launching a new station which simply attracted the same people who were already listening to
other GCap Media stations.

It is interesting to note that the opportunity to launch theJazz came about through the operation of these
economic principles on a single channel owner, which caused the withdrawal of a previous jazz service.
GMG Radio owned and operated Jazz FM, as a single service with no sister channels alongside it. With no
opportunity to segment the audience and provide a range of complementary stations under its ownership,
market conditions led GMG to move Jazz FM into the mainstream, renaming it Smooth FM and providing
the listener market gap for theJazz to launch as a truly authentic jazz service.

GCap Media’s conclusion—and one of the options in the Ofcom Review (para. 1.12, p. 3)—is that the
radio ownership rules should be further relaxed, or abolished altogether leaving competition law and cross-
media ownership rules to regulate mergers in future. Ofcom says “the benefits of allowing further
consolidation need to be weighed against the importance of maintaining plurality. . . at a local level” (para.
1.12, p. 4) but this puts consolidation and the public service objective of diversity in a false opposition to
one another. As our examples have shown, allowing more channels to congregate under one owner increases
diversity and therefore improves the overall service to the public. Owners of single channels have little option
but to aim for the mainstream, as the Jazz FM/Smooth FM case shows. Therefore further relaxation of the
ownership rules in digital radio would maintain and increase the key public service element of diversity of
channels in the digital age.

4 Classic FM, Core (playing new chart hit music), Planet Rock (playing classic rock), Capital Life (playing easy adult
contemporary music) and theJazz.
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Ofcom’s own conclusion is that further deregulation of the radio ownership rules should be considered
as part of its “Future of Radio Review”, which is currently under way. The conclusions of the Culture,
Media and Sport Committee’s Inquiry into PSB will feed into Ofcom’s review and would, GCap Media
hopes, encourage the relaxation of the rules we have argued for.

2. The practicality of continuing to impose PSB obligations on commercial broadcasters

As noted in the introduction, legislation does not identify commercial radio as a “PSB broadcaster”
despite the significant PSB output of many such stations. Commercial radio engages in PSB output because
of its understanding of community needs and its sense of corporate responsibility—commercial stations are
acutely aware of the privilege they have been granted in broadcasting to their communities. Whether the
community is geographical around a local station, or a community of interest, serving the needs of that
community is paramount. For GCap Media, the aim is to harness the unique role that radio plays in
listeners’ lives to improve and take action on issues that matter to them and their families.

In GCap Media stations, PSB highlights include:

— Xfm’s Sony Gold winning Rock School, which takes kid’s rock bands from start-up to star
quality—the 2006 competition on Xfm London was won by The Attics from Teddington School
in Middlesex.

— Classic FM’s new Music Makers charity, which transforms the lives of young people by involving
them in classical music for the first time.

— Choice FM’s Junior Jams, providing a safe entertainment environment for under 18s with big-
name acts performing.

— Choice FM’s “Peace on the Streets” initiative to help stop gun crime.

— Choice FM’s campaign on Sickle Cell Anaemia, which had blood and bone marrow donors
queuing up outside the station.

— GCap Media local stations’ support for Child Rescue Alert, the scheme which recruits the public
to help when a child is abducted.

— 95.8 Capital Radio London and Choice FM’s support for the London Youth Games.

— GCap Media’s Leicester Square HQ in London was the hub for UK Radio Aid, which brought
250 commercial radio stations together to raise £3.3 million for Tsunami relief.

— GCap Media’s contribution of over £5 million of free advertising time to charitable organisations,
recognised by the Business in the Community Per Cent Standard.

— GCap Media’s support for the Media Literacy advertising campaign organised by the UK Media
CSR Forum.

A full account of GCap Media stations’ PSB activities is set out in Appendix One (not printed here).

For commercial local radio, reflecting the passions and concerns of the local area is the key audience
attractant. All GCap Media local stations maintain a skilled and well-connected local newsroom,
broadcasting local news, weather and traYc information throughout the day. The Public Service
contribution of this output is clear, and is detailed in Appendix One (not printed here) in the One Network
section. Local news for GCap Media stations is more than simply a programme element, it is the core of
their existence—rather than simply holding up a mirror and reflecting what is going on the community,
GCap Media’s stations roll their sleeves up and get involved. For example, during the recent SuVolk
Murders, GCap Media station SGR in Ipswich purchased 1,000 personal safety alarms and distributed them
to women in the area, along with advice leaflets from the police and the Suzy Lamplugh Trust.

The contribution made by commercial radio’s PSB output is distinctive because it is not imposed by
Charter or licence obligations, but springs from commercial radio’s deep understanding of the communities
it serves. Whether it is Classic FM organising a musical instrument amnesty to get people to return their old
school clarinet, or Choice FM sponsoring the African Caribbean Leukaemia Trust, community service on
commercial stations is voluntary, enthusiastic and rooted in the community. Hence the question for the
Committee in considering commercial radio’s PSB is not how to impose obligations, but how to create the
right context to encourage this voluntary activity to continue and grow.

In part, the context is created by the media ownership rules, which delimit how a company can use its
mainstream brands to support its more niche oVerings. We have shown in section 1 how a revision of the
ownership rules will encourage more diversity of output and cross-subsidy between stations. Context is also
created by the charging system imposed on commercial stations through their licence fees, and the prospect
of spectrum charging. This is the subject of section 3.
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3. The viability of existing funding models for PSB broadcasting

The funding model for commercial radio is simple: radio stations are licensed by Ofcom and operated by
radio companies, both large and small. These companies have developed a deep understanding of listener
and community needs, and sophisticated techniques for discovering what listeners want—the Classic FM
Consumer Panel remains the only stakeholder consultation forum of its type in commercial radio. GCap
Media also maintains a fully staVed research department to ensure that stations meet listener needs.

Based on this deep understanding of needs, companies launch and run radio stations which are carefully
targeted at specific audiences. These audiences are attractive to advertisers, who pay for the privilege of
speaking to them through advertising and sponsorship messages. The advertising income funds the cost of
producing the programmes and running the stations, and society benefits from entertaining and informative
radio output without having to pay a licence fee for it. Businesses that advertise also benefit from increased
trade—a further community asset.

This account of the ecology of commercial radio might be taken to mean that only mass-audience, wide-
appeal stations would be launched—but it is clear from even a cursory look at the commercial radio
landscape that a much more complex tapestry of stations is on air. From very small community commercial
stations to the three national commercial analogue stations, the full range of geographic scale is covered—
and communities of musical interest from heavy rock to easy listening are all catered for, especially on the
rapidly growing DAB digital radio platform. This is because radio companies—owning a number of
stations—also wish to serve the broadest range of listeners in order to oVer advertisers a wide choice of target
audiences for their products.

One threat to this delicately balanced ecology is the prospect of spectrum pricing. In July 2006 Ofcom
published a consultation document on “The Future Pricing of Spectrum Used For Terrestrial Broadcasting”
which proposed a system of Administered Incentive Pricing based on population coverage—the intention
being that broadcasters will be encouraged to take decisions that promote more eYcient use of spectrum.

This is a laudable aim, but spectrum charging threatens to introduce a new (and, as yet, unquantified) cost
into the ecology of commercial radio. From the outline above, it is clear that any additional cost must (unless
there is an increase in advertising revenue) result in less money being spent on programme making. The most
expensive elements of programming are often those with the greatest Public Service element, so spectrum
charging, if misapplied, would threaten stations’ ability to fund PSB output. Advertising revenue is at best
flat for commercial radio at present, so charging for spectrum risks deducting money from programme
budgets.

GCap Media is exploring a safety mechanism which would reduce the risk of spectrum charging reducing
PSB output. Put simply, the value to society of certain elements of PSB programming would be given a
monetary value, which would then be oVset against the spectrum charge for each channel.

For example, Classic FM’s support for UK orchestras and its broadcasting of their concert recordings
would be allocated a monetary benefit to society of (say) £500,000 per annum. This sum would be subtracted
from the spectrum charge levied on Classic FM. The total of all PSB contributions from Classic FM would
be taken into account when levying the spectrum charge, resulting in PSB output being ring-fenced from the
negative eVect of spectrum charging—programme makers would be incentivised to provide PSB programme
ideas, confident in the knowledge that such output would be recognised for its public service value through
the charging calculation.

For large stations such as Classic FM with a great deal of PSB output, calculating the value of individual
PSB elements would be worthwhile—however, for smaller stations standard sums could be credited for
common PSB programme elements. Local news output could gain a credit for each minute broadcast, traYc
news would be similarly recognised, and social action campaigns—raising the awareness of local charitable
groups—would also contribute to the PSB value of the local station.

Indeed, a properly organised system of PSB credits could dovetail into other elements of the public service
ecology. Section 4 details how a Programme Assistance Fund might work, and this could be additional to
the eVect of the PSB credits proposed here. Section 6 reviews the Ofcom Public Service Provider concept as
applied to radio, and PSB credits could form a foundation for this—linking together the existing provision
on commercial radio, the additional provision which might come from a Programme Assistance Fund, and
the additional channel of output which could result from the Public Service Provider concept.

4. The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

Since the Licence Fee started, the BBC has argued that it should receive all of the funds generated through
the fee—asserting that all its output is Public Service, and therefore all its output deserves to be funded from
this universal tax. This argument is now breached on two counts—elements of the BBC’s modern-day
output cannot, by any reasonable standard, be described as Public Service, and other broadcasters are
producing output that is clearly in the Public Service.

Classic FM has succeeded in securing funding for its initiatives from the Arts Council. If a Programme
Assistance Fund were to be established using some of the income from the licence fee, it is highly likely that
Classic FM would benefit from that source of funding too.
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One example would be Classic FM’s support for orchestras and live concert broadcasts. Classic FM
broadcasts nightly Evening Concerts between 9pm and midnight. These are currently made up from full-
work performances taken from CD. The cost of broadcasting live orchestral concerts from around the UK
is prohibitive to Classic FM (in terms of technical costs and rights fees). A PAF fund grant would allow
Classic FM to broadcast performances from partner orchestras such as the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, the Philharmonia Orchestra, the London
Symphony Orchestra and Welsh National Opera Orchestra. As well as creating exciting and diverse
programming for Classic FM, this would allow concerts from orchestras who already receive Arts Council
subsidy to reach out to new audiences through the radio. This would have the added benefit of making those
public funds more eYcient in terms of the number of people reached. It would also create a far greater range
of live concert broadcasting on British radio—complementing what is done by Radio 3, which has a policy
of broadcasting concerts largely from BBC orchestras and also centring on new commissions and rarely
performed works. This leaves a real gap for concerts of broad appeal from regional orchestras.

The dominance of the BBC in programme creation and production risks imposing a monoculture on the
creativity of the radio sector. At present, if a programme maker has a good PSB idea, he or she must take
it to the BBC for the greatest chance of success, even if the target audience for the idea is available on a
commercial channel. Although the BBC operates independent production quotas for radio, all ideas have
to pass through the same commissioning process as the Corporation’s own productions, leading to an
inevitable standardisation in what comes out of the loudspeaker: ideas are flexed to fit the system, not to fit
the audience.

A Programme Assistance Fund would allow a thousand creative flowers to bloom because it would oVer
as many routes to the listener as there were ideas—a programme maker would develop an idea, select the
commercial broadcaster with the audience that would benefit most, and then work with the support of that
broadcaster to secure funding from the Programme Assistance Fund. PAF funded projects would be clearly
identified and branded on the air, so audiences would become accustomed to expecting high quality results
from these projects, rather as one recognises a Discovery Channel documentary on television.

The administration of the PAF need be no more complex than any other tightly-run grant giving body:
indeed, if it was combined (as suggested in section 4) with the PSB credits system it could be funded from
spectrum charging income. The number of programmes made would depend on how much of the licence
fee was diverted into the PAF, but the commercial sector is much more eYcient in programming costs than
the BBC, so the multiplier eVect of diverting funds into the PAF would be significant.

5. The future of key areas of PSB content such as news and childrens’ programming

Classic FM is rightly recognised as the most important provider of Public Service output in commercial
radio. It has added more than six million classical music radio listeners to the two million who listened to
BBC Radio 3 when the station launched in 1992, and has been the major cause of classical music moving
into the mainstream of public taste. As Culture Secretary Tessa Jowell said on the station’s tenth birthday
in 2002;

“Thanks to consistently high standards, imaginative scheduling and a complete lack of
condescension, it has become part of the broadcasting furniture: hard to imagine our radios
without it [. . .] Classic FM has become a glorious rebuttal to all those who insist that the public
will never take to “serious” music.”

However, as the Culture, Media and Sport Committee is inquiring into the future of PSB content,
members should appreciate that the future of Classic FM’s analogue licence—and therefore its PSB
contribution—is not assured. In fact, under current legislation, there is a risk of another company bidding
for the analogue licence when it comes up for re-advertisement in 20105, taking over the channel and
broadcasting an entirely diVerent genre of music, including non-classical music, consigning Classic FM’s
success to history and depriving listeners of the only pure classical music station in the UK.

This anomaly dates back to the 1990 Broadcasting Act, which introduced competitive bidding for ITV
Channel 3 licences and for the three new national commercial radio channels. Through a combination of
licence extensions and renewals linked to digital radio commitments, and through maintaining a consistently
high standard of output, Classic FM has maintained its hold on its licence—but as the law currently stands,
2010 will see the licence being auctioned. It is imperative for PSB—and for classical music—that a more
equitable method of licence renewal is introduced before then. The danger is that another bidder could
decide to broadcast something other than classical music—the licence conditions simply require that the
output should be “non-pop”—listeners would lose their station and society would lose a major contributor
to cultural capital.

GCap Media believes that the three INR analogue licences should not be advertised on a highest bidder
basis when they are advertised by Ofcom over the period 2010–12, but that a hypothetical auction, similar
to the process which the INR licensees undertook in 2000–01 and in 2006, should be established. Under such
a process, Ofcom will assess the business plans of each licensee and set additional payments (cash bid and

5 The Classic FM licences expires in September 2011. It will be advertised during Summer 2010 to ensure the Regulator has
suYcient time to advertise and grant a new licence.
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percentage of qualifying revenue) that deliver a realistic value to the Treasury for the analogue spectrum
utilised. GCap Media believes that such a process would be the most appropriate at that time, as with DAB
digital penetration and migration, the intrinsic value of the analogue licences will be low.

A competitive highest bid auction will increase uncertainty, taking the attention of management from
programming to licence retention and could ultimately reduce the ability of programmers to deliver PSB
content.

As detailed in section 2, news provision—especially local news for local stations—is a key audience
attractant for GCap Media stations. Local stations weave local news, information and weather into their
output, with comment where appropriate and a campaigning slant where it is needed—many GCap Media
local stations support car share schemes to reduce rush-hour congestion and urban pollution, and as this
paper is written, Classic FM is auctioning an electric car to raise funds for charity. Classic FM produces
hourly news bulletins and a daily 30 minute news round-up, Classic Newsnight, which is now available as
a downloadable podcast. New media launches oVering streams of music bring competition for listeners’
attention, but very few of these new choices oVer news, and almost none oVer local news—most are
nationally or even internationally distributed, so the local news output of GCap’s local stations is a unique
selling point for them. The outlook for the news content of GCap Media’s stations is positive—this is a
programme element that listeners clearly value, and a Public Service that will continue to have a central place
in the output.

DAB Digital Radio has opened up new opportunities for PSB content. The greatly increased availability
of channels, coupled to new and more cost-eVective digital production techniques, means that genres which
once had to compete for airspace within a general-purpose varied channel can now be granted their own
discrete channel.

The clearest example is childrens’ programming. Where once this output would have been jostling for
space alongside the competing demands of larger audience segments on a single mainstream channel, DAB
Digital Radio enables GCap Media to achieve a unique oVering in UK radio—a dedicated childrens’ radio
channel, Fun Radio.

Fun Radio is a joint venture between HIT Entertainment, children’s radio campaigner Susan Stranks and
GCap Media. With stories, famous characters like Bob the Builder and Paddington Bear, and child focused
music, it broadcasts 24 hours a day to under 10s and their carers in London and across Southern England.
By contrast, the BBC delivers only limited childrens’ programmes for four hours a day on its BBC 7 digital
radio service, with some weekly programming on Radio 4.

PSB output such as Fun Radio is subsidised by income from GCap Media’s other, more mainstream
stations. To return to the points made in section 1, PSB output such as this exists because radio groups have
been allowed to become strong enough to support new ideas and niche audiences. Therefore appropriate
ownership rules—which allow GCap to own suYcient mainstream stations to produce the funds to support
new PSB opportunities—are an essential precondition for this type of PSB output.

6. The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

The Ofcom Public Service Provider idea was first put forward in 2004, and was aimed principally at
providing another participant in the Public Service Television arena—alongside the BBC and Channel 4,
and to an extent replacing the ITV Channel 3 companies, who were expected to reduce their PSB output
over time.

We commented at the time that the Public Service Provider concept should also be explored for radio. As
Ofcom said in Phase 3 of its Review of Public Service Television;

“Over time the BBC will become a near-monopoly provider of PSB. That is not a desirable
outcome. Plurality—the maintenance of a range of diVerent providers—is an important part of
our broadcasting system. It drives competition for quality and makes sure there are a range of
diVerent approaches to PSB content, with a range of alternative perspectives aired.”

If that is true for television in the future, it is a closer prospect for radio, where the BBC garners around
half of the audience. This submission has argued throughout that commercial radio’s voluntary
contribution of Public Service material is impressive (though often unrecognised) and a more formal system
of support for commercial radio PSB would be valued by the industry and would produce significant benefits
for society in general and communities across the UK in particular.

As set out in section 3, one approach would be to create a hierarchy of support for Public Service output
in commercial radio, with three levels;

1. Credit for the value of existing PSB output being oVset against spectrum charges for commercial
radio stations.

2. A Programme Assistance Fund (taken from the licence fee) to support specific PSB initiatives in
commercial radio.

3. A Public Service Provider of radio/audio output, consisting of a channel of PSB output, perhaps
broadcast on digital radio but also available online.
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Since Ofcom’s PSP idea was first mooted, technology has transformed the possibilities for receiving and
consuming audio content. One of the problems with the “PSP channel” idea in radio is that people would
have to make “appointments to listen” to programmes that caught their interest. Audiences are increasingly
unlikely to do so—now listening is to genre-based streams of output, rather than individual programmes of
the sort that a PSP might carry. Advances in time-shifting, downloading and podcasting in the past two
years mean that timetabling is no longer an issue—the PSP channel could still oVer a stream of timetabled
programming for those who wished to consume in this way, but would also make its Public Service
programmes available for streaming online, and package them as podcasts for downloading to MP3 players
and iPods.

In this way, programmes would be available to listeners where and when they wanted them, greatly
increasing the eVectiveness of the PSP concept for radio.

Linking the three “levels” of PSB radio together as described above would also encourage cross-
fertilisation between levels 2 and 3. Thus specific PSB initiatives thought worthy of support from the
Programme Assistance Fund at level 2 could—in addition to being broadcast on their sponsoring
commercial radio station—be made available on the PSP channel. This would make them available to a
national audience (if the PAF sponsor had been a local commercial station) and would add further to the
diversity and plurality of input for programmes on the Public Service Provider channel.

In the other direction, commercial radio stations which act as sponsors and supporters for PAF
submissions could be given access to Public Service Provider material to rebroadcast, with permission. This
would give PSP output an airing to audiences which might otherwise not have sought it out.

7. The case for Public Service provision on new media

For many years, the key skill of radio broadcasters has been in finding and building communities of
listeners. Tapping in to the things that tie 21st century Brummies together in Birmingham, or the factors
that unite Mancunians or Bristolians has been the major dynamic in attracting audiences to commercial
local radio stations, and those stations have made a significant public service contribution to community
cohesion in an otherwise fragmenting world. Since 1992 Classic FM has been doing the same, bringing the
classical music community together and adding new recruits all the time, while in DAB Digital Radio a wide
range of new musical and subject communities is building.

The place for new media in this public service of community building is that new media gives the
opportunity to identify with a community to the individual. Rather than relying on a top-down
identification of an individual as a member of the jazz community (for example), the growth of social
networking software encourages the individual to join the community themselves. GCap Media’s new
station, theJazz, encourages its listeners to join in a conversation about their favourite music, discussing
questions such as “what is jazz?”. These techniques allow a much closer relationship between listener and
station, strengthening the role of the station in the listener’s life and opening the possibility of many more
public service interactions.

Radio’s function as a parallel consumption medium is key to its importance in the new media arena.
Because one’s hands and eyes are not engaged whilst listening to the radio, an audio request to link to a
website for more information is more likely to get a response than the same request made on TV (which
would require switching oV the TV to pay proper attention to the website).

The internet also allows stations to deliver extensive PSB content which would not be possible on the air
because of the limitations of time. Audio material is also presented for download and podcast, allowing
listeners to listen whenever they wish—for example, the “rodcast” on fishing can be listened to on the way
to the river or the “London What’s On Guide” on the bus into town.

Significant GCap Media internet and new media PSB activities include;

— Choice FM’s “What’s on Guide” downloadable from the website for the community.

— Choice FM’s health pages, covering specific conditions such as prostate cancer, lupus and how to
give up smoking.

— Classic FM’s Learning Area, which includes sections on learning to play, composing workshops
and music education in schools.

— Classic FM’s City Guides oVering detailed information from presenter Simon Calder.

— Monthly podcasts from Classic FM Composer in Residence Patrick Hawes.

— Xfm’s Mi-Xfm initiative, which creates personalized music mixes for Xfm listeners along four
themes—Chill, Loud, Classics, and Hits.

— Xfm’s film guide, with reviews targeted at the station’s listener age profile.

— Xfm’s podcast sessions, the first from a major broadcaster to include music in the podcast
download.

— GWR-FM Bristol’s Radio in Schools project, which uses website content and DVDs to improve
reading and writing—the winner of the 2006 Arqiva Social Action Initiative Award.
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— Fun Radio’s range of fun learning podcasts aimed at children. These include the “A to Z of
Wildlife” and the “Fun Radio Garden”.

Public Service content on new media is a rapidly developing area of PSB. The possibilities for
personalisation of content, for intelligent signposting of material that users would benefit from, and the
rapid building of communities of interest, all add value to stations’ new media oVering, in addition to the
simpler functions such as archiving audio material for listening later and providing more extensive textual
material than would be possible on air.

GCap Media’s experience in launching the new technology of DAB Digital Radio provides valuable
insight into the challenges of new media and PSB. Partnerships between diVerent sections of the industry
have been an important part of the success of DAB, and over the last decade GCap Media has teamed up
with several major partners to bring the many possibilities to fruition; including Imagination Technology
to develop a DAB chipset to help encourage the first sub £100 DAB radio, BT to develop mobile television
through a mobile phone/DAB device, and Roberts Radio and Pure Radio to develop branded DAB radios.
GCap is ideally positioned to take this partnership experience and use it for further developments such as
new media Public Service content.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by RadioCentre

Background

1. The RadioCentre formed in July 2006 from the merger of the Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB) and
the Commercial Radio Companies Association (CRCA). Its members consist of the overwhelming majority
of UK Commercial Radio stations, who fund the organisation.

2. The role of the RadioCentre is to maintain and build a strong and successful Commercial Radio
industry—in terms of both listening hours and revenues. As such, the RadioCentre operates in a number of
areas including working with advertisers and their agencies, representing Commercial Radio companies to
Government, Ofcom, copyright societies and other organisations concerned with radio, and working with
stations themselves. The RadioCentre also provides a forum for industry discussion, is a source of advice
to members on all aspects of radio, jointly owns Radio Joint Audience Research Ltd (RAJAR) with the
BBC, and includes copy clearance services for the industry through the Radio Advertising Clearance Centre
(RACC).

Executive Summary

3. At a time when consumers are accessing content in new ways, RadioCentre is pleased that the
Committee is using this inquiry to maintain a relevant multi-media view of public service broadcasting.

4. The RadioCentre’s members have a rich diversity of PSB content and a strong commitment to the
public purposes for radio as identified by Ofcom.

5. Indeed Commercial Radio is producing more public service content in key areas such as news than
ever before, with new platforms and portable devices also improving the impact and reach of this material.

6. Young people are amongst those to have benefited from Commercial Radio’s continued investment
and risk taking. The recent development of specific children’s radio services is entirely a private sector
innovation.

7. Commercial Radio has played a valuable and overlooked role in maintaining plurality in the delivery
of public policy objectives. However, the radio industry is facing a growing number of threats to the
continuation of that delivery. These include:

— lack of regulatory parity across new media;

— undesirable plurality as a result of illegal broadcasting; and

— an over powerful and inappropriately focused BBC.

8. In addition, we would note that the relatively onerous obligations imposed on Commercial Radio in
terms of ownership plurality continue to hamper the industry’s ability to compete eVectively.

9. The introduction of Administered Incentive Pricing would constitute a burdensome double bind at this
time of heightened pressure on our industry.

10. Commercial Radio’s favourable access to spectrum has always been justified by its role in fulfilling
public policy objectives. The RadioCentre is asking Ofcom to reconsider its approach to Administrative
Incentive Pricing (AIP) for terrestrial broadcasters, in recognition of the public value the Commercial Radio
industry provides.
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11. Within a regime which continues to provide access to spectrum in exchange for such licence
commitments, we are content that they should remain. However, we have always been opposed to regulatory
or legislative intervention which seeks to stipulate the manner in which these commitments should be
fulfilled.

12. Before considering whether other broadcasters should receive public funding, it is important to
consider the impact of the publicly funded BBC on commercial services. We believe that the best option, at
least in the short term, for securing the future of a pluralistic PSB economy depends on maintaining
reasonable restraints on the existing publicly funded intervention, the BBC, whilst freeing the commercial
sector to enable it to compete eVectively.

13. Having said this, if future market conditions threaten the viability of PSB on Commercial Radio, we
remain open to the possibility of public funding on non-BBC stations. If this is to be achieved through a
Public Service Publisher, it must be delivered on a truly multi-platform basis.

14. We believe the ideas set out in the submission by our member company, GCap Media, represent
useful and creative early ideas as to how PSB in the private sector could be supported more formally.

Introduction

15. The debate about public service broadcasting in the UK is typically considered through the lens of
television. At a time when consumers are accessing content in new ways, RadioCentre is pleased that the
Committee is using this inquiry to maintain a relevant multi-media view of public service broadcasting.

16. In answering the Committee’s questions we have concentrated on radio content in all its forms, but
have attempted to do so within a broader media context. Where questions related specifically to television,
we have declined to answer.

17. Commercial Radio is, in legislative terms at least, not described as a public service broadcaster, yet
each of its almost 300 stations have individual PSB obligations written into their licences. We set out in this
submission some of the PSB contributions made by our industry, many of which go well beyond the
minimum criteria required by the regulator. It is our contention, therefore, that Commercial Radio is a
public service broadcaster and merits the attention of legislators and regulators to ensure it can continue to
be so.

The Prospects for Maintaining Plurality in Public Service Broadcasting in the Digital Age

What does PSB mean for radio?

18. Ofcom Chief Executive Ed Richards recently described “Public Service Broadcasting” as a
“euphemism”, whose meaning has “changed over time”6. In this answer we define it as the delivery of audio
and visual content with the objective of social gain. Commercial Radio has a rich diversity of PSB content
and a strong commitment to the public purposes for radio as identified by Ofcom.

19. In its Radio Review, Ofcom said: “The Green Paper on the future of the BBC set out a range of public
purposes for the BBC, across all of its services. The purposes and characteristics our research has identified
can be mapped onto these public purposes to derive a set of public purposes for radio as a whole. Together
with the requirements on community radio to provide social gain, we believe these provide a comprehensive
set of public purposes for which intervention may be required:

— Sustaining citizenship and civil society.

— Promoting education and learning.

— Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence.

— Representing the UK, its nations, regions and communities.

— Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK.

— Providing social gain.

The emphasis within each of these general public purposes for radio will be diVerent from other media
and diVerent elements of each public purpose will be met by diVerent radio sectors—BBC, commercial,
community.7”

20. Commercial Radio agrees with these purposes and believes it will continue to meet all of them, to
varying extents, into the future, provided that the right economic and competitive environment can be
maintained. Any new public service broadcasting strategy will fail if it is fashioned with the tools of a bygone
era. Listeners crave portability, accessibility and interactivity from their media, but all the evidence suggests
that they continue to value content that serves clear public service objectives.

6 MediaGuardian.co.uk, “Regulator presses on with plan for new digital operator”, 21 December 2006.
7 Ofcom, “Radio: Preparing for the Future—Phase 2: implementing the framework”, October 2005.
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Commercial Radio’s PSB delivery

21. The story of Commercial Radio in the UK demonstrates that making money for shareholders is
entirely compatible with fostering community spirit and public value. As a direct result of government policy
there are now more than 300 Commercial Radio stations owned by a plurality of operators and providing
social gain by serving local audiences. Our stations have established vibrant cultures that inform and are
informed by their communities. Yet Government policy notwithstanding, this localness has also, for over
30 years, been the basis for a sound commercial proposition. However, in a changing world, Commercial
Radio, like other media must adapt. That does not mean that localness, community and public value will
cease to be important, but their position within the overall media mix, and in particular the manner of their
delivery must be looked at afresh.

22. The RadioCentre regularly conducts audits of public service broadcasting on Commercial Radio.
The most recent, in 2004 revealed that:

— The news broadcast by Commercial Radio equates to the output of more than 13 24-hour news
services and around half of all news provided by Commercial Radio is local news.

— Commercial Radio’s information services include over two million weather forecasts a year and
almost 1.4 million minutes of travel news.

— Commercial Radio promotes almost half a million local events on air every year, and a further
300,000 on station websites.

— Stations broadcast community reports on average 38 times a week and lend their physical support
to over 44,000 community events and initiatives every year8.

23. In order to respond to the Green Paper on BBC Charter Renewal in 2005, CRCA commissioned
Hallett Arendt to compare the speech content on Radios 1 and 2 with the commercial stations Lincs FM
and Liverpool’s City Radio. The project analysed and categorised the speech output according to whether
it met the new public purposes for the BBC as set out in the Green Paper.

24. Of the four stations monitored by Hallett Arendt, Radio 2 had the greatest proportion of public
purpose speech during daytime (59%) followed by Lincs FM (51%), Radio City (36%) and Radio 1 (29%).
The high public purpose content of the Jeremy Vine programme is the main reason for this.

Table 1

SPEECH ANALYSIS COMPARISON—WEEKDAY 0600–1900

% of speech contributing to each public purpose
Radio 1 Radio 2 Lincs City

Sustaining citizenship & civil society 24% 45% 47% 30%
Promoting education & learning 2% 10% 2% 2%
Stimulating creativity & cultural excellence 0% 0% 0% 0%
Representing the UK, its Nations, regions & 0% 0% 0% 0%
communities
Bringing the UK to the world & the world to the UK 3% 4% 2% 4%
Building digital Britain 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total public purpose contribution 29% 59% 51% 36%
No public purpose contribution . . . 71% 41% 49% 64%
. . . of which, station self-promotion 15% 2% 1% 0%

25. Within this, there were also interesting findings within key listening periods. Lincs FM showed the
highest proportion of public purpose speech output at breakfast (53%), followed by Radio City (35%),
Radio 2 (29%) and Radio 1 (20%). The local news and information provided by the commercial stations
were contrasted with the entertainment-driven output of the BBC services at breakfast. At drivetime, Radio
2 oVered the highest proportion of public purpose speech (82%). Both Radio City (63%) and Lincs FM
(62%) delivered considerably more public purpose output than Radio 1’s drivetime show (49%) despite the
inclusion of Newsbeat’s extended Election Special within the Radio 1 drivetime show on the day monitored.

26. Commercial Radio’s impressive performance in relation to the BBC’s publicly funded services came
as no surprise to those familiar with the traditions of public service broadcasting on the stations represented
by the RadioCentre. Our members play key roles in local life, broadcasting community reports on average
38 times a week9. Recently, West FM, West Sound and South West Sound FM galvanised the local support
necessary to secure an upgrade to the A77 between Glasgow and Stranraer. Commercial stations also
regularly broadcast fire warnings or anti-crime messages, such as those broadcast by kmfm in association
with Kent Police during high tourist seasons along the coast. 2006 witnessed the return of Saga 106.6’s
annual Christmas campaign to encourage older listeners to support Rainbows, the East Midlands

8 CRCA, “Commercial radio: in the public service”, September 2004.
9 CRCA, “Commercial radio: in the public service”, September 2004.
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Children’s Hospice based in Loughborough. In Summer 2006 Classic FM and the Music Industries
Association teamed up to launch Get Alive!, a national campaign to encourage the British public of the
benefits of playing musical instruments.

27. Hallett Arendt’s research demonstrates that Radios 1 and 2 rely on news bulletins to deliver public
purpose speech radio. However, this is another area in which Commercial Radio excels:

— Of the 218 stations who submitted data to CRCA’s 2004 audit of public service broadcasting, 148
(68%) broadcast more news output than Radio 1 promises in its annual Statement of
Programme Policy.10

— Radio 2’s Statement of Programme Policy promises 800 hours of news and current aVairs a year,
of which 520 hours is accounted for by Jeremy Vine’s programme. This leaves a commitment to
323 minutes week of news, a figure bettered by 163 (75%) of the 218 stations that participated in
Commercial Radio’s audit.

The threats to the continuing provision of PSB on Commercial Radio

28. There is compelling evidence that public policy objectives are continuing to be met despite the
downturn in advertising revenues. Despite the funding advantages enjoyed by BBC Radio, commercial
broadcasters have played a key role in maintaining plurality in the delivery of public service broadcasting.
However, the radio industry is facing a growing number of threats to the continuation of that delivery.
These include:

— lack of regulatory parity across new media;

— undesirable plurality as a result of illegal broadcasting; and

— an over powerful and inappropriately focused BBC.

Each of these constitutes a direct threat to Commercial Radio audiences and revenue. They also come at
a time when we are threatened with increases to our cost base in the shape of spectrum pricing (see our
response to Question 4).

29. The Internet has led a boom in the availability of free audio. It is easier for amateur programme
makers to achieve a “professional” standard when producing podcasts or audio webstreams than it is when
creating video content. On-line distribution costs are also much lower than for analogue and particularly
digital radio stations. This has led to the emergence of a host of competitors for traditional radio stations,
as companies and individuals with no background in audio delivery make use of the opportunities oVered
by technological change. Obviously this has produced a number of consumer benefits, but it also means that
resources, audiences and advertising budgets are spread more thinly. The challenge for Commercial Radio
is that, while its services are heavily regulated in terms of their output and production, these new on-line
audio services are entirely unregulated. This regulatory disparity inevitably creates a competitive disparity
in terms of production costs.

30. A second threat is that of undesirable plurality. The illegal activity of pirate broadcasters is increasing,
counteracting the public value generated by Commercial Radio. A particularly worrying issue for
supporters of public service broadcasting is that valuable speech stations—such as London’s LBC—find
that their music-free output is less able to compete with illegal “noise” from pirate stations.

31. Aside from the detriment to legitimate stations, unlicensed broadcasting has other social
implications. As The Times reported in a rare instance of media attention in November 2005, “previous raids
[on pirate radio stations] have found drugs, guns and ammunition among the piles of CDs”. Pirate radio
equipment—much of which is stolen—is often installed in ways that do severe damage to local council
property, and can jeopardise the safety of lifts in council estates, or block ventilation, thereby endangering
lives. Pirate radio also feels no prohibition on playing music that glamorises gang violence and drug culture.
The Birmingham Lozells riots in October 2005 are often attributed to pirate radio, which incited racial
tensions by spreading false rumours of a black woman having been raped by Asian men.

32. RadioCentre is also concerned that plurality of PSB provision could suVer unless the BBC Trust
undertake significant work to ensure that the actuality of BBC service delivery is in line with the BBC’s
public purpose obligations. Whilst the introduction of Service Licences for BBC services might initially
appear to oVer some comfort, these licences will, in the first instance, simply capture the nature of BBC
services as currently provided. There will then be further significant work to be done if the BBC Trust decides
to require those services to be updated in order properly to fulfil the public purposes set out for the BBC in
the new Charter and Agreement.

33. Our concerns are best explained by the evidence set out below, some of which was first submitted as
part of CRCA’s11 response to the Green Paper on BBC Charter Renewal in May 2005. CRCA conducted
research into the way in which increased centre-ground clustering has characterised recent changes to BBC
radio output, particularly during peak daytime listening hours. We gained the clear impression that BBC
radio is intent on building audience share through popular and contemporary programming targeted at an
increasingly young audience.

10 Radio 1’s commitment to 310 hours a year (357 minutes a week) includes sport and current aVairs whereas the commercial
radio data is for news alone.

11 CRCA (Commercial Radio Companies Association) was one of the bodies which merged to form the RadioCentre.
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34. We discovered that Radio 2’s refocus had dramatically increased its appeal to younger listeners:
between 1999 and 2005, Radio 2’s share of listening amongst 25–34s more than doubled, its share among
35–44s grew by 70% and its share among 45–54s by 33%. In contrast, its share among 55 to 64s grew by just
4% and its share of 65! listening fell.12

35. All of BBC Radio’s popular music stations now play considerable amounts of current music, leaving
nostalgia or gold-based formats to the commercial sector. 35% of Radio 2’s songs are from the past five years
and 48% from the past 15 years.13 95% of Radio 1’s daytime music is from the past five years14 whilst “new”
music15 alone accounts for 70% of 1Xtra’s tracks.16 BBC 6 Music, having been initially charged with playing
music from the 1970’s to the 1990’s, was by 2005 playing 45% of its music from the last four years.17

36. There is no lack of audience choice in the 15–44 demographic which advertisers want to reach, yet
the above data strongly points to a BBC which is intent on increasing its appeal to this group. As Tim
Gardam noted in his review of the BBC’s digital radio services, “[t]he Radio 2 experience shows how eVective
the BBC can be when it focuses its mind—and its unparalleled resources—on increasing audience share.”18

37. There is also evidence that BBC Local Radio is pursuing younger audiences. The recently published
draft service licence for local radio states its target audience as over 50, not the over 55 which was long
understood to be its target. Focusing “younger” in this way would be understandable if the population was
becoming more youthful, but the reverse is true.

38. Despite the stated intention of targeting the over 50s, BBC Local Radio does continue to exhibit
characteristics which suggest that the enthusiasm of staV on the ground, most of whom are likely to be
younger than the target demographic, plough a diVerent furrow. Mia Costello, Editor of BBC Radio Solent
was quoted in Xtrax magazine in 2005 as saying “we’re now trying to attract people aged 45!”. In
November 2006 a leaked memo revealed Costello’s determination to exclude “really elderly voices” from
phone-ins.19 BBC Local Radio’s judgement of suitable programming for those over 50 might also be
questioned by those familiar with the explicit teen-style sex advice provided by Dawn Porter on BBC Radio
Humberside’s Evening Show, as reported by Media Guardian in November 2006.20

39. At the BBC Charter Review Seminar on Radio in October 2004, BBC radio controllers continually
justified the scheduling of competitive, populist output because it allowed listeners to hear subsequent
elements of public service broadcasting. The example perhaps most often given is that it doesn’t matter if
Terry Wogan or Chris Moyles broadcast purely entertainment programmes as the occasional interruption
of a news bulletin or “Thought for the Day” results in their audience being exposed to important PSB
output. However, this analysis ignores three vital points:

— It allows BBC radio to do just about anything most of the time, so long as it provides specific points
of claimed uniqueness from time to time.

— It wrongly implies that valuable content (such as news) is not being provided on the station(s) from
which the BBC has attracted its increased audience.

— By using its cross-promotional, marketing, budgetary and spectrum power to attract listeners from
commercial stations, the BBC undermines the role that the commercial sector plays in maintaining
plurality of high quality content.

40. We believe this evidence clearly points to a BBC which is using its might to threaten a pluralistic PSB
ecology. We are therefore looking to the new governance structure and financial limits created by the license
fee settlement to ensure that BBC does not compete head-on with commercial services, reducing their public
service eYcacy by restricting their ability to generate revenue.

41. Finally, we would note that the relatively onerous obligations imposed on Commercial Radio in
terms of ownership plurality continue to hamper the industry’s ability to compete eVectively. Competition
between radio owners for advertising revenue is fierce, added to which Ofcom’s Annual Plan 2007–08
identifies the increase in inter-platform competition as a key change in the communications market.21 The
RadioCentre believes that this insight supports the removal of sector-specific ownership restrictions. There
is currently no shortage of diVerent operators within radio. If anything there are too many; ownership is
spread between over 70 diVerent individuals and companies. If Commercial Radio is to survive in the new
digital market and remain an important contributor to UK public service broadcasting, its operators will
need to consolidate further and increase the extent to which they share resources across stations. We
commend the examples set out in GCap Media’s submission to the committee as an excellent exposition of
the benefits to PSB of shared ownership.

12 RAJAR Q1 99 v Q1 05.
13 BBC, Published research from Intelligent Media for Charter Review Seminar on radio, October 2004.
14 BBC, Published research from Intelligent Media for Charter Review Seminar on radio, October 2004.
15 Pre-release tracks or tracks within one month of release.
16 Tim Gardam, “Review of BBC Digital Radio Services”, October 2004.
17 Tim Gardam, “Review of BBC Digital Radio Services”, October 2004.
18 Tim Gardam, “Review of BBC Digital Radio Services”, October 2004.
19 Daily Telegraph, “BBC Radio phone-in silences the elderly”, 15 November 2006.
20 Media Guardian, “Media Monkey’s Diary”, 27 November 2006.
21 Ofcom, Draft Annual Plan 2007–08, December 2006, p 3.
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42. Our members can retain a key role in providing valuable plurality in public service broadcasting in
the digital age, but we will need renewed public recognition of the value we provide and a more appropriate
regulatory and competitive framework if our industry is to adapt to the challenges of the digital age.

The Practicality of Continuing to Impose Public Service Obligations on Commercial Broadcasters

43. Imposing public service obligations on commercial broadcasters has always been justified by
favourable access to spectrum. Commercial Radio recognises and embraces its responsibilities as part of this
contract with the British public. However, with the government considering a new approach to spectrum
pricing, this arrangement is under threat. In particular, Commercial Radio is asking Ofcom to reconsider
its approach to Administrative Incentive Pricing (AIP) for terrestrial broadcasters, in recognition of the
public value we provide.

44. In its submission to Ofcom on Spectrum Pricing (supplied to the Committee for convenience) we
explain why the proposals put forward by the regulator, with implicit Government support, would damage
Public Service Broadcasting in Commercial Radio.

45. Commercial Radio remains committed to providing local and national news, sport, listings, travel,
weather and event content of a high standard. Research indicates that listeners choose stations that actively
engage with the life of their community; this is what provides our stations with their incentive to act. Within a
regime which continues to provide access to spectrum in exchange for such licence commitments, we remain
content that they should remain. However, we have always been opposed to regulatory or legislative
intervention which seeks to stipulate the manner in which these commitments should be fulfilled. Although
Ofcom has begun to implement some relaxations in this area, the industry has already been held back for
too long through these straightjackets of regulation (which include details of where programmes should be
made, the extent to which technology can be used to reduce production costs and the location of
newsreaders).

46. Pirate interference currently provides a disincentive for the operation of speech radio stations, which
normally have a strong bias towards public service content. Increased resources and powers for, and greater
inter-agency co-operation, would have practical benefits in counteracting this problem. Increased work to
drive the uptake of digital radio would also help, since the sophistication of this newer technology excludes
illegal participants.

47. Although we currently have concerns about their specificity, RadioCentre welcomes the introduction
of BBC Service Licences. We believe that it is vital for publicly funded radio stations to be subject to
quantifiable obligations and clear definitions to ensure that they deliver the key public purposes identified in
the Charter. This will also remove the unfair advantage that the BBC has previously gained from its format
flexibility. Evidence that Radio 3 moved to alter its output in advance of the Service Licences coming into
eVect on 1st January reveals the type of behaviour that Commercial Radio is most concerned about. It also
gives us grounds for optimism that this kind of format flexibility will not be available to the BBC under the
new regime.

48. The BBC has a number of structural advantages: an advert-free environment, better spectrum access,
the obvious funding privileges, cross-media cross promotional might and an ability to invest in digital
services without risk. We believe that this imbalance should be taken into account when considering what
demands can reasonably be made of commercial broadcasters.

The Case for Public Funding of Broadcasters in Addition to the BBC

49. Before considering whether other broadcasters should receive public funding, it is important to
consider the impact of the publicly funded BBC on commercial services. The RadioCentre is also concerned
by Ofcom and Government’s apparent intention to classify access to spectrum as a removable public subsidy
(as discussed above). The public derives benefit from the provision of both publicly funded and
commercially funded radio services, and the RadioCentre believes that attention should be focused on
securing the economic conditions in which a healthy balance can be maintained.

50. We believe that the best option, at least in the short term, for securing the future of a pluralistic PSB
economy depends on maintaining reasonable restraints on the existing publicly funded intervention, the
BBC, whilst freeing the commercial sector to enable it to compete eVectively with the BBC. Therefore, we
look to the BBC Trust to hold the BBC to account and are encouraged by the initial work done by Ofcom
in its Future of Radio Discussion Document, which signals the need for significant deregulation in
Commercial Radio.

51. RadioCentre member GCap Media has also made a submission to the Committee’s Inquiry. It
discusses a number of specific mechanisms to measure eligibility for discounted spectrum access on public
value criteria, and we believe these merit further consideration. We would, however, be concerned by any
scenario in which the BBC received a preferential 100% discount on spectrum access for its radio services
but which did not attach equal and appropriate value to the social and cultural value generated by
Commercial Radio, particularly in light of the evidence set out in paragraphs 23 to 27 above.
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52. John Grogan MP recently used an article in Media Guardian to argue that “the real threat to diversity
and plurality in British broadcasting” is Sky’s 40% of TV revenue compared with the BBC’s 23%.22 The BBC
enjoys a much greater dominance of radio, controlling 55% of industry funding whilst GCap Media, its
nearest rival, contributes only around 15%.23

53. The RadioCentre believes that recipients of public funding have a responsibility to spend it wisely. A
reduced licence fee settlement is likely to encourage the BBC to deliver increased public value by directing
attention on eYciency and prioritisation.

54. We recognise, however, that even if the commercial sector is given the appropriate freedoms to
compete eVectively, other market conditions may lead to commercially-funded PSB in radio being under
threat. Therefore, we remain open to the possibility of future public funding of PSB on non-BBC stations.

The Future of Key Areas of Public Service Media Content such as News Provision and Children’s
Programming

55. Commercial Radio is producing more public service content in key areas than ever before. CRCA’s
most recent audit of public service broadcasting revealed that commercial stations have a growing
commitment to news. In 2000 our members broadcast 5.6 million minutes of news, travel and weather
information.24 By 2004, this had grown to almost 10.4 million minutes—an increase of around 85%.

56. Children are also benefiting from Commercial Radio’s continued innovation, investment and risk
taking. It is not the publicly funded broadcaster which has made significant investment into children’s radio,
instead Commercial Radio has launched services for young teenagers and under-10s.

57. FUN radio includes educational material, stories and songs and is carefully balanced between
energetic and quiet content, including a lunchtime nap-hour. FUN radio also supports the annual Make
Chatter Matter event, which helps children with their speech and language skills. Another station for
children, Capital Disney, was named “Digital terrestrial station of the year” at the 2005 Sony Awards.
Amidst recent concern about a decline in the provision of children’s television, the value of radio for children
may have been overlooked.

58. Commercial Radio notes that, if the BBC were to launch radio versions of CBeebies or CBBC, this
could do significant damage to the industry’s investment in these new stations for children, which will
naturally take some time to reach commercial maturity.

59. New developments in children’s radio are part of a wider picture of Commercial Radio using DAB
to connect to marginalised or previously underserved audiences. Music stations such as Chill and theJazz
(which launched on Christmas Day as a sister service to Classic FM) broaden the range of music available
nationally. Passion showcases health and environmental issues, Gaydar serves London’s gay and lesbian
community and Asian Sound oVers a DAB service to Asians across East Lancashire.

60. Whilst delivering greater diversity, our stations also bring valuable creativity and innovation to UK
broadcasting. Commercial Radio collected four out of the five “Station of the year” awards at the 2006
Sony Awards.

61. Representation has always been an important part of public service broadcasting. It should be no
surprise to see Commercial Radio reflecting the diversity of the UK; its localised services have done so for
many years. The RadioCentre’s members provide one of the most important means whereby communities
learn about themselves. They oVer access to a diversity of services and a range of interpretation. Together,
this variety of stations helps to sustain the democratic goals that underpin our society.

The Value of the Public Service Publisher Concept as Advanced by Ofcom

62. The RadioCentre does not believe that, as a first step, further state-funded intervention in the radio
market is the best means of delivering a pluralistic PSB economy.

63. Ofcom’s original proposal retains the traditional bias towards television in public service
broadcasting. This is particularly disappointing given that Ofcom’s mandate for the PSP to “use all
communications platforms” suggests that radio should be a key component of its strategy.25 The mention
of “mobile platforms” is also telling. During trials of the new BT Movio service (which uses DAB spectrum
to allow users to access live TV and digital radio on their mobile phones) radio was more popular than visual
content, perhaps because consumers enjoyed listening on the move or whilst carrying out other activities.26

22 John Grogan MP, “The point of going digital”, 8 January 2007.
23 Ofcom, “The Communications Market”, August 2006.
24 CRCA, “Commercial Radio’s Public Service Output”, 2000.
25 Ofcom, “Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3—Competition for quality”, 8 February 2005, p 68.
26 Radio Advertising Bureau, “Multi-Platform Radio”, 2006.
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64. When considering whether the PSP proposal should be applied to radio it is important to ascertain
whether there is a consumer need for additional PSB content. Ofcom’s recent Radio Review suggests
otherwise finding that:

“listeners are satisfied with the current provision of all of the categories they feel it important for
local radio to provide. The three issues which are considered most important to be covered by local
radio (news; traYc & travel; and weather) are also those with which listeners are most satisfied.
Community issues and local events, both considered important by our respondents, are also
among those issues with which listeners are most satisfied.”27

65. If introduced in radio on the terms proposed for television by Ofcom, the PSP would represent a
further distorting state intervention in an already crowded broadcasting sector and could undermine
Commercial Radio’s sustainability and ability to maintain its own public service broadcasting content.

66. We do not reject, forever, the idea of a PSP for radio. Rather we are concerned that its implementation
could detract attention from the eVorts we think more important: creating the best possible set of
circumstances for existing media to compete eVectively and to be suYciently commercially successful to
maintain their commitments to PSB. Thereafter, if further intervention, such as in the shape of a Public
Service Publisher, is required, it must be delivered on a truly multi-platform basis.

The Case for Provision of Public Service Material on New Media

67. Commercial Radio is already using new platforms and portable devices to improve impact and reach
of its public service broadcasting content.

68. Virgin Radio uses its national status to produce instant on-demand coverage of UK news via mp3.
LBC’s Premium Podcasts have demonstrated a market for more in depth public service speech content, one
that listeners are willing to pay for: 500,000 episodes were downloaded in the first four months that the
service was available. (The Premium Podcasts won both the Arqiva Technical Innovation Award and the
recent Radio at the Edge Innovation Award).

69. Elsewhere, DAB tuners are now fitted to devices as diverse as Virgin Mobile’s Lobster phone and a
Ministry of Sound mp3 player, making the likes of FUN radio and talkSPORT available in high quality on
the move. Classical music fans can also choose to download monthly podcasts from Classic FM Composer
in Residence Patrick Hawes. Commercial Radio is also available through webstreams and Digital TV, and
it has the potential to be available on any electronic device as wireless broadband becomes ubiquitous. This
growth in the quantity of material is multi-dimensional: Commercial Radio is making more content
available in more places.

70. Commercial Radio developed its commitment to new media for business reasons as well as social and
creative reasons. Yet we do need to be realistic about what we are able to provide in the face of rival
pressures. The BBC’s privileged funding position allows it to invest in, for example, copyright deals which
enable it to provide enhanced “listen-again” functionality and we believe the deal for the “iPlayer” has
already been struck, even in advance of the outcome of the Public Value Test. The BBC’s ability to invest
in new and complementary platforms without concern for commercial factors has arguably allowed it gain
an unhealthy share of new platform public service content provision. Regard must be paid to the impact
of the BBC’s investment in new technologies on commercial operators’ abilities to take similar risks when
developing new business models.

Summary

71. Our submission is dominated by our contention that the first stages in ensuring the continuation of
a plurality of PSB providers are:

— to free commercial broadcasters from inappropriate obligations, and the threat of a spectrum tax,
to compete eVectively in a multi-platform digital age; and

— to require the BBC Trust to hold the BBC firmly to account on behalf of the licence fee payer
particularly in respect of the delivery of its six core public purposes.

Furthermore we believe that the state has a clear responsibility to restrict the activities of illegal operators
and safeguarding the activities of those broadcasters who make clear public value contributions.

72. Within this, there is a clear need to avoid bias in favour of television. Commercial broadcasters in the
radio sector are clearly suVering as a consequence of:

— The BBC’s relative might in radio.

— An onerous regulatory structure with particularly interventionist sector-specific ownership rules.

73. We do not discount future interventions in the shape of public funding of non-BBC services, nor of
the principle of a Public Service publisher, but believe that their implementation at this stage could distract
eVort from the core tasks we have identified above.

27 Ofcom, “Radio: Preparing for the Future—Phase 1: Developing a new framework”, December 2004.
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74. Commercial Radio is ready and willing to embrace the challenge of delivering the public service
content of the future; to be able to do so we need a political will and refreshed understanding of our rich
and valuable area of broadcasting.

January 2007

Witnesses: Mr Darren Henley, Managing Director, Classic FM; Mr Simon Cooper, Corporate
Responsibility Adviser, GCap Media; Ms Lisa Kerr, Head of External AVairs, RadioCentre; and Mr Kevin
Stewart, Chief Executive, Tindle Radio; gave evidence.

Q62 Chairman: Good morning, everybody. This is
the second session of the Committee’s inquiry into
the future of public service media content and in the
first session this morning we are going to be focusing
particularly on radio. Therefore, I would like to
welcome to the Committee Darren Henley, from
Classic FM, Simon Cooper, who is the consultant to
GCap, Kevin Stewart, the Chief Executive of Tindle
Radio, and Lisa Kerr, from the RadioCentre. If I
can begin. In their statement, Radio—Preparing for
the Future, Ofcom have set out a number of public
purposes for radio. Do you accept the definition,
which they set out, of the nature of public service
programming on radio and is it necessary to impose
it, or require it, by licence, or is it the case, as GCap
have argued, I think, that actually commercial radio
provides public service voluntarily?
Ms Kerr: I think we accept that they are a useful
summary of the public purpose that radio can, and
does, provide and we would want to urge your
Committee to recognise commercial radio’s
importance in delivering those public purposes. As
to whether or not they should be required, I think,
probably, as an industry, we have a general
acceptance that it is reasonable to expect
broadcasters to provide public purpose benefit but
perhaps not to prescribe how that should be
provided.
Mr Cooper: I think, Chairman, it is the voluntary
nature of what we do that makes it so vibrant and I
think if you try to define it too tightly, and if you try
to prescribe it too tightly, then you go down the
wrong route sometimes: better to have the decisions
made closest to the listeners.
Mr Henley: There are many examples in both local
and national radio. Our business is about giving
listeners what they want, and in commercial radio
really we have to listen to our listeners; then we have
to embrace what they tell us they want and deliver
that to them. There are lots of examples; stations like
Classic FM but small local stations as well.
Ms Kerr: I think it is very interesting that even if you
do prescribe in some detail the way in which stations
should deliver public purposes, I am thinking, for
example, of news, actually stations overprovide. We
did a survey, about 18 months ago, and found that
about 65% of commercial radio stations deliver
more local news than their format requires, and
actually commercial radio station formats are pretty
prescriptive and pretty onerous about the amount of
local news that should be provided. To go over and
above that in 65% of cases we think is a really clear
indication of the way, as Darren explained, public
service content is about connecting with your
listeners.

Q63 Chairman: When we have examined television,
we have talked in terms of market failure, the public
service broadcasting obligations necessary to fill a
gap the market would not provide. You are
suggesting almost that actually, as commercial
entities, it is in your interest to provide what is
described as public service content, in which case do
we need to oblige it at all?
Mr Cooper: I think we are arguing that it should be
recognised as a contribution rather than being
legally prescribed in the way it is for television. I
congratulate you, Chairman, on having these
sessions about radio because it is not something that
is in the legal definition of public service
broadcasting, so the Committee is to be
congratulated on bringing it in.
Mr Stewart: For small local stations, really that is
our USP; the fact that we are local and providing
local content and connecting with that local
community drives the listeners to small local
stations, therefore there would not need to be a legal
requirement. In fact, our audit, which we
commissioned, showed how we are overproviding in
our commitment and views on localness and that
there is no necessity really to legislate for it.

Q64 Mr Sanders: Other than news, what
distinguishes local commercial radio in this country;
what makes it local, other than news?
Ms Kerr: What we measured in our audit, which is
about the stuV you can actually measure as opposed
to the stuV to do with the feeling of a radio station,
is to do with news, weather, travel, ‘what’s on’,
community interaction, fund-raising, getting out
and about to community events, web and other
content. Those were the particular areas that we
measured and we tracked, and we noticed, for
example, significant increases in a number of those
areas between one audit we did in 2000 and the next
audit we did in 2004. Those are the sorts of
measurable aspects of some of the PSC that our
industry provides. The stations themselves, and
Darren and Kevin are much better than me at this,
have lots of other ways of connecting with their
audiences which make those stations unique.

Q65 Mr Sanders: Concerning the news, if you drive
from Cornwall to Scotland the only diVerence
between these local stations is the news; the play-lists
are almost identical. In a sense, one wonders
whether there is such a thing as a local radio station
any more?
Mr Stewart: I would disagree strongly with that
statement. I think that is quite a generalisation.
Certainly the stations that I run in East Anglia, if
you were to listen to the play-list of North Norfolk
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Radio compared with that of Dream 100 in
Colchester, they are very diVerent in terms of the
amount of, for example, 60s or 70s music, and I do
not think the localness is just in the news. My brief to
my programme controller when we started our new
Ipswich station was that “If we cut this station open,
it’s like a stick of rock and it will say ‘Ipswich’ all the
way through it.” It is what the presenters talk about
in-between their links; it is the news, it is the songs,
it is just generally between the records talking about
the town. I tell my presenters always “Your
preparation for your show is out there in the street,
not on the internet or cutting things out of the local
newspapers.”

Q66 Mr Sanders: What you are saying is, that is true
in your area but it is not true of other commercial
radio stations?
Mr Stewart: I think it depends how small or large
you are; the smaller the station the more it super-
serves that local community. Therefore, the way that
you measure the public service element of it depends
in terms of scale of that station.

Q67 Mr Sanders: If you are distinguishing that in
your patch you have this distinctive local radio
station, you must be comparing that against other
commercial stations where that is not true. I drive
across the country and I cannot distinguish between
one radio station and the other, except by the news?
Ms Kerr: Can I pick up on this music point, because
I think it is important to understand that if a local
radio station’s objective is to target as many people
as possible within the local area between, say, ages
25 and 44, a big bulk of what that radio station is
going to be playing is music. In order to attract the
maximum number of listeners to that station, in
order to get the maximum amount of advertising in,
in order to fund the important public service
content, you need to appeal to the widest possible
range of people within the target age group. That
will mean that you need to play a very popular range
of music. There will be some regional variations, we
accept that, and I think Kevin has pointed that out,
but, by and large, if you want to appeal to the
maximum number of 25 to 44 year olds, whether you
are in London or Manchester or Birmingham, in the
core of your music content there are some key rules
that we know will work. If you do not abide by those
you will not get the maximum number of listeners in
to access the public service content which we are
providing between the records, and it is the bits
between the records which make the diVerence.

Q68 Mr Sanders: Where is the local radio for the
over-45s?
Ms Kerr: In commercial radio, we have been taking
some significant risks in that area. For example,
Saga Radio has launched services for older listeners.

Q69 Mr Sanders: That is not local, is it?
Ms Kerr: It is local actually; it is regional but it is
local in a licensing sense. There are a number of
other services, such as the GMG stations, Real
Radio, which are targeting older listeners as well.

Q70 Alan Keen: If Adrian left his radio on as he
approached Heathrow, in my constituency, he
would notice the diVerence. Is it diVerent, or should
it be diVerent, where you have got, for example, a
large Punjabi community listening to Punjabi radio,
should it be more prescriptive in that, public sector
broadcasting; does it matter?
Mr Cooper: You would have to ask those
communities what they are looking for. I think the
same sort of audience-serving forces would operate
on an ethnic basis as they operate on a geographical
basis for local radio stations or on a type of music
basis for stations like Classic FM or theJazz, so I
think you get the same forces causing those
communities to gather round their station. One of
the issues for us, when we are running stations for a
broad community, is how you serve that broad
community on one station when they may wish to go
for a particular station which super-serves their
needs. That is something which you wrestle with all
the time, should you be all things to all people or
should you be just one thing for one community, and
commercial radio is very good at providing that
balance in its various, diVerent proportions.

Q71 Rosemary McKenna: It is a bit of a chicken and
egg situation; what comes first, the radio station
playing what the listeners want or the radio station
persuading the listeners that this is what they want
to listen to? I think that argument has been going on
for a long time. I remember, during the
Communications Bill, there was a very strong push
by the music industry, quite rightly, I agreed with
them, on local music, stations promoting young
talent within their own local area and therefore
giving them a much wider airing. How much time do
you spend doing that?
Ms Kerr: That is not something that we have been
able to measure yet. I think, anecdotally, we hear a
lot about the support that local radio stations are
giving to bands and I know Xfm, in London, in
particular, Simon, if you can pick up on that.
Mr Cooper: Xfm in London, and more particularly
in Manchester actually, where you have got more of
a music community that is identifiable for its locality
rather than being there in the capital, does a lot to
promote new bands. It depends how new you want
them to be, because we start even at school. There is
a programme called Rock School, which takes kids’
bands of secondary school age, and takes them
through a training programme and makes them into
stars. That is where the new music comes from, and
pop music stations, and indeed Classic FM as well,
understand that you need to be for ever bringing new
music onto the airwaves to keep things fresh and
interesting.
Mr Stewart: Certainly from my group’s point of
view, I think this is fairly typical. We run an
unsigned feature on Radio Norwich and on The
Beach; in fact, the mum of the two brothers in The
Darkness still brings in cakes for the presenters at
The Beach for getting them their first break on radio.
Across the country we do work with local bands, and
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certainly at my Ipswich station we have had acoustic
sessions coming in from day one. I think generally
stations do work in that way.

Q72 Rosemary McKenna: Clyde, in Scotland, have a
very good record of promoting; maybe that is why
some of our bands are doing so very well at the
moment because they are promoting them. Can I
move on though to the localness aspect: is there too
much regulation, do you think, that you should be
providing local content, regardless of whether it is
news, local aVairs or music? Is the regulation too
much and would you like a lighter touch?
Ms Kerr: We are a very small industry. The whole
commercial radio industry is about the size of a
couple of the biggest local newspaper companies in
the UK, and we think we are pretty overregulated,
given our size and, frankly, our relative impact in the
market-place. We have talked already about how
much we deliver over and above what is in our
formats. I think what we have tried to explain, in
doing that, is that we are not local because a
regulator tells us to be local, we are local because
that is the only way we will connect with our
audiences. Where we have a problem is when we are
told how to be local, where our stations should be,
guiding us on when our journalists should be
employed, detailed prescriptions about the ways in
which programmes should be made. We still have a
threat hanging over our industry about the extent to
which we can use computer technology. We have
been given a kind of stay of execution, that we are
allowed to use computer technology in a particular
way, but the regulator can still say, “Well, if we’re
not content we can bring in new rules on that.” I
think we should give Ofcom credit, that it has
undone a lot of the unnecessary regulation which
was put in place by the previous regulator. However,
given the challenges we face, competing going
forward with other media, given the importance we
attach to migrating our public service content to new
platforms and the very significant investment we are
going to have to make in new platforms, and in a
sense radio is going to have to invest in more
platforms, more than any other media, because
radio’s strength is its ubiquity, if we are not on every
platform then we will lose our unique selling point to
our listeners. If we have got all this additional
investment to make and we are being hamstrung as
to how we go about connecting with our listeners
then I think we will have some significant challenges
going forward.
Mr Cooper: I think the unintended consequence of
regulation is that you tend to tick the boxes which
the regulator has decided are important. I think the
most important part of localness is to have the radio
stations operating in their communities, and rather
than just reflecting what is going on, covering the
local news and really without any action resulting,
they should be getting involved in their local
communities and doing things. Two of GCap’s
stations have been involved, unfortunately, in the
closure of the car industry in the UK, with Rover in
Birmingham and Peugeot in Coventry. Both of those
stations ran campaigns to find new job vacancies for

the people who were being thrown out of work and
found new training for them as well. That is a
positive economic consequence of local radio
reacting to what is going on in its community rather
than just reflecting it. When the SuVolk murders
happened, I know Tindle’s stations did some very
good things there.
Mr Stewart: Actually, the strange thing about it is,
in terms of how we reacted to the SuVolk murders,
Town 102, my station, is relatively new, GCap’s
station, SGR, is the heritage station and
independently we both did exactly the same thing,
which was to beef up our ’phone content and advise
listeners and have guests in, on air, to advise,
because, in fact, Ipswich was pretty much a ghost
town and people were very scared to be out on the
streets, doing their Christmas shopping.
Independently, we both were giving out personal
attack alarms on the streets and safety cards, which
were distributed to a lot of the female population in
Ipswich and the surrounding areas, and we did this
without talking to each other, we both actually went
out; and there is a cost to it but it ties us to our
listeners. Actually the GCap station has a slightly
younger position than Town 102, which is my
station, so between us probably we covered from 15
up to 60 year olds. Both of these stations, it is an
example, we did not actually talk about it, we both
knew that was what ties us to our audience, and that
is real localness; we were on air, out and about and
providing that information via the internet on our
websites.

Q73 Rosemary McKenna: You are saying that
localness is of key importance to you for your
audience. Is there a cost to the regulation for
localness?
Mr Stewart: There is a cost to providing localness
and that is part of our business plan. What we do not
need and what does not help is prescribing how we
should deliver that. I think really that is up to us how
best to work out the most cost-eVective way for us to
deliver that localness. During the SuVolk murders
we tied up and prepared a lot of reports from our
Norwich station to help bolster the eVorts of our
Ipswich newsroom, basically because our journalists
were at full stretch, and we were able to tie in a sister
station up in Norwich, they understood the area,
they are journalists, they are perfectly capable of
writing the stories and turning them round for
Ipswich. Having too much prescriptive legislation,
saying “This is how you must deliver your localness”
I do not think is helpful at all. We know our
industry. I think we can demonstrate that we deliver,
in many cases, far more localness than does the BBC,
and probably we could do more if some of the
shackles were taken oV; we do not need it.

Q74 Rosemary McKenna: Has community radio had
any impact on you? I have a local radio station in my
constituency, Revival Radio, and it seems to be
growing in popularity. Is it having any eVect on the
industry?
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Ms Kerr: We believe it is a bit too early to tell.
Although many community stations have been
licensed, not many are yet on air. Although there is
going to be a review of community radio, as part of
Ofcom’s “future of radio” project, we believe that it
is too early yet to assess the impact on our sector.

Q75 Adam Price: Two local radio stations recently
have handed back their licence; do you think that
was partly to do with the regulatory burden to which
you have just referred? Would you like greater
freedom to syndicate popular shows across a
network of local radio stations?
Ms Kerr: I am sure the individual owners of those
stations which handed back their licence would want
to write to the Committee and give some detail
perhaps on their views. If I can speak generally, the
sizes of stations which did hand back their licence,
they are very small stations and they are the stations
which will feel the burden most acutely of the
regulations we have in place as a result of the
localness obligation in the 2003 Act; they are the
ones which are less able to share costs with other co-
located stations. In a sense, those are the sorts of
stations which suVer most as a result of the very
overly-restrictive ownership regime which local
radio has; we have four sets of local ownership rules
which we have to get over in a merger before even we
get to the special public interest test and competition
law, in particular. I think those are relevant issues,
but if I may I will invite or encourage those two
owners to write to the Committee.

Q76 Adam Price: On the issue of syndication, are
you able to do that; can you do it?
Ms Kerr: Every station has prescribed within its
format exactly how many hours of locally-produced
and presented programming it must broadcast each
day, so stations have diVering amounts of
syndication allowed. I am sure that the extent to
which you syndicate or share programming across
stations should be a decision for stations. We have
explained already, I hope convincingly, why if we are
not connected with our communities locally we will
not survive commercially. If we want to counter-
balance, to complement, to spice up our schedules
with the odd bit of syndication where we share things
across, we think that should be a decision for station
management and a careful judgment. Frankly, if
local stations do not provide the right balance of
localness and syndication then they will not survive,
so we would like that decision to be left to station
owners.

Q77 Philip Davies: Following on from what
Rosemary said, I heard the point you were making
about it being too prescriptive how you deliver local
content; what I was not entirely clear about is, if
these requirements were taken away, what you
would do diVerently, if anything?
Mr Stewart: I think it gives us the freedom,
especially where you have adjacent stations, to share
the resources better across stations, so being able to

look at how you deploy your journalists, look at how
you deploy your broadcasting staV; that would help
enormously.

Q78 Philip Davies: You would employ fewer people;
that is what you are saying?
Mr Stewart: No.
Ms Kerr: You may deploy them at diVerent times of
the day and in diVerent places.
Mr Stewart: Probably we would deploy them
diVerently. I do not know whether we would employ
fewer people; you might employ more, in some
respects. It is always shifting sands, to be honest. The
most diYcult people to employ in commercial radio
are sales people, believe it or not. In terms of
journalists, they tend to work better when you have
got two or three journalists working together and
also that is better with broadcasters; if you have got
them in too many small, isolated little units, you
tend to double up on a lot of eVort and
administration and all these sorts of things. When
they are working together you get a better creative
pool and they are able to share ideas and work
together; so certainly I see that as a benefit, and I
have two caps, so to speak.
Mr Cooper: I think also it allows journalists in their
individual careers to specialise more. To take the
motor industry example, the people (BRMB in
Birmingham) who covered the closure of Rover gave
a lot of advice to the people in Coventry who were
covering Peugeot’s troubles. It would have been
much simpler, from the career point of view, just to
allow the people in Birmingham to go over to
Coventry and work there, but the regulations get in
the way of that type of flexibility.
Ms Kerr: I think it simply comes down to whether
you want to define an industry by the way it goes
about producing its content or by the content it
produces. We believe that, you can become a
product of your regulation, you think in a particular
way, because, as Simon said earlier, you are ticking
certain boxes rather than being able to focus on
competing in an incredibly diVerent world from the
one that we were looking at even in 2003.
Mr Stewart: I will give you a very quick example. I
did The Breakfast Show on Island FM in Guernsey
for 12 years and I was known by absolutely everyone
there, we had a 60% reach in that island. In Island
FM’s format and using our technology, I could
voice-track a programme from one of my studios in
Ipswich for Guernsey and I could be more local than
one of the more junior presenters actually living in
Guernsey. I know more about the Government, I
know more about the people there and I could
produce a more local programme from my radio
station in Ipswich, using their technology, than
someone sitting in a studio in Guernsey; and the
technology does not allow me to do it.

Q79 Chairman: Can I put the alternative case, to
Simon, particularly. Certainly it has been put to me
that when a franchise is advertised it is run usually
by a local consortium which makes all sorts of very
detailed commitments about local content and what
they are going to achieve. GCap hardly ever win any
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franchises; what they do is wait a year and buy up the
franchise which has been awarded to this local
group, and then, over time, the local content
diminishes steadily, uniform play-lists come in, for
the less popular hours it is not broadcast locally at
all, it is sourced from somewhere miles away and
actually the GCap stations across the country look
remarkably the same for a large part of the day?
Mr Cooper: To come back to the music choice
question, most of the things which define the
nation’s music choice are national things. Top of the
Pops, RIP, was a national programme; obviously all
of the television music programmes are broadcast
nationally rather than locally. In the early days of
one of the constituents of GCap, GWR, we
introduced music research to find out what listeners
wanted, and another company did the same thing;
we started in Bristol, they started in Nottingham,
and eventually those two companies merged. As you
say, the mergers have been a part of the growth of
GCap. We were stunned, frankly, to find that the
music choice in Nottingham, research using the
same software as GWR was using in Bristol, was
exactly the same. In popular music terms, there is a
lot to be done in sponsoring new local acts and
getting them into the music market; that is a diVerent
question. In terms of established acts, the musical
taste is formed by nationally-operating factors, so it
is not surprising, I guess, that music across a group
of stations sounds similar if they are all aimed at the
same type of listener, the same age of listener. I
would not agree with your analysis of what GCap
does to stations. In the research which we do to find
out why people listen to local radio stations which
GCap owns, and indeed to other stations because we
ring people up at random and of course you get other
people’s listeners as well as your own from that
process, roughly 50% of the reason why they listen is
because they want to listen to a local station. If you
consider you have the choice of listening to a
national star, like Jonathan Ross or Chris Evans, on
a national station, or listening to your local station,
there is a very strong pull of the localness to cause
listeners to listen to the local stations, which in many
areas are the market leaders. We would never throw
away localness. I think maybe what you are
identifying is that the nature of the localness
changes, so the half-hour interview with the local vet
about what may be going wrong with the animal
population in the area is probably something which
does not attract a huge number of audience, so that
may go; it is not because it is local, it is because the
vet is not very interesting. That will be replaced by
the sort of rolling up the sleeves and getting involved
type of localness, which I was talking about before
with the million pounds of work campaign in
Coventry and Birmingham.

Q80 Mr Evans: Or rolling up the sleeves with the vet?
Mr Cooper: I would not want to do that necessarily
unless I had a very long rubber-glove as well.

Q81 Mr Sanders: Is not that an example of where
regulation is not working, that somebody puts in a
bid, wins the licence and then, after a few months,

starts to backtrack on the commitments that were
made, and there did not appear to be anybody
prepared to step in and match up what is being
provided now with the original reason why they were
granted the licence?
Mr Cooper: There is actually a very rigorous process
at the change of ownership of a licence, which Lisa
is more familiar with than I am, to make sure that all
of those licence promises are encapsulated and
carried forward. In fact, Lisa quoted the 65%
overdelivery, if you want to call it that, of localness
on local radio stations; if a local radio station is
doing that overdelivery, so over and above the
format which is in place with Ofcom, then that
overdelivery gets written into the format as well, so
there is everything in place that should be to try to
make sure those things go forward. As I said to the
Chairman, I think it is the change of the nature of
localness, certainly not a reduction of localness, that
you see when one owner comes along after another.

Q82 Mr Sanders: If I can give you an example, I was
very lucky to sit in on a meeting with the programme
manager of a national radio chain, the London
Media Company, and was shocked and horrified
that he was claiming they had won the franchise
dishonestly and now they were changing the format.
It is in the public eye because I put this on my blog,
and I am just amazed that these people are allowed
to operate in radio, totally unprofessionally, in front
of subordinate members of staV, claiming that they
had won a licence dishonestly and they were
changing it. I just wonder, is there an example
anywhere of any sanction having been taken against
a local radio station where that has happened, and if
so what was that sanction?
Ms Kerr: Certainly I do not think that any of us
would be in a position to comment on that particular
instance you are talking about. There have been very
many occasions where if stations are not living up to
their format they have had sanctions, and as an
industry we would support that.

Q83 Mr Sanders: What are those sanctions?
Ms Kerr: They are financial penalties, or they are a
warning of an imminent financial penalty.

Q84 Mr Sanders: How many financial penalties have
there been in the last two years?
Ms Kerr: I am afraid I do not know the number but
I will gladly get the details from Ofcom and write
to you.

Q85 Mr Sanders: It would be very interesting to see
them; make it the last five years?
Ms Kerr: No problem. Can I make just two follow-
up points; the first point is that if there are not
breaches then we should see that as a positive,
because it means that stations are living up to their
localness commitments. The other point I would
want to make is that I think the Committee has
picked up, very astutely, on some challenges with the
licensing process. The 1990 Act, an Act which now
is considerably in the past, is still the basis for the
way that radio licences are awarded. Ofcom has to
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award licences on a step-by-step basis, on a
piecemeal basis; it cannot take a strategic view as to
what the best licensing strategy for the industry
might be. That has led us to a situation where, for
example, the last three major licences which were
awarded in metropolitan areas, Edinburgh,
Manchester and Liverpool, two of which are all-
speech services and one of which is a significant
speech service, have been awarded to diVerent local
broadcasting companies and none of those was the
existing provider of local speech radio in the UK. I
am sure that it is a good idea that commercial radio
should be finding ways to compete eVectively with
the BBC in speech radio, but if the regulator cannot
do that on a strategic basis and instead has to do it
on a piecemeal basis then I am sure you will
understand why that would make it more diYcult
for the industry to compete eVectively, and we are
quite convinced that is an area which ought to be
looked at.

Q86 Mr Evans: If anything, do you not think that the
ownership rules are too lax? The answer you have
given just now, Simon, it sounds as if you are
snapping up these radio stations, for whatever
reason, no doubt it is lucrative for the people who
are selling it, and you are changing the character. I
know you have given a very whacky example of a
half-an-hour interview with a vet, but there are lots
of local issues out there, clearly, and that is the
public service content, it is why the licence is given in
the first place. Is it not better that there are a lot more
local stations out there, owned locally, rather than a
small group of people owning loads of stations?
Ms Kerr: There are already around 70 owners of
local radio in the UK and there are only around 300
licences, so we think there are quite a lot of owners.
As I said earlier, commercial radio is a tiny industry,
£600 million; the BBC spends as much on radio as
the value of our entire industry, pretty much. Unless
commercial radio is allowed to consolidate, unless it
is given the freedom to operate in more modern
ways, unless it stops being kept in this little box
which says “You are local commercial radio,” the
public service content which we provide on analogue
will wither on the vine. It is as simple as that.

Q87 Mr Evans: Is it because it is boring: are you
saying local is boring? Mrs Smith trying to sell a
fridge on the local radio station is boring?
Ms Kerr: No. I am not saying that at all. I am saying
that consumers are migrating to digital platforms;
we need to be able to migrate with them. We are a
small industry. To be able to make that investment
to move forward, we need some greater financial
strength than we have at the moment.

Q88 Rosemary McKenna: Are you saying you are
not allowed to move to digital, or that you cannot
aVord it?
Mr Stewart: We cannot aVord it. The problem with
the model, and especially if you are an independent,
Tindle is a small group, the financial reality is that if
you have a total survey area of under 150,000, even if
you perform particularly well, like, say, for example,

The Beach, in Lowestoft, which beats Radio 2 and
my friends here at GCap, it has a 34% reach, that is
still only 34% of 160,000, so probably every half-
hour you are delivering only about 2,000 listeners,
but it is a huge part and important for that
community. That station is successful. Tindle
subsidise it to be on DAB. To migrate some of our
stations would put them into a loss, because we
cannot aVord to be on FM and DAB, and the fact of
the matter is that even for a station the size of
Norwich the cost of broadcasting FM is about
£21,000, and that is the entire cost. To be digital,
the cost is £80,000, at the current prices,
£80,000–£100,000 to be in stereo and DAB. Quite
frankly, that is either a further £80,000 a small
station is going to lose, or it puts it straight into the
red. These are very small, fragile businesses, some of
them with turnovers of £400,000–£600,000 and they
might make a little bit one year, they might make a
loss the next, some of them never have made money.
Actually, in Tindle we have got a couple which have
never made money; they might do eventually, but
luckily we have got other, larger stations which
support them.

Q89 Mr Evans: You have got 15 stations, Kevin, is
that right?
Mr Stewart: We have 13 and it will be 15 once we put
Andover on the air and bits that we add of other
stations.

Q90 Mr Evans: Is there anything that you would like
to do which the current ownership rules will not let
you do?
Mr Stewart: I think especially the stations, we are in
very competitive markets, in Hampshire, and what
have you, where we have purchased Winchester, we
have got a little station, Andover, Kick and Kestrel,
they are very small stations. Really we would benefit
from co-locating and being able to share our
resources and actually we could improve the
content. I will come back to my original point, when
you have two or three people working together
rather than in isolation they do tend to be more
creative, you do get better-quality output. I am
talking to Ofcom about it at the moment. I would
want to consolidate those maybe into one building,
have people in individual areas feeding back content
into a central station which then puts it out; it will be
individual programming for each of those areas but
provided from one major hub, if you like.

Q91 Mr Evans: Do you think though, in a given
area, if there is a new licence up for grabs, Kevin,
that the public would be served best by it going to
somebody completely diVerent or somebody who
has a franchise in that area already taking it on, and
do you think that they would provide more of the
same or that they would look to do a five-minute
interview with a local vet, or something like that?
Mr Stewart: I think that, for a stand-alone,
independent operator, anything under 150,000 TSA,
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unless it is in a real white-space area with no
competition, has very little chance of making any
profit, and I am at the coalface of this industry. In
terms of grouping, I think it is a little unfair to GCap
because a lot of their stations are heritage stations
which tend to serve more county-wide, whereas my
stations will be kind of a tier underneath theirs, so I
would be focused more locally, on a much tighter
area, typically most GCap stations, to be fair to
them, but I think that, to be honest, for very small
stations to survive now it is very, very diYcult
standing alone. I have clustered mine. I have got an
East Anglian cluster, a cluster in Hampshire and
Berkshire now, and that is actually what enables us
to stay on air, to provide the content, and we have
provided more content since we have taken over
stations from other operators in our southern area
and are driving that content to drive the audience.
Mr Cooper: Maybe you have there, in Kevin’s
answer, the market factors which are keeping the
GCap stations trapped eVectively between the
national stations that they are competing with, in
terms of the famousness and quality of the
presenters, and a raft of much more local stations,
because they cover more local community areas,
within the GCap areas which typically were licensed
in the 1970s, 1980s or early 1990s. Localness is still
very much at the centre of what local stations do
because it is there as something the listeners want,
and if they do not get it from us they will go
elsewhere.

Q92 Mr Evans: You talk about the hotelling eVect;
can you say something about that?
Mr Cooper: That is what Kevin was just talking
about really, that if you have a range of stations all
under one owner, and let us take an example of the
BBC, the BBC owns five national networks plus the
digital networks as well, they are all diVerent from
each other because it is in the interests of the owner
to provide diVerentiated output, there is no point in
running two radio stations which get the same
person listening to them. My conclusion on the
media ownership rules is that it is very diYcult to
come up with a set of rules a priori which will work
in every situation, so far better to leave it to each
situation and to be looked at by the competition
authorities to say, “Well, actually, in that particular
area, there is an issue there which ought to be dealt
with; in another area there’s already so much
competition that it doesn’t really matter that those
two stations are getting together to provide the
benefits,” which Kevin has described.
Mr Henley: To give an example for Classic FM, we
have just launched theJazz, which is our sister
station, and it increases choice through commercial
radio, doing something which we regard, in a music
format, as being public service broadcasting which is
not being provided currently by the BBC.

Q93 Mr Evans: Tell us about theJazz, because you
have taken over Jazz FM, have you, or it has gone
into the Smooth FM?

Mr Henley: It is a totally separate service.

Q94 Mr Evans: How is theJazz going to work? For
instance, if I am listening to theJazz in Lancashire or
if I am listening to theJazz in London, will I notice
any diVerence whatsoever?
Mr Henley: It will be a proper national radio station
so it will be just the same as Classic FM, talkSPORT,
Virgin Radio, so it will work as a national service but
with a community of interest around jazz and one of
the ways we feel that we can serve listeners is by
building communities of interest. We have talked a
lot about geographical communities of interest but
they exist in a music format as well; that is an area
where nobody was doing it and we have stepped in
to do it.

Q95 Mr Evans: It says here, at the moment you have
got no advertising or sponsorship income for
theJazz?
Mr Henley: That is right. For the first three months
we are running it just as a music service non-stop and
then it will launch properly in April, but we wanted
very much to get out there and get people talking
about it. We got a huge response back from listeners;
there is a whole community which felt that nobody
was listening to them, nobody was providing what
they wanted.

Q96 Mr Evans: You think you can do for jazz what
you have done for classical music on Classic FM?
Mr Henley: That is exactly what we have set out to
do.

Q97 Mr Evans: On a commercial basis?
Mr Henley: Absolutely.

Q98 Mr Evans: To Simon, your submission states
that the three UK-wide analogue licences should not
be sold to the highest bidder. Why could not Classic
FM just pay a market rate in an auction to retain its
licence, now it is so successful commercially?
Mr Cooper: Because of the uncertainty; but Darren
is the expert on that because he runs the station.
Mr Henley: In terms of the way that the Act is set out
currently, it would be the highest bidder, so there is
a risk, we believe, that somebody could come in with
a format which was not classical music. Under the
current terms of the 1990 Act, it is a non-pop service,
so the listeners could find that they woke up one
morning without a classical music radio station.
Mr Cooper: That could be show tunes, or something
even more horrible.
Mr Evans: I am sure, on behalf of all the jazz listeners
out there, we wish you great success with theJazz.

Q99 Chairman: We have these rules which restrict
the formats of the national stations, so two of the
three cannot be pop music. Also we have proposals
from Ofcom that there may be a new entrant, in the
form of a public service publisher, and there is
speculation that Channel 4 are about to launch a
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speech-based service. How do you regard those two
prospects: are you pleased that Channel 4 and
Ofcom are both going to be entering the field?
Ms Kerr: If I can touch briefly on Channel 4 first, I
think it is testament to the power and importance of
radio that an important television broadcaster like
Channel 4 wants to come into radio. Channel 4
obviously is going to be just one of the bidders for
the second national multiplex and we think, whoever
wins, it will add exciting new content to the national
commercial radio oVering, and we think that has got
to be great news for listeners and advertisers alike.
On the public service publisher, I think our view, as
a starting-point, is that the public service publisher
is not necessarily the best first step to securing a
pluralistic PSC ecology going forward. Radio
already has a really significant intervention in the
market-place in the shape of the BBC. It is a much
bigger intervention in radio than it is in television, it
is a 55% market share as opposed to 25%. In terms
of funding again, it is 55% of the industry compared
with 23% of TV revenues, so it is a much bigger
intervention in radio than in television. I think we
have a concern that, as a first step, another publicly-
funded market intervention is not necessarily the
solution. That really comes down to the fact that the
PSP proposal is predicated on the view that PSC is
inherently unpopular, and we do not subscribe to
that. Broadcasters have to make it popular, we
accept that is our job, but we know that PSC can be
a market winner, and we do not think that in a free
market, public service content will disappear
necessarily. Indeed, Ofcom itself has found that
there is a great deal of satisfaction with public service
delivery in radio and that listeners believe that the
things which they value most in radio they are
getting already and we just do not see the evidence
that is diminishing. As a first step, we are not sure
that the PSP is a solution because we are not really
sure that there is a problem.
Mr Henley: As well as the fund, in the end we believe
that there are things that we could do on services like
Classic FM that we cannot do; for example,
broadcasting of live regional classical concerts is
something which simply is too expensive for us to
do. The BBC has a monopoly, eVectively, on
broadcasting live classical music around the UK and
concentrates on BBC orchestras and those
orchestras with which it has a relationship. We
think, if there is money which was to be made
available, the sort of thing we could do is, instead of
broadcasting a concert of CDs, actually we would
broadcast a concert which would be from Liverpool,
with the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, from
Glasgow, with the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra, from CardiV, with the Welsh National
Opera Orchestra, etc., etc.

Q100 Mr Evans: There are a lot of music festivals
around the country, like Ribchester Music Festival
in my constituency, which is brilliant. You think that
you would like the opportunity, the means,
basically, to be able to go out there and broadcast
this, to share it with the wider country?

Mr Henley: Yes, and especially with the regional
orchestras; if you look, they are all publicly-funded
through the Arts Council and actually that Arts
Council money would be going further if we took it
to six million listeners each week.

Q101 Mr Hall: In various answers, you have all
touched on the dominance of the BBC in the radio
industry. Figures show that £630 million spent by
the BBC represents 55% of the total spend on radio,
and strangely enough the BBC has 55% of the
listeners. Is the BBC too dominant in the field of
radio now and what would you like to see change?
Ms Kerr: Certainly it is dominant, yes, of course we
would think it is too dominant, but we will do our
level best, through creative programming and
serving our listeners, to make sure that we redress
that balance. The BBC does really impact on our
ability to do all sorts of things, delivering public
service content, recruiting great talent, launching
new services, and so on. The BBC Trust has got to
be a really important step towards change and
already we are relatively encouraged. Their first
Public Value Test was a good first step and we think
they handled the Market Impact Assessment with
Ofcom well. The more the BBC attracts audience
obviously the more diYcult it is for us to attract
audience, and therefore advertising, and therefore to
invest in public service content. You will probably
be aware that we have had significant concerns
particularly relating to Radios 1 and 2 but also
relating to the BBC’s propensity to secure exclusive
rights for sports and other events. We do not think
that securing exclusive rights is in anybody’s interest
because naturally it pushes up the cost of the rights
and restricts the number of people who can listen to
it. I think probably one of the best illustrations of
our concerns is, if you look at the current
consultation on public purpose remits and service
licences, which again, in principle, is something we
welcome, but if we look at, for example, sustaining
citizenship and civil society and how that is reflected
in Radio 1’s draft service licence, the public purpose
remit says that the BBC should “build greater
understanding of the parliamentary process and
political institutions governing the UK; it should
help all its audiences understand how the UK is
governed”. Radio 1 and actually 1Xtra are the two
stations on radio which the BBC uses to target
young listeners. You may well argue that young
listeners are perhaps the most politically
disenfranchised and least engaged in the democratic
process, and yet when it comes to how those stations
should deliver sustaining citizenship and civil society
there is absolutely nothing in Radio 1’s draft service
licence conditions which describes how it should
help young people to engage with the democratic
process. In fact, all it says is that Radio 1 should
broadcast a particular amount of news, sport and
current aVairs each year, and the amount that it says
Radio 1 should broadcast is bettered by almost 70%
of commercial radio stations, and we do not take £30
million of public money to do that. We think there
is a really significant disconnect between what the
Charter says the BBC should be providing, which is
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that its principle duty should be to deliver the public
purposes, and we support that utterly and we think
those public purposes are just right, but the way
those are then translated into what the BBC is being
asked to do, there is just not a connection there. The
danger for consumers is that, unless the BBC is
required to deliver those public purposes at times
when the most listeners are accessing their services,
the more they will use non-public-purpose
programming to draw listeners to their services, at
the times when we are required by our formats to
deliver the maximum amount of public service
content. Kevin’s stations cannot chuck their public
service content at nine o’clock at night; his format
says his extended news bulletin has got to be at eight
o’clock in the morning. If we are not having the
listeners at those key times then our ability to deliver
that public service content will diminish and the
whole principle of a pluralistic PSC ecology will die.

Q102 Mr Hall: You have covered quite a lot of
ground really, in that answer.
Mr Stewart: I am convinced that the BBC has the
same business plan as Tesco, actually: they dominate
it nationally and now they are rolling it out more and
more locally. I see a station like Dream 107 as part
of the old traditional high street, where we are
serving local people and delivering what local people
want and know instinctively what people want. The
BBC, just like Tesco, is diversifying, it is now saying,
“Let’s open a BBC Express down the road,” and
poor old Dream 107 will not survive, and then they
diversify into other markets and dominate those
before we have a chance to get into them. I think the
most diYcult thing for us is the BBC has the public
funds and knows where its income is coming from;
we have very little forward visibility, our forward
visibility in terms of investment, and we have
shareholders. We have to say, “By the way, we’ve
invested in DAB and that’s X amount and we
haven’t got a return from that yet; and, by the way,
now we are across several platforms, internet, pod
casting, and all that, it’s not mature enough yet to
get reasonable returns from it.” The BBC can go
ahead and just roll this guaranteed income into it; we
have to go back to our shareholders and convince
them that this is all a good idea, to do this. So far, we
are doing it. It is tough out there, it is very tough, and
the smaller the operator, where you have fixed costs
such as transmitters, all these things, which do not
vary much between a station which is serving
150,000 and a station serving 500,000 people, a lot of
the fixed costs are pretty much the same. It is tight,
with the dominance of the BBC and their ability to
march boldly on into this brave new digital world
while we are scraping around getting money out of
the diddy-box until we find out how we can fund
our website.

Q103 Mr Hall: Basically you are saying there should
be a cap on what the BBC spends on its activities in
the radio sector?
Ms Kerr: In the way that we respond to the
consultation on service licences, which includes an
element of budget, we will make it clear that we think

the way in which the BBC’s budgets on radio are
presenting those service licences give it too great a
flexibility.

Q104 Mr Hall: The question was diVerent. As
commercial radio expands, what should the BBC be
doing less of?
Ms Kerr: I think it is about what it should be doing
more of. I think it should be doing more of focusing
on delivering its public purpose.

Q105 Mr Hall: I get your point about Radio 1 and
its public service broadcasting content, I understand
that point.
Mr Stewart: I think that is a very diYcult question.
In practical terms, the BBC raises the ante in terms
of staV costs. In north Norfolk, we serve 90,000
people, with North Norfolk Radio, and, strangely
enough, when we came on air, suddenly the BBC put
in a new transmitter to serve Cromer, which is a core
part of our area, and BBC Norfolk have been
around for years but we pop on air and a year later
suddenly there is a new transmitter for Cromer.
Actually, because they pay more, or do not negotiate
as hard as we do, because they do not have to earn
their cash, it aVects us. For example, we have little
relay transmitters on a water-tower; the owners say
“That’ll be five grand, BBC” and they pay it. We are
paying only three and a half, but when we go to
review they say, “Well, the BBC pay five grand,
that’s the market rate now.” It is across some of the
areas that the BBC aVects us, and £2,000, for North
Norfolk Radio, which has not made a profit yet and
is supported by Tindle, is a lot of money.
Ms Kerr: To answer your question, I do not think it
is unreasonable to suggest that if a market is getting
bigger, more diverse, providing consumers with
more of what they want, the level of the market
intervention need not grow and indeed could
diminish.

Q106 Chairman: Would it help if you took Radio 2
and perhaps transferred that by advertising the
franchise, and giving the right to broadcast that kind
of content to a commercial station rather than the
BBC?
Ms Kerr: Privatisation of Radios 1 and 2 is not
something which the commercial radio industry has
ever called for in the past, but there will be people
within the industry who could see that could be a
benefit in the future.
Chairman: Very diplomatic.

Q107 Mr Sanders: Coming back to local radio, if the
BBC did not operate local radio stations would the
commercial local radio stations, one, interview the
vet, because I know I have heard a vet being
interviewed on BBC Radio Devon, and, two, would
the play-list get wider?
Ms Kerr: I think we recognise that in local radio we
exist largely complementarily with BBC local radio.
We have a pretty good understanding that what
BBC local radio provides is not something which is
necessarily commercially viable in the local market
place and we do not tend to tread on each other’s
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toes too much. Of course, there are exceptions, and
we have regular conversations with the BBC about
them, but we think that within the local market-
place, by and large, the balance is about right. I am
sure if you spoke to BBC local radio management
they would tell you they have a play-list as well
which is shared across all their local stations.
Mr Cooper: Maybe a play-list of songs appealing to
a more mature audience, but it is still a play-list.

Q108 Mr Sanders: A more diverse play-list?
Mr Stewart: I can speak from experience, and
comparing like with like; in the Channel Islands, in
Guernsey, I did The Breakfast Show for BBC Radio
Guernsey for some five years, and The Breakfast
Show, generally, on BBC local stations, as you
know, is speech-based and then they go into their
music-based programming. There was a definite
play-list which we worked to, at Radio Guernsey,
which was prescribed from London. In terms of that
market, Guernsey, where we were both broadcasting
to exactly the same audience, in the 14 years that
Island FM has been competing with the BBC, every
single thing which has involved a social initiative, up
until last year, when suddenly the BBC decided it
would get involved in a scanner appeal, has been
initiated by Island FM. We raised £120,000 for
Christmas lights, we put on a special station when
Guernsey hosted the Island Games, all the fund-
raising, Help a Guernsey Child, was done by Island
FM, any social initiatives. I can give you full details;
but over the years all of the public service
broadcasting was provided by Island FM, not the
BBC, and that is like for like.

Q109 Mr Sanders: If the BBC was not there, it would
change your programming output in the commercial
sector and you would become more local radio than
you are at the moment in relation to play-lists and
guests?
Mr Stewart: I do not think it would change. We are
what we are. It is a straightforward business, it is the
way we drive our audience, by being local. I think
there are varying degrees of how locally-focused you
are, and that depends on the size of the area to which
you are broadcasting.
Mr Cooper: The BBC local radio has some rather
unusual areas, in some areas, linked onto old
counties, or whatever the area might have been
administratively at the time when the station was set
up. Local commercial stations are very good at
working out what their local area is because they talk
to their advertisers all the time; so if the advertisers
say, “Well, actually, nobody ever drives from
Taunton to Bristol to buy a sofa,” or something of
that nature, then you know there is no point in
introducing news from Taunton in your Bristol
radio station, so it is a very good thermometer for
where the localness boundary is. Kevin is very lucky
in having radio stations where you know that you
are not local because your feet have got wet, it is a
bit outside of your boundary, but most areas do not
have that benefit.

Q110 Alan Keen: I am not unsympathetic to the case
you are making, you have to fight your corner, but I
think it is ironic that we have criticised the BBC for
acting like Tesco and usually public bodies are
criticised because they do not act in the interests and
drive forward what are their aims. I think it is great
that the public are represented by someone who does
operate in as cut-throat a way as Tesco, personally;
it is my money they are spending. On the same
subject really, advertising is dropping, it is forecast
and it is happening; it is going to the Internet. I was
going to ask is there a case for some public funding
for niche broadcasting, like jazz, and I am a great
jazz fan, and I am as delighted as Nigel is, but in a
way you have not done the case already for public
money going in to help niche broadcasting. The BBC
puts out jazz but obviously limiting the amount of
time it can put it out. If I am driving, I love to be able
to get jazz, if I want to, and there is something special
about getting a broadcast and not knowing what is
coming, rather than just pushing CDs in the car; but
really you have knocked down the argument. You
are confident that you are going to be able to make
money out of it whereas Jazz FM did not: why can
you do it and Jazz FM could not?
Mr Henley: We have national scale. The ownership
means that we are running it very much as a sister
service to Classic FM, so it will run with the same
back-room team, if you like, and we have GCap
Media as our owner, which is the largest commercial
radio group and there are huge economies of scale
there. Also Jazz FM launched at a time when
commercial was not as developed as it is now, and
you see a very strong, developed industry but there
are still some ways in which we would like to develop
ourselves, but in 1990, when it launched, it was a
very diVerent world from the one in which we find
ourselves now. We feel that some of the
programming expertise that we have learned from
Classic, where it was perceived as being a niche
music format, we were told it could not possibly
succeed, we can replicate that learning with jazz, and
we believe it can be successful. There are always
levels that we can do, and with extra funding in
certain areas it means we could do things which
otherwise we could not, and that was the suggestion
with things like the live concerts for classical music.

Q111 Alan Keen: Is it your intention to have people
presenting theJazz?
Mr Henley: It will be presented.

Q112 Alan Keen: Are you confident that you can
make this niche aspect work, as it is going national,
and you are cross-advertising other programmes on
one, because I like classical music as well, so that is
an advantage? You are saying that there is still a case
for some public money going in to help you put
concerts out?
Mr Henley: We are talking about levels of
programme investment and levels of public service
investment. We may well identify some areas which
we feel otherwise we could not aVord, actually,
physically, to broadcast; we could do if there was
funding which came in. It is never a foregone
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conclusion that any radio station is going to be
profitable, but absolutely we believe that we can
make it so, in time, but it will be a radio station
which is launched on a considerably lower budget
than any of the BBC digital radio stations.

Q113 Alan Keen: Are there any other areas where
public subsidy may be an advantage to the public?
Mr Stewart: I have some direct experience of it,
because we have a radio station which serves small
communities in the Midlands of Ireland, around
Athlone, Laois, and what have you, and we have
received funds from the BCI to produce a series of
documentaries on the history of the Midlands in
Ireland. How that helps is that your normal
journalists, for example, are doing the day-to-day
business of running that newsroom, providing the
news and all the normal things that you do in a day-
to-day business; when you receive that extra funding
it means that you can get some extra team in.
Whether it is an independent producer or the radio
station itself then you have that funding to do maybe
a series of short-form programmes, or a longer
programme, depending on the sort of format, to do
some extra things which perhaps normally you just
do not have the resource to do. I have got direct
experience of that.

Q114 Alan Keen: Quite a number of people who have
been successful in the industry have started by
broadcasting voluntarily on hospital radio; quite a
few well-known presenters started there. Is there a
case for coming down another level even with local
broadcasting?
Ms Kerr: We see that probably quite a lot of the big
broadcasting names started their life in local
commercial radio. The flow of talent in radio is
almost exclusively from commercial radio to the
BBC, for example. I think our main concern about
funding, going forward, notwithstanding the
excellent examples that my colleagues have given of
how funding could be used, is that the immediate
threat our industry faces is of increasing costs, never
mind increasing funding. Darren has talked
eloquently about theJazz’s investment in creativity
on the new DAB platform, but DAB is threatened
with spectrum pricing in 2012, a whole new level of
tax on our operating costs being brought in for DAB
even before it is brought in for digital television,
which, as you know, has benefited enormously from
Government support for television switchover. Our
real concern is that, before anybody even considers
whether or not we should be given some grants to
expand our public service content, the existing
public service content which we provide could be
threatened because of this new tax which Ofcom is
proposing to introduce to our industry from 2012.
Mr Henley: The most expensive elements of
programming often are those with public service
value, and that is something we have to invest in.
One of the things which, at Classic FM, we have
thought deeply about is the idea that potentially
public service broadcasting could be given some sort
of monetary value, and although we share the

concern about any further spectrum tax coming in,
potentially that value could be oVset against any
spectrum charging which came along.

Q115 Chairman: If I may follow that up, Lisa, you
have talked about the rising cost pressures and
particularly the possibility of having to pay for
spectrum coming in. At the same time, the revenues
coming in to commercial radio, you have seen a
declining share of total advertising spend going into
revenue and advertising spend itself is declining.
There are some commentators who regard the
outlook for commercial radio as pretty bleak: do
you share that view? How serious is the problem
facing commercial radio now?
Ms Kerr: If we look at the six big players, at the
moment, Emap has issued profit warnings, Chrysalis
is looking at its business options, extensive reporting
of merger talks between UTV and SMG, and GCap
has had some torrid times of late. I am sure they will
not mind me using that expression. That is five of the
big six, and the only other big player being GMG; its
rather unusual structure means that it is somewhat
immune from similar pressures. There is no doubt
that the industry has been having a diYcult time and
we have talked about local stations handing back
licences. We think there is a good deal of cause for
optimism going forward and that is one of the things
which RadioCentre is working on, not least because
we think radio has a great place at the heart of digital
convergence. If we can make the right kinds of
investments in being on new digital platforms then
radio’s unique strengths of being everywhere and of
being an accompaniment medium will see it really
well placed in a digital world going forward. I am
sure you all experience the incredible barrage of
visual messages we get and the impossibility of
keeping in touch with everything and with all the
diVerent devices. Radio is great because you can
consume it while you are doing other things, driving
the car, doing the dishes, and that will not change. If
we can make that migration to digital eVectively and
to a multiplatform digital future, including internet,
DAB, DTV, possibly DRM as well, mobile ‘phones,
mobile television, if we can do all those things then
we think we have a really strong future. I guess we
are asking the Committee to consider the freedoms
that we need, in regulatory terms, in ownership
terms and in terms of the competition we face from
the BBC, to be able to make that investment and to
retain radio’s very special place going forward.
Mr Stewart: I think, if you add spectrum pricing
onto DAB, which most small stations cannot aVord
at the moment, that is still a problem in looking at a
way of getting small stations into the digital world;
if you add spectrum pricing on top of that, there is
absolutely no hope. What consumers will lose is their
high street radio station, these highly-focused, small
local stations which deliver a huge amount of public
service content. We are getting kicked from both
ends really, because we have got a fair amount of
regulation still in place, which does not help us make
best use of our existing resources and use those to
provide that content well, then we are looking ahead
not very far at the possibility of spectrum pricing and
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an uncertain future of how we migrate onto digital.
If you were investing, would you put your money in
it; it is very diYcult. There is a lot being asked of us
and yet we are delivering.
Mr Cooper: It is a great medium to be in but the
context has to be right, and I think that is what we
are very glad that you are considering.

Q116 Chairman: There is speculation that we shall
be looking perhaps at DRM as an alternative
method of broadcasting and there is even now
beginning to be discussion of analogue switch-oV.
Those are going to add to the pressures on the
industry, presumably?
Ms Kerr: They are going to add to the pressures in
terms of working out what is the best migration plan
to digital, but we hope DRM will be part of the
solution. We are incredibly encouraged by the
approach that Ofcom is taking in its “future of
radio” project, in looking at all these issues and
opening it up to discussion, so that we can be part of
building our own future and not simply have a future
imposed on us from a big building somewhere else.

Q117 Adam Price: The BBC is a minority
shareholder and a member of the Digital Radio
Development Board. Is it putting enough of its
money into developing digital radio, do you think?
Ms Kerr: I think probably we would leave it to the
DRDB to give its view on the support that individual
shareholders in it give, because none of us here
represents the DRDB. I will gladly ask their Chief
Executive to drop you a note about that.

Q118 Mr Evans: Just to ask a question of Darren, do
you know how many listeners you have got to
Classic FM on the internet?
Mr Henley: Yes, I do. People listening digitally, at
the moment around 13% of our audience is listening
through digital channels and we have around
100,000 listeners on the internet at the moment.

Q119 Mr Evans: Do you know how many of those
are from abroad?
Mr Henley: They are all now from the UK because
we limit it to only the UK listening, so it is listened
to completely from the UK.

Q120 Mr Evans: You used to have a lady who
listened to it in New York; so you have stopped that
now, have you?
Mr Henley: One of the things we did with the new
licence agreements with PPL and PRS is we had to
ensure that we limited all listening to the UK only,
so we have done that.
Mr Cooper: There are a lot of angry MEPs.
Mr Stewart: The MEP for Lowestoft and that
general area, I got a note from his oYce in Brussels,
saying “That’s how we kept in contact with our
constituency, by listening to the news on The
Beach,” so we had to give him a sneaky work-
around.

Q121 Mr Evans: Hold on now; why has this
happened? Now and again you are listening to a
BBC station and they say, “Oh, we’ve just had an e-
mail from somebody living in Miami,” or
somewhere?
Mr Henley: The BBC are paying for rights to
broadcast in those territories.

Q122 Mr Evans: It is simply because of those rights,
is it, and it is so expensive that the commercial chaps
cannot aVord it?
Ms Kerr: Yes.
Mr Henley: Yes.
Mr Stewart: We cannot aVord it.
Mr Cooper: Clear and simple.

Q123 Mr Evans: Do you think that would be a
public service, if you were able to access at least some
funds, which would allow you for British people
living abroad, a lot of ex-pats and a lot of holiday-
makers, we ourselves if we were going abroad and
wanted to access that?
Ms Kerr: I think one of the diYculties is that we
make our money by people who are surveyed as
listeners in the UK and advertisers buy those
listeners, they do not buy overseas listeners. I think
maybe a really interesting question to ask is, is it a
good use of public money to be buying music rights
to broadcast Radio 2 to Miami?
Mr Stewart: There are obviously downloads which
get round that, so, for example, if you are a listener
to most of our stations, I am sure you could
download the latest news bulletins, and what have
you; you just cannot listen in a linear way to the
broadcast.
Ms Kerr: Rights is a big challenge for the industry.
Reaching the same number of people through three
platforms is more expensive than reaching them
through one platform.

Q124 Mr Evans: If you go through something like
SHOUTcast.com, you can get a list of radio stations
there. Are you saying that they are all paying funds
to whichever country they are in to be able to do
their copyrights, or do you think that it is not
governed, or policed, in other parts of the world as
it would be policed here?
Ms Kerr: DiVerent countries police to a diVerent
level. The UK polices firmly. We have had a great
number of complaints but our stations do have to
limit their internet listening to UK ISPs.

Q125 Mr Evans: Is there a way round that?
Ms Kerr: Not a legal one.

Q126 Mr Evans: But there is a way round; people are
doing it, are they? People who know how to do it are
doing it?
Mr Stewart: I could not possibly comment.
Chairman: Particularly on that note, I do not think
we have any more questions. Thank you very much.
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Small Stations Who Have Recently Handed Back Their Licences

I have written to the Chief Executives concerned (Williams Rogers at UKRD regarding Stroud and
Jonathan Arendt at Seven Broadcast regarding West Lothian) and invited them to write directly to you
explaining, in more detail, the reasons for their decision to relinquish their licences.

Statistics on Breaches of Localness Obligations

I attach a schedule which Ofcom has provided. It details all format breaches dealt with by the Radio
Authority or Ofcom within the past five years. As you will note, these resulted in a “yellow card”, a formal
warning with a requirement to address compliance or risk a fine or shortening of licence. I hope you will
agree that, whilst any breach of format is unwelcome, the list is impressively short.

Is the BBC Putting Enough Money into Digital Radio

As Adam Price identified, the BBC is a minority shareholder in the DRDB, the body funded by the owners
of DAB muliplexes in the UK and charged with the promotion of digital radio. The two national multiplex
owners (the BBC and Digital One) each currently contribute one third of the organisation’s budget, with
the remaining third split proportionately between the local multiplex owners (all of whom are commercial).
When the second national commercial multiplex is awarded, the new owner will be invited to match the
financial contributions of the BBC and Digital One, thereby funding a 33% increase to the DRDB’s budget
which is required to support the expanding remit of increasing DAB penetration. The BBC’s absolute
contribution therefore will stay the same, but its share of DRDB funding will drop to 25%, with the
commercial sector funding 75%. * * * Beyond this, given the opacity of BBC accounts, it is diYcult for me
to comment on the BBC’s investment in digital radio promotion, content and transmission, save to note
that, until very recently, Commercial Radio provided considerably greater DAB coverage across the UK
than did the BBC.

March 2007

LIST OF RADIO AUTHORITY AND OFCOM “YELLOW CARDS”
FOR BREACH OF FORMAT, FROM JANUARY 2002

Station Reason Date of card

Virgin 105.8/London Not enough London news and information 11 February 2002

Star 107.3/Bristol Breach of Format—music output 8 March 2002

Star 107.1/Cambridge Breach of Format—music output 8 March 2002

Thames 107.8/South Format Compliance 22 April 2002
West London

Ritz 1035/London Breach of Format—quality threshold 30 July 2002

96.3 QFM/Paisley InsuYcient local content 5 December 2002

Century 105/ AC music below acceptable level ! speech levels fail to 17 July (Music) and
Manchester meet Format (from complaint) 11 September 2003

(speech)

96.2 Touch FM/ Breach of Format—music output and scheduling of February 2006
Coventry specialist Irish community programming

Star Radio/Bristol Breach of Format—multi-cultural programming lacked July 2006
speech components, and lack of a definitive black music
programme

Time 107.3/Lewisham Breach of Format—music output August 2006
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Memorandum submitted by Pact

Pact is the trade association representing the commercial interests of independent film, television and
interactive content creation and distribution companies across the UK. The UK independent production
sector currently generates £1.28 billion of television-related revenue a year.

Executive Summary

1. Pact welcomes the Culture, Media and Sport Committee’s timely inquiry into public service media
content. The UK can be proud of its tradition of public service programming, but much of the regulatory
framework that unpins its provision will become less eVective in the digital era. Children’s programming, a
key public service genre enshrined in the Communications Act 2003,28 is already facing a crisis.

2. One of the cornerstones of public service broadcasting is the provision of UK-produced content, as
opposed to imported programming. The public places a high value on new, home-grown programming that
reflects and strengthens the nation’s cultural identity. In Ofcom’s comprehensive consumer research for its
recent public service broadcasting review, it found that 74% of people viewed a high proportion of
programmes made in the UK as important.29

3. The importance of domestic programming is also noted in the Communications Act 2003, which
states that:

“The regulatory regime for every licensed public service channel includes the conditions that
Ofcom consider appropriate for securing that the time allocated, in each year, to the broadcasting
of original productions included in that channel is no less than what appears to them to be an
appropriate proportion of the total amount of time allocated to the broadcasting of all the
programmes included in the channel.”30

4. It should be noted that original in this case means in eVect UK-produced. Under the Broadcasting
(Original Productions) Order 2004, original programmes are those commissioned by a public service
channel, with a view to their first showing being on that channel. In practice, this means they typically are
UK-originated.

5. Ofcom also acknowledges the value of UK-made programmes in its public service broadcasting
review, describing one of the core characteristics of public service broadcasting as providing programming
that is: “Original—new UK content, rather than repeats or acquisitions.”31

6. Thus, the public, Parliament and the regulator have acknowledged the importance of home-grown
programming. Historically, the UK production sector has succeeded in meeting this demand, and the UK
public has enjoyed a high level of original programming as a result. The television industry spends around
£2.6 billion a year on original programming, meaning that licence fee payers benefit from one of the highest
levels per capita of domestically originated content in the world.32

7. Independent production companies make a major contribution to this programming. The UK
independent production sector currently generates £1.28 billion of television-related revenue a year,33

providing programming for all public service broadcasters, including:

— Jamie’s School Dinners: highlighted children’s diets, and had real impact in changing behaviour
(Fresh One Productions).

— Who Do You Think You Are? stimulated interest in our diverse heritage (Wall To Wall
Television).

— Wallace & Gromit in the Curse of the Were-Rabbit: global blockbuster with uniquely British voice
(Aardman Animations).

— Himalaya with Michael Palin: proved serious documentaries can have popular appeal (Prominent
Television).

— Question Time: consistently providing an engaging platform for political debate (Mentorn).

8. Highly competitive, the independent sector acts as a creative catalyst for broadcasters’ in-house
production departments, providing competition and ensuring a plurality of supply in the content creation
sector. 40% of Pact’s full producer members are based outside London, meaning that the programmes our
members create reflect the diversity of the entire UK.

28 Communications Act 2003, Section 264 (6) (h): In detailing the areas to be included in Ofcom’s reports on the fulfilment of
the public service remit, the Act states that obligations will be fulfilled if programmes on public service broadcasters: “include
what appears to Ofcom to be a suitable quantity and range of high quality and original programmes for children and
young people.”

29 Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, Phase 1, Ofcom, page 49.
30 Communications Act 2003, section 278 (1) (a).
31 Ofcom Review of Public Service television Broadcasting, Phase 3—Competition for Quality, page 7.
32 Review of the Television Production Sector, A Consultation, Ofcom, January 10 2006, page 1.
33 Prospects for Independent UK Production to 2010, Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates, September 2006.
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9. The public regards such diversity in programming as highly important. In its recent review of public
service broadcasting, Ofcom found that more than 82% of people saw “issues of range and balance in
programming and across the schedules” as important.34 This made range and balance one of the public’s
key concerns regarding public service broadcasting.

10. Alongside diversity of supply in the content creation sector, plurality of provision in terms of the
number of diVerent broadcasters oVering such programmes is crucial in delivering this range. It enables the
provision of complementary services for diVerent audiences, ensures a variety of perspectives, and provides
competition to spur innovation and investment in new types of programming and delivery.

11. Ofcom acknowledged the importance of plurality in key public service genres in its public service
broadcasting review, warning that:

“The risk of leaving PSB provision to the BBC alone is great: the lack of competition in
broadcasting PSB programming risks leading to complacency, ineYcient production, lack of
innovation, lower quality programming, a narrowing of perspectives and the loss of PSB
programming for certain groups.”35

12. This view was supported by the Government’s BBC Charter Review White Paper, which states: “The
Government believes that sustaining a plurality of PSB providers who both complement and compete with
each other has been important in ensuring that this quality and diversity are maintained.”36

13. This plurality will come under threat in the digital era as the traditional spectrum-PSB trade-oV
between commercially-funded broadcasters and the regulator becomes less relevant. In the run-up to switch
over, Ofcom is likely to come under increasing pressure from commercial broadcasters to allow them to
reduce their public service obligations as they face fragmenting audiences and a slower rate of growth in
advertising revenues for analogue channels.

14. To some extent at least, this pressure on revenues may be oVset by potential new revenue streams from
emerging services, such as digital spin-oV channels, video-on-demand and online delivery. Channel 4’s E4
channel has, for example, shown robust growth since switching from a pay service to an advertising-driven
model. Last year, E4’s advertising revenues hit £60 million, compared to £38 million in 2004. We understand
that E4 is forecasting between £90 million and £100 million this year.

15. Pact is therefore opposed to Channel 4 moving into in-house production, or increasing its share of
rights to the content that Pact members create, in a misguided attempt to secure additional revenues.

16. Channel 4’s innovative structure as a publisher-broadcaster without an in-house production
department is fundamental to ensuring a healthy diversity of supply in the production sector, creating
breathing room for companies in the highly competitive independent arena. In turn, independently-made
programmes such as Wife Swap, Shameless and Brookside have been integral to Channel 4’s freshness
and success.

17. Independent producers have been willing and innovative partners in new media for various
broadcasters, having been pivotal in such services as Channel 4’s broadband factual channel 4Docs or Big
Brother’s pioneering interactivity. Instead of the retrogressive step of vertical integration, the way forward
is for Channel 4 and content suppliers to use their creative relationship to develop new ways to provide
audiences with content that is as high quality as it has been in the analogue era.

18. However, it is clear that some genres of public service broadcasting—notably children’s
programming—are already under particularly intense pressure. Children’s programming is often a diYcult
proposition if left purely to market forces: it is true that some high profile children’s programmes generate
strong sales from merchandising around the world (with the corresponding benefit to UK exports), but these
are largely in the pre-school genre for kids younger than five. Pre-school has traditionally accounted for
10–20% of first-run original children’s hours on all public service broadcasters, according to Ofcom. The
vast majority of programmes in other genres, such as children’s drama or children’s factual, do not have
such a luxury.

19. ITV stopped commissioning new UK children’s programmes 12 months ago. It has continued with
this policy despite Ofcom’s ruling last year that it is not allowed to cut the amount of children’s hours it
broadcasts each week. ITV’s decision to stop commissioning has removed the biggest investor in new UK
children’s programming outside the BBC in one stroke. ITV invested around £22 million a year in new UK
kids programmes; between them, all other commercially-funded broadcasters, including secondary
channels, provide around £10 million.

20. This has been exacerbated by Ofcom recently introducing significant restrictions on advertising
around children’s programming. While Pact absolutely accepts these restrictions in view of the need to
protect children’s health, this will act as a further disincentive for commercially-funded broadcasters to
invest in new UK children’s programmes.

34 Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, Phase 1, Ofcom, page 49.
35 Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, Phase 2, Ofcom, 5.13.
36 Charter Review White Paper, A public service for all: the BBC in the digital age, March 2006.
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21. Ofcom’s advertising restrictions will kick in in 2007. Ofcom anticipates a loss of £39 million in
advertising initially. This amounts to more than the total amount (£30 million–£35 million) that all
commercially-funded broadcasters spent on new UK children’s programmes each year before ITV’s
withdrawal. Now that ITV has stopped commissioning, it represents nearly four times the total amount
spent on new UK children’s programming (about £10 million).

22. New UK children’s programmes, so important given television’s role in developing children’s sense
of identity, require a greater funding commitment than simply buying in imported programming largely
financed by overseas broadcasters. They will therefore be amongst the first areas to be axed in order to make
up for lost advertising revenues. Some programmes already have been.

23. These factors have combined to leave a gaping hole in funding for new UK children’s programming
outside the BBC. As Five’s chief executive recently stated: “The long-term future of UK-produced children’s
programming outside the BBC is bleak.”37

24. This would clearly severely damage plurality and the level of home-grown programming in a key
public service genre. Pact has been developing alternative funding models and proposals for children’s
programming, which we outline in this document. We also detail alternative models of public funding
provided in other countries.

25. In two of these examples—Australia and Canada—there are also restrictions on advertising around
children’s programmes, as Ofcom recently introduced in the UK. By investing in children’s programming
through a variety of public means these countries have been able to protect children from certain advertising
while enjoying strong indigenous children’s production sectors, ensuring that their citizens can make and
watch their own stories.

26. Pact thanks the Select Committee for explicitly including children’s programming in its terms of
reference for this inquiry and thereby allowing this issue to be highlighted. We also welcome Ofcom’s
forthcoming review of public service broadcasting and children’s television.

27. We are asking the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport to launch an urgent review of
funding for children’s programming in order to sustain this world-class sector and ensure that a high level
of new UK programming is widely available to the public. We urge the Select Committee to support us in
this request.

1. The Prospects for Maintaining Plurality in Public Service Broadcasting in the Digital Age

1. The public regards diversity as highly important in public service broadcasting, according to detailed
consumer research by Ofcom. In its recent review of public service broadcasting, the media regulator found
that more than 82% of people saw “issues of range and balance in programming and across the schedules”
as important.38 This high level of response made range and balance one of the public’s key concerns
regarding public service broadcasting.

2. Range and balance were defined in this research as:

(a) Balanced diet of diVerent types of programme (both general entertainment and other types) within
peak viewing times of 6.00–10.30.

(b) A choice of diVerent kinds of programme across the main channels at all times of day.

(c) A wide variety of diVerent programme types.39

3. Plurality of provision is crucial in fulfilling these criteria. It enables the provision of complementary
services for diVerent audiences, ensures a range of perspectives, and provides competition to spur innovation
and investment in new types of programming and delivery.

4. Nowhere is the benefit of competition between the BBC and commercial channels better illustrated
than in the children’s genre. The competitive duopoly that emerged in the 70s and 80s between ITV and the
BBC created some of the nation’s best-loved children’s programming, and made the UK unrivalled
anywhere in the world in children’s programming. Rainbow, Blue Peter, Sooty, The Wombles, Paddington
Bear and Tiswas were amongst the classic, long-running programming that emerged from this creative
competition.

5. Ofcom acknowledged the importance of plurality in key public service genres in its public service
broadcasting review, warning that:

“The risk of leaving PSB provision to the BBC alone is great: the lack of competition in
broadcasting PSB programming risks leading to complacency, ineYcient production, lack of
innovation, lower quality programming, a narrowing of perspectives and the loss of PSB
programming for certain groups.”40

37 Five chief executive Jane Lighting, Mediaguardian, 17 Nov 2006.
38 Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, Phase 1, Ofcom, page 49.
39 Ibid, page 12.
40 Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, Phase 2, Ofcom, 5.13.
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6. Ofcom also concluded in its recent report on Digital PSB:

“We should aim to ensure that there is more than one PSB provider of significant scale, and that
the production of PSB content is open to a wide range of producers.”41

7. This view was supported by the Government’s BBC Charter Review White Paper, which states: “The
Government believes that sustaining a plurality of PSB providers who both complement and compete with
each other has been important in ensuring that this quality and diversity are maintained.”42

8. The BBC has also acknowledged the role of plurality in providing public service programming, saying:
“We understand the arguments in favour of plurality in public service programming, and strongly support
the ongoing contribution of ITV1, Channel 4 and Five as investors in high-quality British programming
across a wide range of genres.”43

9. In addition, Ofcom has noted that plurality can help inform the process of regulation by providing
valuable benchmark information about the performance of diVerent providers.44

10. Ofcom has broken down the areas where plurality within the industry is important as a way of
delivering plurality in programming. Pact agrees that it is useful to consider plurality on the three levels
defined by the regulator. These are:

(a) Plurality of outlets: so that viewers do not have to be reliant on a single provider in order to
receive PSB.

(b) Plurality of commissioning: so that a range of commissioners working for diVerent organisations
can bring their diVerent perspectives to bear on the system.

(c) Plurality of production: so that there are diVerent creative organisations competing for
commissions.

Below, we will deal separately with the prospects for maintaining plurality in each of these areas in the
digital age.

Plurality of outlets

11. Commercial terrestrial broadcasters have traditionally been willing to accept public service
obligations in exchange for access to a limited number of analogue terrestrial broadcast licences on oVer,
together with the associated spectrum to allow terrestrial broadcast delivery. In addition, broadcasting
licence fees have been set below their commercial value.

12. In return, broadcasters have been willing to accept public service requirements to broadcast certain
levels of certain types of programming—such as “first-run”, ie new, and “original”, ie originally
commissioned (in eVect, British).

13. The spectrum-PSB trade-oV will become less relevant in the digital era, and therefore public service
obligations will be harder to justify. Access to digital platforms will be relatively open, and spectrum space
will no longer command the premium it has done in analogue.

14. In ITV’s case, the spectrum-PSB trade-oV has established an important public service alternative to
the BBC, creating the only consistent mainstream competition to BBC1. ITV1, ITV’s main terrestrial
channel, and BBC1 consistently dominate the weekly lists of most watched network programmes. Their
most popular shows attract audiences of 10 million-plus.

15. Channel 4 and Five have their own important roles, but typically barely figure in the top 75 shows.
They do not represent alternative mainstream platforms to the BBC.

16. A range of relatively new channels without public service obligations on cable, satellite and digital
platforms do oVer alternative outlets for public service content. Channels such as Animal Planet, The
Science Channel, Discovery Channel and The History Channel provide specialist programming on history,
wildlife and scientific discoveries, amongst many others.

17. The Satellite and Cable Broadcasters Group, the association that represents these channels, states
that these thematic channels cater “for specialist interests or appealing very directly to specific demographic
groups” and are a strong way to engage non-mainstream audiences with challenging public service content.45

18. These channels provide a degree of competition for the terrestrial broadcasters, as well as secondary
platforms for the public service content originally commissioned by terrestrial broadcasters. Again,
however, their relatively limited audience figures mean they cannot be regarded as a mainstream alternative
to the BBC.

41 Digital PSB, Ofcom, pages 7 and 8.
42 Charter Review White Paper, A public service for all: the BBC in the digital age, March 2006.
43 BBC, Building Public Value: renewing the BBC for a digital world, June 2004.
44 Ibid, page 8.
45 Satellite and Cable Broadcasters Group Response to Ofcom Review of Public Service Television, page 2.
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19. Nor are they able to replicate the level of investment in public service content provided by the
terrestrial public service broadcasters. While welcome, they have to date oVered only a relatively modest
amount of investment for the creation of new content, often relying on repeats of programming
commissioned by the terrestrial channels and imported programming. Without significantly raising their
investment in new UK programming, they cannot be regarded as a replacement for terrestrial public service
programming in the foreseeable future.

20. Indeed, a reduction in the programme investment provided by the terrestrial public service
broadcasters would restrict the amount of public service programmes available for these secondary channels
to acquire and show as repeats, thereby undermining public service broadcasting on cable, satellite and
digital channels.

Plurality of commissioning

21. Plurality of commissioning—ie diVerent broadcasters each with their own commissioner, or each with
multiple commissioners—is key to ensuring that a range of tastes and views are reflected in deciding which
programmes are made and broadcast. A plurality of commissioners and a diversity of content creators
complement each other as ways to bring a broad range of programming to audiences. Reducing
commissioning centres limits independent suppliers’ routes to market, making it increasingly tough for them
to sustain a viable business.

22. Ofcom has proposed the creation of a £350 million-a-year public service operator to provide plurality
in public service broadcasting. While this idea has some merits, one crucial question mark is where this
significant amount of funding is to come from. It is also unclear what type of organisation would be needed
to run this broadband platform—anything other than a completely stand-alone entity risks undermining a
key benefit of a public service operator, namely to increase the plurality in commissioning. We comment
further on the public service operator proposal in section 4.

Plurality of production

23. The independent production sector is key to ensuring a plurality of supply, providing creative
competition for broadcasters’ in-house production departments and an alternative to imported
programming. The production sector remains highly competitive, with hundreds of independent companies
competing not only with each other, but also with broadcasters’ in-house departments and overseas
companies.

24. This competition shows no signs of abating, particularly since the introduction of new Terms of Trade
as a result of the Codes of Practice laid out in the Communications Act 2003. Donal MacIntyre, the star of
investigative documentary series MacIntyre Undercover, told reporters on launching his new production
company, Dare Films, in September last year: “The new Terms of Trade agreement means we can retain
more rights. It’s a much more interesting time to form a production company. There are just a lot more
opportunities out there for independents.”46

25. MacIntyre is not alone in seeking to take advantage of the new Terms of Trade. Dozens of
independent companies have launched in recent months. Many have significant investment and have already
won commissions, including Malcolm Gerrie’s Ingenious Media-backed Gorgeous Entertainment; David
Mortimer and Richard Hopkins’ Fever Media, which has financing from Sony BMG; Daisy Goodwin’s
Silver River; and Jane Lush and Fenia Vardonis’ Splash.

26. The Terms of Trade and the Codes of Practice laid out in the 2003 Communications Act have helped
level the playing field for these companies. Other companies were already benefiting from revenues
generated by their intellectual property before the introduction of the new terms.

27. For example, Hat Trick, one of the larger independent production companies, struck overarching
deals with the BBC and Channel 4 over 10 years ago, and has controlled many of its rights since then. Now,
however, the Codes of Practice and the ensuing Terms of Trade between producers and broadcasters provide
a framework that allows all companies to secure a fairer share of the revenues from the content they create,
and thus grow their businesses.

28. In addition, the growth in the number of channels represents a further incentive for new and smaller
companies. As Ofcom’s research has found, commissions from the growing number of digital television
services are a particularly significant source of income for smaller producers, reducing barriers to entry and
helping them establish their businesses.47

46 Mediaguardian, September 2005.
47 Review of the Television Production Sector, consultation paper, Ofcom, page 65.
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29. There has been a degree of consolidation within the production sector, often bringing new investment
into the sector through the creation of companies that are attractive to private investors.

30. However, growth has been far from limited to larger companies. Many smaller or medium-sized
companies are rapidly building their profile, including such fast-rising businesses as Firefly, Outline and
Impossible Pictures, and major Welsh producers Boomerang, Nant and Cwmni Da.

31. As Ofcom noted in October its Review of the Television Production sector, the most recent edition
of the annual Broadcast Independent Survey indicated that: “the biggest growth as a percentage of the
overall market in 2005 was amongst smaller companies.”48

32. The year before, the Broadcast survey indicated that the highest relative growth came from mid-sized
companies (ranked 11–50). In contrast, the survey also indicated that the relative share of the top 10
companies has stayed flat over the last four years (2005 approx 53.4%; 2004 approx 55%; 2003 approx
55.45%; and 2002 approx 54.7%).

33. Nevertheless, the Codes of Practice are only just starting to come into eVect and growth in the
independent sector remains fragile. Even the biggest companies remain dwarfed by the in-house production
departments at broadcasters. The combined annual turnover of all companies with turnover greater than
£50 million is £267.6 million. Turnover at the BBC’s in-house production department is close to £1.2 billion,
and more than £600 million at the Channel 3 companies.49 Furthermore, no single large independent
accounts for more than 10% of the new programming supply of any broadcaster.50

Channel 4’s innovative role

34. Channel 4’s innovative structure as a publisher-broadcaster without an in-house production
department, along with the independent quota across all broadcasters, continue to be fundamental to
ensuring a healthy diversity of supply in the production sector, creating breathing room for companies in
the highly competitive independent production sector. Channel 4’s annual commissioning spend on
independent productions of £315 million is by far the single largest source of funding for indies, eclipsing
BBC1 and BBC2’s combined £280m, ITV1’s £150 million and Five’s £59 million.51

35. In turn, independents have been key to Channel 4’s success in providing audiences with programming
that “exhibits a distinctive character”, as it is required to do under the Communications Act.52 Because of
its publisher-broadcaster status, the channel has been able to select the best, most diverse, competitive and
original programming from a range of external suppliers.

36. In the process, many of those programmes have been amongst the channel’s most commercially
successful output, generating advertising revenues and opening up new revenue streams such as telephony.

37. This successful and mutually beneficial creative relationship has been evident from Channel 4’s
opening night in 1982, when Mersey Television’s Brookside began its 21-year run of tackling socially
challenging story lines. Over the next 24 years, independents have supplied much of the programming that
has become synonymous with the channel’s freshness. Trainspotting, Shameless and Jamie’s School Dinners
have all challenged convention in diVerent ways, while Wife Swap was dubbed “subversive social
anthropology.”53

38. In contrast, production departments at other broadcasters can potentially stifle competition in the
supply market. Broadcasters’ market power creates the possibility of them unfairly limiting external
suppliers’ access to viewers, restricting the development of new channels and services, as well as growth in
the production sector.

39. There were, for example, sustained and widespread concerns that the BBC was not commissioning
the best ideas on merit, but unduly favouring in-house production. It has recently addressed these issues
with measures such as the Window Of Creative Competition (WOCC), opening up a further 25% of
commissioning to all external suppliers.

40. Research suggests that it will remain a buyers’ market into the foreseeable future, and that vertical
integration at broadcasters will therefore continue to be a factor in the supply of programming. A recent
study commissioned by Pact from Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates noted that the primary commission from

48 Review of the Television Production Sector, Statement, Ofcom, page 20, our italics.
49 Television Production Sector Review: A survey of TV programme production in the UK, Ofcom and Pact.
50 UK TV Content in the Digital Age—Opportunities and Challenges, Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates for Pact, page 15.
51 UK TV Content in the Digital Age—Opportunities and Challenges, Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates, January 2006, page 12.
52 Communications Act 2003, Section 265 (3) (d).
53 Ed Richards, chief executive, Ofcom (then senior partner strategy and market developments, Ofcom), Speech, Royal

Television Society Dinner, 2003.
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the main broadcasters currently provides over 85% of the lifetime income for an average new programme.
Oliver & Ohlbaum predicted that in the next 10 years, despite growth in secondary and ancillary markets
such as video-on-demand and mobile, this is likely to remain above 75%.54

41. In its Review of the Television Production Sector this October, Ofcom confirmed that vertical
integration at broadcasters remained “a significant issue”. Along with the independent quota, the regulator
found that “the position of Channel 4 as a publisher-broadcaster continues to provide an important balance
to the sector.”55

42. Pact is therefore opposed to any weakening of Channel 4’s publisher-broadcaster status, as well as
to any bid by Channel 4 to increase its share of rights to the content that Pact members create.

43. Instead of taking the retrogressive step of vertical integration, Channel 4 should be encouraged to
work with external suppliers to develop new services that incentivise both supplier and broadcaster, as well
as oVer increased choice and convenience to consumers.

44. We elaborate on future funding models for Channel 4, along with the other public service
broadcasters, in section 3. Essentially, however, emerging ways of delivering content are opening up
potential new revenue streams, for both broadcaster and supplier. Channel 4’s E4 channel has, for example,
shown robust growth since switching from a pay service to an advertising-driven model. Last year, E4’s
advertising revenues hit £60 million, compared to £38 million in 2004. We understand that E4 is forecasting
between £90 million and £100 million this year.

45. Independent producers have been willing and innovative partners in new media for various
broadcasters, having been pivotal in such services as Channel 4’s broadband factual channel 4Docs or Big
Brother’s pioneering interactivity. The way forward is for broadcasters and content suppliers to use their
creative relationship to develop new ways to provide audiences with content that is as high quality as it has
been in the analogue era. In turn, this will provide the public with increased choice in what they want, and
when and how they watch it.

Reflecting the entire UK

46. Plurality in terms of programming that reflects the diversity of the entire UK is another crucial aspect
of public service broadcasting. The Communications Act requires ITV, Channel 4 and Five to broadcast
what appears to Ofcom to be “a suitable proportion“” of UK programmes that are made from outside the
M25 area.56 This provision must also include “a suitable range“” of programmes from outside the M25.57

47. Ofcom acknowledges the importance of the Nations and regions in its review of public service
broadcasting, stating that a key aim in designating channels as public service broadcasters was to ensure
that a free-to-air service was available to all viewers that “served particular audiences, eg children, Nations
and regions.”58

48. As well providing programming of particular appeal to people outside the London area,
programming broadcast on a national level that reflects life beyond the M25 has the capacity to enrich the
country’s cultural identity. This has also been identified by Ofcom as a key purpose of public service
broadcasting.59

49. In delivering plurality in a digital age, the continuing development of a healthy and sustainable
production sector outside of London is critical. Allowing indigenous independent production companies to
develop and compete will provide not just diVerent accents, but a multiplicity of voices.

50. Under the Communications Act 2003, all the commercial public service broadcasters are therefore
required to commission certain levels of network programming from outside the M25 by value and volume.
The regional production quota, Ofcom states, aims “to encourage the maintenance or development of a
range of production centres in the Nations and regions, rather than a concentration in the London area, and
to ensure that the independent production sector maintains its geographic diversity.”60

51. In 2006, 40% of the independent supply base was located outside London, and most of the larger
independent companies have established regional oYces.61 However, this could easily be reversed: the
regional production quotas for broadcasters that are enshrined in the Communications Act are starting to
work, but they need time to have the eVect that their introduction intended.

52. We consider the current out of London roles of each of the public service broadcasters below:

54 UK TV Content in the Digital Age—Opportunities and Challenges, Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates, January 2006, page 3.
55 Review of the Television Production Sector, Statement, Ofcom, October 2006, page 27.
56 Communications Act 2003, Section 286 1 (a); 286 3 (a); 288 1 (a).
57 Ibid, Section 286 1(b); 286 3 (b); 288 1 (b).
58 Ofcom Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, Phase 1—Is television special?, page 18.
59 Ibid, page 9.
60 The Communications market 2006, Ofcom , page 220.
61 40% of Pact’s full producer members are based outside London.
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BBC out of London

53. It is reasonable to expect the BBC to increase its out of London commissioning of network
programming, as proposed by Ofcom. It is therefore anomalous that the BBC’s out of London requirements
are the same as Channel 4’s and less than ITV’s. The BBC, paid for by viewers across the UK, should be
required to commission 50% of its network value and hours, bring it in line with ITV. A timeframe to achieve
this level should be agreed and fixed.

54. The BBC has not developed or delivered a robust strategy for delivering its out of London quotas.
In the past it has been diYcult to establish exactly what was being contributed towards BBC out of London
value and why. The corporation failed to provide satisfactory answers when challenged on the veracity or
viability of some claims and policies.

55. Pact would particularly like to see greater commitment from the BBC towards the English regions,
beyond news and current aVairs. The reduction of ITV’s public service obligations to regional programming
has left a void in the English regions.

56. In contrast, in the Nations of the UK, the development of new voices and access routes to the BBC
has created a wealth of new talent. The BBC’s national provision to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
has benefited from new thinking, new investment and new ideas and is bringing rising audience ratings
regionally. Some of this talent is going on to network success.

ITV out of London

57. Pact supports Ofcom’s recommendation for ITV1’s quota for network production outside London
to increase to 50% of total originated hours and 50% of spend. This will help the out-of-London sector to
grow, in the process maintaining and encouraging plurality.

58. The reduction of ITV’s non-news regional hours to 0.5 hours per week at digital switchover, however,
adds to the persistent decline of regional production. ITV’s introduction in 2005 of the ITV Regional
Development Fund for network programming consists of a £9 million investment into the sector over three
years. However, we are concerned that, to date, the level of commissioning has been very low, reflecting a
lack of commitment on the part of ITV. ITV’s regional production fund runs an Executive Producer
Scheme, aimed at building creative relationships with independent companies in the regions through a fast-
track scheme, and this may help to improve future levels of commissioning.

Channel 4 out of London

59. Channel 4 produces 30% of its programming from the Nations and regions. We are concerned that
the mix within the 30% may not truly reflect a range of programming, as required by the Communications
Act, as we have noted above. Most of the quota is delivered via a small number of regular suppliers providing
daytime programming. Genres such as documentary and current aVairs, which deliver strongly in terms of
plurality and regional voices, are not well represented within the mix. Drama is the exception, where
programmes such as Hollyoaks reflect voices from the regions.

Five out of London

60. Pact applauds Five for introducing its voluntary 10% out of London target in 2001. Pact also
acknowledges Five’s willingness to meet suppliers based out of London and its regular scheduling of
commissioning briefings across the country.

61. In 2005, Five commissioned 29.7% hours and 23.1% value from out of London, far exceeding its
current 10% quota. Without wishing in any way to be seen as punishing the channel for its excellent
achievements, we support the current quota being increased to 20%, which could be done easily and with
no harmful eVects to the channel. This would establish the current commissioning strategy and safeguard
for the future. This should be done within an agreed and fixed timeframe.

2. Practicality of Continuing to Impose Public Service Obligations on Commercial Broadcasters

1. As we have mentioned in section 1, commercial broadcasters have traditionally been willing to accept
substantial public service obligations in exchange for access to a limited number of analogue terrestrial
broadcast licences, together with the associated spectrum to allow terrestrial broadcast delivery. In addition,
broadcasting licence fees have been set below their commercial value. In return, ITV and Five have been
willing to accept public service requirements to broadcast certain levels of certain types of programming

2. The BBC and Channel 4 are gifted these licences and the spectrum necessary to allow terrestrial
broadcast delivery of analogue TV services. However, their public service obligations are embedded far
deeper: the BBC through the licence fee and Channel 4 through its public ownership, which means it has no
shareholders to return profits to.
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3. The UK spectrum-PSB trade-oV will become less relevant in the digital era, and therefore public service
obligations will be harder to justify. Access to digital platforms will be relatively open, and spectrum space
will no longer command the premium it has done in analogue.

4. In the run-up to switch over, Ofcom is likely to come under increasing pressure from broadcasters to
allow them to reduce their public service obligations as they face fragmenting audiences and a slower rate
of growth in advertising revenues for analogue channels.

5. Broadcasters are already seeking to cut back in their investment in public service programmes in order
to maximise revenues. This is shown most dramatically in the children’s genre, where ITV has already
stopped commissioning new programmes, wiping out around £22 million in investment per year. As we
explain in section 5, this represents the lion’s share of investment in new UK children’s programming by
commercially-funded broadcasters.

UK regulation

6. The Communications Act grants Ofcom only limited powers to prevent broadcasters cutting back on
their spend on creating home-grown programmes in key public service genres in this way. The Act does not
explicitly require broadcasters to invest a certain amount of money in new public service programming.
Rather, it requires them to show a certain amount of UK or, less frequently, European-produced
programmes by time.62

7. The Act does require that broadcasters consult with Ofcom if they wish to make “a significant change”
in programme policy, allowing Ofcom a limited ability to prevent broadcasters from making dramatic cuts
in investment in new programming.63 However, as shown in the gradual decline in new UK children’s
programmes on commercial public service broadcasters that we outline in section 5, it has not prevented a
steady erosion over several years.

8. Nor does it allow Ofcom to directly stop a broadcaster cutting investment in programme creation; the
regulator can only step in when a broadcaster details its plans for the coming year’s schedule, which occurs
in the autumn only a few months before programmes are due to be broadcast. In practice, programmes are
produced a year in advance, if not longer.

9. Once commercially-funded broadcasters switch fully to digital and no longer require licences for
Channels 3, 4 and 5, none of these obligations will apply (although Channel 4 will of course remain publicly
owned). These broadcasters will then be bound by frequently ineVective European regulations, as
detailed below.

European regulation

10. European regulation, through the Television Without Frontiers directive, applies to all broadcasters,
including those not bound by UK public service broadcasting duties, such as cable and satellite services. It
will continue to apply in the digital era, albeit in a revised form that is expected to extend to certain on-
demand services as well as traditional television channels. The directive calls for all broadcasters to air a
majority of European works and commission at least 10% of programmes from independent production
companies.

11. However, the directive has failed to ensure that broadcasters meet either obligation. Both the
European and independent quotas in the directive contain a “where practicable” clause that has allowed
broadcasters with services in the UK to argue that they are unable to fulfil such duties on the grounds that
their businesses are relatively new—even in the case of broadcasters that have been established for nearly
10 years.

12. Pact has called for the removal of the “where practicable” clauses for European works and
independent productions. These clauses are in Pact’s view being abused by broadcasters in order to avoid
their responsibilities under the directive.

62 Communications Act 2003, section 278 (1) (a): “The regulatory regime for every licensed public service channel includes the
conditions that Ofcom consider appropriate for securing that the time allocated, in each year, to the broadcasting of original
productions included in that channel is no less than what appears to them to be an appropriate proportion of the total amount
of time allocated to the broadcasting of all the programmes included in the channel.”

63 Ibid, section 267 (1).
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3. Viability of Existing Funding Models for ITV, Channel 4 and Five

Failure to evolve

1. The analogue era has been dominated by an oligopoly of terrestrial broadcasting groups, with the
resulting restrictions in choice in how the public accesses content.

2. Traditionally secure in their dominance of the advertising market, the incumbent commercial
terrestrial broadcasters have often been slow to develop alternative revenue streams. ITV has to date failed
to deliver an eVective online strategy beyond purchasing Friends Reunited for £172 million, while Five did
not even launch digital channels until 2006.

3. Along with failing to develop their own alternative funding models, there is a long history of the
dominant terrestrial broadcasters actively seeking to stifle others from creating new services that might
compete with them. Between them, ITV, Channel 4, Five, the BBC, and their spin-oV channels account for
95% of non-news spending on original primary rights commissions.64 Historically, this dominance has
enabled them to bundle additional rights, such as new media, into the main television license and
“warehouse” rights—ie deliberately not exploit secondary rights to programmes in an eVort to deny new
entrants to the market access to content.

4. This creates a danger that new entrants will be excluded from developing new platforms and services
with UK content, resulting in a significant loss to both the viewer and the UK content creation sector. The
result has been to force secondary distributors to fill up their schedules with imported programming, a legacy
with which we are still living today.

5. The 2003 Communications Act successfully addressed this oligopoly of the terrestrial-based
broadcasting groups by introducing new Codes of Practice between broadcasters and independent
producers. Under the Act, and the Terms of Trade created as a result of the Act, there must be a clear
distinction between the types of rights in question when a programme is commissioned. A broadcaster
retains key rights, notably the primary transmission. However, the producer retains certain secondary and
ancillary rights, such as video-on-demand, and is thereby allowed to benefit from the exploitation of the
content that they have created.

6. While the impact of the Codes is only starting to be felt, they have begun to increase the variety of ways
in which content is delivered to the public and stimulate sustainable growth in the independent production
sector. In its recent review of the television production sector, Ofcom concluded that the industry consensus
was that the Codes were working well and helping to underpin growth in the sector:

“It was felt that the Codes had had the eVect of stimulating investment in original production and
encouraging competition and growth. Comments also suggested that the Codes had been key in
terms of creating an environment that: encouraged risk-taking; attracted and retained the best
talent; and had been important in relation to UK companies’ ability to compete globally.”65

Pressure on current model: cyclical or structural?

7. Pact recognises that commercial broadcasters now face certain pressures on their advertising revenue
streams, although it is important to bear in mind that they still remain dominant, both in terms of today’s
advertising market and in their spending on programming.

8. Analogue advertising revenues are today higher than they were a decade ago. They peaked in 2000 far
beyond all previous levels, then fell back from this record high, but have climbed since, as shown below:

64 UK TV Content in the Digital Age—Opportunities and Challenges, Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates for Pact, page 3.
65 Review of the Television Production Sector—Statement, Ofcom, page 9.
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Net Advertising Revenue for Terrestrial Channels 1997 - 2005
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9. Debate has raged about whether the slowing of advertising growth on analogue channels is due to
cyclical factors, or structural changes linked to the growth of digital media. Clearly there are certain
pressures on advertising at the terrestrial channels, but in our view these concerns may have been
exaggerated. Broadcasters often have a vested interest in arguing that their dominant position could be
undermined in the multi-channel era. In reality, current pressures are at least in large part due to cyclical
trends in the advertising market, along with regulatory mechanisms particular to ITV1, rather than just
structural issues such as fragmenting audiences.

10. A recent independent study concluded that as much as 70% of the recent decline in growth in the
advertising market is due to cyclical factors such as the wider economy, with the remaining 30% downturn
reflecting structural issues such as fragmenting audiences and internet advertising.66

11. Predictions for the future impact of PVRs should also be treated with caution. Patrick Barwise and
Sarah Pearson’s recent study on PVR viewing habits concluded as much, casting doubt on predictions that
the devices will have reduced commercial audiences even by as little 10% in the next few years.67

12. Crucially in ITV1’s case, there are specific regulatory factors aVecting advertising revenues. The
contract rights renewal (CRR) mechanism has had a significant impact on advertising revenues. This
regulatory mechanism was proposed by ITV as a way to ensure it did not abuse its dominant market position
following the merger of Carlton and Granada. Under this system, advertisers’ spending on ITV1 reduces in
line with a fall in ratings. ITV’s advertising revenues are therefore directly linked to the popularity of its
programmes. Press reports indicate that the CRR cost ITV £140 million in lost revenues last year, which
would represent the chief factor in ITV1’s overall decline.

13. Having slumped last year, ITV1 may now be showing signs of stabilisation. Net advertising revenues
fell by 12.5% (or about £182 million) in 2006, but we understand that revenues are predicted to be down
only by 7% (about £105 million) next year.

14. It should be noted that the ITV group has been able to oVset at least a large part of current declines
in advertising revenues at ITV1 through growth at its digital spin-oV channels. ITV1’s net advertising
revenue fell by 3% (£45 million) in 2005, but rose at the group’s remaining channels by 91%, hitting £111m.
This resulted in a total rise in advertising revenues at the ITV group of 3% year on year.68

15. Going forward, commercial terrestrial networks are likely to remain the dominant force in the
advertising market well into the digital age. Terrestrial channels are predicted to account for 60% to 70%
of available advertising revenues by 2015, according to independent research commissioned by Pact from
Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates.69 This will be helped by commercial networks being likely to see their share
of advertising revenue fall more slowly as they raise the price of their advertising to partially compensate
for losing share. This has happened with ITV over the last 12 years.

16. Predicted advertising revenues for the terrestrial-based broadcasting groups grow further once their
digital spin-oV channels, such as ITV2 and E4, are factored in. These groups are likely to account for 75%
to 80% of advertising revenues.70 Their spin-oV channels, while not commanding the advertising prices of
the main networks, sell at prices considerably higher than other thematic channels.

66 UK TV Advertising: structural decline or cyclical blip?, Pricewaterhousecoopers, December 2006.
67 PVRs and Advertising Exposure: A Video Ethnographic Study, Sarah Pearson and Patrick Barwise, page 53.
68 The Communications Market 2006, Ofcom, page 202.
69 UK TV Content in the Digital Age—Opportunities and Challenges, Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates, January 2006, page 32.
70 Ibid.
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17. The same broadcasting groups will also continue to dominate spending on new UK programming.
The primary commission provided by these broadcasters currently provides 85% of the lifetime income for
an average new programme. Despite growth in secondary and ancillary markets such as emerging video-on-
demand services, this is likely to remain above 75% in 10 years’ time.71

18. This will perpetuate the conditions that led to many of the analogue model’s restrictions in audience
choice, allowing broadcasters to potentially seek an array of additional rights to be “re-bundled” into the
price they pay for the primary licence for no additional cost and ‘warehouse’ rights, as we have outlined
above.

Developing new funding models

19. Channel 4 chief executive Andy Duncan recently warned that Google would shortly earn more
advertising revenue in the UK than his channel. In Pact’s view, this should not be viewed as a threat to
television. On one level, much of Google’s income derives from keyword advertisers, not traditional
television advertisers. But more importantly, such new services oVer broadcasters, along with content
suppliers, an opportunity to develop potential new income streams, while providing greater choice for
consumers.

20. This has been shown in the new services that terrestrial broadcasters are beginning to develop.
Channel 4’s E4 channel has shown robust growth since switching from a pay service to an advertising-driven
model. Last year, E4’s advertising revenues hit £60 million, compared to £38 million in 2004. We understand
that E4 is forecasting between £90 million and £100 million this year. ITV’s new participation channel, ITV
Play, launched in April 2006 and made £9 million profit in the first half of the year.

21. As Ofcom has pointed out, new services and traditional broadcasting do not have to represent a
“zero-sum game.”72

22. This view has been reflected in Pact’s approach to agreeing Terms of Trade with broadcasters based
on the Codes of Practice in the Communications Act. We have aimed to allow all parties, suppliers and
broadcasters, to generate revenues by oVering content to the public as quickly and as conveniently as
possible. As the recent Terms of Trade over new media rights demonstrate, Pact has been willing to make
concessions in certain highly significant areas, such as a 30-day window that Channel 4 insisted was crucial
to its health.

23. These Terms of Trade do not prevent broadcasters from making any other commercial oVer to
acquire further rights from any producer in order to develop a new service. Indeed, they are structured to
encourage broadcasters to acquire further rights on a commercial basis. Furthermore, if the broadcaster
does not wish to acquire exclusive rights, it is still able to exploit that content on a non-exclusive basis.

24. Requiring broadcasters to acquire rights at a commercial price should not be detrimental to their
wellbeing. Rather, it should incentivise them to exploit those rights in order to recoup their investment by
opening up new funding models—and in the process stimulate the programme supply market by allowing
creators to share in the value chain.

25. Embracing such opportunities, and in the process providing the public with choice and convenience
in how it accesses content, should also help to address IP theft by encouraging the development of
commercial on-demand services that bring UK television content to the market immediately after the first
transmission. If the public is prevented from accessing content by legitimate means, there is every reason to
suggest many people will do so by illegal means. This was clear in the explosion in intellectual property theft
in the music industry.

26. By eventually responding to consumer demand, and making music available in a variety of new online
subscription, streaming and commercial downloading services, the music industry has now created an
increasingly significant revenue stream. Global digital revenues were worth $1.1 billion in 2005. They are
growing rapidly and are now worth 6% of total music industry revenues. Just two years ago, they were
worth 0%.

27. Many people in the UK are already showing a similar propensity in the television content sector,
where the UK market is a leading oVender in the illegal uploading of files. According to a 2005 study, 18%
of people involved in the unauthorised file sharing of copies of television programmes were from within the
UK, the highest of any country.73

28. However, just as the music industry has developed new revenue streams in online and commercial
downloading services, evidence suggests that people will pay for the right kind of television content, if it is

71 UK TV Content in the Digital Age—Opportunities and Challenges, Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates, January 2006, page 3.
72 Review of the Television Production Sector, Consultation Document, Ofcom, January 2006, page 85.
73 Envisional, 2005.
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available for an appropriate price by legitimate means where and when they find it most convenient. Average
household spend on television 10 years ago was around £20 a month, on the television licence and the
average BT bill. Now, over half of UK households are paying five times that for services such as BSkyB,
multi-channel, broadband and mobile telephones.

29. Independent producers have been willing and innovative partners in new media for various
broadcasters, having been pivotal in such services as broadband factual channel 4Docs or Big Brother’s
pioneering interactivity. The way forward is for broadcasters and content suppliers to use their creative
relationship to develop new ways to provide audiences with content that is as high quality as it has been in
the analogue era. In turn, this will provide the public with increased choice in what they want and when and
how they watch it.

4. Case for Public Funding of Broadcasters in Addition to the BBC

1. Public service broadcasting provides a range of fundamental benefits for the UK public. It guarantees
the provision of:

— an appropriate level and range of home-grown programming, as opposed to imports;74

— free-to-air services for all viewers;

— key genres, such as news, children’s and religion; and

— programmes for diVerent audiences, eg children, Nations and regions

2. As noted in section 1, plurality in the number of channels oVering public service programming has been
crucial in providing for a range of tastes and points of view.

3. However, it is clear that that the current regulatory framework governing public service broadcasting
will be become less relevant, and that Ofcom may not have explicit powers to require appropriate levels of
investment in public service content. If a regulatory solution cannot be found, there is a case for the public
funding of content.

“Top slicing”

4. Proposals to “top slice” the licence fee to provide additional funding for commercial public service
broadcasters raise a number of questions. Most importantly, if the BBC were to lose investment as a result,
this must not come out of programme budgets. Otherwise, the overall level of investment in public service
programming would still be reduced and the licence fee will eVectively be used to subsidise commercial
companies.

Public Service Operator

5. As we mentioned in section 1, Ofcom has proposed the creation of a £350 million-a-year public service
operator to complement the BBC. While this broadband platform has some merits, one crucial caveat is the
issue of where this significant amount of funding is to come. Again, simply top slicing the licence fee risks
damaging other genres of public service content, unless it can ensured that the investment lost by the BBC
would not come from programme budgets.

6. We are also concerned over the time frame for the creation of a public service operator. Certain public
service genres are already under threat. If the Government or the regulator waits until switchover to create
an alternative source of funding to the current terrestrial broadcasters, there is every chance that content
creation in some genres—notably children’s programming—will already have been wiped out.

7. In children’s, ITV has already stopped commissioning new UK programmes. This has removed in one
blow the lion’s share of funding from the commercial broadcasting sector for British children’s programmes.

8. We note that Ofcom’s proposals for a public service operator do not include any increase in children’s
programming, Pact has developed various funding models specifically for children’s programming, as we
explain in section 5.

74 This is enshrined in the Communications Act, Section 278, which states that all public service channels must broadcast an
appropriate level of original programmes. The Broadcasting (Original Productions) Order 2004 defines original programmes
as those commissioned by or for a public service channel, with a view to their first showing being on that channel. In practice,
this means they typically are UK-originated.
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5. Future of Key Areas of Public Service Media Content such as News Provision and Children’s
Programming

News and current aVairs

1. Providing independent news and current aVairs programming is an essential part of the fabric of public
service broadcasting. This is enshrined in the Communications Act 2003, which requires public service
channels to include “high quality” news and current aVairs programmes.75

2. However, Ofcom recently found that current aVairs programmes were being marginalised by
broadcasters, stating that:

“Over the longer-term, current aVairs programmes in peak have been reduced both in number and
in the number of editions over the last 10 years; and there has been a move of current aVairs
programming out of peak over the same period.”76

3. Ofcom adds that “all current aVairs programme makers and commissioners interviewed for this report
accept that the genre is under extreme pressure in today’s multi-channel environment.”

4. Regulation excludes news programming from the definition of qualifying hours of independent
programming, and independent producers have therefore not been active in this genre.77 However,
Independent producers are capable of producing high quality news programming, and should be able to
compete with in-house production for commissions in this area.

5. When independent producers have been able to compete for commissions in genres usually reserved
for in-house production, they have produced successful programming.

6. The sustained success of Question Time, produced by Mentorn, over a number of years shows that an
independent production company can consistently deliver one of current aVairs’ most important and
accessible programmes.

The crisis in children’s programming

7. The UK broadcasting sector has entered a critical period for the future of public service children’s
programming. As we will detail, children’s is a key public service genre under the Communications Act 2003.
Yet commercial public service broadcasters are already dramatically cutting back investment in new UK
children’s programming.

8. This is the result of a gradual but steady decline in the level of new UK programming in the children’s
genre shown on commercially-funded public service broadcasters (ITV, Channel 4 and Five) over recent
years, precipitated a series of factors over the last 12 months that have triggered a collapse in investment
new UK children’s programming.

Public support

9. The majority of the public values UK-produced children’s programming, according to Ofcom’s
consumer research for its review of public service broadcasting. Ofcom found that a majority of people
surveyed agreed that:

— all the main terrestrial channels should have an obligation to show children’s programmes
(51%); and

— a high level of that programming should be made in the UK (56%).78

10. Ofcom found that parents were concerned particularly about provision for older children being
inadequate. Parents are worried that 10–12 year-olds are, as a result of this lack of provision, migrating onto
a diet of soaps, MTV and adult content, which is sometimes unsuitable.79

11. The public also judged new programmes of all genres to be important. 80% of people stated that a
high proportion of first-run programmes was important. Only 27% of people felt that popular programmes
from America were important.80

75 Communications Act 2003, Section 279 (1) (a) and (b).
76 Ofcom Review of Public Service Broadcasting, Supporting Documents, Volume 2, 7.1.2 Current AVairs.
77 The Broadcasting (Independent Productions) Order 1991, section (2) (b), excludes “a programme which consists, wholly or

mainly, of news” from qualifying as an independent production.
78 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 1 supporting documents, Volume 1—the role of television in

society, 3. audiences opinions and perceptions, page 29.
79 Ibid, page 30.
80 Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, Phase 1, Ofcom, page 49.
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12. This supported earlier audience research in ITC’s What Children Watch report, which concluded that
parents view programming from the UK as culturally important for their children:

“Parents, especially parents in analogue terrestrial-only homes, are particularly keen that UK-
originated programming should be available for their children to watch. They feel it is more
authentic and culturally relevant and some felt that it had more of an educational value.”81

13. Investigating the educational benefits, the 2004 Digital Beginnings study found that 96% of parents
consider that high quality television programming improves their children’s general knowledge, literacy,
vocabulary, attention, comprehension, sorting and classification:

“Parents are generally very positive about the role of media in their young children’s social,
economic, linguistic and cognitive development. They feel that their children learn a great deal
from film and television and that it has a positive impact on many aspects of their lives.”82

Cultural value

14. An appropriate level and range of UK-originated programming is a crucial part of public service
children’s programming, not least because of television’s role in developing children’s sense of identity.

15. The UK production sector has traditionally excelled in meeting this demand. Nowhere is the benefit
of competition between the BBC and commercial public service channels better illustrated than in the
children’s genre. The competitive duopoly that emerged in the 70s and 80s between ITV and the BBC created
some of the nation’s best-loved children’s programming, and made the UK unrivalled anywhere in the world
in children’s programming. Rainbow, Blue Peter, Magpie, Sooty, The Wombles, Paddington Bear and
Tiswas are amongst the classic, long-running programmes that emerged from this period of creative
competition.

16. Factual programming has created a window onto the world for younger audiences. In this genre,
commercially-funded broadcasters have provided programming ranging from magazine formats such as
Magpie and the hugely successful Rainbow, which explored language and number concepts, to scientific,
historical or wildlife shows like How!, and Prove It!. Arts programming such as Art Attack and The Book
Tower has stimulated creativity and reading, while dramas such as Press Gang or Children’s Ward have
helped children understand social issues or diYcult emotional subjects. Classic entertainment has been
provided in the form of programmes such as The Sooty Show and Noddy, while Thunderbirds fired the
imaginations of a generation of youngsters.

17. Successful contemporary shows from the commercially-funded sector include:

— My Life As A Popat: nominated for Commission for Racial Equality award (ITV).

— My Parents Are Aliens: deals with contemporary family values (ITV).

— Fifi And The Flowertots: promotes environment and health (Channel Five).

— Peppa Pig: celebrates the warmth and humour of family life (Nick Jr).

— A DiVerent Life: teaches about children with unusual lives—from having rare disabilities to living
in the South African bush (Five).

— Rooted: follows children travelling to family’s country of origin (Five).

— Michaela’s Wild Challenge: explores nature and environment (Five).

— Brainiac: science made fun (Sky1).

18. The value of such programming is reflected in the Communications Act, which identifies children’s
programming as a key public service genre. In detailing the areas on which Ofcom must report in its regular
reports on the fulfilment of the public service remit, the Act states that these obligations will be fulfilled if
programmes on public service broadcasters:

“Include what appears to Ofcom to be a suitable quantity and range of high quality and original
programmes for children and young people.”83

19. Along with calling for a range of high quality programming within the children’s genre, the Act
explicitly refers to original programmes. Under the Broadcasting (Original Productions) Order 2004,
original programmes are defined as those commissioned by or for a public service channel, with a view to
their first showing being on that channel. In practice, this means they typically are UK-originated.

81 What Children Watch: An analysis of children’s programming provision between 1997–2001,and children’s views, page 3.
82 Ibid, page 5.
83 Communications Act 2003, Section 264 (6) (h).
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Educational benefits

20. A wealth of research indicates that high quality programming can have a positive eVect on children’s
development. The National Literacy Trust, the UK charity that promotes literacy, has stated that age
appropriate television can improve children’s attention, expressive language, comprehension, receptive
vocabulary, letter-sound knowledge:

“Given the right conditions, children between the ages of two and five may experience benefits
from good quality education television. For this group there is evidence that attention and
comprehension, receptive vocabulary, some expressive language, letter-sound knowledge, and
knowledge of narrative and storytelling all benefit from high-quality and age-appropriate
educational programming.”84

21. Research by Jackie Marsh for the University of SheYeld suggests that, for the majority of children,
television is not passive. They are inspired to do other things while watching—48% talk to the characters
on screen, 77% sing, 69% talk about the programme, and 73% dance.85

22. Most recently, a 2006 University of Chicago study of 800 schools concluded that an additional year
of pre-school television exposure for the students in the model had slightly raised average test scores. The
University of Chicago also concluded that television’s positive eVects on verbal, reading and general
knowledge are largest in households where English is not primary language.86

23. Also this year, a British Film Institute report suggested that the impact of high quality television could
be more pronounced in lower level occupational households. The report found that between 30% and 40%
of households amongst the lowest occupational levels watched more than six hours of television a day,
compared to less than 10% households ranked highest.87

24. Further exploring the social impact, the 2006 University of Chicago study found that high quality
programming can have a particularly beneficial eVect for children from minority groups where English is a
second or additional language. The report concluded:

“The positive eVects we find on verbal, reading and general knowledge tests are largest for children
from households where English is not the primary language, for children whose mothers have less
than a high school education, and for non-white children.”88

Economic value

25. Children’s programming accounts for 15% of all UK programme exports (by airtime), the highest
genre after film and drama. This is an over performance compared to other countries, testifying to the
worldwide reputation of UK children’s programmes. The average level of kids exports for other countries
is 12%.89

26. Children’s programming has therefore been a key genre in the UK television sector’s recent export
success. The UK’s market share of overall television exports is 10%, second only to the far larger US
industry, and substantially ahead of its closest rival Canada, which is on just 3.9%.90

27. A key part of children’s companies’ export success has been their ability to generate a far higher
proportion of revenues from secondary and ancillary sales, including merchandising, than companies
manage in other genres. According to research by Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates, UK children’s and
animation programming generated £105 million in income from the primary commission in 2004, but £219
million in secondary and ancillary use. This means that an average 68% of income from children’s
programmes comes from secondary or ancillary sources. In comparison, the proportion of income generated
from secondary sources for all other UK programmes is just 15.3%.91

28. Without the initial investment from the primary commission, eVectively acting as a “shop window”
for future sales, a company cannot generate the subsequent income from secondary sources and
merchandising. The loss of broadcasters’ initial programme commission of a programme will therefore have
a roughly threefold impact on a production company’s turnover, due to the resulting loss of secondary and
ancillary sales.

84 Television and language development in the early years: a review of literature, national Literacy Trust, executive summary,
page 2.

85 Digital Beginnings: Young children’s use of popular culture, media and new technologies, The University of SheYeld, page 27.
86 Does Television Rot Your Brain? New Evidence from the Coleman Study, University of Chicago, January 2006, page 3.
87 Media Culture: the social organization of media practices in contemporary Britain, British Film Institute, page 53.
88 Does Television Rot Your Brain? New Evidence from the Coleman Study, University of Chicago, page 4.
89 Rights of Passage: British television in the global market, page 14.
90 Ibid, page 3.
91 UK TV Content In The Digital Age—Opportunities and Challenges, Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates, for Pact, January 2006,

page 222.
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29. Independent production companies will be one of the parts of the children’s sector hit hardest by cuts
in production funding at commercial broadcasters. Independents produce around 80% of qualifying
children’s hours for ITV and 84% for Five, the two biggest commercially-funded investors in the genre.92

30. The independent production sector is worth more than £200 million in turnover a year in terms of
companies specialising in children’s and animation. This includes some of the UK’s leading television
companies, such as Hit (Bob The Builder), Ragdoll (Teletubbies), Entertainment Rights (Postman Pat), and
Chorion (Noddy). Aardman Animations (Wallace & Gromit) has acted as a driving force in establishing
Bristol as an internationally recognised centre for the production of and training in animation.

Skills

31. The UK children’s production sector is renowned for developing highly skilled people who go on to
work in other television genres or diVerent sectors. Children’s programming provides a microcosm of all
television genres, allowing people to cut their teeth in children’s drama, entertainment, factual or animation,
before moving on to other areas of television or other sectors such as the computer games industry.

32. Over the last 10 years, a proliferation of animation courses has sprung up—Skillset, the sector skills
council, calculates that there are 44 colleges oVering 159 animation degree courses alone. A decline in the
animation production sector will inevitably make it more diYcult for graduates to secure employment.

33. The skills involved in creating programmes that communicate with children are highly specialised,
and have been developed over decades by UK companies that have built up worldwide reputations. Once
lost, however, there is every chance that these skills will be gone for good. Delaying addressing the current
diYculties facing the children’s sector until switchover in 2012 may well be too late: there could be very little
of an industry left to save.

Recent decline

34. Ofcom’s figures show that there has been a pronounced decline in new UK children’s programming
in recent years on commercial public service broadcasters, ie ITV1, Channel 4 and Five.

Source: Ofcom
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92 Communications Market 2005, Ofcom , page 222.
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35. During this period, new UK children’s programming dropped at all commercial public service
broadcasters. Channel 4’s provision fell almost to zero.
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36. This decline in programming on commercial public service broadcasters has been mitigated by two
factors—the secondary channels dedicated to children on, for example, cable and satellite, and the BBC.
Both are providing welcome additional investment (if modest in the case of the secondary channels), but
both come with significant caveats.

37. In regard to the secondary channels, we urge caution over Ofcom’s figures regarding the levels of new
UK programming that are broadcast on these services. Pact understands that much of what is counted as
British on these channels is, in fact, imported cartoons tied together by short pieces of UK-shot footage and
continuity links. In reality, the vast majority of programming on secondary channels is imported
programming, often originated by their parent companies in the US.

38. Based on best available figures, Pact estimates that secondary children’s channels invest at most £6.6
million a year in new UK kids programming. This is a quarter of what ITV1 invested before it stopped
commissioning new UK children’s programming, as we will explain in the next section. This £6.6 million is
a welcome injection of funds into the sector, but cannot be seen as a replacement for the complete
withdrawal by commercial public service broadcasters.

39. We estimate that the secondary channels have to date barely compensated for the gradual drop in
new UK children’s programming on commercial public service broadcasters in recent years. However, this
was until the current crisis sent investment levels plummeting, as we detail in the next section.

40. Crucially, however, such secondary channels have only limited availability. Only 72.5% of homes
receive multi-channel television on their main set and seven million homes still have no access to digital
television, according to Ofcom.93

41. The BBC has been another compensatory factor, significantly increasing its provision through the
welcome launch of the CBBC and CBeebies channels. This has been enough to ensure that the overall
amount of new UK children’s programming has increased in recent years.

42. In the process, the BBC has become by far the biggest commissioner in the sector. From 1998 to 2004,
the BBC went from commissioning around 40% of new UK children’s hours on all public service
broadcasters to around 60%. Although the BBC’s investment is now more vital than ever for programme-
makers, its increasing dominance has paved the way for a near monopoly in the sector as a result of the
current crisis, as we outline in the next section.

Current crisis

43. As we have outlined above, the level of new UK children’s programming on commercial public service
broadcasters has declined gradually in recent years. Now, however, it is experiencing a crisis. Over the last
12 months:

(a) ITV stopped commissioning new UK children’s programmes 12 months ago. It has continued with
this policy despite Ofcom’s ruling that it is not allowed to cut the amount of children’s hours it
broadcasts each week. Furthermore, it has also cut the total number of hours of children’s hours
to just two per week for January, despite Ofcom’s ruling. At time of writing, ITV claimed that this
was a temporary move.

93 The Communications Market 2006, Ofcom, page 197.
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(b) Pact understands that Five’s commissioning of new UK programmes for older kids (outside the
so-called pre-school genre) is under severe pressure. We have written to Five requesting
confirmation of whether it is cutting commissioning of new UK programming for older children
and await a reply. After ITV, Five represents the single biggest source of investment in new UK
children’s programming, investing £4 million–£5 million a year.

(c) Ofcom has introduced significant restrictions on advertising around children’s programming.
While Pact absolutely accepts these restrictions in view of the need to protect children’s health, this
will act as a further disincentive for commercially-funded broadcasters (ie ITV, Channel 4, Five
and the secondary children’s channels) to invest in new UK children’s programmes.

44. These factors have combined to leave a gaping hole in funding for new UK children’s programming
outside the BBC. ITV’s decision to stop commissioning has removed the biggest investor in new UK
children’s programming outside the BBC in one stroke. ITV invested around £22m a year in new UK kids
programmes; between them, all other commercially-funded broadcasters, including secondary channels,
provide around £10 million.

45. Ofcom’s advertising restrictions will kick in in 2007. Ofcom anticipates a loss of £39 million in
advertising initially. This amounts to more than the total amount (£30 million–£35 million) that all
commercially-funded broadcasters spent on new UK children’s programmes each year before ITV’s
withdrawal. Now that ITV has stopped commissioning, it represents nearly four times the total amount
spent on new UK children’s programming (about £10 million).

46. After broadcasters find alternative advertising revenues, Ofcom estimates the impact from its
restrictions will fall to £23 million a year—still more than double the total spend on new UK children’s
programming by all commercial channels.

47. This is enough to decimate all new UK programming outside the BBC. New UK programmes, which
require a greater funding commitment than simply buying in imported programming largely financed by
overseas broadcasters and public subsidy from abroad, will be amongst the first areas to be axed in order
to make up for lost advertising revenues. Some already have been.

48. Five has responded to the advertising restrictions by publicly stating that:
“These restrictions will deny us substantial revenue and make the economics of producing
children’s programmes a lot more diYcult in the future. The long-term future of UK-produced
children’s programming outside the BBC is bleak.”94

49. The table below represents Pact’s calculations based on best available data of recent and future levels
of investment from commercially-funded public service broadcasters in new UK children’s programmes.

 Current and Predicted Financial 
Investment in new UK Children's 

Programming by Commercial Channels 

In
ve

st
m

en
t (

£m
)

Source: Pact estimates

Year 2005
Year 2007

ITV                  Channel 4                Five                  Cab/sats

94 Five chief executive Jane Lighting, Mediaguardian, 17 Nov 2006.
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50. To explain our methodology, we understand that ITV has in recent years spent £20 million–£25
million on new UK children’s programming. However, ITV closed down its in-house children’s production
department last year and has not had a children’s commissioner for the past six months. To Pact’s
knowledge, ITV has not commissioned a new UK children’s programme from internal or external suppliers
for the last 12 months. This has reduced its investment in new UK programming to zero.

51. Channel 4 is currently not commissioning any new UK children’s programmes, while Five is expected
to scale back children’s programming in genres other than pre-school (we have written repeatedly to Five
and are awaiting a response to confirm this).

52. According to Five, it has traditionally spent £4–5 million on new UK children’s programmes; we have
based our estimates for its future spending on Ofcom’s calculations for the impact of its advertising
restrictions on Five, which we estimate to amount to a £2.1 million loss in revenues.

53. Based on best available date, we estimate that the secondary channels (Cab/sats) spend £6.6 million
on new UK kids programming a year. Based on Ofcom’s estimates for the impact of its advertising
restrictions, we have predicted a drop in spending of around £4.7 million.

Future funding models

54. Pact welcomes the Select Committee’s decision to review the provision of children’s programming as
part of this inquiry, as well as Ofcom’s forthcoming review of public service content. We are asking the
Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport to launch an urgent review of funding for children’s
programming in order to sustain this world-class sector and ensure that a high level of new UK
programming is widely available to the public. We urge the Select Committee to support us in this request.

55. Pact has been developing alternative public funding models for children’s programming. We outline
below a proposal for a Children’s Production Fund, which will invest in suitable UK children’s productions.

56. We also detail alternative models of public funding provided in other countries. In two of these
examples—Australia and Canada—there are also restrictions on advertising around children’s
programmes, as Ofcom recently introduced in the UK. By investing in children’s programming through a
variety of public means these countries have been able to protect children from certain advertising while
enjoying strong indigenous children’s production sectors, ensuring that their citizens can make and watch
their own stories. In these examples, investment comes essentially in four forms:

(a) Direct investment from Government, eg Australia’s Film Finance Corporation.

(b) Public-private partnership, as in the case of the Canadian Television Fund, which is financed by
the Department for Canadian Heritage and cable and satellite broadcasters.

(c) Regulations on commercial broadcasters such as quotas obliging them to broadcast a certain
amount of hours of domestic content or invest a certain amount in types of programming
(Australia has both).

(d) Tax incentives for investing in local production.

57. In Australia and Canada’s case, Government-backed incentives have established these countries as
magnets for international co-productions, attracting investment into local economies from around the
world.

58. In the Republic of Ireland, a combination of tax incentives and public funding, has helped create an
internationally renowned animation industry. The current period of success has seen animation companies
export successful shows across the world. Magma Film’s 2006 animated feature film The Ugly Duckling
And Me sold to 23 countries worldwide, while Brown Bag’s television series I’m An Animal sold to 15
international broadcasters.

59. We have also included a summary of UK support for the film industry, as the conditions aVecting
cinema are comparable to those for children’s television. Both are seen as having a public service or cultural
value, and both suVer from a market failure. In film’s case, that market failure is the domination of
distribution by US studios with their own supply of imported films; in children’s television, Ofcom’s recent
regulation restricting advertising has created a market failure by undermining broadcasters’ ability to attract
the advertising that they need to fund production.

Public funding models for children’s television

Australia

1. Restricted advertising during children’s programming, ban during pre-school.

2. Significant public funding for children’s production: Film Finance Corporation (main public funding
body) invests more than half of its total television spend on children’s programming (£7.2 million per year).95

This is a significant investment considering that the total value of the children’s production sector in
Australia is £34 million a year.

95 Source: Film Finance Corporation annual report 2004–05.
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3. Film Finance Corporation is a wholly-owned Government company funded on a triennial basis which
supplements state support with revenues that it recoups from the productions in which it invests. The
programmes in which the Film Finance Corporation invests are also financed by private sector partners.

4. Commercial free-to-air television channels required to air a certain amount of new, Australian
children’s programming and invest in local children’s production. Pay TV drama channels subject to
compulsory expenditure on new Australian drama.

5. Tax incentives for films and TV series.

Canada

1. Quebec restricts advertising directed to under 13s.

2. Canada provides significant public funding: £18 million a year invested in children’s programming
across the country via the Canadian Television Fund.96 The fund is a public-private partnership, financed
by the Department of Canadian Heritage and cable and satellite broadcasters.

3. 60% of broadcasting schedule must be Canadian content.

4. Tax incentives on regional and national level worth an estimated 15–40% of budget.

France

1. State investment in animation production worth approximately £12 million annually from main public
agency, the CNC.97

2. Additional state funding for children’s genre from CNC as well.

3. Broadcasters required to ensure that 40% of all programming is French.

4. Plus tax incentives.

US

1. Generally the market is much freer—children’s programming open to product placement unlike in the
UK; no restrictions on type of advertising around children’s programming.

2. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting is the largest single source of public funding for public
television and radio programming, with revenues of around $480.4 million, mostly from Congress.

3. Sesame Workshop (formerly known as the Children’s Television Workshop), the non-profit
organisation behind Sesame Street, receives funding from the US Department of Education, the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the Carenegie Corporation of New York and the Ford Foundation.

4. The Children’s Television Act requires each channel that oVers children’s programming to serve the
educational and informational needs of children through its overall programming, including core
educational programming. Core programming is defined as programming specifically designed to serve the
educational and informational needs of children ages 16 and under, and television stations must air at least
three hours per week of core educational programming. These regulations have recently been updated to
apply to digital broadcasters as well.

UK film industry

1. Comparable to children’s television production sector because a) acknowledged cultural value, b)
market failure in both (in film—distribution is owned by US studios; in children’s television—regulation has
restricted advertising).

2. UK film benefits from around £50 million a year in investment through the National Lottery.

3. Tax credits provide filmmakers with approximately 15-20% of production budgets.

Republic of Ireland

1. Significant tax incentives for film and television production through the section 481 clause. A 2002
report from Screen Producers Ireland estimated that the clause provided the Government with a 3:1 return
on its investment. This report also stated that due to the beneficial tax incentives, Ireland is one of the most
favoured international locations for US producers. Unlike the UK film tax regime, the Irish tax credit is
open to television producers as well.

96 Source: Canadian Television Fund annual report 2003–04.
97 Source: The likely costs and benefits of a UK animation fund, Optima.
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2. RTE, the Irish national broadcaster, benefits from both government funding and advertising revenue.
The Broadcast Funding Act 2003 allowed for an increase in RTE’s funding as long as 5% of the rise went
to the Broadcasting Commission of Ireland (BCI) to set up an independent production fund, known as the
BCI Sound and Vision Fund. This is worth about Euros 8.5 million a year. It is aimed at funding
independent television and radio productions that reflect Irish culture, heritage, experience, the Irish
language and adult literacy. Children’s programming is specifically highlighted as a genre eligible for
support.

3. Irish Film Board has a budget of Euros 14 million and is open to television series.

Wales

1. Finance Wales runs the £7 million Wales Creative IP Fund as part of the Welsh Assembly
Government’s strategy for the creative industries in Wales. The fund acts as a gap financier, investing in a
production alongside other funding.

Isle of Man

1. The Isle of Man Treasury introduced a £25 million development fund for television and film
production in 2002.

2. The Isle of Man also provides production credits for television worth up to £350,000 per production.

A children’s production fund

Size

The size of the Children’s Production Fund would be £23 million a year, the same as Ofcom’s estimated
impact on revenues of advertising restrictions after mitigation. This should be reviewed after a period of two
years once the real level of anticipated cuts in children’s programme budgets is clear.

Type of programmes

The fund will be required to invest in a diverse range of programming across all children’s genres. It will
publicly declare the percentage of funds earmarked for each children’s sub-genre each year.

The fund will invest in a minimum number of hours, which it will publicly state each year.

Who qualifies

The fund will be open to qualifying independents.

The fund will be required to invest in a diversity of suppliers.

Any project which secures investment from the fund must qualify for UK nationality under the cultural
test guidelines set out by the Department for Culture, Media & Sport for film.

Investment criteria

The fund will invest a maximum of 30% of the production costs of any one project.

The fund will recoup pro rata and pari passu with other finance.

The fund will have a revenue corridor against the sales agent/distributor where the agent/distributor is
recouping sales advance.

Once the fund has recouped its investment in a project and a contribution to the overhead and running
costs of the fund, it will receive additional income worth one third net of the percentage of equity invested,
capped at 10%. The remaining two thirds net will count as producer equity and be recouped by the producer.

The fund will require that it has the opportunity, if it chooses, to invest on an equal basis in the second
series of any series in which it invests.

Editorial control remains with the broadcaster. However, the fund will only invest subject to approving
a financial plan and may seek additional information and assurances from any other financial party.

Any project other than animation which secures investment from the fund must have a UK broadcast
only licence worth a minimum of 50% of its budget.

Animation projects must have 25% or more of their budget secured from UK sources, including a
broadcaster.

In the case of all projects, this can consist of licence fees from more than one UK broadcaster, for example
deals with a terrestrial and a secondary channel.
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Training

The fund will require that productions in which it invests contribute a significant amount to the IPTF, the
charity that funds training via voluntary contributions from independent television production companies
(administered by Pact). Contributions from productions are set at 0.25% of production budget (cap £8,750).

January 2007

Witnesses: Mr John McVay, Chief Executive, Pact; and Mr Mike Watts, Director, Novel Entertainment,
and Chair, Pact Children’s Policy Group; gave evidence.

Q127 Chairman: We move now to the second part of
this morning’s session, where we are focusing
particularly on the production sector, and can I
welcome John McVay, the Chief Executive of Pact,
and Mike Watts, co-founder and Director of Novel
Entertainment, who also chairs Pact’s Children’s
and Animation Committee. Can I start oV perhaps,
by asking you, as far as the viewer is concerned, what
they care about is what they watch, the content, and
this inquiry is entitled Public Service Media Content,
therefore does it matter where it is made, as long as
the content is fulfilling the public service
requirements?
Mr McVay: I think that is exactly the point. If you
want to deliver high-quality public service
broadcasting then also you want to deliver
innovation in the type of public service
broadcasting. We believe that the way you do that is
by having a plurality of supply, so you have in-house
production and you have external producers
competing to deliver the best ideas to the buyer, the
BBC, ITV, Channel 4, or whatever, and we think the
system we have evolved in the UK between
independent producers and in-house production
leads to the most competitive market for ideas. We
believe very firmly, and indeed our discussions with
the BBC under the new WoCC (window of creative
competition) were predicated on an idea that it is the
ideas that count and therefore we want to have a
meritocracy of ideas so that the best ideas are
commissioned regardless of who is making them.
You are quite right, at the end of the day, the
audience just wants to see a great programme which
is engaging, stimulating and, indeed, sometimes,
even educational. Alex Graham, Chairman of Pact
and also the Chief Executive of Wall to Wall,
unfortunately cannot be here today because he is at
a major conference in Australia, where they are
discussing precisely the consequences and benefits of
the Communications Act in terms of enhancing and
developing a meritocratic programme supply
market.

Q128 Chairman: Although you accept that there is a
role forboth in-house and independent, nevertheless,
what you want to see is UKproduction. The question
is does this Government need to go on intervening to
support the UK production industry or have we
reached a point where probably that kind of
intervention is no longer necessary? I am thinking
specifically about quotas and obligations based on
broadcasters.
Mr McVay: The independent production quota,
which has been in place for a good number of years,
still serves a critical purpose, in that it requires

broadcasters to think about the best idea at a very
minimum level, 25%, and indeed most broadcasters,
where they have moved towards a more meritocratic
system, are now in excess. Indeed, even the BBC,
whichhad quite a pitiful record in complying with the
law, isnowinexcessof25%perannum,onthebasisof
ideas. We discussed with Ofcom, in the review of the
programme supply market last year, that ideally we
would have liked Ofcom to be a bit more proactive in
defining the terms in the market where at such a point
you would not need an intervention, so you could
move to a free and open programme supply market.
They took the view, and we concur with them at this
point, that we are not quite there yet, but I think
certainlywearegoing therightway. I think if theBBC
is true to its word, and indeed if ITV, under its new
regime, wants to get the best programming, then
absolutely they should be commissioning more
independent producers to deliver that.

Q129 Chairman: How do you respond to the concern
expressed by the commercial broadcasters that, for
a variety of reasons, their traditional funding models
are becoming unsustainable and that if they are to
continue to deliver public service content they may
need alternative incentives to do so?
Mr McVay: I think one of the major consequences
over the past years has been the introduction of the
CRR, which seems to have led, and again we do not
have all the figures on this, to a reduction overall, for
all broadcasters, of advertising spend, and hence the
money we can put into programming. I think the
future of the CRR is one which we would hope
Ofcom would look at and have a proper discussion
about. The last thing we want, as producers, is less
advertising spend coming into the television market,
because that funds programming and that funds
public service programming. We recognise that the
broadcasters have concerns about public service.
There are some genres which we think they should
invest in, which are core genres, we think, in public
service. One of the key ones which we think has been
particularly damaged over the past few years has
been children’s programming, where we think there
is an absolute remit for public service broadcasters.
We are using our spectrum and we will continue for
some time to invest in high-quality, original British
children’s programming.
Chairman: We will want to come on to children in
a second.

Q130 Adam Price: In addition to the independent
production quota, we have the quota for “out of
London” production as well. Do you think these
quotas are necessary and have they been successful?
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Mr McVay: We worked very hard in Parliament,
during the passage of the Communications Act, to
make sure that there was a duty placed on
broadcasters to commission more programming
from out of London; 40% of my member companies
live and work out of London and we feel that the
broadcasters could do a lot more, particularly the
BBC. There was quite a lot of debate about
Manchester and should there be a BBC studio in
Manchester. Our view has been always that if you
want to see culturally diverse television in the UK it
is not really just about bricks and mortar, it is about
returning work, it is about giving people series and
returning series. We think all the broadcasters can
do an awful lot more to commission more returning
series from out of London, to create stable
production bases in CardiV, Bristol, Glasgow,
Leeds, Manchester, where talent does not have to
come to London, if actually you live and work in an
area, or talent from London can go to live and work
there as well. That is an issue more about the
commissioning of the sustainable productions going
forward. The history so far has been very mixed.
Channel 4, for instance, tend to commission a lot of
singles and short runs, which is great when you get
one, but it is quite hard to attract a major bit of talent
back to Belfast if you have got only two
programmes. They are not going to get their kids out
of school, sell their house in London and move back
to Belfast, even if they really want to, on the basis of
that sort of work. We think that all the broadcasters
could do a lot more to have a more coherent strategy
to deliver more sustainable programming and
therefore more clusters of creative industries across
the UK. We have been pushing for some time for the
BBC to commission at least 50% of its network
commissions from out of London, in the same way
that ITV is required to. Unfortunately, ITV gives
most of that 50% to its own licensees’ production
outfits; we would like to see a far broader spread
across the country.

Q131 Adam Price: Five has placed a self-imposed
target of 10%, which it overachieves, I think it is
nearer to 30%. All of that is voluntary. Do you think
that is a successful model? Why should there be
compulsory quotas if voluntary targets can be set?
Mr McVay: Five is an interesting case in point
because it is a publisher-broadcaster, it does not
have any in-house production, unlike BBC and ITV,
and it is achieving beyond 10% because it is getting
great ideas from companies based across the
country, so we welcome that. We hope it continues
going that way and certainly we applaud the fact
that they have reached nearly 30%. For the big
production broadcasters, like ITV and BBC, I think
unless you require them to spread that benefit across
the country, with some clear minimum position,
then absolutely they will consolidate, because they
will argue that it is cheaper to have everyone in
London and have a metropolitan production base.
Indeed, the consolidation of ITV, through their
licence, has been brought up over a number of years
and has seen that precise process happening. We
think that, again, if you move in the short term to

have interventions to create a strategic change, to
create some intervention for a purpose, once you get
to that purpose then you should not do it, because,
hopefully, the ideas, the production base, in
Manchester, or Glasgow, absolutely will deliver, and
that is the only thing that matters, that you are
getting great ideas.

Q132 Adam Price: If we look beyond regional
programming, we have had a large number, I think
13, of submissions on local television; there is an
enthusiastic community of support out there,
clearly, for local television. Do you think that will
create a new market for your members on a smaller
scale in a local area?
Mr McVay: I will go back to my personal career,
without boring you. I grew up in the 1970s and
1980s, and one of the most significant things in my
life was a thing called The Workshop Movement,
which came about when Channel 4 was created,
which eVectively was local television, it was local,
subsidised production, and that was a great training
base for me and many of my colleagues in the
industry. I think local television has a very
important role, partly to identify talent, to help that
talent get trained, to give diVerent voices, to
encourage cultural diversity; we think it is a very
important place for people to understand and
engage in broadcasting at a very local level, and
hopefully that is the beginning of a career. I think
one of the other ways in which local television can be
really important is enhancing and increasing the
diversity of our industry as well, which I think, by all
accounts, and certainly from every recent statistic, is
still not really as representative as it should be. I
think local television, like local radio has been
traditionally in the past, can be a really good focus
for talent to get together, maybe to make
programmes like you would not see on network
television but which actually are good programmes
in terms of helping get a career started.

Q133 Philip Davies: One of the areas of public
service media content which has been under a bit of
pressure is children’s programming. To start with,
there are some of us, perhaps a minority of us, who
believe that the recent Ofcom intervention on so-
called junk food was a triumph for the nanny state
and will not make any diVerence to childhood
obesity but could have quite a devastating impact on
children’s programming. What would be your view
of that?
Mr Watts: We think certainly it will have a
devastating eVect. Obviously, Ofcom’s restrictions
on food and drink advertising are coming into force
very soon, and Pact accepts that is going ahead so we
are not here to argue about that. It is quite evident
that, on the basis of Ofcom’s own findings, some £39
million a year is going to come out of support for
programmes as a consequence. This is significantly
more than is being spent currently by the
commercial broadcasters and public service
origination of UK children’s programmes. At a
point when also ITV has cut back significantly its
whole involvement in children’s television by
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stopping commissioning, we will be seeing a double-
whammy eVect, which is the food ban will reduce the
amount of available funds to go into programming
and commission broadcasters and, at the same time,
ITV has pulled out. Yes, we do think the eVect is
devastating; we think it is the beginning of a crisis in
children’s production. We feel it is something we are
experiencing right now and it is going to become a
lot worse.

Q134 Philip Davies: You mentioned ITV stopping
commissioning children’s programming, but Ofcom
prevented them from reducing the amount of
children’s programming which they broadcast.
Where do you think the focus should be on
obligations between commissioning and
broadcasting; is the important thing the
commissioning of the programmes or the
broadcasting of them?
Mr McVay: The problem we have is in the
Communications Act, that Ofcom have no powers
to impose a certain amount of original spend in PSB
at all. The way it works is that they can look at the
number of hours of broadcast and require ITV to
broadcast eight hours a week; now if ITV have been
canny and have commissioned many, many hours,
they have a lot of stock to broadcast without
commissioning one more hour of any original
programming. If their hours were reduced this year
by two, say, which they may be, Ofcom have yet to
announce their new agreement, then ITV have
another two hours of stock to play out over the year,
so they can meet the terms of their licence absolutely
but they do not need to commission one more
minute of children’s programming to do that.

Q135 Philip Davies: Do you think they should have
to commission this?
Mr McVay: We think, in some core public service
genres, the Communications Act is now being
tested; there is a tension there, clearly, for what we
would see as the soft underbelly of public service
broadcasting, children’s programming, when there
should be some specific requirements on investment
in original programming. Another way you can do it
is, clearly, you can get the mix between British
programming and acquired programming.
Acquired programming will be less, or it is
producing such high volume it is a lot cheaper to
acquire or invest in than the original British
children’s programming. We think there needs to be
some more specific clarity on this. I think overall the
Communications Act has been a very useful tool.
The last Ofcom PSB review we thought was very
intelligent, there was a very good debate around
public service, but it does leave a hole there saying a
broadcaster like ITV basically cannot spend one
more pound and still meet its licence.

Q136 Philip Davies: You mention in your
submission that some children’s programming is
very successful in that it generates lots of worldwide
sales and I think particularly the focus was on the
under-fives. Why cannot the revenues from these

lucrative and successful programmes subsidise some
of the less successful public service media content for
children’s programming?
Mr Watts: In certain circumstances, that revenue
does; because some of that revenue, when it is
generated by independent productions which
perhaps are being distributed by distributors like
BBC Worldwide, by some mechanism or other, does
come back in. I think what one has to remember
about this is that the area in which largely revenue is
generated amongst children’s programmes is in the
pre-school area, essentially it is the programmes for
the very young, which represents only about 10% or
12% of the total production in the UK of children’s
programmes. When there are toy activities, or
licensing activities, or merchandising revenues, it is
centred round only a very, very small percentage of
the total children’s programmes. Programmes like
drama and factual and entertainment, and
programmes like Art Attack, programmes which
stimulate activity, which are very much UK-centric
programmes, do not generate licensing and
merchandising revenues which then naturally would
come back and provide somebody with the
opportunity perhaps to go back into the funding.

Q137 Philip Davies: It does already subsidise it; the
successful ones already do subsidise the less
successful ones?
Mr Watts: Yes; eVectively. You could look at it that
way. You could say that, essentially, some of the
genres of programming are supported by the genres
of programming which do generate a lot of
international television sales. Clearly, those pre-
school programmes do play in 50 countries or 100
countries, and they do provide for whoever is
distributing that programme, or whoever invested in
that programme, some opportunity to underwrite
other programmes.

Q138 Philip Davies: In your submission, you were
wanting to ask the Secretary of State for an urgent
review of funding for children’s programming and
there was talk of a children’s production fund of
about £23 million. Where did you get the figure of
£23 million from; what does that do? How would it
work and where would you expect the money either
to come from or go to?
Mr McVay: I will come back to the figure, but I
think we would start from a bigger question. I think
Mike is right that we are facing a crisis in children’s
production. I think it is a direct eVect of a market
intervention, i.e. with food ad restrictions, there is a
market failure looming on the horizon for children’s
programming. The question is, as a society and as
Parliament, do we want to have children’s
programming; if we want to have original, British
children’s programming available across our
broadcasting networks, what can we do about it.
One idea we have come up with is a fund, because we
see a crisis looming, we think that there needs to be
some form of intervention; the £23 million is the
exact replacement, more or less, of ITV’s exit from
investing in children’s programming. However, we
believe that is probably not enough strategically,
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going forward, and we think there would be a far
bigger fund needed in order to provide a diverse
range of children’s programming, which would be
available on terrestrial, digital, cable and satellite.
They would be available to a number of
broadcasters; so that if you switch on a niche
children’s cable and satellite channel, instead of
seeing only acquired programming, you will see
some original, British children’s programming
because there will be a way to fund it to get it on
those channels. Those channels do not invest
significant funds, only about £6 million a year, in
original programming, so if the commercial
broadcasters exit there will be a large deficit of at
least £23 million, potentially more than that, but for
us the question is, strategically, how do we tackle
that, how do we take that forward. If we do want
British children’s programming, which I do and I
know Mike does and maybe some people sitting
behind me do, then how can we tackle that, what is
the way to solve that problem.

Q139 Philip Davies: Is this to come from the licence
fee or where is this money coming from?
Mr McVay: We are always conscious of not putting
the cart before the horse. What we are keen to do is
try to get some sort of debate about whether we want
children’s programming; if we do then let us have a
discussion about the best way to fund it. As a society,
if we decide that we do not and we do not care, then
fine, but one of our issues during the debates and the
health debates around the food restrictions last year
was that we felt the idea of children and children’s
programming got squeezed out. Indeed, we are just
about to launch, today, a YouGov survey on what
parents think, because we thought it would be really
interesting to ask the parents what they thought
about British children’s programming. Just to share
some initial statistics on that: 70% of all the parents
we surveyed believed that UK-produced
programmes contribute to the UK’s cultural
identity; 73% agreed that original UK children’s
programming encouraged children to read and play
imaginatively; and 73% agreed that original UK
children’s programming was even more important in
an age of multi-channel television. We think there is
a debate to be had. We would be presumptuous in
trying to prescribe to Parliament, or indeed the
Secretary of State, the exact mechanisms or funds
which were needed, but we think there needs to be a
debate about it.

Q140 Chairman: It is not the case that it is going to
disappear. We have two dedicated channels, CBBC
and CBeebies, plus quite a lot of content on the main
terrestrial BBC network. Your case is essentially
that the BBC, however good it is, is not enough?
Mr McVay: Yes. The BBC itself would be the first to
say that they do not want to be placed in a
monopolistic position, because they do not believe
that is healthy; they believe that plurality is
important, as we believe it is. Clearly, if the BBC is
the only place for children’s television to exist then a
healthy independent sector is not going to exist
because an independent sector, as it is constituted

presently in the UK, has been based on providing
UK children’s programming across all the
broadcasters. If it is solely on the basis of the BBC,
we will not have the healthy sector that we have
managed to build up over the last decade. Going
back into the 1970s and 1980s, when independent
production first started to become a reality, we have
had children’s programmes here which have been
successful on both ITV and BBC. One of the great
things about UK children’s programmes was the
period in the 1970s and 1980s when the competition
between the BBC and ITV was so incredibly strong
and both broadcasters were trying to out-punch
each other to provide incredibly strong
programmes, the sorts of programmes that many
people grew up with and the sorts of programmes
that they watch with their children. If the BBC is the
sole provider we will not have the same varied,
diverse and healthy market for children’s
programmes, and, as good as the BBC is, and they
are very, very good, they cannot possibly supply all
of the types of programming which presently
children can enjoy.

Q141 Paul Farrelly: John, I am sure you will not
mind me revealing your doing your job with “behind
the scenes” lobbying.
Mr McVay: It is my job.

Q142 Paul Farrelly: We met last when we were
discussing the ITV request to reduce its children’s
broadcasts, and, thankfully, very soon after that,
Ofcom denied the request.
Mr McVay: That was the Committee, I think.

Q143 Paul Farrelly: Yes; otherwise ITV’s broadcast
of children’s programming would have paled into
even more insignificance compared with the
explosion of quiz television that we are seeing at the
moment, about which we have been very critical.
Where do you see the roots of the crisis, as you call
it, in original, UK-commissioned children’s
television in this country; what is driving it?
Mr McVay: It is very hard for any commercial
broadcasters to make a return on the money they
have to spend on children’s programming, so for
many years ITV, and Nigel Pickard, who used to be
Head of Network, would defend this on children’s,
it loses the money, so of course, what they will do,
because of their commercial focus, is to say “How
can we get rid of the genre that is losing us money
and replace it with a genre that makes us money?”
That is the natural, commercial instinct, to do that.
The question is, as part of a PSB oVering, should
they spread the risk a bit more and still invest in
children’s programming, in the full knowledge that
it is not going to make them a return, because
actually that is our core PSB duty that is placed on
them. It is no surprise that they will seek to exit
children’s programming and it is no surprise that the
restrictions on food advertising will be used as a
smokescreen in order to justify that as well; that is
the commercial reality. I can understand it, from a
commercial point of view; the question is, from a
public service point of view, is that the right thing to
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do: we do not think it is. We have campaigned, and
we are still lobbying Ofcom just now because Ofcom
have yet to take a view about ITV’s licence going
forward and we do not know what the situation is
with that. It is not surprising that the finances are
driving a commercial broadcaster to exit genres, or
to move into genres which give them a return, that is
their commercial instinct; it is not a quality issue.

Q144 Paul Farrelly: It is the demise of the duopoly
and the more channels the better?
Mr McVay: Yes. I think, on ITV, the other thing I
have got some sympathy with is that there is now
more children’s programming available to children
than ever before. The question is, is the mix of that
what we want; most of it is acquired, most of it is
merchandise-based, and because it is acquired it
bypasses the regulation, so a lot of channels can
provide a lot of acquired programming, hundreds
and hundreds of hours, at a very low cost, compared
with ITV’s position, which is where they have to
invest in original programmes. That is why we think,
with a fund, if we did move to some sort of
centralised fund, which could spread across all the
platforms, you would get more high-quality British
children’s programming everywhere, rather than in
just one place.
Mr Watts: Since the beginning of this year, I think
you would probably know, ITV has avoided, so far,
broadcasting its eight hours of required children’s
programmes a week and has been broadcasting only
two hours a week, which it is broadcasting on
Saturday and Sunday mornings. During the
weekday, on ITV1, where traditionally children’s
ITV has been residing for the past 50-odd years, they
have been running repeats of Inspector Morse and
Midsomer Murders and it will come as no surprise to
you that, in terms of commercial ad revenue, that is
generating more ad revenue for them than the
children’s programmes which traditionally were in
those slots. Obviously, when this argument is played
out, presumably ITV will be saying, understandably,
that they cannot support children’s programmes
because they can replace it with other programming
which is less expensive and generates more ad
revenue.

Q145 Paul Farrelly: I cannot possibly follow all the
kids’ programmes that my little ones are watching,
so what you have said is that ITV at the moment are
avoiding their requirement?
Mr Watts: Not technically.
Mr McVay: They are not required to say to Ofcom
which slots in the day they will transmit, it is over the
year, so they can play catch-up in the year.

Q146 Paul Farrelly: They can average it out?
Mr McVay: They can do that, yes.

Q147 Paul Farrelly: That is a technical loophole.
Mr McVay: That is allowed under the
Communications Act.

Q148 Paul Farrelly: Is it a loophole which should be
closed, do you think?

Mr McVay: I think you close that loophole if you go
down the road of saying that you must spend X
amount per annum on original children’s
programming; then you should say, “Well, if we’re
going to do that, where are we going to see it?” I
think those two things go together. If you are not
going to do that then it is going to be pretty hard to
say where they should transmit it.

Q149 Paul Farrelly: We will see very little now but
come the Easter holidays there will be more?
Mr McVay: You might find an awful lot, yes. In the
school breaks, you might find that large parts of the
schedule have children’s programming.

Q150 Chairman: ITV are under huge financial
pressure, which is one of the purposes of this entire
inquiry. Given the Government’s intervention in
removing a considerable source of their advertising
revenue for children’s programming, so forcing
them to continue to broadcast a set number of hours,
when actually, economically, it is not going to be
profitable for them to do so, it is probably not the
right route. Therefore, would you prefer your
solution, of some kind of financial help?
Mr McVay: Yes; the two routes. You do something
which is a legislative, regulatory intervention,
requiring investment in programming and where
you can see it, which I agree has got many issues for
commercially-funded broadcasters; or, if you do
agree that we need to have children’s programming,
what is another way to do it. That is why we have put
both positions, because they are both options, and
certainly I would anticipate the Communications
Act will come up for review some time in the next
two years, as the tensions within it start to overheat.
What we are trying to do is position a debate and an
argument for Parliament, and indeed for society. We
will be releasing our research today to the press,
because we think one of the voices that was not
heard clearly on the issue of children and children’s
programming was the voice of the parent. Another
interesting statistic from our survey, and I know this
because I have got three boys, one of the first things
I do with DVDs is go out and buy the DVDs I loved
as a child to show them to my kids. I may be the last
generation which is going to be able to do that,
because if we do not have British children’s
programming my kids will not have British
children’s programmes to show to their kids; and
77% of parents felt that was a really important part
of their family, sharing their fond memories of their
programmes with their children. Indeed, when the
BBC relaunched Dr Who I was more excited than my
kids, and it was because I was so excited that they got
so excited. I think there are some important things
here about our families and our children, and if we
are not careful we will lose them.

Q151 Paul Farrelly: Let us not forget The Clangers,
Chairman.
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Mr Watts: And the clappers on The Clangers.

Q152 Chairman: Having spent Sunday sitting
through Charlotte’s Web, actually I can see some
advantages.
Mr McVay: Hopefully, we have not had any
clangers today.

Q153 Mr Evans: I think, like Philip, the whole
situation is mad anyway, with this advertising stuV.
They will be blindfolding children going round
supermarkets next, because that is the ludicrous
extension of where we are going on this. Do you
know of any international examples where they have
banned or controlled advertising amongst children’s
television, and has this had a similar impact?
Mr Watts: Yes; there are a number. Sweden is a
famous country which is always held up as one in
which no advertising of any shape or form is
permitted around children’s programming. I am not
an expert on the children’s obesity rates in Sweden
but it might be worth somebody having a look at it.
There are countries where funding is available to
support and encourage investment in children’s
programmes where advertising restrictions also
apply. Australia is a good example of this and
Canada is a good example of this, where there are
advertising restrictions around children’s
programmes in certain sectors, and in Australia and
Canada there are very, very healthy funds or tax
breaks or incentives which for some time now have
successfully been stimulating production of
children’s programmes.

Q154 Mr Evans: Do you think this is just a general
malaise and that perhaps the advertising restrictions
add to the malaise, that if there were no restrictions
coming in there would still be a problem with
children’s television?
Mr Watts: Yes.
Mr McVay: Yes. For a few years now, we have been
discussing the creation of some sort of fund
previously around children’s animation, because
there was a real issue with that, because animation
is a very expensive way of production. What we saw
about a year and a bit ago was that there was a whole
move within children’s where we felt that was not
just one type of production process, or genre, which
was under threat, it was an entire genre in itself
which was coming under pressure.

Q155 Mr Evans: Let us give it five years then; let us
fast forward five years: ITV?
Mr McVay: No children’s.
Mr Watts: Channel 4, no children’s for some time;
Five, less. Five invests probably about £4 million-£6
million a year in children’s original programming in
this country. They are also obviously under pressure
because of the food and drink restrictions.
Nickelodeon, which is the only notable one of the
cab/sats which has any kind of visible investment,
gains something in the order of about £4 million-£5
million, but obviously they are feeling the pinch too
because food and drink advertising restrictions will
aVect them also. We believe that what will happen,

actually in less than five years, is that we will go from
a situation of about £35 million a year, invested by
the commercial broadcasters in public service
broadcasting of children’s programmes, down to
something like £5 million.

Q156 Mr Evans: Do you think any of this has got
anything to do with the migration of youngsters
onto the internet, and do you think that you will see
provision of children’s entertainment, call it what
you will, we are talking about quality entertainment
here, that it will migrate to the internet and that may
get round some of the commercial diYculties which
exist currently?
Mr McVay: The problem we know with all the
internet aggregators and providers is that none of
them puts money into original content; that is not
their business, they are not commissioners and it is
very expensive to set that up. You can see, at this
stage in their business, they are not really going to set
up an entire commissioning team for content. I think
what the internet does, and I know this from my own
children, is that where you have got great
programming on television, which is a call to go and
do something on the internet, cosies or something
else, it is a fantastic way to get them into multi-
platform. There is nothing to stop programmes in
the future being available to children downloaded
from a children’s internet portal, there is nothing to
stop those, and I hope to see those things happening.
What is very clear, going forward, is that people will
not be watching television as much as they have
watched it in the past, but I think there is still a place
for great children’s content to be made available to
British children, and if that is through the internet,
mobile ’phone, PSP, whatever it is, I think that is all
to the good.

Q157 Mr Evans: They will be fairly indiVerent as to
how they get it, as long as they get it?
Mr McVay: Yes. I think the platform is just going to
be a fact of life; we will use diVerent platforms for
where we are, what we are doing, what we are
interested in. The question is how you get the
content there in the first place.

Q158 Mr Evans: I am just interested as well that if
this migration does happen to diVerent sorts of
platforms, either with product placement or indeed
the advertisers sponsoring things on the internet,
that is one way of them getting round it?
Mr Watts: Yes.
Mr McVay: Whether they will be as interested in
what we would see as PSB children’s programming
or not is another matter.

Q159 Mr Evans: In the meanwhile, they will have
seen the destruction of children’s television on the
traditional platform?
Mr McVay: Yes.
Mr Watts: Some producers are trying to find
interesting ways to transport some of their
programming onto the internet so that whilst the
child has watched the programme on air then they
can go and play oV air on the internet. There are
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programmes out there which are being developed
which you can find, a limited number but there are
some where this notion of multi-platform is being
developed, but there is no commercial model right
now. Nobody has worked out how to turn a form of
oV-air, internet entertainment into a commercial
model; it is all free access.

Q160 Chairman: Does Pact represent the games
production companies?
Mr McVay: No, we do not. They have their own
games trade association, called TIGA.

Q161 Chairman: Is there a case perhaps you see in
the future, given that there is a sort of slow coming
together of all these diVerent media, that you might?
Mr McVay: We have been holding very useful
discussions with them about common issues. I think,
critically, for governance, going forward, we are
very keen to make sure that the role of content
producers and IP creators is clearly understood,
because it is a major part of the UK economy, it is
growing faster than most other parts. Indeed, the
independent sector, from our recent survey, is
growing at 9% year on year. I was in LA in
November and on the front of USA Today was “Brit
formats rule networks,” which was very useful as we
were going round all the US networks at the time.

Q162 Alan Keen: You seem to have no doubt about
being in favour of some public funding for children’s
broadcasting, but when it comes to the
Government’s intention to look at the possibility of
distributing public funding wider than the BBC you
have got reservations and the top-slicing you fear
for. Could you expand on that?
Mr McVay: I will be very honest, we are quite
conflicted on that, because I represent drama
producers, factual producers, entertainment
producers and children’s producers, so, in a sense, if
you top-slice are you robbing Peter to pay Paul, so
where does the money come from, are you robbing
the licence fee-payer from a drama budget in order
to fund something else. I think that is a diYcult
judgment call, particularly for me, when I say it. I
think it is an issue about the top-slicing argument. I
suppose the other point about that is if you use the
top-slice to fund ITV to make children’s
programming, are you just rewarding ITV
shareholders, because they have pocketed that
money in the past. I think that is a diYcult argument
as well.

Q163 Alan Keen: What are the dangers though of
top-slicing the BBC’s money and distributing it
more widely?
Mr McVay: One, I think, if you did top-slice, if you
did go down that route then what is the mechanism
for that. Certainly, from where we sit, we would like
to see much of the market involved in that, rather
than having our, what is often mooted, arts council
of the airwaves type approach. I think the more you
move it away from the realities of the television
market and television audiences the less likely you
are to get a good return on that investment. I think

the mechanism is an important one on that. The
other point is, if it came out of other programme
budgets then other producers are not getting the
budgets to deliver quality programming which BBC
licence fee-payers quite rightly expect they should
get.

Q164 Alan Keen: If somehow I could force you to
say yes or no to taking any money from the BBC,
what would you say at this moment?
Mr McVay: I would say, no, at this point in time,
until we were really assured about where it came
from within the BBC, what it is used for and how it
is going to be delivered.

Q165 Alan Keen: If you were not allowed to wait, if
you had to say now, you would say, no?
Mr McVay: I would say, no, at the moment.
Mr Watts: I would say, no, too, because the notion
of anything which comes out of programme budgets
surely basically just means that the BBC have less
money to spend on quality programmes, so it just
goes down one column and goes up the other, and
that does not seem to make sense.
Mr McVay: I think our key issue is, particularly in
children’s programming, leaving aside other PSB
genres, we are more interested in trying to argue that
there needs to be a strategic intervention which adds
to the pot rather than it is the same pot. I think that
is the question.

Q166 Chairman: Which brings us neatly on to Mr
Richards and the PSP; is that something you find
more attractive?
Mr McVay: We argued, during the Philip Graf
review of BBC online, that the BBC should be
required to commission more content externally
because this would help build up the skills and
creative knowledge for delivering content on
broadband, or, at that point, as it was called, the
internet. I think the PSB could be a sort of Channel
4 moment, whereby if there was an intervention it
could establish within that platform a diVerent PSB
sensibility than what may be delivered by the
market. Again, I think that is a question for
taxpayers and Parliament to decide if we want that.
If you look at the way television will be received in
the future, we are convinced certainly that it will be
through broadband by 2015; that space is
unregulated, although Ofcom may have a view
about that going forward. There will need to be some
place in that new platform which is unregulated and
huge, in terms of the content available, where you
maybe find things that the market would not
provide, so there may be a Channel 4 moment in
there. In that respect, we are quite interested in it,
but we are not quite sure whether we are there yet. I
think what Ofcom have done, in terms of having a
discussion about it and teasing out the issues, is a
very good way forward, because it allows everyone
to try to test that and see if it is something we do
value and something we think should happen, and
then, again, what is the cart and what is the horse.
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Q167 Chairman: Also it comes back to how you pay
for it?
Mr McVay: It does, yes. I would rather start from
the position of is it something we value and then
work out how we pay for it.

Q168 Chairman: The last time you came to see us we
talked at some length about the rights, and
obviously there has been quite a lot of progress since
then. Five have said to us that one of the things they
see is the most important way in which they can
provide public service material is via new media
platforms, and of course they are constrained from
doing so by the rights. Obviously you fought hard
that essentially rights should rest with the producers,
rather than broadcasters, after a fairly short period.
Do you have any sympathy with Five’s concerns
that they are restricted from doing that?
Mr McVay: I am a bit surprised, because we have
granted Five the use of rights to build up their VoD
and broadband services, and we will share in any
revenues that they generate from those services. I
think it is a reasonable position where, if you own a
right and someone wants to exploit it, you should get

a return for that, obviously they should make some
money from it as well, otherwise why would they do
it, but they are absolutely in a position where they
can acquire those rights. We have agreed with them
a certain VoD window for their programming so
they can monetise it, but there is nothing to stop
them going forward if they think there is a
programme, like CSI, or something else, which they
acquire from America. If there was British
programming they thought was a “must have” there
is nothing to stop them negotiating commercially
with a producer to take those rights and then
exploit them.

Q169 Chairman: Obviously having to pay an
additional sum to do so?
Mr McVay: Yes, I think so, in the same way that we
have to pay Tarrant, we have to pay actors and
everyone else who has got a right in the programme.
If broadcasters exploit something, I think it is
reasonable for them to pay rights’ owners when they
are exploiting that content.
Chairman: I do not think we have any more. Thank
you very much.
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Memorandum submitted by Channel 4

Introduction

Channel 4 is a publicly owned, not-for-profit broadcaster operating in the UK. It was established in 1982
as a publisher-broadcaster required to commission originated content from the independent production
sector. Its core public service channel, Channel 4, is a free-to-air service funded predominantly by
advertising and sponsorship. It also operates a number of other services, including the free-to-air digital
television channels E4, Film4 and More4; a video-on-demand service, 4oD, which is available via PCs and
on cable; and an expanding range of new media services at channel4.com, including the broadband
documentary service FourDocs.

Channel 4 is also a majority (51%) shareholder in Oneword Radio, a speech radio service providing
serialisations of best-selling books, drama, comedy, interviews and film reviews. Oneword is available
nationally on the Digital One DAB digital radio multiplex, and on Sky, Freeview, ntl cable and on the
internet. Channel 4 has announced its intention to bid for the second national digital radio multiplex licence.
In June 2006, Channel 4 Radio was launched and is available for download and to listen online at
www.channel4radio.com.

Unlike the other commercially-funded public service broadcasters—ITV1 and Five—Channel 4 is not
shareholder owned. Commercial revenue is only a means to delivering our public purpose end. Any surplus
revenues are reinvested in the delivery of the public service remit and not paid out as shareholder dividends.
By contrast, ITV1 and Five’s overriding objective is to deliver shareholder value, and for them public service
requirements have historically been the cost of gaining access to the analogue spectrum.

Channel 4’s public service remit is set out in the Communications Act 2003, and requires: “The provision
of a broad range of high quality and diverse programmes which, in particular:

— Demonstrate innovation, experiment and creativity in the form and content of programmes.

— Appeals to the tastes and interests of a culturally diverse society.

— Makes a significant contribution to meeting the need for the licensed public service channels to
include programmes of an educational nature and other programmes of an educative value.

— Exhibits a distinctive character”.

The commitment to innovation and risk-taking set out in the remit are at the core of the commissioning
decisions taken by each department in the organisation. Channel 4 is also committed to delivering certain
amounts of programming in key PSB genres as set out in its licence: in 2006, it provided 14 hours of
Education programmes each week, six hours of news, four hours of current aVairs and one hour of religious
programming (meeting and in some instances exceeding the minimum licence obligations).

The Channel’s unique approach to creativity, and its focus on developing new talent, mean that we work
with over 300 production companies each year, far more than any other broadcaster, including the BBC
across its entire output. And the quality of our output is clearly recognised by audiences and critics alike.
The quarterly image tracking study that we conduct shows that Channel 4 consistently and clearly
outperforms the other PSB channels when audiences are asked to rate them according to audience-friendly
descriptions of innovation and diversity, such as “Always trying something new”, “Takes a diVerent
approach to subjects” and “Covers ground other channels wouldn’t”. In terms of critical acclaim, Channel 4
punches above its weight in award ceremonies, for example winning Terrestrial Channel of the Year at the
2006 Edinburgh TV Festival, picking up more RTS awards than any other broadcaster in 2006, and often
triumphing at international award ceremonies such as the International Emmys (Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares and Sugar Rush won in 2006, and Channel 4 News has won twice in recent years) and the
Golden Globes (at the 2007 awards, Elizabeth I picked up three awards; and, the Film4-produced The Last
King Of Scotland won Best Actor in a Motion Picture Drama for Forest Whitaker).

Channel 4 also brings significant economic benefits to the UK economy. A recent study commissioned
by Channel 4 from PricewaterhouseCoopers estimated that the overall economic impact of Channel 4 could
be worth up to £2 billion in UK Gross Value Added, and 22,000 jobs spread across the UK. The economic
benefits provided by Channel 4 are a function not only of the scale of its operations but also the proactive
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way in which it intervenes in the programme market—it acts as a form of “angel investor” for the UK
creative economy, identifying and nurturing talent, helping develop regional clusters in the creative
economy, and bolstering funds available to the independent production sector through matched funding
from regional agencies. Through a wide range of targeted initiatives, it provides a “training escalator” for
new talent, helping them develop their creative ideas, win commissions and develop the skills and expertise
necessary to build sustainable businesses.

Executive Summary

Prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age

(i) Channel 4 believes there is strong public and political support for the maintenance of PSB plurality
in the digital age, based on research conducted by Ofcom, DCMS and the BBC. Channel 4, as the
UK’s other publicly owned public service broadcaster, has a critical role to play in delivering this
plurality.

(ii) With the BBC guaranteed a new Charter and licence fee funding for the next decade, we believe
it is vital that competition to the BBC in PSB provision is maintained and viewers are oVered a
diversity of high quality content. This is particularly important in areas such as news and current
aVairs, as well as genres such as comedy, drama and documentary.

(iii) however, the old funding model that has supported commercially-funded PSB is breaking down.
This old model relied on the implicit subsidy aVorded by access to scarce analogue spectrum. We
agree with Ofcom that with analogue set to be switched oV, new sources of support will need to
be found if PSB plurality is to be maintained.

The practicality of continuing to impose PSB obligations on commercial broadcasters

(iv) Post digital switchover it will be insuYcient and unrealistic simply to impose obligations on
commercial broadcasters. In the case of Channel 4 we have no desire to reduce our public service
commitments. As a publicly owned broadcaster our overriding purpose is the delivery of our
public remit. Commercial performance is simply the means to the delivery of this end. But with
the implicit subsidy of analogue spectrum about to disappear it will not be enough simply to will
the “ends” of public service content without putting in place new “means” to support its delivery.

(v) Post switchover, ITV1 and Five will have the option of handing in their licences and continuing
to deliver universal access to their services to viewers via other routes. This makes it impossible to
simply attach onerous obligations to the delivery of the Channel 3 or Five licences. New forms of
incentive will probably have to be found if these broadcasters—and potentially others—are to be
encouraged to contribute fully to PSB plurality.

The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

(vi) We believe that there is probably a case for filling at least some of the funding gap that will be
created as a result of digital switchover through new forms of public funding. However, we are
also particularly keen to identify whether there are alternative means of indirect support (such as
access to additional DTT spectrum) that might be used to maintain Channel 4’s contribution to
PSB plurality.

(vii) In the case of Channel 4, we do not at this stage in the Ofcom Financial Review1 rule out the
possibility of having to access some new form of public funding. However, our strong preference is to
identify new forms of indirect support for the Channel, if possible, as we believe that a plurality of funding
streams has benefited the UK industry and Channel 4’s reliance on commercial income has helped create
an independence and entrepreneurial vitality at the Channel that has been central to its success

The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s programming

(viii) Core public service genres such as News will be most under threat as the old cross-subsidy model
of public service broadcasting erodes. Whilst Channel 4 News is a flagship public service
programme on the Channel, it is expensive to make and has limited potential for revenue raising.
As such, it would be unlikely to survive in its present form—a one hour, peak time programme
containing 40% international news—in a purely commercial environment.

(ix) We believe that maintaining a plurality of independent and impartial news suppliers must be the
overriding priority for the UK’s system of public service broadcasting and welcome, therefore,

1 Ofcom is currently reviewing Channel 4’s contention that it will face a funding gap in delivering its PSB remit in the run up
to switchover. This is due to report in March. Should Ofcom agree with Channel 4’s view, the next stage of its review will look
to identify funding solutions.
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Ofcom’s separate review into the future of news. Clearly the issue of direct funding for news
suppliers is particularly diYcult, given the importance of news being seen to be impartial and
editorially independent from Government.

(x) Ofcom’s proposed restrictions on food advertising to children coupled with indications that ITV1
wishes to reduce its commitment to children’s programming have also prompted a separate Ofcom
review into the future of this genre. Given the limited audience—and advertising opportunities—
for children’s programming we believe this genre is likely to need further public support. However,
we believe in the short-term that ITV1, which has already benefited from significant regulatory
relief, should be held to its public service commitments on kids’ programming. This would give the
regulator suYcient time to respond to the challenges posed by switchover and ensure new
mechanisms are put in place to sustain investment in children’s programming beyond the BBC.

The value of Ofcom’s Public Service Publisher (PSP) concept

(xi) Ofcom identified a funding gap of around £400 million which will disappear from the PSB system
by the point of digital switchover. Channel 4 fully supports the proposal to seek new forms of
public support to replace the value of the analogue spectrum that has provided the historic form
of implicit subsidy for PSB.

(xii) Ofcom has argued that there is a role for public intervention—potentially in the form of a PSP—
to encourage the development of entirely new forms of public service content. Channel 4 supports
the notion that there might be a case for giving public support to bespoke new media PSB content
and services. Channel 4 has already launched some services in this vein, such as FourDocs and
IDEASFACTORY but these could be further developed if public support were available.

(xiii)But a PSP which focuses on new media content would not address the reduction in plurality in the
supply of traditional PSB programming that will result as we approach digital switchover.
Whether or not a new media-focused PSP is established, there will still be a need to find a new way
to support high cost, high quality PSB content to compete with the BBC in the linear TV
environment.

(xiv)Ofcom states that it is open-minded on the issue of whether the PSP should be an entirely new
entity. We believe that there are some strong arguments for an existing player such as Channel 4
to play a leading role in the operation of the PSP. We therefore welcome this open approach from
Ofcom, and look forward to engaging further on its proposal.

The case for provision of public service material on new media

(xv) As set out in response to the question on the PSP, Channel 4 believes there is an important public
debate to be had about whether or not public support should be provided for investment in public
service content in new media. This should not, however, be confused with the debate about how
the funding gap in the provision of traditional high cost TV content might be addressed.

1. The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting (PSB) in the digital age

1.1 It is worth prefacing our discussion of PSB plurality by emphasising the value of public service
broadcasting itself. Notwithstanding the merits of providing public service content via new media platforms
(discussed in subsequent questions below), we believe there will remain powerful and enduring reasons to
continue to support traditional PSB delivered via linear, mass-market scheduled television channels. First,
in democratic terms, the PSB channels are free at the point of use and universally available to all UK citizens;
by contrast, the dominant funding model for the hundreds of multichannel channels provided by Sky Digital
and cable companies is subscription, restricting access to a small proportion of the population. Second,
notwithstanding the gradual fragmentation of audiences, the PSB channels continue to be unique in their
ability to reach mass markets. And third, as a corollary of these first two points, the PSB channels can
generate “water-cooler moments”, stir feelings and provoke debates in ways that neither digital TV services
nor the growing range of new media services are able to do.

1.2 We believe that the prospects for maintaining a plurality of providers of public service broadcasting
in the digital age are mixed.

1.3 On the one hand, there remains overwhelming support from the public and policymakers alike to
maintain plurality of PSB. Recent reports from Ofcom, the DCMS and others (such as the House of Lords
Select Committee on the BBC Charter Review) demonstrate strong support for other public service
providers to compete with the BBC to maintain the provision of a wide range of content, serving the
broadest possible range of audiences, and oVering a diversity of diVerent perspectives.
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1.4 As Channel 4 illustrated in its response to Ofcom’s review of public service television broadcasting,
competition between diVerent broadcasters encourages everyone—including the BBC—to raise their game,
increasing levels of quality in all types of programming. And the notion of “competition for quality” formed
the core of Ofcom’s final report in its PSB review in February 2005. As Ofcom noted (p 3):

“PSB overall is likely to be most successfully provided if there is a range of diVerent suppliers, with
access to diVerent sources of funding, and with diVerent institutional models.”

1.5 Picking up from Ofcom’s report, the DCMS, in its Green Paper on the BBC Charter (A Strong BBC,
Independent of Government, March 2005), also supported the need to sustain plurality:

“Plurality—the existence of a range of diVerent broadcasters—has proved valuable to the existing
PSB system. DiVerent broadcasters tend to oVer diVerent styles of programming to diVerent types
of audiences. They compete to be the best in particular fields of PSB. The result is a better service
for audiences”.

1.6 The fact that Channel 4 exists as a publicly owned, public service broadcaster dedicated to the delivery
of its remit is also an important factor underpinning the positive prospects for maintaining at least some
degree of plurality of provision. Whilst we are commercially-funded, unlike the licence fee-funded BBC, our
primary purpose remains the delivery of our public service remit and we have no desire to abandon that
purpose.

1.7 On the other hand, and in the face of strong support for maintaining PSB plurality, the prospects in
economic terms for achieving plurality are far less certain. A new Charter and Agreement have recently been
put in place to secure the future of the BBC. But the reports referred to above highlight the broad consensus
that having a sole PSB supplier would not be suYcient.

1.8 The key challenge to maintaining plurality is that the UK’s historic system of PSB plurality in which
ITV, Channel 4 and latterly Five, have provided PSB content and competed with the BBC and each other
faces fundamental pressures. Unlike the BBC, these alternative PSB providers have not been supported with
direct public funding. Instead they have relied on privileged access to extremely scarce analogue terrestrial
spectrum. The ability—via this spectrum—to provide universal, free-to-air access to their content and
deliver large audiences has enabled ITV and Channel 4 in particular to charge advertisers significant
premiums.

1.9 The significant revenues delivered by these premiums have underpinned the cross-subsidy model of
PSB, in which profitable, commercially-focused programmes (eg Deal or No Deal or Ugly Betty) subsidise
loss-making public service content such as news and current aVairs. This is not to say that all PSB
programming is loss-making or that all commercially-focused programming is devoid of public value. At
Channel 4, for instance, we strive to deliver maximum impact and audiences with crossover PSB content
such as Jamie’s School Dinners. But the fact remains that a substantial amount of PSB content is loss-
making.

1.10 As a result of the Government’s policy of digital switchover, this historic model is coming under
major pressure. The old indirect support of analogue spectrum is declining in value and at digital switchover
will disappear altogether. Once analogue switch oV occurs all TV sets in the UK, including second and third
sets, will be able to receive a minimum of 30 or so channels. For the first time in the history of commercial
PSB, other commercial channels will be able to reach all audiences across the UK as the Freeview platform
becomes universally available. These channels will not carry the economic burden of PSB obligations and
will be free to broadcast commercially optimal content at all times of the day.

1.11 The impact of this on the commercially-funded public service broadcasters will be profound. For
example, Channel 4’s audience share in analogue homes was 15% in 2006, but the channel’s share dropped to
10.6% in Freeview homes. And in cable and Sky Digital homes, where there are several hundred competing
channels, Channel 4’s share was just 7.1%. As analogue homes make the transition to Freeview or Sky as
part of the switchover process, the inevitable consequence for the public service channels is for their overall
audience share to decline. And this has a disproportionate impact on commercial revenues, as the
advertising premium that has historically attached to ITV and Channel 4 will also tend to fall, exacerbating
further the decline in advertising revenues.

1.12 Whilst a supporter of the policy and a key stakeholder in its achievement, it is important to
recognise, therefore, that the economic impact of digital switchover on Channel 4 is largely negative. In a
purely analogue world, we were gifted spectrum at no cost with limited alternative means of distribution for
competitors. However, since 1998 we have had the additional cost of rolling out the digital terrestrial
television (“DTT”) network and broadcasting on satellite and cable in digital, whilst also continuing to run
our analogue network. We are about to make an even greater investment in digital through rolling out this
DTT network further as a result of Government policy to replicate analogue coverage.

1.13 Furthermore, whilst our competitors enjoy the benefits of major reductions in their licence payments
for analogue spectrum (from over £300 million in 1998 for ITV down to nothing by switch-oV) Channel 4
has been granted no equivalent support. Moreover, whilst we have been allocated a limited amount of digital
terrestrial spectrum at no cost currently, Ofcom have proposed that we should begin paying for this from
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2014. By this point the implicit subsidy of extremely valuable and scarce gifted analogue spectrum that has
historically enabled Channel 4 to fund its public service obligations within the market will have entirely
disappeared.

1.14 In light of the dramatic changes taking place in the broadcasting market, which are overall to be
welcomed as they bring increased choice for consumers and innovation in services, it is, in our view,
impossible to imagine that new policy tools/mechanisms will not need to be put in place to sustain plurality
of PSB and investment in a wide range of content in the digital age. The market alone is unlikely to deliver.
The massive explosion in the number of channels available to viewers has not been matched by a
proportionate increase in investment in original UK content, with most new channels relying on repeats or
acquisitions.

1.15 In its 2004 Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, Ofcom estimated that, in opportunity
cost terms, the value of PSB programming provided in return for access to scarce analogue spectrum was
around £400 million per annum. We agree with Ofcom’s analysis that without further intervention, we will
see this level of investment in PSB content disappear in the digital age (we discuss this further below in Q6).
Channel 4 is seeking new forms of support (see below) that would replace the declining value of the analogue
spectrum that has historically been allocated to the channel.

2. The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

2.1 In response to this question it is important to clarify the significant institutional diVerence between
Channel 4 and the UK’s two other commercially-funded PSB channels, ITV1 and Five. Channel 4 is a
publicly-owned public service broadcaster. The primary purpose of its existence is to ensure the delivery of
its public service remit, as articulated in the Communications Act 2003, the Channel’s licence and its annual
Statement of Programme Policy. Whilst our funding model is essentially the same (we are entirely reliant
on advertising revenue), our commercial success is simply a means to deliver our public purpose ends. Any
surplus revenues made at the end of any year are not paid out to shareholders but reinvested in the Channel.

2.2 In the case of ITV1 and Five, PSB requirements have always been viewed as a straightforward cost
of doing business. As shareholder-owned companies their primary duty is to deliver profits to shareholders.
Providing commercially sub-optimal PSB content (eg regional programming, current aVairs and religion)
has been the price ITV companies have paid to gain access to lucrative analogue spectrum.

2.3 Beyond digital switchover, simply imposing obligations on the commercially-funded PSBs will no
longer be a realistic option. In the case of the publicly-owned Channel 4, whilst the delivery of our PSB
purpose will remain our primary objective, if the economic model underpinning that delivery erodes then
willing the “ends” will not be enough if new “means” are not provided. And for the shareholder-funded
PSBs, it will not be possible to impose PSB obligations in the same way as in the past. Such PSB obligations
have historically been attached to access to valuable analogue spectrum, but as the value of such spectrum
falls away this system will break down. ITV and Five will be competing with other shareholder-owned
channels with the same universal distribution but without any of the PSB obligations. Ultimately ITV and
Five will have the freedom to hand back their current licences and operate their services on alternative
Freeview channels that do not carry any PSB requirements. If PSB plurality on channels such as these is to
be maintained then new incentives will have to be found to encourage ITV and Five to continue as PSB
providers.

2.4 Similarly for Channel 4, whilst we do not need incentivising to deliver PSB purposes, a means of
support needs to be put in place for Channel 4 to allow the ongoing provision of loss-making PSB content.

3. The viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel Four and Five

3.1 This is dealt with in answer to Questions 1 and 2.

4. The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

4.1 As set out in reply to Question 1, we agree with the analysis undertaken by Ofcom, which suggests
that a significant amount of investment will come out of PSB content post digital switchover if nothing is
done to replace the historic indirect subsidy aVorded to the commercial PSBs in the form of analogue
spectrum. Whether filling this gap will require direct public support—in the form of public money—or
whether alternative indirect solutions (similar to the old analogue spectrum model) can be found will be
central to the debate that will follow completion of Phase One of Ofcom’s Financial Review of Channel 4
(assuming that this concurs with Channel 4’s view that it will face a funding problem in the digital age if it
is to go on delivering its PSB remit).

4.2 From a Channel 4 perspective, our current preference is to identify alternative, new forms of indirect
subsidy, for example an additional allocation of DTT spectrum. We believe that the UK has benefited not
only from having a plurality of providers but also from having a plurality of funding mechanisms. In the
case of Channel 4, the absence of direct public funding has enabled the evolution of a vital commercial and
entrepreneurial spirit, which sits alongside the drive to deliver our public purpose and has been critical to our
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success. It has also given Channel 4 an additional level of institutional freedom that has been of particular
importance in light of our historic role to provide a platform for alternative and diverse voices,
experimentation and innovation. These are activities that have often courted public controversy and have
been facilitated by our economic independence. This is also vital to ensuring Channel 4 provides an
independent source of competition to the BBC.

4.3 Whilst we are clear that not receiving direct public funding has been central to Channel 4’s success
to date, we are not at this point in the Ofcom Financial Review process ruling anything out. Whilst
preferring indirect forms of support it is not yet clear that such forms of support will be available (eg released
analogue spectrum may not be reserved for broadcasters) or be suYcient on their own (in terms of their
economic value) to support PSB investment on Channel 4 in the long-term. It is also the case that there may
be discrete areas of operation and infrastructure that could be supported without undermining the editorial
or commercial integrity of the current system.

4.4 Insofar as the shareholder-owned PSBs are concerned, in particular ITV1, it seems likely that they
will expect to receive direct payment in some form or other post switchover if they are to provide any
significant level of PSB investment. ITV has indicated already that it does not wish to continue to invest at
the same levels in originated children’s programming or regional news on ITV1. As Charles Allen put it in
his MacTaggart Lecture in August 2006:

“The truth is that Ofcom started the—long overdue—process of modernising ITV’s obligations
because it recognised that the analogue PSB model was bust. And far from going too far, I believe
that we have not gone far enough. [. . .] If kids watch programmes on dedicated channels, like
CITV, rather than ITV1, good for them. If we move from regional bulletins on TV to a 24-hour on-
demand broadband service, great news. [. . .] That means more big changes—not worrying about
whether we could have squeezed another year or two out of the current model.”

5. The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s programming

5.1 Insofar as news is concerned, major challenges lie ahead, which is why Ofcom has announced a
separate inquiry into the future of news provision, which is running in parallel with the Channel 4 Financial
Review. As set out in answer to the earlier questions, the economic model that has sustained commercially-
funded PSB is changing. Under this model, profitable programming could be used to cross subsidise loss-
making programming. As the model comes under pressure, it is the loss-making programming that is most
at risk. Whilst Channel 4 News is a flagship PSB programme for the Channel, it is not a commercially
successful programme. It is a high quality programme with major public service ambition, consisting of an
hour of peak time and 40% international content; the cost of the current contract with ITN for the supply
of Channel 4 News is over £20m per annum. Sustaining the level and quality of news on Channel 4 we have
traditionally delivered will require further policy intervention (as identified elsewhere).

5.2 Whilst we believe that even a completely commercially-focused ITV would be likely to stick with at
least a national news bulletin, it is unlikely that it would be resourced to the same levels as historically.
Insofar as regional news is concerned, ITV has hinted that it wants to exit from this (see, for example,
Charles Allen’s comments in the MacTaggart Lecture, quoted above). This poses significant issues not
simply in terms of the loss of plurality in local news provision that would arise from such a move but also
in terms of Channel 4’s ability to maintain the quality of its national news programme. Channel 4 and ITV
have historically shared the same news supplier—ITN. In so doing we have been able to rely on some shared
costs and Channel 4 currently relies on ITV’s regional news infrastructure to support our national news
operation.

5.3 The maintenance of a plurality of providers of high quality, independent and impartial TV news is
probably the most critical element of the current PSB ecology that needs to be maintained—especially in
light of the size and scale of the BBC news operation. However, it is also the area of programming where
the introduction of direct funding—if that were deemed necessary—would need to be handled most
carefully, given the absolutely critical requirement for any news provider to maintain independence from
the Government and the wider political ecology.

5.4 Turning to children’s programming, the more diYcult and risk-taking areas of this category of
programming (eg investment in original drama or factual programming for children) may also face funding
diYculties. We support, therefore, Ofcom’s recent announcement, in light of the new food and drink
advertising restrictions, to review the future of children’s programming. Indications from ITV that it wishes
to reduce its investment in children’s programming have also precipitated this review.

5.5 We believe that ITV should be held to its commitments to broadcast and produce original children’s
programming on ITV1, at least until the digital switchover. This was a commitment made by ITV as part
of its recently renegotiated licence fee settlement. Under this new deal ITV has benefited in numerous ways
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from regulatory relief.2 Ensuring ITV does not pull out of children’s programming in the short term will give
the industry and regulator time to identify alternative forms of support. A premature exit from kids by ITV
might see the independent children’s programming sector dealt a blow from which it will never fully recover.

5.6 In our view, it would make much more sense for Ofcom to hold ITV, which has a strong brand and
reputation in kids’ TV, to its current requirements with regards to children’s programming and encourage
it to apply for public support in due course, if it is forthcoming as a result of the recently announced Ofcom
review. It is somewhat surprising that ITV should be looking to move out of children’s programming when
it only launched its dedicated children’s channel, CiTV, in spring of 2006.

6. The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

6.1 The notion of a “Public Service Publisher” was originally raised by Ofcom following its PSB review
in 2005. After conducting further work, Ofcom has now launched a consultation on the PSP—a fund for
projects whose “centre of gravity” is in new media with a proposed budget of £50–100 million—with the
publication of its discussion paper on 24 January. While we have not yet had the opportunity to digest the
new paper in detail, we can make some initial comments here.

6.2 First, in its PSB Review Ofcom identified a funding gap of around £400 million which will disappear
from the PSB system by the point of digital switchover. This gap represents the value to commercially-
funded broadcasters (ITV, Channel 4 and Five) of access to scarce spectrum in the analogue world that
enabled them to fund PSB programming. As we reach the end of the switchover process, it will no longer
be viable for public service broadcasters to continue to provide the range and diversity of programming—
in genres such as drama, regional news or current aVairs—that viewers have become accustomed to and
which they continue to value (as Ofcom’s own research indicates). Ofcom’s £400 million estimate represents
the opportunity cost of providing these types of programmes.

6.3 In its Phase 2 report in the PSB Review (Meeting the digital challenge), Ofcom argued that “there is
a sound rationale, supported by the public, for replacing part of the current £400m implicit subsidy with
explicit funding to maintain plurality and competition in PSB supply in the digital age”.

6.4 Channel 4 fully supports the proposal to seek new forms of public support to replace the implicit
subsidy of gifted analogue spectrum for PSB. Given that the proposed PSP is focused on new media, there
remains a need for Ofcom and the Government to identify new funding sources to support the continued
provision of the range of PSB programming that the commercially-funded broadcasters will no longer be
able to provide.

6.5 Second, Ofcom has argued that there is a role for public intervention to encourage the development
of entirely new forms of public service content (ie not simply traditional PSB programmes delivered over
new media platforms), and we welcome Ofcom’s new proposals for the PSP, look forward to analysing the
new discussions paper and responding to Ofcom’s consultation. Channel 4 supports the notion that there
might be a case for public funding for some kinds of new media content, and indeed we have already
launched new media public services such as FourDocs and IDEASFACTORY (4Talent), both of which are
resources to help aspiring creatives develop their talents. We would add that, given the huge range of services
available online and the low barriers to entry, it will be necessary to identify where market failures arise in
the new media space, and only to intervene in those circumstances (also taking into account the market
impact on other actual or potential commercial providers of such services).

6.6 There may be particular instances for which it might be preferable to replace the traditional linear
delivery of PSB programming with entirely new types of public services that may be intrinsically better suited
to delivering PSB content via new media platforms. But for most types of traditional PSB content (eg
drama), the emergence of new media platforms does not materially alter the rationale for continuing to fund
high-quality linear PSB programming.

6.7 Third, a crucial rationale for the PSP is the need to maintain plurality which ensures public service
competition. As we discussed in Question 1, Channel 4 fully supports the need for a plurality of supply of
PSB content. However, as the PSP focuses on new media content, it would not address the reduction in
plurality in the supply of traditional PSB programming that will result as we approach digital switchover.
And in the new media space, the absence of spectrum constraints and low barriers to entry mean that there
are bound to be fewer concerns about maintaining plurality of supply than in the broadcasting world, where
it will remain very expensive to fund PSB content with the highest production values.

2 ITV’s licence fee payments (of £373 million pa in 1998) have been reduced in line with digital growth from 1998 onwards (the
“digital dividend”). In addition, Ofcom agreed a one-oV reduction of £90 million to ITV’s licence payments in 2005. This was
specifically introduced to assist ITV in preparing for the pressures of digital switchover. Stephen Carter at the time said that
“Digital television transfers control from broadcaster to viewer. This process puts pressure on commercially-funded public service
broadcasting. We have now done all we can to give broadcasters regulatory certainty. It is now up to the broadcasters to deliver . . .
” By 2013, we estimate ITV will have received £1.4 billion of cumulative licence fee reductions as a consequence of switchover.
ITV has also received significant reductions in its PSB obligations worth up to £50 million per annum by 2010. Regulatory
reductions have included the moving of ITV1’s late evening news bulletin out of peak time to 10.30 pm, the halving of its
religious output and reductions in the volume of regional non-news programming that the Channel is required to broadcast.
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6.8 Fourth, we welcome the fact that Ofcom is open-minded about whether or not the PSP should be an
entirely new entity. We recognise the arguments for a new entity on the grounds that it would provide a
fresh, disruptive impetus to public service content delivery (just as the creation of Channel 4 did in 1982,
although the circumstances are fundamentally diVerent). However, we also believe there are some strong
arguments for an existing player, such as Channel 4, to play a leading role in the operation of the PSP. The
fact that Channel 4 is by now a well-established organisation with highly-developed commissioning
structures and a renowned distinction in marketing means that we can use our brand values and reputation
to attract large audiences to entirely new or challenging perspectives—in old and new media alike—in a way
that an entirely new and unproven entity would not be able to do. That is not to say that there are no merits
in establishing an entirely new body. But it will be important for policymakers to weigh up the benefits of
this against those of aligning a potential new body with existing broadcasters such as Channel 4 with the
scale, reach and proven ability to compete with the BBC. We look forward to engaging further with Ofcom
on this issue.

7. The case for provision of public service material on new media

7.1 In terms of the provision of public service content on new media, we believe it is worth defining more
clearly what we are talking about. We believe that there is an undeniable and straightforward case for
ensuring that traditional TV content (or at least elements or variations of it) should be made available and
supported on new media platforms. We are now entering a world in which consumers and viewers expect
to be able to receive content where and when they like on the device they choose. If the public service
broadcasters are to remain relevant then ensuring their content is available on every appropriate platform
is going to be critical. This is the thinking that has underpinned Channel 4’s recent launch of its own video-
on-demand services (4oD).

7.2 We believe that there is a need for a separate debate as to whether specific forms of content creation
that originate in the new media landscape should be given public support, and if so in which areas. Channel 4
has begun to experiment in a limited way with services such as these. Our broadband documentary channel,
FourDocs, is a good example of this: it oVers aspiring documentary filmmakers a branded site that hosts
their short films and provides access to expertise and advice, from the cream of British documentary film-
making talent including Channel 4 commissioning editors, on getting into the documentary filmmaking
business. All of the content is user-generated and, unlike in traditional TV, there is no direction as to the
material or subjects that must be covered. Given the low barriers to entry in new media (in terms of costs
of production and distribution) many of these films might be made in a free broadband market, without any
intervention from Channel 4. However, it is abundantly clear that Channel 4’s status in the documentary
world adds great value and is a huge incentive to people from outside the rather narrow world of TV to
participate. What is more, we have been keen to explore through FourDocs ways in which we might add
public value in this space, through providing:

(i) a “best practice” site for such producers where they can share knowledge, experience and
information,

(ii) a new, more democratic gateway to traditional TV commissioning (some FourDocs films have
already been screened on our linear TV channels) and

(iii) access to legal and other expertise that can help develop new talent.

7.3 This is just one example of how a broadcaster with established strengths can help to add value to a
model based entirely around the principles of new media. Channel 4 has already rolled out the FourDocs
template to a diVerent genre, with the launch of 4Laughs, which encourages new comedy talent. And there
are a wealth of other examples: Breaking The News is a ground-breaking (and award-winning) Channel 4
and ITN media literacy initiative focused on TV News, oVering a unique hands-on experience of the
complex and time-critical process of producing and editing a news programme through a ground-breaking
internet video editing application; and ORIGINATION Insite, a Culture Online project made in partnership
with a range of regional museums, enables people from incoming cultures to build their own websites, with
the help of easy-to-use software (underpinned by a range of online and on-the-ground support), to record
the contribution of their culture to British history and contemporary British society.

7.4 We welcome the fact that, with the publication of its new issues paper on the PSP, Ofcom has moved
on the important public debate as to (a) whether there is a need for public investment in content creation
in the new media space (i.e. is there any market failure?) and (b) if so, what kind of content/services it should
be investing in and through what structure. This is an important, forward looking debate and Ofcom’s PSP
proposal provides a valuable springboard. We believe that there probably is a case for giving public support
to certain new media content initiatives, and we also believe that there is more that Channel 4 can contribute
in the new media arena if public resources were available, for which the PSP might well provide a good
funding mechanism.

7.5 Having reviewed Ofcom’s new PSP proposals, it is clear that there remains the need for a separate
debate on the future of linear PSB on TV, and in particular the future ability of Channel 4 to deliver its public
service role. With the BBC settlement now agreed, the priority must be in the area of greatest threat, that
is to address how the provision of public service material on ‘traditional’ media can be maintained.

February 2007
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Witnesses: Mr Andy Duncan, Chief Executive, and Ms Anne Bulford, Group Finance Director, Channel 4,
gave evidence.

Chairman: Good morning, everybody. Welcome to
the third session of the Committee’s inquiry into the
future of Public Service Media Content. This
morning we are going to be taking evidence from all
three of the main public service commercial
broadcasters. To begin, I would like to welcome
from Channel 4 the Chief Executive, Andy Duncan,
and Group Finance Director, Anne Bulford. Our
purpose is to take evidence on the whole future of
public service broadcasting but, obviously, in the
last few weeks specific aspects have had quite a lot of
attention and, therefore, may also feature in our
questioning. With that in mind, can I invite
Rosemary McKenna to begin.

Q170 Rosemary McKenna: Good morning, Andy,
good morning, Anne. I do not think anybody was
more surprised than this Committee as to what
transpired after our inquiry into Quiz Call
television. Can we ask you what contribution to
Channel 4’s revenues have premium-rate phone-in
services made over the last year? Also, do you believe
the loss of consumer confidence in the genre will
reduce this revenue stream making it harder for you
to deliver public service programming?
Mr Duncan: I think in terms of Channel 4’s activities
in this area we have a medium amount of activity
spread across quite a wide range of programmes. To
put it in some sort of perspective, I think we are
budgeting this year for something like £8 million to
£9 million of earnings before tax from this. Although
in that sense it is a useful contribution and it is
equivalent, for example, to the sort of money we put
into the British film industry, it is still quite modest
compared with our overall turnover, which is nearly
£1 billion and, of course, our advertising revenue is
somewhere in excess of £800 million, so in that sense
it is quite modest. The specific point you make about
how damaging might this be for us going forward, I
think time will tell. Obviously the events of the last
few weeks will have dented confidence to some
extent, but in terms of our activities it might be
helpful to outline the sorts of things we do to try and
answer your question. Broadly, we tend to have two
types of phone-based activity. We have voting-based
activity, things like Big Brother and Shipwrecked,
which is currently on air, where essentially the voting
is a key part of the editorial narrative of the
programme, so people like to participate, help vote
out contestants or decide who stays on the island or
whatever that might be. We have been seeing those
sorts of levels come down a bit over time anyway and
I think we are expecting that to continue. We would
expect voting to carry on being a popular activity
but probably not quite where it was a few years ago
at its peak, partly because the novelty has perhaps
slightly worn oV. The other type of activity we tend
to do is more phone-based quizzes where at the
moment we would tend to have perhaps just one
question which is an add-on to an existing
programme, so things like Deal or No Deal or racing
or skiing where as part of the programme about the
particular thing there is an opportunity for the
viewer to ring in and take part in that. Again, time

will tell but at the moment we have not seen any
immediate drop-oV in the take-up of those
competitions. I have to say, the key thing for us
going forward is we are not expecting this to be a
major revenue growth area for us, quite the
opposite, I think we are expecting £8/£9 million this
year, to hold at that level or possibly even drop away
a bit in years ahead. We see this more as an
enhancement of the viewers’ experience, either by
voting and taking part or by having an enhancer,
like a quiz that they can take part in while watching
the programme.

Q171 Rosemary McKenna: Could you tell us what
you have done since the meeting with icstis to ensure
that when people do use premium-rate phone-ins
they have confidence that they are not being ripped
oV?
Mr Duncan: In fact, we took steps nearly a month
ago now. Obviously we were very shocked when the
first Richard and Judy issue arose and immediately I
launched an investigation into two things. One was
very narrowly around Richard and Judy itself and
what had taken place there. We immediately
suspended the quiz from the programme and Eckoh
is currently under investigation from icstis on the
issue. We apologised on air literally the next day and
oVered refunds, and where money has not been
collected we have oVered to put all those profits into
Great Ormond Street Children’s Charity. At the
same time, we kicked oV a wider review of all of our
activities. At the moment we have only got about
four or five things on air across a whole week, but
since the Richard and Judy thing started we
appointed an independent auditor, Wiggin, who
have been reviewing all of our procedures on
everything which is currently on air and over time
anything that is going to come back on air. We have
satisfied ourselves that all of those processes are
okay. I have to say, the other thing we have now
done, and have been doing for some weeks, is live
auditing. I think you can only do so much in theory
on paper but, of course, what has gone wrong on a
number of occasions, and certainly was the case of
Richard and Judy, was the theory was fine but it was
not being implemented properly live. We have now
got in place an independent auditor checking
everything we are doing live. I ought to mention to
the Committee that a further problem came to light
which we found out about over the last couple of
days. It is a small minor technical glitch, but the
racing programme The Morning Line that we run,
there is a competition that takes place there which
for the last two Saturdays, prior to the most recent
one, we have had an independent auditor check and
everything was going absolutely fine. This last
Saturday there was a software glitch with the
supplier where about 100 people rang in after the
phone lines had closed. We had explained on screen
that the phone lines were closed but 100 people rang
in after that and got the wrong message due to a
software glitch. We are contacting all 100 people and
obviously apologising and making sure they get a
full refund. It is a small thing in the wider scheme of
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things. Having said that, as a precaution we have
immediately pulled that phone competition from
our Cheltenham coverage this week. The other thing
is we are not using that particular supplier, who
happened to be the Richard and Judy supplier, on
any other activity at the moment. If we do return
with that competition I think we would be returning
with somebody else who could supply that service
for us.

Q172 Rosemary McKenna: You did not think it wise
to remove everything in order to restore public
confidence because I think there is an issue of trust
there and all the broadcasters need to address that
issue?
Mr Duncan: I completely agree with your point
about trust. Just to be very clear, all the independent
auditing of all our processes can only take us so far
and, as I say, I think you then have to test these out
on air. This was a one-oV minor technical glitch
which we have immediately pulled as a precaution
but, more generally, back to your icstis point, we
certainly participated fully in the meeting last week.
We put in a couple of suggestions ahead of that
meeting and we certainly intend to fully deliver
against the five-point plan which was agreed there,
in fact several of the points we have implemented
already. I do think more generally going forward
perhaps the industry needs to go further. I know that
one of the things you looked at before as a
Committee was things like transparency, and while
it is practically diYcult we believe, as well as some of
the initial steps the industry have agreed, that
perhaps the whole industry has to work out how to
go further in those sorts of areas. Ultimately, this is
an opportunity for viewers to enhance their
experience but at the moment trust has been dented
and we have all got to work together to say how we
can restore that.

Q173 Paul Farrelly: I think perhaps Rosemary is
being too generous. I am not surprised that the
inquiry we had opened a can of worms. When we sat
here last autumn we were reassured that the events
which had come to light were one-oV events by
people such as yourselves. We also sat here watching
regulators pass the buck between themselves. I am
not surprised because this is an industry which has
grown where it is diYcult for people who are taking
part to check what chances they have got and, in that
sense, it is a licence to bank money on your behalf.
What single thing do you think the TV companies
and the regulators can do to restore confidence that
people are not just being ripped oV systematically?
Mr Duncan: I think the steps which have been taken
so far are appropriate and good steps. As I said, I
think potentially the industry needs to go further
than that.

Q174 Paul Farrelly: In which way?
Mr Duncan: My mention of the point about
transparency would be one example. To be specific,
if you take the diVerent types of activities, as far as
we can see there are broadly three types of activities.
You have got the voting type activity where I do

think it is transparent. What seems to be happening
is there seems to have been some technical problems
across the industry, and I think the icstis steps which
have now been agreed about licensing suppliers and
having proper audits of those suppliers are good
steps. You have got the phone competitions where
you have got a programme, as I say it may be a
racing programme, a skiing programme, where there
is an opportunity to ring in on one competition as an
enhancement to that. Again, I think the guidelines
already agreed are good guidelines but at Channel 4
we would certainly intend to have live auditing on an
ongoing basis as far as we can see into the future. We
think it is essential not just to have spot checks but
to now have people there the whole time checking
that this is being implemented properly. I do think
we would like to have a dialogue more widely with
industry about how in terms of transparency we can
put forward more things like odds and chances of
winning and taking part. The third area is where a
whole channel or a whole programme is completely
dedicated to quiz-based activity and that is rather
diVerent because you are getting into a slightly
diVerent territory where the objective of that
programme is to try and maximise income. Again,
the guidelines which have already been agreed are
good as a starting point but I suspect there is
probably further to go.

Q175 Chairman: You chose to dispose of your
interest in one of the production companies, and I
think the last time we took evidence it was suggested
that you did so because you did not see that it was
financially sensible to maintain it rather than
because you had any ethical problems. Do you still
believe that this is going to form a major source of
revenue to television companies in the future, or is
the whole genre now so tainted by what has come out
that the kinds of monies which in the past it has
generated are not likely to continue?
Mr Duncan: I cannot comment for the other
companies. What I have said already for Channel 4
is we would anticipate our relatively modest net
earnings on this to probably, if anything, reduce
over time. We definitely do not see it as a potential
solution to the potential gap which we think more
widely will be coming up for Channel 4. Time will tell
about consumer confidence generally in this area
and a lot rests on the industry. Coming back to the
earlier points which have been raised, if the industry
is seen to take this seriously, which I do think we are
all taking it very seriously, and puts in place the
appropriate steps then that will obviously go a long
way to try to restore confidence. As I say, we believe
there are a couple of additional things over and
above what already have been agreed which can help
build that trust going forward. I have to say, our
interest is more about not losing the ability to have
the enhanced viewing experience and I do think we
should not discount that either. Across the whole
industry for a lot of people this is an enjoyable way
of participating and influencing what goes on on the
screen to some extent as well.
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Q176 Chairman: Can I turn to another of what must
have been a slightly painful experience for your
company in recent weeks, Celebrity Big Brother. Do
you believe that the format of Big Brother still meets
the public service remit which Channel 4 has?
Mr Duncan: Yes. To be very clear on Big Brother
and Celebrity Big Brother, we still believe in the
programme, we still believe in the format, and we
think it has an important role to play on the channel.
Having said that, I do welcome the opportunity to
talk a bit about it; certainly it is the first time you
yourselves have had the chance to comment on it.
You will be aware that we are currently in the
process of two reviews. There is a very specific
Ofcom complaints process about the Broadcasting
Code which is taking place at the moment.
Obviously I cannot pre-empt where they might end
up with that but we would expect to get to a finding
over the next few weeks. Alongside that, together
with Luke Johnson, the Chairman, I have instigated
a review on behalf of the board in terms of wider
learnings and that is being conducted by Anne
Bulford, Tony Hall, one of our non-executive
directors, and Rabinder Singh, an eminent third
party independent panel member. The brief there is
much wider in terms of not just looking at the
programme itself, and obviously you must know the
Ofcom process, but more generally, I think we
absolutely recognise that we did not get it 100% right
in how we handled it and there is some learning for
us in terms of dealing with complaints, some of the
communication issues, particularly in a 24-hour
modern media environment with news channels and
blogging and YouTube and everything else, the
speed with which an issue can escalate. With
hindsight, I think we could have handled that more
sensitively. We were very concerned about it within
Channel 4 but probably failed to get that across
adequately externally. Beyond having said at the
time we were very sorry for any oVence caused, and
we certainly did not set out to cause any oVence, I
think the key thing we are determined to do going
forward is learn lessons, both narrowly on Big
Brother itself with the format returning this summer
and the potential of Celebrity Big Brother returning
at some point next year. There is always learning
about our systems and processes but this time I think
there is particular learning that we will want to make
sure we draw out from both the Ofcom process and
our own review. I also think there are some
important lessons for Channel 4 going forward on
some of our other programming, learning how we
can handle that volume of contact from our
audience, communicate better with our audience
going forward, and some more general learnings in
terms of systems and processes. We are already
having those discussions as we speak, but I have got
no doubt that when the reviews are over there will be
some important steps we can implement. I do not
know whether Anne wants to add to that in terms of
her role?
Ms Bulford: As Andy has described, the review
commissioned by the board is absolutely
complementary to the investigation undertaken by
Ofcom into the complaints in that it falls into three

broad areas. First of all, looking at the procedures
and referrals around the information being passed
up the editorial chain from people on the production
line at Endemol through to our director of
programmes and to Andy. That is absolutely not
treading on Ofcom’s toes in terms of justification for
broadcast but it looks very much at the process
which gets to that point. The second main focus of
the review is looking at the way in which viewer
enquiries and complaints are handled, both by
ourselves and by Ofcom, and how quickly we
respond to those and how those are analysed,
understood, passed around and used to inform what
we are doing. The third area is around the area of
communications in its broadest sense, both internal
and external. We expect to reach conclusions on that
towards the end of this month but the timing will
have to take place alongside the Ofcom review.

Q177 Chairman: How much money does Big Brother
generate in income terms for Channel 4?
Mr Duncan: We do not have published figures in
terms of advertising revenue against individual
programmes or profit against individual
programmes, but I think it is one of our more
profitable programmes. We have recently renewed
the contract, albeit at a significantly higher price so
it is less profitable than it was, but I think our view
on Big Brother and Celebrity Big Brother going
forward is it remains an incredibly enjoyable
programme for a lot of our audience. It has always
been very polarising, and I think it is fair to say that
people either love it or hate it, but particularly
amongst the younger generation, not exclusively so,
it is a programme which they enjoy and really does
connect with them. I have to say it has always had a
tradition of touching upon diYcult issues. While
essentially it is an entertainment programme, at
times it is also a documentary, it reflects to some
extent what is going on in society. As I said, while I
do not think we handled everything right at all and
we will have some important lessons going forward,
we do not want to lose sight of the fact that for us Big
Brother remains an important programme format.

Q178 Chairman: Is it not the case that popularity
was waning and certainly in the case of the recent
Celebrity Big Brother ratings were falling until this
row blew up and in order to maintain audiences you
have to push it ever further towards the margin with
more and more extreme characters participating?
Mr Duncan: There was no deliberate attempt to try
and create what happened. I think we are all very
clear, there was no rubbing our hands with glee, we
would have much preferred a quieter series. If you
take Big Brother generally, last summer did
extremely well, I think it was the second highest ever,
certainly the highest for a number of years. This
Celebrity Big Brother had been broadly in-line with
previous Celebrity Big Brothers, with the exception
of last year. If you remember, last year was a fairly
unusual one where George Galloway, Michael
Barrymore and Pete Burns particularly captured the
imaginations and did extremely well. No, basically it
had been ticking along at perfectly reasonable levels
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and then this row escalated seemingly out of
nowhere. We would have been much, much happier,
frankly, with lower ratings and without having had
the row which took place.

Q179 Chairman: Some would argue that Big
Brother, which was one of the very first programmes
to introduce voting by premium-rate telephone calls,
also was one of the first reality TV programmes and
has produced some of the most extreme and, to
many people, oVensive television. It sort of
personifies the complaints, for instance, of Bob
Geldolf over the last few days about trash television.
Do you still think it is an important component for
the future of Channel 4?
Mr Duncan: As I say, we are committed to the
programme going forward. To be fair, with Big
Brother in its very early days, unquestionably when
it first came along it was very innovative, it broke the
rules, both in terms of the programme itself and in
terms of the viewers’ ability to interact with it. As
time has moved on there are many other
programmes now which have adopted a similar
format and the whole genre of reality has grown up.
Within the range of programming Channel 4 puts
out we remain very proud of the strength of our
programming across the range, whether it is current
aVairs, news, art, science, religion, drama. We think
reality is a valid category for television going
forward, and we think Big Brother remains a very
strong and popular show in that context. I think it is
an important programme for us, yes, but it is not the
only thing we do by any means. As part of the mix
and range that we oVer we believe it has a role going
forward, albeit one which has probably changed
slightly over the years.

Q180 Adam Price: Do you think it is legitimate for a
public service broadcaster to carry within its factual
programming a programme on climate change
which is based on very dodgy science?
Mr Duncan: You are making an assumption in terms
of the science. I presume you are referring to the
programme which we put on air last Thursday?

Q181 Adam Price: Yes.
Mr Duncan: I think it was a very valid programme
to put on air, yes. In the same week we had George
Monbiot doing Greenwash, Dispatches on Monday
night, one hour in peak time, head to head with
‘Panorama-lite’, and later in the week we had, The
Great Global Warming Swindle. This is one of the hot
topics of the moment.

Q182 Adam Price: To coin a phrase!
Mr Duncan: To coin a phrase, but genuinely it is
probably positioned as one of the top two or three
issues facing mankind, one of the top two or three
issues which countries have to deal with, I think
validly so, by the way, and there is no real debate
that there is global warming, but in the midst of how
important an issue it is, to put forward a point of
view, which a number of people do believe very
strongly and a number of the scientists featured in
the programme believe very strongly, is that this is to

do more with forces of nature than CO2 from
mankind, which is a perfectly reasonable point to
put forward in the argument. That is part of what
Channel 4 is there to do, to be prepared to put
alternative points of view. You may or may not
agree with the point of view, but a lot of the coverage
about it has applauded the ability to have a contrary
point of view at the moment on an important debate
like this.

Q183 Adam Price: Some of the evidence is pretty
vigorously contested and the evidential claims which
were made in the programme and the sources of that
evidence.
Mr Duncan: I agree with that, that is true, it is hotly
contested and I think that is very healthy. I have to
say, personally I have had more emails
congratulating us on this programme in the last
week than for any other programme we have aired
for some time. I have not had a single email
complaining about the programme. What is
interesting is I think there are two types of people
applauding the programme. Some people are
applauding it, including a number of scientists who
have written to me, because they say they believe it
was true, now that is their view, but they said they
personally had been intimidated, and in some cases
personally threatened, from putting that point of
view forward because everybody is so certain the
alternative point of view is the true one that they
should not be allowed to dissent; other people who
probably do not agree with what the programme
said have applauded it because they stand by the
right for that alternative point of view to be put
forward. I think that is part of a healthy democracy
and it is part of what Channel 4 is there to do.

Q184 Adam Price: I wonder if you had any emails
from Tory frontbenchers, but let us move on! In
your submission you say that you face a funding gap
in delivering public service programming going
forward and yet some of your competitors—ITV,
Five and Sky—say that you are in rude financial
health and they do not envisage any problems in the
short-term in terms of public service programming
for Channel 4, who do you think is right?
Mr Duncan: We believe we are, but inevitably some
of our competitors are in the room, obviously, and I
appreciate they have a diVerent point of view. What
is interesting is, as far as I can see, ITV believe that
switch-over will bring significant pressures to their
business. They have had some £1.3 billion of relief in
terms of their licence payments, they have had
various PSB obligations reduced over time, they are
no longer making children’s television at the
moment for some reason, and they are looking for
further relief going forward potentially. I think ITV
provide a very valuable public service contribution
and I would like to see them do more over the next
few years, but they certainly see pressure coming. As
far as I can see, Five believe the same thing. In terms
of their evidence to this Committee, I think they
anticipate major issues going forward. We face
exactly the same issues with the additional two
factors of, one, the subsidy which has historically
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allowed our model to work is being taken away, so
slowly but surely over time a highly valuable
analogue spectrum subsidy is reducing in value and
by the time we get to switch-over will no longer be
there. Secondly, we do not seek to make profits to
give back to a shareholder, everything we do make
in terms of a surplus gets reinvested back into
programming and, therefore, we are trying to not
just hold but strengthen our public service delivery
going forward over time. Like everybody, we are
seeing that last year was a bad year in terms of the
ad market but, generally, to do with switch-over, to
do with pressure on the ad market, to do with
competition on new media platforms, we are seeing
significant pressures going forward. In a couple of
weeks’ time we will get an independent report on this
which is the report that Ofcom commissioned from
L.E.K. and I think that will be an interesting
document to see what they have to say on the issue.
Obviously, then Ofcom themselves have to decide
whether they want to take the whole process of a
Channel 4 review into the next stage or not. From
where we sit today, we see ourselves facing very
significant trade-oVs, either between cutting back in
the programme budget or being unable to move as
the media world moves on to new media platforms
and continue to drive into new areas to make sure we
can continue to get advertising revenues over time
or, indeed, our ability to contribute in lots of ways
indirectly, for example, things like our £10 million
contribution to the British film industry, things like
the £10 million contribution to training and
development. There are something like 22,000 jobs
estimated to come oV the back of Channel 4’s
activities, a £2 billion contribution to the economy.
Some of those hidden benefits of Channel 4, as well
as the direct onscreen benefits, are going to come
under threat over the years ahead without some
revision to the business model.

Q185 Adam Price: Can I tease out a contradiction in
what you have just said because you talk about the
pressure on the ad market but, at the same time, you
have just re-launched all your digital channels on an
advertising-only revenue basis which suggests to me
at least that you do not think the prospects are that
bad in the medium term?
Mr Duncan: It is not contradictory, you have got
two separate things going on. In the case of E4 and
Film4 we had pay channels. They came relatively
late to the pay market, and it tended to be the
channels which were there early on, MTV, UK
Gold, that got very good subs rates from the
platform, of Sky in particular. The channels that
came rather late got very poor subs rate deals
generally and both E4 and Film4 had only ever lost
money. By taking them free-to-air we have managed
to end up in a better financial situation than we
would otherwise have been in. We are hoping that
both E4 and Film4 will make money for the first time
this year. Nevertheless, the decline over time on our
main channel is going at such a rate, and will
continue to go at such a rate through switchover,
that the digital channels are reducing the gap a bit
but not fully. Having taken them free we are better

oV than we otherwise would have been but it is not
suYcient to fully make up the gap. The other point I
am sure you will be aware of is on average the digital
channels only earn half as much as the terrestrial
channels roughly in terms of advertising premium.
Every time a viewer moves from a terrestrial channel
to a digital channel—ITV and Five face similar
issues—we end up with about half the money. There
is an inevitability about the way in which the
switchover process works, that as more people get
more channels, more of the viewing shifts to multi-
channel. There are also more minutes on the multi-
channel , digital channels as well, so there is a supply
and demand issue as well. This is a common issue
which all terrestrial broadcasters face, but for all of
us by having launched digital channels we help
partially oVset that.

Q186 Helen Southworth: I am finding that quite hard
to understand. Why do you get half the revenue
when the person switches to a digital channel? Is that
because half the number of people switch to digital
channels or is it intrinsic to the channel?
Mr Duncan: It is essentially an historic issue to do
with the way advertising is being bought and sold
but, basically, advertisers pay a premium to
advertise on the terrestrial channels where you can
get 100% of the population. Certainly if you go back
a few years the digital channels typically were only
getting to a third or, more recently, half the
population. Obviously we are now rapidly on the
journey towards switch-over where already there is
multi-channel in 80% of homes and within a few
years it will be in every home.

Q187 Helen Southworth: So you are negotiating
these still?
Mr Duncan: What is happening is they continue to
pay a premium at this moment for the terrestrial
channels and about half that level on average for the
digital channels, but the viewership is clearly
cannibalising, so there is less viewing over time on
the terrestrial channels and more viewing on the
digital channels, but if you hold your viewing share
your actual income goes down, if that makes sense.

Q188 Helen Southworth: Is it a negotiation problem
rather than a—
Mr Duncan: I do not think it is a negotiation
problem in the sense that ultimately if the premium
the advertisers have historically paid for the
terrestrial channels were to reduce in order to get it
to balance out we end up even worse oV. I think what
will happen over time is there will end up being an
averaging in the middle. In the very short term there
is no doubt that when you have got hundreds of
channels there post switch-over, rather than the five
channels you have had historically, the free
terrestrial commercial broadcasters who have
enjoyed that sort of privilege historically will see
their income diminish, it is bound to happen.

Q189 Helen Southworth: Assuming that you will be
facing funding problems, what are you doing to
eVect savings?
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Mr Duncan: Maybe Anne could give an answer to
that one?
Ms Bulford: As some of this will come through, I am
sure, from L.E.K.’s report, we work very hard to
keep the cost-base down. The administrative cost
element of the Channel 4 cost-base is less than 4%,
and we manage eYciency programmes and look at
competitive tendering for all our major services, as
you would expect. The biggest single cost is the
programme budget and we manage that very
rigorously in setting targets and working tariV
arrangements to ensure that we are getting value for
money for the money we are spending with the
independent sector. Similarly, we manage the rest of
the cost-base and marketing and distribution very
tightly. In very simple terms, our ability to cost-cut
our way out of these issues is extremely limited
because the value of the discretionary spend outside
of the programme budget is very small. The main
area of self-help for us is to use the cash reserve that
we have to invest in new things, including the digital
channels, which over time will help to close that gap.
Our working assumption, our long-range forecasts,
assume that returns will come through from those
sorts of things, but they are not going to be enough
to close the gap.

Q190 Helen Southworth: What has the total
investment been in the non-public service
broadcasting channels since 1998?
Ms Bulford: I am sorry, I do not know.
Mr Duncan: Certainly we can write to the
Committee with more details on that. We publish
accounts every year. To be very specific, as I referred
to earlier on, both E4 and Film4 as pay channels lost
money over time. Since we have had our free-to-air
strategy—we took E4 free-to-air, then we launched
More4 and Film4 free-to-air—they have all been
pretty successful and, as I say, by this year we expect
digital channels in total to be profitable and start to
make a contribution to this gap which is growing.
We can certainly write to the Committee with some
more details.

Q191 Helen Southworth: You are expecting it to
make a contribution to the public service
broadcasting process?
Mr Duncan: Just to be very clear, the way the model
works is our core Channel 4 is essentially the public
service channel and we endeavour to try and
maximise our public service contribution every year.
Obviously we are looking to invest more money in
diVerent programming. A good example over the
last year or so has been Dispatches, our current
aVairs programme. At a time when others have been
cutting back we have actually moved that up to 40
full one-hour episodes in peak a year. Drama would
be another example of an investment area where
some of the more expensive one-oV dramas we have
done, The Road to Guantanamo, Longford, Ghosts,
which we have coming up shortly, have been
absolutely outstanding. Those cost a lot of money
but, again, we used to do about three or four a year,
we are now looking to do seven or eight this year and
that going forward, as well as things like the film

investment where The Last King of Scotland just won
an Oscar. All of those sorts of investments ultimately
have historically been able to get funded within
profitable programmes on Channel 4. Things like
acquisitions historically were more profitable than
they are now, and some of the returning series
historically have made profits as well. What we are
now finding very sharply over the last year or two, as
well as facing advertising revenue pressure, is we are
also facing significant programme cost inflation. I
think all the broadcasters, partly because of the
number of channels competing for programming,
have found massive US programming acquisition
cost inflation and that has still got an important role
to play on Channel 4 but it is costing us more money.
It is still profitable but less profitable than it was.
Then we are also finding that because all of our
programmes are sourced from independent
partners, when we have a returning hit typically after
two years the price goes up quite significantly so,
again, the profits we are making there are right
down. Ultimately, the core channel itself is going
from a situation where it has been making a surplus
to one where it will be making a loss. The strategy is
that as that happens, and the gap in the core channel
will grow over the next few years, we will be relying
on profits that we can make on the other channels
and, indeed, hopefully on new media platforms to
try and fill that gap. What we are seeing is a situation
where they will be able to partly fill the gap but not
completely fill the gap.

Q192 Helen Southworth: You have described the
relationship there as intending to flow in a specific
direction. The BBC has got rules to make sure that
it cannot cross-subsidise from public broadcasting
into other activities. What have you got in place to
ensure that you keep to that?
Ms Bulford: In the Broadcasting Act there is a
schedule, Schedule 9, which governs the way in
which costs are allocated between the diVerent
activities that Channel 4 undertakes, the core
channel and, if you like, commercial activities. The
way in which we implement those arrangements is
agreed with Ofcom and then is independently
audited and the independent audit report is
published in our financial statements, which is very
similar to the fair trading arrangements which the
BBC has in place between the core public service and
BBC Worldwide.

Q193 Helen Southworth: Can I take you back
slightly to the discussion you were having before
about involving viewers and drawing on
participation. You were very focused on this concept
of enhancing the viewing experience by involving
people and developing participation. Are you
confident that current editorial controls can handle
the changes that you were already describing which
happened very rapidly with Big Brother in the
interrelationship with other media? I am thinking
particularly of an example when there was a major
train crash on the West Coast Main Line and the
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BBC had photographs within a very short period of
time from the site. Can I ask you what your
expectations are of the changes that are going to
happen possibly in the next few months around that
for television? What kind of controls do you have in
place which would ensure that you did not have to
come back and apologise later to people about what
sort of things have been put out on a show?
Mr Duncan: Are you talking about specific things
like user-generated content or people sending in clips
and that sort of thing?

Q194 Helen Southworth: Yes.
Mr Duncan: This is obviously a new emerging area,
but we have got some very rigorous editorial
compliance systems in place for all of the
programming we put out. In a moment Anne can
probably tell you a bit more about reports into that.
Whether it is on the news side, obviously Channel 4
News we source from ITN, there are incredibly
rigorous procedures in place there for anything we
do to do with news and, similarly, for any of our
programming that we put out we would have those
procedures in place. We are looking into doing some
experimental activity around user-generated
content, primarily in terms of the internet. Again,
there are some quite challenging editorial
compliance issues there as well, but we are taking
very careful steps; we are not jumping in at the deep
end, as far as I can see. The broader point you are
raising is a very valid point, which is I think as we go
forward the world is changing and the ability for
people to generate their own content, comment on
content, send content to each other and, for
example, programmes are made and there is a lot of
debate and judgments made about how something
looks in the context of a programme, then if
somebody can take a clip of a programme and put it
up on to YouTube, again that is a new phenomenon
coming through. I think the processes we have in
place are extremely rigorous but we have all got to
be awake to the fact that as the world changes and
the media market in particular changes we have got
to be alert to how we have to adapt as time goes on.
Certainly everything we are doing at the moment
and anything new we would discuss very, very
rigorously in advance.
Ms Bulford: I think it is a very complex and diYcult
cultural shift because television production is
absolutely based on pre-moderation and viewing
material and involving lawyers. In our case we have
a very experienced in-house team, many of whom
have been with the channel since its inception.
Internet and, in particular, user-generated material
are very much open systems where people want to
put up material, share material, send it on to people,
and the control procedures which seem to be more
natural in post-moderation, that you look at it, in
many cases you rely on the users to alert the host to
something going wrong and then it is taken down,
we have to think very carefully about that, both in
terms of rights clearances and, more importantly, in
terms of audience reaction to material which is

branded Channel 4 and which is up there. There is a
very careful balance to be struck between open
systems and allowing people to communicate
amongst each other and putting up material and
meeting our obligations associated with our brand.

Q195 Helen Southworth: I do not know whether you
would agree with the fact that there has been
significant shock, I think, that some very respectable
public service broadcasters were involved in some
very dubious practices around the quiz phone-ins.
Are you going to be looking really carefully to make
sure that sort of thing does not happen with user-
generated content?
Mr Duncan: To come back to the phone issues that
we have had, in the case of Richard and Judy that was
a clear error which was taking place in the way that
the procedures were being implemented. We have
immediately suspended that quiz. In the case of the
technical error on the racing at the weekend which I
mentioned, again that was a software glitch which
we have addressed. As I have already explained, we
have put in place some very rigorous procedures and
checks now to make sure that we avoid problems
going forward. On the programming side, as Anne
has just explained, we have already very rigorous
procedures in place. We are also subject to very
heavy regulation here in terms of Ofcom and so on,
and Channel 4 has always taken that extremely
seriously and will carry on taking it very seriously
going forward. I would say that particularly in terms
of some of the new developments on the internet, we
are having very long discussions internally about
how we do things, how we do them with care, how
we do them appropriately, and making sure we have
appropriate checks and procedures in place.

Q196 Paul Farrelly: I just want to return to funding
again. Let us assume that these expensive
management consultants, L.E.K, cause consternation
among your competitors who have to do horrible
things, like pay dividends to these unreasonable
people called shareholders. Let us assume that this
funding gap is substantiated. How should it be
plugged? In the submissions that we have seen it
would seem your strong preference is for indirect
rather than direct funding, such as an extra gift of
free digital spectrum. Why is that?
Mr Duncan: I think it is partly to do with the culture
of Channel 4 and how the Channel 4 organisation
works in terms of commissioning programming and
working with independent companies to make
programming. To take a step back for a minute, the
whole debate here is about public service plurality
and it seems to me that over the last four or five years
there has been a very healthy debate about public
service broadcasting, is it a good intervention to
have in the market, is it something which brings
something positive? It seems to me there has been a
very good consensus and strong consensus for
saying, yes, public service broadcasting essentially is
very valuable, adds a lot to the UK, and should be
retained as we go through switch-over and beyond.
We then moved into the debate about the BBC
which has been asked and answered, yes, there will
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be a very strong BBC and there is a Charter in place
and although they have got less of a licence fee than
they wanted, in my view they have done very well,
and relative to the ad market last year the rest of us
were having RPI minus 10% eVectively in terms of
what is happening. Now the debate is very much
moving into public service plurality and I think,
again, there seems to be a strong consensus that you
do not only want the BBC, you do want some proper
competition and some proper plurality and
alternative. I am a great believer in profit-making
organisations, I spent a large part of my career
working for one, but I think we have to recognise in
achieving that public service plurality there is a
particularly important role for Channel 4 to play. To
this day we still put more investment in the
independent production sector than the whole of the
BBC or ITV and Five combined and, more
importantly, the end purpose of our organisation is
public purpose. We have got a commercial means to
an end for public purpose. As I say, I think ITV and
Five make an important public service contribution,
but it is a diVerent thing, they are making that
contribution as a means to ultimately making profit
for their shareholders. If there is a view which says
there will be a gap going forward, the reason we
prefer indirect forms of help is that has been our
historic source of help, spectrum and has allowed us
to have a creative freedom in taking risks, in putting
programmes like The Great Global Warming
Swindle, on air. We did two programmes last year on
immigration, not a middle of the road balanced
documentary but one was “kick them all out”, and
one was “let them all in”, but by putting two very
extreme views we really teased out a very important
debate. Channel 4 has a very proud track record of
very innovative, at times controversial
programming, at times absolutely taking the
Government on, at times taking the opposition
party on and challenging the establishment. I think
our worry is if you do resort to public funding will
there be some attempt to influence editorially
Channel 4 from fulfilling its remit attached to public
money. I think we would rather have public money
than nothing because it would be a very damaging
thing if Channel 4’s overall public service
contribution diminished over time, but our
preference would be to do it indirectly.

Q197 Paul Farrelly: I think you have answered my
follow-up because some more unkind observers
might say you prefer the indirect routes so it allows
you to slip the leash to avoid the tighter rein which
direct funding might make.
Mr Duncan: I think we have a very clear and very
inspiring remit. On the remit around innovation,
diversity, education, as you say, Channel 4 has done
incredibly well. It is our 25th year this year and it
seems to me we are delivering as strongly against
that remit as we have ever done, both in the direct
contribution on the screen but also the indirect
contribution we have through talent development,
through over 300 independent companies, through
60 start-up companies just last year alone, and what
is really important is that Channel 4 is able to take

that on in an evolving fashion, which I think we do,
through a wide range of genre. Ultimately, the most
important issue here is to make sure that Channel 4
can carry on that role and there is not a gap. In a
way, it is more for Ofcom, if they do move this
process to a second stage, to start putting forward
perhaps some possible recommendations about how
that gap might be filled.

Q198 Paul Farrelly: If direct funding was on the
table, are there any other options you have
considered and might prefer rather than just simply
top-slicing the licence fee?
Mr Duncan: I have to say, we have got no particular
ambition or agenda to be able to sustain Channel 4
going forward by reducing public service
contribution elsewhere, quite the opposite. Our view
would be we want a very strong Channel 4
contribution medium and long-term. We would also
welcome an ongoing contribution from ITV and
Five and if other people feel they want to add
something, that would be great as well. What is
absolutely clear is that Ofcom identified, I think they
said at the time, about a £400 million PSB gap about
two or three years ago, and it seems to me that gap
is still coming over the horizon. While they put
forward a PSP idea, which is essentially now a new
media idea, the essential £300, £400 million gap on
high quality British programming production is still
going to be there. Channel 4 is a big part of that, we
are not the only part of that, and what I think is
needed is a joined-up debate to say if this is going to
get solved, how can it get solved properly for the
whole industry? We do believe that the most central
question within that is Channel 4 given our public
service role and our public service purpose.

Q199 Paul Farrelly: You have mentioned plurality
which brings me on neatly to your ownership
structure. I am sure Gordon Brown welcomed the
opportunity during the Big Brother controversy to
have more media exposure of his Indian visit than he
would otherwise have expected and I am sure his
memory will be long and grateful for that. Can I ask
you, when you have got very, very big commercial
successes such as Big Brother, Richard and Judy and
you are doing exactly the same sort of things with the
quiz TV shows that ITV are doing, how would you
counter an argument that in Gordon’s first 100 days
of activity Channel 4 should be privatised? What
impact would that have on your ability to deliver
what you call public service broadcasting?
Mr Duncan: Just to be clear, we do not have any quiz
TV shows, we have shows which sometimes have a
quiz component to them. To your general point, we
believe that for Channel 4 to carry on delivering its
remit going forward, particularly in a digital
environment, independence is very important,
independence from government and independence
from a shareholder who will want to take profits out
of the corporation. We believe that some ability to
deliver our remit going forward in the sorts of ways
we do today across a range of genre and some sort
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of stable business model is needed because otherwise
what will happen over time is slowly but surely we
will shrink our investment. I have had conversations
with Gordon Brown and many of the key politicians
over the last six to 12 months on this very issue. I
think a strong Channel 4 going forward provides
three absolutely essential things and to your whole
Committee I would make this point very strongly.
Channel 4 directly provides an invaluable
contribution on the screen. If you look at our
investment, an increasing investment in news over
the last two or three years, increasing current aVairs
in peak over the last two or three years, increasing
what we are trying to do with our drama, voluntarily
putting More4 News on our digital channel when
BBC Three has dropped news, putting 100 hours of
art, science, religion and history in peak, and ITV
did four hours last year in peak. Those sorts of things
on screen are an incredibly powerful contribution
into the plurality of public service broadcasting in
this country and I think we want that over the next
five, ten, 15 years. Secondly, on the oV-screen
contribution, and we are about to publish an
independent report from PWC which has looked
into this in far more detail, Channel 4 has had an
amazing impact oV-screen over the last 25 years and
I think will continue to do so going forward. I have
mentioned already 22,000 jobs, a £2 billion impact
on the economy, a huge amount of television talent
and film talent started their careers with Channel 4, a
huge number of independent production companies
started with their first commissions from Channel 4,
so we are absolutely pivotal in the creative economy
going forward, which is a point that a number of
politicians, it seems to me, are getting more and
more interested in. Thirdly, we do absolutely, more
than anybody, provide this essential plurality to the
BBC and, as well as all of that, I think the very
existence of Channel 4 keeps the BBC much sharper.
The BBC is now getting over £3 billion a year of
public money and I think they do a far better job
because of what ITV and Five but especially
Channel 4 bring in terms of competition. In some
ways the most worrying thing is if there is not proper
competition and plurality over time the BBC
potentially become fatter, lazier, more bureaucratic
and, ultimately, less sharp as well.

Q200 Paul Farrelly: In a nutshell, would it be fair to
say that the ownership structure which confers
stability is important in allowing you to fulfil that
role?
Mr Duncan: I think the Channel 4 model has been
highly successful for the last 25 years and the fact
that we are publicly owned with a public purpose has
been absolutely at the core of that and this very
inspiring remit to innovate has been at the core of
that. Essentially, we have had a business model that
was an analogue business model, which is Channel 4
can do all of that through analogue spectrum
subsidy. It is a fairly simple issue in a way. It is saying
as we now move to a fully digital world what the
policymakers and Government need to now find is a
suitable adjusted business model which can continue

that going forward so Channel 4 can carry on over
hopefully the next 25 years playing an equally
valuable and powerful role.

Q201 Chairman: The BBC has to go through
Charter renewal, licence fee negotiations and ITV
has to have its own licence renewal process, it has
shareholders to answer to. What would you say to
the criticism which has been made by some of your
competitors that basically Channel 4 has a pretty
loose remit which allows them to do what they like
and are answerable to nobody?
Mr Duncan: I simply do not agree with that. First of
all, the remit is a very clear and inspiring remit which
has been shown to work very eVectively over our
recent past and, indeed, over our whole history.
Tessa Jowell herself made the remark in London last
autumn that she thought the remit was essentially
very sound. I think in terms of governance we have
very clear structures which have been shown to work
well. We have an independent board of non-
executives outnumbering executives and the board
itself takes its responsibilities very seriously in terms
of the Statements of Programme Policy and
reviewing the delivery against the remit. We also
have a number of quotas, so we have specific
numbers of hours that we are required to do in terms
of news, current aVairs, religion and, of course, we
have a separate independent regulator who is heavily
involved in our business and we are a very heavily
regulated business. I think the combination of an
independent board and a regulator—and bear in
mind this is not like the old BBC structure, the board
itself has nothing to do in terms of regulation, so it
is more of a mixed role in the way the BBC governors
were before—means we are very rigorously
regulated and we are very rigorously overseen by the
board. As I said, the track record speaks for itself.
Going forward, the governance system in place is
very strong and continues to work well. At the same
time, very importantly, it allows us to be
independent of government and I think that is very,
very important as a broadcaster, not least with some
of the topics we cover.

Q202 Philip Davies: Can I come back to The Great
Climate Change Swindle because, unlike Adam, I
think you should be congratulated wholeheartedly
for that programme because in a free country we are
in danger of having a subject where you are only
allowed one particular view and any other view is
not even allowed to be aired, so I think you should
be congratulated wholeheartedly for that. Is it your
contention that only Channel 4 would have shown
that programme, that perhaps the BBC would not
have had the guts to show a programme like that?
Mr Duncan: If you look at the evidence of the last 25
years, the evidence of the last couple of years, I
would say that Channel 4 has this particular remit
and it is deep in the culture of the organisation in
terms of the commissioning capability. It is certainly
something which we work very closely with
independent production companies on and the sorts
of ideas that they bring to Channel 4 and it is
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something that the brand stands for with our
audience. We do tend to be very innovative in the
programmes we do. We have many more new one-
oV programmes than any other broadcaster and we
do tend to push the boundaries, yes. I think it is
probably easier for us. The BBC does a great
number of very good programmes but I would say
that more often Channel 4 will push a controversial
view or push a contrary view or push an alternative
view, that is part of what we are there to do.
Philip Davies: Just to clarify, I understand all that,
but do you think that the BBC specifically would not
have had the guts to show The Great Climate Change
Swindle or any other broadcaster would not have
had the guts to show that particular programme?

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Channel 4

1. Introduction

Channel 4 appeared before the Select Committee on 13 March 2007 and made a previous written
submission on 8 February 2007. In this supplementary submission we follow up on a number of issues raised
in representations to the Committee by other witnesses, in order to clarify a number of specific elements of
Channel 4’s public service delivery.

2. Channel 4’s Unique Public Service Role

Channel 4’s public service purpose is unique: Channel 4 is not-for-profit and its organisational model
(publicly-owned but commercially funded) allows it the independence and freedom to put delivery of the
remit ahead of profit maximisation.

Historically, the success and health of public service broadcasting in the UK has been based on plurality
in the universal supply of a range of diverse, high quality and innovative content across all genres. Each of
the public service broadcasters performs a diVerent role in maintaining this valuable ecology, and the system
of public service broadcasters is assessed by Ofcom “taken together”, to ensure that the broadest possible
interests of the UK public are served.

Channel 4’s remit is unique and complementary to the other public service broadcasters, including ITV.
Its original public service remit required its programmes to “contain a suitable proportion of matter
calculated to appeal to tastes and interests not generally catered for by ITV”, and its current remit (as set
out in the Communications Act) is still defined in terms of distinctiveness as well as innovation and diversity.

In recent representations to the Select Committee, other broadcasters have questioned the level of public
service contribution made by Channel 4. In our view these representations do not accurately reflect Channel
4’s public service contribution. Section 3 summarises the significant public value generated by Channel 4’s
on-screen output, while Section 4 summarises Channel 4’s broader impact oV-screen.

3. Channel 4’s On-screen Public Service Contribution

Overview

In its submission to the Select Committee, ITV claims that Channel 4’s contribution is “weighted to the
delivery of narrow public service genres, rather than original production”. Like all public service
broadcasters our output is regulated by defined public service broadcasting genre categories; however,
Channel 4’s unique remit requires a much broader commitment to creativity, diversity, education and
innovation, across all genres and other activities. In support of this, recent analysis by Attentional3 (formerly
known as DGA) into public service output commissioned by Channel 4 found that Channel 4’s
programming covered a broader range of subject matter than any other public service broadcaster in 2006.

3 Attentional, formerly known as DGA, measures the coverage of “sub-genres” within main genres of content. For example
Attentional breaks the drama genre down into further sub-genres, including “action/adventure”, “police/crime/legal” and
“science fiction”. In the tables of data contained within this submission, we consider the percentage of all categorised sub-
genres covered by each of the public service broadcasters.

Q203 Adam Price: Fox News, maybe!
Mr Duncan: I cannot comment on whether they
would or they would not, but I would say it is very
typical of what Channel 4 does and has done very
well over a number of years. If you take our audience
tracking research, we tend to come oV the scale
compared with other broadcasters, including the
BBC, on issues like risk-taking, innovation and
pushing the boundaries.
Philip Davies: I will take that then as they would not
have had the guts.
Chairman: I will merely observe that Channel 4 did
have the guts to show The Deal which was turned
down by the BBC and I just hope you do not suVer
for it in the next few months. Thank you very much.
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Sub-genre coverage across all transmissions in
2006 (Attentional) BBC1 BBC2 ITV1 C4 FIVE

< Sub-generes covered 238 272 188 304 206
Total < sub-genres 463 463 473 463 463
% Sub-genres covered 51% 59% 41% 66% 44%

Channel 4’s contribution is recognised across the television industry. In 2006 Channel 4 won “Channel
of the Year” at both the Edinburgh Television Festival and also at the Broadcast Awards, while our
programming won more individual BAFTA and Royal Television Society awards than any other channel.

News and current aVairs

Channel 4’s news and current aVairs output is at the heart of our remit and pubic service contribution.

Channel 4 News is widely recognised for its distinctive, in-depth analysis of major national and
international events. Viewers participating in the BBC’s 2006 PULSE survey (referenced in Ofcom’s 2007
Annual Report into public service broadcasting) consistently rated Channel 4 News’s output higher than
all other public service broadcasters in terms of quality, informativeness, trustworthiness and impartiality.
Furthermore, our news programming appeals to an audience of younger television viewers (Channel 4
research/BARB), complementary to the BBC’s, ITV’s and Five’s news audiences.

Channel 4 and BBC1 remain the only public service broadcasters committed to transmitting a full hour
of national news in peak. In 2006 this amounted to 246 hours of national news, almost double the peak
national news hours on ITV1 (Source: Attentional analysis). This is a clear example of how Channel 4’s
output complements ITV1, which provides the BBC with its only serious competition in regional news.

Over and above this, Channel 4 has expanded its news coverage, adding weekend editions of the evening
Channel 4 News, and also adding weekday lunchtime editions. Channel 4 News has consistently maintained
and exceeded its remit (broadcasting 20% more peak hours of news than required by its licence in 2001–06)
(Source: Attentional & Channel 4 analysis).

In Current AVairs Channel 4 has also increased its output of peak first-run originations from 36 hours in
2001 to 49 hours in 2006, matched by a growth in annual investment of £2.6 million. (Source: Attentional
analysis).

The number of episodes of Channel 4’s flagship current aVairs strand Dispatches has significantly
increased, with the number of programmes increasing from 12 episodes to 28 in 2005, and to 32 in 2006.
Meanwhile Unreported World, focussed on international coverage, also doubled from 10 episodes in 2005
to 20 in 2006, enabling Channel 4 to increase its range and depth of international coverage.

In 2006 Channel 4 was the only public service broadcaster to air programming on transportation (with 4
episodes of Dispatches looking into major issues facing UK citizens, including Britain’s Commuter
Nightmare and Who’s Digging Up Our Roads?) and also provided the only alternative to the BBC in terms
of foreign and international programming, and programming examining consumer aVairs issues.

In 2006 Channel 4 received 11 awards for its news and current aVairs programming, including three Royal
Television Society Journalism awards, and a BAFTA for Dispatches in the best current aVairs category.

Arts

Channel 4 has a long-standing commitment to Arts programming and in 2006 we transmitted more peak
hours of Arts than ITV1 and FIVE combined (Source: Attentional analysis).

Channel 4 also provided a broader range of arts coverage in peak than any other public service
broadcaster in 2006, and featured more hours of music/dance and theatre than any other channel. (Source:
Attentional analysis)

This outperformance in peak has been driven by a strategy to focus budgets on fewer major “event”
programmes that can achieve greater public service impact. As a result, there has been some reduction in
the overall volume of Arts programming (although spend on Arts programming has remained broadly
constant).

This strategy has given rise to a number of landmark Arts programmes which have punched above their
weight in terms of critical acclaim, audience reach and/or audience appreciation. Recent examples include
formats which engaged audiences in innovative and refreshing ways:

— Howard Goodall’s four-part series How Music Works was seized on by music teachers as a
highly eVective teaching tool.

— The Play’s The Thing launched a nationwide search for the next generation of west-end
playwrights.
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— Ballet Changed My Life: Ballet Hoo! succeeded in changing the lives of 200 disadvantaged
young people who were given the opportunity to stage a production of Romeo & Juliet in
partnership with Youth At Risk and the Birmingham Royal Ballet. Throughout the 18 month
project the participants gained many life skills over and above their enjoyment of the often
closed world of ballet.

Comedy

Outside the BBC, Channel 4 is the UK’s heaviest investor in comedy, broadcasting over 200 hours of
originated first-run content over the period 2001–06, almost double the provision of ITV1 and FIVE
combined (Source: Attentional analysis).

Channel 4’s risk-taking in comedy is reflected clearly in the breadth of our comedy output, which perhaps
unsurprisingly, is by far the most diverse among the public service broadcasters. Research into the output
of the public service broadcasters in 2006 by sub-genre showed that Channel 4 covered more comedic themes
than either BBC1 or BBC2, and significantly more than either ITV1 or FIVE (Source: Attentional Analysis).

Audiences have also shown a clear preference for Channel 4’s comedy. Ofcom’s 2006 pulse survey found
that audiences rated Channel 4’s comedy output as the most original and most likely to be talked about than
any other public service broadcaster.

The combination of our investment in comedy combined with an on-going search for new, daring and
innovative formats has fostered a large proportion of the UK’s comedic talent. Over the years, Channel 4
is widely credited with nurturing the early careers of key talents, including Ricky Gervais, Jonathan Ross,
Tamsin Greig, Graham Norton, Ali G/Sacha Baron Cohen, Avid Merrion and Pippa Heywood among
many others. After discovery these talents have often gone on to achieve subsequent success with Channel
4 and other UK broadcasters, highlighting one of Channel 4’s major contributions to the UK’s
broadcasting ecology.

Channel 4’s longstanding commitment to UK comedy continues to achieve critical acclaim. Peep Show
won Best TV Comedy in 2006 at The British Comedy Awards while Green Wing was nominated for a
BAFTA TV award in 2007 (having in 2005 won the BAFTA Pioneer Audience Award, a Rose d’Or for Best
Female Performance, and an RTS Programme Award for Comedy Performance).

Drama

Channel 4’s drama output is high-quality, original, innovative and distinctive. While ITV is undoubtedly
the biggest commercial provider of UK originated drama, Channel 4 plays a diVerent role, focusing its more
limited drama budget on distinctive, edgy and critically acclaimed output, across a unique range of subjects.

In 2006, Channel 4’s originated drama output was broader in terms of sub-genres covered than any other
public service broadcaster. (Source: Attentional analysis). This has been supported by Channel 4’s
development of the drama documentary, which provides an accessible approach to important topics in a
dramatised format.

Sub-genre coverage across all originated drama
in 2006 (Attentional) BBC1 BBC2 ITV1 C4 FIVE

< Sub-generes covered 20 17 15 22 1
Total < sub-genres 33 33 33 33 33
% Sub-genres covered 61% 52% 46% 67% 3%

Channel 4 achieved much critical acclaim for its drama output in 2006, including The Road to
Guantánamo, which won a Silver Bear at the Berlin Film Festival and the Signis Prix Italia Prize, Death of
a President which won the International Critics Prize at the Toronto Film Festival, and Yasmin which won
Best Television Film and Best Actress at the Reims Television Festival. This international acclaim was
matched by a Royal Television Society & BAFTA award for The Government Inspector and a Broadcast
Press Guild Award for A Very Social Secretary.

Factual

Channel 4 is committed to accessible, high impact factual content.

The total number of hours of first-run originated factual programming has risen by c.30% since 2001,
underpinned by an incremental on-going annual investment of £20 million.

The breadth of Channel 4’s factual coverage was unrivalled in 2006. Analysis of the sub-genres covered
shows that Channel 4’s output addressed 75% of available sub-genres, greater than BBC1, BBC2, ITV1 or
FIVE (Source: Attentional analysis, aggregate of Factual & Factual Entertainment).
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Channel 4’s continued investment in factual programming is evidenced in output including Grand
Designs, Time Team and one-oVs such as The Boy Whose Skin Fell OV. In 2006 awards for factual included
Jamie’s School Dinners (BAFTA Best Factual Series) and The Unteachables (RTS Breakthrough Award—
On-Screen).

Film

Channel 4 is one of the most significant supporters of film in the UK, and is the only broadcaster other
than the BBC with a substantial commitment to UK film. It spent a total of around £25 million in 2006 on
British films, including £10 million ringfenced by its production arm, Film4, for the development and
production of films intended for theatrical release.

Recent acclaimed releases include The Motorcycle Diaries & Yasmin (2004); Festival (2005); Brothers of
the Head (2006); This Is England (2007); The Last King of Scotland, and Venus (2007) These films alone won
2 Oscars and 3 BAFTAs.

Channel 4 spends more than £2 million each year on film-related training, including the British
Documentary Film Foundation, the cultural diversity training scheme, Skillset and the National Film and
Television School, and is proud of its contribution to the development of UK film-making talent (including
among many others: Danny Boyle, Trainspotting (1995); Neil Jordan The Crying Game (1990) and Kevin
McDonald, The Last King of Scotland (2007), which won an Oscar for Best Performance by an Actor in a
Leading Role in 2007.

Channel 4 has extended its success from theatrical releases to the re-launch of its Film4 channel as free-
to-air to all UK digital homes. Since July 2006 the channel has gained a 1% share in multichannel homes.
40% of its diverse schedule is devoted to British, European and world cinema titles, with some British films
enjoying audiences of over half a million viewers.

Religion

Channel 4’s religious output is distinctive and in peak covers a far broader range of religious subjects than
any of the other public service broadcasters.

Sub-genre coverage of all peak religion
transmissions in 2006 (Attentional) BBC1 BBC2 ITV1 C4 FIVE

< Sub-generes covered 2 2 0 6 1
Total < sub-genres 9 9 9 9 9
% Sub-genres covered 22% 22% 0% 67% 11%

Recent examples of Channel 4’s innovative approach to religious issues include Priest Idol, The New 10
Commandments and The Hajj—The Greatest Trip On Earth.

4. Channel 4’s Broader Impact on the UK’s Creative Economy

In their submissions to the Select Committee, ITV and Sky do not acknowledge Channel 4’s vital
contribution to the UK’s creative economy.

Since 1982, Channel 4 has been instrumental in the establishment of the UK’s vibrant independent
production sector.

Independent production was virtually unheard of when the channel launched, with the vast majority of
creative activity taking place within the in-house production arms of the major television channels. Channel
4’s unique statutory requirement not to produce content in-house, rather to source content externally
created immediate demand for external production companies. Today there are over 500 independent
production houses in the UK, providing benefits to the entire broadcasting industry, including the BBC,
ITV and FIVE.

Channel 4 continues to support diversity in the creative economy, and is by far the most active broadcaster
in commissioning from the broadest number of production houses. In 2006, Channel 4 commissioned from
296 independent production houses (greater than BBC1 and ITV1 combined), remarkable in light of recent
and on-going consolidation in the independent sector. ITV, which benefits from its own in-house production
arm, commissioned from less than half this number of UK companies (Source: Channel 4 Annual Report
& Attentional).

In 2005, Channel 4 created direct employment for c.12,000 individuals in the UK’s television industry,
and indirect employment of 22,000 people across all industries, representing a gross economic impact to the
UK of £2 billion. Of these roles, c.12,000 were outside London (Source: PwC).

Furthermore, Channel 4 invested £134 million in direct commissioning budgets outside London in 2006,
an increase of £26 million on 2005’s spend (Source: Channel 4 Annual Reports), sustaining over 2,000
regional jobs in the UK television industry (Source: PwC).
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Channel 4 continues to invest in identifying and nurturing creative talent in communities in every part of
the UK, spending £8 million in 2006 on a broad range of schemes to support creative individuals. As well
as helping young people find their way into the television industry, we oVer information and inspiration to
countless talented individuals who want to work in the creative industries. Key schemes include 4Talent, the
Glasgow-based Research Centre for Television and Interactivity and Creative Cities.

July 2007

Memorandum submitted by ITV Plc

Summary

— ITV remains the UK’s leading commercial public service broadcaster. Despite being required to
pay for its terrestrial spectrum and to generate a return to shareholders, ITV invests more in UK
production—and delivers greater public service value—than any other commercial broadcaster,
including the publicly owned Channel 4.

— ITV remains committed to its public service role, despite coming under considerable commercial
pressure as the UK makes the transition to digital. In 2006, ITV1 advertising revenues fell by £200
million. However ITV has maintained its investment in network and regional programmes at
around £1 billion. This investment covers key public service genres, such as news, current aVairs,
regional news, religion, arts and children’s programmes, with more original production and more
regionally produced programming than Channel 4 and five combined.

— Commercial public service broadcasters can continue to thrive in the digital era, via self-help and
with sensible regulatory evolution. Broadcasters will need to improve their eYciency and diversify
commercially. The regulatory framework will also need to evolve to ensure that commercial public
service broadcasters are not penalised relative to their broadcast competitors and other media.

— Whilst network PSB should continue to be sustainable, there is potential for a “funding gap” with
respect to ITV’s regional services. Costing well over £100 million every year, ITV’s regional
services represent the greatest single investment in UK public service broadcasting outside the
BBC. ITV’s regional services—in particular regional news—also deliver greater public value than
any other public service genre. Ensuring that regional news on ITV1 has a sustainable financial
future should be the number one priority for Government, Ofcom and the Select Committee.

— Channel 4 achieved record profits in 2005 and a record share of the television advertising market
in 2006. On the back of gifted public spectrum, Channel 4’s commercial services have achieved
cumulative losses of £200 million since 1999. There is now considerably more Big Brother-related
programmes in Channel 4’s schedule than news. There can be no justification whatsoever for any
form of further public subsidy for Channel 4. Indeed, the priority should be putting clear and
testing measures in place to ensure that Channel 4 is held to its public service remit.

— ITV is not convinced that the case has been made for public service intervention with respect to
new media. In broadcasting, spectrum scarcity and universal provision were key parts of the
justification for PSB intervention; neither apply with respect to new media. It is also diYcult to see
how new media content could achieve suYcient impact to justify public funding. Rather than as
a stand-alone entity, ITV believes that the PSP should only be considered as a means of sustaining
existing public service content—such as regional services—in the digital age.

Introduction

This response is made on behalf of ITV plc. ITV plc holds 11 of the 15 regional Channel 3 licences, which
together comprise the ITV network. ITV plc’s licences cover the whole of England and Wales. Alongside
ITV plc, SMG plc and UTV plc hold the ITV licences covering Scotland and Northern Ireland respectively;
Channel TV holds the licence for the Channel Islands. Hereafter ITV plc is referred to as “ITV”.

ITV is the UKs leading commercial public service broadcaster. The public service channel ITV1 makes
a very substantial contribution to the UK’s public service broadcasting ecology through a mixed genre
schedule that includes a number of specific public service commitments and a higher investment in original
UK production than all other commercial public service broadcasters combined.4

Outside ITV1, ITV’s portfolio includes a family of digital channels, comprising ITV2, ITV3, ITV4,
dedicated children’s channel CiTV, ITV Play and Men and Motors. ITV also operates a number of new
media services, including ITV content via mobiles, and ITV Local on broadband. In spring 2007, ITV will
launch a comprehensive on-demand broadband service, oVering viewers the best of ITV programmes via
the web.

4 See inter alia Ofcom, The Communications Market 2006. Ofcom estimate that in 2005 ITV1 (including GMTV) invested 20%
more in programmes than Channel 4 and five combined. ITV1 also invests more of its overall programme budget in original
UK production than either Channel 4 or five.
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Over recent years and largely as a consequence of the passage of the Communications Act, there has been
some sensible modernisation of ITV1’s public service obligations. However such changes should not
overshadow ITV1’s substantial enduring public service contribution. Notwithstanding recent changes, ITV
continues to deliver on a greater range of public service commitments than any other commercial
broadcaster in the UK, including the publicly-owned Channel 4. Uniquely in UK commercial broadcasting,
public service broadcasting on ITV1 spans the channel’s network and regional output. Some of the key
features of ITV’s enduring public service contribution are summarised over the following pages, for both
the ITV network service as a whole and the ITV nations and regional services.

Public service broadcasting: ITV network

— ITV provides a high quality and competitive national and international news service, with over
365 hours of national news each year and at least 125 hours in peak time. ITV provides robust
competition to other news services in the UK, particularly the BBC, through a comprehensive
service resourced by a network of national and international bureaux and specialist
correspondents. ITV plc is a major shareholder in ITN, which supplies news to ITV and to Channel
4. ITV invests around twice as much in news programming as Channel 4. Each evening ITV’s main
network news programmes deliver a combined audience of around 7.5 million viewers, compared
to around one million viewers attracted by Channel 4 News.

— ITV is required to provide at least 78 hours of current aVairs programming every year, with at least
35 hours in peak time. In fact, ITV exceeds all its licence quotas for current aVairs, with a schedule
including the UK’s leading current aVairs programme, Tonight with Trevor McDonald,
Parliamentary coverage with The Sunday Edition and one-oV current aVairs specials from the likes
of JeV Randall and John Pilger on issues as diverse as the future of pensions and the war on terror.
Tonight with Trevor McDonald is regularly scheduled twice a week in peak viewing time and
attracts audiences of up to six million to a range of topics including political, international and
consumer aVairs, and special investigations. Recent examples include films about domestic
violence, council tax, multiculturalism and the conflict in Iraq.

— ITV also provides a range of other public service programmes in genres which are not subject to
licence quotas. These includes arts coverage, centred around the UK’s most respected and longest
running arts programme, The South Bank Show. The South Bank Show has just enjoyed a very
successful series, including programmes on conceptual artist Damian Hirst, composer Steve Reich,
author JG Ballard and Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. As a demonstration of ITV’s enduring
commitment to its public service role, ITV recently recommissioned The South Bank Show right
through to 2009. ITV delivers a range of religious programming at a level consistent with the
output of the other public service broadcasters. ITV’s religious programmes have won the UK’s
most prestigious award for religious programming, the Sandford Saint Martin prize, two years in
succession, for programmes dealing with spiritual challenges posed by international terrorism and
responses to it. ITV also continues to provide a substantial volume of children’s programmes on
ITV1, alongside a dedicated and free-to-air children’s channel, CITV, which is available to around
90% of children in the UK and includes a high level of originated UK programmes.

— ITV is also subject to a number of over-arching quotas across the ITV1 service. 85% of
programmes during peak hours on ITV1 are required to be UK originations. In fact, out of a total
investment in programmes of nearly £1 billion, ITV spends over 90% on originated UK material.
ITV devotes a higher proportion of a much higher overall programme budget to original UK
production than any of its commercial competitors. For example, ITV invests more than twice as
much in original UK production as Channel 4. In key genres, the gap is even wider: ITV invests
nearly 10 times as much in UK drama as Channel 4. From its originated content, ITV is required
to commission at least 25% of its programming from the independent sector. ITV1 has never
missed its independent quota.

— ITV seeks to ensure that a majority of its first-run commissions (in terms of hours and investment)
are regional productions. By contrast, for the BBC and Channel 4, the majority of programmes
are sourced from London. The BBC commits to just 30% (by value) and 25% (by hours)
production outside London; Channel 4 commits only to making 30% of programmes outside
London. ITV1’s network schedule has a stronger regional accent than that of any other national
broadcaster, with many of the programmes most strongly identified with the channel being
produced outside London. These would include Coronation Street, Taggart, Emmerdale, Rebus,
and Heartbeat. Regional productions also feature heavily in new commissions for the channel,
including the likes of Wire in the Blood, Kingdom, Afterlife and Mobile. ITV supports production
across a wide range of regional production centres. ITV also operates a Regional Production
Fund, which is investing £9 million in bringing new to network producers to ITV, through a mix
of mentoring, training and commissions.

— ITV seeks to ensure that as many people as possible can access and enjoy ITV’s programmes. ITV
fully complies with quotas to provide access services—subtitling, signing and audio description—
for viewers with hearing and sight impairment.
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Public service broadcasting: ITV nations and regions

— ITV delivers regional services across 15 nations and regions and more than 25 sub-regions. ITV
invests well over £100 million per annum to provide over 5,000 hours of regional programming
every year. No other commercial public service broadcaster operates any regional services. ITV’s
regional services represent the single greatest investment in UK public service broadcasting outside
the BBC.

— At the heart of ITV’s regional services are ITV’s regional news services, representing the only
comprehensive regional news service outside the BBC. Over three years, ITV has invested over £40
million to digitise its regional news infrastructure and ensures that there is closer cooperation
between regional and national news services than ever before. In 2006 ITV increased the number
of individual flagship regional news bulletins to 17 and launched the new Thames Valley services.
ITV spends more on regional news than Channel 4’s entire budget for news, current aVairs,
religions, arts and children’s programmes combined. Regional news services on ITV continue to
enjoy considerable public support and to attract sizeable audiences. Until controversy over alleged
rascist bullying boosted its ratings, Celebrity Big Brother was outrated consistently by ITV’s main
regional news bulletins.

— Alongside regional news programming, ITV’s regional services broadcast around 3,000 regional
non-news programmes every year. Although this represents a reduction on the level before 2005,
ITV is still providing more regional non-news programmes than the BBC in most regions. Again
no other commercial public service broadcaster provides any such programmes.

— ITV’s non-news programmes include over 500 regional current aVairs and Parliamentary
programmes up and down the country every year. These programmes are often hard-hitting and
agenda setting: for example, last year an investigation by The London Programme led to a
Parliamentary investigation and reclassification of the increasingly prevalent drug crystal meth.
Although there will be further changes in ITV regional non-news programming from 2009, Ofcom
has confirmed that regional current aVairs and Parliamentary programmes will be largely ring-
fenced and protected beyond that date.

The Digital Challenge

In ITV’s view, it is important not to take too narrow a view of commercial public service broadcasting.
Commercial public service broadcasting may sometimes be identified as synonymous with a small number
of specific PSB genres which commercial public service broadcasters have been expected to provide to
varying extents over the last five decades. However the commercial public service broadcasting system in the
UK also provided for a level of investment in original UK-produced programming across the board across
commercial and “PSB” genres. It is this element of commercial public service broadcasting which in ITV’s
view is potentially most valuable from the perspective of viewers, but which cannot necessarily be taken for
granted going forward into the digital age.

Historically the commercial terrestrial broadcasters were required under the terms of their licences to
broadcast certain levels of programming in specific public service genres. As a result of the passage of the
Communications Act, licence quotas have been simplified, although in key areas—news, current aVairs and
regional programming—protections remain. Some measured changes have therefore been observed across
the commercial sector, including on ITV1, Channel 4 and five. The BBC remains subject to a diVering
regulatory regime, but there have also been notable changes to the output of the core channels BBC1 and
BBC2 in recent years in several public service genres.

Following such recent changes, ITV does not foresee further imminent or substantial changes with respect
to the core public service genres. For example, network news represents a core part of the ITV brand and
ITV is seeking to put in place a contract for news provision on ITV1 for many years to come. Likewise in
current aVairs, arts and religion, ITV does not envisage any radical changes going forward. In terms of
children’s programmes, ITV’s view is that a dedicated CITV channel is a more eVective means of reaching
the children’s audience than isolated blocks of programmes in the ITV1 schedule. However, even in
analogue terrestrial homes, children will retain access to a substantial volume of programming across the
BBC and the commercial channels, including on Channel 3.

As important as such narrowly defined “PSB genres” are, the key strength of UK commercial public
service broadcasting has never been a function of regulation or licence quotas. The UK viewer has to date
benefited from internationally exceptional levels of investment in original UK production across both the
BBC and the commercial sector. ITV in particular has a higher production budget than any other wholly
commercial channel outside the US—even those in markets significantly larger than the UK. The analogue
system generated for the main commercial channels both the financial means and the economic incentive to
invest heavily in original UK production. The licence fee funded BBC set the quality bar high for the
commercial sector, but did not compete for commercial revenues, allowing ITV and Channel 4 to maintain
a significant portion of a UK television advertising market which, until recently, itself remained relatively
buoyant. In order to deliver mass commercial audiences in particular, those same commercial channels have
had to invest heavily in original UK production.
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In ITV’s view, it is this broader aspect of commercial public service broadcasting—a system that
encourages heavy investment in original UK programming—which ultimately matters most to UK viewers.
And it is part of the UK broadcasting ecology that comes most under pressure as we enter the fully
digital era.

A focus on this key issue also means a focus on the central role of ITV as the UK’s leading commercial
public service broadcaster. ITV continues to invest more in original UK production than Channel 4, five
and BSkyB combined. ITV disperses that investment more eVectively across a wider range of regional
producers than any other UK network. ITV invests more in UK-produced drama than the rest of the
commercial sector put together.

By contrast, Channel 4’s contribution to UK public service broadcasting has been weighted to delivery
of narrow public service genres, rather than original production. Up to 25% of Channel 4’s programme
budget is currently invested in acquisitions (the vast majority comprising US imports). Overall ITV1 invests
around twice as much in UK production as Channel 4. Channel 5 broadcasts an even lower level of original
production, with the majority of its peak output made up of acquired material.

ITV’s enduring investment in original UK production is all the more remarkable given the increasing
competition and revenue pressure ITV faces. In 2006, ITV1’s core advertising revenues dropped by £200
million. Nonetheless in 2007, ITV has maintained its investment in programming. ITV is currently investing
around two-thirds of its core advertising income back into network and regional programmes, a higher
proportion than at any time in 50 years of commercial television in the UK. As the transition to digital
continues, ITV’s traditional advertising revenue base may be further eroded, threatening ITV’s ability to
sustain such levels of programme investment. Areas of programming which involve high costs and low
commercial return—in particular regional news—will come under particular pressure.

Despite this pressure, ITV is not convinced that the first response should be to call for “public funding” for
commercial public service broadcasting. It should be incumbent on commercial public service broadcasters,
including ITV and Channel 4, to first seek “self-help”. ITV has sought to bear down on its non-programming
costs in all areas with some success. Historically ITV reinvested around a third of its advertising revenues
back into programming; over recent years ITV has ensured that more and more of its income goes back on-
screen. ITV has invested in digitising regional newsrooms to make them more eYcient and is looking at every
single aspect of its regional operations to ensure that as little money as possible is diverted oV-screen. ITV
has also sought to increase its revenues beyond ITV1 advertising. ITV’s suite of digital channels is
increasingly successful and—unlike Channel 4’s digital oVering—is already in profit. ITV is planning a
major broadband launch in early 2007, which it is confident will set a new standard in terms of commercial
broadcasters’ online operations. ITV has also increased its investment in the DTT platform, via its
acquisition of SDN, and launched a highly successful participation TV business. ITV has put its regional
newsrooms at the centre of its exciting ITV Local online service, which ITV hopes will drive regional online
advertising revenues, in the same way as the company continues to drive regional television advertising
revenues. Many such ventures will benefit in terms of their content and via cross-promotion from the main
channel, stretching the value ITV earns from its core investment in programming and strengthening
incentives for ITV to maintain that investment going forward.

The ability of commercial channels to invest heavily in programming will ultimately depend on the overall
health of the commercial market. ITV believes that some of the fears voiced over the future of television
advertising have been exaggerated. (Channel 4, for example, has consistently talked down the prospects for
television advertising at the same time as re-launching all of its digital channels on an entirely advertising
funded model.) Television advertising remains a fantastically powerful marketing tool and its eVectiveness
is not under imminent threat. Even with growing use of PVRs and alternative technologies, it is notable that
viewing of television advertising actually increased in the UK in 2006.

However, even if the market as a whole remains healthy, fragmentation within it is likely to mean an
erosion of the share enjoyed by the larger players. For such reasons, ITV is strongly supportive of proposals
to modernise the regulation of commercial television. The proposed revisions to the Television Without
Frontiers Directive—whilst in ITV’s view not radical enough—should allow progress towards product
placement in some circumstances and should bring some liberalisation of advertising rules. In both cases,
ITV is confident that there are benefits to be gained for viewers, broadcasters and advertisers, by maximising
incentives to invest in programmes, whilst still providing an appropriate framework of editorial protections.
ITV also believes that a decision to ease Contract Rights Renewal—the remedy put in place for ITV1 at the
time of the 2003 ITV merger—would help reduce pressure on the total television advertising market, as well
as on ITV1. Continuing evolution of the regulatory framework should allow commercial channels to
maximise their revenues and their consequent ability to invest heavily in UK originated programming.

Beyond “self-help” and regulatory change, some form of public subsidy is clearly a further option.
However ITV believes that this must be a last resort. Certainly the case for public funding cannot be made
outside tightly defined public service genres, delivering significant public value and where the costs involved
are clearly in excess of what the market can support. It is hard to see any possible justification for such
funding in commercial genres, such as entertainment and drama. Subsidising a commercial broadcaster to
invest heavily in acquired US material would also be an odd use of public funds. Even with respect to
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network PSB genres, it should not automatically be assumed that public subsidy will be justified. The costs
involved may be limited and (for Channel 4 at least) the opportunity to cross subsidise via the benefits of
gifted terrestrial spectrum should remain for several years to come, if not indefinitely.

ITV’s view is that one of the few areas where public funding might be worth seriously considering is
regional news services on ITV1. These services involve greater costs than any other genre of commercial
public service broadcasting—across ITV, Channel 4 and beyond—at over £100 million per annum. However
regional news in particular delivers very clear public value in terms of representation and sustaining
plurality. The very fact that no commercial broadcaster beyond ITV1 provides any such services
demonstrates powerfully that such programmes do not punch their weight in commercial terms. There is a
“funding gap” that still needs to be plugged.

The long-term future of regional news services in the commercial sector ITV regards as the most
important and pressing issue across commercial public service broadcasting in the UK. ITV therefore
welcomes the current inquiry by the Select Committee and the opportunity to present its views as the UK’s
leading commercial public service broadcaster. ITV has also welcomed the recent decision by Ofcom to
bring forward its next PSB review to commence in 2008. Current Government policy appears to be to
consider the issue of commercial public service broadcasting towards the end of the switchover process. ITV
continues to believe that the critical issue of the future of ITV’s regional services should be considered with
a greater sense of urgency.

The following pages summarise ITV’s response to the specific questions raised by the Select Committee.

The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age

As set out above, ITV continues to make a considerable contribution to plurality in public service
broadcasting. ITV invests more in news than any other commercial public service broadcaster—and around
twice as much as Channel 4. ITV news programmes attract cumulative audiences often in excess of
7.5 million on weeknights compared to barely one million on its main commercial rival. In addition, whilst
Channel 4’s news audience largely replicates that of the BBC, ITV’s news programmes crucially attract a
high proportion of unique news viewers, enhancing their contribution to plurality. In current aVairs—across
the network and regions—ITV provides more programming than all other commercial public service
broadcasters combined. Programmes range from the twice-a-week Tonight and Parliamentary coverage on
The Sunday Edition to weekly regional investigations and political programming across 15 ITV regions.
ITV’s main current aVairs programme, Tonight regularly attracts a greater audience than Panorama and
Dispatches combined. ITV continues to produce the most successful arts programme on UK television,
prize-winning religious programming and children’s programmes, for ITV1 and a free-to-air children’s
channel.

Alongside its contribution in terms of “PSB” genres, ITV invests more in original UK production than
the other commercial public service broadcasters combined. ITV invests a greater proportion of that budget
in production from the nations and regions than any other UK network, including even the BBC. High
quality, original and free-to-air programming on ITV spans drama, entertainment, factual, documentaries,
as well as the classic PSB genres. In drama in particular, ITV is the only commercial network able to compete
on anything like an equal footing with the BBC. ITV1 alone invests over £300 million per annum in UK
produced drama, including soaps (Coronation Street, Emmerdale, The Bill), returning series (Heartbeat,
Wire in the Blood, Taggart, Trial and Retribution, Rebus, Life Begins, Cracker, Prime Suspect), challenging
one-oVs (Housewife 49, See No Evil, Mysterious Creatures) right through to internationally acclaimed
feature films (The Queen). ITV’s nearest commercial competitor, Channel 4, has a budget for UK drama
barely 10% the level of ITV1’s. Channel 4 spends three times more on acquired US material than on UK
drama.

As well as original production and UK drama, ITV’s contribution to public service plurality is
particularly crucial in the area of regional news. ITV produces and broadcasts over 5,000 hours per annum
of regional news, current aVairs and other programming across 15 regions and over 25 sub-regions every
year. Across ITV, this represents an investment of well over £100 million per annum. No other commercial
channel provides any regional news services—or, indeed, any regional services at all. ITV’s services are
therefore indispensable to the maintenance of plurality in this crucial public service genre.

For many areas, ITV’s view is that the prospects for public service broadcasting should be secured by a
combination of “self help” on the part of broadcasters and an evolving regulatory structure which maximises
incentives for broadcasters to continue to invest in production. Government has set the BBC very testing
eYciency targets and ITV has relentlessly borne down on its oV-screen costs in order to sustain its investment
in programming for well over a decade. In 2007, ITV1 is holding its investment in programming despite a
reduction in advertising revenues in 2006 of £200 million. Other broadcasters may enjoy considerable
further scope to reap such eYciency gains. For example, despite no requirement to pay for its spectrum or
deliver a return to shareholders, out of £730 million of core channel revenues in 2005, Channel 4 invested
less than £500 million in programmes.
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The changing market also creates significant opportunities for revenue growth. ITV runs a profitable suite
of digital channels and has diversified with some success in areas such as online (for example, via Friends
Reunited), regional digital services (via ITV Local) and digital platforms (via SDN). ITV plc has set itself
the target of ensuring that 50% of its revenues are generated outside ITV1 advertising revenues by the end
of the decade. It is notable, by contrast, that Channel 4’s “commercial ventures” (outside the core public
service channel) have consistently lost money over the last few years, with cumulative losses of £200 million
since 1999, notwithstanding those channels’ occupancy of valuable gifted spectrum.

Through such “self help” ITV believes that plurality in public service provision should be sustainable in
terms of the narrow “PSB” genres at the network level. Network news, for example, will remain an
indispensable part of the schedule of any successful television network. The costs involved in such
programming—though significant—should not be exaggerated. Channel 4, for example, invests only
around 3% of its core advertising revenues in its network news service. Costs in other PSB genres, such as
religion, arts and current aVairs, tend to be even lower.

There will of course be changes in such areas going forward. In some cases, fragmentation of audiences
and changing viewer behaviour will dilute the impact of such programmes, especially as delivered on the
core commercial public service channels. In such circumstances, it may make sense to revisit requirements
or encourage their evolution to serve viewers’ needs more eVectively via other means. But it is alarmist and
unrealistic to suggest that such programmes are somehow under a near-term financial threat.

It should not be unduly surprising that core network PSB genres may be sustainable going forward. In a
sense the old system—of public service delivered in return for the benefits of PSB status—should simply
evolve into the digital era. It is often asserted that the benefits of PSB status fall away with digital switchover.
But this is inaccurate. Analogue spectrum is eVectively being replaced with digital terrestrial spectrum.
Although ITV pays for the benefits of both analogue and DTT spectrum via its licence payments, Channel
4 continues to receive both free of charge. DTT spectrum is increasingly valuable. Channel 4 is eVectively
losing analogue capacity for one national channel, but gaining capacity for four or more national channels
on DTT. Even before those DTT channels have reached universal coverage (which they will secure at DSO),
that capacity is scarce and valuable. Channel 4 itself has reportedly bid over £10 million per annum for
capacity for one national channel on DTT. On this basis, the value of Channel 4’s gifted DTT spectrum
alone would more than cover its entire budget for news, current aVairs, religion and children’s programmes
as detailed in its most recent report and accounts.

Whilst the network PSB genres may not be under threat, as set out previously, regional news services on
ITV1 involve very diVerent issues. The extent of the investment is huge. There is no other genre of public
service broadcasting beyond the BBC involves costs of even half the level of ITV’s investment in each
regional services. The costs involved potentially outweigh any public service benefits received by ITV at
DSO—in particular should ITV remains subject to separate spectrum fees and public service requirements
at the network level. The public value delivered by ITV’s regional services is immense. Again ITV does not
believe that there is a single genre of public service programmes outside the BBC that comes close in public
value terms. However—as evidenced by the lack of any other regional services oVered by any other channels
outside the BBC—the costs involved are not necessarily covered by the revenue those services can generate.

There are some opportunities for self-help with respect to regional news. For example, ITV has invested
heavily to improve eYciency and with Ofcom has agreed to some improvements to the regional map.
Extending the services online via ITV Local may also allow regional services to attract new revenues.
Regulatory changes within the gift of Ofcom may also come into play: ITV is particularly keen to explore
means of reforming the advertising rules to incentivise investment in regional programming. (Currently,
given the advertising minutage restrictions, ITV often has no incentive to place any advertising minutage in
regional news programmes, reducing the apparent commercial value of such programming.)

Beyond such means, some form of public support may ultimately need to be considered. Again, in a sense,
this should not be surprising. ITV’s regional services represented the single largest intervention in
commercial public service broadcasting in the analogue era. When Ofcom itself estimated the total “implicit
subsidy” in UK broadcasting, the single largest element was comprised of ITV regional programming. It
may therefore actually be a natural evolution of the analogue funding model were such implicit public
funding ultimately to become explicit. However at this stage, ITV believes that the priority should be to
accelerate a debate about the appropriate regional requirements on ITV in the digital era and all possible
means of addressing any resulting funding gap. This is the key area where plurality of public service
provision—and potentially substantial public value—are genuinely at stake.

The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

Since the passage of the Communications Act through Parliament, public service obligations on
commercial broadcasters have been considerably simplified. Rather than a long list of quotas, ITV, GMTV,
Channel 4 and five are subject to quotas for news, current aVairs, regional news and non-news programmes
(for ITV1 only) and schools programmes (for Channel 4 only).
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The commercial public service broadcasters are also subject to quotas for independent production (25%
for all); original production (65% for ITV1 rising to 85% in peak; 60% for Channel 4, rising to 70% in peak;
and 53% for Channel 5, falling to 42% in peak) and regional production (50% for ITV1; 30% for Channel
4; and 10% for Channel 5).

Outside these areas, commercial public service broadcasters are not subject to public service licence
obligations, but are required to consult with Ofcom and take account of its views in circumstances where a
significant change is proposed to the relevant service.

As set out above, although there will undoubtedly be further change with respect to such public service
obligations over time, ITV is optimistic that sustaining network obligations on such lines going forward
should be practical. For the most part, the costs entailed by such obligations are proportionate to the
benefits derived from public service status, in particular access to DTT spectrum.

For those public service broadcasters subject only to network obligations and not making any payment
for access to spectrum—namely Channel 4—it is hard to see why any significant issue arises: the costs of
delivering on the obligations should be covered by the benefits derived from public service status, in
particular DTT spectrum. For those commercial public service broadcasters who currently make licence
payments, some such network obligations may also be sustainable as long as the regulator focuses on
recouping the value of the licence via an “in kind” PSB contribution, rather than via licence payments as in
the past (or any future “spectrum taxes”).4

However questions do arise about the sustainability of regional public service obligations uniquely on
ITV1, given the very significant costs entailed, which potentially outweigh any residual benefits of public
service status. For regional services on ITV1 to remain sustainable in the digital era, ITV believes that a
combination of commercial self-help, measured regulatory reform, and potentially some form of direct
public support may be required.

There may also be question-marks over the ability of commercial public service broadcasters over the long
term to deliver on their current UK origination requirements. It is notable, for example, that Channel 5 has
applied for a number of licence variations to revise down its origination requirements, which it was originally
envisaged would stand at around 70% by this point in the channel’s development (rather than 53% across
the schedule and just 42% in peak). To some extent, the pressure on Channel 5’s ability to sustain a high
level of original production may highlight the broader threat to original production in the commercial sector
in a more and more fragmented digital market.

As set out above, ITV believes that investment in original production in the commercial sector will be
maximised by ensuring that commercial channels are able to reap a full commercial reward for such
investment. Critical in this regard is a regulatory framework that ensures that commercial public service
broadcasters are not subject to unnecessary restrictions which place them at a disadvantage to the rest of
the market or other media. Deregulation of restrictions applying to advertising and product placement,
which are being proposed as part of the revision of the Television Without Frontiers directive, is therefore
to be welcomed (albeit such deregulation does not, in ITV’s view, go far enough). ITV also believes that the
regulatory authorities should review the Contract Rights Renewal restrictions placed on ITV1 at the time
of the last ITV merger. An unintended side-eVect of such restrictions has been to create barriers to creative
risk taking and incentives against investment in the ITV1 schedule. There is also a growing consensus that
CRR is exacerbating the negative pressures on the UK television advertising market overall.

The viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel 4 and Five

ITV remains a vibrant and commercially successful business, uniquely delivering commercial success and
a return to its shareholders at the same time as paying for its terrestrial spectrum and delivering on a wider
range of public service obligations than any of its competitors.

Although ITV1 revenues came under considerable pressure in 2006, ITV1 alone still generated over
£1.4 billion in total advertising revenues. ITV’s digital channels secured in excess of £100 million of further
advertising revenues. ITV Productions is the UK’s leading commercial production company producing a
large slate of programming for ITV and also other UK channels, including the BBC (The Royle Family, The
Street, University Challenge), Channel 4 (Longford, The Deal, Countdown, Come Dine With Me) and Sky
(Brainiac). ITV also operates a successful international production and distribution business, with
considerable recent success in the US market in particular. ITV Consumer has expanded ITV’s operations
beyond advertiser funded broadcasting and production to include online (Friends Reunited and the soon
to launch broadband service), participation television (ITV Play), and as a DTT multiplex licence holder
(via SDN). Whilst ITV continues to be optimistic regarding the outlook for television advertising, such
successful diversification gives ITV additional confidence in the future funding model for the company as
a whole and its ability to discharge a considerable public service role, given an appropriate regulatory
framework.

4 For the record, despite the recent reduction in licence payments, ITV will still make licence payments of around £40 million
this year. Such payments are on course to reduce to around £5 million in 2013. Ofcom has the option of terminating such
payments entirely from 2011. Channel 4 makes no licence payments at all. Ofcom currently proposes to introduce some form
of spectrum payments for DTT multiplexes potentially from 2014.
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That funding model should be underpinned by appropriate regulatory modernisation going forward.
CRR is a drag on ITV’s performance and the television advertising market as a whole. Whilst ITV recognises
that, as the largest player in the market it may remain subject to some form of ongoing restrictions, CRR
is disproportionate and is having a number of unforeseen wider consequences. Replacement of CRR with
a more appropriate and proportionate remedy would be good news for ITV and the commercial market as
a whole. The introduction of product placement in certain programme genres—with appropriate protection
for viewers—should also create exciting commercial opportunities for broadcasters and producers over
time. The revisions of the TVWF directive are setting the scene for some measured deregulation of
advertising rules, which is welcome in particular given the damaging eVect of additional advertising
restrictions on food proposed by Ofcom.

Beyond ITV, Channel 4 remains a broadcaster in rude good health. In 2005, Channel 4 reported record
operating profits of £80 million on its core channel. Overall group profits were dented only by considerable
losses on Channel 4’s “commercial” (non-PSB) operations, which remain a considerable drag on the group’s
performance. Over recent years, rather than generating a return to be invested back into the core channel,
Channel 4’s commercial operations have generated losses of over £200 million since 1999 funded by the
public service channel. Channel 4 should not seek to cover up for the very considerable flaws in its
commercial strategy by an unjustified grant of public funding whether by direct or indirect means.

Channel 4 has claimed that its profits in 2006 will be considerably down on the previous year. The truth
is that—even in a total market that fell by over 5%—Channel 4’s total advertising revenue across all its
channels grew in 2006. Furthermore Channel 4 secured its highest share of the total television market of its
25 year history. Forecasts for 2007 suggest that Channel 4 may break that record again in 2007. Despite its
public claims, Channel 4’s actions suggest considerable confidence in the future of television advertising:
only last year, Channel 4 converted all its digital channels from pay-TV to a fully advertising funded model.

Channel 4 has called for public assistance for its digital switchover transmission costs and Government
has suggested it may provide for this (up to £14 million) out of the licence fee. ITV is in exactly the same
position as Channel 4 in terms of its DSO transmission costs. Indeed, as joint shareholders in the D3&4
multiplex, ITV and Channel 4 will contract together for DSO transmission. In fact—rather than increasing
Channel 4’s transmission costs—DSO will reduce the cost of terrestrial transmission for Channel 4. Indeed,
Channel 4 is likely to pay less to broadcast four digital channels on DTT than one channel in analogue. The
use of public money to “compensate” Channel 4 for transmission commitments that will reduce its costs
would represent exceptionally poor value for UK licence fee payers.

Channel 4 has separately argued for further “gifted” DTT spectrum to be made available from the BBC.
Again Government has suggested that this may be considered. For the record, Channel 4 currently runs the
biggest suite of DTT channels of any UK broadcaster. It has been gifted four video streams—without
making any licence payments—and has secured further such streams on commercial terms. Until recently
it used gifted public spectrum in order to run a participation TV channel on DTT. Its other digital services
are not designated public service channels and, indeed, in several cases deliver zero public value. E4, for
example, has a schedule largely comprising repeats of acquired US material and reality programming and
streaming, such as Celebrity Big Brother Live. Gifting Channel 4 further DTT spectrum to prop up its
hitherto struggling commercial services would represent a very poor piece of policymaking indeed.

Ofcom is currently undertaking a review of Channel 4’s finances, which ITV welcomes. Channel 4 appears
to approach that review on the basis of what it may take to sustain its current model, programme budget
and commercial strategy. In ITV’s view this is entirely wrongheaded. Channel 4 is a publicly-owned public
service broadcaster. The issue is whether and how Channel 4 may be able to deliver on its public service
remit.

Very clearly the majority of Channel 4’s existing schedule does not comprise public service broadcasting.
The £100 million Channel 4 spends on acquired US programming every year is not public service
broadcasting. The reported £70 million per annum that Channel 4 spends on Big Brother and Celebrity Big
Brother is not public service broadcasting. Programmes like Deal or No Deal, The Paul O’Grady Show, and
Richard and Judy, which comprise the vast majority of Channel 4’s entertainment budget, are not public
service broadcasting. Even more “public service” genres in Channel 4’s schedule, such as drama and
education, include very significant elements of commercial programming, from Hollyoaks and Goldplated
to Scrapheap Challenge.

Of Channel 4’s £500 million programme budget, the costs of public service programmes are distinctly
unimpressive: Channel 4 spends only £20 million on news, less than 3% of the channel’s revenues and a lower
proportion than at any time in 20 years. Channel 4’s budget for current aVairs programming is even lower.
Public service programmes struggle to secure any decent outlet in a Channel 4 schedule increasingly
dominated by overtly commercial fare. Last year there was more Big Brother related programming on
Channel 4 than news and current aVairs combined in terms of hours.5 In terms of investment, it has been

5 Big Brother programming on the main Channel 4 service (excluding E4) in 2006 included: Big Brother, Big Brother Diary Room
Uncut, Big Brother Live, Big Brother: The Celebrity Years, Big Brother: The love Stories, Big Brother: The Winners Week, Big
Brother’s Big Brain, Big Brother’s Big Mouth, Big Brother’s Little Brother, Celebrity Big Brother, Celebrity Big Brother Little
Breakfast, Celebrity Big Brother Live, Celebrity Big Brother’s Big Mouth, Celebrity Big Brother’s Little Brother; The Best of
Celebrity Big Brother.
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estimated that Channel 4 is spending twice as much on Big Brother as on news and current aVairs combined.
Channel 4 spends less than £5 million on religious programming. Channel 4 spent just £200,000 on children’s
programmes in 2005. Overall it is diYcult to arrive at a total cost for public service programmes on Channel
4 representing more than a fraction of the cost of public service provision supported by ITV across its
network and regional services. As little as 10% of Channel 4’s core programme budget—and a considerably
lower fraction of its advertising revenues—funds programmes that could meaningfully be described as
public service broadcasting.

The only issue for Channel 4 and Ofcom should be how best to ensure that the channel can continue to
deliver such public service programmes—not the 90% of the schedule which surround them populated by
commercial programming. It may be that a model built around expensive US acquisitions, high volumes of
entertainment programming and lifestyle programming is no longer appropriate for Channel 4. If Channel
4’s current strategy threatens to create a funding gap, the answer should be to change the strategy, rather
than plug that gap with public money.

Channel 4 has benefited from a loosely termed remit which has been interpreted very freely with few
underlying measurable obligations and without any of the periodic assessments faced by the BBC (via
Charter renewal) or ITV (via licence renewals). The channel has focused relentlessly on commercial
audiences—the young and the upmarket—rather than seeking to oVer something distinctive compared to
other commercial channels. More and more of the channel’s schedule has been filled with overtly
commercial material, which—it is now claimed—does not even serve the purpose of generating a surplus to
support more public service material. Channel 4’s commercial services have lost over £200 million in six
years even on the back of the considerable public asset which is gifted DTT spectrum. Channel 4’s
investment in US programmes has increased to record levels and stands at nearly 25% of its total programme
budget. In an era of the BBC Trust, detailed service licences and the Public Value Test, Channel 4’s
governance structure looks increasingly anomalous and unfit for purpose for a publicly owned broadcaster
in the digital age. There is no evidence of any concerted attempt to improve the eYciency of the group before
seeking to call on public funds. Indeed, without embarrassment, Channel 4 has asked for public funding
even as it announces record profits.

Following a thoroughgoing and appropriately tough assessment of the BBC’s real funding needs, ITV
hopes that the attention of Parliament and Government will now shift to assessing Channel 4’s delivery of
its remit, governance and its true funding needs.

The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

ITV is not convinced that there is an immediate need to allocate public funding to broadcasters outside
the BBC. As ITV has argued, the priority should be to look at means of “self help” and regulatory
modernisation. Public funding of broadcasters—whether by direct or indirect means—should be a last
resort.

Public funding could only possibly be considered where programming delivering significant public value
implies commercially unsupportable costs and may otherwise come under threat. As previously stated, ITV
believes that all such factors may come into play in the case of regional news services on ITV1, where costs
and the value delivered are high, but there is no other provision outside the BBC. It does not obviously apply
to other network requirements, where the costs involved are much less significant or successful commercial
broadcasters might be expected to deliver such programmes regardless of their licence obligations.

Certainly the use of public money as a non-specific “top-up” for a commercial public service broadcaster
should be rejected out of hand. Public money should be tied explicitly to public purposes. Channel 4 has
requested further DTT spectrum to improve its overall financial position. However gifting further spectrum
to subsidise purely commercial activity in order indirectly to improve the financial situation of a broadcaster
and thereby indirectly increasing its ability to invest in programming would be fraught with diYculty. There
would be no guarantee that any public subsidy would flow back to support public service programming as
opposed to artificially supporting a commercial activity. The record of Channel 4 in the past few years
demonstrates that the flow of funds has been out of the public service channel and into commercial services,
rather than the other way around. ITV would also expect any such approach to create very serious diYculty
under EC state aid rules, in particular if spectrum was granted without an appropriate and open tender
process. Likewise tying public funding to a DSO contract which actually reduces a broadcaster’s costs would
appear to involve insurmountable state aid issues. Ultimately the price of public funding has to be total
transparency over what is being paid for and clarity that it is not something the market would otherwise
provide. Public money should rightly come with strings attached.

Government has indicated that it will await the outcome of the Ofcom review of Channel 4 funding before
considering any form of public intervention. ITV believes that no such decision should be taken before
Ofcom completes its next PSB review which it has confirmed will start early next year. The PSB ecology
needs to be considered in the round, rather than individual broadcasters being picked oV and treated in
isolation. Rather than a hasty and unjustified intervention on behalf of Channel 4, Government should seek
to bring forward its review of public service broadcasting outside the BBC earlier in the switchover process
to consider all such issues of self-help, regulatory assistance and potential public funding.
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The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s programming

ITV does not consider that there is any imminent threat to network news on the main commercial
channels. Indeed, ITV is seeking to put in place a contract for news on ITV1 which will extend well into the
switchover process. Although ITV invests heavily in network news, the cost is not insupportable in the
context of ITV’s overall programme budget and ITV1 revenues. There may also be scope for additional
eYciencies going forward as investment in further digital technology reaps a financial reward. As experience
from the US and elsewhere demonstrates, successful commercial channels need to provide an authoritative
and impartial news service to diVerentiate themselves from the long tail of minor digital channels. So while
network news services could be expected to continue to develop over time on ITV1, ITV does not believe
that they will come under imminent threat as long as the channel as a whole remains successful and the
commercial television market healthy and vibrant.

Even if the commercial public service broadcasters are expected to invest in network news to an extent
greater than they would based on commercial self-interest, it is very unlikely that the additional costs will
outweigh the benefits of public service status and in particular DTT spectrum, assuming there is no attempt
to impose additional spectrum taxes. However were Ofcom to impose significant spectrum taxes on the
commercial public service broadcasters post-2014, this would impact on that balance of costs and benefits.
ITV’s view is that the regulator should make clear as early as possible that the price for commercial public
service broadcasters to access digital spectrum will be recouped via public service obligations, in particular
news, rather than any new form of licence payments.

Precisely the same logic applies to Channel 4 and to five. For Channel 4 in particular—already benefiting
from gifted analogue and digital spectrum—there is absolutely no question-mark over its long-term ability
to fund continued investment in news. Channel 4’s investment in news is around £20 million per annum and
has fallen very significantly in real terms over recent years. In the context of Channel 4’s core channel
advertising revenues of around £700 million this is clearly a cost that the broadcaster can very comfortably
accommodate.

Regional news services on ITV1 involve very diVerent issues because of the scale and fixed nature of the
investment implied and the public value delivered in a genre where plurality is very clearly at stake. ITV
invests more than five times as much in its regional services as Channel 4’s entire budget for news. Regional
news services are highly valued by viewers up and down the country, but beyond ITV1 there is no
commercial alternative to the BBC. The costs entailed in regional news delivery may very soon outweigh
the public service benefits enjoyed by ITV—in particular taken into account in combination with network
obligations and any remaining licence payments. At such a point, the regulator could not reasonably expect
ITV uniquely to continue to deliver such services. Indeed, under the terms of the Communications Act,
Parliament very specifically provided for circumstances where economic conditions are such that a
departure from a channel’s public service remit should trigger no regulatory sanction. For such reasons, ITV
believes that it is imperative that the potential funding gap for regional news programmes is addressed now,
in advance of any problems arising, precisely to guard against a situation where intervention could be too
little too late.

The prospects for children’s programmes on commercial channels needs to be understood in a fuller
context than the designated commercial public service broadcasters. There is more children’s programming
available to UK children than ever before. There is also substantially more original UK produced children’s
programming than in the past. Until a few years ago the only children’s programmes on UK television were
provided by BBC1 and ITV. There are now in addition a large number of dedicated children’s channels,
including two funded by the licence fee, including several thousands of hours of originated UK material.
Over 90% of UK children are in digital homes and therefore have access to at least three dedicated children’s
networks and, in most cases, considerably more. Even in analogue terrestrial homes there is now children’s
programming on BBC1, BBC2, ITV1, GMTV, Channel 4 and five. BBC1 and BBC2 guarantee to provide
at least 500 hours per annum of children’s programmes under the BBC’s statement of programme policy
and in practice deliver well in excess of that. GMTV and five provide around the same level of children’s
programmes again, including high levels of original UK produced material.

ITV1 continues to schedule significant volumes of children’s programmes and considerably more than its
main commercial competitor, Channel 4. Alongside children’s programmes on ITV1, ITV has launched a
free-to-air dedicated children’s channel CITV, which is available on every digital platform and accessible to
over 90% of UK children. Even before recent schedule changes on ITV1 and just a few months after its
launch, CITV was reaching a higher volume of children than children’s programmes on ITV1 on weekday
afternoons. CITV’s schedule includes a high proportion of originated UK material.

In an increasingly digital market, isolated blocks of children’s programmes on commercial terrestrial
channels are no longer an eVective way of reaching the children’s audience. This particularly applies to
weekday afternoons. Where children control their own viewing, they will gravitate to the dedicated
children’s channels, which do not have to schedule programming in isolated blocks within an adult-oriented
schedule. The majority of children’s viewing in the afternoons is to digital channels. Even within the
terrestrial channels, recent experience has been that more children watch “adult” programmes such as Deal
or No Deal on Channel 4, than children’s programmes on ITV1. It is more eVective to schedule children’s
programmes and on the CITV channel and during the weekends on ITV1 than on weekday afternoons
on ITV1.
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The prospects for children’s programmes on commercial channels have undoubtedly been damaged by
the prospect of new restrictions on food advertising to children. Despite its own research demonstrating that
television advertising has a very small impact on children’s diet, Ofcom proposes to restrict the advertising
of food classed as high in fat, salt or sugar (“HFSS”) according to the Food Standards Agency definition
during children’s programmes or programmes of particular appeal to children. Food is one of the major
advertising categories across commercial television and in children’s airtime. The vast majority of foods
advertised on television are likely to be caught by the FSA HFSS definition. These would include many
foods which are plainly not targeted at children and the advertising of which is unlikely to influence
children’s food choices, such as pasta sauces and margarine. In addition it includes foods which are not
generally consumed in a quantity that could conceivably cause any harm, such as Marmite. The restrictions
will also apply to advertising targeting adults in programmes during which the vast majority of the audience
is comprised of adults, rather than children.

The result of the proposed additional restrictions on television advertising will be the move of advertising
monies to alternative media, such as radio and on-line. It will become even more diYcult for commercial
channels to fund original UK produced children’s programming. The long-term result of such well-
intentioned regulatory intervention will inevitably be less high quality children’s programming on UK
television—and negligible positive impact on children’s diets and obesity. Over time as a result, children’s
programmes may thus become a candidate for some form of direct public funding, as Ofcom themselves
have suggested. A better solution would be for Government to address the long-term issue of childhood
obesity directly via education and health policy, rather than using restrictions on television advertising as
an indirect form of social policy.

The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

ITV welcomes the considerable work Ofcom has undertaken on the prospects for commercial public
service broadcasting and the potential role of a Public Service Publisher (PSP). ITV is particularly
supportive of the work Ofcom is currently undertaking on news (including regional news) and the increased
urgency with which Ofcom appears to be approaching these issues, evidenced in their decision to advance
the start of the next PSB review.

With respect to the PSP, to date Ofcom has described the proposal in very general terms although further
detailed work has recently been published, which ITV will consider and respond to over time. ITV has been
concerned that pressures arising with respect to the existing commercial public service broadcasters might
not be addressed via creation of a further institution and that Ofcom should tackle any issues where they
arise. ITV’s concern was that the introduction of the PSP might actually exacerbate the pressures on existing
public service content, rather than relieve them, in particular if it results in further fragmentation of
audiences. ITV is therefore reassured by Ofcom’s recent emphasis that discussion over the PSP would not
distract the regulator from focusing on means of addressing issues with respect to existing public service
delivery.

With respect to the recent work commissioned by Ofcom, the type of content that the PSP may seek to
fund appears very diVerent from the existing public service programming that Ofcom has claimed is
potentially under threat. Of the existing public service genres across ITV, Channel 4 and five, ITV’s regional
services make up well over half of the implicit cost on Ofcom’s own figures; however such content barely
figures in Ofcom’s descriptions of the programming the PSP might fund. Furthermore even on a budget of
£300 million (and more clearly on a sub-£100 million budget), it is very unclear how PSP funded content
could generate the impact to represent a suYcient return on the public’s money.

ITV will continue to engage positively in the latest stage of Ofcom’s work. ITV would be particularly keen
to explore whether the PSP could operate as a potential means of closing any funding gap that may emerge
for regional news on ITV1. It has to be said that it does not appear from Ofcom’s work to date that the PSP
is being designed with such a role in mind. Although Ofcom has talked of the PSP having a regional focus,
it is very clearly envisaged as a stand-alone institution and may not be able to deploy funds to support
threatened output on an existing provider. ITV earnestly hopes that the ongoing debate over the PSP
proposal does not distract Government or the regulator from the critical issue of securing a financially
sustainable future for regional news services on ITV1.

The case for provision of public service material on new media

There is no spectrum scarcity in new media and therefore the justification for intervention historically run
with respect to public service broadcasting simply does not apply. The public service content that Ofcom
has identified as potentially coming under threat—religion, arts, children’s, regional programmes, network
news etc . . .—are clearly all conventional broadcast genres. There is no necessary “threat” to the provision
of such genres in the new media space; indeed, more and more such content is being provided by the market.

Neither is the broader threat that Ofcom has identified with respect to a shortfall in high-quality original
content addressed by provision of public service material via new media, rather than broadcasting. A PSP
funded to the tune of £50–£100 million, as suggested most recently by Ofcom, would represent less than 10%
of the current investment in original programming made by ITV1, Channel 4 and five each year. If that fund
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were deployed to provide new media content via a PSP, it is not clear why this would in any way counter
reduced incentives for the established public service broadcasters to invest in original content. The potential
“market shortfall” in terms of the level of high quality UK–originated production would remain untouched.

More importantly, a definitive and “non-negotiable” element of public service broadcasting in the UK
has been universality of provision. Analogue terrestrial channels have been required to achieve 98.5%
coverage; and Ofcom has very recently insisted upon public service channels maintaining their 98.5%
coverage through switchover via DTT, as the default broadcasting platform. Currently under 60% of UK
homes have internet access; in some areas of the country more than half of homes still do not have internet
access. Even the most optimistic projections for the take-up of new media platforms, such as broadband,
do not envisage penetration reaching anywhere approaching levels of coverage comparable to terrestrial
television. Content delivered via such new media platforms will therefore remain exclusive for the
foreseeable future, even if it is delivered free at the point of use. It is hard to understand what the justification
would be for funding such exclusive material through the public purse.

Ofcom has also highlighted very powerfully the threat to the impact of public service content as audiences
fragment and new media channels proliferate. This is undoubtedly a real issue in the broadcasting sector.
However, despite increased usage of new media platforms, TV channels continue to attract audiences on a
scale considerably greater than any other media. Current aVairs and news programmes on ITV1 regularly
command audiences exceeding five million. Between them current aVairs programmes on ITV1, BBC1 and
Channel 4 are currently delivering an audience in excess of 10 million per week. ITV is not aware of any
piece of new media content—even fully commercial content displaying no public service purposes
whatsoever—that would get close to securing even a fraction of that sort of impact. If the problem to be
addressed is the reduced impact of public service programmes, it is hard to see how subsidising new media
content, delivered on an even more fragmented basis, could possibly be the solution.

It is certainly diYcult to understand why public service material might be provided via new media
independently of existing public service material on established public service channels. With existing
broadcasters, including ITV, entering the new media space, there will inevitably and naturally be an increase
in the availability of content that has public service characteristics on new media outlets. For example, with
the launch of ITV’s Broadband on-demand service this year many of ITV’s key programmes will be made
available via the web and this is expected to include all ITV1 public service material. ITV is also continuing
to roll out ITV Local, making public service regional material available on broadband. ITV also provides
content—including public service material—via mobile phones.

ITV is not entering such markets solely for public service reasons, but because it represents a new
commercial opportunity, in particular given that much of this content has already been funded and
broadcast via the public service ITV1 licence. If public service material is to be provided at suYcient quality
and with suYcient impact via new media, it is very likely that it will need to be linked to existing public service
broadcasters, such as ITV1 and Channel 4. Establishing a stand-alone new media public service provider
would risk fragmenting audiences for public service programming even further; duplicating existing
distribution infrastructures; and failing to deliver any significant public service impact.

The regulatory priority should therefore be to ensure that existing public service broadcasters retain the
ability and incentive to invest in providing public service content. If that is secured, provision of such content
via new media platforms may well look after itself without any further regulatory intervention or public
money.

Conclusion

ITV remains by some margin the UK’s leading commercial public service broadcaster. ITV1 invests twice
as much in network news as Channel 4. ITV1 delivers more network and regional current aVairs
programming than Channel 4 and five put together. ITV1 invests over £100 million in the only national and
regional services available outside the BBC. ITV also delivers award-winning religious programming and
the UK’s leading arts strand. ITV delivers high quality UK originated children’s programmes on ITV1 and
via a free-to-air children’s channel available to 90% of UK children. ITV invests more money in original
UK production than every other commercial public service broadcaster in the UK combined. More of that
money goes outside London than any other UK network—including the BBC. ITV1 invests over £300
million per annum in UK drama, when its nearest commercial competitor—the publicly owned Channel 4—
spends just £35 million. On top of this, ITV has paid over £3 billion to the Treasury in licence payments since
1993 and still continues to pay heavily for access to spectrum.

There will inevitably be pressures and changes to ITV programming going forward. But ITV is confident
that much of this public service output will be maintained. The key to resolving the pressures that arise will
be self-help—via greater eYciency and tapping new revenue opportunities—and measured regulatory
evolution—for example, with respect to the introduction of product placement and modernising advertising
rules. Clearly any additional regulatory restrictions—or unmerited public subsidy for ITV’s competitors—
would be a retrograde step and could threaten ITV’s ability to sustain its leading public service role.
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Whilst in ITV’s view the threat to network public service broadcasting is overplayed, there is potential
for a funding gap with respect to ITV’s regional services. ITV’s regional services involve costs dwarfing the
costs of every single public service programme provided on Channel 4 combined. (Indeed the only genre in
which Channel 4 invests a comparable amount would be acquired US programmes.) Securing a sustainable
future for regional news services on ITV1 should be the number one priority for the Committee, for Ofcom
and for Government.

February 2007

Witnesses: Mr Michael Grade, Executive Chairman, and Mr John Cresswell, Chief Operating OYcer, ITV,
gave evidence.

Q204 Chairman: We now turn to the second session
where we will be discussing these issues with ITV.
Can I welcome Michael Grade, who is a familiar
figure to this Committee but here for the first time in
his new position as Chairman of ITV, and John
Cresswell, Chief Operating OYcer. Michael, I
understand you would like to say a few words as an
opening statement.
Mr Grade: If I may, Chairman, if you would indulge
me; same face, diVerent hat. It might be relevant to
your inquiry if I oVer an ITV PSB context with some
facts just to open up. ITV is the largest commercial
public service broadcaster. We spend around £1
billion annually on programming, despite falling
advertising revenues and the ravages of the CRR
formula. The overwhelming majority of ITV1
content is original UK production and £300 million
alone is spent on UK drama each year. 50% of our
network programmes are produced outside of the
M25. ITV reaches over 80% of the population each
week, and ITV remains the UK’s most popular peak
time channel. We provide over five hours per week of
regional news across 15 regions and 25 sub-regions
providing the only alternative to the BBC at a
regional level. We broadcast over 365 hours of
national and international news from ITN each
year. Our digital channels are playing a major role in
driving the growth in multi-channel homes and new
digital homes, and if I may at this point oVer a word
about so-called “call TV” which may be of some
interest to your Committee. The UK public really
has a long history of enjoying interacting with the
media, going all the way back to the Spot The Ball
competitions in the Sunday papers—you are all too
young to remember—a form of interaction, but
these days instead of a postal order and a stamped
addressed envelope we enjoy premium phone lines
widely used across all media, not just television but
radio, newspapers and online as well. Your
Committee is absolutely right that any such
activities, be they on television, radio, in print or
online, must always be fair and transparent. That is
why ITV last week suspended our PRS activity in
current programming, opening up to a rigorous
independent compliance scrutiny as well as
commissioning an independent review of the past
two years’ activity. It is important, and I really want
to stress this, not to confuse the entirely legitimate
elements of interaction which provide huge
enjoyment to millions of viewers with some
operating incidents and compliance breaches. There
is absolutely nothing inherently wrong with
entertaining viewers through fair and transparent
participation. One last point on HD TV, which is not

been raised yet, I hope that this Committee will take
an interest in the forthcoming spectrum allocation
which threatens to disadvantage DTT viewers to
free-to-air PSBs, including the BBC, ITV and
Channel 4. I hope you will have time to take some
interest in that. That is all for my opening remarks,
Chairman.

Q205 Chairman: Thank you. On the subject of HD,
we have looked at that to some extent in the previous
inquiry, which we have not yet reported on, into new
media, so it is something we are aware of. I merely
observe that those people who used to play the Spot
the Ball competition in the newspapers at least could
be sure that somewhere within the area shown in the
picture the ball actually was.
Mr Grade: There were those, Chairman, who used to
get a pin and poke it all over the picture hoping to
hear the ball pop.

Q206 Rosemary McKenna: Good morning. I think
you did exactly the right thing, because I believe that
restoring public confidence and trust in television is
very, very important. It will take a lot to restore that
consumer confidence. I agree with you. The
Committee did not want to spoil people’s
entertainment because it is a growing part of their
Saturday evening, for example, phoning in, and I
know that some people are having parties round the
whole programme and things like that, so it is a good
thing and it is enhancing people’s enjoyment of
television, but how do we restore confidence in it?
Mr Grade: First of all, public trust in British
broadcasting is one of the great heritages that we all
are there to preserve. That is why we took the action
that we did. We take trust very seriously. So far as
public confidence is concerned, it remains to be seen.
We were able to restore the voting, or pass the voting
through to Deloittes for Saturday nights Dancing on
Ice, and the evidence was that the voting was up on
the previous week. We were pleased to see that and
we hope that the action we took was regarded by the
public as responding to their concerns and that their
confidence has not been too shaken. We are in a
media feeding frenzy at the moment where facts are
few and far between. Accusations are two a penny,
the facts are rather thinner on the ground, and there
are lot of stories about us and other broadcasters
and other activities that do not bear much
investigation. Nevertheless, all we can do is to ensure
that our compliance procedures are robust, not only
that the procedures are robust, but the
implementation of those procedures is robust. We
have to ensure that producers, or directors, or the
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editorial staV on a live show realise that they cannot
play around with the compliance requirements to
put up this caption or that caption or make this
statement or stop the presenter, make sure they say
this. In the excitement of a live gallery, which is a
pretty fevered place on a live show, a big networked
show, I do not think the training and the importance
of compliance has really sunk in. There are also
issues, presumably, with the phone companies,
which obviously icstis are addressing.

Q207 Rosemary McKenna: Do you think the icstis
recommendations of last week are suYcient or are
they too little too late?
Mr Grade: No, it is not too little too late. I think their
response is what you would expect from the
regulator, and we will support them all we can and,
indeed, if we think necessary, there is nothing to stop
us going further than they require us to do, which we
already do in any event. We go further in terms of
our internal compliance procedures; we have stricter
controls than we are necessarily required to do. One
regrets deeply that there have been breaches of any
kind—compliance, procedural, human error, and so
on, all the things that to go into this—because the
public really does enjoy not having that passive
broadcasting experience of the old days.

Q208 Rosemary McKenna: Absolutely, but do they
have to pay so much? One of the big issues is you
yourself set a target of generating 50% of ITV plc
revenues outside ITV1 by the end of the decade.
What projections have you made of the contribution
of premium rate phone services to this target, and is
that a fair way to make that level of profit?
Mr Grade: I think if you provide a service that the
public enjoy and that the public is not compelled to
use but they make an informed choice to avail
themselves of, that seems to me to be a perfectly
legitimate enterprise and one in which it is perfectly
proper to make a margin of profit. That is what we
exist to do; I do not have a problem with that. In
terms of overcharging, the overwhelming majority
of our calls are 35p. The highest, I think, we charge
is a pound for quiz competitions from time to time,
but the overwhelming majority of the calls are 35p.

Q209 Philip Davies: Rosemary has been very kind
about your temporary suspension of these
programmes and these calls. Perhaps a more cynical
view would be that this was simply to let things ride
while the storm blew over and then you could go
back to doing what you have done before. Only in
the last couple of weeks we have seen another
example of ITV Make your Play putting a question
up for days and days on end late at night—Add the
Pence, I think the competition was called—where
the final figure came to 506, with no explanation as
to how anybody had arrived at 506, and various
professors of mathematics had been completely
stumped and baZed by this competition. What
confidence can we have that ITV is serious about
making some real changes and is not just trying to
cynical ride out a storm and then go back to what
they were doing before?

Mr Grade: I think we are in danger of losing our
sense of humour here. The 506 pence question,
whilst it may have taxed the odd nuclear scientist
and mathematician, was in fact no more than in the
great tradition of riddle questions. It was clearly
signalled that it was cryptic. The answer was 506. I
am happy to furnish the Committee—

Q210 Chairman: Would you like to tell the
Committee how it was achieved?
Mr Grade: I do not have the crib in front of me,
Chairman, but I am happy to provide it for
publication.

Q211 Chairman: If you supply it to us we will include
it in our published report.
Mr Grade: Most certainly. I am prepared to oVer a
prize to the Committee if you can get the answer!

Q212 Philip Davies: You say that we are losing our
sense of humour here.
Mr Grade: The nation, the newspapers.

Q213 Philip Davies: Perhaps we can aVord to keep a
sense of humour in that we are not conned into
phoning up this programme, but for those people
who were trying time after time after time to get what
looked to be an obvious answer only to find that—
Mr Grade: No, they were told the answer was not
obvious, that it was cryptic.

Q214 Philip Davies: It was so cryptic that even a
professor of mathematics could not even work this
one out!
Mr Grade: It is a schoolboy riddle. We have all
played those games at home. A train to Brighton—
which way was the smoke blowing? We have all done
those games.

Q215 Philip Davies: It was on for days and days and
nobody got the right answer. Are you sitting here
today saying you think that that question and that
answer was perfectly acceptable?
Mr Grade: In the context of a cryptic clue,
absolutely.

Q216 Paul Farrelly: Michael, we all saw the bones of
ITV being picked over at the Edinburgh TV Festival
last year?
Mr Grade: You have the advantage of me. I was
wearing another hat at that stage.

Q217 Paul Farrelly: I was delighted to see you jump
from one national institution to another (from the
BBC to ITV) and not become a crusty old regulator,
but having jumped from the BBC, which has not
gone into this quiz sector, it asks the odd daft phone-
in question but it has not gone into the sector, you
might oVer a diVerent perspective from those people
who have been intimately involved in it. The
question I would like to ask is: to what extent do you
think, amongst some parts of the sector, some of the
providers, a culture of “These punters—they
deserved to be fleeced”, has crept in and to what
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extent among the broadcasters has a culture of
complacency crept in that they will tolerate this as
long as the profits keep flowing?
Mr Grade: I really do not subscribe to the view that
the great British public are sitting there like sitting
ducks waiting to be fleeced. The British public, by
and large, is very discerning. They know a scam
when they see it. They know a good programme
from a bad programme. I really do not subscribe to
that view. People make an informed decision. We
have to inform them fully, and we have to make sure
they get what they pay for—that is absolutely a
fact—and, on that basis, if they enjoy participating
and they wish to play their part, the world of
television has moved on from a passive existence, we
provide that service, they enjoy it.

Q218 Paul Farrelly: The question was not about the
great British public, it was about parts of the sector
providing these programmes and complacency
among broadcasters as long as the profits were
flowing in?
Mr Grade: I think there has definitely been a lack of
realisation that this is one of the very few, if not the
only, areas where we have a direct fiscal relationship
with our audience as opposed to our advertisers,
which is clear, and with that go very serious
responsibilities. Have we fully understood that
responsibility right through the company, from the
editorial people in the gallery on the night all the way
through the compliance? Clearly we have not, and
we must correct that, which we are doing.

Q219 Chairman: Before we move on, I take it from
your previous answer about lots of myths that David
Guest should not have won Celebrity Big Brother.
Mr Grade: That is a very serious allegation in The
Sun. They were given full information before they
published the story. I am really surprised they
published that story this morning given the
information that they were provided with.

Q220 Chairman: So it is completely untrue?
Mr Grade: Yes.

Q221 Chairman: Can I move on to the more general
question which is the main subject of this inquiry.
You will have heard what Andy Duncan was saying
earlier. In your evidence you have essentially
suggested that, despite the changes and the
fragmentation of audiences and the move into the
digital age, nonetheless, ITV can go on providing
public service programming under the current
funding structure. How do you, therefore, respond
to what Andy Duncan was saying, not just
specifically about Channel 4’s funding gap but about
the general problem that it is going to aVect all
commercial broadcasters?
Mr Grade: The world is changing and becoming
more competitive. My concern in the discussion of
the public service broadcasting deficit is
fundamentally about news and originated
productions. How audiences’ tastes develop is
another issue. I think that if we can get through
digital switchover and get through the foreseeable

next ten years with high levels of original UK
production for UK audiences, as opposed to
rerunning cartoons and archive programming as
mainstream, but, more importantly, provided the
British public has free-to-air, a plurality supply of
international, national and regional news and
choices, impartial, independent and properly
funded, that is as much as we can hope for; and if it
requires some funding mechanism to ensure that is
provided, then I think, in terms of public policy, that
is as much as we can expect, and I think that would
be a very good result and that would be in the
public’s interest. I am deeply concerned about the
idea of pots of money being made available for all
kinds of programming. Programme makers are
ingenious people and will find ways of accessing
cheap money in ways which were not intended. We
have seen that in some of the abuses of the film
funding measures that the Government has
introduced. There has been abuse, the envelope has
been pushed, and so on. So, my concern is about
news more than anything. One of the nightmares
when I was Chairman of the BBC was that the BBC
was the last national broadcaster standing providing
national, international, regional news on any real
scale, and that would be a nightmare position for the
BBC and, in terms of public policy, I think that
would not be in the public interest. So, my concern
is about news provision.

Q222 Chairman: We are going to come on to specific
aspects of news, regional programming and children
shortly, but before I leave the general position of the
funding of ITV, you are relatively optimistic about
the future. How important to you is it that CRR is
either dispensed with or, at least, fundamentally
changed?
Mr Grade: A remedy such as CRR, which was the
condition of the approval of the merger of Carlton
and Granada Groups, normally stay in place for
about three years, and it was part of the agreement
at the time that there could not be a review for three
years. I think the Board at the time took that to
mean that there would be a review in three years. We
have no sign of the review yet. It is very damaging.
It is damaging for the whole sector. It is damaging
for us, but it is damaging for the whole sector. It has
a severely deflationary eVect on the cost of ITV’s
airtime and all commercial broadcasters price
directly or indirectly oV the ITV price, so there is a
lot of money leaking out of the whole of the
commercial sector as a result of CRR, and, of
course, it has the eVect of encouraging ITV to play
safe and stay with programmes that have been on the
air too long because they are safe, rather than
innovating and taking chances and risks with new
talent, and so on. It is time for a review, and I think
privately most people agree that is the case.

Q223 Chairman: But you and I were both addressing
ISBA last week, and you rightly make the pitch to
the advertisers that if they want to reach an audience
of tens of millions in an evening, there is only one
way they can do that, which is by placing an ad on
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ITV. Given that ITV still have that power in the
market, does there not still need to be some
mechanism to prevent you exploiting it?
Mr Grade: Absolutely, Chairman. ITV has a strong
position and it is not in the interests of industry in
this country that there is rampant inflation in ITV’s
airtime. What we want is a fair price for our airtime
and the flexibility to take risks in our schedule that
may not pay oV in year one but may pay oV in years
two or three, which will improve the environment
for the advertisers, and, most importantly, if you
reduce the selling of airtime to a commodity, you
end up with a programme set of commodity
ultimately, but I do accept totally that there should
be a mechanism in place in the short term that will
give the advertisers total confidence and protection,
which is what CRR was designed to do. It is having
horrible side-eVect consequences, but they are
entitled to the protection that ITV will behave
properly and fairly in the sale of its advertising
airtime.

Q224 Adam Price: You mentioned regional news
services as an important part of your public service
broadcasting. In your submission you say, and I am
sure it is right, that your viewers value your regional
news services. What evidence have you got for that?
Does it extend to regional non-news programming
as well?
Mr Grade: ITV is a product of its history and over
50 years, and as soon as you get out of London you
feel this—I am getting around all the ITV regions; I
have got about three or four still to go—that
connection between the ITV audience and its local
ITV station, in Border we are Border first and ITV
second, and in Anglia we are Anglia first and ITV
second, and that is a huge part of the brand value of
ITV and we must do nothing to dilute that. There is
a cost attaching to that, but that connection is on a
nightly basis through our regional news, which
remains very popular and which we invest heavily in,
and we have just invested a great deal in digitising
pretty well all the new rooms. I think there is one still
to go. I think Border is the last, the first to be
switched over digitally and the last newsroom to
become digital in the ITV system, but that is
happening, and that connection is important. So far
as non news and local programme news is
concerned, as a result of my tour I am instigating a
system inside ITV where programmes that have been
produced in a region for the region get
systematically oVered to the networks—ITV1, two,
three, four—to have a possible longer life than
simply one showing in their local region. I think that
may encourage production, I think it may encourage
talent and, I think, will connect us, in a way, to our
regions.

Q225 Adam Price: If viewers value it so clearly, as
you say, and if it has, more than anything else,
defined the ITV bracket both in terms of regionalism
in England and across the national franchises in
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, why are you
prepared to consider relinquishing that if the

economic conditions force it? Are you not giving up
your unique defining characteristic in the market
place?
Mr Grade: We have to decide as a commercial
broadcaster what the level of investment is that we
can aVord and what return we get for that
investment—some of it is intangible in terms of the
brand the value, some of it is in terms of regional
advertising. Many regional advertisers start with a
few spots on Yorkshire Television and end up as
national advertisers. DFS, for example, is our
biggest single brand advertiser—Lord Kirkham
started with a couple of slots on Yorkshire
Television; he is now our biggest single brand
advertiser—and that ability of ITV at a regional
level to help people to build their businesses and then
become national advertisers is good for business, but
at the end of the day we have to do our sums and
make sure that we are getting a proper return. At the
moment it just about washes its face, but if we carry
on with the decline that we are presently enduring,
some of it we can arrest ourselves by better
programming, I accept that, but the CRR
mechanism, and so on, makes it very diYcult. That is
something we would have to look at as a commercial
broadcaster, but I would like this Committee to be
under no misconception. That regional connection
for ITV in a post analogue world is one of the great
unique selling propositions of ITV. At a time when
brands become national, global and so on, that
connection with community, that connection that
there is a national broadcaster, or that there are two
(the BBC, which is moving more out of London, and
ITV) who understand that where we live is diVerent
from London is vital and an asset to us. The question
is how much we can aVord to invest in it.

Q226 Chairman: In response to your own request,
Ofcom cut the non-news regional programming
obligation to, I think, half an hour a week after
switchover. I thought you put up quite a persuasive
case on the basis that the cost to you of making
regional programming six or seven times what it is if
it is aired nationally—
Mr Grade: There is also the opportunity cost of that
airtime and the minutes that you can sell around the
programme. If a regional programme is doing better
that the network schedule, then I am all for it.

Q227 Chairman: Accepting that as well therefore,
how are you going to get round these economics? It
is fantastically expensive for you at a time when your
finances are under pressure?
Mr Grade: I would have to say that I do not see a
great future for regional production. Where I think
there will be an increase, which I think is exciting, is
through broadband local, either user-generated
content or certainly ITV Local, where we are able to
provide services at a very specific local level through
broadband. I think that is where the expansion is
going to come, and it will be much welcomed.

Q228 Chairman: But you said regional
programming was the USP of ITV?
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Mr Grade: Regional news is the core.

Q229 Chairman: So you see it reducing down to just
news programming?
Mr Grade: I would suspect so, in time, yes.

Q230 Chairman: But despite the cost of regional
news programming, you still see that being
maintained at least at its present level?
Mr Grade: So long as we can, absolutely, and I think
it is imperative from a public service standpoint that
the BBC does not have the only voice regionally. I
think the way we draw our map, which is as a result
of transmitters and so on, we identify much more
precisely at a regional level with what we call the sub
ops—in the region of 25 sub ops—I think people feel
that we understand better their location and where
they live, and the BBC is hamstrung a bit by the
transmitter configuration. For example, in the BBC,
I think, Border and Tyne Tees is one area of the BBC
which is not terribly helpful.

Q231 Helen Southworth: Could I ask you about
user-generated content, particularly focusing on
regional news, broadband, and the very rapid
change we are seeing with individuals
photographing and submitting content. What are
you actually going to do to make sure that you have
good editorial control and that you are not chasing
after the issue?
Mr Grade: I would have total confidence in ITN, as
one of the most experienced news organisations in
the world, to have systems and alertness to the issues
raised by user-generated content, and I would be
very surprised if ITN slipped up in that area in any
way, shape or form in terms of news.

Q232 Helen Southworth: You are going to give some
guidance on that issue to make sure that that is the
case?
Mr Grade: There are very strict programme codes
and so on. The BBC got duped some years ago by a
cod website on Bhopal, Union Carbide. There was
an imitation website. That was a lesson for
everybody that you do not believe everything that
you read on the Web, but in terms of ITN’s
experience, wisdom and sensitivity to these issues, I
think it is second to none.

Q233 Helen Southworth: You are talking about as
soon as you get out of London you can feel the
connection with people. Are you going to be seizing
the opportunity of Media City? The BBC is feeling
the diVerence?
Mr Grade: We are examining our options in the
North West. It seems to be that my life has been a
preparation for considering moving resources
around in the North West and being caught in a tug
of love between Salford and Manchester. I am quite
enjoying the experience, to be honest. We are
looking at our options. We have a huge site in
Manchester, which is in need of some repair, and so
on, and we are looking at our options. We have
made no decision yet.

Q234 Helen Southworth: We have got an awful lot of
very creative people in the region looking with
enthusiasm to see the maintaining investment and
developing it?
Mr Grade: Indeed, and at the heart of that is
Coronation Street itself and the back lot.

Q235 Helen Southworth: Can I ask you about
children’s programming? In 2006 Ofcom rejected
ITV’s request to reduce the quota on children’s
programmes from eight hours to two hours a week.
You are allowed to average the hours over a year,
and since January 2007 you have been broadcasting
only two hours of children’s programmes each week
and showing repeats of Inspector Morse and
Midsummer Murders instead. Pact have been telling
us that they are not expecting you to be producing or
commissioning children’s content in five years
despite the amazing quality of children’s
programming and the real importance it is to
children’s development.
Mr Grade: Perhaps I will ask John to answer this in
a little bit of detail, but before that I would just say
that, as a result of the digital expansion, one of the
areas of choice that has expanded dramatically is
what is on oVer to children. Believe it or not, I have
an eight-year-old son who will flick through Nick
Jr., Discovery Kids, CBeebies, CITV, the huge
massive choice through the digital platforms that we
have at home. This is an amazing growth area over
the last few years. Perhaps I will ask John to address
this specifically.

Q236 Chairman: Not of British-made content. The
majority of it, I believe, is either BBC—
Mr Grade: A lot of it is. A lot of it is imported. A lot
of it is very educational. If you watch Nick Jr or
Discovery Kids, there are some wonderfully
educational programmes, science programmes—my
eight-year-old is riveted—history programmes, and
so on, tremendous opportunities.

Q237 Helen Southworth: But should there be a
specific requirement on investment in original
content?
Mr Grade: There is. Perhaps I can ask John to—
Mr Cresswell: I think when we have answered and
spoken about this before we have highlighted that
ITV has not backed out of kids’ programmes. We
launched the CITV channel that, I think, is a year
old this week. It is available to 90% of kids right
across the country. As far as the relationship with
Ofcom, we discuss these things with the regulator
and consult with them as to the meaningful amount
of children’s programmes that we will make, and I
think across ITV and Channel 3 as whole this year,
if you include GMTV as being part of Channel 3, we
will broadcast more children’s hours than BBC One
and BBC Two are committed to. So I still think we
are going to see a meaningful amount of
programming on ITV1 this year, and 50% of that, I
think, will be originated programming.
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Q238 Helen Southworth: Commissioned in the UK?
Mr Cresswell: It is originated programming, which
means it is commissioned in the UK, yes.

Q239 Chairman: The EU, I think.
Mr Cresswell: The EU technically, but generally it
comes out of the UK. We are not into Romania yet!

Q240 Helen Southworth: How much of it is repeats?
Mr Cresswell: I am unsure, sitting here at this time of
the year, how much of that will be repeats, but 50% is
originated product. Repeat levels tend to depend on
how successful programmes are. We have had one or
two particular dramas. My Parent Are Aliens, which
has won numerous awards, was repeated fairly
frequently last year. I have not seen the schedules to
know if that is going to be repeated this year.

Q241 Helen Southworth: What are you expecting to
be commissioning over the next five years, what
levels?
Mr Grade: We have not done the budget yet.

Q242 Helen Southworth: You can give me a shorter
period of time if you would like.
Mr Cresswell: I have no idea—that is an honest
answer—what level of commissioned programming
we are going to commit to over the next five years.

Q243 Chairman: It is not zero.
Mr Cresswell: Not zero, no. We will be
commissioning programmes as we go forward.
There is always an issue about stock building up in
drama—

Q244 Helen Southworth: Would you be able to let us
have a note?
Mr Cresswell: Of the level of commissioning?

Q245 Helen Southworth: That you are predicting
currently?
Mr Cresswell: We can absolutely do that, yes.

Q246 Chairman: Can I press you a little bit. You
applied to Ofcom for a reduction in your quota of
children’s programming in the present climate, but
the climate is about to become considerably worse
with the imposition of the restrictions on advertising
by Ofcom that apply to salty, sugary foods. Given
that that is coming in, how do you see the prospects
for commercial children’s programming in this
country?
Mr Grade: I think that the competition for children’s
viewing in the commercial sector is incredibly fierce.
You have got endless cartoon channels, and so on,
which is the easy option for kids. The BBC provides
a brilliant service for CBeebies—CITV provides an
equally good service. In terms of valuable airtime on
a main network like ITV1 maintaining a loss-leading
service for children, that seems to me to be unlikely
to be sustainable in the medium to long-term.

Q247 Chairman: So that means you do not foresee
children’s programming featuring in your main
ITV1 schedule in the long-term?

Mr Grade: In the long-term I cannot see it, no,
Chairman.

Q248 Chairman: That would apply across the
commercial sector, you would expect?
Mr Grade: Channel 4 does not do children’s, but
they do what we used to know colloquially, when I
worked at Channel 4, as yoof, which is a gap in the
market which they have catered for, oV and on,
pretty well. They do not do children’s programmes.
It is just us and the BBC, really, and Channel Five.

Q249 Chairman: But the Ofcom restrictions now
extend up until the age of 16, do not they not?
Presumably yoof covers up to 16-year-olds?
Mr Grade: I suppose so, yes.

Q250 Chairman: So the whole sector?
Mr Grade: Is under threat, yes.
Mr Cresswell: I think Ofcom has instigated a review
of children’s broadcasting across the whole of the
UK, which we will obviously play a part in, because
they realise the commercial pressures on having a
substantial amount of kids’ programming in a
commercial schedule given the level of competition.

Q251 Chairman: Can I ask you about the BBC? The
last time you appeared before us you made a strong
case for the need for the BBC to have an above
inflation licence fee settlement. We are clearly now in
a diVerent position. Would you like to tell us how
you react to the licence fee settlement that has been
imposed and how you think that will aVect ITV
News? The BBC is its main competitor.
Mr Grade: The settlement that was reached was the
culmination of a two, two and a half year process.
The Government heard all the evidence and took its
view on what the level should be. The level, I think,
fell some way short of what the BBC needed in order
to meet the programme that the Government had set
for it in the Green and White Papers, and there was
a mismatch between what the Government had
asked the BBC to do and what they have given them
the money to achieve. Hopefully the BBC will
manage within those resources by phasing, by
scaling back some of its plans, delaying, and so on
and so forth. It is well funded. It could have done
with a bit more, I think, to meet the full programme
of what the Government had asked it to do, and
what, indeed, the public asked the BBC to do
through the public consultation. From a commercial
perspective, a strong BBC and a successful BBC
keeps us on our toes; it keeps the competitive
environment very straightforward and very
beneficial, in my view, for the public. The BBC does
try to set the benchmarks in all genre of
programming. I once said, as is often quoted (and I
am very proud to have said it), that it is the BBC that
keeps the rest of us honest. I think that remains true,
and the BBC needs to be independent and properly
funded and they set the benchmark. At the moment,
as you know, we are having lots of internal
discussions about: how come BBC One is doing
better than us at nine o’clock with drama? That
really gets us going and makes us determined to
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improve our nine o’clock drama as one of our top
priorities going forward. A very, very healthy public
interest competition and I think the viewer benefits.
A successful BBC is good news for viewers and good
news for advertisers in the end because its keeps our
standards up and stops us becoming commodity
programme suppliers.

Q252 Chairman: It is unfair of me to point this out,
but the organisation that made the strongest case to
us against an increase above inflation in the licence
fee was, of course, ITV. One of the reasons they did
so was the eVect of the BBC’s power in the market
of having that amount of money compared to its
competitors and that that would inevitably drive up
programme costs, it would add to the broadcasting
inflation. The BBC is still looking at a real terms
increase. Do you see a problem that that is going to
increase your costs just because the BBC is such a
powerful player?
Mr Grade: No, I do not believe that. It is up to us to
control our own costs, it is up to the BBC to spend
the licence fee the way it thinks it should be spent. I
can quite understand, in the face of the BBC’s licence
fee bid, why that provoked the former Chief
Executive of ITV to make the case that he did, but it
does not give me sleepless nights at ITV, not at all.

Q253 Paul Farrelly: I wanted to move on to the
competitive environment, but before we leave that
subject, there is speculation that the premiership
clubs are coming together formally or informally to
put a salary cap on no more than £100,000 a week for
their star players. Is there any community of interest
potentially between yourselves and the BBC in
reaching a similar informal arrangement when it
comes to guests of interview shows?
Mr Grade: I think that would be anti-competitive. I
think we might be detained at Her Majesty’s
pleasure under those circumstances.

Q254 Paul Farrelly: So not even in the public
interest?
Mr Grade: No. There is a free market in
broadcasting. First of all, I would not trust anybody
to abide by it. It is the same in football, I suspect. It
always sounds wonderful. I believe in America they
have a system whereby within the football NFL
franchises you can only spend X amount of your
turnover.

Q255 Paul Farrelly: And in rugby.
Mr Grade: Is that right?

Q256 Paul Farrelly: In rugby league.
Mr Grade: In rugby league, quite right, that seems to
work. Is it honoured in the breach or in the letter?

Q257 Paul Farrelly: You will have to ask your sports
correspondents. Can I move on to the competitive
environments and Sky’s opportunistic and
aggressive acquisition of a 17.9% stake in ITV, or so
Richard Branson would tell us. Clearly, there would
be no problem with the stake if it were passive. Do

you have any reason to believe that, although bold,
this acquisition is anything other than defensive
and passive?
Mr Grade: I think we could all agree that Sky did not
invest a billion pounds in ITV to lose money. I am
sure they have not done it for that reason. They are
expecting to get a return on that investment.
Whatever other considerations may have played a
part in their decision is in a matter for them. From
ITV’s perspective, we continue to act as we have
always acted. The Board will always act in the
interests of all of its shareholders. The only issue,
which I flagged up last week in our results
announcements, that I thought was a real issue that
got beyond the emotion, paranoia and general
political concern as soon as Sky makes any move, I
felt that I should make public that the Board in its
evidence to one of the inquiries has pointed out the
possibility that on ITV’s shareholder voting record,
which I do not think has ever got beyond 64% in
terms of turn out on the day, 17.9% held by a trade
competitor could easily be used as a blocking stake
in any vote requiring 75% majority of the votes cast,
which would be any extraordinary resolution, which
would be a rights issue, an acquisition, a bid
situation, a merger, a disposal, any of those
situations, and could be a blocking stake, and at that
point, because they are a trade competitor, their
interests might not be wholly aligned with the
interests of the majority of the shareholders, and we
were pointing out a fact to the regulatory bodies. So
far as the Board is concerned, we have no reason to
believe that Sky will attempt to exercise any undue
influence on the Board. We would resist it in any
case. We will act in the interests of the company and
all of its shareholders at all times.

Q258 Paul Farrelly: Clearly the issue of a potential
blocking stake is as plain as daylight and I am
assuming you are pointing that out to the OYce of
Fair Trading as well as Ofcom, assuming that Sky’s
acquisition is not a one billion pound vote of
confidence in yourself, Michael, purely and simply.
Mr Grade: They made the investment before I was
appointed.

Q259 Paul Farrelly: Maybe they had foresight!
Mr Grade: And they are still holding it.

Q260 Paul Farrelly: Clearly there are other ways in
which a stake like that could prove uncomfortable.
For instance, you came in and one of the first things
you did was cancel a £250 million dividend, I think,
was the case.
Mr Grade: The company had announced that it was
embarking on a £500 million share buy back. Two
hundred and fifty had been completed and, before
my arrival, the Board decided to suspend that to give
me greater flexibility when I arrived.

Q261 Paul Farrelly: So, if there were someone not
terribly friendly with yourselves, they could, with
other shareholders, increase the pressure for you to
pay a higher dividend in the future, which may
damage the programme?
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Mr Grade: Any shareholder is entitled to make
representations to the Board on any issue, and the
Board will make its own decision. Those issues that
require a vote, whether it is a simple majority or a
special resolution that requires 75%, that is a
diVerent matter.

Q262 Paul Farrelly: In the reality of business, there
are wider issues.
Mr Grade: As far as I can see, and it is for the
regulators to determine whether it is a real issue or
not, the facts of that voting issue seem to be the only
thing that is of real substance. The rest is
speculation, hypothesis and so on.

Q263 Paul Farrelly: Can you give the Committee a
flavour of any other hypotheses you might be
putting to Ofcom in its current review of the public
interest at the instigation of the Secretary of State
and any potential impact on your ability to deliver
your public service broadcasting remits?
Mr Grade: We do not believe that Sky’s
shareholding in any way puts at risk any of the
existing strategies of the company whatsoever. If we
think it is in our company’s interests and all our
shareholders’ interests to do deals with Sky’s
competitors, we will do that. It does not require their
approval.

Q264 Paul Farrelly: In terms of your submission to
Ofcom’s review, the only case you are making is the
potential blocking stake?
Mr Grade: Yes.

Q265 Paul Farrelly: That is it?
Mr Grade: Yes.

Q266 Paul Farrelly: Do you think at the end of this
that Sky should be required to divest some of its
shares, and, if so, what level would you be
comfortable with?

Mr Grade: I do not have to make that decision. It is
not for me to have a view. They are an important
shareholder of ours and we want to see fair play
amongst all our shareholders. That is my key
concern. I would not like to see the majority of our
shareholders thwarted in anything that they felt was
in their interests.

Q267 Paul Farrelly: You do not have a view of the
level of Sky shareholding with which you would be
comfortable?
Mr Grade: No, that is matter for the regulators to
decide.

Q268 Paul Farrelly: I do not know what the
situation is in terms of the Board issue, but have you
had any requests or urgings from Sky or on Sky’s
behalf for Board representation?
Mr Grade: Not at all, no. In fact I think at the time
of the purchase James Murdoch said it was not their
intention to seek a Board position.

Q269 Paul Farrelly: If a request were made from a
competitor, what would your response be?
Mr Grade: I think the Board would have to think
carefully. I think it would be a fairly diYcult thing to
achieve because most of the Board’s time is taken up
on competitive commercially sensitive issues, and if
Sky were to have a Board representative, they would
be sitting outside the room as being conflicted for 99
items out of 100, so it would be a pretty big waste of
their time, but I think the Board would resist it.

Q270 Paul Farrelly: One final question on this.
Clearly, given the expansion of Sky’s news services
and ultimate fears of “Foxisation” of British news
were this allowed to continue unregulated, should
ITN have any concerns in terms of their news
provision to you from the stake by Sky?
Mr Grade: No, this is the Communications Act. As
I understand it, John will correct me, Sky is not
allowed to have more than a 20% interest in the news
provider for Channel 3. So that was a piece of
prescience by Parliament.
Chairman: I do not think we have any more
questions. Thank you.
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Memorandum submitted by Channel 5 Broadcasting Ltd (FIVE)

Five welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence to the Select Committee on this important subject.
Many of the issues the Select Committee is considering were the subject of Ofcom’s first review of public
service television broadcasting, while specific subjects, such as the financial review of Channel 4, are being
considered further by Ofcom at the present time.

Five is proud to be a public service broadcaster. As we approach our tenth birthday at the end of March,
we can look back on a substantial contribution to quality broadcasting in the UK. Five News reinvented the
way news is presented in the UK. We demonstrated a commitment to accessible arts programming often
lacking on larger channels. Our dedication to providing original children’s programmes means that our
Milkshake zone is the main rival to the BBC’s CBeebies channel for pre-school audiences. We have
developed reputations for high quality science, history and current aVairs documentaries. We make a whole
range of sports available to the free to air audience, including highlights of home cricket internationals and
important UEFA Cup football matches. And we have made significant contributions in drama, in comedy
and in many other genres.

We have invested heavily in UK production, spending over £850 million since we launched. As a
publisher/broadcaster, we have provided opportunities for almost 800 separate independent production
companies.

But the growth in the number of digital homes and the accompanying fragmentation of audiences is
putting our business under increasing pressure. Part of our response has been the launch last autumn of our
two digital channels, Five Life and Five US, which are increasing digital choice and broadening the range
of programming that Five oVers.

Five is committed to being a mass appeal, multi-genre broadcaster, and we aim to continue making a
significant contribution to public service broadcasting. In this paper we address each of the areas that are
the subject of the Committee’s inquiry.

The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age

The traditional public service broadcasting compact has been based on television companies delivering
public service programming (and licence fees to the Exchequer) in exchange for access to scarce analogue
spectrum in which they could sell airtime to advertisers. This compact was always of more value to ITV,
which faced no significant competition for advertising in the first 37 of its 51 years of existence. In
comparison, Five launched in competition with not only two well-established terrestrial networks but a fast-
growing multi-channel sector; in addition, our analogue coverage is limited to 80% of the population.

But that traditional compact is breaking down as more and more people adopt digital television. Already
three quarters of households have multi-channel television, and the proportion is set to continue rising well
ahead of the digital switchover process. The number of secondary TV sets being converted to digital is also
showing strong growth. Digital television provides greater viewer choice—but that also means a
fragmentation of audiences. Homes that adopt digital television represent a decline in the value of
broadcasters’ analogue licenses, and hence in the licence payments or public service broadcasting
obligations that can be expected in return for them.

However, this does not mean public service television has to be limited to the BBC as a result of digital
switchover. Firstly, the market will provide a lot of the programming currently recognised as public service
broadcasting. There is already an established and respected news provider outside the public service
broadcasting system in Sky News (which also makes Five News for us). There are also channels dedicated
to science, history, documentary, the arts and children’s programmes—although these are pay rather than
free-to-air channels. But we believe the growth of digital will create further opportunities for channel and
programme oVerings that would traditionally be defined as public service broadcasting.

Similarly, the existing public service broadcasters will continue to make a contribution of their own. In
particular, Channel 4 (which is in far more robust financial health than it would lead everyone to believe)
should be expected to make a significant contribution to public service broadcasting in return for the
continuing privileges it derives from being in the public sector.

And the very existence of the BBC as a leading cultural force will have the eVect of acting as a benchmark
for the type of programming that the commercial sector in the UK will oVer.

The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

Five expects to see many of our and ITV’s explicit public service obligations phased out over the next five
years as we move towards the end of the switchover process. We expect all the costs of being a public service
broadcaster to be considered in this process, including for example the costs that emanate from our
obligation to adhere to an Ofcom enforced Code of Practice governing our commercial relationships with
independent producers.
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In fact we believe that costs such as these actually make it more diYcult for us to deliver public service
broadcasting. Rather than being able to make our content widely and freely available on new media
platforms—which would be in the clear interests of viewers—we are being forced to pursue commercial
models that primarily serve the interests of producers. We believe Ofcom should regularly review the impact
of its regulation in this area, in the interests of increasing the availability of public service broadcasting.

Ofcom has estimated that the residual advantages of being licensed as a public service broadcaster could
be of the order of £25 million a year.6 These advantages are deemed to consist of appropriate prominence
on Electronic Programme Guides (EPGs), ‘must carry’ status on cable networks, and gifted capacity on the
digital terrestrial platform. Ofcom also suggested at the time of its PSB review that a waiver of spectrum
charges could be introduced, but it has since turned away from this idea, thereby reducing the potential value
of a public service licence and the quantity of public service broadcasting that might be provided under it.

Nevertheless there remains a basis for the existing terrestrial broadcasters, including Five, to undertake
some obligations in return for being licensed as public service broadcasters. We expect the exact nature of
such a slimmed down future compact to be a major subject for consideration by Ofcom as part of its next
PSB Review, which Ofcom is due to start work on a year from now.

The viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel Four and Five

As we have indicated already, the three main commercial public service channels have diVerent histories,
and diVerent funding and governance structures.

Five is the youngest of the three channels, has always had to operate in a highly competitive environment;
our analogue coverage is limited, and we have the smallest audience share and least resources. Nonetheless
we believe we have punched above our weight in making important contributions to viewer choice and the
overall mix of public service broadcasting—in our news, arts programmes, children’s programmes and many
other areas.

ITV is not only the longest established and largest of the three channels, it has all the advantages of being
a market leader. It has a dominant share of the advertising market (although this is tempered by the Contract
Right Renewal mechanism). It broadcasts many well established and highly popular programmes such as
Coronation Street, Emmerdale and I’m a Celebrity. It has a large production base and a huge back catalogue
of successful programmes, which makes it much better able to exploit its content commercially than a
publisher/broadcaster such as Five. So although ITV is similar to Five in being a commercially-owned
company, it has much greater financial muscle.

Channel 4 enjoys a privileged financial position, relative to Five and ITV, because of its state-owned
status. Channel 4 makes no Licence payments to the Exchequer and does not have to pay for access to
spectrum. (In comparison, in Five’s ten years on air we have paid £176 million in licence payments.) And
as Channel 4 is not accountable to shareholders, it is not required to pay an annual dividend or return a
profit to investors.

In addition, Channel 4 has established a strong brand that has particular appeal to the demographic
groups of most interest to advertisers. It has also developed successful digital channels. This means that it
occupies a very powerful position in the television advertising market; we estimate that this year the Channel
4 Group as a whole will gain around one quarter of all television advertising revenues.

We believe Channel 4 is a robust and successful business with strong commercial prospects in the future—
and, far from facing a “funding gap”, is well able to make a significant contribution to public service
broadcasting for many years ahead. We believe a more significant issue is whether current governance
arrangements are adequate to ensure Channel 4 delivers suYciently on its remit in exchange for its
privileged status.

The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

Five is opposed to allocating any part of the licence fee to any broadcaster other than the BBC. We believe
the licence fee is there to fund the BBC, and that viewers understand this. To distribute licence fee funds to
other broadcasters would undermine the principle of the licence fee, as viewers would no longer know what
it paid for; this would weaken support for the licence fee in the long term.

6 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting, phase 2—meeting the digital challenge, pages 36–37.
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We also believe that such “top-slicing” would be highly unlikely to increase the total amount of money
available for broadcasting, but would lead instead to the growth of a new bureaucracy and endless wrangles
about the basis on which the money should be divided up.

The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s programming

Five News has been at the heart of our schedule since we launched, and has had a lasting impact on the
way TV news is presented. Now made by Sky News, Five News continues to innovate—for example in the
recent launch of Your News, an initiative designed to make our viewers contributors to our news
programmes.

There will always be a demand for news, and popular mass market channels like Five will want to continue
providing a news service as long as is feasible. However, it should be recognised that providing a news service
is expensive and represents a major commitment that cannot be varied easily in the light of changing
commercial fortunes.

The continuing provision of children’s programmes on free-to-air advertiser-funded channels is less clear.
Five is extremely proud of our Milkshake zone, aimed mainly at pre-school children, which we show for
three hours every morning (and for longer on our Five Life channel). We have grown Milkshake into a
strong brand that is the main competitor to CBeebies. We also show a number of programmes for older
children.

The economics of scheduling children’s programmes on advertiser-funded channels have always been
marginal, as the rates advertisers will pay are much lower than for many adult demographics. In recent years
the growth of dedicated children’s channels, mostly on pay platforms and consisting largely of imported
programmes, have fragmented the available audience.

Channel 4 withdrew from showing children’s programmes some years ago and ITV has made clear that
it would like to give up showing most of its children’s programmes.

New regulatory developments are making the position of children’s programmes much more diYcult. The
introduction of new definitions of original production has made it harder to defray production costs through
co-production arrangements while adhering to original production targets. Ofcom’s new restrictions on
food advertising to children will cost us over £1 million in lost revenue this year, on top of over £2 million
lost over the last three years through food advertisers withdrawing voluntarily from the children’s market
in anticipation of a ban. The EU Council of Ministers has agreed in principle to a proposal that would
prevent us taking advertising breaks in half-hour children’s programmes; a proposal likely to cost us another
half a million pounds a year.

So while Five has a strong commitment to its children’s programmes, we believe there are serious concerns
about the long-term financial viability of UK-produced children’s programming on advertiser-funded
channels.

The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

FIVE remains sceptical about Ofcom’s proposals for a Public Service Publisher (PSP). We recognise that
the commercial sector may well generate less public service broadcasting in six years time than it does at
present. But it is not clear that the ‘gap’ is likely to be filled by the sort of PSP being proposed by Ofcom.
For example, the PSP would not appear well-placed to counter a substantial reduction in the provisional of
ITV regional programming; nor does long-form journalism appear to be a priority for it, to help replace the
potential erosion of current aVairs on television.

We also fail to see the logic of creating an organisation anchored in new media in order to plug a perceived
gap in traditional broadcasting. Content generation on new media is evolving at a fast pace, and it is unclear
what a PSP could contribute that may not evolve from other sources, including other parts of the public
sector.

We remain concerned about the possible negative impact of a PSP on broadcasting, for example the
impact on the economics of television advertising if the PSP was allowed to take advertising. A PSP with
around £300 million of public money that was also allowed to take advertising would have a devastating
eVect on Five (whose programme budget is of the order of £200 million a year) and on smaller channels
dependent on advertising.

We would also be concerned about the implications of one broadcaster obtaining privileged rights to show
content funded by the PSP. And we remain unclear about the statutory basis on which a PSP would be
established and how it would be funded.

However, we recognise that Ofcom is keen to generate a debate about the creation of a PSP and we will
participate in this.
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The case for provision of public service material on new media

FIVE believes the most important contribution we can make to the provision of public service material on
new media platforms is the distribution of our current and library content on such platforms. Unfortunately,
Ofcom’s restrictive Code of Practice on ownership of new media rights makes this more diYcult than it
ought to be.

We believe that a huge amount of material that might be judged “public service” is already available on-
line. Both broadcasters and newspapers are committed to developed news sites of quality and depth. Many
initiatives from arts organisations and the creative industries generally are geared towards providing an on-
line experience. Public bodies from schools to the health service see the internet as a major forum for
creativity and communication. There has been a massive growth in audio-visual content generated by
ordinary citizens and posted on-line by them. There may well be grounds for further public investment in
on-line media, but it is not clear to us that the best way to approach this is via consideration of public service
broadcasting.

Conclusion

FIVE is proud of the contribution we have made to public service broadcasting, and we want to continue
making a significant contribution in the future. But all the pressures on our business need to be properly
recognised if we are to be able to contribute in the way we would like.

22 January 2007

Witnesses: Ms Jane Lighting, Chief Executive, and Ms Sue Robertson, Director of Corporate AVairs, FIVE,
gave evidence.

Chairman: Can I, finally, welcome Jane Lighting, the
Chief Executive of FIVE, and Sue Robertson, the
Director of Corporate AVairs.

Q271 Rosemary McKenna: Good morning ladies.
You will have heard the discussions earlier on this
morning about the inquiry into Quiz Call TV and
how surprised we were at what has transpired since
then. We are pleased that all the television
companies and broadcasters are looking at how they
can change the public perception and restore trust in
premium phone-ins and all of the interactive
services. You recently got involved in a very, very
diYcult one which could be described as fraud. The
Brainteaser one really was quite diYcult. What have
you done to try and sort that out and to change
people’s perception?
Ms Lighting: I think, listening to all my colleagues as
well, this is a really serious issue for our industry. It
is incredibly important for all of us as broadcasters
that we do have the trust of our viewers. I would say
that probably one of the most important things that
we have as broadcasters is our reputation. I was
really very shaken last week when we discovered
what we did, and this has not been a cynical reaction
at all on our behalf, this has genuinely been one of
recognising that we needed to take action and take
it very quickly. What we did was immediately
suspend all of our programming, not just the
programme in question, Brainteaser, but also to
bring in an outside auditor to help work with us on
two things: firstly, to investigate exactly what
happened on Brainteaser, and it is very diYcult for
me to comment on that because literally that
investigation has just started and anything I say
would be speculation at this stage. We need more
information to find out what happened. But then,
separately, the auditors are working with us in terms
of the icstis review, which is across the range of our
output.

Q272 Rosemary McKenna: Do you think the icstis
recommendations are strong enough? Do you think
they will restore the public confidence?
Ms Lighting: I do support what icstis has put
forward completely. I think there are two parts to
this that we need to get right. The first part is the
immediate action that we take and what we are seen
to be doing. ITV also have now just reinstated one
of their programmes, and it was good to hear
Michael say that the confidence appeared to be there
from their audience in terms of the voting numbers
that have come back. But I think what we need to do
is make sure that we continue to monitor in the
future and that icstis does regular reviews and
actually does not just set something up and then
leave it alone, this is something that is regularly
reviewed in the future over a period of time. I think
it is really important that we continue to have that
on-going.

Q273 Rosemary McKenna: You told us during our
Quiz Call Inquiry that with the reduction of
advertising revenue this was a really important way
to get some income to help you deliver your public
service broadcast remit.
Ms Lighting: Yes.

Q274 Rosemary McKenna: Is this going to make it
that more diYcult?
Ms Lighting: It is important. Unlike Andy Duncan,
I would not say this is an insignificant amount of
money for FIVE. For this year telephony across the
whole range was due to deliver about £8 million
worth of revenue to us. If you look, for example, at
our children’s programming, the entire production
cost of our children’s programming is around £6
million. So, yes, it is an important contributor to our
entire funding . If you look at the advertising market
we all know that last year was a very tough market
for all commercial broadcasters. We saw in the
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region of £200 million fail to materialise in
advertising revenue. Just to put that in context,
across the whole of the commercial sector, that is the
equivalent of the total of Five’s programme budget;
so the contribution that we had from telephony was
important as a contribution towards that shortfall.

Q275 Rosemary McKenna: Are you auditing all of
your interactive television?
Ms Lighting: Yes, we are. We have suspended all of
our premium rate lines, even comment lines into the
Matthew Wright current aVairs programme. For the
moment those are taken down. We will have done a
complete review and audit of all of those services
before we put them back up again.

Q276 Paul Farrelly: Cheetah TV seems quite an
appropriate name for this company, in the
circumstances?
Ms Lighting: It is not a good one, is it?

Q277 Paul Farrelly: You described yourself as
shaken. You must have been incandescent?
Ms Lighting: It is very diYcult, as I say, for me to
comment around this because of the inquiry we have
got. I was shaken to hear it, surprised, and we are
still surprised.

Q278 Paul Farrelly: You must have been shaking
with rage, because this has been a live issue from
before but heightened by the inquiry in the autumn,
and yet this company was taking proverbials out of
your viewers and dragging Five’s good name
through the mud.
Ms Lighting: I think it is really important, Paul, that
I wait until we have got the inquiry out of the way,
until I have got all the facts, and that we give the
production company the benefit of seeing exactly
what happened.

Q279 Paul Farrelly: Surely there is one thing you can
do to restore confidence and make sure that your
good name is not tarnished by Cheetah TV, and that
is to say, after your inquiry, “This is unacceptable
behaviour and we are going to terminate the
contract”?
Ms Lighting: I think that, again, once we have the
full evidence of the inquiry, I will be making
decisions and deciding on the appropriate action
following that, but I would not like to say today
what that is until I have all that information
available to me.

Q280 Paul Farrelly: But putting fictional winners up
and having people masquerade as winners is
unacceptable and you would not expect, if a
production company did that clearly without your
knowledge, that they could continue enjoying a
relationship with Five?
Ms Lighting: We absolutely need to see what has
happened. If we have a breach, we will need to take
action. We are quite clear about that.

Q281 Chairman: Turning to the main focus of our
inquiry, the future of public service broadcasting,
you have heard diVering views from Channel 4 and
ITV about the scale of the problem facing the
commercial public service broadcasters. What is
Five’s view?
Ms Lighting: We live in very challenging times in a
very competitive market place. We all share certain
issues. The fragmentation that has been created
through the choice brought about through digital,
together with the downturn in the advertising
market, have made a significant challenge for the
commercial broadcasters recently. I have got a
number of things I would like to comment on and
they will not necessarily all be absolutely joined up.
In the case of Channel 4, I think Channel 4 does an
incredibly important and very valuable job in the
whole ecology of public service broadcasting, as
does the BBC. I do think it is really important to
consider where Channel 4 sits, however, in that
family of public service broadcasters. Channel 4 has,
quite simply, seen growth year on year in terms of its
overall revenues as a total company, and if you look
at its overall share of the market place, that market
share has grown. It is now sitting at around 25%,
which is a stronger position than it has had for the
last few years. So there is nothing to indicate that,
relatively to the rest of the market, Channel 4 is
having a tough time of it, far from it, and I think
really we need to take into account the other
activities around Channel 4, for example, the
acquisition they have made of additional Freeview
capacity. They now have a very significant position
on the Freeview platform, not only via their gifted
capacity, but capacity they went out and bought at
commercial rates and which they now use. So, they
are not in any way underserved in terms of their
position on the Freeview platform, and they
certainly have a very significant share of the overall
advertising market in the UK which is growing, and
their performance as a channel is growing. I wish I
had their problems.

Q282 Chairman: What about the position facing
Five?
Ms Lighting: In terms of Five, there are a number of
issues that we have in common, as I say. One of the
issues that particularly worries me is around the
rights of the programmes that we commission. We
have the dilemma of the cost of programming. Andy
alluded to this and particularly he talked around
acquired programmes, American shows which are
going up in terms of value. But in terms of the
programmes that we are commissioning, our
origination, those costs are also increasing. One of
issues that we have as new media is coming along is
that there are new opportunities for additional
revenue, particularly, I believe, from advertising,
because I think that the greatest opportunity in
terms of video on demand and new media platforms
will be for this programming to be made available as
download but supported and funded by advertisers.
In my view, that is a direct replacement, if you like,
for the advertising that would normally sit around
terrestrial broadcasters. As we have it at the
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moment, the cost of these programmes has been
fully funded by the commercial broadcasters and yet
the new media rights are being held by independent
production companies, and we still have to work out
a solution as to how the advertising revenue will be
managed. I personally think that if advertisers start
to move across to new media you will see an
undermining of the business formula that has
supported public service broadcasting because the
money will simply not be available. So we have
pressure not only from the market place itself, which
I like to believe is cyclical, but we have a new
pressure coming through from advertising that will
move across into new media in the future, and I fail
to see how programmes will be supported and
funded in the future.

Q283 Chairman: So the agreements that have been
reached in the Ofcom Code of Practice you do not
think oVer a long-term viable solution?
Ms Lighting: I am very relieved that they were
described as short-term solutions, and at the
moment the agreements really sit around
transactional VoD, which I think sits in a diVerent
place and I think is more closely correlated to the
video market; but I think where you have a
download which is simply supported by a couple of
adverts at the beginning and a couple of adverts at
the end, that is a direct replacement for what I would
call more traditional broadcasting funding
formulas, and that, I think, is what will undermine
us.

Q284 Chairman: Did you see the evidence we
received from Pact a week or so ago? They seemed
rather surprised that you highlighted this as such a
problem. They said, as far as they were concerned,
they were quite happy to reach an agreement to help
you build up the VoD oVering and that they were
not aware that this was such a big issue for you.
Ms Lighting: The problem that we have is that as
soon as you start applying this to the advertiser
funded formula, it eVectively is taking money away
from our existing business. This is not incremental
revenue. Where you are looking at transactional
VoD where it is additional revenue, similar to a
video sale, then to split the revenue on that is
absolutely fair and right and is additional for both
parties. But where it is actually advertising money, it
is quite clear to me that this is actually going to be
money moving from one sector to another, and in
that case our revenues will be decreasing and yet our
costs are maintained.

Q285 Chairman: Can I come back to the main
question. At the moment you have a lighter public
service obligation than the other two channels we
have heard from this morning. Nevertheless, you do
have a public service obligation. Are you confident
that you are going to be able to continue to fulfil that
on the basis of your current operating model for
advertising revenue?
Ms Lighting: As you know, we are very committed.
We have talked about children’s quite a lot today
and Michael just remembered that FIVE also

provided children’s programming as part of the
public service following, which I am pleased he did,
because actually we provided 652 hours of original
children’s programmes last year, which is a
significant amount of children’s programming in the
UK. We are the only commercial broadcaster that
still broadcasts children’s programming every single
day of the week, and, whilst we have had to review
our children’s programming recently, what we have
decided to do is simply to focus on the under sevens.
We previously were also providing for older children
on Saturday and Sunday. We are now focusing
entirely on seven and below, including pre-school,
and we have allocated our entire funding to that
area; so we have not reduced the amount of
commitment in terms of our programme spend. I do
think it is really interesting, and very important also,
to recognise what we have been doing ourselves in
terms of news, in terms of the arts, of which we do
25 hours a year in terms of peak time, in terms of the
science we do. It was interesting as well hearing this
morning about the global warming controversial
programme that was discussed, and I think Andy
said that he would be the only broadcaster who
would dare to do that. We have just checked on the
Blackberry whilst we were sitting there. In July 2005
we did just that. It was part of a series which was
called Big Ideas that Changed the World. We also
had Gorbachev, who talked about communism, and
Desmond Tutu, who talked about Christianity, but
Bjorn Lomborg put a pin into global warming and
put forward the controversial case that perhaps it
was not what was being presented. So, I would like
to say that we make a significant contribution to
public service programming. We do have pressures
on our funding formula. I think FIVE particularly
has pressures because we were the last terrestrial to
come to market. Unlike our other competitors who
had established their positions, had actually entered
the market in a less competitive environment, we
have had catching up to do, and, indeed, we are
doing it now even with some of our own new media
services like the video-on-demand services that we
launched ourselves last year. All of this, I think, is
going to be very important for us as public service
broadcasters to make sure that we do move into a
new media environment. If we continue only to
worry about what we are doing in a purely
broadcasting environment, I think we will be
hamstrung and I think it would be a real threat to
our funding but, in order to do that, we need the
rights to do it.

Q286 Paul Farrelly: I just wanted to move from
Planet Vulcan and the creationist theology and so
forth back to children’s programming! Can I clarify
a point in case I am behind the times. My daughter,
who is five, is glued to CBeebies. My son, at the
weekend, does he watch Milkshake or Shake?
Ms Lighting: Both.

Q287 Paul Farrelly: It is both?
Ms Lighting: Milkshake and then it is followed by
Shake.
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Q288 Paul Farrelly: Milkshake is for?
Ms Lighting: Is pre-school and Shake is for older
children.

Q289 Paul Farrelly: So Milkshake is unaVected by
your—
Ms Lighting: We are extending it. What we have
decided to do is take Milkshake from being just pre-
school and we are going to take it up to the age of
seven. We will not now be providing for children
over the age of seven.

Q290 Paul Farrelly: My son is eight, so I will have to
explain this to him.
Ms Lighting: I am sorry about that.

Q291 Paul Farrelly: So he can get on to CBBC and
his sister can get on to the expanded Shake. Can you
explain why you have done that and why you have
stopped commissioning content for Shake?
Ms Lighting: Really for commercial reasons. In
terms of the impact of the advertising of food in
children’s programming, we think that probably
about two million pounds voluntarily left our
revenue line before, in fact, there was any ruling, and
then there was about a further million pounds that
we think will follow after that; so about three million
pounds in total is the reduction in our revenues.
Children’s programming used to make a
contribution, albeit a small contribution, to our
profitability. We are now, literally, at break-even
with our children’s programming. We had to look at
how we could focus and concentrate our revenues to
make it, frankly, as commercial as we possibly could,
and that is exactly the response that we have taken.
So, we have not reduced our spend but we have
concentrated it into one particular area to be more
focused, and we hope we will get better returns
from that.

Q292 Paul Farrelly: Is the message that the
advertising restrictions have been pivotal in that?
Ms Lighting: They have had an impact on us,
without doubt.
Ms Robertson: It is not just those advertising
restrictions, there are other regulatory decisions,
some in the pipeline. The European Directive is
looking at reducing the amount of advertising one
can do with children’s programming. It has not been
decided yet, but that is a potential problem. Also,
following the last Communications Act, the new
definition of “originated programme” makes it
much harder for us to do co-productions for
children’s drama and to count that as UK originated
programming. We have a history of doing a lot of
co-productions with New Zealand and Australia.
There is a whole set of diVerent regulatory pressures
which are actually coming together to make
children’s programming even more at risk.

Q293 Paul Farrelly: My five year old has somehow
twigged that McDonalds was buying chicken that
was fed on soy beans grown in the Amazon, and,
therefore, they were destroying the rainforest, and
described herself as an eco-warrior, so she will be

very happy with that, I think. What I would like to
understand from you is that you have made this shift
now, and we have heard from ITV that actually over
the long-term, probably more medium-term, the
outlook for children’s programming on ITV is not
good. What about for yourselves? If it is good for
you, what makes you diVerent from ITV?
Ms Lighting: Because I think we have built what we
believe to be a really important and valuable
commercial brand, a trusted brand, in Milkshake. If
you look at the various assets that FIVE has and
those things that we particularly nurture and value,
and you know that we have spent a lot of energy in
terms of developing the reputation and brand of
Five, and children’s is a really important way of us
continuing to do that, it is important to us
commercially.

Q294 Paul Farrelly: Do kids who sneak down while
we are trying to have a lie-in at the age of five or six
or eight think, “Ah, Five”, when they first put the
television on?
Ms Lighting: They do think, “Milkshake”.

Q295 Paul Farrelly: They do?
Ms Lighting: It is an absolutely recognised children’s
brand, yes.

Q296 Paul Farrelly: In order to improve the outlook
for children’s programming is there a case for
broadcasters such as yourself to be released from
certain public service broadcasting obligations to be
able to replace them with a focus on more children’s
programming plugging a gap in the market or
reacting to market failure?
Ms Lighting: I hate to repeat what I was saying
earlier, but a lot of this is around origination as well.
So this is about investment that we make into
programmes—often where we fully fund, but not
always, it is sometimes co-production—but it is also
how we have the opportunity to take those rights
and then exploit them in new media and in other
ways. If, in fact, all we do is restrict ourselves to
where we are and that pie is shrinking, then we will
continue to put pressure on the funding formula for
those programmes. It is really as simple as that.

Q297 Chairman: Before we leave children’s
programming, I understand that the Ofcom
restrictions—obviously that means the amount of
revenue that you get from advertising—on these
programmes is going to reduce. It was suggested to
us by Pact that one of the reasons, therefore, you
have decided to focus on the under sevens is that the
chances of generating revenue from merchandising
are much greater at that age group, because the vast
majority comes from programming in the pre school
genre for under fives. Is that a fair observation?
Ms Lighting: It would be, but actually we do not
control the merchandising rights, so that is not
something that would drive us. It would have no
impact on Five. So, the answer strictly is, yes, but not
in the case why we made that decision. It has no
relevance to us.
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Q298 Chairman: In terms of your evidence, you were
also quite clear that you were not really in favour of
any suggestion that there should be money made
available from the licence fee, for instance, for top-
slicing for the other public service broadcasters.
Why is that? Would you not welcome the
opportunity to achieve diVerent sorts of revenue?
Ms Lighting: In my mind top-slicing is a
redistribution of public service money; so I do not
see it as increasing the pie. I also think that it is very
important that our consumers, our viewers, have
transparency over what is being funded by the
licence fee and what is not. I personally think that
top-slicing and then redistribution would make
transparency very diYcult to follow. I think
personally it is far more about us having value from
the BBC and the BBC delivering from its licence fee.

Q299 Chairman: So even if you had a little brand at
the end saying, “This programme was supported by
the licence fee”, you still think that would be
undesirable?
Ms Lighting: I think it is very confusing. I think that
the British public are really quite clear about what
they see and where that sits in public service ecology.
I think they are also very clear about ITV and Five,
I think they are clear about pay channels and I think
they are pretty clear about Channel 4 as well.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by ITV plc

I am writing following ITV’s appearance before the Select Committee session on public service media
content, when we promised to provide some more information on children’s programming and the
mathematics puzzle on ITV Play that had been recently reported on in the press.

First, may I take the opportunity to thank the Committee for holding this timely inquiry, which I believe
is helping to highlight the importance of a full debate about the future of public service broadcasting in the
digital era.

Children’s Programmes

The Committee asked us about our future plans for children’s programming.

As we told the Committee, we are not in a position to outline our schedule plans over a five-year period.
Indeed it was only last month that we were able to confirm our plans for this year. However, I am able to
confirm that ITV1 intends to continue to broadcast children’s programming on ITV1, which will include
UK commissioned programmes, including new, first-run series of Prove It, Pocoyo and Scratch and SniV’s
Den of Doom.

On the publication of our Statement of Programme Policy last month, we confirmed that ITV1 will show
around five hours of children’s output per week this year and I can confirm that a substantial proportion
of ITV1 children’s programmes in 2007 will be original ITV1 commissions. We are currently working hard
on pulling together our plans across the schedule for 2008 and we will set out the details in the Statement
of Programme Policy which we will publish early next year.

Beyond ITV1, the CITV channel, launched last year, broadcasts free to air to around 90% of UK children.
CITV continues to provide many thousands of hours of children’s programming, including a high volume
of ITV commissions.

As we discussed with the Committee, children’s viewing of children’s programming is moving inexorably
to dedicated children’s channels and our future scheduling plans will have to reflect that. We also have to
take account of the commercial and regulatory context. As the Committee is aware, the new restrictions on
food advertising make it even more diYcult to fund original UK production in this area.

Q300 Chairman: Michael Grade told us that in the
long-term he did not see any originated children’s
programming surviving on the main ITV channel.
He told us that he did not think news regional
programming would continue on the main ITV
channel. Do you think you can sustain your present
mix or do you also think you are going to have to
draw back from some of these areas?
Ms Lighting: It is absolutely my intention that we
sustain the level of children’s programming that we
do, or something close to it.

Q301 Chairman: And all the others, programmes
about global warming or the lack of it and all the
other—
Ms Lighting: Absolutely. I think one of the strengths
of a public service broadcaster is the breadth of its
oVering. The minute, I believe, you drop important
areas like the news or children’s and you fail to have
that breadth of coverage, you become one of the
many, and therein describes the whole of multi-
channel. I think there are many merits in being a
public service broadcaster: standing, and reputation
is also important, as is breadth of coverage.
Chairman: The Committee has already commended
you in the past for maintaining the coverage of
cricket on terrestrial television, so we are pleased to
hear it. Thank you very much.
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With respect to ITV1, I would also emphasise that every schedule change creates opportunities to deliver
diVerent kinds of programming of value to the audience and featuring original UK programming. For
example, we recently announced that we would be running new UK-made drama on weekday afternoons
in a series based on the popular peak-time drama The Royal. This represents the return of original UK-
made drama to the oV-peak ITV1 schedule after several years.

The “Add the Pence” Puzzle

The Committee asked for the methodology of the “add the pence” puzzle that featured on ITV Play.
Despite press reports that a number of top flight mathematicians and code crackers could not solve it, the
puzzle was not as ferociously complicated as some of them tried to make it. There is also something of an
irony that we are often accused of making our quiz questions too easy, but this time we are accused of
making a question too hard! While it was not straightforward, as I said to the Committee, it was a cryptic
numbers puzzle in the long tradition of maths riddles that combine mathematics and wordplay. It was made
clear throughout to viewers that the puzzle was cryptic. .

I attach a sheet setting out how the puzzle worked.

These types of puzzle formats have been considered by Ofcom in the past, triggering no regulatory
objection. A viewer recently won £10,000 solving a similar type of puzzle using a similar methodology on
ITV. And, incidentally, in the Times newspaper which covered the story, I understand that at least two
readers successfully solved the “add the pence” puzzle in question. ITV Play programming deliberately
includes a mix of games and puzzles at varying levels of diYculty, and prizes available can vary accordingly.

I hope this clarifies the points raised during our evidence to the Committee. If you have any further
questions—cryptic or otherwise!—please do not hesitate to get in touch.

Meantime, ITV looks forward to reading the Committee’s thoughts on the future of public service media
content following this timely and important inquiry.

April 2007

THE “ADD THE PENCE” PUZZLE

The puzzle asked viewers to add the number of pence in the following:
Two pounds.
25p.
£1.47.
16p.
Fifty pence.

It was set as a cryptic puzzle, which viewers were made aware of.

The correct answer is reached by adding not just the number of pence referred to in the word, but also
the separate instances of the letter “p’.

So for example, where “16p” appears you add “16p’, “6p” and “p” (one p)—making 23.

In terms of the puzzle referred to this is worked out as follows:

Two pounds: 200 ! 2 ! 1 % 203
25p: 25 ! 5 ! 1 % 31
£1.47: 147 % 147
16p 16 ! 6 ! 1 % 23
Fifty pence 50 ! 50 ! 1 ! 1 % 102
Giving a total of 506
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Paul Farrelly Mr Adrian Sanders
Mr Mike Hall Helen Southworth

Witnesses: Mr Mark Thompson, Director-General, and Ms Caroline Thomson, Chief Operating OYcer,
BBC, gave evidence.

Q302 Chairman: Good morning, everybody. This is
a further session in the Committee’s inquiry into the
future of public service media content. We are
beginning this morning’s session by taking evidence
from the BBC. I would like to welcome the Director-
General, Mark Thompson, and the Chief Operating
OYcer, Caroline Thomson. Before we move to the
main area of our inquiry—this is obviously oV topic
but nonetheless a matter of great interest both to you
and ourselves,—I wonder if you would might be able
to tell us a little on the present position regarding
Alan Johnston, your journalist who has been
captured in Gaza?

Mr Thompson: Thank you, Chairman. This is the
43rd day since Alan Johnston was abducted in Gaza
City on his way from the BBC Bureau there to his
home. Since then the BBC has had no direct contact
from those holding him, nor have we had, as it were,
completely rock solid information about his status
and whereabouts. I and my colleagues are satisfied
from our couple of conversations with the Foreign
Secretary and others that the British Government is
doing everything in its power to try and secure
Alan’s safe return as quickly as possible. I have had,
and I know the Government has also had,
assurances from the Palestinian President,
Mahmoud Abbas, that the Palestinian authorities
are doing everything they can to secure Alan’s
release. We had, as you may know, nine days ago a
claim sent to the BBC and other news organisations
that Alan had been killed by a particular group.
There has been absolutely no confirmation of that
claim. However, it is worth emphasising that we do
not have firm information about his whereabouts or
his state of health and Alan’s family, and the BBC,
remain increasingly concerned that such a long
period has gone by without any firm word.

Q303 Chairman: Thank you. I think the Committee
join you in praying for his safe return.
Mr Thompson: Thank you.
Chairman: Can I invite Nigel Evans to begin.

Q304 Mr Evans: This is the first time you have come
before the Committee since the new governance
arrangements have come into eVect, how is it going?
Mr Thompson: Perhaps I can begin and Caroline
may want to comment as well. I would say in the first
few months we have got oV to a good start. We have
now got the BBC Trust in place. We have had Dr

Chitra Bharucha as acting Chair of the Trust, the
substantive new Chair, Sir Michael Lyons, arrives in
May. The meetings of the Trust have felt to me very
well organised and the Trust has access to much
more independent information than the BBC
Governors historically had. It means that their
scrutiny feels diVerent from that of the traditional
BBC Governors. Frequently when we are making a
proposal to them they will have sought independent
advice and their questioning and their point will be
based on much more solid independent evidence, as
it were, than would have been true of the Governors.
So far I think the process is working well. On my side
of the fence, at the beginning of January after 80
years of the BBC having a senior management group
which was entirely based on insiders, full-time
executives, we had the first meeting of the Executive
Board very early in January with five non-executive
directors, heavy-hitters. Marcus Agius, the
Chairman of Barclays plc, is the senior non-exec. We
have a formidable bunch of non-execs who I think
are making a real diVerence to the decision making
and the debate at the management level.
Ms Thomson: It is perhaps just worth adding one
thing. The other part of the arrangement, apart from
the Trust, is the far greater scrutiny of the market
impact of services we have got. We have had the first
Public Value Test going through the Trust, and we
do not yet know the final results of that, the Trust is
going to announce that at the beginning of May.
Certainly from the management point of view it is a
very diVerent experience. For the iPlayer on-
demand service, we had to make a case and justify it
in terms of the public value and Ofcom did its
market impact assessment, changes have been made
and we are having to respond again, all of it done
transparently, publicly and openly. It is slightly
uncomfortable from our point of view, to be honest,
but as someone who helped construct the new
Charter one has got to accept that it has got to be
uncomfortable and it is beginning to settle down.

Q305 Mr Evans: So they are making life
uncomfortable for you. I just want to know how
hands-on they are on perhaps even a day-to-day
basis and from issue to issue. To give one example,
the appalling decision to sack Moira Stuart as a
newsreader, for instance. There was huge public
reaction. Did anybody from the Trust or Executive
Board phone you, Mark, or Caroline, and say,
“What are you doing?”
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Mr Thompson: I think at the next meeting of the
BBC Trust, which indeed is tomorrow, I would
expect to report to the Trust on all of the, as it were,
notable developments of the last month or so and at
that point it will be open to members of the Trust to
question me about any or all matters that have either
caught their attention in the press or they have had
complaints about.

Q306 Mr Evans: Have any of them phoned you,
Mark, to say, “Listen, are you mad? Moira Stuart is
one of the most popular newsreaders we have got
and we are reading comments that you have got an
ageist policy against women newsreaders at the
BBC”? This is what we have read. Has nobody
phoned you from the Trust or the Executive Board?
Mr Thompson: I would like to respond to some of the
points you have made or, more precisely, you said
you have read about Moira Stuart. Firstly, under the
Charter there is meant to be a much clearer
separation between the operational responsibilities
of the BBC led by the Executive Board and this
broader point of oversight in the public interest of
the BBC Trust. In my reading of the White Paper
and the Charter and Agreement, it is intended that
the Trust should not get involved particularly before
the event in management and operational decisions.
This answers the criticism that historically the
Governors tended to get too embroiled in
management decisions and, therefore, in retrospect
could not stand back and reach a judgment about
whether the management had made the right
decision or not. Once you start getting trustees
involved in deciding whether individual members of
staV should be treated in a particular way they
become managers themselves. I think it is
appropriate, all the more so when there is a point of
controversy, that the Trust should stand back, keep
its powder dry and then be in a position objectively
after the facts to weigh up whether or not
management has made the right decision. I do not
want to say a great deal about Moira Stuart, she is a
member of BBC staV and a very valued and much
loved member of BBC staV by her colleagues as well
as the public, and the question of what happens to
Moira in the future is something we are still
discussing with Moira and I would rather keep that
conversation privileged between her and us at this
stage. However, I would simply want to refute the
suggestions I have read in some papers that there is
ageism, sexism or racism, that any of these things are
a factor in the present discussion. The one simple
thing I can point to is that BBC News, BBC News on
News 24, on our radio networks but also in our
programmes on our main BBC channels, BBC One
and BBC Two, has changed somewhat over the
years and the traditional role of a newsreader as
opposed to a correspondent or a news presenter,
who also does interviews, has virtually died out
across the BBC services. We tend to use journalists
to present News 24, our news programmes like the 10
O’clock News and, indeed, to read news headlines. If
you take the example of Breakfast News it would
once have had main presenters and a newsreader,
now we have presenters who also tell you the news.

I think the right thing for us to do is to continue to
talk to Moira herself about her future. I would want
to agree with you that Moira Stuart is a very valued
and much loved BBC colleague, by us and by the
public. Indeed, when she does programmes beyond
the news, and I think of her recent, rather brilliant
programme about William Wilberforce, again she
shows the range of her talents. I am hoping that
talking to her we can reach a really satisfactory
answer to what is next for Moira Stuart.

Q307 Mr Evans: If this is how you treat someone
who is valued and much loved, I hate to think how
you would treat somebody you do not like. Has the
public reaction surprised you and does it mean
anything to you?
Mr Thompson: I am not surprised to hear how
strongly the public feel about Moira because she has
been a trusted and familiar face and voice for the
British public for many years. Does it mean that I
think we should ensure that she is treated properly
and we find the right answer to what she should do
next? Yes, I do. What I also want to say is if I
believed that we were actually treating Moira in the
way that has been expressed in the newspapers I
would feel very diVerently about it. That is not the
way she has been treated and what you are reading
in the press is not true. The right thing for us to do,
as, I hope, a good employer, is to work out with
Moira what is right for her, and I cannot say much
more than that.

Q308 Chairman: Just returning to the relationship
you have with the new Trust, is there anything that
you have disagreed about so far with the Trust or
where they have stepped in and told you that you
should not be doing something that you wanted to
do?
Mr Thompson: I think a really good example would
be the iPlayer, the on-demand application where the
Trust, in its preliminary indicative conclusion on the
Public Value Test, which is now currently out to
consultation with the public, took a diVerent view
from BBC management about the length of
windowing that should be available and also
believed that there should be certain exclusions, for
example an exclusion from eVectively podcasting of
music, including classical music and readings. The
Trust, in looking at the BBC management
proposals, is minded currently to accept the broad
proposal that the BBC should launch an on-demand
application but has introduced a number of changes
to the proposal because of their own assessment of
Ofcom’s Market Impact Assessment and their own
assessment of the public value of the proposal.

Q309 Alan Keen: I have raised this on a number of
occasions and I am pleased to see that the Trust is
completely separate now and I would have thought
if there is ageism that is a policy issue that you would
raise quite separately from the individual Nigel has
talked about. I am also pleased that you have got lay
members on the Board itself but I have argued
before that the previous problem when Gavyn and
Greg were there, acting as Executive Chair and
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Director-General, as they did, was there was not
anybody as a backstop. How is it working with the
non-executive members? Do they play a proactive
part? You have not got a chairman, are you the
chairman and the chief executive? Lots of companies
have both a chairman and a chief executive.
Mr Thompson: I think that is a fair question. Under
the new constitution I am the Chairman of the
Executive Board. I should be very clear that my view
as Chairman, and I think it would be true of my
successors as chairmen, is the non-executive
directors as a group, led by a senior non-executive,
should have enormous sway over the Executive
Board. What I mean by that is, to be honest, I think
it is virtually unimaginable that I would wish as
Chair to support anything coming through that
Board which the non-executives as a group were
opposed to. People worried during the Charter
renewal process about whether the fact that the non-
executives did not have a majority on the Board was
going to mean that they were going to be powerless
and the executives would fold their arms and force
things through irrespective of the non-executive
directors’ wishes. I would say in practice that is just
unimaginable. You have got very weighty people
who have, quite rightly, their own line of contact to
the BBC Trust. There is regular contact, and in my
view there should be, between the senior non-
executive and the Chair of the Trust. I feel my
responsibility as Chair of the Executive Board is to
make sure that the Board collectively is comfortable
with decisions that have been made. This is a proper
decision-making body and the non-execs have
enormous influence. To be honest, they are very
lively characters and are making their presence felt,
and have made it felt from the first meeting.
Ms Thomson: Absolutely.

Q310 Alan Keen: How often does that management
board meet?
Mr Thompson: Monthly.

Q311 Alan Keen: Can you remind us who is on that
Executive Board, apart from the non-executive
directors?
Mr Thompson: Yes. Let us hope I can remember
them all. I am there as Chair. There is the Deputy
Director-General, Mark Byford, who is also head of
our journalism. The major services of the BBC
representative is Jana Bennett as Director of Vision,
which includes television and much of our
multimedia output. There is Jenny Abramsky, who
is Director of Audio and Music, which is BBC Radio
but again now audio on all platforms, Ashley
Highfield, who is Director of Future Media and
Technology, with particular responsibility for the
web, bbc.co.uk, and also for future projects,
Caroline as Chief Operating OYcer is on the Board
with extensive responsibilities for many of our big
infrastructure projects, for property, for strategy,
for public policy and so forth, Zarin Patel is Group
Finance Director and she is on the Board, Stephen
Kelly is Director of BBC People, in other words
human resources, Tim Davie is Director of
Marketing and Communications and Audiences,

the marketing and coms function of the BBC, and
John Smith is Chief Executive of BBC Worldwide,
the BBC’s commercial arm. In other words, myself,
nine executive directors and currently five non-
executive directors, although we are hoping to make
one more appointment so there will be six non-
executive directors.

Q312 Philip Davies: Following up on Nigel’s
questions, I was reflecting on the irony of the most
politically correct organisation in the country being
accused of ageism, sexism and racism, it must fill you
with absolute horror to be accused of that.
Mr Thompson: Can I just say that I do not believe
that we should think of ourselves or we should be a
“politically correct” organisation. We should be a
good employer and an open minded reflector of
British society, but I do not see it as any kind of
badge of honour to be described as being in some
extreme way politically correct.
Chairman: I am not sure Philip intended it in that
way.

Q313 Philip Davies: Do not be so sure! If we could
just move on to the licence fee settlement. You
received a licence fee settlement well below your bid.
What public service content are you not going to be
able to deliver based on what you have received
against what you bid for?
Mr Thompson: What we are doing at the moment is
looking at the range of the BBC’s current services
but also looking at all of the things that we, as the
BBC, said we would like to do in our proposal to the
Charter renewal, some of which are captured in the
White Paper, Charter and Agreement. There are
three questions we are asking. What money can we
liberate by becoming more eYcient? We put a range
of proposals for eYciency, so-called value for money
productivity savings, in our licence fee bid. The
Government, when they announced the licence fee
settlement, said they believed the BBC could go
further, so how much further can we go to pay for
our future ambitions by becoming more eYcient.
Secondly, of the things we said we would like to do,
the potential for extension of services or new
services, are there some things on that list which in
the light of the licence fee settlement we should just
cross oV the list and say we have got to cut our cloth
to fit the money we have now got? Thirdly, as we
look at what we currently do, is there any money
that we can transfer from some part of our current
operations to pay for something new? The diVerent
divisions of the BBC are weighing that up at the
moment. Each of these divisions has lots of good
ideas, great ideas, for new services but what we are
asking each of them to do is to look at ways in which
those ideas could be paid for. That will be gathered
together through the course of the spring and the
early summer by management into a set of
proposals, recommendations, but then there will be
a process across the summer of talking to the BBC
Trust and the Trust doing its own scrutiny to look
at whether this proposal package of eYciencies, new
investment proposals and also this switching of
money from existing resources to new ideas, in their
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view, and they are the people who have to make the
decision, is going to give the BBC the best chance of
delivering the Charter, in other words fulfilling the
public purposes set out in the Charter.

Q314 Philip Davies: Are you saying that you do
not know?
Mr Thompson: I am saying that the right group of
people to make the final decisions about the BBC’s
priorities is the BBC Trust. My job in this process is
to co-ordinate and to gather and to lead the process
of coming up with recommendations, but this is a
really good example of our new system where the
people who should decide finally whether the money
should be here or here are the BBC Trust and they
will take some months and may well do their own
research before reaching that conclusion.

Q315 Philip Davies: Did you not cover every
eventuality and say, “This is what we want to deliver
and this is our bid, but if we only get this, this is what
we will deliver and if we only get this, then this is
what we will deliver”? You must have an idea as to
what things are nice to have and what things are
absolutely essential.
Mr Thompson: I can certainly give you some broad
indications of my own view, and I will do that. I
believe that the most important thing of all is that the
BBC spends as much money as it can on really
outstanding distinctive content. The more that we
can find further ways of reducing what we spend on
non-content, on overhead and bureaucracy, and put
into content, the better. The more of the licence we
can give to content, the better. Secondly, this next
period for the BBC, and of course there will be
debates about what precisely this means, and you
may all have your own views about precisely what is
in and what is out of this particular definition, I
believe the right thing for the BBC is to concentrate
as far as we can on high quality, distinctive content.
Although it is a matter of regret for us that we were
unable to continue to secure the FA Cup and
England Home International rights, which as you
may have heard recently after the present period will
go to ITV and Setanta, those rights went for a 42%
increase on the current contract and at a moment
when we have got a licence fee which is going up 3%,
3%, 2%, 2%, 2%, we have to think very hard about
whether the best use of that money is to go into very
high levels of sports rights inflation. I am very
committed to spending a significant amount of the
licence fee on sport, it is what licence fee payers
expect from the BBC, but in a period of very
constrained resources it is appropriate that we
should be realistic about what we can and cannot
aVord. Those are a couple of indications.

Q316 Philip Davies: David Elstein told the
Committee that a sound test for looking at public
service content was to ask will the market provide it
or will it not provide it. What are the things that the
BBC provides that the market would not otherwise
deliver?

Mr Thompson: Although I think market failure in
the broadest sense is a reasonable test to apply to
public service broadcasting, it is quite important not
to take the next step, which I think some people do—
David sometimes does and sometimes does not—
which is to say there is a very narrow set of genres
which the market as a whole will not provide. To
some extent, but not entirely, you can say the
American system is to say that public broadcasting
in America is there to provide a very small number
of genres, typically serious factual genres, and
everything else should be left to the market. I would
say if you look at the BBC’s output and take British
comedy as an example, British comedy is an
entertainment format and successful comedies are
fantastically commercially valuable and, indeed, one
of the great pleasures of the last years has been seeing
some of the great British comedies, and I think of the
BBC programmes The OYce and Extras doing well
around the world and being sold in many markets.
Comedy is very diYcult to launch in modern
fragmented media markets. It is pretty expensive to
make and the strike rate of hit programmes per
numbers of new programmes launched is relatively
low and as a result of that the British television
market, commercial market broadly, a very broad
generalisation, does not invest significantly in
comedy, particularly narrative comedy. The BBC
tries to use its radio networks and its TV networks,
not just BBC One and BBC Two but BBC Three and
BBC Four, so potentially on radio, BBC Seven,
Radio Four, Radio Two, Radio One, on television,
BBC Four, BBC Three, BBC Two and BBC One, to
try and create a nursery for new comedy talent and
new comedy titles. A programme like Little Britain,
which became a very big success on BBC One, was
developed across Radio Four and BBC Three.
Although on the face of it in this comedy market you
would say is that not exactly the kind of commercial
genre which the market will provide, the reality is I
do not think that is the case and I think there is a lot
of evidence that it is not the case. Comedy comes
from the BBC. There is some comedy on Channel 4
but, again, Channel 4 would now regard that very
much as part of their public service remit. There is a
little bit on ITV, none on Five, none on Sky,
virtually nothing going on, some specials and bits
and bobs, and of course repeats, but that is rather
diVerent, virtually nothing else on any of the other
hundreds of channels available now. I would say let
us by all means accept that market failure is the
broad category we should be looking at, but be very
careful assuming that market failure boils down to a
handful of genres. I think if you look at British
drama origination, British children’s programmes,
British comedy, even in some respects British format
entertainment, there is good evidence that not just
the BBC but public service intervention creates a
better platform for British talent, creates formats
that potentially can be sold around the world and
improves the overall quality and innovation
available to the British public.

Q317 Philip Davies: Are they not doing things
because you are doing them? Are you saying that if
you were not there doing them nobody would be
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doing them, they would not shift what they did and
they are trying to creep into the few bits that you are
not doing, is it not that way round?
Mr Thompson: It is quite diYcult to disprove a
counterfactual. That is not the universe we are living
in. It is quite hard to prove that if we were living in
that universe that it would not be as you say. I would
say look at other markets around the world. There
is one market, the United States’ television market,
that is very large, probably financially more than 10
times larger than the UK market, and in that market
very small segments of the market can be very
valuable. For example, the United States will
support a subscription model like Home Box OYce,
HBO, and even one or 2%, a particularly aZuent one
or 2%, of the US population watching a programme
can be enough to generate enough income to pay for
extremely expensive originations. I believe that is
not true of the UK television market. Although
subscription television has been very successful in
the UK, it is fair to say in terms of content it has
largely worked around proven propositions, highly
desirable premium sport, particularly football, and
feature films. In my view, it is by no means
demonstrable that even in the absence of the BBC
that subscription models could be found in the UK
which would support British comedy at half a
million pounds per hour, drama at half a million to
a million pounds per hour, I do not see how the
business models can be made to fund that. I would
say around the world the experience of advertising—
funded television would be that, for reasons you will
understand, without significant intervention in the
end it tends to make sense for the shareholders and
managers of commercial television channels to go
for the kind of content where the margins are at their
best. An hour of high quality drama at £500,000 to
£600,000 may not get a bigger audience than an hour
of reality television, which might only cost £100,000
or less, yet reality television might get a very similar
demographic and therefore drive as many
commercial impacts and as much revenue. So the
margin on an hour of reality television compared to
an hour of drama can be fantastically better. It is not
obvious to me that if you take away intervention as
a whole, take away the licence fee, take away the
kinds of content controls that ITV, Channel 4 and
others have lived with, that you will get a sudden
flowering of drama, comedy and all the rest of it. If
you go to continental Europe you can see what mass
audience advertising funded television provides.

Q318 Paul Farrelly: I just want to pick up further on
David Elstein’s question, “Will the market provide
it or not?” That sounds to me more like a soundbite
than a test of public service broadcasting. If I can
take an example. I am one of the people who accepts
that the BBC should have a presence on the Internet,
although other people would object to that. If I can
take the case of your suspension of BBC Jam, which
I originally thought was a dedicated channel to Paul
Weller until I was told it was a children’s online
learning service that kids like mine might use, clearly
that has been suspended and that is not ideal but
there were teething troubles in your new governance

arrangements. One of the issues about being online
with some of the learning services is that it can often
be like the kids who have new trainers or old
trainers, a two-tier issue amongst children, “Are you
a member or not?” There is a limited amount that is
provided free and then there is a kudos value in being
a member and that is a question of household
income. To what extent are you and the Trust
grappling with the issue of whether the public test
should be whether the market will provide it at either
no cost or reasonable cost, or whether the test recast
in a similar way should be whether the BBC is adding
more value than the market is already adding? To
what extent does the provision of it free to lower
income households play a part in those
considerations?
Mr Thompson: I will have a go but Caroline might
come in on BBC Jam. The general point to make is
I think right at the centre of the idea of the BBC is
the idea of a universal broadcaster where the public
as a whole pool investment to pay for the content
and the content is available to everyone freely at the
point of use in our public services. This is not meant
in any sense as a criticism, I think BSkyB has added
an awful lot of innovation and originality to British
television and is a real commercial success story, and
good luck to them. Sky News, which has been a good
and eVective service, it is quite interesting that is
regarded by Sky as part of its subscription oVering
and when it makes sense for Sky News to be
restricted to subscribers that is a business decision
which has been taken, and that is exactly what they
have done recently. Our news, in a parallel example
to Sky News is News 24, is available and will always
be available to as many people as we can distribute
it to. At digital switchover that will be the UK
population. You will not need an extra subscription,
you will not need anything other than your eyes,
your ears and a receiver to be able to get News 24.
The same goes for Five Live and Radio Four. For
me, I would say it is absolutely essentially part of
what the BBC is about that we can reach and
broadcast to everyone. Behind the idea of BBC Jam
is the idea that outstanding educational materials
should be available to any child, any student in this
country, irrespective of their ability or their parents’
ability to pay, or indeed the particular circumstances
of their local authority.
Ms Thomson: It is worth adding that these principles
that Mark has been outlining are really important in
the context of digital switchover. One of the things
that we found and the Graf Report found into BBC
Online was that the BBC’s presence as a big content
provider in digital, in online, helped drive online
take-up because we are a trusted provider. It helped
us reach into groups of people who would not
otherwise have gone online. As we move towards
digital switchover that role, building on Freeview
and so on and looking at things like the targeted help
scheme and so on, are going to be increasingly
important in encouraging people into a digital
world. Jam, indeed our educational services as a
whole, GCSE Bitesize, are enormously successful
and very important for children. Being freely
available at the point of use is a crucial part of
making digital Britain work for everyone.
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Q319 Paul Farrelly: When do you expect the issues
around BBC Jam to be resolved and an explanation
given as to how it has been resolved so that is a guide
to how you see your public service broadcasting
remit? It would be a terrible shame, given I am of the
generation that remembers the BBC not only being
involved in education but through BBC Acorn
promoting the take-up of the use of the computers,
if the BBC was so harried by the commercial sector
that it took the view, or the Trust took the view, that
there are plenty of subscription-based services out
there and, therefore, they should not do this.
Ms Thomson: I can go into as much or as little detail
about Jam as the Committee wants. Education was
part of the Reithian trilogy that set up the BBC and
it is absolutely central to our public purposes now, it
is one of our public purposes and, indeed, we have a
requirement in the Charter not just to do education
in the sense of knowledge building but to have a role
in formal education, and we are determined to do
this. The truth around Jam, as many Members of the
Committee know, is that we launched at the
Government’s initial request and with Government
and European Union approval a service which we
believe, had it had a chance to properly get up and
running, would have proved to be enormously
valuable to children in homes, which is where it was
targeted rather than schools, and would have
extended into services in Gaelic and Welsh and for
children with sight and hearing impairments.
Unfortunately, the history of Jam was that we failed,
I think, to build a consensus with the industry about
what the appropriate role was for the public service
provider against the industry provider in the way
that we have done with most of the rest of our digital
services. Essentially, that is where the issues have
arisen. We have taken it back and we are going back
to the drawing board. We will be seeking to present
to the Trust a new vision for how we will fulfil this
commitment to education, which we are determined
to do, during the summer. We will also be doing
some work led by Mark on trying to build more of a
consensus because the last thing we want to do is
have another service which has similar problems,
even if it gets proper Trust consent. We hope to have
something up and running but it will not be before
next year now, partly because it will need separate
European Union consent again.
Mr Thompson: Any such future proposal will be
subject to a full Ofcom driven Market Impact
Assessment in which all of the parties, those people
who think the proposal might inhibit or damage the
market but also those people, and we have many
independent suppliers to Jam who are very, very
keen that the BBC should continue to be active in
this area because it is investment for jobs and
innovation in educational software, everyone will
have a chance to contribute to that market impact
assessment which will be independently published.
What I hope is that the new, far more open and
transparent way of assessing market impact and the
public value of services means we can have a proper
open debate about it and ultimately the Trust will
have to decide whether it wants to proceed with that
new proposal or not.

Q320 Chairman: Can I ask a general question. We
have moved to a situation where I think it is 70% of
the population now have access to multi-channel
television and we are shortly going to switchover
which will result in 100%, so there has been a huge
increase in the choice available and in the variety of
programming which the market is providing. Is
there any area which as a result of that the BBC has
decided it no longer needs to provide a service
because the market is now doing so?
Mr Thompson: You can see in successive annual
reports that the amount of money and proportion of
money the BBC devotes, for example, to acquired
programmes and to feature films has been steadily
falling. I will not say the BBC will not ever decide,
we do sometimes decide either because licence fee
payers expect a big feature film on Christmas Day or
because we think a particular piece will work well in
the schedule and we will continue to buy some
programmes as well as originating. As recently as a
decade ago acquired programmes played a central
role in BBC schedules and people who grew up in the
1960s and 1970s will remember that most days of the
week a big American piece was in the middle of the
BBC schedule. That has changed and it has mainly
changed because you do not need the BBC generally
to show you American programming, there are lots
and lots of other ways of seeing it. What we have
tried to do is progressively reduce the amount of
money and amount of airtime we devote to acquired
programmes. That will be an example of the BBC
trying to exit. There are other examples. There is less
entertainment as such on the BBC than there once
was and fewer quiz shows than there once was. The
BBC has consciously decided to take a much smaller
position in reality formats than other broadcasters,
and so on, again because there is lots of choice out
there.

Q321 Chairman: Less reality formats is not
something that I recognise as being a feature of the
BBC particularly, there seem to be reality formats
every day.
Mr Thompson: Let me slightly amend that. What I
was trying to say about reality was that whereas
many other broadcasters have gone very, very
extensively into reality television, the BBC has not
gone into reality television to anything like the same
degree as our commercial rivals.

Q322 Chairman: You would hope that we will no
longer have the absurdity of the BBC competing
with ITV and the commercial channels for American
films and series which merely benefits the producers
in the United States?
Mr Thompson: Although I cannot rule out
individual examples, it is already true of the market
after the LA screenings and the market for feature
film packages that the BBC is less often involved in
the bidding and it is much rarer for us to be involved
in aggressive bidding, as it were. I cannot rule out
that there will not be a particular piece which, for
whatever reason, we believe is important. There was
a watershed moment when the BBC decided not to
pursue the bidding for the renewal of The Simpsons
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which ultimately was sold to Channel 4. What we
now try and do in our investment committees, but
also with our channel controllers involved as well, is
try and look quite closely always at what we are
spending on acquired programming and in
particular what it might cost to make a programme.
By and large where the BBC can originate a new
British programme instead of buying one, we think
it is better to spend the money on origination.

Q323 Mr Evans: Do you watch a lot of television
yourself, Mark?
Mr Thompson: I am afraid that a professor talking
about children would be rather worried about my
consumption which is rather more than the advice is
for three-year-olds. I do not watch as much as I
should, but I try and watch as much as I can.

Q324 Mr Evans: Is that a lot or not?
Mr Thompson: I suppose I am probably watching 20
hours a week.

Q325 Mr Evans: For how much of that do you watch
the other side, ITV, FIVE, Channel 4?
Mr Thompson: I would watch probably significantly
more BBC than the other channels, but probably I
am watching five or six hours at least a week of
Channel 4, FIVE, ITV, Sky and so forth.

Q326 Mr Evans: As far as the public service content
that the other channels are now providing is
concerned, have you got any favourites amongst
those where you think, “Gosh, why hasn’t the BBC
done that?”?
Mr Thompson: I think that in news terms, if you are
talking about the other public service channels, news
on ITV, Channel 4 and Five, so talking about
network news, it continues to be, and is, in diVerent
ways a very strong oVering. I think ITN does a very
good job, I think Channel 4 News is an outstanding
news and current aVairs programme, but when I
catch ITV News, I am also impressed, and I catch the
news on Five less frequently.

Q327 Mr Evans: As far as Sky is concerned, have
you noticed that the number of viewers now for BBC
News 24 has gone up dramatically since Sky News
has gone to subscription or since it is going to
subscription?
Ms Thomson: Yes, I think Sky News has not yet
gone to subscription on Freeview, but we would
obviously expect it to mean that News 24 audiences
would rise. News 24 audiences are now generally
exceeding Sky News’ anyway across all platforms.
Mr Thompson: Even before this change, News 24’s
reach has continued to grow and the cost per viewer
hour, the actual cost per person reach on News 24
has continued to fall.
Ms Thomson: I think the general answer to your
question is that we would prefer Sky News to be
freely available because actually competition is very
good for our news services and obviously
particularly subscription restricts that competition,
although in general Sky’s move to launch a
subscription service on Freeview, I think, is quite an

interesting one for the future of Freeview platforms
and particularly because they are going to use this
new compression technology, MPEG4, which is
quite an interesting development in the market and
may help the market for other things like high
definition television, so as a whole their move is, I
think, just an interesting one from our point of view,
but obviously, although it will benefit our news
audiences, competition is better for us.
Mr Thompson: So we would prefer News 24 to be
available freely, but I would be the first person to say
that you cannot look to Sky News to be available to
everyone, but I would also be the first to say that you
cannot compel them, I simply do not see how you
can compel Sky to make it available to everyone. I
certainly think, as to those people who believe that
Sky News is a natural answer to the issue of plurality
of news, that this step of editing Freeview suggests
that you cannot rely on that.

Q328 Mr Evans: Do you think though, because of
the pressure on the independent sector, particularly
public sector television costing so much money and
advertising revenues going down, that the belief is
that maybe there are going to be fewer public service
broadcasts now on the independent sector and do
you see the BBC taking up any of that slack?
Mr Thompson: I think in areas like news, people who
look at the wider ecology, if you want to call it that,
of public service broadcasting worry most about the
plurality and whether there will be voices other than
the BBC’s, and that is not something that we can
fully address. We try to encourage a fair amount of
plurality within the BBC, but, if your concern is that
there should be other voices and other perspectives
available for network and regional news, that is not
something we can readily address by increasing the
amount of our news. In fact the amount of news and
current aVairs on BBC television is growing
somewhat, but it is not something where I think we
cannot address the plurality issues and I am certainly
someone who believes that, although I am sure there
will be fully commercially available news in Britain,
and Sky News is a good example of that, I am one of
those who believe that it is strongly still desirable on
television that there should be a plurality of public
service news provision.

Q329 Paul Farrelly: If ITV decided to move Trevor
McDonald back to News at Ten, would you be doing
a public service in broadcasting by moving your
news to another slot so that viewers would have a
choice of times to watch the news?
Mr Thompson: No. I think that the experience of the
last few years is that moving the news all over the
place is not a great public service to the public. We
moved our news once from nine o’clock to 10
o’clock at a time when the ITV News was on a sort
of open-ended journey around the schedule and the
public have got used to the 10 o’clock news, it is a
convenient time for watching, and I think that we
have used the airtime at nine o’clock in a way which
has been very useful actually. If you look at the
programming we have put into the schedule at nine
o’clock in particular, the current generation of BBC
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dramas, Spooks, Life on Mars, Hustle, The Street
and so on, we have come up with some stronger
peak-time and, actually in a way, more distinctive
peak-time drama than we have had before, and I
think that the current BBC One schedule is very
strong. I believe that it is a matter for ITV what it
does with its news. I think the idea that ITV should
have a fixed and recognisable time for its news
though is probably not good for the public and it is
probably not a good idea for them in terms of
running a schedule.
Ms Thomson: Also, it is just important to say that
patterns of news consumption are changing
probably quicker than patterns of any other
consumption and with continuous news available
online and on-demand and so on, the importance of
the big, scheduled bulletins, you still get big
audiences, but it is diminishing over time.

Q330 Mr Hall: The BBC so far has not submitted
any written evidence to this inquiry, yet you have
had an awful lot to say so far about it. Why is that?
Mr Thompson: Well, two things. Firstly, we have
over the last couple of years in the Charter renewal
process destroyed many trees in providing from
Building Public Value onwards with hundreds of
pages of closely argued and brilliantly expressed
language about the BBC, its public objectives and its
view about the emerging media market, and we
rather thought that on this topic, the future of public
service broadcasting, the Committee might feel they
have heard quite a lot from us in the last couple of
years. However, what I would absolutely say is that,
if there is any area of this topic where you feel or any
of the Committee feels that they have not, as it were,
over this last very intense period of public debate,
heard enough from the BBC or would like any more
facts or figures or other evidence from us, we would
be only too happy to put on our lumberjack shirts
and go out and chop down a few more trees.

Q331 Mr Hall: Well, you could do it by email and
save all of that of course. There is a worry that with
digital switchover and analogue switch oV some of
the commercial broadcaster are now actually going
to find it really diYcult in the new environment, and
the Government has indicated quite clearly that it
would look at extending the use of the licence fee for
non-BBC purposes. What is your view on that?
Mr Thompson: I think what I want to say is this:
firstly, you have just heard me say that I believe that
plurality of public service news provision is
important and I think it would be good for the
British public and for the national debate if there
was a range of diVerent public service providers—

Q332 Mr Hall: I do not think there is any threat to
the way that news is going to be broadcast. I do not
think that is under threat through digital switchover,
in fact I think that is probably going to be enhanced.
Mr Thompson: More broadly, I think the idea that
there should be a strong public service ecology,

certainly in television, is something I would, and I
think the BBC would, support. It is a bit of a jump
to say that the only way of providing that is by
splitting up the licence fee, and the danger of that
argument, I think, is two-fold: one, that you end up
with something which is rather rare in the public
services which is a lot of clarity in the minds of the
public about what they pay and what they pay it for,
so a licence fee which you can relate directly to the
quality, good or bad, of the services you get from the
BBC, and that clarity potentially, if you split up the
licence fee, you lose; and, secondly and manifestly,
there is a danger that you start weakening the one bit
of the system which still looks relatively strong.
Therefore, I think there are quite powerful
arguments against it and that is why I think it is quite
important that you do two things: firstly, that you
become very clear about precisely what is the extent
of the public service plurality you want to secure,
what are the programme types, what are the areas
that you want to ensure you have secured; and,
secondly, that you get to exactly the bottom of what
are the alternative ways of paying for that and
ensuring it happens. I would say that I do not think
you can rule out, and the Government clearly has
not ruled out, the possibility of using the licence fee,
I think there are some quite significant advantages to
doing that, and I do not think we have yet got to the
point of being absolutely clear about what precisely
the problem is that we are trying to solve.

Q333 Mr Hall: I think the general public’s view is
that they have to pay a licence fee because they have
got a television in the house and just the fact that the
money goes exclusively to the BBC is quite an
irritation to quite a lot of them. If I give you one
specific example, if Channel 4 is in real diYculty
because of digital switchover, is there a case for the
Government saying to the BBC, “You’ve got to help
out Channel 4 with specific amounts of money to
meet their switchover costs”?
Ms Thomson: First of all, to take you up on your
licence fee-payer point, it is certainly not the
experience of the BBC, and the BBC Trust could
answer this better than me because they are there to
represent the licence fee-payers, that there is massive
resentment about paying the licence fee, and indeed
the work we did as part of the licence fee bid showed
that 80% of the population is prepared to pay the
existing level of the licence fee or more for the
BBC—

Q334 Mr Hall: I read that.
Ms Thomson: The association with the BBC is, I
think, quite strong, in our experience—

Q335 Mr Hall: Well, that was not really the question
which was asked.
Mr Thompson: You will notice that when the DCMS
did its research it came up with the same answer.
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Ms Thomson: It was a very similar answer.

Q336 Mr Hall: They asked the same question.
Ms Thomson: The business of supporting Channel 4,
I think, is a very interesting one. We have already
agreed, as part of the Charter, that, if the
Government deems it necessary that Channel 4 has
help with its switchover costs, they will paid for from
the licence fee, and I think Tessa Jowell, the
Secretary of State, is going to make an
announcement about that in the summer, depending
a bit on a study of further work that Ofcom’s
advisers have done. What I think is the interesting
question about how you support plurality of public
service broadcasting is that there are a number of
levers still at the Government’s and Ofcom’s
disposal, I think, to help support public service
broadcasting. For example, the argument always
used to be with digital switchover that spectrum
scarcity was dead and there was masses of spectrum
and everyone could broadcast. Actually, we are
switching over the country onto DTT, on to
terrestrial spectrum, which is very scarce and it is an
enormously valuable asset. Now, one of the levers,
which is absolutely at the regulator’s disposal, is to
oVer someone like Channel 4 free or subsidised
spectrum not just for their core public service, but so
that they could have enough to broadcast their other
services which could make a profit to help support
them, and that would be a significant benefit to
Channel 4. I notice that ITV are beginning to come
round to this view as well, that actually in return for
free spectrum, ITV would be prepared to accept
some continuing public service obligations, so I
think that, whilst the challenges are undoubtedly
great and we may run into serious problems with the
financial viability of Channel 4, there are other
things you can do in terms of regulation in order to
help them and in order to create a viable alternative.

Q337 Mr Hall: Normally that would rule out of
course the direct transfer of some of the licence fee
to Channel 4, but that is another lever that could be
looked at.
Mr Thompson: It is clearly another possibility.
Ms Thomson: It is clearly another possibility. As
Mark said, no one in their right mind would
completely rule out the licence fee going to support
either Channel 4 or other forms of broadcasting,
whether it is children’s or news services or whatever
it is that everyone thinks is going to be endangered,
but there are significant disadvantages to top-slicing
the licence fee in that way and there are other levers
at their disposal which could be used before you had
to do that. It should be said just on the spectrum
point that of course at the moment the current
proposal is not just not to give free spectrum, it is
actually to charge public service broadcasters for
their use of spectrum, so actually to increase the
financial pressures on public service broadcasters,
like Channel 4, rather than to decrease them and
help them.
Mr Thompson: In my experience, many of the people
who are in favour, or who say they are in favour, of
top-slicing the licence fee are also people who do not

believe that the licence fee should exist or will exist,
so I do not see how they can see it as a long-term
solution given that they do not actually believe it
should exist.

Q338 Chairman: Can you just tell us your attitude
towards another of the options which has been
floated on the table, the one which Ofcom appears to
be particularly keen on which is the establishment of
the public service publisher?
Ms Thomson: I think it is an innovative and bold
idea, the public service publisher. It may be a very
good one, but it is a bit diYcult from our perspective
at the moment to see quite what the problem is
designed to solve, if I can put it that way. As we have
been saying, we believe enthusiastically and
energetically in the plurality of public service
broadcasting and we want to see Channel 4, in
particular, carry on. It is bad for the BBC to have no
competition, we would be better with it and it is
better for the public to have pluralism. Whether the
public service publisher is the right way to solve that
problem, personally I think the jury is out on that. I
am not saying it is the wrong way, but it is diYcult
to see, if that is the main problem, quite how it solves
it. We would hope, before any moves were made to
launch such a thing, that the sort of public value test
principles, which we are using in relation to our
public services, were used in relation to it as well.

Q339 Chairman: The public service publisher
appears to be evolving into primarily a new media
activity now, providing online contact. You, I think,
have pointed out that there are very low barriers to
entry and low cost of content production and that
has meant that valuable content can already be
found from many thousands, if not millions, of
sources. If that is the case, why is the BBC having to
spend so much time on the online content?
Mr Thompson: I think you have to go down to, as it
were, one greater layer of complexity there. There
are not many sources, there are quite a few and many
which come from newspapers, but there are not, in
my view, so many sources of, for example, very
thoroughly resourced journalism about
international events from a British perspective. They
exist, but there are not so many that it does not make
sense for the BBC to get its journalists to provide, as
it were, news content about the world on the web as
well as through the World Service and indeed
through our UK radio and television.

Q340 Chairman: But every newspaper is investing
huge amounts in going online.
Mr Thompson: In my view, if you actually look at
what is available on the BBC News website in terms
of global coverage of news around the world, my
contention, and you may disagree, would be that
there is still a strong case for the BBC providing that
service, but, if you say to me, “Should the BBC
provide an online encyclopaedia?”, I would say that,
in addition to any commercial oVerings that are
available, with the existence of something like
Wikipedia, which is quite an interesting category of
publicly minded, universally available content on
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the web, you would say that the BBC should not
provide an online encyclopaedia. I would say that
the task of the BBC, first of all, on the web is to look
at those areas, and I would make the case that
journalism is one of them, where we can do
something which is distinctive and which adds to the
richness available on the web, but for the BBC,
firstly, not itself to assume that it should do
everything on the web, we should not and we do not
and we will not, but again in a sense I think you have
to apply the same kinds of tests in the context of the
PSP and, rather like Channel 4, it seems to me clarity
about what is the remit, what are the public purposes
which are being set here for the PSP, how will they
be governed and how will the performance of it be
judged against its objectives. Now, you may or may
not support them, but, if you look at the White
Paper, the Charter and Agreement, the public
purposes of the BBC are laid out there and there is
an entire regulatory mechanism set in place to try
and hold the BBC to account against those public
services and, in a way, that kind of process, it seems
to me, is something that you want to go through at
the start before you start throwing money or
throwing your cap in the air about an idea like the
PSP.

Q341 Helen Southworth: I was fairly astonished to
find out that with digital television there are now 23
dedicated channels providing programmes for
children, yet that is not necessarily making people
feel particularly comfortable about the quality of the
provision that is available to children. Can you tell
us just a bit about what you think is happening to the
market at the moment and then about what the BBC
is going to do as a leader in this process?
Mr Thompson: I think there are two or three things
happening and it is worth noting them all.
Continuous channels work very well for children
and young parents so that they can watch whenever
it is convenient to them, and we are seeing, and have
seen over time, a shift from viewing of children’s
programmes in general networks like ITV1, BBC
One, towards continuous channels. Secondly, on
those channels, children’s appetite for animation,
for cartoons, particularly American cartoons, is very
high. The products, the cartoons, are relatively
cheap to buy and you can run them on very high
repeat cycles, so running such a network is a
relatively lean operation, as a result of which there
are a very large number of such networks and,
because of that, because of the elementary supply
and demand issues, the value of the commercial
impact, the actual value to advertisers of such
channels is quite low, so the money available to go
ahead to, for example, make original British
children’s content is very low which is why, although
there is some on Disney and elsewhere, there is very,
very little indeed. Most recently, the Ofcom decision
in the matter of the advertising of unhealthy foods in
advertising slots where children are likely to be
watching is going to have a further depressing eVect
on the amount of money available for investing in
original British programmes. Therefore, the BBC’s
position, I think, goes like this: that we believe that

our principal mission, and we run some cartoons,
some animations, in our schedules and that is partly
because that is a way of getting children to watch
programmes like Newsround and Blue Peter, but our
view is that we remain committed to providing
mixed schedules of high-quality, British
programming for British children, so a programme
which, in various ways, reflects our national
children’s literature and the best of modern writing
for children which, with programmes like
Newsround, tries to bring journalism to children and
so on, that is what we want to try and do and it is a
matter of concern to us that the market as a whole
does seem to be closing in at the moment.

Q342 Helen Southworth: There have been
suggestions that the market is getting critical. What
do you think?
Mr Thompson: I think that, because of the factors I
have talked about taken together, my own view is
that plurality of supply of British children’s
programming is not quite as critical as plurality in
the context of news, but it is clearly desirable that
there should be a range of providers of British
programming not least because, if you are a maker
or if you are, for example, an independent producer
making children’s programmes, it is nice to have
more than one organisation to sell your wares to, so
I am not sure whether the term “going critical” is
perhaps overstating it, but I think there are some
really quite serious concerns about how much
original children’s commissioning and production
there will be beyond the BBC.

Q343 Helen Southworth: Are you setting specific
targets for the work that you are going to be doing
to commission for children’s television over the
next period?
Mr Thompson: Well, the children’s networks will
have, under this new regime, service licences and
agreements with targets for the origination, for the
minimum proportion of independent commissions
in that mix and all the rest of it. We are also looking
at ways of more eVectively linking what we do on
television, the radio and the web together, but our
ambition is that, where we can, we want, in a sense,
to work well with parents to deliver the best possible
services that work in Britain’s households. For
example, we do not make programmes for very small
children, two and under, and, when we do make
programmes for younger children on CBeebies,
wherever possible we try and make sure that it is
done with expert advice on child development,
linguistic development and so forth, so programmes
like Teletubbies are intended actually to be useful in
child development. We would not recommend that
children watch many, many hours of television every
day. For older children, we are very focused on
helping them find ways of using the Internet safely,
for example, so safety on the Internet and, more
broadly, media literacy are a big part of what we try
and do. We try and make sure that, for children in
the classroom, there are opportunities to use our
news website and our news programmes to learn
more about citizenship and about society, and we
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have recently done a very big thing called School
Report, inviting thousands of schoolchildren to
eVectively take part in making their own news
programmes, so we are trying, where we can, to
work with parents, with teachers and with children
themselves to produce environments for children
which have got decent, valuable content which are
safe and where both children and parents know what
to expect and when.

Q344 Helen Southworth: You spoke earlier about
the public service concept as, in your view, being not
just about plugging a gap in the market, but also
about quality and standard-setting and sort of
ratcheting up expectations that viewers could see
could be achieved. How important, do you think, is
the role the BBC has in children’s television in that
area?
Mr Thompson: I think it is an incredibly important
example actually. I would say that it is incredibly
important which is why, when we have the problem
we have had recently on Blue Peter, it feels like such
a very serious mistake to us, and it has been so
mortifying for everyone who works on that
programme because we try and set ourselves high
standards everywhere, but, in our children’s
programmes, we know that one of the good things
about the BBC at its best is that the public have
learnt to trust the BBC and what it stands for and we
must not abuse that trust.

Q345 Helen Southworth: We have been told that
quite basically, without further intervention, the
BBC is likely to become the only supplier of UK-
originated children’s television. Do you think that
that is a reasonable statement and, if so, what, do
you think, needs to be done?
Mr Thompson: I think that my prediction would be
that you will continue to see some entertainment and
music-related programming and probably some
factual programming being made for the
commercial children’s channels. In fact, already
today it is true that we are, I think, almost on our
own in terms of children’s drama. We think that
providing drama for children, whether adapted from
classics or contemporary drama, is very important
and we also are now trying to produce rather more
family-orientated drama, and programmes like
Doctor Who and Robin Hood are an attempt to
provide programming which children can enjoy in a
family context. Already I think we are today pretty
much on our own in making drama for children.

Q346 Helen Southworth: What about teenagers?
How significant is the BBC in terms of that very,
very important group of children?
Mr Thompson: Well, teenagers and, in particular,
looking at younger teenagers and, in particular,
younger girls, 12–15, was one of the things that we
said we wanted to find some more output in our
licence fee bid. They are obviously a very important
group, they bump into the BBC in the classroom
and, if they are interested in music, they might well
bump into us on Radio One, but there is not, for
someone like BBC Television, much drama and in

fact, if you take British television, there is not much
drama, particularly for younger teenagers, which
speaks to them and sees the world from their
perspective, but it is a good example of something we
have to weigh up against all the other priorities that
we see in front of us.

Q347 Helen Southworth: Is the Board going to be
taking this very seriously, the entire issue of
children’s television?
Mr Thompson: Yes, I think that certainly the
Management Board does and I would expect the
Trust, just as the Governors historically have done,
to regard, in the broadest sense, our service to young
people as being particularly important to them, but
also crucial to their parents. It is one of the things
that the British public look to the BBC to do really
well.
Ms Thomson: Just as a supplementary on what could
be done to help provide more production, children’s
programmes production, in the UK or indeed in the
EU, one of the interesting things is of course that the
Television Without Frontiers Directive has
suggestions for quotas of EU production for
television channels, but says that they apply “only
where practical”, or something, so traditionally they
are not applied to the satellite channels. Actually, if
each of the commercial satellite children’s channels
was just encouraged to make half an hour of original
content every week, so only one half-hour a week per
channel, you would pretty well have as much
commissioning of content in the UK as you get from
the whole of ITV Children at the moment, so there
are ways of at least moral persuasion perhaps for
some of the channels which are operating big in the
British market for children where a lot of them will
have corporate social responsibility programmes
and so on, and one half-hour a week of production,
if they all did it, would help the production base a
lot.
Mr Thompson: When it comes back to the idea of
top-slicing the licence fee, what we have got though
in CBBC and our children’s department is a kind of
critical mass of people who are passionate about
making programmes and content for children and
who often will start in one area of entertainment or
factual programming and go into drama and all the
rest of it. If you split that up, split up the investment,
I am not sure you could keep that college going, I am
not sure you would keep that sense of critical mass
going. It is recognised around the world as being the
strongest, single kind of critical mass of this kind of
talent and, in a way, although I can understand the
arguments for splitting the BBC’s resources, I think
you would end up in the end again probably
undermining the one last piece of really strong
children’s production.
Chairman: We need to move on to our next session,
but, before we do, there is one other issue which we
have already touched on which impacts upon our
next session.

Q348 Paul Farrelly: Last year, you piloted what has
come to be known as “ultra local TV” and that, on
my patch, included StaVordshire TV which, I am
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afraid, rather passed me by and I never saw it. I was
invited to go and see it being made, but actually
fitting that in was diYcult and I was never dragged
out to College Green while down here or called up
locally and asked to appear on it, so it fizzled out, as
far as I was concerned. That briefly said, Chairman,
on paper I am quite keen on that sort of local
television because what we find around the country
is that a lot of news is delivered by local newspaper
monopolies and quite often we, as politicians, think,
“Thank heaven for BBC radio”, but, particularly as
a former journalist, I believe that competition
actually increases standards in journalism and more
competition would be healthy, so after the pilot
scheme and after the licence fee settlement, which
means you have got to order your priorities, what is
the future for the BBC in providing that sort of local
form of television?
Mr Thompson: I think that the pilot as a whole, and
I am sorry that we missed at least one star during
the pilot—

Q349 Paul Farrelly: Maybe it was very good
editorial judgment!
Mr Thompson: I think the pilot was quite interesting
and has raised some quite big questions for us, in
particular, what is the best way of getting such a
service to the public. We tried broadband, we also
tried a wheel on satellite so that you could get news
from StaVordshire at 10 minutes past the hour, sort
of thing, every hour. I think there are some quite big
questions about, in particular, satellite distribution.
I think there are two more things I would say.
Firstly, listening quite carefully to the anxieties and
objections of the local and regional newspaper
lobby, in a way, one of the things I would like to try
and do as we think about local television is again
engage more closely with, if you like, our critics and
try and work out whether there are ways of
addressing their concerns in the eventual proposal
we make. The brutal thing to say is that this is a
really good example of eVectively a new
commitment which I think inevitably you have to
put a big question mark against, given the settlement
that we have got, and I certainly cannot today give
you an undertaking that we are going to proceed
with it. I can see the benefits of it, I think it would
complement what we do with local radio and on our
Where I Live sites, but, I have to say, in a tight licence
fee settlement it is a good example where you might
have to say, “Well, we can do something, but we
certainly perhaps can’t do the original vision”, so we
will just have to look at it and line it up against the
other priorities we have got.

Q350 Paul Farrelly: Is one of the options you are
considering possibly launching in selected areas in
the future in co-operation with local newspapers
and, if so, how would you address the competition
point of view?
Mr Thompson: I think that, whatever happened,
such a service would have a roll-out over time. BBC
English local radio began in the late 1960s and some
would argue that the roll-out is not yet complete and
there are one or two areas which are still underserved

by local radio, so there would be a roll-out over time
and, as a corporation, as I have said, what we need
to do is to figure out, after the pilot, but also listening
to the local and regional newspaper groups, whether
there is a way in which, if we do propose something
in this area, we can do it in a way which does the best
it can to allay their fears. I have to say, there will
always be some people who, in a sense, will say that,
no matter how little, frankly, practical reality there
is behind it, in theory, they might at some point wish
to do this and, therefore, it would be quite wrong for
the BBC to come in and foreclose the market. I think
that the dialogue that we have had with the
newspaper groups actually has been so far a
constructive one, I take their concerns seriously and,
as we develop the proposal, if we do decide we can
develop it given our funding, I hope we can do
something which, as far as possible, goes at least a
long way to allay the fears which have been
expressed about the service.
Paul Farrelly: I was going to move on, but have been
instructed not to because of time, to show platform
prejudice to distinguish between the news which is a
free on PCs against news delivered through mobile
telephones which people pay for, but we will move
on to that and the impact of the market when we see
the Trust. I only mention it now so that my old
Reuters colleague, Mark Wood at ITN, knows we
have not forgotten him!
Chairman: We will be seeing you again in July, I
believe, so we will return to some of these things.

Q351 Mr Sanders: On this question of local
television, is this not precisely the area that you
should not be involved in? If there is a demand for
local television, leave it to the marketplace.
Mr Thompson: I think what I want to say to Mr
Sanders is that the BBC is already present in media
up and down the country with local radio stations
and with local websites. To some extent, this debate,
when you get right down to it, is not fundamentally
about a completely new service, but to what extent
the websites should include rich audiovisual content,
reports from our reporters with lightweight cameras
as well as with microphones for the radio and so on;
it is about an evolution of local provision which you
can see happening in many other parts of the world
already. What I would say is that my presumption,
if you look at a couple of things and, firstly, if you
look at the local radio environment, by and large
actually, the path of BBC local radio and
independent local radio editorially has been
diverging. In other words, I think BBC local radio is
today more distinctive, more focused around
speech, debate, news and information and in most
markets, not in all, but in most markets actually
local radio is moving towards a much more music-
driven package and we have seen one or two, and I
can think of Saga, for example, speech-based models
actually moving more towards music. It is not
obvious to me that this is an area of market
convergence necessarily around a particular
editorial proposition. The second thing, I think, to
say is that it depends on what we actually propose.
There are very big categories of local media, for
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example, classified advertising, for example,
information about local entertainment and a click-
through to buying tickets, where the BBC again
should not be involved. That is absolutely
appropriately left to the market and indeed my view
is that we should actually link from our sites to
places where people, if they want to do those things,
can find us, and I see much more of a partnership
model where the BBC, if you look, for example, at
our pilot in the West Midlands, we were at every
count of last year’s local elections, every single

Memorandum submitted by S4C

1. Executive Summary

1.1 S4C has over the past two years set about on a radical programme of reform with an eye on digital
switchover and changes to the wider creative industry. We set out below our vision for the future of Welsh
language audio visual, public service content, funded in the main by grant in aid coupled with a contribution
from the licence fee and commercial revenue.

1.2 Our Welsh language service and those of the other indigenous language broadcasters, CCG and TG4,
are a vital element in delivering plurality and diversity to enrich and reflect the cultural life of the UK for
the benefit of the whole of the UK. Both Professor Laughton’s Independent Review of S4C for DCMS in
2004 and Ofcom Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting in 2005 remained committed to the
provision of Welsh language television services post switchover.

1.3 S4C suVered a steep decline in viewing figures at the beginning of the millennium and questions were
raised about the sustainability of the S4C services post switchover. Our 2004 Creative Excellence Strategy
and the ongoing programme of reform is our answer to the challenges of the new multiplatform, multimedia
environment. Whilst we are the only Welsh language broadcaster we operate in a competitive environment
against the best of the UK’s creative industry. The Creative Excellence Strategy has necessitated wiping
away institutionalism whilst retaining core values. The strategy appears to be reaping rewards, most
importantly, on screen, with improved viewing figures. In addition our relationship with key stakeholders,
including Ofcom, the BBC and the independent sector have been transformed, all of which are vital to the
sustainability of our unique services.

1.4 We have not sought to answer each of the specific questions posed by the Committee. We have
attempted to address those most relevant to S4C whilst setting out a vision of S4C’s future path to provide
a picture of our role within the UK public broadcasting landscape.

2. S4C Services

2.1 The public service remit for S4C on analogue is: a broad range of high quality and diverse
programming, in which a substantial proportion of the programmes consist of programmes in Welsh; and,
programmes broadcast for viewing between 18.30 and 22:00 every day of the week consist mainly of
programmes in Welsh; and, the programmes that are not in Welsh are normally programmes which are
being, have been or are to be broadcast on Channel 4 [CA03 sch12 p2].

2.2 The public service remit for S4C digidol is: a broad range of high quality and diverse programming
in a service in which a substantial proportion of programmes consist of programmes in Welsh.[CA03 sch
12 p 2].

2.3 Post switchover we understand that the remit for S4C digidol will be our main public service remit.
This means that the main public service channel will, like S4C digidol, remain a mainly Welsh language
Channel.

2.4 Services currently provided by S4C:

Name of service Nature of Service Platform Access and Footprint

S4C At least 37 hours of Analogue 4 in Wales
Welsh-language
programming, per week.
Welsh only during peak
hours and best of Channel
4 at other times.

count. Now, we have never been able to do that in
our history. We can bring the detail and the texture
of local democracy to the audience in pictures as well
as sound in a way we have never done before.
Honestly, nobody else in the market is going to do
that, so I would say, “What can the BBC do which
is going to be useful and valuable and what can the
market do?”, and let us see if there is a way in which
we can co-exist.
Chairman: I think that is a good note on which to
end. Thank you very much.
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Name of service Nature of Service Platform Access and Footprint

S4C digidol Up to 80 hours of Welsh Digital terrestrial 104 in Wales
language programming
per week. At least 12 Digital Satellite 104 in Wales and 135
hours of broadcasting per (including red button throughout UK
day. and interactive services)

Digital Cable 194 in Wales

Freeview 4 in Wales

www.s4c.co.uk/e. Welsh language Broadband UK (apart from where
watch programming has been restricted by rights).

available to watch since
January 2006.

Live streaming of major Worldwide (apart from
Welsh events. where restricted by rights).

During 2007 we will UK (where rights allow
increase the number of worldwide).
hours of live streaming of
S4C digidol.

www.learnons4c.co. Dedicated service for Broadband Available worldwide
uk Welsh learners using S4C

programmes as a learning
tool

Freewire In the very near future IPTV Available on the Freewire
streaming of S4C digidol portfolio for university
through Partnership with campuses.
INUK

S4C2 Welsh Assembly DSat 507 throughout UK
Coverage 09:00–18:00
Tuesday–Thursday DTT 86 in Wales
Additional coverage of
national events. D Cable 195 in Wales

NB This service is funded
from S4C Commercial
revenues and a
partnership with the BBC

3. Creative Excellence

3.1 It is by now well documented that with high digital penetration in Wales viewing figures and key
relationships suVered with the onset of digital in the late ’90s and early ’00s. It is fair to say that S4C was
caught out by the new environment and a new approach was required for Welsh language audiences. The
programme of reform was supplemented by the Laughton Independent Review of 2004 and Ofcom Review
of Public Service Television Broadcasting in 2005.

3.2 There is inevitably a dichotomy between the delivery of a service which is of a broad range, but must
also be high quality within a finite budget. The key to S4C’s success will always lie in getting the balance
right. We set out to address the challenge with the publication of our 2004 Creative Excellence Strategy,
geared to positioning our services as leading providers of high quality content—including live events,
children’s, drama, culture, news, entertainment, rural and lifestyle programmes. The other key commitment
made in 2005 was to improve our relationship with our key suppliers, the independent production sector
and the BBC for the benefit of our audiences.

3.3 Our Creative Excellence Strategy (published mid-2004) appears to be bearing fruit. In contrast to the
trend for most other terrestrial broadcasters we are showing increases in our viewing during the all
important Peak Hours (ie the hours in which the substantial proportion of programmes are in Welsh).
During 2006 S4C succeeded in increasing viewers watching during Peak, with an increase of 3% year on
year. This is the second successive year that we have seen an increase in the crucial Peak Hours. Over a two
year period there is an increase of 15% in the ’00’s viewing.
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3.3 Our share of all viewing for Peak Hours was 3.4% during 2006. Another increase of 10% on the year-
on-year share. Again this was the second successive year that we showed an increase, and since 2004 we have
seen an increase of 21% in our share of all viewing during the Peak Hours. (Please see graph 3.4 (i) and 3.4
(ii) below.)

Graph 3.4 (i)
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Graph 3.4(ii)

Graph to show the % change year on year since 2000 in S4C's share all viewers in Wales during 
peak hours
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3.5 Welsh language programming across the schedule increased reach during 2006. This is the first
increase in reach since 2002.
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3.6 Additionally, our qualitative measures shows that our audience appreciate our content. The
Appreciation Index for 2006 measured 22 genres, out of which appreciation for our service was higher than
the average for all channels in 18 genres, equal in two and lower in two. (Please see Appendix 1).

4. The Future of Key Areas of Public Service Media Content such as News Provision and
Children’s Programming

4.1 Children and young people

4.1.1 We are committed to providing content for children and young people. We have doubled our
financial commitment to our provision for pre-school children over the past two years. Over 1,100 hours of
children’s programming were broadcast on S4C in 2006. One of the main aims of our Creative Excellence
Strategy was to make our services more attractive and relevant to people of all ages. The need for us to
engage with young people becomes even more apparent when looking at the changing pattern of Welsh
Speakers. Today, 21% of the Welsh population speak the language and the number of young Welsh speakers
continues to rise. According to the 2001 Census, there was a 50% increase in the number of five to 24-year-
olds who can speak Welsh. To reflect this trend we have a policy of providing English language subtitles on
content for the benefit of English speaking parents of pre-school children.

4.1.2 Following a target that was set in 2006 to decrease the age of our audience, 2006 saw the proportion
of our audience under 45 at 31%—an increase of 24%.1 We wish to increase this proportion and the number
of younger viewers even further in 2007.

4.1.3 A challenge that we are currently seeking to address is to deliver content with which young people
and children wish to engage and this in a converged world which is lacking in Welsh language content. To
this end it is not only the content but the means of delivery which are key. With the publication of a tender
to produce our presentation of interstitial broadcast material for children across television and the web
(expected January 2007) we have set another challenge for the independent sector in Wales. We look
forward to seeing creative and innovative ideas from the sector.

4.1.4 If we want to reach children and in particular young people we have identified the need for
dedicated cross platform services. Dependant on the outcome of the tender, our current intention (which
we have begun discussing with DCMS), is the launch of cross platform Welsh language services for children
and young people (including a television channel) in time for our 25th anniversary in November 2007.

4.1.5 We will not be seeking additional funds for the launch of these services.

4.2 News

4.2.1 News provision is of particular importance to our services. We are the only outlet for Welsh
Language television news. Our news services are provided by the BBC. Plurality in news provision will
always be diYcult if not impossible when there is only one Welsh language broadcaster.

4.2.2 Under the terms of the new strategic partnership with the BBC (for more details see below) there
will be a review of the presentational and editorial news direction and interactivity via red button will be
introduced. During 2007 we will carry an interactive service for the Welsh Assembly elections. Our nightly
news programme is currently scheduled at 19:30 with a bulletin during peak and we envisage a prime slot
will continue in the future. We are extending our news provision for young people during 2007.

4.2.3 Our current aVairs programmes are in line with Ofcom quotas and are commissioned from several
diVerent sources. This enables us to provide a degree of plurality for the viewer. We are committed to
continuing to commission our current aVairs programmes from more than one source and to schedule a
significant proportion of the same in peak.

5. The Delivery of Our Services in a Converged World—the Case for Provision of Public Service
Material on New Media and Outside Wales

5.1 Due prominence

5.1.1 There is a must carry obligation in Wales in respect of our public services. The continuation and
extension of a must carry obligation coupled with a requirement for due prominence for our services are
crucial to the future success of S4C. The imposition of a requirement for S4C’s public services to be placed
in a bouquet with the other public service channels with due prominence is crucial if public services are to
retain their value. With a 25 year history as the fourth channel in Wales it is vital that we retain that position
post switchover.

1 The number of young viewers also increased during 2006 by 30%.
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5.1.2 We have recently announced a new identity and brand for S4C. The adoption of this multimedia
branding strategy is aimed to place S4C in a strong position in the deregulated converged market when users
are looking for high quality Welsh language content. Whilst we support deregulation a voluntary
commitment by the main engines/gatekeepers to provide due prominence to public service providers would
undoubtedly assist in ensuring that our content is as widely accessible as possible.

5.2 Extending reach and providing an opportunity to view throughout the UK

5.2.1 It is essential that we achieve maximum impact for our public money. Our multimedia strategy is
designed to address both delivery of current content and the provision of new content. It is by now expected
that users be provided with several opportunities to view across all the most popular platforms. The
commissioning process takes into account the multi delivery options most suitable for the diVerent genres
and we are already providing public service material on new media through our broadband services and the
upcoming IPTV and further in the future, other relevant new media. We are committed to ensuring that our
content is available free-to-air to our viewers and users.

5.2.2 The 2001 census indicated that there are 158,000 Welsh speakers living outside Wales in the UK.
Our contribution should not be limited to sustaining the Welsh language and culture exclusively in Wales.
It should be available to the Welsh Diaspora and those with an interest in our content (our sports and music
coverage is already enjoyed by non Welsh speaking music and sports lovers throughout Wales and we carry
English subtitling on all of our content).

5.2.3 TG4’s obligation to reach the Irish Diaspora highlights the need to promote the diversity of culture
which is provided by indigenous language broadcasters, throughout the UK and beyond. We are currently
available on Sky and broadband throughout the UK and we will be setting up research projects during the
year to more accurately measure our audiences on Sky outside Wales. We believe that we should be available
to the public across all the major platforms throughout the UK and have requested the BBC and DCMS
to consider post switchover, carriage of our public services throughout the UK.

5.2.4 Our ambition is global. We are aware that there is a market for S4C content abroad and for
promoting and reflecting a modern Wales throughout the world, (for example S4C programmes were sold
to over 31 diVerent countries during 2006). Subject to rights clearances and the requirements of our content
providers, convergence allows this to become a reality by opening up new opportunities. Last year, our
website, featuring coverage of the Llangollen International Eisteddfod, received 707,000 hits from people
from around the world. Our recent call to arms for the Jones’ of the world to collate and break a world
record saw us reaching through press coverage over 27 million North Americans. It also saw participants
from the US, Australia and beyond visiting Wales for the first time to enjoy our unique cultural heritage.

6. Creation of Content

6.1 The Independent Sector in Wales

6.1.1 We are a commissioner/broadcaster. Our relationship with the independent sector in Wales is the
cornerstone of our Creative Excellence Strategy. Unlike the BBC we do not produce our own programmes.2

Like Channel 4 our content is commissioned from the independent sector but unlike Channel 4 it is more
diYcult for us to acquire foreign programming. We are committed during 2007 to commissioning 95% of
hours from the independent sector, equating to a spend of at least £70 million. The majority of our content
is commissioned in accordance with the Code of Practice and Terms of Trade (and annually reviewed).
Independent producers retain the copyright in content commissioned by S4C and provide a licence to S4C.

6.1.2 We consider that the development of a strong creative industry is one of the functions of a public
service broadcaster such as S4C. Within Wales we have an important role to play in supporting this key
agenda.

6.1.3 We have a policy of tendering all major contracts to ensure transparency and contestability and to
support consolidation within the industry. We acknowledge that there is no one model to ensure creative
success but we believe that: facilitating exploitation of rights by independent producers; increasing
contestability; investing in development; providing advance notice of longer term technical requirements,
and, investing in training will go some way to empowering the sector, both creatively and commercially.

6.1.4 For example, our 2005 development tender changed the way we fund development. Rather than
support piecemeal projects, a substantial tender was won by five companies enabling external producers to
put in place sustainable frameworks. Such a framework further allows for leveraging, talent development
and a greater degree of long-term planning than may have been previously possible. A tender in 2006 for
animation projects in Wales saw the establishment of a £500,000 development and production fund. The
fund was awarded to three companies to develop a range of creative animation projects across diVerent
genres and for multiplatform use. The participants saw this as a “stepping stone to more ambitious and far
reaching work”.

2 With the present exception of our weather bulletin.
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6.1.5 Additionally, we are the only broadcaster to have embarked on a systematic reassignment of the
rights to our back catalogue to the original producers (subject to certain criteria being met). There may be
more to do and we are funding an independent review of our Supply Chain during 2007.

6.1.6 During the year we hope to draw up fair trading guidelines to ensure that any activity undertaken
in new areas does not cut across the emergence of secondary markets or market based initiatives in the Welsh
language. We have indicated above that it is our duty to provide our content across new media and to reach
as wide an audience as possible. However, we are also aware that we must be careful not to fund initiatives
that could stifle potential commercial projects. Our role as a public service provider is to deliver content on
a multiplatform basis that would not be provided by the market. Our approach to date has been to partner
with companies in Wales but we do not have a strategy of commercially exploiting broadband content (other
than through advertising and sponsorship).

6.2 Licence fee funded content

6.2.1 The BBC is required by statute to provide us with up to 10 hours of programming per week. 2007
marks the start of our new strategic partnership with the BBC. The BBC contribution is vital to the
sustainability of our services and the BBC is committed to spending £72 million on our services over the
next three years. For the first time we will have control over the commissioning of content from the BBC
and control over how the proportion of the licence fee set aside for S4C will be spent in accordance with the
White Paper on the future of the BBC. We will obtain the same rights in BBC produced content as is
obtained from the independent sector. This means that for the first time we will make our entire oVering
available on our broadband and on-demand services.

6.2.2 It appears to us that the strategic partnership is a blueprint for how public service broadcasters
other than the BBC can utilise the licence fee for the benefit of their users. It sustains public service
broadcasting outside of the BBC without compromising the BBC’s independence or its duty towards licence
fee payers.

7. The Viability of Our Existing Funding Model

7.1 Grant in aid

We are uniquely funded and in 2007 will have turnover of over £100 million. The bulk of activity is funded
through grant in aid from DCMS. 2007 will see S4C receiving £94.395 million to fund our public service
activities, we will receive a further £22.9 million of content from BBC Wales and a further £7.9 million from
other sources. Our grant in aid increases by RPI in each calendar year. As the bulk of funding is derived
from grant in aid and the licence fee, any future threats are likely to arise from Government Policy (be that
in respect of treasury policy or primary legislation).

7.2 Commercial revenue

7.2.1 Revenue from advertising on S4C analogue has been in decline for the past seven years. We believe
that we have weathered the steepest decline in terms of profit. In Wales, 80% of households are already
digital, compared with 73% in the rest of the UK. This well advanced multi platform environment and the
success of our Creative Strategy has, during 2006, seen our share of all broadcast stabilising.3

7.2.2 Current predictions show that as the Channel 4 schedule becomes less important and our main
channel becomes S4C digidol the decline in the national advertising market will to some extent be balanced
by growth in the regional market. Projections to 2010 do show our advertising revenue halved but potential
cost savings post 2008 should see a similar income line from advertising sales in 2010 to that of 2007. By
switchover programme sales will not be a significant element of our turnover.

7.2.3 In 2005 we sold our share in the multiplex operator SDN to ITV. We have invested the funds to
produce a dividend line to assist in funding our public service and ancillary activities (which include the
technical cost of the non-public service channel S4C2 or any new channel to be carried on that capacity).

7.3 Internal re-organisation

We are undertaking a reform of internal structures which is designed to position S4C as a viable public
service provider. The changes have permeated throughout the company to create a more dynamic,
streamlined but flexible company equipped to face the challenges of the future. This has included
outsourcing commercial activities and internal production activity. The commissioning department has
been restructured to help us to take forward a more collaborative relationship with external producers. The
decreased administration on S4C which arises from our Creative Strategy and the changes to the industry
will enable us to make further cost reductions coupled with a fall in staYng levels over the next few years.
Our overheads are forecast at, 4.3% for 2007. Significantly lower than any other public broadcaster.

3 2006 saw a year-on-year decrease of 0.1% for all hours.
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7.4 Funding going forward

7.4.1 We are confident that current funding levels (plus RPI) will enable us to deliver our proposed
strategy, including the new children’s channel and extended platform policy. We believe that this will be
achieved in the main through our Creative Excellence Strategy, eYciency savings, the internal
reorganisation and, the increased value of the BBC contribution.

7.4.2 However, the costs of digital remain unknown. Our services will be carried on one of the BBC’s
public services multiplexes and we are discussing the likely proportion of cost which we might be expected
to carry based on the cost of building the terrestrial network. In order to properly plan for the future and
to make policy decisions we need these costs to be quantified. Once quantified we believe a policy decision
must be taken by the government and the BBC as to whether or not the costs will be funded by the BBC or
through other means.

Note

About S4C: Like the BBC, S4C is a public broadcasting authority, unlike the BBC it does not have a
charter but was set-up as a statutory corporation and is regulated by the Broadcasting Act 1990 and the
Communications Act 2003. It is regulated by Ofcom and the S4C Authority. The S4C Authority is
appointed by the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport and has up to nine members (including
a Chair).

The Authority has recently adopted a new modus operandi which reflects the principles of good
governance and best practice in light of the Government’s White Paper on the future of the BBC. The new
structure is designed to increase governance, accountability and transparency by adopting greater
separation with a clearer division of responsibility between the Authority and the executive. There will be
a new board of Executive Directors with at least one non-executive member. The Authority reports annually
to parliament on its use of public funds and delivery of the public service remit.

Re Data: In considering this data it should be noted that between 1 November 2005 and 22 January 2006
an incorrect channel identity was provided to S4C by BARB. This led to an underestimation of S4C data
of approximately 6% during peak and 3% across all hours.

January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by ACTO

The attached Word document is a Survey of Local Public Service Broadcasting prepared for publication
in Airflash—the magazine of the Community Media Association—by the Institute of Local Television.1 It
has also appeared in a recent edition of the pdf directory ACTO—local public service television directory.

The purpose of this Survey was to better understand the present public purpose and public service roles
undertaken by the RSLs—the local TV restricted service licenses.

The Survey was prepared in support of the Local TV sector’s long-standing claim for recognition as “local
public service television broadcasters”.

A Campaign for Local TV has been underway ever since the Cable and Broadcasting Act 1984 made
provision for local branches of community and voluntary organisations to have their own channels on cable.
Sadly, cable failed to live up to expectations and the few local services that were carried suVered badly from
cable’s poor reach. Channel 5 also held out prospects for Local TV, to be dashed by the ITC’s claim that
the fifth channel should serve an “essentially national” purpose. The RSLs underwritten in the 1996 Act
have been a poor and compromised alternative to those proposals made to secure Local TV by the then
opposition Lords.

So [. . .] in short, Local TV by one means or another has been knocking on spectrum’s door for more than
two decades.

The claim since 1989 has been that like the national TV channels Local TV must reach its local universe
as completely as possible. No matter how much Ofcom talks up the virtues of broadband instead of DTT,
broadband’s penetration remains just 17% of the UK at TV speeds. It is not the preferred way to receive
Local TV (says the MORI poll undertaken for Ofcom’s PSB studies).

The interleaved spectrum option favoured for Local DTT by Ofcom in DDR also proposes less than a
local universal and would also be poorly available across the UK—so once more this solution for Local TV
will not provide services to the majority of households in the transmission area while ignoring the outlying
or more rural parts of the country.

The only solution that makes sense is that Local TV occupy a national DTT channel on the PSB muxes
in the form of a local network channel (LNC). Local TV channels replace the LNC using an inexpensive and
robust technology known as add/drop at each of the 81 main transmitter sites. This solution can be rolled out
from switchover requiring no additional (or released) spectrum because it takes up some of the spectrum
gained from the better compression arising with the switch from 16 to 64 Qam.

To achieve its public and civic purpose Local TV needs to be transmitting alongside the national PSB
channels on comparable terms.

To allow access for LNC to the PSB muxes the Secretary of State should recommend to parliament that
Local TV on DTT will have PSB status. Ofcom has provided a sketch of Local DTT’s “public purpose”
(included within the attached).2

ACTO believes that only if Local TV is carried on the PSB muxes will it serve the public role Ofcom’s
DDR and PSB reviews confirm the public require.

The Local TV sector, past, present and future—urges the Committee’s support for Local TV as PSB.

Local TV is vital to:

— Maintain plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age.

— Is a clear candidate for public funding in addition to the BBC.

— The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s
programming.

— Redistributes the local “regional TV PSB” element upon which part of the Public Service Provider
concept is based.

— Supports the case for provision of public service material on new (TV) media.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Institute of Local Television

1. Introduction

A consortium of public interest agencies working together as “Public Voice” has proposed that Ofcom/
DCMS:

— Makes a suYcient amount of spectrum available for public, citizen, social and community uses.

1 Not printed.
1 Not printed.
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— Facilitates universality/access to services for all.

— Ensures that digital services are available for all at a national, regional and local level.

1.1 Lord Mcintosh, Minister for the Media and Heritage at DCMS, in his Address to the Scottish Local
TV Forum 2005.

The Government are committed to supporting local television and we very much hope to see an
expansion of services in the future. We envisage that local television will play a valuable role in
keeping communities informed and in particular, help keep in touch those most socially isolated
members of the community who may not have access, or are uneasy about using new technology.
Local television will also bring economic benefits to areas in terms of employment and training
[. . .]

and yet [. . .]

2. Local Public Service Television

Local Public Service Television remains the missing element in the UK’s public service broadcasting.

2.10 Since 1974 regular surveys for the commercial broadcasting regulators have found viewers wanting
“local TV news”—a service from closer to home oVering as well as services with “identity enhancing
programming” about people and the area where they live.

2.11 In 1974 the Director General of the IBA responded to the technical possibilities to satisfy viewer
interest by establishing a working party on ITV sub-areas:

to consider [. . .] the case for and against a contractor providing separate local interest programmes
after 1979 for separate parts of its area; to consider the programming, technical and financial
eVects of the introduction of a second ITV service; and to suggest which, if any, of the existing
areas might be so divided, and in what order of preference (para 1.2) (Crawford Report 1974).

2.12 Since the 1980s evidence from local areas has been gathered. For example, an independent survey
for Edinburgh found in 1989:

— 93% of respondents were interested in watching a locally made programme about one of their
interests [. . .]

— 92% of respondents were interested in watching Local News on a local television channel [. . .]

— 80% of respondents were interested in watching Local Current AVairs on a local television
channel [. . .]

— 81% of respondents were interested in watching Local Special Interest Programmes on a local
television channel [. . .]

— 75% of respondents were interested in watching local entertainers and Local Neighbourhood and
City Festivals on a local television channel [. . .]

— 60% of respondents were interested in watching Local Amateur and Professional Sporting Events
on a local television channel [. . .] Peter Kitchenman “Edinburgh Television” in Citizen Television:
a local dimension to public service broadcasting, 1993. John Libbey.

2.13 And 15 years later, a study by Valley Arts Marketing (2004) for Merthyr TV suggested a similar
level of interest in local programming that oVered “news and identity enhancement” (figures in %):

Very Interested Fairly Interested Not very Interested Not at all interested

Local news 50 34 11 5
Local documentaries 37 44 14 6
Local music 24 28 19 30
Local entertainers 23 49 16 13
Local art groups 20 32 35 13
Local environment projects 29 47 15 9
Local sport 33 23 15 28

In both Edinburgh and Merthyr over 50% of respondents were interested in participating in local and
community programming.

2.20 Ofcom’s consumer research conducted by MORI for the PSB reviews in 2004–5 addressed a broader
scale of rural and urban areas finding that Local TV remains wanted as TV.
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2.30 For the Digital Dividend Review Consultation a Report of consumer research (was) conducted for
Ofcom by Holden Pearmain and ORC International (May 2006).

5.26 Respondents were asked to rate the importance of a series of statements that assessed the
importance for UK society of new digital services. Statements that had the highest level of
agreement tended to be focused on local issues.

5.27 The issues that were most often rated as most important were:

— Computers in public buildings are able to connect to the internet at low cost.

— Local news and information available on TV at home,

— Local news and information about your area available from at least one media source,

— Programmes about community, local people and events are available on TV at home.

(my highlights).

3.00 Local TV in Europe

Since the 1980’s many European countries have supported the introduction of Local TV on cable and
terrestrial platforms—and if not supported, not stood in their way:

— Positive engagement of local administration in regulation and support.

In the Netherlands the better regulated cable networks have resulted in 300 community and 2–300
commercial TV channels—with cable taken in 80–90% homes.
The German Lande receive a percentage of the licence fee to establish “open channel” media—
OVener Kanalen in 80! areas.

— State failure to regulate in transfer of role to regions administrations.

In Spain the transfer of regulatory responsibility for local and regional broadcasting to the regions
“encouraged” 1,000 local TV stations to become established—because the regions did not act to
introduce regulations. These services will become regulated following digital switchover.

— No regulation.

In Serbia after the national TV service collapsed 300 local TV stations were set up by journalists,
editors and programme makers.

3.10 Yet in the UK, state focused broadcasting regulation has served to exclude Local TV largely for
the benefit of the existing suppliers—regional, national and commercial broadcasters and cable operators
regardless of the demands from viewers as citizens and local publics.

4.00 Regulation and Legislation are not Always in Step

In regulator studies there has often been confusion between the “scale of available supply” of regional TV
and the viewers’ more “local requirements”, (see “Reading the ITC’s Mapping Regional Views” in Citizen
Television: a local dimension to public service broadcasting, 1993 John Libbey).

4.10 At times when Government policy has been favourable towards Local TV, the regulators have
interpreted the legislation to avoid placing a demand on the service (cable) operator.

4.11 The 1984 Cable and Broadcasting Act introduced requirements for cable companies applying for
city/borough-scale franchises to source programming from independent suppliers, as well as to provide
access for citizen participation, and access by community and voluntary associations:

(d) to include programmes of an educational nature, programmes calculated to appeal specially to the
taste and outlook of persons living in the area and programmes in which such persons are given
an opportunity to participate;

(e) to include programmes provided otherwise than by himself or by associates of his; and

(f) to include programmes provided by local voluntary associations and to assist such organisations
in the preparation and production of programmes (Part 1Section 7).

4.20 The separation of the functions of channel supply and content delivery were later supported in the
Macdonald Report of 1988.

4.21 While in 1988 the White Paper Broadcasting in the ’90s outlined MVDS, as well as a fifth and sixth
terrestrial channel as platforms that could be used for “local TV”.

4.22 All bar the fifth channel were quickly withdrawn while in the same period the Cable Authority went
out of its way to advise cable companies to ignore the 1984 Act’s requirements so far as “local” cable was
concerned. (see Local Television: finding a voice, Roger Wilson, Dragonflair, 1994, p 4).

4.23 Rather than introduce new local services by other means the 1990 Act attempted to “rescue” cable
companies from poor performance and lack of investor interest, removing MVDS as an independent local
option, as possible source of “local competition” with cable. The sixth channel was abandoned for “lack of
spectrum”—with its spectrum added to support the fifth channel.
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4.30 The ITC’s interpretation of their regulatory role for regional ITV and the fifth channel maintained
“large scale” (commercial) channels even when legislation had not suggested any view be taken on “scale”.

4.31 For example, in 1991 the viewer’s preferences for more localised regional TV services were overruled
in favour of bids constructed around the existing scale of ITV services.

4.32 While from 1993–95 the ITC insisted that the fifth channel be “essentially national” in character—
a firm view later withdrawn under legal advice because there was no foundation in the Act for the ITC to
state a preference between “local” and “national” in the use of the fifth channel spectrum, The admission
that “the ITC should not have taken a view” was then too late for a Local TVplan.

5. Proposed Legislation Weakened in Amendment then Poorly Introduced

Yet when opportunity has allowed, reasonable and well thought out “local” amendments have been
introduced to Westminster on behalf of local TV.

5.10 Several amendments to the 1995 Broadcasting Act were proposed by Lord Dubs, Baroness Dean
and Lord Thomson of Monifieth—the former Chair of the Independent Broadcasting Authority. And these
made sensible provision for urban and rural forms of Local TV in:

(a) an area of the United Kingdom in which the population is not greater than 800,000 adult residents
which includes one centre of population with more than 350,000 adult residents, or

(b) an area of the United Kingdom in which the population is not greater than 500,000 adult residents
which includes no individual centres of population with greater than 150,000 adult residents.

For the Government, Lord Inglewood was prompted to reply:

The amendment that we shall bring forward will enable such services to develop. I hope, in the light
of my assurances that the Government agree with the principles behind the noble Baroness’s
amendment and that we will bring forward a considered amendment, that she will agree to
withdraw the amendment before us today. (my highlight)

Throughout the debate support was evident from both Houses that real provision should be introduced:

Local television, by connecting citizens to one another, could regenerate a sense of community and
shared identity [. . .] We are promised many dozens of channels (with digital) yet again there is a
gaping hole in the Government’s proposals to provide local services rather than more of the same.
In Bruce Springsteen’s words: “two hundred channels and nothing to watch”. Graham Allen MP,
Shadow Minister for Broadcasting, Hansard 7 December 2005.

It has always seemed rather a paradox that . . . there has never been the encouragement to move
on from regional television to genuinely local television—city television and voluntary local
channels of one kind or another. Lord Thomson of Monifieth, House of Lords, 15 February 1996.

5.11 The 1995 amendments were withdrawn in favour of the Government’s own version of the “RSL”
alternative. But when this was presented by the Government it was interpreted to serve “special events or
university campuses” and to restrict Local TV’s “defined locations” to (eg) the racetrack at Silverstone. The
intention was clearly not to oVer an amendment that would “enable such services (as had been outlined by
Baroness Dean) to develop”.

5.20 The ITC’s intervention from 1997 in constructing the terms of the RSL licences included oVering
spectrum regardless of its poor reach, a weak signal or whether transmitting the prevailing aerial group or
polarisation for local reception. These were important engineering issues which further restricted the
usefulness and success of the RSLs.

6. Public Communications Regulation for Less Than all the Public

Over the last two and a half decades the state’s monopoly of broadcasting legislation and regulation has
not been used to benefit all or to serve a renewed public purpose and has failed—indeed has thwarted—the
strong and consistent demand from urban and rural communities for localised variations of public service
broadcasting.

7. Impact of Spectrum Trading

The current desire by Government and Ofcom to establish auctions of spectrum in the broadcast and to
encourage regulation by trading and markets is not in the public interest and will not achieve local channels
for all or meet the local universal requirements to enable a network of local channels to share community
of interest programmes (see Institute of Local Television submission to Ofcom DDR Review).
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7.10 This “market” approach has not found favour over “intervention” among respondents in A Report
of consumer research conducted for Ofcom by Holden Pearmain and ORC International:

8.16 It was also a common opinion that as the airwaves are a national resource, some control
should remain with the Government. If this does not happen, then what was once available as a
‘public’ resource may be used for services that do not benefit society. The groups held the strong
opinion that an independent body is required to ensure that a good quality service is provided to
the maximum number of people.

8.17 Emphasis was placed on the quality of services, rather than the quantity of channels. It was
unanimously thought that ensuring universal coverage should come before additional channels.
Many of the current Freeview channels were thought to be of poor quality, and so adding more
would be a waste of resources, unless some kind of regulation was in place to ensure the quality
of new content. However, there was a balance to be struck, and it was felt that a regulatory body
should not become so interventionist that it bordered on, for example, content control and
censorship.

8.18 In addition to the concerns about the quality of programming, there were also concerns that
the proliferation of channels was potentially at odds with providing value to society.

8. Campaign for Local TV

In 2006 the Campaign for Local Television conducted an e-survey on alternative uses for some of the little
watched commercial digital TV channels on Freeview—finding all respondents keen to give up at least one
quiz or shopping channel so that its spectrum could be used to deliver a Local TV channel.

8.10 Spectrum cannot be used eYciently if it is being used to deliver unwatched services. (see http://
www.commentonline.co.uk/survey/)

9. Timetable for Introducing Local TV with Public Purpose

As spectrum scarcity was about to be lifted with digital switchover on the horizon Lord Mcintosh,
Minister at the DCMS, wrote in his Letter of Address to the Scottish Local TV Forum on 23 March 2005:

[. . .] we need to start thinking now about what we want local television to be in the future as we
need to have a licensing regime in place for when spectrum does become available.

9.10 While in January 2006 Ofcom’s Digital Local proposed the following timetable:

— If required, Government consults on order for local TV licensing regime for digital terrestrial
services: early 2007.

— If required, Ofcom develops licensing regime according to terms of Government order and
consults on spectrum allocation process for local digital terrestrial services: first half 2007.

— If required and where appropriate, first DTT local licences advertised and awarded in selected
areas: second half 2007.

10. The Local Public Service/public purpose Role

Ofcom took the view in Digital Local that past regulators had not been interested in Local TV—because
channels could not have been made widely available.

In the 2006 Digital Local study Ofcom recognised that Local TV should serve a public purpose:

(Ofcom) propose five public purposes for local content services, based on a version of the wider
purposes of public service broadcasting identified in the PSB Review, adapted for local content.
(my highlight) . . .

— To inform ourselves and others and to increase our understanding of the world through news,
information and analysis of current events and ideas, with particular focus on issues relevant
to our locality.

— To stimulate our interest in and knowledge of arts, science, history and other topics,
particularly those relevant to our locality, through content that is accessible and can
encourage informal learning.

— To reflect and strengthen our cultural identity, particularly that based on shared local
identities, through original programming at local level, on occasion bringing audiences
together for shared experiences.

— To make us aware of diVerent cultures and alternative viewpoints, through programmes that
reflect the lives of other people and other communities, especially those within our local area.

— To support and enhance our access to local services, involvement in community aVairs,
participation in democratic processes and consumer advice and protection (P4) (my highlight)
Ofcom’s Digital Local, January 2006.
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10.10 Without all homes having access at little or no cost a Local TV channel is not able to fulfil its
“public purpose”. Ofcom’s key points (above) are only realisable with delivery on a universal platform—
for bringing audiences together for shared experiences terrestrial television is that platform.

11. The Add/Drop Solution for Local Public Service Television

The “add/drop solution” was first proposed at the Scottish Local TV Forum in March 2005.

Add/drop “oVers the most consistent and convenient solution, and potentially oVers the widest reach for
Local TV of all the terrestrial options”. Ofcom Digital Local, January 2006. The add/drop option converts
a new national channel (a so called—a “local network channel”) introduced into PSB mux into a local
channel at each main transmitter site. At each site the signal can be “localised” to carry the local channel
for all or part of the day. The new signal is remodulated with the national PSB channels and transmitted to
each Freeview home causing no interference and requiring no new transmitter equipment or domestic
reception equipment. It is a simple and elegant solution guaranteeing “Local TV for all”.

11.10 The most eYcient time to introduce Local TV is during switchover, when spectrum is gained in the
PSB muxes during conversion from 16QAM to 64QAM.

12. Digital UK—Local TV “A Valuable Potential Benefit from DSO”

Digital UK wrote in their response to Ofcom’s DDR consultation:
Digital UK believes that local television services will be perceived by viewers as a valuable
potential benefit from DSO and therefore help to underpin the process.
[. . .] Ofcom should ensure that some of the available spectrum ends up being used for new
television services (local or otherwise) in order to deliver on public expectations from DSO. Failure
to do so may create negative sentiment towards the programme. (DigitalUK P 18)

13. Public Service Publisher

The Public Service Publisher (PSP) was identified in Ofcom’s PSB Reviews to address the public
programming shortfall the commercial TV companies were withdrawn from PSB responsibilities—
nationally but also regionally. £70 million of this “public loss” can be identified as lost regional
programming.

This sum of £70 million—if found for the PSP—should be earmarked to support the introduction of Local
TV—in particular to support local news and identity enhancing programming as identified since 1974.

14. Draft Order of Licence

Section 244 of the Communications Act 2003 makes provision for a licensing regime for digital local TV
services by order of the Secretary of State. Together with Public Voice, Community Media Association and
the views of those we have canvassed and represented in the ACTO directories we believe the level of demand
and qualities required from Local TV on TV warrant the introduction of Local TV onto DTT as local public
service television.

244 Local Digital Television Services

(1) The Secretary of State may by order provide for . . .

(4) Services fall within this subsection if the Secretary of State considers that they are services in relation
to which all the following conditions are satisfied—

(a) they are intended for reception only within a particular area or locality;

(b) their provision meets, or would meet, the needs of the area or locality where they are received;

(c) their provision is or would be likely to broaden the range of television programmes available for
viewing by persons living or working in that area or locality; and

(d) their provision is or would be likely to increase the number and range of the programmes about
that area or locality that are available for such viewing, or to increase the number of programmes
made in that area or locality that would be so available.

(5) Services shall be taken for the purposes of subsection (4) to meet the needs of an area or locality if,
and only if—

(a) their provision brings social or economic benefits to the area or locality, or to diVerent categories
of persons living or working in that area or locality; or

(b) they cater for the tastes, interests and needs of some or all of the diVerent descriptions of people
living or working in the area or locality (including, in particular, tastes, interests and needs that
are of special relevance in the light of the descriptions of people who do so live and work).
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(6) In subsections (4) and (5), the references to persons living or working in an area or locality include
references to persons undergoing education or training in that area or locality.

(7) An order under this section in relation to a description of services may, in particular, impose
prohibitions or limitations on the inclusion of advertisements in services of that description and on the
sponsorship of programmes included in the services.

(8) The power, by an order under this section, to make incidental, supplemental or consequential
provision in connection with provision authorised by subsection (1) includes power to make incidental,
supplemental or consequential provision modifying provisions of the 1990 Act, the 1996 Act or this Act that
are not mentioned in that subsection.

(9) No order is to be made containing provision authorised by this section unless a draft of the order has
been laid before Parliament and approved by a resolution of each House.

12. Conclusion and Recommendations

That Section 244 of the 2003 Act powers creates a new licensing regime for local public service television
for delivery of local channels with licencsing requirements based on identified geographic areas and Ofcom’s
“Public Purposes”.

12.10 The obligation of “Public Purpose” should be placed upon local broadcasters in exchange for
access to digital spectrum on the PSB muxes.

12.20 If a PSP is created, the £70 million identified as regional programming loss should be allocated to
Local TV PSB programming and channel delivery.

12.30 The Draft Order of Licence should be presented to Parliament in time for local channels to prepare
for launch to coincide with planned digital switchover in each area.

23 April 2007

Witnesses: Ms Iona Jones, Chief Executive, S4C; Mr Bobby Hain, Managing Director, STV; and Mr Dave
Rushton, Director, Institute of Local Television, gave evidence.

Chairman: We now move to the second part of the
session and can I welcome Iona Jones, the Chief
Executive of S4C, Bobby Hain, who is the Managing
Director of STV, and Dave Rushton, who is
appearing on behalf of the Institute of Local TV. I
think our questions will be fairly clearly directed
specifically at individual members, so we will make
that clear, and I think we start oV with Wales.

Q352 Mr Evans: For some reason or another, they
have asked me to do it! Iona, how are things going
with Sianel Pedwar Cymru?
Ms Jones: We are making considerable progress in
our strategy towards digital switchover which, as
you know, happens in Wales in 2009–10. The
primary focus has been on building up our content
and that content is to be in the creative excellence
sphere, so it has taken quite a lot of work, together
with our partners in the independent sector, to raise
the creativity in terms of content. We have also
adopted a new regime in relation to rights which
means that the producers, for the first time, have the
capability to exploit the intellectual property, and
that is part of the role that we have adopted as a
channel which is to see whether it is possible to
further develop the creative industries, particularly
in Wales, given the opportunities which other
broadcasters are now presenting in terms of
production from the nations and regions. In terms of
measuring success, the focus on the content and, in
particular, in peak has delivered an increase in our
audience in terms of share and reach which is
obviously very satisfying, given the eVorts of
everybody involved. The next development is really

in relation to platforms where we have been quite
progressive in our use of the web, for example. We
have a 35-day window to actually show content on
broadband and, as of today, we will be streaming the
channel live and, subject to rights, it will be available
throughout the world, so that is part of building up
the availability and accessibility of content which is
original UK production of high quality in genre
which others are not as engaged in as we are. The
other area which is occupying our minds at present
is the provision for children, so I was obviously very
interested in hearing the last session. As you know,
children and young people are very important for
any public service broadcaster, but uniquely for us.
This is a growth market because of the requirement
for all children in Wales up to the age of 16 to learn
Welsh and we are aware of the huge increase in the
numbers of children speaking Welsh which the last
Census demonstrated, so we have a changing
audience profile which we need to address, and we
also know that their habits in terms of the use of
television are very similar to other children. They are
looking for discrete channels listed on an EPG which
are readily accessed, and that is the area which we
are proposing to move into, the area of a dedicated
children’s channel, hopefully within the next 12
months.

Q353 Mr Evans: That is very exciting about the
streaming, subject to rights. For instance, when you
do the rugby, does that mean that the rugby will be
available for people living in Patagonia if they want
to watch it?
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24 April 2007 Ms Iona Jones, Mr Bobby Hain and Mr Dave Rushton

Ms Jones: Yes. In fact, we have been providing some
rugby coverage on our broadband service as it
currently stands and this is the next step to actually
making the channel available so that you can watch
it on your PC or TV at the same time and get the
same service, but rugby has been available to date.

Q354 Mr Evans: A good driver, I would have
thought. What is the percentage of your audience
that is within Wales and the percentage, therefore,
outside of Wales?
Ms Jones: I will do it in hundreds of thousands, if
that is okay, because I will not be able to work out
the percentages. We are currently reaching a million
individuals a week and the split is roughly 140,000
outside and 800,000 within Wales, but obviously
that changes from month to month, depending on
the kind of content that we are providing at any
given time. Rugby is obviously a fairly big driver in
terms of the UK market, but we have also adopted
a strategy whereby we are going to be the leading
provider of live events and we are going to be in the
creative excellence categories as far as music is
concerned which is actually part of engaging with an
audience which may not necessarily even speak
Welsh, but it is just that they are music-lovers and
they want to see Bryn Terfel singing in German, the
flying Dutchman from the Wales Millennium
Centre, which I think would resonate with people.

Q355 Mr Evans: With Welsh subtitles!
Ms Jones: And English subtitles; we provide both.

Q356 Mr Evans: You do not seem to be so concerned
about asking for any extra financial subsidies for
Sianel Cymru. You are doing all of this within the
budget that you have currently got?
Ms Jones: We are, yes. We have reprioritised and I
think there is an issue around how much range and
diversity we can actually manage over time, but we
have actually commissioned fewer programmes in
order to invest at a higher level within the peak-time
schedule, and it is actually, I think, about identifying
a place for S4C in this new market which actually
makes us as relevant, both culturally, linguistically
and socially, as we have been for the past 25 years.
There has also been a considerable change within the
organisation. We have restructured, we have
established a new Board of Directors, we are
currently in the process of reducing our staV levels
and our overheads currently stand at 4.3% which, I
am sure you are aware, compares very favourably
with some of our colleagues in other broadcasting
organisations.

Q357 Mr Evans: You mean better than?
Ms Jones: Significantly better, yes.
Chairman: Could we move on to Scotland.

Q358 Rosemary McKenna: Good morning. Bobby,
there has been a substantial shake-up at Scottish
Television since SMG made their submission.

Mr Hain: Yes.

Q359 Rosemary McKenna: Have you discussed,
have the Board discussed your submission and did
they agree with the submission that you made on
public service broadcasting?
Mr Hain: Yes, I think that the diVerence in the
Board composition and the shareholder
composition really does not change the
fundamentals of what we had submitted in January
of this year, and I have had discussions with our new
Chief Executive about the evidence that we gave at
that time and the kinds of things that we would be
saying today and there is no real change in what we
had said and the identifying of issues that we made
to the Committee in writing. I think there is a great
optimism and a desire to be absolutely at the heart
of public service broadcasting and I think that the
focus on television, which is really the change which
has happened at Board and strategy level, is to be
welcomed because it means that we will not be
distracted, if you like, by our other media
businesses—we have announced the flotation of
Virgin Radio, for example—and really we see an
opportunity which I am very glad that the Board has
now underwritten to develop the television business
within Scotland, and I think there are two separate
workstreams to that. I think that we can play a very
strong role in the delivery of public service
broadcasting, notwithstanding the particular issues
about the landscape and the financial impact of
switchover and so on, and I think that that will build
on the success that we have with our viewers that we
have established over a long period of time which
goes back far beyond the change in the Board more
recently. I think the other area that is a growth area
for us and where we see an opportunity is to deliver
more public service broadcasting and high-quality
content into the UK system as a whole, and I think
that, with network commissions for Scotland still
running around the 2% mark, we see a big
opportunity in trying to persuade and convince
commissioners that this is an area where Scotland, in
general, and SMG, in particular, can play a strong
role. I think that the submission which really says
that we are looking for recognition of our particular
place as a public service broadcaster in Scotland, the
fact that we are, if you like, in a regulatory sense
considered as part of the ITV network, as the
English regions are, in actual fact we are something
very diVerent from that; we are a broadcaster for the
nation of Scotland. That is something that we really
want to get across and I think that we also look to
the regulatory devices to ensure that, where people
have a commitment to increasing their out of
London and their nation’s commissioning, actually
that is followed through because that to date is not
really our experience.

Q360 Rosemary McKenna: You will know that there
has been some concern earlier on this year when the
political broadcasting, as the rumour mill had it, was
all going and, I have to say, I am delighted that the
coverage of the Scottish elections and the local
elections just now has been very, very good and
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much more than you have ever done in the past, so
that is a real plus and I think people are looking
forward to the further development of SMG’s
Scottish Television side. ITV have already given us
their view and they represent most of the Channel 3
providers, but where does your submission diVer
from theirs? Where do your views on public service
broadcasting diVer from ITV’s?
Mr Hain: Well, our starting point is that, having not
been consolidated into the 11 licences of ITV plc, we
need to always stand up and say, “Actually the ITV
network, as it was, is not mapped directly on to what
we now call ITV1 in large parts of the country”,
because in Scotland STV is still the ITV network and
we deliver the network properties to people insofar
as the drama properties, like the new drama on
Sunday night, alongside material that we will make,
whether it is Taggart or Rebus, we have the X Factor,
we have all those properties, but actually it is our
sovereign schedule and it is our responsibility to take
that network material and to enhance it and to make
it relevant for the people of Scotland by introducing
our own regional programmes, and you mentioned
the current aVairs oVering, the regional news
oVering which has actually been a very big success
since we invested quite heavily behind it last year.
Only last week we got to a position where STV’s
news was actually head and shoulders above the
BBC’s news at six o’clock and at six-thirty in terms
of ratings and that is a steady growth that we have
seen since we revamped our news product and also
introduced a more localised service. Now, those
enhancements in public service broadcasting, I
think, give us quite a diVerent perspective from ITV.
I can understand the business rationale behind
trying to reduce the regional commitments of ITV,
even though that is where its roots have come from,
but actually in Scotland I think we absolutely need
to have a reflection of the national diVerence, if you
like, a reflection of the diVerences, the sense of
nation that we have, and that we need to have a
regulatory framework within the ITV network
which allows us to do that.

Q361 Rosemary McKenna: In your submission, you
are a bit bleak about maintaining an appropriate
level of public service broadcasting, but Scottish
Screen, for example, do not see that problem.
Mr Hain: I have not seen the Scottish Screen
proposal. I think if you look at the economics of the
ITV network as a whole, which includes ITV1 and
STV, UTV Channel and so on, then when you
consider the eVect that CRR has had, for example,
in depressing revenues, not just for us, but I think for
television as a whole because the money which has
come out of the ITV system is diYcult to reintroduce
into other broadcasters and there simply is not the
audience real estate to be able to handle that kind of
money, so I think that that is a challenge for us, the
fragmenting audiences are a challenge for us and
maintaining a level of investment in public service
broadcasting. We spend, for example, just on news,
between what we contribute to ITN for national and
international news and what we spend on regional
news, the best part of £10 million a year. That is a

considerable investment to make when your
revenues are reducing through CRR and declining
audiences are at the rate that they are, so I am not
sure of the economics of the Scottish Screen
proposal, but I do know our own business and it
certainly underlines what we said in writing to you
in January.

Q362 Paul Farrelly: This is to Dave and, as I read
from the biography, you have long been struggling
to bring ultra-local television to our screens in
England. You were one of the few people who
managed to get a seat that was not filled by the mass
ranks of the BBC earlier, so you heard my comments
about StaVordshire TV just completely passing me
by and maybe that was good editorial judgment on
their part, but it did not really make much of an
impact, so what evidence have you got, given that
sort of perception of what the BBC was doing, that
this local TV service or content is actually wanted by
people and actually provides such wider benefits that
it justifies giving voluntary organisations of the sort
you might want to encourage free spectrum?
Mr Rushton: I think it goes back to 1974–75, the
period when the IBA was looking at what viewers
wanted from regional television and the Crawford
Report came out in 1974 actually suggesting that a
new ITV might be divided into smaller, localised
areas. The eVect was that this was to some extent put
to one side largely because the expectations of cable
would be that this would cover a city-based service
across up to 180–200 cities and communities across
the country. If you recall, the 1984 Cable and
Broadcasting Act made local provision for services
provided other than by the owner of the cable
operation as well as by citizens and by community
and voluntary organisations. But, because cable was
unsuccessful largely until the late 1980s/early 1990s,
many of the, shall we say, community obligations
that were placed on the companies in their
applications, all of them made these obligations,
were rescinded by the Cable Authority and they were
let oV the requirement to deliver these. We had other
opportunities in 1988 with MVDS with Channel Six
as an additional service to Channel Five. The
Channel Six frequency spectrum got rolled into
Channel Five. The ITC described Channel Five as
being essentially a national service, even though we
contested that legally, and only two months before
the applications had to be in did they realise that
they should not have said that it had to be essentially
national, it could have been local. Therefore, we
have had a series of stumbling and halting moves in
the direction of regulation and in the same period,
when you look at the analysis of regional provision
as far as viewers are concerned, there is always an
echo of them describing their local area as being
something smaller than regional television’s area.
We got choosy with Channel Five and you had an
opportunity to deliver services to what we call the
“second city” of each region and we developed
proposals around that, Edinburgh to Glasgow,
SheYeld to Leeds, Liverpool to Manchester,
Nottingham to Birmingham, so you would actually
give that second large community an opportunity to
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have its say, and there was work done around that
period where, it is suggested, there was a very strong
interest in services that would provide a sense of
location and a sense of dynamic to that. More
recently, we have had Pride of Place research by the
ITC in 2003 which also explored the introduction of
the RSLs, the only piece of work that has been done
by the ITC or Ofcom on that which actually was
specific. Looking at the North West, the suggestion
was that, if the regional ITV companies were to
withdraw progressively from regional
programming, the viewers felt that local television
should come in, step in, and replace that. Similarly,
on a general basis, the recent Ofcom research of 2006
also found that the top priority as far as viewers are
concerned from new services from the digital
dividend are essentially local news delivered on TV
and local services providing information and a
greater sense of enhancement of the community.
When you look back at that 2006 mirror, you can
almost see a reflection of the 1970s/1980s
requirement that there is too little programming that
enhances a sense of where you live, and the
ramifications of that of course fall into culture, to the
representation in political terms as well as into a
sense of engagement and participation, so the
fundamental thing that local television will oVer is
an opportunity to see faces like your own, to hear
voices like your own and be encouraged to
participate. Because these are not strangers, these
are people down the street, these are people around
the corner and, therefore, to enable people to
become more engaged with broadcasting and the
delivery of news, information and cultural activity.

Q363 Paul Farrelly: So we have long politically
shunted Nottingham oV into the East Midlands, so
let us take Stoke, Birmingham, shall we, which is my
local city. What is the biggest impediment to having
Stoke TV, in your view?
Mr Rushton: Well, the biggest impediment at the
moment is that the option oVered by Ofcom for the
use of interleaved spectrum falls fairly haphazardly
across the country and it will not necessarily provide
the piece of spectrum that would coincide with either
Stoke, Birmingham or with other large parts of the
country. Twenty-nine areas have been identified and
that is far too few. The problem with television,
which is very often not realised, is that it is really
dependent upon the way in which viewers receive the
signal. You have got to get the new television signals
so that they go into people’s aerials on their houses.
You do not expect to go out and buy a new TV
receiver to pick up a local service, it is one additional
service amongst 40 or 50, so we have to go with the
grain of the distribution system which means you
have got to insert local television into the digital
multiplexes in such a way as to arrive at as many
homes as possible. Also, one of the fundamental
problems for some parts of the community is the
reliance on relays and not on the main transmitter
sites, so any service which does not send a signal
down to the relays is going to find that those in the
more remote geographic parts of the community,
virtually all of those north of CardiV, in the valleys,

for example, receive their signal from relays and it is
the same kind of situation across the rest of the
country. You really need to have a service that is
delivered for everybody, so I would underwrite
Mark Thompson’s view of public service
broadcasting, that fundamentally what underwrites
this is universal availability, and the same applies for
a local television service, that it has to be universally
available in the local area which it is addressing to be
able to say, “We oVer a public service, we have a
public purpose and we are reflecting the overall
balance of views within our community and
everyone has an opportunity to take part in this to
receive it and to participate in that area”. This
cannot be delivered on anything other than a
platform or a multiple of platforms that will arrive
in every home without any additional expense.

Q364 Paul Farrelly: So now let us assume that
Ofcom sees the light, you are the guru that they
follow and oVers these opportunities. Presumably
you would want to see, for reasons of quality and
diversity, a competition between diVerent groups to
get this bit of free spectrum and provide a local
service. If we can keep the BBC out of it for one
moment, are there any restrictions you would like to
see Ofcom putting on who can compete for these
things? My concern is that my local newspaper,
which is owned by the Daily Mail and General Trust
which does not have the political complexion that is
mine, has long since gobbled up all the free sheets
and the local newspapers and might see this as an
opportunity, as well as a threat, and might put in a
bid which, on quality grounds alone, might, drawing
on its resources, knock everybody else out of the
water.
Mr Rushton: Yes, I think there are two criteria which
should be applied. One is that the licence itself
should direct, shall we say, the advertising and also
the reception issues in terms of delivery of public
service programming to the community that the
licensee wishes to address and not to a much bigger
community, so that is the fundamental one.
Secondly, I think that in terms of preserving
plurality, there might well be a criterion, a necessity
to say that you cannot own all three local media, that
you cannot own the radio station, you cannot own
the local TV and you cannot own the local press.
Whether one says that you can only own one of
those three is up for debate, but certainly perhaps
you should not own more than two, so there has to
be some degree of plurality. Whether the BBC
becomes involved obviously will add another
equation to that, so you might be able to relax
slightly on the criterion as to whether the newspaper
could own the radio, the commercial telly and the
newspaper if the BBC were involved, so that partly
depends, I think, and it needs to be reasonably
flexible as to how you resolve that. The other issue is
that the point at which the cost should come in as a
fee, I suspect, is at the point of issuing the licence and
not to gain the spectrum because, if the spectrum
were packaged in such a way, the fear would be that
one or more, maybe a few, large existing media
players would opt to look for large areas across the
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country and acquire spectrum for those and be less
interested in the spectrum that would reach the rural
communities which, I suggest, would be delivered
probably best by municipal services or community
services. Therefore, our view has been to say that we
have to take a balanced view between commercial
and municipal, and councils now have the possibility
of licences and what else would they use them for if
not local radio or community television in some
form, and also the community itself. There are two
good, strong community television services, one
running in Belfast and one running on the Isle of
Wight, funded on a non-commercial basis, so those
models also should have a right of access to the
spectrum.

Q365 Paul Farrelly: So, given your particular
engagement in this topic, this is a no-brainer
question really, not least because ITV has been
reducing its local news coverage, do you think there
is a valid market in which people will be interested
for Stoke TV, a sort of Stoke Today sitting alongside
Midlands Today?
Mr Rushton: Yes. The thing about the ITV regions
was that they were an accident of commercial scale,
as anticipated in the early 1950s, and geography. We
are still stuck with the geography, so we have to
make the best of that because that is the way
television is distributed, but I think we can focus
now much more on to the smaller community than
the West Midlands. People do not think they live
necessarily, or they certainly do not live in
Granadaland; they live in Liverpool or Manchester,
Lancashire, Preston or wherever. Your association,
in spite of television, has remained very strongly
with the community, by and large, in which you have
a relationship with the hospital, with the school,
with the communities that are involved with going to
the theatre, going to the cinema, and reflecting that
pool of cultural and political interest and
involvement is fundamentally important, I think, to
reengage people with the political process at the
local level, which is why I think there is a political
dimension to this, which is why I think this House
should take an interest in local television as a
contribution to public service broadcasting and its
renewal. It should not be seen as a monopoly,
nationally or regionally; this should be something
that public service broadcasting is allowed to
develop at a local level where the localness is
identified with relatively well-known civic and
accepted areas of activity that people can become
better involved with.

Q366 Paul Farrelly: Iona, can I turn to you. I am one
of the 200,000 who deliberately turns his aerial
across the Cheshire Plain to Wales and north
StaVordshire to pick up the rugby, so thank you very
much. You would consider yourselves as being a
local broadcaster in Wales and you might have a
diVerent perspective about the impact of your
business and the sorts of ultra-local TV that we have
been talking about in England where ITV and the

BBC have lodged national creations, but what sort
of impact do you think it would have on your
business? Would it be a threat or an opportunity?
Ms Jones: From our perspective, we are kind of
working the other way, we are going Wales, UK,
global, and obviously what Dave is doing is kind of
coming the other way. We are actually quite excited
about the prospects of getting more platforms, new
services which could make use of the content which
originates from S4C’s commissioning process, and
that is why we have taken a very diVerent view to
rights management from other broadcasters in that
not only have we given back the rights since the 2003
Communications Act where it was a requirement,
but we have also oVered the rights in all programmes
commissioned by S4C since 1982 to the producers
with a view actually to giving them the opportunity
to exploit the kinds of opportunities which Dave and
others in the area of local TV might want to
promote. Therefore, the role of S4C as a broadcaster
is very much about developing audiences within and
outside Wales and globally, but at the same time
ensuring that all of the opportunities which may
come through diVerent services can be exploited
primarily by our producers who will now have the
rights in order to make those opportunities realistic
for them.

Q367 Paul Farrelly: Bobby, your group has not
given up the ghost and sold out to national ITV and
you have made it quite clear that you see that your
job is to bring that diVerent flavour to diVerent parts
of Scotland, so again the same question to you:
would this gifting of spectrum to ultra-local TV
operations be a disadvantage to you? Would it be
more of a threat than an opportunity?
Mr Hain: I think you need to contextualise how this
is being done because it would seem to me slightly
eccentric to abandon the existing forms of public
service broadcasting, particularly within Scotland
where there is a very strong connection from STV to
viewers and we have regionalised that and actually
localised it to a degree in the past year or so and it
has been very successful with our news oVering
which, as you say, has travelled in the opposite
direction from other ITV regions where there has
been consolidation. It would seem to me to be
slightly eccentric to abandon that and move straight
towards a system of trying to deliver public service
broadcasting and news and community information
at a local level because I suspect that you could see
a case where you reduce reliance on one established
method and it is a long time before you have any
traction and scale and penetration universality and
some the real common themes of public service
broadcasting, it may never happen. I think that it is
a very interesting concept and I think that the local
nature that Dave has been talking about in terms of
its touchstones of the hospital and the area where
you live and go to work and so on, that has very
identifiable resonance with people. However, I am
not sure what the business model is behind it, but I
have not been convinced that there is a business
model that would make it work, so I think in that
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sense it is a significant risk and our focus is much
more on trying to maintain, and enhance, what is
already in existence.

Q368 Chairman: Can we just examine the general
question of funding which obviously applies in
diVerent ways to each of you. Starting with Iona,
you actually benefit from a pretty significant direct
subsidy from the Government. Now, others, who
when that possibility has been raised have expressed
huge concern that this will lead to all sorts of
political interference, lack of editorial independence,
et cetera. Has that been your experience at all or
have you any concerns about that?
Ms Jones: No, I think you quite rightly say that it is
a direct subsidy, but, because it is actually set in
primary legislation, it is not subject to a kind of
annual discussion which others may or may not face
or even a slightly longer time period, so we have the
visibility and the stability of funding, but I think the
fact that it is in primary legislation actually means
that there is a distance between the annual scrutiny
which we may be subjected to, so we are quite happy
with that position. We have of course got
commercial freedoms and the airtime sales and
sponsorship obviously costs too, it is a very
important part of our mixed funding model which, I
think, gives us a kind of commercial edge and a
slightly diVerent view of the way in which we
schedule and commission. I should also add that,
since we last appeared before this Committee, there
is a new strategic partnership with the BBC which is
another very important part of S4C’s funding model
going forward in that, for the first time, we have an
allocation from the licence fee of £72 million over the
next three years which, in the first instance, supports
S4C’s Welsh language commitment, but is also a
way of the BBC delivering on its obligations to the
indigenous languages of the UK, so those are the
kind of three areas of funding that we now enjoy.

Q369 Chairman: But you also receive programming
from the BBC, do you not?
Ms Jones: Yes, the Act states that they have to
provide us with a minimum of 10 hours. What the
strategic partnership has done is to translate those
hours into financial terms and the agreement of how
that money is spent is done in partnership with S4C
with a view to delivering on S4C’s programme
strategy as opposed to any particular BBC
programming objectives on their other channels.

Q370 Chairman: Clearly the general thrust of our
inquiry is to look at ways in which we can support
public service content outside the BBC. Do you see
this as potentially a model which could be applied
elsewhere?
Ms Jones: It may well be, but obviously it is a
partnership which means it is working for S4C and
it is working for the BBC, and that may prove to be
slightly more complicated for others, but I think the
secret of the success of this partnership is that it does
indeed support, as Professor Roger Laughton and
others have said, Welsh language broadcasting
going forward into digital, but it does not in any way

diminish the BBC’s accountability to its licence fee
payers and it does not contradict any of the public
purpose values that the Charter has adopted, so
there is a synergy which we have identified between
the partnership which is, I think, a blueprint, as far
as we are concerned and there are probably some
very interesting principles which may be worth
exploring elsewhere, but it is not top-slicing and I
think that is the key.

Q371 Mr Evans: You say it is not top-slicing, so do
you mean that the BBC do not actually write you a
cheque even though you have had a negotiation, let
us say?
Ms Jones: They do not hand over licence fee money
to S4C, but all the other components of the
partnership mean that the way in which that is spent
is very much in line with S4C’s programme strategy.

Q372 Mr Evans: Of the 10 hours, after Pobol y Cwm
and the news services, how much have you got left
then to be creative with that?
Ms Jones: There is some factual programming which
actually meets our landmark programming test and
they are still a contributor in sport. The other
element which may best illustrate the changing
nature of this relationship is that the BBC will
become an increasingly important player in the field
of children’s programming and we very much hope
that, if the Secretary of State allows us to set up a
children’s channel, the BBC will be a very important
part of that provision, so that is the way in which we
have been able to discuss with the BBC things which
are of importance to S4C and to amend the
contribution and the investment accordingly, so it
works very well for us.

Q373 Chairman: Turning to Bobby Hain, SMG
have indicated that you think there is a “strong case”
for some kind of public funding for Scottish content.
Would you see that as being taken from the licence
fee?
Mr Hain: I would not rule it out. I think that the
example of S4C is interesting where there is a BBC
apportionment of resources which goes to S4C.
Now, actually that, to my mind, is an indirect top-
slicing of the licence fee. I think that it may be that
we would prefer a more direct version of that, going
forward. I do not think it is the only way that we
could look at additional funding and I think that the
public service publisher is also aware that we should
be looking to play actually a key role because I think
in our position, being so far out of London and
being very established as a broadcaster, this is an
area where we could work with other related parties
within Scotland. We could use our building, for
example, as a centre for incubating ideas and getting
other ideas for content to a position where they
could be more readily pitched to whoever was
making a decision. I think one of the key factors
behind any additional funding that we would be
making a claim for would be actually that this drives
value for viewers and that this enhances our oVering
and it takes us into the online world, I think, where
the commercial barrier to entry, because of the
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dominance of the BBC, is actually quite high. I know
that public service content, as opposed to public
service broadcasting, features very high on the
agenda and that the digitised and online world is a
place where people are spending more time and there
is a real sense that they want to find the kind of
content that they have seen on their televisions
delivered through broadband and other areas. I
think that that, is a key pivotal area into which to
introduce funding for getting material to a new
audience.

Q374 Chairman: David, you are principally asking
for gifted spectrum rather than direct subsidy. Is
that correct?
Mr Rushton: Yes. I think we are also not looking at
the digital dividend. At the moment, the preference
would be for some of the benefit of the changeover
from 16–64 QAM, which is taking place on the
public service muxes, that some of that benefit is
released spectrum to provide two or three extra
channels on those public service broadcasting
networks allocated to local television, the reason
being that those are the only muxes that at the
moment are going to reach the 1,152 transmitter
sites across the country. We are very concerned that,
in terms of taking a historical overview, there could
well be pressure on the ITV companies at some point
in the future to come back to the 81 transmitter sites
and not to support the continuation of those 1,152.
I think our concern is to maintain universality in the
delivery of services and it is particularly important in
diVerent local communities, where relay is very, very
predominant, to ensure signals arrive in the homes
of those people who are further out of the main
cities, so those are the people who are also not at the
end of a switch, so they do not get broadband or they
do not get broadband at high capacity. Therefore,
our concern at the moment is to deliver television on
DTT and to then use that as a barker channel for
flagging web access for those who have access to the
Internet for local city councils, for health service
information and so on and, in the same way that the
BBC and Channel 4 particularly have provided a
portal, if you like, and a reason to go up to your
bedroom and have a look at your computer, this is
what local television can do; it has to be in that
framework, available for everybody. Our argument
with the PSP is that, in between the PSB reviews
when local television was identified as a possible
candidate for receiving funding, it shifted across to
being defined as a broadband media service. We
have put our foot down on that, as far as we have a
foot to put down at the moment, and said quite
straightforwardly, “No, something like £70 million
of the identified £300 million across the UK as a
whole was really in the expected reduction of
regional programme content over that period, and
that money should go straight back in to support the
introduction of local television to replace eVectively
face-to-face public service debate and participation
in a television form which people recognise and
through which they still wish to receive their local
content”.

Q375 Chairman: But you would not accept that local
TV might actually be more appropriately delivered
via broadband than via—
Mr Rushton: Not at this stage, no. Because the roll-
out of the digital switchover is actually taking place
across the rural areas where broadband is not so
readily available to those communities and because
those communities tend to be older, Lord McIntosh
has identified local digital terrestrial television as
being the fundamental form that he thought
television should move forward in at the local level,
and it is something that we have agreed with for the
last two or three years. At some point in the future
when broadband has caught up so that IPTV is
available across the country, we think it would be a
fantastic opportunity for what we call
‘neighbourhood television’ on a smaller scale,
community or local, where you actually are having
debates on the hustings in your local area on a very,
very small footprint, but IPTV at this stage is, I
think, estimated to be available for three million
households across the country out of whatever, 21
million, so it is not something at this stage we could
deliver local television on because it is unevenly
available.

Q376 Rosemary McKenna: Can I ask that question
of Bobby Hain. You have said in your submission
that there are diYculties involved in trying to
provide content specific to Scotland via traditional
broadcast media. Would broadband not be a really
good answer in an area like Scotland?
Mr Hain: I think the point that Dave has made
actually similarly applies to our network because,
when you consider that the universality and the scale
and reach of public service broadcasting has some of
the prime characteristics it needs to have, at this
moment where you have STV, for example, reaching
about four million out of five million people in
Scotland every single week, then yes, you can make
content available and it is a convenient place to park
it and to get extra distribution channels. It may be a
long time before you get anything approaching the
kind of impact, scale and reach that you already
have, and our point on broadband is that there is no
universality compulsion. In the build-out of
transmitters that we are currently undertaking to
provide DTT across Scotland, we will get to a UK
figure which is the same as the analogue services
now, 98.5%. That is absolutely fixed as something
that we need to do and there will be universality,
there will be freely available material via STV and I
think that really is our primary focus. That is not to
say it is not important to have additional content
which can be made available via broadband and via
mobile and via other means—

Q377 Rosemary McKenna: But it is an add-on?
Mr Hain: —but it is absolutely an add-on. Our
experience with broadband is that we launched an
online service last year which is very well used and
we also started a Scotland on TV service which is
really for expats which takes our Scottish
programming around the world. Now, there is a lot
of interest in that, but we are really running it as a
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trial. I think you are a long way oV being able to
support anything like the production values of STV
as it exists now in terms of high-quality news and
current aVairs with a commercial model that you
could derive from the Internet because I think
people’s expectation is content on the Internet is free
and, until you can get a subscription or some kind of
pay per view or some kind of advertiser-funded
model which really gives you some scale to
commission programmes, you are going to see a very
diVerent kind of content on the Internet. The other
thing to bear in mind is that it is in our interests in
having a brand as STV to make sure that our
Internet content fits the brand values of our
regulated service, that it has editorial independence,
that it is impartial, but it is high quality, and that
actually for other operators where there is no
regulatory compulsion to do so, it is much more
diYcult to achieve that objective just by leaving it to
the market.

Q378 Chairman: Can I quickly touch on the PSP
which has featured already, but just to clarify. Iona,
S4C’s attitude to the proposal of the public service
publisher, although you have made a return to
Ofcom, it was not absolutely clear to us whether or
not you did support its creation, so can you just
clarify a little?
Ms Jones: I think that was the impression we were
trying to convey! Obviously there is a need to
address the deficiencies of the PSP going forward as
far as commercially funded operators are concerned.
The reason why we probably lacked some clarity was
that we are not sure that this actually addresses the
question in hand, and as to the focus on developing
something in new media, I think this is an
opportunity to use, in our case, the public
investment in TV content primarily to be developing
new services. We readily acknowledge that, even
though ITV have been quite innovative in online
terms, innovation at the kind of levels proposed by
Ofcom are not being delivered at present, so there is
quite a lot of discussion to be had around that, but
it may be there needs to be more focus on the way in
which they are training the sector, that skills should
become more transferable as far as diVerent
platforms are concerned, so we are interested.

Q379 Chairman: Whereas SMG are positively
enthusiastic about it.
Mr Hain: We are, and I think that the caveat is only
that we do not see it as an either/or situation. I do not
think you can take the existing public service
broadcasting certainly within Scotland that STV
delivers and say, “Right, instead of that, we are
going to have this public service publisher”, which,
judging by the kinds of examples I have seen, pushes
at the fringes of innovation and really takes to the
limit what you can do in new media. I think that is
very commendable and it is very interesting, but I do
not think that is in any way a replacement for high-
quality news and current aVairs. I think they are
diVerent flavours and I think there is a place for both
of them. My interest and, I think, STV’s interest is:
where is the crossover and could you actually use the

public service publisher if it is trying to extract some
value and reinvest it from the digital dividend into
our existing audiences for the benefit of our existing
audiences, and then there comes a point when public
service publisher money may be used to subsidise
existing forms of public service content? I am not
sure that is all you would want them to do. You
would want them to be made available in new forms
and on new platforms, but I think there is a bit of a
crossover here, and I go back to my earlier answer
where one of the dangers in only having as the
preserve of public service publisher content an
online destination is that you do not have any
regulatory levers to pull to make sure that that is
absolutely high quality and that it has scale and
impact and reach and it is available to a vast
majority of the audience. Therefore, I think there are
some caveats and I think, on balance, we are very
enthusiastic about it because we do see that it has a
role to play in extending public service content, but
I think it could also be argued that it also has a role
to play in maintaining, and enhancing, existing
forms of PSB.

Q380 Chairman: So your enthusiasm is in the hope
that actually STV might play a part in the PSP in
Scotland?
Mr Hain: Yes, and I think, as I said earlier, we are
very well placed to do that. I think we are outside of
the traditional loop of the BBC and Channel 4, we
are a natural destination within Scotland, we play a
lead role in the creative community already and a lot
of the programmes that we make use production
teams which will make other forms of content either
for the BBC, for Channel 4 or for the film industry,
so there is a real cluster of creativity which I think
this would be a great benefit to, and that would be
the case we would make.

Q381 Chairman: It will not supply local TV, in your
view? That is something that you believe should be
left to the market, as long as the market is given a
hand with spectrum?
Mr Rushton: No, no, I think that an element of the
public service publisher should be allocated to local
TV, and £70 million out of the original £300 million
was identified from lost regional television output
and that possibly could contribute to the
infrastructure if there is indeed a cost for spectrum
and some of it might be going to pay for that or to
oVset it and possibly to support public service
programming in those areas where a commercial
service is not able to be provided because the
community is too diVuse and there is no central
commercial player, such as a newspaper or radio or
any other commercial organisation, to supply that
content to the quality that we would all like to see.
I have to echo the point that I think, without at the
moment having television as a way of bringing a
suYcient audience together to create either
advertising or public service programming to
provide to a large audience, you are not going to get
the content to a quality where original creation just
for broadband would be there, but you do need the
television audience. Particularly, I think, the
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innovation of local television which has not been
discussed is that communities of interest across the
country do not coincide with the national map of
where everybody is. If we want to talk about
Grimsby and fishing, we might also want to talk
about Peterhead and it may be that a group in
Peterhead and a group in Grimsby make a great
programme about fishing on the east coast which
otherwise would never be made and never be seen
because the communities that are interested in that
are located across just one part of the country, so
local to local is probably as important as just the
individual local programming in the way of creating
a critical mass of production and developing funding
for sponsorship and so on for those programmes
across the country.

Q382 Paul Farrelly: Bobby, Iona described her
rather more collaborative arrangements these days
with the BBC, but in Scotland it is out-and-out
competitiveness and it is right in your face all the
time. To what extent in Scotland is the BBC the
elephant in the room and in which respects would
you say it unfairly impedes the commercial sector in
a way which is not to the benefit of the consumer?
Mr Hain: I think that our experience is that you tend
to see the word “plurality” in regulatory documents
and actually in Scotland there is real plurality and
actually that is where it exists; I think that we
provide diVerent services. Actually I do not think
there is any animosity between us at all and I think
that there is a very collaborative working
arrangement. We are now neighbours at Pacific
Quay and there is a use of each other’s resources,
they use our OBs and I hope that we will use their
studios, so actually there is a great deal of
collaboration. The services that we provide are very
diVerent and I think our sense of it is that, were we
not such a strong counterpoint to the BBC in
Scotland and if we did not deliver two regions worth
of news, as we have done, and latterly four sub-
regions of news centred on the biggest cities in
Scotland across Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee and
Aberdeen, then I think it is questionable to the
degree that the BBC would continue to invest in
Scotland. Scotland in BBC terms, for example, is
without the kind of local radio network that the rest
of the UK enjoys, particularly in England, so I think
that there is a very diVerent flavour to the kind of
broadcasters that we are. I think in our terms, and
this is where we are hoping that the regulatory
framework will recognise where we exist and the
kind of animal that we are, our most recent
experience with the BBC is a disappointing one
because in terms of the WoCC, (the window of
creative competition), as a non-qualifying
independent, our production company, because of
its association with STV, has been applying for BBC
commissions. Now, they got past the first post, the
commissioner was interested and then the BBC
turned round and said, “Actually this is a
commission which is not going to be WoCC-able”.
Therefore, in that sense we are being disadvantaged
not because of the quality of our idea or any
suggestion that we would not be able to deliver on it,

but we are being discounted as a producer to the
BBC purely on the basis of our regulatory stance, if
you like, and I think that that is an issue that the
BBC has. I think we have said it in the submission,
and I think we still believe, that the way to fix that is
to look at our independent status because, as it
comes directly from our involvement and our
closeness to the ITV network, it is simply assumed
that we are part of the ITV network when in fact we
have got no power at the heart of the federal system
to help make commissioning decisions and,
therefore, we get to that rather odd situation with the
BBC where we want to work with them and actually
they want to work with us, but there is this rather
artificial regulatory barrier which stops us from
getting on. I think the other thing I would say with
reference to what the BBC does in Scotland, and I
think it is a general point about the degree to which
they have invested behind the online space, I know
that there was some disappointment that the licence
fee settlement was not greater than it was, but, when
you live in the commercial world and you are
looking at RPI minus ten as a commercial reality
from advertising, it becomes very diYcult to think
about how you can be such a counterpoint to the
BBC and deliver online plurality in the way that you
manage to do so within your regulated service.

Q383 Paul Farrelly: So that is an example of what,
you feel, the BBC might actually be doing less of so
as not to crowd you out, but is there an example of
what, more generously, the BBC should be doing
more of in Scotland?
Mr Hain: I think that the BBC really needs to look at
its own news and current aVairs in terms of its local
delivery, and we heard Mark Thompson earlier on
talk about the degree to which the broadband
extension may or may not happen because of the
current settlement. I think that is an area where the
BBC has some catching up to do, if you like, and,
although I would not necessarily blame the BBC for
being in the position they are in, I think it just
remains an example where commercially delivered
PSB can match, and we are not alone in doing this,
I know that there are other ITV examples around the
country and particularly in Ulster and elsewhere,
but actually from a nation’s point of view what we
can do commercially at this point outstrips and
surpasses what the BBC can do and I think that
commercially continuing to make that work is
important. It is obviously up to the BBC whether
they decide to go down that road either on
broadband or within their own television service,
but as much as they have a single BBC Scotland
identity, I do not think they are the national
broadcaster. I think that absolutely is a name and a
position that we can claim and I think that is why we
are passionate about continuing to deliver it.
Paul Farrelly: Iona, you have described the dance
that you have had over time with the BBC and some
of your hopes for collaboration with them with
things such as children’s programming, but you
must still feel a bit like Angelina the Ballerina, sort
of the mouse traipsing out of Babar the Elephant
really. I am in tune with youth culture, Chairman!
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Chairman: Very impressive!

Q384 Paul Farrelly: Are there areas which you feel
the BBC is doing too much of in Wales and it is
crowding out people which is not to the benefit of the
consumer or the viewer?
Ms Jones: Firstly, I should say that Angelina is a
very good dancer! BBC Wales’s contribution
particularly, and obviously we are not an English
language broadcaster, is significant and very
important. You alluded earlier on to the fact that

there is a considerable monopoly in newspaper
provision in your area, and the same goes for Wales
as a nation, and a strong BBC and a successful BBC
is very important for all of us, but particularly
because of the lack of plurality which our audiences
currently have.

Q385 Paul Farrelly: Are there things which the BBC
should be doing more of in Wales?
Ms Jones: No, it is fine as it is.
Chairman: I think we are going to have to call a halt.
Can I thank the three of you very much.
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Q386 Chairman: Good morning, everybody. This is
a further session of the Committee’s inquiry into
public service media content, and we have a variety
of witnesses before us this morning. First of all, I
would like to welcome Greg Dyke who, as most
people know, is the former Editor-in-Chief of TV-
am; a former Group Chief Executive of London
Weekend Television; the first Chairman of Channel
5; and Director-General of the BBC for four years;
who I think, it is fair to say, is not going to be the
Mayor of London!
Mr Dyke: You cannot be that sure, can you!
Chairman: It is a good guess though! Could I invite
Alan Keen to begin.

Q387 Alan Keen: Congratulations on the Brentford
Manager you managed to secure as well. You said it
was the BBC’s job to make great British
programmes. Is there anything diVerent you would
have been doing if you had still been there that the
BBC are not doing, or are they following virtually
the same programme as you intended to follow?
Mr Dyke: No, I think it is pretty much on course
really. I think the BBC gets a large amount of public
money and the bulk of that money, it seems to me,
should be spent on making British television. What
has distinguished British television from many other
countries, apart from America over the years, has
been the amount of money that has been available to
make both British popular television and British
minority television. It was certainly the money the
BBC spent in the 1960s and 1970s that forced ITV
away from a position where it was running largely
American programming onto a position where it
had to invest large sums of money in making British
programmes. I think the BBC today still gets a fairly
good income, and most of that gets spent on a
mixture of British programming. In my time there
we took a decision, which is an interesting one when
you look at Channel 4 today, although we ran
American programming there was a price, and if it
got beyond that price we decided we would just let it
go and it was not for us. We let The Simpsons go to
Channel 4; we let 24 go to Sky; because we took a
view that you certainly should not be spending the
sort of money you spend on British drama per hour
to buy acquired material.

Q388 Alan Keen: The BBC has also lost some more
sport recently, has it not? It has lost Match of the
Day. Do you think they should have bid higher for
that?

Mr Dyke: I always smile when sports rights come
around, because it is always reported in the press
that you lost. You can always win; it is just a matter
of how much you are prepared to spend, and that is
the judgment. ITV and Setanta have now won the
FA Cup and the English internationals. The last
time ITV did that they bought the rights to Match of
the Day and lost, I think, £30 million a year for three
years and pulled out. Clearly at that stage they had
overpaid. Whether they have overpaid this time I
have no idea, it depends on their model. There is a
problem for the BBC who did not get a particularly
good licence fee settlement; so it is: “Where do you
spend the money?” I took a decision when I became
Director-General that we would try to win back
some of the sports rights which we had lost. We did
that largely because when we asked the public what
did they want of the BBC they wanted sport on the
BBC. I always quote the figures, England v Wales at
Twickenham was on Sky and got 300,000, and
Wales v England at CardiV was on the BBC and got
five million; but there is always a limit to how much
you can spend on sports rights. One of the criticisms
I would make of what has happened in British
television over the last 15–20 years is that the
amount of extra money that has come into television
via pay television has disproportionately ended up
being paid to footballers—not at Brentford, I
should say!

Q389 Alan Keen: A few years ago the opponents of
the BBC tended to oppose the massive money that
went to the BBC, but that changed in probably
three, four or five years. All the other broadcasters
want the licence fee, in some cases for commercial
reasons, for themselves; but the contentious issue is
always the expansion of the BBC into new fields.
How do you think that should be managed; and how
far should the BBC be inventive? The web, for
instance, would get people, who want to make
money through the Internet, to criticise the BBC, but
it is such a wonderful site it would have been a
dreadful shame if they had not gone into it; so where
would you draw the line?
Mr Dyke: I think one of the geniuses of the BBC
over the years has been to be a jump ahead and it is
always looking for what is the next technology and
what are the new ideas. I think one of the problems
with the governance system they have now put into
the BBC is that doing things quickly is going to be a
very diYcult number. I think that is almost the
blueprint of the public sector. One of the great things
about the BBC is it has been able to do things
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quickly. If you look back, we invented Freeview
virtually and got it going in a matter of months. I
suspect under the governance system you have got
now you would be lucky to get it going in a matter
of years, let alone months; and you would not get the
licences and the rest of it and the public interest;
instead of just saying, “This is a good idea, let’s do
it”. That has been the great thing about the BBC.
Oddly, it has acted much more like a commercial
organisation over the years than most commercial
organisations. It is the ability to spot opportunities
and go. If you look back to John Birt’s time,
deciding that the BBC services on the Internet would
be a public service was, I think, a really good
decision.

Q390 Alan Keen: I agree with that very, very much,
as you know. Will it be as easy to be inventive and
act quickly now with the change in structure? When
you and Gavin worked together Gavin acted, as I
always said, as executive chair, as many commercial
companies have, and you acted as chief executive;
and you could take a decision and roll out ideas with
each other and do it. Now the Chairman of the BBC
and the Chairman of the Trust are quite separate;
and that was done on purpose because of the
problems which arose before. Is the BBC now going
to be hamstrung?
Mr Dyke: Yes. I do not like the system they have put
in place at all; it will not work. Who is the Chairman
of the BBC whom the Director-General works for
who, at times, will give him a hard time, but at times
can represent the interests of the BBC? It will not be
the Chairman of the Trust; it cannot be the Director-
General, who is also Chairman of the Management
Board; so who is it? Who is now the person who
comes here and, instead of talking about what the
public want, just tells you what are the interests of
the BBC; what do they believe should be achieved? I
do not think it will work but then, of course, it
should never have been replaced in the first place. It
would have been far better to have gone to an
outside regulator, and then you could have a
Chairman of the BBC who could say dead straight,
“I represent the BBC”.

Q391 Alan Keen: I am delighted in the first place you
have actually agreed with me; I have been pushing
this for session after session.
Mr Dyke: We did not win though, did we?

Q392 Chairman: Could I just be clear, you would
have preferred the BBC to have been put under the
remit of Ofcom in terms of an external regulator?
Mr Dyke: No, I would have preferred an outside
regulator; whether it would have been Ofcom or
whether it would have been an OfBBC is a
diVerent thing.

Q393 Chairman: So the Terry Burns solution would
have been—
Mr Dyke: I think the problem of putting the same
regulator in charge of the commercial sector and the
BBC is quite diYcult. I think you could have had an
OfBBC which was outside the building, away from

the BBC. I think at the moment the fudge they came
up with, the one I think Michael Grade said he could
make work and then left to go to ITV, will not work.

Q394 Chairman: You have said in the past the BBC
have been ahead of the game and that they have been
visionary, but you have also said, I think in a
previous lecture, “We cannot possibly aVord to have
a tank on every lawn or compete in every area of the
marketplace”. Mark Thompson’s tanks seem to be
sweeping across the whole media landscape, new
and old. Are there areas where you think the BBC is
going where they perhaps should not go?
Mr Dyke: It is very diYcult to know at this stage
because the technology is changing so fast. The
iPlayer, which I think has just got approved, was
invented when I was there. That is my point; it has
taken them four years. They could have been ahead
of the game on the iPlayer, and should have been. I
think you have got to try to understand where the
technology is going next; and sometimes you are
going to back the wrong thing, are you not,
inevitably? Can you be on every lawn? No. Given the
licence fee settlement you could be on fewer lawns
probably, and you have got to make the decision of
which ones matter most to the public interest; which
is not necessarily the same thing as which matter
most to the public.

Q395 Chairman: Which lawns would you be
withdrawing from?
Mr Dyke: I would not come here and tell you.
Literally I have been out of there three years and
have not seen all the facts, figures, what is happening
and the rest of it. There is no doubt, the way people
receive television—in the time I was there even, but
certainly looking over the years—the big increases in
budget actually were on distribution. It used to be
very simple: you beamed it up; it came down; and
everybody watched it. Suddenly you have got about
19 and they are being invented by the day, so
distribution became very expensive. When
distribution becomes expensive, marketing becomes
expensive at the same time. They are the two budgets
that really went up. When you are one channel out
of five, marketing is easy. When you are one channel
out of many, marketing gets more diYcult for both
the commercial sector and the BBC. Those two
budgets both went up, and will continue to go up, I
have no doubt. In the world of internet television, in
the world of downloaded television, I think the BBC
has to be there. Whether it needs to be there
exclusively on something that is only owned by the
BBC and only delivers BBC programmes is another
debate. I suppose I fell into it myself at times at the
BBC; there is sometimes a belief that only you can
do it. Of course, you discover pretty quickly it is not
true. One of the things that is happening in television
is you are now seeing the delivery mechanisms are
tending to be advertiser-funded rather than
subscription. If you look at what is happening in the
States; if you look at what is happening on iPods and
all the rest of it, that is a bit of a shame because there
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is another source of income there which could have
come into television and is not; and now it is going
to spread the same advertising cake a bit thinner.

Q396 Philip Davies: You have just acknowledged
that the BBC still gets a good income, but there are
concerns about the revenue for some of the
commercial public sector broadcasters. What is your
view of the future viability of people like ITV,
Channel 4 and Five; do you share some of the dire
predictions about their advertising revenues, for
example?
Mr Dyke: I sit on the board of a company in
Germany called ProSiebenSat.1 which is the second
biggest commercial broadcaster in Germany, and we
are just in the middle of probably taking over a large
international European broadcaster, so I have been
looking at all sorts of markets. What has happened
to advertising revenue in this country has not
happened right across Europe, so it is quite
interesting. The collapse since 2000 did not happen
right across Europe; there was a decline but it was
nothing like as marked as here. I think some of ITV’s
troubles are of its own making. I do not think there
were particularly good competitors in that period
and all the rest of it. Channel 4 has done pretty well.
If you look at Channel 4’s advertising revenue
compared with a decade ago you would say that
Channel 4 has done very well. I am not sure I am as
pessimistic about the future of Channel 4’s income,
say, as they are. ITV is a diVerent matter, because
what Channel 4 have got is that young audience
which is so crucial to advertisers.

Q397 Philip Davies: What have the commercial
broadcasters here done wrong that the ones in
Germany have not done wrong?
Mr Dyke: Everybody suVered in the early part of
this decade because of a downturn in advertising
revenue. ITV then brought about the merger; to get
the merger through they introduced restrictions on
the sale of advertising; they introduced rules on the
sale of advertising which have been pretty damning
to ITV; and that has brought down the whole
market. What is interesting is that some of the
people who wanted protection at the beginning do
not want it now, because it has brought down the
whole market. There is an inevitability, is there not?
In a world where there are going to be more and
more delivery systems, more and more channels, it is
going to sustain the income on the traditional
channels. We know that by, I presume, 2012 ITV will
no longer regard itself as any sort of public service
broadcaster. Once your analogue switch-oV is
complete and digital switchover, then I do not see
that Parliament or Government is in any position to
tell ITV what it should or should not do; it is just
going to be like any other channel. Therefore, it will
only do the public service broadcasting elements
that it thinks are necessary to retain its audience.

Q398 Philip Davies: You do not think they should be
required to deliver on any public service obligation?

Mr Dyke: It is not want I think. The one thing that
is clear is, the influence and control that politicians
have been able to have over broadcasters was rooted
in the scarcity of spectrum. Once that scarcity of
spectrum has gone you do not have that sort of
control over Sky. No-one has demanded that Sky
make X% British programming; and I do not see
that you will be able to have it over ITV. Channel 4
is diVerent because it is a public trust, and obviously
the BBC is diVerent; but I think the influence you
will have over ITV post-2012 is very little. What do
you say? What influence have you got as a society, as
a parliament? You have got none. It is then a matter
of what is valuable to them commercially.

Q399 Philip Davies: If that were the case, what do
you think they would see as being commercially
valuable anyway; that they would do anyway?
Mr Dyke: I would be very surprised if they did not
see that both news and regional news is not valuable
to them. Again, it is a cost benefit analysis. That is
what I would have thought. If you go back into
history, ITV was set up to do a regional service in
this country. When I was at the BBC it was already
pretty clear to us that that was not sustainable into
the future; which is why we invested a lot more in
regional news and we created two or three new
regions. I was quite interested in the work they have
been doing recently on local news, because I do think
there is a very strong argument for local television
news; but you have then got to work out how it is
funded. I suspect the licence fee set-up the BBC has
got means the BBC probably cannot aVord to fund
it. I do think there is an argument for more local
television.

Q400 Philip Davies: What do you think they would
drop if they could do?
Mr Dyke: Who?

Q401 Philip Davies: The commercial broadcaster. If
they did not have to, what would they drop?
Mr Dyke: You are already seeing it—a lot of
children’s programming; religion; a lot of factual
programming. ITV was always a trade-oV, was it
not? It was a trade-oV brought about by diVerent
regulators that said, you can have a monopoly of
commercial income, and you can make quite a good
profit but in exchange you have got to do a whole
range of public service broadcasting. That was the
ITV I joined but that has gone; or it is going and it
will be gone by 2012 unless the carrot and stick
changes. If you want them to do it, it could well be
that you are going to have to find ways of persuading
them to do it; whereas in the past it was very easy.
The old regulatory authorities could say, “The
condition of getting your licence is you do this, this
and this”. After 2012 that is gone.

Q402 Philip Davies: Do you think they should have
to do it and, if so, how would you go about doing it?
Would you give them some of the licence fee, for
example, to do it?
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Mr Dyke: I do not think so. I would ask them,
“What could you do to help? What is the swap?”
They are still paying for licences, which seems pretty
weird at this time. I would not mind at this stage
going to them and saying, “Look, if we’re going to
let you oV all the cost of your licences, could you in
exchange please assure us this is your planning for
public service broadcasting?” I suspect you are going
to have to find some other means of funding for
innovative things in public service.

Q403 Janet Anderson: Greg, you said earlier you
thought the BBC had not got a particularly good
licence fee settlement?
Mr Dyke: I thought the licence fee settlement they
got was about what I expected.

Q404 Janet Anderson: You thought their
negotiating strategy was okay?
Mr Dyke: I do not think it would have made any
diVerence. I sat down when I was in my last months
at the BBC with Gavin (not knowing it was my last
months at the BBC, I should tell you) and we said,
“What do you think we’re going to get?” We both
believed that if you could get inflation plus
household growth, which is just under 1%, that was
not a bad settlement. I thought you could manage
on that.

Q405 Janet Anderson: You do not think they will
have to cut back?
Mr Dyke: They will, because I do not quite
understand how they are supposed to pay for digital
switchover—not their costs of digital switchover. I
think that was this bizarre part of the licence fee
settlement. I think the BBC made a mistake even
contemplating it. They should have said, “If as
Parliament you want to switch oV the analogue
signal and switch everybody to digital, it’s your
responsibility; it cannot be the BBC’s”. I think the
BBC made a real mistake in discussing that at all. It
looks like an open chequebook to me.

Q406 Janet Anderson: You think it should have
come from the Treasury?
Mr Dyke: Yes, but of course the Treasury did not
want to pay it.

Q407 Janet Anderson: You have stated that
universality should remain one of the core principles
of public service broadcasting; but do you think
there is a role for subscription in the future?
Mr Dyke: This is a never-ending debate really, is it
not? I increasingly came to the view that what
mattered about the BBC was that it was universally
available. It was paid for by everybody (or by most
people, because some did not pay obviously) but the
important thing was that it was available to
everybody; and once you turned it into a
subscription service—which you could have done,
and probably got at least as much money, if not
more—you had lost what it was, which was,
available to all. It was part of the glue that bound a
nation together; and if everybody cannot receive it
then I think you are losing out. That was one of the

reasons why we got into Freeview in a big way,
because we were doing five or six digital channels;
and I remember coming here on a number of
occasions and getting quite a lot of criticism about
them saying, “How can you justify paying oV these
with a licence fee that is funded by everybody, and
yet more than half can’t receive it?” Freeview has
changed all of that.

Q408 Janet Anderson: Do you think the licence fee
is here to stay?
Mr Dyke: I recently made a documentary about
Lord Reith, and one of the great things about the
BBC and Lord Reith is that his portrait sits up there
and everybody comes into worship once a day to
Lord Reith; I actually discovered he did not think
the licence fee would stay. The only problem with the
licence fee, it seems to me, is its quite high collection
cost. If someone could invent another way of getting
that sum of money to the BBC, that did not have the
dangers of political interference and all those things
we know about, then you would do it, because it is
the collection costs which are so high. What does it
cost, about 8%, so that is £240 million a year to
collect the licence fee, which is quite high.

Q409 Mr Evans: Greg, what do you think the BBC
is for?
Mr Dyke: I think the point of the BBC is to give us
a radio, a television and an internet presence which
reflects our culture and our society and, by doing so,
sometimes in a very popular manner, means that
others have to compete to do the same thing. Why
does ITV spend twice as much on original
programming as any other commercial channel in
Europe? They do it because they have to compete
with the BBC. They would complain, “Why should
we do that?” I think that is the decision we took in
this society; that actually we wanted a broadcasting
system that reflected our culture. That, I think, is the
purpose of the BBC. At times that means doing
popular programmes; at times it means doing
programmes that are aimed at minorities; at times it
obviously plays a part in the democratic process;
bust-ups that have gone on with all governments are
probably quite healthy—that is one of its roles.

Q410 Mr Evans: Bust-ups with you?
Mr Dyke: The bust-ups with me—I did not see that
as one of its roles, personally! The bust-up with me
was a set of governors who lost their nerve. I
understand exactly what they thought on the day,
but it was the wrong decision. What they were doing
was to try to protect the long-term interests of the
BBC on that day. That was not their job that day.
Their job that day was to protect the integrity of the
BBC’s journalism, but that has all past.

Q411 Mr Evans: I am glad you are over it, Greg!
Mr Dyke: You clearly still remember it!

Q412 Mr Evans: Looking at the BBC, how much of
it percentage-wise do you think is public service
content?
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Mr Dyke: You have to define what you mean by
“public service content”.

Q413 Mr Evans: Do you want to have a go at it
because you were in charge of it?
Mr Dyke: I think it has changed over the years; but
when you asked me what was the purpose of the
BBC, if you believe the purpose of the BBC is about
reflecting this culture and our society then quite a lot
of the BBC comes into the public service. Michael
Grade promised not to do repeats, which seemed a
bizarre thing to promise because, firstly, you cannot
aVord not to; and, secondly, in a world when, say,
20% watch the first run as opposed to what it used to
be, 60%, it seems silly to say you are never going to
repeat it; it does not make sense to me. There was
never enough money in BBC1 to run a service about
repeats. It is: what are the interests of the British
public? The danger of the definition of “public
service” is I get a slight feeling that the Trust is
getting into “We’ll ask the public what they want
and that’s what we’ll give them”. That is not public
service broadcasting as far as I am concerned. Public
service broadcasting includes broadcasting
programmes which the public do not even know they
would want or not want; and it involves somebody
making a judgment on broadcasting programmes
that ought to be broadcast; regardless of whether
there is great public demand they ought to be
broadcast and matter in our society.

Q414 Mr Evans: If you had been in charge, would
you have perhaps struggled to have kept Neighbours,
for instance, on the BBC, or do you not care that it
has lost out in a bidding war?
Mr Dyke: Has it lost?

Q415 Mr Evans: I understand it is losing.
Mr Dyke: I think negotiations are still going on. I
think it was exactly the same position as we had with
The Simpsons; there is a price at which you will pay
and there is a price at which you will not and you let
it go.

Q416 Mr Evans: Looking at it now with a limited
budget which you have just talked about, because
they have not got what they wanted (or maybe they
did get what they wanted), what do you think about
that? Do you think they are quite happy with the
settlement that they have got—they just asked for a
lot more?
Mr Dyke: No, but I suspect they got what they
expected! It is not what they wanted and I think
there is a diVerence.

Q417 Mr Evans: Getting rid of channels, for
instance, which hardly anybody watches, both radio
or TV?
Mr Dyke: The one that gets listened to the least is
Radio 3. Are you going to propose getting rid of
Radio 3?

Q418 Mr Evans: I am asking you what you would
do?

Mr Dyke: When I became Director-General I knew
there were certain things that you touched at your
peril, and one of them was Radio 3. Does the BBC
need to have orchestras? Probably not in this day
and age; but is it a good thing that the BBC has
orchestras? Yes, it is. Did the BBC need to invent the
new channels? Everybody has done new channels in
this world. You had to realise what was happening.
If I look back at the time I was there, the thing I feel
proudest of is CBeebies, which I think is quite
brilliant. I think it is a wonderful programme for
little kids; I think the website that goes with it is
sensational; but, more than that, I remember when
we were proposing it, we had all the commercial
interests coming at us—the Disneys, the Viacoms—
saying, “You can’t do this”, and we went to the
Secretary of State and said, “It’s your decision. Are
you going to say that the British parents shouldn’t
have the right for their little kids to watch what they
feel is safe television, with the BBC’s mark on it,
without ads?” I thought it was the easiest battle of
them all because it was straightforward. I think there
are moments when you sit and make those sorts of
decisions. I am sorry, I have forgotten your
question!

Q419 Mr Evans: I think the important thing is now,
as you look back over your four years when you
were there, is there anything you would have done
diVerently, looking back?
Mr Dyke: Yes, I am not sure I would have dealt with
Mr Campbell in quite the way we dealt with him.

Q420 Mr Evans: What do you mean?
Mr Dyke: I think at the time of Hutton, as I told
Lord Hutton, we should have set up an inquiry and
kicked it into the long grass for a long time. I am not
sure I would have changed anything. We did not
have many battles with Government. The battles
with Government were largely over Iraq and I think
they were perfectly justified from our perspective.
There are obviously some things which you would
do diVerently. I was quite lucky, I got there when
there was quite a good licence fee settlement, and
there was a bit of money around. I also took the
decision that we should separate a lot of the assets
and sell some of them, so that we could use that
money to improve the service to the public. We sold
BBC Technology; they have since sold BBC
Broadcast; all of which I took out and made them as
stand-alone units that you could sell. I think there is
more opportunity for the BBC to do that. It seemed
to me if you did not get an inflation-based licence fee
that was the way through the next 10 years; because
broadcast inflation always runs above inflation, I do
not know why, so you had to find a way of getting
extra money to get you through that. There are two
things which really drove me: firstly, this was the
beginning of the digital age and we needed to be in
there, and be in there fast. One of my criticisms of
ITV is that they completely failed to do anything for
five years. I thought that meant spending money that
we did not have, which we did; which we were going
to pay back by selling oV some assets. Secondly, I
thought it was very important that the digital
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television arena was not dominated by Sky. I
thought actually that was not in anybody’s interests,
and certainly not in the BBC’s interests and,
therefore, out of that came Freeview when the
opportunity came; which said, “Look, let’s have
some competition in this. There are a lot of people
our there who don’t want pay television, but they do
want more television”. When I look back, they are
the driving things: firstly, producing more television,
more radio in the digital world; and, secondly, let us
not let Sky dominate the digital world so that we are
all, in the end, beholden to Sky.

Q421 Mr Evans: Do you think that the channels
which are on Freeview should be able to broadcast
in high definition television so that people can get it
through Freeview; there should be spectrum given
there?
Mr Dyke: With switchover you are going to get a fair
amount of spectrum. There is going to be an
incredible drive from the Treasury, I suspect, to
maximise the income from that. I think there is a real
argument to say of course some should be; but it is
not only HD; I think local television comes into
there as well. Without HD Freeview could be a
transitionary technology and not a long-term
technology, which I think would be a shame.
Secondly, I do think there are opportunities for local
television to come out of that as well. I think it is
probably worth making an argument as a
Committee for some of the spectrum to be used for
them but, of course, the spectrum is going to be
incredibly valuable.

Q422 Mr Evans: Do you think HD TV is a premium
product and it does not really matter if Sky has a
monopoly of it in the end?
Mr Dyke: No, HD TV will be everyday television at
some stage. All new products are premium to start
with; but there is a tipping point, is there not? There
is a tipping point when people will expect to see
movies, sport and drama on HD.

Q423 Mr Evans: Sky should not have a monopoly of
HD TV?
Mr Dyke: Personally I do not think so, no. It
depends what happens to Sky in the meantime. It
depends whether it is just a platform or if it is also a
programme provider, but that is a diVerent
argument. I think Freeview showed a demand; our
expectations were pretty high and it took oV faster
than that. It showed that there were a lot of people
who wanted more television but did not necessarily
want to pay for it. I think it would be a shame if some
of the spectrum is not available for HD channels on
Freeview.

Q424 Mr Hall: Mr Dyke, you said the BBC got it
right over Iraq, I actually agree with you because
Caroline Thomson, a senior executive, said before
the Hutton Report, “Truth and accuracy are the
gold standard of the BBC and the Gilligan report fell
far short of it”. I agree with that statement.

Mr Dyke: “And the [. . .]”, which?

Q425 Mr Hall: The Gilligan report fell far short of it.
Mr Dyke: I do not think it did fall far short of it
actually.

Q426 Mr Hall: That is what she said and she was
your senior executive at the time.
Mr Dyke: She worked for us. I do not remember her
saying that.

Q427 Mr Hall: This is a direct quote.
Mr Dyke: You would have to give me when she said
it. If she did, she did not say it when I was there, that
is for sure. A lot of things were said after I had left.

Q428 Mr Hall: When did you leave? Did you leave
before or after the Hutton Report?
Mr Dyke: I left about the day the Hutton Report
came out.

Q429 Mr Hall: This was before the Hutton Report
actually came out.
Mr Dyke: Look, in all journalism there are mistakes.
Journalism is not a science. If you talk to Jon Snow,
Jon Snow is very interesting talking about the
Hutton Report because he says if any of the
journalism he had done in television over 20 or 30
years had been scrutinised to that level it would not
stand up to that level of scrutiny. There are mistakes,
it is inevitable, but look at the basic theme of what
it said.

Q430 Mr Hall: I want to look at the very specifics of
what was said in the Gilligan Report, and why your
senior chief executive said it fell far short of the gold
standards.
Mr Dyke: No, she was not a senior chief executive;
she was the head of government relations, if I
remember rightly.

Q431 Mr Hall: She was a BBC senior executive.
Mr Dyke: Journalists call everybody who can talk at
the BBC a senior executive if it suits them. I am not
arguing about Caroline; she is a very talented
executive. I am only arguing about Gilligan. She
must have said that after I had gone because she
certainly did not say it while I was there.

Q432 Mr Hall: This is before the Hutton Report, so
it is while you were still there.
Mr Dyke: I doubt it.

Q433 Mr Hall: What do you mean you “doubt it”?
Mr Dyke: I doubt she said it. I think I might have
noticed.

Q434 Mr Hall: “The Gilligan Report fell short of the
truth and accuracy of the gold standard of the
BBC”.
Mr Dyke: What date have you got on that then?

Q435 Mr Hall: I have not got a date on that, but that
is actually what she said. You had actually said the
Gilligan report was alright. Was it?
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Mr Dyke: The Gilligan report, no, there were
mistakes in Gilligan’s report but overwhelmingly
right, yes. You are the only person I have met in
recent years who does not believe that they sexed up
the dossier.

Q436 Mr Hall: This is what the Gilligan report said,
and this is a specific quote—
Mr Dyke: I presume you are a member of the
Labour Party?

Q437 Mr Hall: What you ought to presume is that I
am a Labour Member of Parliament.
Mr Dyke: Yes, I presumed that because you are
here.

Q438 Mr Hall: Then I would be a member of the
Labour Party, would I not? That is just crass on your
part, is it not?
Mr Dyke: No, you are here as an MP. I am afraid I
do not know you, Mr Hall, so I do not know you are
a member of the Labour Party.

Q439 Mr Hall: It is quite obvious you do not.
Mr Dyke: Yes, that is right.

Q440 Mr Hall: On 29 May 2003 the Gilligan report
on the radio said that the dossier published in
September 2002 was sexed up by 10 Downing
Street—wrong. Do not take my word for it; take
Hutton’s word for it; take the Security and
Intelligence Select Committee; the Foreign AVairs
Select Committee; and the Butler Report. All of
them concluded—
Mr Dyke: If I knew we were discussing this today I
would have brought the Butler report because there
is nothing I would like to read you more than what
the Butler report actually said, because it confirmed
everything that Gilligan said.

Q441 Mr Hall: No, it did not.
Mr Dyke: You good old Labour loyalists sit there
banging the thing. Go and read Butler.

Memorandum submitted by BSkyB

Introduction

Sky welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the CMS Select Committee’s inquiry into public service
media content. This is a subject which has of course received much attention both from the Government—
in the context of the BBC Charter review process—and Ofcom in recent years. We have ourselves submitted
extensive evidence in both cases.

Q442 Mr Hall: You can attack me personally if you
like but that does not actually deal with the issue.
The Hutton Report was quite clear—-
Mr Dyke: You asked me to come and discuss public
service broadcasting and you want to go through the
Hutton report.

Q443 Mr Hall: I was not actually going to come in,
Mr Dyke. I was not going to cross-examine you but
you were the one who mentioned Iraq.
Mr Dyke: If you would like me to send you the parts
of the Butler Report that make it very clear the
Government sexed up the dossier I am quite
prepared to do that.

Q444 Chairman: I think we are going to have to
accept we are not going to agree on this point. If the
two of you want to continue this another time.
Mr Dyke: I will send you the marked-up parts of the
Butler Report.
Mr Hall: The same with the Hutton Report; the
Security Intelligence Select Committee; and the
Foreign AVairs Select Committee; that would be
very helpful.

Q445 Chairman: Just before we move to the next
session, and as an introduction to it, we have talked
about public service media content plurality, and
you mentioned news provision particularly. What is
your view of the Sky stake in ITV?
Mr Dyke: I do not think in terms of plurality it will
make any diVerence at all. It was pretty clear why
Sky bought the stake in ITV. They bought the stake
in ITV to prevent any possibility of it being bought
by Virgin Media; that is why it was done. Personally
I cannot see it makes any diVerence to plurality. If
Sky sit on the board of ITN clearly it will make a
diVerence. If Sky sit on the board of ITV it could
make a diVerence. If they are not going to do any of
those things it is a financial investment. I am not sure
that it makes any diVerence to plurality. Whether it
is wise, whether it is a good thing for British
television, is another discussion. I am not sure it
makes a thing about plurality of news.

Q446 Chairman: But in terms of the eVect on
competition?
Mr Dyke: I would have thought if ITV now decided
to change its news provider and move to Sky that
would be quite a serious discussion; but of course
they have just signed up with ITN I think for another
five if not 10 years. That is not to say that that alone
is a threat to plurality of news supply.
Chairman: If we do not have any more questions,
could I thank you very much.
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We have however been concerned by the failure of the debate to move beyond the limits set by the
established system of Public Service Broadcasting as it has been understood since the creation of commercial
television in the UK in the 1950s (and implicitly since the BBC became a state agency in 1929).

Reading some of the arguments being put forward by commentators on this issue, one might assume that
neither digital television, nor multichannel, nor broadband, had been thought of, let alone become
important presences in the lives of many millions of people in the UK in the last decade. Yet all of these
developments have important consequences for conventional wisdom about the established PSB system.

We hope that the Committee will be able to develop a vision for outstanding UK broadcasting which
meets the needs of 21st century consumers. In order to do that, we believe that it is necessary to set out some
guiding principles which are essential to a proper understanding of public service broadcasting and which
should guide the public policy response:

— Debate on PSB is unfortunately fixated on inputs rather than outputs. The recent series of studies
by Ofcom in its review of public service broadcasting devoted many pages to discussion about the
amount of state money (direct or indirect) that should go into PSB. It gave little or no space or
analysis to the increasing output of content which meets PSB criteria but which has no direct or
indirect state support.

— If one accepts the broad definition of the purposes and characteristics of PSB content put forward
by Ofcom, it is clear that there is a huge and increasing amount of public service content available
via the large number of channels available on satellite, cable and other digital distribution
platforms.

— It is also clear that the amount of public service content available on the Internet is also enormous,
whether it is content posted by government, educational and arts organisations, charities, or the
private sector.

— This demonstrates that there is no pressing “PSB problem” in the sense that the amount of
generally available public service content is declining, and no need for a “PSB solution”, to step
up the amount of content produced, whether through the creation of a new Public Service
Publisher or some other increase in state intervention.

— There is a case for state intervention where there is demonstrable risk that without it some public
service broadcasting activity will not take place which is valued by consumers and society. But
there is no objective justification for doing more than that, and there are also risks: the risk of
crowding out commercial operators and of the inevitable ineYciencies to which organisations
which are insulated from market disciplines are prone.

— The risk of crowding out is particularly clear in areas such as new media, where well-funded state
providers can choke oV innovation and entrepreneurship by private sector companies.

The Justification for the PSB System

The PSB system owes its existence to a period when (a) there was a much stronger paternalist tendency
in policy-making and a belief that consumers should be compelled to take part in the compulsory educative
process that was seen as an important part of broadcasting; and (b) spectrum was scarce, and there was a
genuine fear that without a degree of regulated PSB some educative or special interest material would
struggle to find space on the airwaves.

The explosion of choice available on digital platforms and the Internet has rendered both these policy
principles redundant. It is recognised now that consumers have a right and ability to choose how and in what
way they should mix information, entertainment, and education (to adopt Reithian terminology)—and that
they have far more ability to do so because of the quantity and quality of content available to them. This is
a positive and welcome development.

The Multichannel Contribution

The Government and Ofcom have outlined the characteristics they believe define PSB programming.
Through the green and white papers on the BBC, the Government has suggested that such programming
should be excellent, distinctive and entertaining. More specifically, the BBC is required to broadcast
programmes that are of high quality, challenging, original, innovative and engaging.1 The PSB
characteristics outlined by Ofcom are similar, covering the need for programming to be of a high quality,
original, innovative and widely available.2

Many broadcasters in the multi-channel sector are already producing programming that meets these
definitions of PSB. Sky, for example, pioneered 24 hour news, oVers its own cultural channel (Sky Arts,
previously Artsworld), and covers over 100 diVerent sports. The 500-plus channels available on the Sky

1 Department for Culture, Media and Sport, A Public Service for All: The BBC in the Digital Age, (March 2006) pp. 10–11
http://www.bbccharterreview.org.uk

2 Ofcom Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting: Phase 3—Competition for Quality, paragraph 1.11 http://
www.ofcom.org.uk
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satellite platform, including Discovery, the History Channel, National Geographic and others are clearly
providers of content with PSB characteristics. Viewers of religious or children’s broadcasting have far more
choice today than in the so-called “golden age” of broadcasting: there are some 50 international channels
available on the Sky platform, 11 religious channels, and 26 children’s channels. Devotees of wildlife
documentaries, home improvement, or business news and so on are similarly well-favoured.

The level of public service content from the multi-channel sector is already significant and will increase
in the future. The disadvantages that multi-channel has faced compared to the commercial terrestrial
broadcasters, particularly in terms of a lack of reach, are also steadily being overcome.

In 1994, a multi-channel operator that exploited all of its opportunities to secure reach could have been
seen in around four million homes, via cable and satellite. The advent of digital broadcasting allowed this
figure to double to c8 million homes in 1999. However, even this represented only one in three of the homes
available to analogue terrestrial broadcasters, continuing to pose a serious obstacle to the funding of some
public service-style programming.

This barrier has been eroded with the increase in digital penetration. A multi-channel broadcaster can
now access over 18 million homes across satellite, cable and digital terrestrial television. Increased revenues
from subscription and advertising has thus helped contribute to growing public service output from the
multi-channel sector, which will continue as reach extends and digital switch-over proceeds.

Through its mixture of funding from advertising and subscription, the multi-channel sector is indeed
better suited to the delivery of “niche” elements of high quality public service programming than the
terrestrial broadcasters. For example, subscription funding allows pay television broadcasters that enjoy
suYcient reach to capture the “disproportionate appreciation” of an audience for a particular programme
or genre, turning the willingness of viewers to pay into revenue and thereby enabling the funding of a
programme that would not otherwise be made by a traditional PSB broadcaster.

Plurality and PSB Obligations

The Committee has raised the specific question of plurality in the provision of PSB. The first point to
make, as set out above, is that the multichannel sector has vastly increased the plurality of material available
and that the quantity of public service material is at a record level. There is therefore absolutely no issue of
a lack of, or decline in, plurality of PSB output.

A subsidiary question is whether plurality in the provision of state-funded PSB is at risk. In our view—
again looking at output—this is not in itself under threat. We base this view on three propositions:

— There is scope for the BBC to reprioritise to make up any market failures in PSB provision.

— The repeated claim by C4 that it faces commercial diYculties in providing PSB is neither plausible
at present nor likely to become so in future.

— In addition, the alleged decline in the provision of public service content by ITV and FIVE is
exaggerated, whether via service licences or voluntarily.

If the BBC and C4 address themselves properly to the task of delivering PSB content and meeting such
market failures as they occur, then the continuing contribution of ITV and FIVE, and the increasing
provision of the multichannel sector will ensure continuing plurality in the output of PSB for the future.

The BBC

PSB is central to the history and function of the BBC. It is however not always an area which the
Corporation has devoted suYcient attention to in the recent past, often preferring to oVer “me-too” services
such as streaming and downloads, or in paying excessive sums for talent or acquiring Hollywood films and
US series which the commercial sector would have provided in any case.

The BBC should instead be required to prioritise its activities so that it delivers more PSB in areas which
might not be served in the future. The 2007 licence fee settlement is more than suYciently generous for the
Corporation to do so. That would be entirely in accordance with the purposes set out for the BBC in the
Government’s White Paper.

Channel 4

The other provider of PSB that has the ability, if not the inclination, to pick up the PSB slack, is C4.

Financially, Channel 4 is thriving: revenues have been growing strongly and profits are at record levels.
Any short-term financial blips in its performance seem to be the result of spending heavily on imported
programming and unwise investments outside the core channel, rather than an increase in the cost of
fulfilling its core PSB remit. Nonetheless, the current management has been agitating, claiming that the
Corporation’s commercial self-suYciency funding model is unsustainable, and demanding increased public
subsidy to continue meeting its PSB obligations.
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Channel 4’s remit, as set out in section 265(3) of the Communications Act 2003, is extremely broad and
those running the Corporation have enjoyed wide latitude to interpret it as they wish. The current financial
review being undertaken by Ofcom should consider how this remit can be more tightly defined and how the
asymmetry in the scrutiny aVorded to the two state-owned broadcasters can be redressed. Any broadcaster
should recognise that, when it takes public money (or indirect state help), it must fulfil public obligations
in return and it is not a matter of self-assessment to determine what these should be.

There is no reason to believe that, with prudent financial management, Channel 4 should have any
diYculty in continuing, for the forseeable future, to provide the amount and quality of public service
programming that it currently delivers.

ITV and Five

It is frequently stated that the ability for the state to require PSB programming as part of broadcast
licences is practically at an end. This is incorrect. There is still considerable value in the DTT spectrum and
PSB privileges such as due prominence in EPG listings which form part of ITV’s and Five’s licences.

Much more importantly, when focusing at PSB outputs, it becomes apparent that there will be an ongoing
commercial incentive for ITV and Five to continue to broadcast programmes that meet the definitions of
PSB, such as high quality drama, because of enduring consumer (and advertiser) demand. Public service
programming is produced all over the world by the major domestic commercial networks, even in those
countries where the Government does not intervene in the market. The UK is unlikely to be an exception,
particularly because of its long tradition of provision in this area and hence audience demand.

The US networks all provide news programmes and excellent drama, without any obligation from the
state to do so. One estimate is that 38% of US viewing is devoted to unambiguously public service genres
(factual, news, culture, and children’s), and that is without considering high-quality drama programmes. It
is reasonable to assume that ITV and Five will operate along the same lines.

Is There a Case for Additional PSB Funding?

As demonstrated above, the arguments for increased PSB funding fail on a number of counts:

— There is no decline in the output of public service provision in the broadcasting sector taken as
a whole.

— There is room for both the BBC and C4 to provide more from current resources in the narrow
range of PSB categories that might genuinely be at risk after digital switchover.

— Allegations of the demise of public service broadcasting on ITV and Five are much exaggerated.

Any state funding for broadcasters in addition to the BBC, in the form of a mixed commercial/public
funding model, would in any case further create more problems than it would solve, both in terms of issues
arising from compatibility with EU State Aid rules and the potential distortions of competition resulting
from cross-subsidisation of commercial activities from state funding.

It is plausible, however, to say that some aspects of PSB might come under pressure. These could include
original children’s programming, current aVairs, and some regional programming, in the absence of
spectrum scarcity as a lever to compel commercial broadcasters to provide them. But this need not in any
way require an increase in the amount of state aid. The proper approach is rather to ensure that the very
large sums of public funding given to the BBC and the revenues of C4 work harder to produce PSB,
especially those areas at greatest risk.

This does not mean that the system of PSB should be frozen. The aspects of PSB underserved by the
market are a moving target, given that the lowered barriers to entry associated with the digital age will make
it easier for commercial broadcasters to deliver areas of PSB that had not previously made commercial sense.
The spread of access to broadband internet services, and the large amounts of PSB content provided on
websites is also highly relevant to the need to provide PSB.

The need for state-funded intervention to secure these types of programme must therefore be kept under
constant review. The success of enterprises such as the M channel, providing local news and programming
in the Manchester area via broadband, demonstrates that the future of these services may lie outside
traditional linear broadcasting altogether. And while it is fair to point out at present that there is no universal
access to broadband in the UK (any more than there has been universal access to television, for that matter),
percentages of those accessing broadband are increasing fast and costs are declining.

The Value of the Public Service Publisher Concept

This submission has focused on the continuing and growing contribution being made to public service
broadcasting by the multi-channel sector, the commercial terrestrial broadcasters and the two state-owned
broadcasters. A key implication is that there is no need for additional public funding of PSB—output is in
rude health.
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As such, the Public Service Publisher (PSP) concept has no rationale to the extent that it is based on
incremental state funding. The proposal is symptomatic of an Ofcom approach to PSB that focuses on the
inputs rather than the outputs. The PSP concept plainly ignores what is being and will be provided by the
market and the role that the existing state-owned broadcasters are playing and could be playing in
delivering PSB.

Ofcom appears to have interpreted its statutory duty under the Communications Act 2003 as being to
report on how to maintain and strengthen the current quantity of public service television broadcasting. In
fact, its responsibility is towards the quality of PSB.3 Consequently, Ofcom seems to focus excessively on
PSB inputs—the amount of direct or indirect public subsidy that is made available to the BBC and to the
commercial public service broadcasters with the intention of fostering PSB programming. Either as a result
of its focus on inputs or because it does not consider that any multi-channel programming qualifies as PSB
at all, Ofcom has virtually ignored the prospects for PSB output from the multi-channel sector in
formulating its proposal for a PSP.

In addition, proposals from Ofcom for the PSP to operate in new media—which seems to be its latest
incarnation—are particularly illogical. Broadband is the area in which barriers to entry are lowest and where
a plurality of market operators is able and will be able to contribute public service content. Public funding
of new media through the PSP, apart from answering no market failure whatsoever, would stifle innovation
and crowd out the market, threatening small operators in particular.

There is, in short, no reason to establish a new PSP or to increase state funding for PSB in any form. The
most sensible public policy response is to continue to monitor the provision of public service broadcasting
in both the regulated and commercial sectors, and seek to reduce state intervention whenever possible.

January 2007

Witnesses: Mr Mike Darcey, Chief Operating OYcer, Mr Graham McWilliam, Head of Corporate
Communications and Policy and Mr Martin Le Jeune, Head of Public AVairs, BSkyB, gave evidence.

Q447 Chairman: Could I welcome the
representatives of Sky for our next session: Mike
Darcey, Chief Operating OYcer; Graham
McWilliam, Head of Corporate Communications;
and Martin le Jeune, Head of Public AVairs. Mike,
we are disappointed you have not come with props
this time!
Mr Darcey: I have not come with props; I have
brought an analogy instead to try and entertain you.

Q448 Chairman: I know you would like to make a
short opening statement, so please go ahead.
Mr Darcey: Thank you, Chairman. We at Sky
welcome the Committee’s interest in public service
content, and we do so because we believe that the
area is subject to a great deal of unwarranted hand-
wringing, with many commentators taking what we
would regard as an unhelpfully narrow view of the
issues. Put simply, the coming of age of the multi-
channel sector and now the growth of high speed
broadband internet access means there is already
more content with public service characteristics
available to more people than ever before, and there
is a lot more to come. Sky itself is very proud that it
has led and enabled the expansion in choice and
diversity of use available to British viewers. The
number of TV channels has grown from four when
Sky launched in 1989 to around 400 today; that
includes 14 news channels; 26 children’s channels;
over 40 channels catering to foreign and ethnic
interests; and more than a dozen dedicated to
religion. We have transformed the way that sport
and news are covered on television in the UK,
raising standards across the board, which others
have sought to imitate. We invest hundreds of

3 The Communications Act [Section 263(3)(b)] requires Ofcom to prepare a report “[. . .] with a view to maintaining and
strengthening the quality of public service television broadcasting in the UK [. . .]”.

millions of pounds a year on screen, including in
genres traditionally thought to be the preserve of
public sector broadcasting—including original
drama, arts programming and, of course, news. We
do this without a penny of public subsidy, and with
no licence obligation to do so. The contribution
from Sky from the wider multi-channel sector, and
from the wider internet, as it stands today and as it
can be expected to develop going forward, we think
should be the starting point for a discussion about
the future of public service content. This
contribution should be seen as to create a strong
presumption that further public intervention is not
necessary. Ofcom we think should look at outputs;
that is the quality and diversity of content actually
available to viewers across the board; but so far
Ofcom has tended to focus on inputs and this leads
them to fret that the amount of public subsidy is in
decline, and to contrive solutions, such as the PSP,
to problems that do not actually appear to exist. For
me it brings to mind an analogy with the selection of
the English cricket team. The position adopted by
Ofcom appears to us to be the equivalent of
continuing today to select players like David Gower
and Ian Botham. They were great players in their
time, but when you have promising youngsters like
Alastair Cook and Monty Panesar on the scene most
agree that you have to look to the future and give
them a run in the team even though they do not yet
have that same test pedigree. We at Sky would like
to see Ofcom show a little bit more faith in the up-
and-coming multi-channel sector; make a bit of
room for us in the team; and spend a little less time
trying to shore up some of the old-timers. Perhaps
they should even think about the Internet, as the
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brilliant 17-year-old in India would be selected
today and, after a slightly rocky start, would
blossom into the next Sachin Tendulkar, but we are
rarely that bold in England.
Chairman: Thank you. Thought for the day!

Q449 Philip Davies: Both Ofcom and the OFT
believe that your purchase of a stake in ITV should
be referred to the Competition Commission. In fact,
the Chief Executive of the OFT said that “Sky’s
shareholding means that ITV is no longer fully
independent”. How do you respond to the view that
your purchase is reducing media plurality?
Mr Darcey: We do not agree, obviously, with the
finding and the recommendation that the OFT has
made. Where we are at the moment, just to be clear,
is that the OFT and Ofcom have made a
recommendation and that now sits with the DTI,
and we await the DTI’s conclusion on that. We hope
to have things to say to the DTI, and if we ultimately
end up at the Competition Commission we will have
quite a lot to say there as well.

Q450 Philip Davies: Greg Dyke just said that it was
pretty obvious that your purchase of the stake in
ITV was simply to prevent any possibility of Virgin
buying ITV. Is that true, or not?
Mr Darcey: It is certainly true that Greg Dyke said
it, and I have heard many people say that and I have
read that in most newspapers; but not many of those
people were in the room when we took the decision
to do what we did. The reality is that ITV is an
extremely attractive asset. On a European scale it is
almost unique in terms of its position as a
broadcaster and as a producer of content. It is an
extremely attractive asset that for many years had
been managed very poorly. I think Greg also
mentioned that it did not really have very much of
strategy for five years. At the time it did not really
have a chief executive; and it had somewhat lost its
way. It is a situation that we had been watching for
many years; and we had often wondered (given that
we had confidence that eventually they would get
leadership sorted out and they would eventually get
a strategy and there would be a turnaround) whether
that might be something we might participate in
financially but we never really did anything about it.
I guess to some degree it is true that the events
leading up to our move in the market did trigger our
move. There were substantial rumours around that
Virgin was having a look at it. There were also
rumours around that RTL was planning a bid, and
several private equity groups had certainly looked at
it in the past; and we rather expected that if anything
started they too would come out of the woodwork.
I think people were expecting Virgin to start things.
I think it was far from clear that if something kicked
oV Virgin would actually end up with the asset. Our
motivation was really not so much that it might end
up with Virgin but that it might end up somewhere;
and if it disappeared, either into the hands of Virgin,
or into the hands of RTL, or private equity, then we
thought that whoever it was was going to do very
well because it appeared ITV was at a low ebb, it
would turnaround and somebody would do well out

of that. We thought to ourselves, “Well, if
somebody’s going to do this, if we have confidence it
will turnaround, it’s time to either do something to
reflect that view or stand and watch it happen”. We
took the view that we would like to participate.

Q451 Philip Davies: You were concerned that it
would become a fierce competitor and you did not
want it to be a fierce competitor with it not in your
ownership?
Mr Darcey: No, that is not what I said at all. I do not
think it would become a fierce competitor, just that
there would be a financial turnaround at that
company and that was something we would like to
participate in. That is why we made the move we did.

Q452 Philip Davies: How much involvement do you
plan to have in ITV? Are you going to have a seat on
the board? How much involvement are you going to
have in their decision-making?
Mr Darcey: We are not going to have any
involvement at all. We do not have a seat on the
board. We had not sought a seat on the board. Our
intention is simply to be a supportive shareholder,
but in a passive way. It is for the board to do what
they have done, and we are very happy that they
have appointed new management and they are
getting on with things, and things seem to be moving
broadly in the right direction. It is up to
management to set the strategy of the company in
the end; and it is up to the board to hold
management to account and we are simply a
shareholder.

Q453 Philip Davies: If the ITV Board decided to do
something, such as a rights issue, an acquisition or a
disposal, you would happily go along with whatever
decision they made and you would not ever seek to
block any proposal that they made?
Mr Darcey: I do not think we have got an ability to
block anything. Obviously if there are matters that
come to a vote of shareholders then we would look
to vote our shares. I think we will look to our
interests as shareholders as all other shareholders
would do.

Q454 Janet Anderson: You have taken your
channels oV Virgin and you propose to start
charging a subscription for your channels on
Freeview. How would you respond to criticism that
what you are doing is attempting to stifle other
platforms?
Mr Darcey: I guess I have to take issue with a
number of steps of the question. We have not taken
our channels oV Virgin. What we have is a situation
where Virgin operates a closed platform and is able
to deny carriage to channel providers if it chooses to
do so. That gives it a very strong position in
negotiation. We have invested very considerable
amounts in our portfolio of entertainment channels
over the last few years; that amount has increased
68% over the last five years or so; because we believe
it is important to continue to invest in content. I
think the broad situation we are in is, having
invested a great deal in content, we are hoping to be
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able to conclude a carriage agreement which reflects
that investment. I think we have somewhat clashed
with the fact that Virgin is in a position with a closed
network and it is trying to get its content costs down
and it, at the moment, is saying it is not willing to pay
what we think is a reasonable rate. I know some
people have sought to characterise it as we have
withdrawn our channels from Virgin; I think we
choose to characterise it as they have denied us
distribution.

Q455 Janet Anderson: Are negotiations continuing?
Mr Darcey: Our last oVer remains on the table, and
we are very keen to secure carriage and we are
available to continue negotiations. There is not a lot
of direct activity at the moment. Most of Virgin’s
activity just at the moment seems to be directed at
court actions and regulatory attack. They seem less
inclined to devote time to getting round a table, but
if they are willing to do so then I am very keen.

Q456 Janet Anderson: You think a deal could be
possible?
Mr Darcey: I hope so. That is very much our
preferred outcome; that we get back on that
platform and get back to having our channels in
those 3.3 million homes. It is a very substantial
commercial opportunity that we would rather not be
doing without in the long-run. When they are willing
to have a conversation then we would like to do that.

Q457 Chairman: Could I just ask you about your
plans for Freeview. You are intending to turn the
channels you have on Freeview into subscription
channels; my understanding is that you will require
subscribers to have set-top boxes with proprietary
conditional access systems within them, and that
those conditional access systems will not be
available should your customers also want, for
instance, to view Setanta channels. Is that not a
restriction of competition?
Mr Darcey: I should probably lay out what we have
said. The position is that we have taken the view that
the best use of our DTT capacity that we have access
to is not to oVer a series of channels free-to-air, but
instead to move to a pay service over DTT. The plan
we think is very enhancing of choice and will provide
a new option on the DTT platform. We plan to oVer
sports, including Premier League content, movies,
Sky One and Sky News and these sorts of channels.
When you are thinking about a channel like Sky
Sports and Premier League content where we, for
example, recently concluded a deal at around £1.3
billion for the next Premier League contract, we are
talking about very expensive premium content; and
in that environment you have to be very careful
about the security of that content. It is a very
important part of your pay subscription operation
on satellite, and it would be on DTT. You must have
great confidence in the security of that; that it cannot
be had. We prefer, as we have always done, to use
conditional access technology provided by NDS,
which I think around the world has shown itself over
many years to be by far the most secure, and most
other systems have had problems at various times.

That is what we want to do to ensure the integrity of
our content. The next step in your argument,
however, I think is not correct. Of course it would be
open for Setanta also to use the same encryption
technology. If they wanted to come and do so we
would be happy to make that available to them and
to retail them over that same box. There are in fact
many other options available to them. They have
chosen a diVerent conditional access technology. I
think the key part of what we are doing is that we are
not proposing to specify entirely a Sky box that has
only NDS conditional access in it; rather what we
are doing is taking the horizontal market approach
that has characterised the DTT platform saying that
these are the components that need to be in a box in
order to receive the services that we want to put out
there; and while we will initially work with one or
two manufacturers to get the market going, we will
then be opening things up and any manufacturer will
be clear to build whatever box they like. The key
thing there is that if there is consumer demand for a
household that wants to take Sky services over DTT,
and Setanta’s services over DTT, then the
manufacturer is free to build a set-top box with both
conditional access systems in it and then that
customer will be able to receive both.

Q458 Chairman: You would be happy to make
available the NDS conditional access system to any
manufacturer even if they were going to also
incorporate Setanta?
Mr Darcey: We are not proposing to place any
restrictions on what manufacturers build. We will
say, “This is what needs to happen for the security
and the reception of our content. If you want to go
and build it into a toaster, you can do so. If you want
to build it with a DVD recorder, you can do so. If
you want to build it with Nagra CA for the reception
of Setanta channels then you can do that. If you
think there is a market demand for it then go ahead”.

Q459 Mr Evans: How many subscribers have you
got?
Mr Darcey: How many subscribers?
Mr McWilliam: Just under eight and a half million
in the UK and Ireland.
Mr Darcey: The exact number that we quoted last
week was 8.4.

Q460 Mr Evans: When you pulled oV Virgin, did you
notice a big increase—
Mr Darcey: When we were denied carriage on the
Virgin platform!

Q461 Mr Evans: Since you came oV Virgin, has there
been a big increase in the number of subscribers?
Mr Darcey: What we announced last week was our
Q3 results (so the results for the period January,
February, March of this year), and what we
announced were, I think, some pretty strong
numbers. The gross subscriber additions in that
period were considerably up on the same period a
year earlier. The challenge is that there are many
things going on in the market place at the moment,
and I think the most significant event during that
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period was that, having more than 18 months ago
embarked upon a path to enable us to oVer
broadband services as well, in that third financial
quarter before us we started marketing, for the first
time, a combined oVering of television, broadband
and telephony, and that has proved to be very
successful in the market place and we think has been
a substantial contributor to the strong numbers we
have shown. Trying to isolate precisely the
contribution of not being on the Virgin platform is
pretty challenging, but I would say that we came oV
the Virgin platform on 1 March, so there are only 31
days in the period in which that was the case, and
many cable customers are probably under a
requirement to give 30 days’ notice before they quit
the platform, so it is hard to think there was an
enormous impact from that in those numbers and
most of the strong numbers we did report are
probably down to a series of other factors.

Q462 Mr Evans: You do not think it is going to have
a huge impact at all on your subscription numbers?
Mr Darcey: I do not think it will have a very
substantial impact, no. I think some people will
move. There are many reasons why it is quite hard
to move from the cable platform, particularly if you
are a broadband customer. It can be quite
administratively burdensome trying to change your
broadband provider starting from cable, because the
first thing you have to do is to go back to BT to get
a BT copper line reconnected to your home before
you can then make the second hop to the broadband
provider of your choice. Even if it goes through
people’s minds, I think there are many reasons why
there are barriers to switching from cable. So, in a
sense, they are insulated from some of that
competitive pressure and I think they probably
know that.

Q463 Mr Evans: What is the timescale for charging
for Freeview?
Mr Darcey: For launching a new pay service?

Q464 Mr Evans: Yes.
Mr Darcey: The position at the moment is that we
have made an application to Ofcom to vary our
licence, which we think is the key step that we need—
permission, in eVect, to change the line of the
channels that we broadcast on our capacity—and
that is now entirely in Ofcom’s hands.

Q465 Mr Evans: What is your prediction? When
people want to see Sky News, for instance, on
Freeview, when will they have to start paying to
see it?
Mr Darcey: I think it is an area when they are
interested in Sky Sports, Sky Movies and Sky One. I
would hope that that opportunity will be available to
them later this year, but we really are in Ofcom’s
hands. We cannot make much further progress until
they opine.

Q466 Mr Evans: Are you a supporter of public
service broadcasting?

Mr Darcey: Yes, we are. This is a fairly complex area
in terms of what precisely people mean by public
service broadcasting, and people use it to mean
diVerent things in diVerent contexts. I think
everyone does. If public service broadcasting or
public service content is meant to mean content that
has particular characteristics relating to quality and
distinctiveness and that sort of thing, then, yes, of
course, we are a supporter of that.

Q467 Mr Evans: You would probably include Sky
News as part of that?
Mr Darcey: I think when people talk about the
characteristics of what they call public service
broadcasting, we hear various people’s lists of
characteristics which they think are important and
we tend to observe: “We think that Sky News
exhibits those characteristics”, as do many of the
other services that are provided by the multi-channel
sector from Sky Arts, from Sky to various children’s
programming, to factual programmes on Discovery
and National Geographic.

Q468 Mr Evans: I would agree with you, but I am
just wondering. Do you think you have any moral
duty at all to allow Sky News, for instance, to be
broadcast free of charge? It has got advertising in it,
after all, has it not?
Mr Darcey: No, I do not think we do see a moral
duty for it to be free of charge. I guess at Sky we are
a little perplexed about the apparent pre-occupation
with: “It all must be free.”

Q469 Mr Evans: It is what people thought they were
getting when they had Freeview?
Mr Darcey: I doubt really that it was really heavily
in people’s minds actually.

Q470 Mr Evans: The word “free” is in Freeview, for
goodness sake, that is why people get on to it?
Mr Darcey: I am sorry, I thought you were referring
to Sky News.

Q471 Mr Evans: No. As part of the package when
they were buying Freeview, Sky News was part of
that, and then all of a sudden they are being—
Mr Darcey: I do not think it was a major element in
people’s decision to take Freeview. The facts are that
Sky’s three channels comprise around 1.5% share of
viewing in Freeview homes, which is a pretty modest
return on five years’ of eVort of trying to succeed in
that environment. Overwhelmingly, the strongest
driver, I think, of the take-up of Freeview has been
the very heavy cross-promotion on the BBC, and the
BBC has mainly spoken of its digital channels; ITV1,
similarly, with its very large audiences, is able to
cross-promote the availability of ITVs two, three
and four and Channel 4 has spoken at length of E4
and More 4. I think those are really the channels that
were in people’s minds when they thought, “Oh, yes,
I must get Freeview.” I think Sky News was a very
small part of the consideration. We, regretfully, have
to look at that situation and admit that, after five
years of trying, we have not really done that well in
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the Freeview environment. We find that the cross-
promotional advantages that the terrestrials enjoy
we have had trouble competing with, it is a pretty
tough environment, and we have had to have a look
at it. Yes, there is some advertising revenue from Sky
News, it is pretty modest to tell you the truth, and we
have had to have a good, hard look about what is the
right way to deploy that Sky News asset of which we
are very proud and in which we continue to invest
greater and greater amounts. We have taken the
view that giving it away head-to-head with BBC
News 24 is not the best thing we can do with it and
that it is a quality product and we think that a better
approach is to look for it to make a greater
contribution to persuading people of the merits of
taking a pay television service, and you cannot do
that when you are giving it away for free
somewhere else.

Q472 Mr Evans: Public service clearly does not
necessarily mean that it has to be free, but you have
a public service responsibility, being a broadcaster. I
am sure that you have got a lot of areas where you
are involved, Sky would boast, in communities up
and down the country, where you show some sort of
social corporate responsibility to the wider society in
which you are broadcasting. Sport is a big driver for
Sky. Looking at pubs up and down the country and
the subscription that many of them have to pay
which is huge, it is very high for pubs and it is all
based, as I understand it, on old rateable values of
pubs, which means that a lot of smaller pubs simply
are not able to aVord to have Sky Sports in their
pubs because they do not have the customer
through-put that you find in a lot of small, rural
pubs. Why, after all these years, have you not been
able to at least address some part of that which
means that people in smaller pubs, even suburban
areas where they have got a small footfall, are able
at least to oVer that product to their community?
Mr Darcey: There are a number of points there. The
pubs and clubs market has been very important to
Sky. We value it enormously. It provides a wide
distribution of our content. Many people who
choose not to have Sky in their home have a pub or
a club nearby available to them where they can see
the odd bit of Sky Sports that they value, but that is
not enough for them to want to get a subscription
year round, and we think that is an important
element of it. I think I generally have to put push
back on the statement that our rates are very high.
The availability of Sky Sports in pubs has been a
very substantial driver of revenues in pubs, and I
think an objective analysis of the footfall that it
drives in pubs and the beer they then buy, and so on,
would show that we are taking quite a modest
proportion of the value that we think we are
generating. The real challenge in pricing to pubs is
the point that you are alluding to (and you are
absolutely right, it is a tricky area) that the value
created by a pub of having Sky Sports is a function,
in part, of its size and the number of people it can
potentially bring into the pub as a result of having
that attractive content in there. We worked out fairly
early on that it was not going to work to have one

flat rate for Sky Sports in pubs in the same way that
we do in homes, and that if we did that and we
pitched that at the middle, then some big pubs in
aZuent areas would make an absolute killing and
many other pubs would be excluded because they
would not find it economic to do so. So we have
looked for a mechanism to objectively produce a
diVerent rate that we hoped would be reasonably
correlated with the value potential within a pub, and
what we reached for in the end was the rateable value
that we thought was proportionate to scale and
aZuence and would be the best correlated variable
we could come up with to set charges against so that
the pubs who derived the most value from Sky
Sports paid more but it allowed a lower rate within
pubs that derive less value because of their size. It is
absolutely not perfect, and we recognise that. I do
not know what the position is. A while ago there was
a discussion about whether those rateable values
were all going to be reviewed, because obviously, if
they are not reviewed for a long period, potentially
they can go out of date in some pubs.

Q473 Mr Evans: Can I ask you to look at it. You
understand the problem, do you not? There are some
small pubs there, they have hardly got any customers
at all, it may be the only business in a community,
and the fact that they are not able to oVer Sky Sports
to their customers simply because of historic
rateable values means that you could actually be
helping communities up and down the country to
keep their local pubs alive?
Mr Darcey: Do you know what the situation is on
the review of rateable values?

Q474 Mr Evans: We are all waiting on business rate
re-values?
Mr Darcey: That would probably help. I can have a
look at that, but the nervousness I have is that the
position that Sky is in is such that it is quite
challenging to start making departures from a rate
card. We constructed a rate card which we reached
for this variable that was out there, that was the
objective—we could debate what it was that the
rateable value was—as soon as we start making
departures from that, I would be nervous that we
will start being accused of being discriminatory and
everybody will want a departure from the rate card
and then we enter a world of great complexity.

Q475 Mr Evans: In the end we would say that at the
moment the current card rate is discriminatory
against a number of smaller pubs that are not able to
give that oVering to their customers and, if you
looked at it from a community-spirited point of
view, you could be doing an awful lot to keep some
of these pubs that are going to the wall open?
Mr Darcey: I will take that away and see if we think
there are any improvements we can make. It is an
issue we understand.
Chairman: We seem to be ranging far and wide.
Perhaps, to return to the subject in hand, I can invite
Alan Keen to come in.
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Q476 Alan Keen: With my heavy interest in football
I have always regarded Sky as one of the main public
service broadcasters. I was not clear following the
answers to the Chairman’s questions. We are all
looking to this weekend, the end of the football
season, but if I look forward to next season—
Mr Darcey: For some of us it has already ended.

Q477 Alan Keen: —were you saying that the public
will be able to watch the whole of the premier league
through one box by next season?
Mr Darcey: They can do so. They will be able to do
so on satellite and they will be able to do so on cable.
Sky Sports is obviously available on both satellite
and cable. Setanta have entered into an arrangement
with Sky where they have procured a technical
access service to the satellite platform, as they did
today. They will be making that channel, their suite
of channels, in fact, available to satellite connected
homes through the same box. You have to ring
Setanta to get the subscription, because they have
chosen not to appoint Sky as the retailer, so we
cannot sign someone up, Setanta have chosen a
diVerent path there, but it is all available through
that one box. The position on cable, I think, is
broadly the same. I think Setanta are not able to be
their own retailer on cable because of the closed
nature of the platform. I think they have no choice
but to invite Virgin to retail the service for them, and
I expect that that deal has been done. The position
on DTT is that at the moment we do not have
permission to launch a pay service on DTT at all. We
would like to be able to do so, and ideally it would
be nice to be available in time for the start of the
football season, but given that we are in May and
Ofcom seems likely to have a careful think about
these things. We may not be available on that
platform at all, which is regrettable but we will get
up there as soon as they will allow us. Beyond that,
in terms of once we are up on the platform, in terms
of the creation of a box which allows the reception
of both services, that is really in the hands of
manufacturers and whether they see a demand for it
or not. I think we have taken the policy view that,
rather than trying to tell manufacturers what to do
and potentially be criticised for telling them the
wrong things, we are going to take a step back and
say it is their job to make a call as to where they think
the market demand lies and what products they want
to bring to market.

Q478 Alan Keen: I think everyone spent a lot of time
trying to ensure that there was exclusivity for the
premier league with one provider, but at least more
money has come into football, which is not what we
thought would happen when it was brokered.
Anyhow, we are running short of time, so I will press
on. Sky Television—98% of what I watch is football.
Have you got plans to do other than just buy in
programmes from the US? Are you going to start
producing? We thought when you employed
someone who was used to providing programmes
that that is what you were going to do. She has left
now, of course. Have you got plans to develop?

Mr Darcey: We do commission a significant amount
of content. Highlights this year have included
Hogfather, which was the highest rating non-sport
multi-channel programme ever and there are many
other examples. It is something where we have
ambition to do more, and it really comes down to the
economics. The multi-channel sector started at a
significant handicap, I suppose, in terms of
commissioning home-grown drama, because if you
are only available in five million homes, then it is
hard to compete with the terrestrial free-to-air
channels who are available in 25 million homes. If
you are competing for the best ideas and competing
for the best talent to commission drama and
programming like that, you tend to face the same
basic fixed cost per hour. If quality drama costs
£500,000 an hour, then it costs £500,000 an hour,
and if you are only in one-fifth of the homes of the
analogue terrestrials, then it is going to be hard to
make those economics add up. What we are seeing at
the moment is that the “homes reach” of the multi-
channel sector is increasing, and when we get to
digital switch-oV, in principle, for those who do
secure Freeview carriage, it will be possible to be
available in all 25 million homes. I think we are in a
transitional period at the moment. We have come
from a world where the economics were very, very
challenging and we are improving, and I think you
are seeing more commission content from the multi-
channel sector and the conditions are continuing to
improve; and that is the basis of my optimism that
we will see more commissioned content from the
multi-channel, and that is certainly where our
ambition lies, notwithstanding the departure of
Dawn Airey. Did you want to add anything more?
Mr McWilliam: I would add that we already spend
just as Sky, let alone the wider multi-channel sector,
something like £250 million a year on production
and original programming, and that is not just in
Sky 1, in drama and that sort of area, but do not
forget news and sport. We invest a lot of money in
the creative economy there. We think our
contribution is already substantial but, as Mike says,
our ambition is to continue to increase that.

Q479 Chairman: In your submission you have said
that if some aspects of public service broadcasting
come under pressure, you believe that the right
approach is to “ensure that the very large sums of
public funding given to the BBC and the revenues of
Channel 4 work harder to produce PSB”. What do
you mean by “work harder”?
Mr Darcey: I guess when you look at the BBC, there
was an interesting exchange between yourselves and
Greg about whether they had a good settlement or a
tough settlement, I think the fact remains that they
have very, very considerable sums of money. My
dealings with them at the moment suggest that they
are really grappling, perhaps for the first time, with
what most of us deal with regularly, and that is a
budget constraint, and that is a world in which you
have to make choices, you have to prioritise, and
that, I think, is the key thing that we will need to see
more from the BBC. In a world where, with only
three billion pounds to spend, you have to make
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choices about what to spend it on, I guess we would
hope that they would prioritise in a way that the
services that have the highest PSB characteristics are
prioritised highly and they have a hard look at the
range of things that they are doing and the things
which have the lowest PSB characteristics are the
ones that do not make the card. They have
considerable resources and it is really about
prioritisation and focus. I think there is plenty of
money there to assuage people’s fears, whether it be
about regional news, children’s programming, or
those sorts of things, as long as they prioritise and
give the focus that seems to be appropriate.

Q480 Chairman: So you see the total revenue from
the licence fee as potentially better used by the BBC
to produce public service broadcasting; you do not
see it as oVering an opportunity to fund other
broadcasters through the licence fee for public
service programming or, indeed, a new vehicle like
the PSP?
Mr Darcey: I guess we get nervous about the PSP
because, as soon as people start talking about that,
it inevitably seems to move round to the subject of
more money, more public investment, more public
intervention, and that, I think, as I laid out in my
opening remarks, we do not think is warranted. If
the PSP was wholly restricted to a reallocation of the
existing degree of subsidy, I think that is a diVerent
question, although many other issues are raised in
terms of whether that money just ends up being used
to fund things that were already going to happen
anyway.
Mr Le Jeune: The other issue with the PSP is that it
has been a fairly slippery concept as far as we can see.
As you know, having started originally as a tool to
tackle market failure—let us assume for the sake of
argument, that market failure genuinely did exist—
it has now evolved into a commissioning arm which
would create public sector content on the Internet,
of which there is no shortage whatsoever. In fact,
there is probably more now than there has ever been
in human history. Therefore, we consider it to be a
very puzzling concept at the moment, verging on
the bizarre.

Q481 Chairman: Leaving aside the PSP and just
focusing on traditional broadcasters, would you see
some merit in making available a proportion of the
licence fee funding on a contestable basis for perhaps
other channels that currently broadcast on Freeview
or satellite?

Memorandum submitted by ITN

Summary of the Main Points

In summary we would like the Select Committee to consider the following:

— We believe there is a threat to the provision of plural sources of news from digital switchover.

Mr Darcey: In principle I think that is an interesting
idea, but, as I said, I think there are areas which
make us nervous. One, as I said, is how you deal with
the extreme likelihood that broadcasters who were
already considering doing something because they
found it commercially attractive to do so manage
now to characterise that project as something
needing public subsidy and money is simply moved
to fund something that would in fact have happened
anyway. I think that is quite challenging to deal with,
and I guess we could put our hands up and say, “We
would like some money for Sky News.” I doubt that
any would be sent in our direction, because people
would say, “You already do Sky News, so you do not
need any public subsidy”, but if things are being
considered like that, you can imagine that
broadcasters will create departments whose jobs will
be to repackage such proposals and bid for such
money, and I do not really know how you deal with
that. The other issue that I think would concern us
is when you start mixing public subsidy, financial
subsidy like that, in with a broadcaster who is also
funded by advertising. When you have a mixed
funding world like that, I think you enter into a
complex world in which you have the potential for
distortion of competition and state aid type concerns
where there is cross-subsidy between the public
funding and the advertising funding competition.

Q482 Philip Davies: Martin said “if there were a
market failure”, if there happened to be. Do you
believe there is any area of genuine market failure
that warrants any government intervention, or do
you think that a free for all—
Mr Darcey: Over and above what is the situation by
the BBC?

Q483 Philip Davies: Do you think there is some need
for some Government intervention? You do not
think that a commercial free-for-all without any
licence or anything would deliver the right kind of
broadcasting?
Mr Darcey: At the moment we tend to take three
billion pounds of licence fee money. That is taken as
read. We are not really debating whether, were that
to disappear in a puV of smoke, there would be
market value? That is another big debate. We did
quite a lot of that over the last few years, but for the
foreseeable future that that is in place, that is part of
the back-drop. I think the question is: with that in
place is there unaddressed or unaddressable market
failure where you need to bring to bear more public
subsidy, and I think we find that hard to crack.
Chairman: I think that is all we have. Thank you
very much.
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— We have strong relationships with both our major PSB customers (ITV and Channel 4) and they
are committed to the importance of broadcast news in their schedules. They fund excellent news
services, but we recognise that both have outlined threats to their own funding and these could
jeopardise their ability to fund high-quality news.

— In addition, we agree with Ofcom that there’s a threat to regional news, which meets important
local information needs and also provides material to ITV’s National News and Channel 4 News.
We think regional news retains a significant role in the ecology of UK broadcast news because of
its continued large audiences. They are universal and inclusive services that might not be possible
to replicate in an on demand digital environment. They should certainly be considered as candidate
for PSP funding.

— We believe that high quality, impartial news is important in broadcast news and equally important
in new media news. The expansion of BBC News online, and the resources required to invest in
these areas, will make it diYcult for ITV News and Channel 4 News to develop their online
propositions to compete as successfully as they do on television.

— While there is a growing market for news from new media—broadband and mobile—and from
the diversification of newspaper groups, it is not yet clear that revenues could make up all or any
funding gap for PSB news caused by a decline in TV advertising.

— Regulators should therefore monitor BBC’s new media activities. In particular, we are concerned
at Mark Thompson’s suggestion that the BBC might give video and audio news “free” to
newspaper websites.

A Brief Introduction to ITN

ITN is one of the world’s leading news and multimedia content companies creating, aggregating,
packaging and distributing news and other multi-platform content to a wide range of customers around
the globe.

In the UK ITN produces news programmes for ITV1, ITV London, Channel 4 and More 4 as well as
supplying news to 300 commercial radio stations (IRN). ITN’s multimedia division ITN On has led the way
in producing news and entertainment content for mobile and broadband platforms. Clients include
Vodafone Live!, 3, MSN and BT Movio.

ITN Source is the world’s leading aggregator of professional video content, representing the largest
collection of moving image libraries in the world, selling video clips from over 700,000 hours of footage
captured over three centuries. As well as ITN’s own news material, ITN Source represents the British Pathé,
Reuters, Channel 4 (including E4, More 4 and Film 4), Granada, FOX News and FOX Movietone
content libraries.

In our submission we have sought to address the issues raised—issues that clearly could impact our
business and ability to provide the UK with a pluralistic, impartial news service and our ability to provide
our multi-platform content services.

Recommendations we would like the CMS Select Committee to consider

In our submission, ITN has sought to explain that high quality, impartial broadcast news is a valuable
PSB operation. Whilst there is a plethora of news providers in the commercial marketplace, there are no
guarantees that PSB values in news will survive the changing regulatory and market conditions of digital
switchover.

ITN has also explained how closely connected broadcast and new media news is in ITN’s multi-media
business, and how we successfully carry PSB news values into the new media environment. However, the
survival and expansion of these business areas is entirely reliant on continuing levels of adequate investment
in our PSB broadcast news operations, and switchover raises questions about this, particularly as we and
our customers are competing against a BBC operation which benefits from large budgets from licence fee
funding.

Ofcom has made the case that PSB content is under threat and that a Public Service Publisher (PSP) might
fill the funding gap. ITN certainly feels this needs to be explored and that if funding is available some should
be set aside for the continuing survival of PSB quality news.

In view of the issues raised by Ofcom, ITN suggests that the Select Committee should consider the case
for an early and holistic review of the commercial marketplace, including the threat that any potential future
funding deficit in the commercial sector could pose to high quality, impartial news. We do not consider this
should wait till switchover, as the Government proposed during the BBC Charter review, but should be
started now.
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Introduction: The Importance of Pluralism of High Quality, Impartial News

ITN welcomes the opportunity to give written evidence to the Select Committee on Culture, Media and
Sport regarding its inquiry into public service media content.

The Select Committee’s inquiry runs in parallel with Ofcom’s ongoing review of the future of public
service broadcasting (PSB) post digital switchover. Ofcom’s view, supported by public opinion research, is
that it is a key priority after switchover to ensure that PSB content, which includes high quality broadcast
news, is still delivered by competing providers, and via new media, as well as traditional broadcast means.
ITN believes Ofcom is right to highlight the importance of news as the first and foremost of PSB values.

High quality, independent news from diVerent sources for diVerent audiences is essential to an informed
democracy and is the stimulus for political and cultural debate. While there is a proliferation of news on
diVerent platforms, mainstream broadcast news in the UK is, unlike news in the print media, subject to
standards of independence and impartiality. It is transparent and accountable. In addition, terrestrial
broadcasters are subject to licence requirements to schedule news at periods throughout the day as well as
in peak. In addition, ITV is required to ensure its news programmes are adequately funded.

People expect to be able to access news in diVerent ways, including on mobile devices. So Ofcom is right
to propose that PSB content should be delivered via new media, and not just via TV.

There is already a proliferation of new media news content, but not all of it is in compliance with the PSB
values of independence and impartiality that form the basis of ITN’s output. The existing multitude of
channels and web outlets that carry news are overwhelmingly text based and have not, to date, led to either
greater pluralism in broadcast news or greater provision of high quality news.

Ofcom argues there can be no guarantees of public service provision on commercial television in the UK
after digital switchover. It has questioned whether impartial, high quality news can continue to be delivered
in a free, competitive marketplace, when PSBs will find their advantages and audiences in decline, and
advertising revenues come under more pressure. From ITN’s perspective, this scenario would threaten the
health and viability of its broadcast news and it might make it diYcult for ITN to extend further into new
media (Channel Four News has already extended its new franchise into new media, drawing on its brand
heritage, journalistic expertise, presenters and infrastructure) as the fortunes of the two are interlinked, and
the latter cannot survive without the former.

If Ofcom (and more importantly the public) want pluralism of high quality, impartial news to be available
after switchover, new measures may be needed to replace the protections aVorded to news by the current
broadcasting ecology. Also, if plurality of high quality, impartial news is important in broadcast news so it
should be equally important in new media news.

ITN’s Role in Delivering Pluralism

ITN today has grown from being solely ITV’s news provider over 50 years ago, to a successful and
innovative multi-media business. It is well positioned to play a key role in delivering high quality, impartial
news content to the British public via any means.

ITN is one of the world’s leading news and multimedia content companies creating, aggregating,
packaging and distributing news and other multi-platform content to a wide range of customers around the
globe. In the UK, ITN produces news programmes for ITV1, ITV London, Channel 4 and More 4 as well
as supplying news to 300 commercial radio stations (IRN). It does not supply regional news for ITV (except
in London—London Tonight), but its close relationship with the ITV regions enables ITV’s national news
operation to draw on regional stories, and vice versa.

ITN also has a substantial archive business, ITN Source. ITN Source is the world’s leading provider of
professional video content, representing the largest collection of moving image libraries in the world, selling
video clips from over 700,000 hours of footage covering 110 years. As well as ITN’s own news material, ITN
Source represents the content libraries of British Pathé, Reuters, Channel 4 (including E4, More 4 and Film
4), Granada, FOX News and FOX Movietone. ITN Source has won praise from Getty, the world’s largest
image business, and is moving to establish itself as a world leader by expanding into the US and other
markets.

The competition in news that ITN has provided to the BBC for the last 50 years has helped create high
quality standards in news broadcasting, which have also been maintained by newer market entrants such
as BSkyB. This setting of high standards of quality, independence, impartiality and accountability has been
to the benefit of the British public. Pluralism of news services and providers also delivers consumer choice.
PSB-based news services on ITV reach millions of people daily, and have helped make news the hallmark
of Channel 4.

The challenge for news providers today is to reach diVerent parts of a culturally and ethnically diverse
population in a relevant and accessible way. The shape and availability of news is rapidly changing (for
example, on demand, local news, consumer journalism, blogging). ITN has diversified and adapted its news
services to embrace these developments.
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For example, ITN’s Channel 4 News operation comprises not only daily news programmes on Channel
4 and More 4, but also video/SMS news to mobile, a daily email news bulletin by Jon Snow called
“Snowmail”, and an expanding Channel 4 News website with a news blog, as well as a Fact check website. In
contrast to the big ISPs which provide commoditised news feeds, Channel 4’s PSB news values are reflected
throughout its services. Thus Channel 4 is one example where a media provider is already providing
commercially-funded media content in competition with the BBC’s multimedia news service.

In addition, while ITN does not have a separate online and video-on-demand service, its multimedia
division, ITN On, has led the way in producing news and entertainment content made for mobile and
broadband platforms. Clients include Vodafone Live!, 3, Orange, MSN and BT Movio.

Therefore though it is entrepreneurial and innovative in these areas, ITN has to operate in a challenging
market, head to head with the publicly-funded BBC and providing pluralism, but at a fraction of the budget.
The continuation of such services is heavily dependent on ITN’s PSB customers wanting to invest in these
areas to ensure PSB news reaches new platforms. That is diVerent from our multimedia news operations,
where it is entirely up to ITN to find new business, in a commercial marketplace, from mobile and
broadband customers. Whilst there is some overlap, the latter do not expect to pay the costs of expensive
PSB news.

The Prospects for Maintaining PSB Plurality in the Digital Age

The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision

On a fraction of the BBC’s budget, ITN has re-positioned its business at the forefront of new technological
developments, and uses its experience and expertise in news gathering and production to remain relevant to
people’s lives and to deliver a diversity of news to people in the UK in diVerent ways.

However, ITN’s successful business model only works because it uses economies of scale from its existing
PSB broadcast news businesses, in terms of shared newsgathering and production infrastructure, to drive
expansion into new media. PSB broadcast news is not a hugely profitable business either for ITN or for its
customers. It is unlikely ITN could continue doing what it does at present if its PSB customers were, in the
future, to reduce their funding below a critical level. Thus any changes to the broadcasting ecology, as a
result of switchover, could make ITN’s business model vulnerable, and jeopardise its ability to continue
providing high quality news in both broadcast and new media.

News has shown itself to be remarkably resilient as a programme genre on UK television. But unlike the
much larger US market, where TV news is broadcast by a variety of providers in a fully competitive
commercial environment, the pluralistic and vibrant state of TV news in the UK has been helped in part by
the existence of regulatory requirements for quality broadcast news.

ITN is confident that high quality impartial broadcast news is not yet under threat, and that it remains
a “must have” in the schedules of broadcasters with big brands.

However, in the longer-term, if and when the current PSB ecology has broken down, the situation is less
clear. It is expensive to produce impartial, independent TV news that competes head to head with the licence
fee-funded BBC for quality and the commercial returns from advertising revenue are low.

To retain its technological edge, ITN needs suYcient resource and commercial clout to compete with
other major players, including the BBC and BSkyB. Yet unlike them, ITN’s whole multi-media business
depends on renewal of its contracts with its core customers. Channel 4 has recently renewed until the end
of 2010, and ITV’s current five year contract, currently in negotiation, ends in 2008. This system
undoubtedly delivers to our customers very high quality news at value-for-money prices. But it does create
an element of risk to ITN’s business model that could be exacerbated by the changes digital switchover will
make to the broadcasting market.

The Practicality of Continuing to Impose PSB Obligations

The viability of existing funding models for ITV, C4 and FIVE

Ofcom says though news is much valued by viewers, there are important questions about its future on
UK television—though there is more news than ever, provision is uneven, there are concerns over regional
and national news, and the implications of digital switchover.

As stated above, not all news is the same—there is a diVerence between PSB news and what the market
is providing. For this reason, ITN believes there is still huge value in heritage brands—the established
television channels and their audiences. Channel 4 is a strong contender to deliver pluralism with the BBC
after switchover, but on its own, this is not enough. ITV News reaches around 10 million people every day.
Size and universality matters, as does reaching all audiences. If that is lost, there is a risk that audiences will
ebb away and will not be recaptured by new media or local TV alternatives.

In an on demand world, where users “bookmark” or put their favourite services in a “play list”, big brands
become more, not less important.
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Therefore, whilst new platforms and services should be encouraged to develop, in order to deliver
diversity and choice to consumers, traditional broadcasters for whom ITN is providing a multimedia news
oVering still have an important role to play. Ignoring that role, and side-lining them in public policy terms,
would have ramifications for the quality and impartiality of news as a PSB standard.

Even if national news services remain (and the signs are that the commercial PSBs are very committed to
these), Ofcom has signalled that regional news may not be commercially viable for ITV post switchover.
Ofcom has argued that the ITV regions are too large to be meaningful to local communities, and that local
news services can now address local issues more appropriately.

However, ITN believes there is a danger that if Ofcom has “written oV” regional news too precipitately
whilst not recognising that the mass, size, and infrastructure of ITV’s regional news services remain
important not only to regional and local news, but also in delivering quality journalism for national news
stories, both on ITV and Channel 4.

Local news and on demand services are all important parts of the pluralistic mix, but not a complete
substitute for universal coverage which is the hallmark of PSB.

The Case for Public Funding of Broadcasters in Addition to the BBC

Pluralism in quality, impartial news services has flourished in the UK in part because of the broadcasting
ecology created to promote competition between the BBC and the commercial sector.

Though the commercial free to air TV sector is funded by advertising, it has also been indirectly subsidised
by the use of free analogue spectrum capacity. In return for the use of this limited spectrum capacity,
broadcasters have accepted PSB obligations.

If those advantages and obligations, granted through the licence, disappear and broadcasters have to start
paying for spectrum on the same basis as other users (as discussed in Ofcom’s July “Issues Paper”), then
Ofcom will have little regulatory hold on broadcasters which are incentivised only by market conditions.

As stated above, broadcast news has stood apart from print journalism in part because of the existing PSB
system that guarantees impartiality, independence, quality and accountability.

There is no guarantee this level of quality will be delivered entirely by market forces. If it is worth
preserving, alternative models to adjust market conditions, including via public funding, should be
considered.

Delivery of news to new media should not be publicly funded unless there is a quid pro quo with the
transfer of broadcast standards of quality, independence and impartiality.

Thus one can envisage a free market (as exists in printed media), where news reporting can be biased and
opinionated, alongside a “protected PSB market“” for impartial, high quality, independent news.

The Value of the PSP Concept

If one accepts, as ITN does, Ofcom’s case that pluralism with the BBC is important (particularly in news)
and must be preserved, then the Public Service Publisher (PSP) concept proposed by Ofcom is one model
worth exploring as a means to inject new thinking into PSB content in the new media digital age.

Ofcom appears to envisage that the PSP would be an institution with a core PSB purpose rooted in new
media, as opposed to traditional broadcasting media. It would not be a traditional, linear broadcaster, but
use all communications platforms to achieve further reach and impact. It would be awarded by competitive
tender; it would have £300 million a year at its disposal to commission public service content, but no
guaranteed means of distribution.

In addition to content for new media services, we believe Ofcom has looked into other areas where the
PSP might stimulate public service content, including digital local TV services, and voluntary activity (eg
the Media Trust).

ITN agrees that there is a demand from the public for local news, telling people what is happening in the
area in which they live. Local news services should be encouraged (and ITN would pitch in any tender
process).

However, we are not persuaded of the need for significant PSP funding for local TV for several reasons;
because it cannot deliver PSB values of universality, because local TV only works successfully in larger cities;
competition and plurality already appears to be emerging in this sector, with local news and TV services
being oVered by the BBC and ITV, as well as by regional newspaper companies.

ITN believes that Ofcom should not focus on projects such as local TV at the expense of what already
exists (ie ITV’s regional TV network), because there is much value in existing brands, established
infrastructure and distribution, and the loyalty of their audiences.
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Instead, PSP funding could be targeted at the production of PSB content that can be delivered almost
universally, and with wide reach. It should be channelled towards mainstream PSB content that is expensive
to produce (and this includes impartial news reporting to quality broadcast standards), and where any cost-
cutting might endanger quality of output, and therefore viable competition and pluralism with the BBC. It
is worth considering, for example, whether it would be justifiable to fund a 24-hour multi-platform multi-
media news service, a 24-hour channel which is also delivered to broadband and mobile. ITN could produce
such a service at low costs, given obvious synergies, and potentially in partnership with a major broadcaster
such as ITV or Channel 4.

The Case for Provision of Public Service Material on New Media

Ofcom’s case for provision of public service content on new media to provide pluralism with the BBC is
compelling. People, especially young people, increasingly expect to access news on demand, in ways
convenient to them, in addition to or instead of traditional media.

But there are important reasons why Ofcom should also nurture the traditional broadcasting brands
which continue to deliver public service content to millions of people every day, and which (at ITN) serve
as the basis for generating new media news content.

Broadcast standards of reporting and production are applied at ITN to news content via new media. This
means that ITN is able to provide high quality, impartial national and international news across all of its
services, even though this is expensive to produce, because of the manpower needed for research, coverage,
production and compliance.

Although news is a genre that is currently thriving on a competitive basis in new, start-up markets like
3G mobile, there is a danger that:

— the BBC will enter these new markets with “free” content, stifling competition (the BBC Online
Service Licence will continue to include BBC services on 3G mobile in terms of remit and budget,
with a resulting loss of transparency), and

— in the competitive, unregulated broadcasting environment after switchover, commercial
broadcasters may find it increasingly diYcult to commit the scale of funding needed to resource
quality independent news reporting, with knock-on consequences for new media news content
at ITN.

ITN believes Ofcom should review the challenges to ITN and to broadcast news provision set out in this
paper, and consider the case for public funding for news material in new and in broadcast media, should
the new (post switchover) market threaten the viability of news production.

Conclusions

— We believe there is a threat to the provision of plural sources of news from digital switchover.

— We have strong relationships with both our major PSB customers (ITV and Channel 4) and they
are committed to the importance of broadcast news in their schedules. They fund excellent news
services, but we recognise that both have outlined threats to their own funding and these could
jeopardise their ability to fund high-quality news.

— In addition, we agree with Ofcom that there’s a threat to regional news, which meets important
local information needs and also provides material to ITV’s National News and Channel 4 News.
We think regional news retains a significant role in the ecology of UK broadcast news because of
its continued large audiences. They are universal and inclusive services that might not be possible
to replicate in an on demand digital environment. They should certainly be considered as candidate
for PSP funding.

— We believe that high quality, impartial news is important in broadcast news and equally important
in new media news. The expansion of BBC News online, and the resources required to invest in
these areas, will make it diYcult for ITV News and Channel 4 News to develop their online
propositions to compete as successfully as they do on television.

— While there is a growing market for news from new media—broadband and mobile—and from
the diversification of newspaper groups, it is not yet clear that revenues could make up all or any
funding gap for PSB news caused by a decline in TV advertising.

— Regulators should therefore monitor BBC’s new media activities. In particular, we are concerned
at Mark Thompson’s suggestion that the BBC might give video and audio news “free” to
newspaper websites.
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Recommendation

In this submission, ITN has sought to explain that high quality, impartial broadcast news is a valuable
PSB operation. Whilst there is a plethora of news providers in the commercial marketplace, there are no
guarantees that PSB values in news will survive the changing regulatory and market conditions of digital
switchover.

ITN has also explained how closely connected broadcast and new media news is in ITN’s multi-media
business, and how we successfully carry PSB news values into the new media environment. However, the
survival and expansion of these business areas is entirely reliant on continuing levels of adequate investment
in our PSB broadcast news operations, and switchover raises questions about this, particularly as we and
our customers are competing against a BBC operation which benefits from large budgets from licence fee
funding.

Ofcom has made the case that PSB content is under threat and that a Public Service Publisher (PSP) might
fill the funding gap. ITN certainly feels this needs to be explored and that if funding is available some should
be set aside for the continuing survival of PSB quality news.

In view of the issues raised by Ofcom, ITN suggests that the Select Committee should consider the case
for an early and holistic review of the commercial marketplace, including the threat that any potential future
funding deficit in the commercial sector could pose to high quality, impartial news. We do not consider this
should wait till switchover, as the Government proposed during the BBC Charter review, but should be
started now.

Witnesses: Mr Mark Wood, Chief Executive, ITN, Mr Stephan Shakespeare, Director, Doughty Media
Limited, and Mr Anthony Lilley, Chief Executive, Magic Lantern Productions, gave evidence.

Q484 Chairman: For our final session we have three
witnesses representing diVerent interests. Can I
welcome Mark Wood, the Chief Executive of ITN,
Stephan Shakespeare, the Director of Doughty
Media, and Anthony Lilley, the Chief Executive of
Magic Lantern Productions. The last time Anthony
Lilley gave evidence to us he wrote in The Guardian
afterwards, “I would like to suggest that we buy
every MP a Playstation 3. That would show them the
impact of new media on the creative industries.” I
am rather disappointed you have not arrived
clutching a box load, but I will suppress my
disappointment.
Mr Lilley: We are not wallowing in a jacuzzi of
cash, John!

Q485 Chairman: I believe Mark Wood would like to
say a few words before we begin.
Mr Wood: Thank you very much, Chairman. I
would like to say that ITN does welcome the work
of the Committee, because this is a thorny and tricky
area to look at in the future of public service content.
ITN stands on both sides of this discussion to some
extent. We are a provider of public service news
content to ITV and to Channel 4 and their news
programming, we also have growth businesses
which are in the new media area, such as providing
video news on mobile phones and on broadband, so
we have a kind of perspective which covers both
areas. We are an independent company. We have
just signed new long-term contracts with Channel 4
and ITV and in both cases one has seen a very strong
commitment to high value news and public service
broadcasting values in news and a big investment in
news coverage and news infrastructure. So, public
service broadcasting is very healthy to that degree
and, indeed, one has seen ratings for news
programmes holding up, despite the changes in the
ratings for the channels generally. Otherwise, we
also see a very vibrant, creative media economy
emerging in which we want to play a part, and, of

course, that is where we have concerns about the
BBC and its role; not that we do not want the BBC
to be innovative and deliver its content to diVerent
markets, but we do want it to be properly regulated
in a way which means that it does not stifle the
creative economy which is emerging by
overwhelming markets with its content at no cost,
and we do have concerns right now about their
activities. That is my brief summary. Thank you,
Chairman.
Chairman: Thank you. Can I invite Alan Keen to
start.

Q486 Alan Keen: Can I first ask Anthony, will you
give us some examples of delivery of public services
on new media? The room has just filled up with lots
of young people, so that should be particularly
interesting to them.
Mr Lilley: I think it is important to think about the
delivery of public service in a very wide context when
you think about new media. It is not just about
public service broadcasting and the extension of the
way public service broadcasters deliver their core
remit, although that is a part of it. If you look
around there are a number of categories, including
eVectively, the direct delivery of public services in
education and health which are increasingly moving
towards the use of new media, whether that is digital
television channels for teachers, as we have already,
or NHS.co.uk, which is one of the biggest, most
popular and heavily visited websites in Europe. If
you go a step further you end up very quickly in the
cultural and arts sector where we have, for instance,
the Tate Galleries, who now have our wholesale
television and interactive media production unit
inside the Tate, and the Tate’s websites get greater
traYc than the actual footfall through the doors of
the Tate. From a standing start, in five or 10 years
there are now more people coming to the online
property of the Tate than turning up through the
door. The same is true of a number of our arts
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organisations, our cultural institutions, our
museums and they are delivering public service and
using media to do that. Then there is an incredibly
burgeoning community and the NGO and not-for-
profit sector, which is a combination of existing not-
for-profit type organisations and it is fitting to be in
this room and talk about a project called “They
work for you”, which is a fantastic web property
which has probably done more, in my opinion, for
participation in democracy and people knowing
what their elected members are up to and what you
speak about and what expenses you draw—all those
kinds of things—than any number of articles in
newspapers or any number of television
documentaries, and that is just one example of an
area where people are actually out their creating
services using the new media, using the potential of
the new media to deliver public value. I am saying it
is a very wide definition. I am not ignoring the public
service broadcasters, we can talk about them, but I
want to make sure that we consider the widest
possible space. Political parties are increasingly
using online. The 2008 election apparently is going
to be the MySpace election in America—that is what
they are saying—and it is a very significant part of
the way public debate is being carried out, through
media and new media, not just through our
traditional institutions.

Q487 Alan Keen: Stephan, is 18doughtystreet.com
so popular because it is on new media? Has that
made a big diVerence?
Mr Shakespeare: It means we can do something very
diVerent, which is that we do not have the business
model, obviously, that the broadcasters do and we
can do pretty much anything that we think is
interesting. I would like to say it was so popular. We
have audiences as small as 50 and as large as half a
million (our biggest success is half a million), and
that suits us fine. We do not have one audience that
we have to go for; we have lots of diVerent types of
audiences that we can go for in lots of diVerent ways.

Q488 Alan Keen: That sounds impressive. As
Members of Parliament, we would be delighted to
have an audience of 50 listening to us! What are the
next developments going to be? The on-going
developments, not the next developments. What is it
going to move on to and what is going to be the
increase in demand? How do you see the media
future rather than trying to look too far ahead?
Mr Shakespeare: I have not got any idea at all. One
of the things I find every time I go to the Edinburgh
TV Festival is that nobody there, including the
controllers, has any idea and it changes from year to
year, and I think that is a really important part of
this, that we are guessing what we are doing and we
are trying to be responsive to an audience that is
changing very rapidly. I think the advantage that we
have is that we can do that, whereas, as we heard
from Greg Dyke, the BBC, for example, has to move
very slowly indeed. I would not want to predict what
the changes are, except to say that my children, who
watch almost no broadcast media at all, tend to
watch programmes that they find, very often things

that have appeared on broadcast media but have
now been passed around on files or on
YouTube.com or on DVDs, or whatever, and this
younger generation is going to look at media in a
completely diVerent way, and to plan PSB in terms
of really the habits of the older generation when it
ought most to be aimed at the younger generation, I
think, is a big danger.

Q489 Alan Keen: Mark, what about news? News is
obviously to me the one thing I can say that I would
take advantage of—using new media to receive news
on the spot wherever I am. What sort of public
service stuV will go out that way as you see it?
Mr Wood: Already we are seeing the delivery of news
in diVerent ways: on to mobile platforms, on
broadband, but also, if you like, the traditional
media is adapting too. Channel 4 News is getting
good audiences for its programme that we produce,
but it has also got a very strong web presence,
broadband presence and on-demand presence. It
does podcasts, it has a daily blog called Snowmail
that John Snow writes, which is incredibly popular,
which is basically trailing the programme and is
getting people to consumer news in diVerent ways.
ITV News is about to do something which is very
interesting, which is a project called “Uploaded”,
using user-generated content, and this is a way of
getting the viewers, the public, to contribute both
news and comment in multi-media form, but it then
goes through the filter of an editorial process and
will be flagged, used on the programme and then
strongly available in large quantities on the ITV
News website or part of the ITV.com website, so in
that way we are also engaging with a younger
demographic which wants to consume news in a
diVerent way and one is maintaining traditional
news values and getting high quality news out to a
very great audience, and I think that is how the new
media is helping. We are taking advantage of new
media to change the way we deliver news.

Q490 Alan Keen: The private sector will drive this. It
has to move quickly, so it is, indeed, for the private
sector, but does government have to have any input
into it at all, apart from stopping the undesirable?
Mr Wood: I think, honestly, the regulation around
quality of content is important. Government
intervention—I suppose it comes under the
discussion we were having before about future
funding. What happens after digital switch over in a
commercial environment which is changing very
rapidly? Channel 4 is arguing that its funding will
not suYce for it to meet its current remit within a few
years. ITV has flagged concerns about its ability to
maintain, for example, regional news. I think those
are legitimate areas for discussion in the future
about where should the funding come from for
those. High quality public service broadcasting level
news is costly. We have a very high standard here,
partly set by the BBC. For example, we have opened
reporting bureaus in China in the past year for both
ITV News and Channel 4 News. That is an expansion
of news coverage. It has been incredibly valuable to
have that news coverage because we are getting
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fantastic insight into some of the issues which are
aVecting China’s expansion, both in an economic
sense, a social sense and, of course, an environment
sense. The whole question around global warming
has such a big Chinese dimension and suddenly we
are getting better information. Could you fund that
kind of expansion if you had a fiercely competitive
purely commercial news environment? It would be
tricky. There are complex issues here. I think there
are arguments on both sides, but I can see there is an
argument in the future for that.
Mr Lilley: I think it has become important not to get
too idealistic about what the Internet is doing to
news. I think there are actually only five news
agencies in the world, and if you do a Google search
for any given story you will find the same story
showing up time and time again in lots of diVerent
news outlets. So, there may be multiple news outlets;
there is a rather interesting question about whether
there is any plurality of news—they will be Headline
Reuters, AFP, PA, BBC, sometimes ITN—but
actually the big concentration is into news
gathering—fewer and fewer organisations are news
gathering—and at the same time we have got this
incredible explosion of what I will not call “user-
generated content”—people who witness things
which are interesting which turn out to be the news.
We had a fascinating example at Virginia Tech a few
weeks ago where a terrible story was happening
amongst those people on that campus where they
were talking to each other using new media, using
mobiles, using social networking sites like Facebook
or MySpace, and they found it intrusive of the
mainstream media to come in and find out whether
these guys were telling the truth. There were lots of
blog entries complaining about how their people,
who were participants in the story, had had 15
attempts by international journalists to find out
whether they were a real, authentic news source or
not when they were telling the story because they
were there at the time. There is this fascinating sort
of duplicity going on, sort of consolidation of major
organisations and this huge explosion of
conversation going on whenever we have anything
newsworthy. It is also an interesting question what
we mean by news. There is a political and
international bias in a lot of news coverage that is
not necessarily what more and more people are
interested in and there is a fascinating question as to
how you balance those things out. It is very diYcult
for television to do. It is absolutely natural on the
web; it is what the web does really well.
Mr Shakespeare: I think Anthony is right that there
are these two extremes, but I would hope that, as
time goes on, we fill in the gap in between and that
these are not necessarily two diVerent things like oil
and water, and to have something in between, some
sort of structured citizen journalism, some sort of
greater openness or access to making news or
producing news programmes, I think would benefit.
If you have the concept of subsidising public service
broadcasting, why would it only be one of those
models? It ought to be across the board and it ought
to encourage, therefore, quality across the board. To
say we have got to maintain the traditional news

values that Mark talks about, and rightly—I think it
is important that they are maintained—but you need
to encourage quality in the other areas as well; so
there should be non-commercial options within the
whole breadth that we are hoping to achieve.

Q491 Mr Evans: I suppose, Mark, if you had been
able to access some extra funding would your 24-
hour rolling news station still be on the air?
Mr Wood: Possibly. It was a commercial decision by
ITV and, I think, really based on their requirement
for bandwidth; so possibly it would have been. I am
not sure in a changing environment how important
it is, because people are accessing news in a variety
of diVerent ways now. News channel audiences have
not increased enormously, but usage of news on
phones and on the Internet has grown and is
growing hugely, so I think people are accessing news
in diVerent ways. We have been quite interested in
seeing the use of news on digital channels. More4
News at eight o’clock that we produce, for example,
gets an enormous audience by digital, over 100,000
at the moment, which is a sizeable audience of
people coming at news programming from a totally
diVerent direction. So, I am not sure. I think 24-hour
news will become more and more ubiquitous on
diVerent platforms and we do produce ITN channels
on mobile phones, which are rolling news channels
eVectively. Would it have made a diVerence?
Possibly, because ITV might then have said we can
fund the diVerence, but at the time it was diYcult to
justify given the size of audience.

Q492 Mr Evans: Stephan, you talked about
audiences of half a million. The Chairman thinks
that was the time when I was on 18doughtystreet. I
fear it was when you had 50 that I was on. Do you
know anything about the make-up of the people
who are watching? What was it when you reached
half a million?
Mr Shakespeare: That was a little short piece we put
out called World without America, which was very
controversial, and that was actually picked up across
the traditional media in America and reached
probably an estimated 20 million ultimately. We do
not know enough about our audience. We do know
that they are highly interactive and they write to us
a lot and they speak to us during the programme,
and we are finding more and more ways of dealing
with that. What I think is valuable in what we are
doing (and I should say that it is moving across from
being a conservative to being something more like C-
SPAN, I think) is what we are looking at developing
into, spread across lots of diVerent voices, rather
than what it has been heretofore, which is rather
conservative in delivery. What we are able to do is to
have longer discussions, more detailed discussions,
more exploratory and discursive discussions, which
is why, in fact, every single person that we have ever
asked to come on to 18doughtystreet, with one
exception (and that was a government minister), has
come on, irrespective of the size of the audience,
because it is the one place that they can talk at
leisure, they can explore what they are thinking
about, what they are doing and there is really very
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little limit on what they can talk about and how long
they can talk for, obviously within reason, and this
thing lasts beyond the moment. So they go oV with
a link to it, they can put it on their websites, it can be
put on YouTube and all the rest of it and get a wider
audience, and I think this really serves a very
important purpose. It creates a diVerent platform
for discussion and interaction between public and
politicians, for example, that you can never get from
mainstream because it must jealously guard its real
estate, as it were, its time. So, there will never be a
discussion on anything, however important, that
lasts more than 15 minutes on a normal station, on
Newsnight or on the news.

Q493 Mr Evans: I would say you were centre right.
In the plans that you have got, do you mean you are
going to come oV centre right and be more a voice
for whatever happens to be the politics of the day?
Whether it is centre left, communist, whatever it is,
they will have a voice on 18doughtystreet?
Mr Shakespeare: Yes. We want to provide a
platform for as many diVerent voices, and not
consensus voices necessarily. For example, trade
union leaders used to be a big part of the news and
the discussion. You very rarely see them on the BBC
or on Newsnight any more, but they are still a very
important part in politics and in the social fabric of
this country. So, we are creating a programme that
is for trade union leaders, and it may have an
audience of several thousand only but, nevertheless,
that can grow as more people realise it is there and
it can do something that you just could not get on
mainstream media.

Q494 Mr Evans: How are you getting your presence
out into the public? How do they know
18doughtystreet exists?
Mr Shakespeare: Really at the moment they do not.
We went forward saying we are going to find our
feet, as it were, in public, and I think in about three
months’ time you will see a big push as we refashion
what we are doing, make it better and then market
it. At the moment you would have to find it rather
than being told about it.

Q495 Janet Anderson: BBC News has successfully
expanded online and it now plans to trial a service
for mobile television. Of course, ITN already
produces a new service for mobile phones. You
mentioned earlier your concern about the BBC. Do
you believe that BBC News should expand further
into new media?
Mr Wood: I think they are right to want to do so, but
I think it should be managed quite carefully. These
are quite fragile markets. The commercial returns
are still relatively low, take-up of paid-for services
on 3G is not huge, although there is a lot of content,
but a lot of content providers and operators are still
looking for successful commercial models. So, the
sudden availability of a lot of content cost-free could
destroy a market really, or certainly cause serious
damage. Our concern about the BBC is it has
announced, I think, a year-long trial, and that seems
to me to be an excessively long time for a trial. If you

are doing a commercial trial, it is normally a month
or two; it is not normally a year. You create a kind
of fait accompli if you do it for a year, because you
will then say, “Well, it is there and it can keep
going.” These are just some of the concerns that we
have. The bigger issue is how the BBC itself manages
this and how the trust manages it. The BBC has, I
think, nine separate licences for its broadcast
channels and I think 16 for radio. It has one for all
its multi-media activities. That was probably fine
when it was just a website, but now, as it expands
into mobile phones and broadband, one licence
looks to me to be an inadequate way to monitor
what the BBC is doing and I think needs attention.

Q496 Janet Anderson: Do you believe that public
service content on new media needs to be linked to a
traditional media provider or is it okay just to leave
it to the newer entrants into the market?
Mr Wood: I think you can have both. The
traditional providers, of course, have the leverage of
being able to cross-promote and do have to adhere
to very clear editorial standards, but, no, I think we
are going to see a very vibrant new media market,
and we should do, we should welcome diVerent
providers, as long as things are clearly labelled and
customers know what they are going to get. We are
working with, for example, newspaper publishers to
help them develop their multi-media content on
broadband and on mobile phones, and if you have
Telegraph Television, Times Television, Guardian
Television, I think all these would emerge and they
may well have certain political slants. Does it
matter? I do not think so. Alongside that you may
have start-ups who are doing something entirely
diVerent. I think, actually, we are in a fortunate
position in the UK in that we want to have a creative
economy as a world leader, and I think we have got
tremendous strength of creativity and innovation
and a pretty good technical infrastructure now, so
we should welcome new players coming into the
market.

Q497 Chairman: Anthony, perhaps you are best
placed to tell us this. Traditional broadcast
television, which could be defined as public service
broadcasting, covering drama, light entertainment,
documentaries, is extremely expensive to make.
Leaving aside distribution, the companies that are
likely to remain as those who able to commission
that type of programming are likely to be the main
broadcasters with whom we are familiar. You
cannot see new media companies, certainly for a
long time to come, spending half a million pounds to
commission a television programme.
Mr Lilley: No, there are two reasons why that is
certainly true and likely to remain true for a little
while yet. One is the reason you are describe there. I
think it is more to do with the skills and the aptitude
than it is just the economics. The economics are big
and diYcult, but there are movie studios, there are
games developers who could be in the original
content business. It is the attitude that they share,
the ability to take creative and commissioning risks,
which I would not say is an anathema to people in
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the new media business, of course it is not, they take
diVerent kinds of risks. The second reason is that
business models in certainly the large new media
players do not require that kind of innovation in risk
in content; people do not need to fund stuV to help
people find it. I recently described this as you cannot
just make a business out of your archive because
Google are doing it for you; because that is what
they are currently doing a wonderful job at, as are
companies like Yahoo. Will there be a time when
they start to come together? Probably. Would I like
to put time on it? Not at all. It will be some time yet.
But that does not necessarily mean that public
service content has to come from public service
broadcasters. I think there are very legitimate
arguments around, as Mark is saying, as to precisely
how PSBs are investing in new media properties, and
I would say in certain areas they are under investing
in creative innovation and over investing in
distribution. They are worrying about producing
video players or websites that are designed for the
distribution of television programmes when maybe
the long-term value is in new kinds of innovation
and less in new forms of distribution. I think that is
a fascinating question about public service
broadcasters but I come back to where I started.
Huge amounts of public money, vastly more than is
spent in the broadcasting ecology, are spent in areas
of the economy which are gradually moving into the
use of media—the arts sector, the education sector,
even the health sector. There are huge amounts of
regional development agency and national
government money being spent in the promotion of
creative industries and the digital economy
generally, a lot of it spent on infrastructure or
equipment, not a great deal of it spent terribly
intelligently on innovation in the creative industries,
so I think we can look much more widely at the
impact of new media across public services than just
public service broadcasters. It is common for PSBs
to try and stop us doing that, to try and make us
believe they ever had a monopoly on the notion of
public service media because we have newspapers
and we have all sorts of institutions already. It is not
as simple as that; it is much more complex than that
in this new space and that leads to great benefits for
the consumer and, more importantly, for the citizen
that are not just about minimising the market impact
on broadcasting or on media but can also be about
public benefit. Public service entities start there.
They do not start at minimising market impact; they
start at maximising public value, and I think it is
important we think that way round.

Q498 Mr Hall: A lot of the debate is about should
the Government intervene in new media to ensure
that we have got public service content. Evidence
presented to the Committee and published elsewhere
says that there is a huge amount of valuable material
available, barriers to enter into it are low and
therefore there is not any need for the Government
to intervene further. Mr Lilley, what is your view
about that?

Mr Lilley: There are two categories of answer to
that. One is that the Government—the Government
very widely conceived, by the way local authorities,
all kinds of public bodies—is spending huge
amounts of money on new media content. Are they
doing it eVectively? If they are not, could they do it
more eVectively by investing that money diVerently?
I would start with the first question: how is the
Government already spending this money, and then
I would come to a second question about public
service broadcasters: are they investing this money
for maximum public value or not? I would say not
yet. I think the suspension of the BBC Jam service,
the education service, is a fascinating question about
what we mean by public benefit because there is
nobody else investing that sum of money in our
children’s education on-line. It is not happening and
yet there is great diYculty and furore over that
service. The third is: should there be new money? I
do not think there should be new money. There are
huge amounts of money already. I think rather a lot
of it needs to be challenged about whether it is being
spent in the best way. Is the best way to spend this
money to have another television channel? Four
hundred channels are too many channels. How do
you get better quality, not more distribution? I
would be asking that question of the BBC and
Channel 4 and of public bodies generally that are
spending this kind of money. Are they spending it
well? Are they spending it eYciently? How will we
know rather than just should we have more. More is
not necessarily better.

Q499 Mr Hall: You are talking about the quality of
public sector content in the new media. How do you
judge that? Is there a set of criteria that you use or is
it just something that you have a feel for?
Mr Lilley: It is interesting that there are significantly
better statistical methods for measuring, for
instance, what the reach of new media services is.
Stephan can know a lot more about his audience per
se than any broadcaster can by definition, so we are
moving in a direction where it is possible to get the
data. More significant and much more diYcult to
measure is the impact of what changed as a result of
investment in public media. To take an example,
there is a very fine health website which is run by
survivors of cancer to support people who have just
been diagnosed with cancer. The numbers in terms
of brute numbers would never chart on a broadcast
map but the impact and the benefit to the individuals
concerned is absolutely huge. We have to move into
a much more sophisticated model of measuring
impact rather than how many bums were sitting on
seats when a television programme was on in this
new space. Thankfully, so do a number of the
commercial players, so do the advertising entities
want to know more about what their money is
doing, so I think we are going to learn a great more
but we need a mature debate than simply how many
people viewed this. It is really about that impact.
There are a lot of examples of services run by
communities for communities where you really see
that impact in small numbers.
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Q500 Mr Hall: So you are making a very strong case
to say that impact is far more important than this
just being universally available on the internet?
Mr Lilley: I am not sure whether it is feasible to
make arguments for universal availability of
content. I think it is diYcult. As for the question that
Stephan was asked, “How do people find you?”, I
am assuming from experience that people found the
piece about A World without America because of the
subject matter and because it resonated with
something they were interested in and there ways of
searching for it on Google or they were
recommended it by friends. Otherwise he would
have had to have one hell of a marketing budget to
achieve it any other way. I think people do find really
valuable, really important information and
experiences and they share them with each other.
For instance, the cancer website that I am talking
about has no formal marketing budget at all, but
why would it need one because everybody who
experiences a benefit from it tells everybody else?

Q501 Mr Hall: Stephan, I put the same question to
you. Is there a need for government intervention or
should we just allow the market to lead us wherever
it is going to take us?
Mr Shakespeare: Let me slightly reverse that and say
that if you are going to spend taxpayers’ money to
try and create quality in the media why would you
spend it in one place only, which allows that place,
obviously, the BBC, to continue to make the same
mistakes and not suVer the consequences? When the
BBC had its big navel-gazing exercising and was
saying, “How do we make our political current
aVairs programmes more accessible to the public?”,
the answer they came up with was inane
programmes, more really foolish visualisations of
things, less real discussion, because they were aiming
at a theoretical audience that was not there rather
than serving the existing audience for current aVairs
better. That they were able to get away with that, do
very poor experiments and really not suVer any
consequences from that was because they have a
monopoly on that money and therefore they have a
monopoly on that experimentation. I think if there
are others that are getting that then there is
competition for the BBC, not on its own terms but
on other terms.

Q502 Mr Hall: Would you make the case therefore
that the licence fee should not be exclusively for the
BBC but should be used for wider programme
content?
Mr Shakespeare: I have some questions about a
licence fee but if there is going to be a licence fee, if
there is going to be public money spent on it, it ought
not to prop up the monopoly.

Q503 Mr Evans: Mark, were you at all concerned
when Sky bought a stake in ITV?
Mr Wood: When it bought the stake I had a frisson
of concern but since then none at all. The reason for
the slight concern at the beginning was that we were
in the process of negotiating a new long-term news
contract with ITV and on previous occasions we had

faced a very tough fight with Sky which competed
with us head on. This time around ITV did not put
the contract out to tender because they were pretty
happy with what we are doing and we have just
signed a new six-year contract. Of course I had some
concerns that it might suddenly have an influence
but it has not. There has been no indication at all of
any influence by Sky on that process.

Q504 Paul Farrelly: I am sorry I am late, Chairman.
I have a big redundancy situation in my constituency
and I had to meet with senior management of
Woolworth’s and the local trade unions. Mark, you
and I have known each other for a long time since we
were at Reuters together. I see Reuters’
independence is now compromised. Nothing is bid-
proof these days.
Mr Wood: No, so it would seem.

Q505 Paul Farrelly: Can you just update us on where
ITN stands with respect to ITV’s previous
inclination to try and bring the whole operation in-
house? Is that still live or is it something that has
been shelved for the meantime?
Mr Wood: I do not see any sign of it at all at the
moment. They have signed a new long-term contract
with us as an external supplier. We have a very close
working relationship with ITV, as we do indeed with
Channel 4, and we have a very strong partnership
with ITV Regional News which is owned and
managed by ITV itself. Right now I do not get the
sense that it is on ITV’s agenda to acquire ITN. Also,
growth businesses are largely B2B businesses, for
example, in the archive image sales business which
we are growing globally. That is not necessarily a
perfect fit. It is possible that one day it might come
back on the agenda but it is not a live issue, I do
not think.

Q506 Paul Farrelly: Clearly you support plurality in
news provision. There are yourselves, the BBC and
Sky. Sky News does a very good job as well.
Mr Wood: Yes.

Q507 Paul Farrelly: Yet you supply news to more
than one channel. To encourage plurality it could be
argued that you should be encouraged not to supply
news to so many channels. What would you say to
that?
Mr Wood: I think our model is based on trying to get
the best of all worlds in that you get the economic
and commercial benefits of an integrated
infrastructure because costs of news-gathering and
news production are still pretty high, and Channel 4
News and ITV News share things like satellite paths
and the in-house servers and studio equipment and
studio staV, so you get those economies but they are
managed editorially separately and so they have a
diYcult agenda. There is co-ordination on use of
logistics and crews. They are asked to share crews as
well, but essentially they are driven by separate
editorial managements and that means that you do
get very diVerent news services. ITV News and
Channel 4 News are not the same. As you know, they
are very diVerent beasts.
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Q508 Paul Farrelly: From what we have read in your
submission, in the multi-channel digital future you
say that there may very well be many news providers
and there is no guarantee that “PSB values in news
will survive”. What do you mean by that? What do
you mean by public service broadcasting values in
news? Why might they not survive?
Mr Wood: I come back to the point I was making
earlier that there is a certain degree to which some
dimensions of news coverage are quite expensive to
provide. For example, ITV News recently did a week
on global warming anchored from Antarctica and
sent Mark Austen down there and it had a report on
the Cartaret Islands, which is a group of islands in
the Indian Ocean, which are disappearing beneath
the waves. They brought the theme of global
warming to life and conveyed it in a very interesting
way to the viewer. Channel 4 News has had “weeks
from”, such as Week from Iran, which was a
tremendous success in just giving a diVerent
perspective on the news coverage of Iran, and indeed
it led to a very strong relationship which was of value
when the sailors were being held captive. Channel 4
News got an interview with Larijani who suddenly
said they were open to negotiation. You suddenly
see that there are diVerent dimensions. Could you
fund that with a purely commercially based system?
Probably not. I think that is where you get the
diVerent shades of argument, that there is a funding
issue around depth of quality of news, and I think if
we want a highly informed society then that is where
you see the price being required, if you like. That is
the price you have to pay. You get it from the BBC
but if you have got some PSB funding around other
competing news providers you get a richness of
coverage which I think does inform debate. The
person I heard waxing lyrical on this last week was
Tina Brown, who came over from New York and
said that the problem in the States is that they have
got a very weak PBS system. There is a dearth of
strong broadcast news analysis in the way that you
get it in the UK.

Q509 Paul Farrelly: There are obvious current
situations such as the abduction of Maddy in
Portugal and the deaths of the people who have
come back from their stag evening on the M25.
Those events would always be covered in a reactive
sort of way. What you are saying is that where it
takes more eVort to explain that may not survive?
Mr Wood: Yes, I would say that is right. It is trying
to set an agenda and also to inform the public. As I
said, the funding we have received from ITV and
Channel 4 News as part of our contract to open up
news reporting in China I think is going to be of
enormous benefit in the way we have added a
dimension to our news provision in that China now
features regularly and it is done in an engaging way
to really bring home the pace of change in China, the
social aspirations and the environmental impact of
its fast-pace industrialisation. That helps to shape
thinking here about issues like global warming in a
way which may not otherwise happen. I think that is
where the value is. That is trying to define it and then
you have to ask how you fund it. I think you can

argue that ITV will always want a strong news
service. Particularly we are seeing under the current
ITV leadership that they are very committed to a
strong news service, so it is probably a channel
diVerentiator, I would say. Whether or not funding
were available they would carry on doing it, and
Channel 4 News, I think, has said it will struggle to
fund its news provision in the same way if it does not
get some kind of public support.

Q510 Paul Farrelly: I am going to open the next
question up to the other members of the panel so I
suspect I may get diVerent answers, especially from
Stephan, on this. The argument you have made
though is a completely distinct argument from the
issue of regulation of broadcasting to make sure it is
as politically neutral as possible so that people do
not have the same sort of filter for political news and
opinions as they have with the newspaper industry.
One of the reasons that people wish to support ITN
and BBC News is to make sure, to coin a phrase, that
we do not go down the “Foxisation” news route as
they have in the United States. Do you think that
regulation from a public service point of view should
remain or should we just deregulate?
Mr Wood: I think the answer is probably both.
There is an argument for having public service
broadcasting labelled “news” which is demonstrably
and is guaranteed to be independent, reliable,
balanced and regulated in that sense, but I think we
are going to see probably an explosion of Fox-type
services because publishers can do it. As I was saying
earlier, if the Daily Telegraph wants to launch a
Telegraph TV channel—and we have worked with
The Telegraph and we would be delighted if they
did—why should it not have a Telegraph slant to it?
As long as it is clearly labelled what it is I do not
think that is going to damage the ecology. I think
people are quite sophisticated in this country and
will know what they are getting but they will want to
know that BBC News is reliable and they will want
to know that anything else which is labelled public
service news is balanced and delivers what it
promises.

Q511 Paul Farrelly: Stephan, my friend Iain Dale
did me a great service in publishing a book for me, a
politico’s, a few years ago, and he has been trying to
tempt me onto 18 Doughystreet. As a Labour
politician I have so far resisted it, strangely. Should
you not be regulated, even though you stream over
the internet, in the same way that ITN and BBC are?
Mr Shakespeare: I do not think we should because
ITV and BBC and ITN I think have rather narrowly
defined what “unbiased” means. They could be
much freer in the use of diVerent voices so long as
those voices were balanced. Before you came into
the room something I was saying that we are going
to broaden our oVering considerably, not by not
doing the things that we are doing now but by
bringing in a lot of diVerent voices from diVerent
parts of the spectrum, and I think that is another
model. Going back to your previous question, I
think it is right to look for quality in traditional news
values and traditional models of news, but why not
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also look for quality in new models which do not
look at saying, “I am the voice of tradition or
authority” about what is happening in Iraq, say, but
instead of sending a team out there you get a whole
lot of people who live in Iraq making their own films
in a structured citizen journalism way? So long as
you had a variety of voices and you platform them
appropriately you could get a much better picture of
what is happening out there through the eyes of a
particular reporter. I think there are other models of
balance, that is to say, I do not think anybody ever
can be balanced. I do not think the BBC is balanced,
I do not think any individual reporter is ever
balanced. All you can get is a balance of voices.

Q512 Paul Farrelly: Some would say that you are
particularly unbalanced.
Mr Shakespeare: I am sure I am as unbalanced as
everybody else in this room. I think that is absolutely
right. My take on world events would be from my
corner of the world and I think the pretence that it
can ever be diVerent is very dangerous. The idea that
the BBC is untainted by bias is obviously ludicrous.
The idea that Jon Snow presents a balanced picture
of the world is obviously ludicrous. I do not have a
problem with that so long as there are plenty of other
voices as well.

Q513 Paul Farrelly: Mark has taken a middle
position and you cannot get more independent than
that, but as an independent producer what is your
take on this, in particular with the streaming of
services on the Internet and the mainstream
television news broadcasters? Should there be more
plurality and how can you justify treating the
internet, which is diVerent, diVerently?
Mr Lilley: I think I am probably unbalanced in a
diVerent way from Stephan’s unbalanced. I think it
is rather comforting, this idea that anybody is
impartial and that anybody ever was impartial or
that institutions are impartial. It rather depends on
where you look at them from, does it not? There is a
great deal of research, for instance, in minority
ethnic communities that perceive the BBC to be
extremely partial and other institutions and other
organisations. Obviously, I am not picking on the
BBC. I think it is rather a comforting, mass-media
myth that there was ever balance and that there was
ever impartiality. I think we are only seeing that now
that we have a vast number of other institutions and
organisations and individuals telling us about the
news. More important now is whether things are
authentic, whether you can tell in some way whether
things are authentic, whether they are true, whether
they are reported fairly. That means that we require
serious media and literacy skills as individuals and
we require serious labelling, as Mark was saying,
and understanding of what somebody is purporting
to be. I think those are urgent challenges rather than
illusory notions of whether individuals are impartial
or whether the given number of minutes in party-
political coverage gives you balance. I am not sure it
necessarily does give you balance. It gives you a sort
of notion. For me it really comes down to whether
or not people know what they are getting and

whether they have the skills and understanding of
the process of creation and also of the process of
manipulation that may be going on to really
understand what is underneath those stories. It is
very diVerent across generations. If you look at the
way in which stories are interpreted by those who are
native to this new participatory world, they go and
look for sources that are very esteemed. A colleague
of mine, a gentleman called Professor Stephen
Heppell, who is an educational theorist and may
have appeared before this Committee; I am not sure,
describes this by saying that the key skill of the 20th
century was to write an essay which assimilated all
the sources and the key skill of the 21st century is to
go out and check whether they were true. It is a very
diVerent way of viewing the world and that is what
it is increasingly about, not one source but the ability
to go and check, find and verify sources, and
sometimes that is done for you by media brands and
sometimes it is not.
Paul Farrelly: I was terribly old-fashioned in coming
through Reuters on the one hand and on the other
accuracy is all. I will not carry on now because I hear
my colleague Nigel Evans straining in my ear to
come in.

Q514 Mr Evans: No, you did not, but I will anyway.
Stephan, you would like access to some of this
money that is not there yet. How much would you
like?
Mr Shakespeare: Of course I would not like any of
it because I think we can do it on our own. I think it
should be the other way round. I think it should be
what are you trying to achieve with this money and
then you go out and find people that can do that for
you. It seems to me that we are a long way from
having a clear idea of what we would like to do with
this and therefore for us to claim it or for others to
distribute it seems to be still rather early. I guess I
would suggest taking a small part and doing a few
experimental dispersements here and there and
seeing what comes of it

Q515 Mr Evans: You are doing that now, are you
not?
Mr Shakespeare: We are not receiving any money
from anybody.

Q516 Mr Evans: No, but you are doing
experimental stuV.
Mr Shakespeare: We are. For example, we wanted to
send three or four people out to France following the
French election to get a two-hour job on the future
of France rather than a ten-minute job on it, which
is all you will ever get from the mainstream
broadcasters. There will be a small audience for that
but it will be something that we will refer back to as
well and use in diVerent ways. That was beyond our
funding so we would probably have come to you and
say, “This is what we would like to do. Do you want
to help out with this?”. Obviously, I will always be
asking for more but I think it is early days yet.
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Q517 Mr Evans: Also to Anthony and to Mark, have
you any idea as to what you would do diVerently if
you were able to get access to any public service
broadcasting money? What would be the carrot to
give you the money?
Mr Wood: You raised the question earlier on: would
you provide a 24-hour channel? We could do. That
would be one way of ensuring that you have got a
greater range of oVerings of 24-hour news if that
were available. Otherwise, the way that PSB has
been approached I do think there is an argument for
channelling it through existing broadcasters and
also for using some money to look for innovations,
but sometimes the market does provide innovations.
We are a partner and shareholder in a company
called Espresso which has a digital education
system, which is in more than 50% of all English
schools now and that is a commercial enterprise. Of
course, it is being paid for out of the electronic
learning credits which are provided in schools but it
is a business which is growing without any public
subsidy whatsoever as a commercial enterprise and
is very successful. You can see that with
determination, good ideas and good management
you can achieve quite a lot in the current world. I
think the example that Stephan gave us is a good
one, that if there were funding available to help start
up new businesses to add dimensions to what they
do, why not? It is a good idea.
Mr Lilley: I did quite a lot of work on the public
service publisher for Ofcom and in that thinking,
just as a paper to provoke consideration really, there
were ideas around services like Stephan’s or the
cancer society I was talking about earlier which find
it diYcult to reach scale. You have got relatively
small, relatively niche projects which are
supportable at a certain level but to jump up a scale,
to really achieve the service that the cancer site is
doing across every borough and every town in
Britain, is going to be expensive or at least risky to
begin with until you achieve the critical mass that
you need for these new media services. Quite often
getting them started is a lot easier than it was in
television, so, going back to John’s point about how
expensive is drama, the barrier to entry is incredibly
high with drama. The barrier to entry with a
community-driven website is not terribly high until
they work. The barrier to entry is not high; the
sustainability and the management of something
that grows to scale is really quite diYcult, and so you
end up suddenly in a very diVerent kind of funding
model where you are trying to work out how to bring
that public value on a very large scale. Then there is
the innovation point which I think is really central.
I would use public money in a non-commercial way.
I would ensure that you were investing that public
money for public benefits and if commercial players
could build a commercial service on top of it, so be

it; let them do that, rather like we do with basic
scientific research. We invest in the basic research.
When it is turned into technology and sold as
products, marvellous, well done, everybody benefits,
the economy improves. I think there is a cultural
model there for saying innovation at the base which
allows that kind of growth should be for public
benefit and anything that can be built commercially
means you do not have a negative market impact
because you do not operate in markets; you operate
in a public sector space and you prime markets. You
have to look at state aids, you have to look at how
you do that, but we do it in aerospace, we do it in
biotech; we do it in a number of other sectors. We do
not do it so much in creative industries, which is 8%
of UK GDP and rising. We do it through public
institutions. We do it through the BBC and the
museums and the galleries and the art schools, et
cetera. I think it is a more active way of doing
something we have been doing rather well, frankly,
since Victorian times, but that moves into the new
economy and the way in which we have got this
much more open, much more networked, much
more democratic potential in these new networks. It
is how you prime them so that they become the best
they can be rather starting from the assumption that
something they have not got to do is hurt
commercial markets. It is best public value with least
commercial negative impact. I think there is a win-
win situation rather like there is in basic science.
Invested properly the boat rises for everybody.

Q518 Philip Davies: Mark, following Stephan’s
comment, do you think that Jon Snow is impartial?
Mr Wood: Yes, in his own way. Jon is very active in
a number of diVerent arenas apart from Channel 4
News, but Channel 4 News actually does strive very
hard to be surprising, which it manages to be, and to
be quite tough on just about everybody that it
interviews. There is a good tradition there of it being
rigorous and good in its investigations. He is a
recognised personality. I think people to some extent
take that as part of the character of the man and the
programme, but I think if you look at its track
record of coverage you will find that it is pretty
balanced.

Q519 Paul Farrelly: If you asked Alastair Campbell
whether he thought Jon Snow was impartial what do
you think he would say?
Mr Wood: I think he was given a pretty hard time
and I think most government ministers would say
much the same. I think Channel 4 News is quite
feared in its rigour and its approach and there have
been some quite severe punch-ups. I do not have a
worry in that sense, that it has got a party-political
or one-sided bias at all.
Chairman: On that note we will say thank you very
much.
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Memorandum submitted by Ofcom

Introduction

1. Ofcom has carried out, and continues to carry out an extensive programme of work to assess the
impact, eVectiveness and future direction of the Public Service Broadcasting (PSB) in the UK. This evidence
therefore reflects the conclusions of several existing documents, and foreshadows a number of current and
forthcoming projects, described below.

2. Ofcom is charged by the Communications Act with undertaking an assessment at least once every five
years of the eVectiveness of the designated public service broadcasters in delivering the public service
purposes set out in the Act.1 We are also charged with reporting on how the quality of public service
broadcasting can be maintained and strengthened in future.

3. The last such assessment and report was completed in February 2005, when we published the third and
final phase of our Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting (“the PSB Review”).2 In it, we proposed
a new approach to ensuring the sustainability of PSB in the digital age. That document was followed in June
2005 by Programming for the Nations and Regions,3 which set out a number of proposals for the provision
of dedicated programming for the Nations and Regions of the UK.

4. In January 2006 we published Digital Local,4 analysing the future prospects of digital local content and
interactive services as a component of public service broadcasting in the digital era. In July 2006 this was
followed by the publication of Digital PSB,5 outlining some of Ofcom’s developing views with regard to
provision of PSB in the digital age in light of market changes since the PSB Review. In October 2006 we
completed and published out Review of the Television Production Sector.6 This included new a agreement
between broadcasters and producers about new ways to manage rights for the distribution of programmes
on new media platforms.

5. This evidence draws upon these documents, as well as a number of other projects currently underway,
and upon we expect to publish conclusions during 2007. In some instances, such as the Channel 4 Group
Financial Review, discussed in Section 4,7 The Future of News and The Future of Children’s Television
Programming (see Section 6) the work is not yet at a stage where conclusions can be shared with the
Committee. In others, such as the forthcoming Public Service Publisher document, we have outlined the
findings in Section 8.

6. Additionally in March 2007, we will publish the PSB Report, which aims to provide a robust base of
evidence to accompany the commercial terrestrial broadcasters’ publication of their annual Statements of
Programme Policy and review of the previous year. The report takes the form of an assessment of each of
the PSB purposes and characteristics (outlined in Section 3), by broadcaster, using a range of data covering
output, viewing figures and audience attitudes. These projects will also contribute to the next statutory
review of Public Service Broadcasting, upon which work will commence in early 2008.

The Prospects for Maintaining Plurality in Public Service Broadcasting in the Digital Age

1. Public service broadcasting in the UK has been sustained over many years by a mutually reinforcing
mix of institutions, funding and regulation. Commercial broadcasters have been willing to accept
substantial PSB obligations in exchange for access to the strictly limited number of analogue terrestrial TV
broadcast licences on oVer (together with the associated spectrum resource to allow terrestrial broadcast

1 BBC, Channel 3, Channel 4, Five, S4C and Teletext.
2 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/psb3/psb3.pdf
3 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/psb3/statement/261233/
4 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/psb review/digital local/digital local.pdf
5 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/psb review/digitalpsb/digitalpsb.pdf
6 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/tpsr/statement/review tv.pdf
7 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/psb review/digitalpsb/c4tor.pdf
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delivery). This has been termed the PSB Compact. The BBC and Channel 4 were given a more substantial
set of PSB obligations. They were also gifted the licences and spectrum necessary to allow the terrestrial
broadcast delivery of their analogue TV services.

2. In the PSB Review, Ofcom assessed the arguments regarding plurality of PSB provision. We identified
several benefits that flow from a plural PSB system. Specifically, we identified that plurality:

— Enables the provision of complementary services to diVerent audiences.

— Ensures a range of perspectives, particularly in news and current aVairs.

— Provides competition to spur innovation and investment in new programme types and format.

3. In addition, plurality can help inform the process of regulation by providing valuable benchmark
information about the performance of diVerent providers. Arguably, these benefits apply to the
broadcasting system generally, in which competition between providers is expected to deliver benefits to
consumers. Ofcom’s view is that the arguments also apply specifically to the provision of PSB—we stated
in the PSB Review that competition for quality in PSB will deliver benefits to viewers, particularly in their
capacity as UK citizens.

4. As a result, Ofcom concluded that we should aim to ensure that there is more than one PSB provider
of significant scale, and that the production of PSB content is open to a wide range of producers. Ofcom
suggested that plurality is needed at three important levels of the broadcasting production and
distribution chain:

— Plurality of outlets: so that viewers do not have to be reliant on a single provider in order to
receive PSB.

— Plurality of commissioning: so that a range of commissioners working for diVerent organisations
can bring their diVerent perspectives to bear on the system.

— Plurality of production: so that there are diVerent creative organisations competing for
commissions.

5. In short, therefore a plural PSB system of broadcasting, commissioning and production delivers
benefits to viewers through competition for quality, the delivery of a variety of perspectives and the
maintenance and strengthening of the UK’s tradition of PSB in television. These benefits have been provided
through the historic PSB system, and there is strong general support for continued plurality of PSB
provision. For instance, the BBC has said that “We understand the arguments in favour of plurality in public
service programming, and strongly support the ongoing contribution of ITV1, Channel 4 and Five as
investors in high-quality British programming across a wide range of genres.”8 Moreover, the Charter
Review White Paper has endorsed the importance of plurality of PSB provision: “The Government believes
that sustaining a plurality of PSB providers who both complement and compete with each other has been
important in ensuring that this quality and diversity are maintained.”9

Pressures on plural PSB in the digital age

6. One of the central conclusions of the PSB Review was that the delicate balance that has sustained the
plurality of public service broadcasting will not survive the move to the fully digital age.

7. Nearly two years since that conclusion, the pace of change in the UK communications markets is
accelerating. Nearly three quarters of UK households now have access to digital television, compared to less
than two thirds in early 2005 and penetration continues to increase. Access to high speed broadband is
higher than ever, and connection speeds are increasing as prices are dropping. 3g mobile networks are
delivering an increasing range of data services. Competition in all these markets is becoming fiercer. These
are welcome developments that increase consumer choice, and hand more power from producers to
consumers.

8. New digital technologies are having and will have a profound impact on the way we watch television:

— In a little over five years, the achievement of digital switchover will mean that everyone in the
country will have access to a minimum of 18 TV services—most will have access to many more.

— High speed broadband internet is allowing allow diVerent on-demand services and interactivity,
while Personal Video Recorders are growing in popularity.

— Improving digital compression technology could provide the capacity to increase the current
number of channels in the future.

— Wireless networking is distributing media throughout the household.

— Mobile devices are increasingly being used for viewing television services.

— Increasingly sophisticated electronic programme guides (EPGs) are adding powerful new
functionality to the consumption of television.

— Traditional television schedules could ultimately be displaced by fully on-demand services.

8 BBC, Building Public Value: renewing the BBC for a digital world, June 2004.
9 Charter Review White Paper, A public service for all: the BBC in the digital age, March 2006.
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9. At the same time, technological developments are unlikely to wholly displace linear broadcasting for
the foreseeable future. Therefore, while PSBs need to adapt to change, traditional linear broadcasting may
still be needed for some time to come, in order to help secure reach and impact.

Multichannel TV

10. However, technological change also poses a real risk to the implicit funding available to sustain PSB
in the commercial sector. Fragmentation of audiences and the growth of digital television are acting to
reduce the audience share of the main terrestrial broadcasters. Increased competition in the market has
already eroded the market share of the main terrestrial broadcasters (see Figure 1). Moreover, these trends
have accelerated since the publication of PSB Review. As the figure shows, viewing shares at the main
terrestrial channels have declined more rapidly than our PSB Review forecasts—even under our most
pessimistic scenarios.

Figure 1

RAPID ACCELERATION OF MAIN CHANNEL LOSS OF SHARE
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11. Digital-only channels have benefited from (and helped to cause) the main terrestrial broadcasters’
declining audience share. Share growth has been strong, even in existing multichannel homes, and a large
number of new channels have launched—with over 400 channels (including a number of spin-oV channels
from the main terrestrial broadcasters) available in the UK at the end of 2005, versus fewer than 300 in 2003.

12. It should also be noted that some of the most successful digital-only channels are operated by the
public service broadcasters themselves. The main terrestrial broadcasters have expanded their families of
channels—partly in an attempt to defend their portfolio viewing share in response to declining share of the
main analogue terrestrial service, and also to expand their overall digital footprint. As a result, although the
major channels face serious challenges from the impact of increased digital penetration, attention should be
given to the mitigating impact of their digital family of channels, which will benefit from the same trend
(albeit that the value of advertising impacts is much lower on the digital-only channels). The implications
of this mitigating impact for the future health of PSB provision—as distinct from the results of the channel
operators—is of course a more complex issue. Of the digital-only channels operated by the public service
broadcasters, some take distinctly commercial approach, but many could be said to additional public service
value—even in cases where the services are not classified as PSB channels per se.

New media

13. In the PSB Review, Ofcom focused on linear provision of content, i.e. other channels, albeit on
diVerent platforms. Limited attention was paid to Video on Demand (VoD) services, where viewers are able
to select and view content without being tied to schedules. Rapid technological change in the last two years
raises a number of challenges to the traditional PSB system in addition to those from multichannel TV. Since

10 For a definition of the scenarios shown in the figure, please see the Ofcom publication, Digital PSB (July 2006).
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2004, the VoD market has developed rapidly and substantial growth is plausible, through new services such
as BT Vision, Channel 4 On Demand and Sky Anytime—all of which have launched in the last six weeks.
Similarly, the increasing use of Personal Video Recorders are contributing to the non-linear consumption
of content and threatening traditional advertising revenues.

14. As broadband penetration has increased rapidly over the last five years, multiple new entrants have
entered or are planning to enter the market. Not all currently connected broadband households have speeds
which allow VoD services, but increasing take-up rates have created a large volume of households—
including all three million cable households—that do.

15. Mobile TV services are also developing. Services using 3G networks are already available, as is a
service (BT Movio) using an alternative technology based on Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB). Other
services using rival technologies such as DVB-H, DMB and MediaFLO have recently been trialled in the
UK, and a number of studies have shown broadly positive responses from consumers.

16. In 2006, all major broadcasters have adopted strategies to develop content provision online, although
they are at varying stages of development. Given the rapid pace of change in the market in the last two years,
by the completion of digital switchover, VoD could represent a substantial proportion of viewing, with
important consequences for the strategies and business models of the major broadcasters in terms of
scheduling, content, advertising other revenues.

Implications

17. Taken together, multichannel TV and new media are eroding the historical commercial PSB
Compact, as described in paragraph 1. The nature of this Compact is of significant importance for the future
of PSB. Regardless of the overall profitability of the commercial public service broadcasters, the increasing
penetration of digital television and the development of new media raise two key issues.

18. First, as audience fragmentation continues, privileged access to the analogue spectrum reduces in
value. The revenue from analogue advertising is no longer the only source—and possibly not the main
source—of income for commercial broadcasters.

19. Second, there are alternative routes for broadcasters to reach audiences. In the past, the main
broadcasters could only reach audiences through analogue television—and so they had no choice but to take
part in the PSB Compact. But in the multichannel world, broadcasters can reach audiences through many
routes: not only analogue but also digital terrestrial TV, digital satellite and cable platforms. Indeed, as
technology develops further, content providers may at some stage no longer need television platforms to
reach their audiences.

20. Additionally, change is happening in the way that spectrum is managed, both in the UK and
elsewhere. Spectrum is increasingly recognised as a valuable resource with many alternative uses. There is
rapid innovation in wireless services, and every type of wireless device needs access to spectrum. It is
therefore increasingly important to ensure that the way spectrum is managed creates incentives to use it
eYciently, so that the use of spectrum changes when this benefits society. For this reason, most users of
spectrum currently pay for access, including users like the Ministry of Defence and the emergency services,
as well as telecoms companies. Ofcom is proposing to extend this system to the spectrum used for digital
television broadcasting from 2014, using a methodology that is fair and consistent with other users.

21. Taken together, these developments mean that the PSB Compact as presently configured will not be
sustained into the fully digital age. While (as discussed in Section 3) there remains the scope in the run-up
to switchover to hold commercial broadcasters PSBs to a number of existing obligations, this will not
continue once switchover is complete.

22. Without a PSB policy that takes account of these important changes, the plurality of the existing
system will be lost after switchover and the BBC will emerge as the only PSB provider of real scale.
Commercial broadcasters, including those not currently designated as public service broadcasters, will
screen some programmes which contribute to PSB purposes because some will be profitable and others will
be necessary to enhance their brand. Overall, however, the scale of this programming will not begin to match
that of the present and immediate future.

The Practicality of Continuing to Impose Public Service Obligations on Commercial Broadcasters

23. In the previous section we examined the prospect of maintaining PSB plurality in the digital age.
However, it is important to distinguish these prospects from those today and in the run-up to switchover.
In this section we briefly address the public service obligations of the public service broadcasters in the period
between now and the early years of the next decade, before considering how a new system could carry
forward the core PSB purposes into the digital era.
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24. The extent to which the erosion of the PSB Compact is being driven by the prospect of switchover,
as opposed to developments that would have taken place absent a policy of switchover, will remain a matter
of speculation. What we can say with certainty is that the factors that are eroding the Compact have
escalated since the PSB Review of early 2005 and are causing pressures on commercial PSB providers today,
ahead of switchover. It is therefore worth explaining what obligations can continue to be imposed on
commercial public service broadcasters in this transitional period.

25. The Appendix to this evidence shows the programme production and genre quotas which Ofcom
imposes under the Communications Act, together with those set for the BBC by the BBC Trust and Ofcom.
For commercial television, the levels currently remain much as inherited in 2003 from the previous regulator,
the ITC, with the exceptions of a reduction in non-news regional programmes on ITV, a substantial increase
in the quota for regional production for the ITV network, and minor downwards adjustments of news and
original productions on Five.

26. In other areas, such as children’s and religious programmes for example, the Act does not empower
Ofcom to set quotas. Broadcasters establish their own policies, with the proviso that if a broadcaster
proposes a “significant” change, that would materially aVect the character of its service, it must consult
Ofcom and take account of the regulator’s opinion in drawing up its annual Statement of Programme Policy.
The intention of the Act was to give broadcasters much greater flexibility in these areas. Therefore greater
change may be expected here in the run-up to switchover, compared with those areas policed by quotas.

A new PSB system

27. Notwithstanding the obligations that will continue to be imposed for the next few years, Ofcom
believes a new PSB system is needed to carry forward the core purposes of public service broadcasting into
the digital era, and maintain plurality in provision. This was our view in February 2005 and,
overwhelmingly, the evidence gathered since indicates that the case for such a new system is stronger now
than nearly two years ago.

28. It is important to recognise the significant opportunities available to public service broadcasting
through new digital technologies and services. Audiences will be able to access on-demand libraries and
archives of PSB programming. Interactive features will enhance the provision of news and educational
material. Content can be made available on portable and mobile devices, as well as on the main household
TV screen. EVective and user-friendly navigation around diVerent types of content will allow viewers to find
PSB content more readily. There is therefore every reason to suppose that the future for plural public service
broadcasting in the UK is exciting—provided there is a new system to deliver it.

29. Ofcom’s starting point for such a new system is the promotion of more choice and competition. As
switchover approaches, the UK television market will work increasingly eVectively to deliver what
consumers want and are able to pay for. Long standing market failures, associated with spectrum scarcity,
lack of direct payment mechanisms, and lack of consumer information, will be steadily reduced in
significance.

30. Digital TV and broadband oVer the prospect of a market that can work more eVectively than the
traditional analogue system to deliver viewers what they want to watch and are prepared to pay for. There
is scope for many new channels to enter the market, for new media to be used, and for payment mechanisms
to allow direct relationships between viewers and broadcasters. At the same time, research from the PSB
Review found that consumers are increasingly media literate, are prepared to seek out information about
what they want to watch, and welcome the choice and convenience provided by multichannel TV.

31. Ofcom places a high priority on supporting these general developments. We will continue our
programme of work to support the successful completion of the digital switchover process, and the roll-out
of high bandwidth broadband services. We are have reviewed competition in broadcasting markets, and
have completed a review of the content production sector.11

32. It has been argued that a better functioning UK television market would be capable of fulfilling most,
if not all, of the current PSB purposes. Ofcom examined this argument in detail as part of the PSB Review.
Table 1 below summarises the impact we believe could be experienced by the key elements of the PSB system
post-switchover, if further intervention was absent.

Table 1

Current system Post-DSO, without intervention

Value of PSB c.£3 billion of direct funding and c.£2.5 billion provided in the form of direct funding
opportunity cost for the BBC

Range of PSB PSB activity in all genres Most PSB genres provided only by the BBC: current
provision aVairs, education and children’s programming likely

to be very materially reduced

11 Review of the Television Production Sector, October 2006 (http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/tpsr/statement/
review tv.pdf)
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Current system Post-DSO, without intervention

Plurality of Three major PSB providers Two major providers (BBC, C4, though reduced),
PSB Provision (BBC, ITV, C4) across a number low levels of provision by a number of channels,

of genres, with a number of including ITV
smaller PSB channels Some genres functionally only provided by the

BBC—regional, children’s programming
Original c.£2.6 billion, with a mix of c.£2.1 billion, with a higher bias towards in-house
production commissioners spread across in- production by ITV

house and independent
production

33. We conclude therefore that in relation to value, range, plurality and origination even a better
functioning market will not fully provide all that society as a whole values enormously, and which should
be available to all. In particular, we note the potential impact a lack of intervention could have on UK
originated production. Of the £2.7 billion currently spent on UK originated content per annum, £2.6 billion
is accounted for by the PSB channels. Although much of this is as a result of market forces—viewers value
UK original programming and broadcasters have commercial incentives to provide it—we believe the PSB
regime plays a key role in securing these high levels of original production. Without intervention it is likely
that higher levels of repeats and acquired programmes would be scheduled, especially in economically
marginal genres. Given the power of television and its ability to reach and influence large numbers of people,
public intervention to secure such content remains justified, even in a fully digital world.

34. The PSB Review set out a new definition of PSB, described in terms of purposes and characteristics,
designed to remain relevant over time, even as new technologies and media emerge to supplement, or
eventually replace, more conventional broadcast channels.

35. The PSB purposes and characteristics are deliberately looser than the formal “box-ticking” of quotas
for annual hours of particular genres. Their development was in recognition of the fact that TV programme
genres are becoming less distinct, and can vary significantly in the degree to which they could be described
as “PSB”.

36. Although the PSB channels are together tasked with fulfilling the purposes and characteristics, within
the PSB system it is expected that each PSB channel has a diVerent remit (with access to diVerent funding
sources and diVerent institutional approaches). Each element is seen as having a vital role to play in ensuring
that overall quality, range and choice are maintained.

PSB Purposes

— To inform ourselves and others and to increase our understanding of the world through news,
information and analysis of current events and ideas.

— To stimulate our interest in and knowledge of arts, science, history and other topics through
content that is accessible and can encourage informal learning.

— To reflect and strengthen our cultural identity through original programming at UK, national and
regional level, on occasion bringing audiences together for shared experiences.

— To make us aware of diVerent cultures and alternative viewpoints, through programmes that
reflect the lives of other people and other communities, both within the UK and elsewhere.

PSB Characteristics

— High quality—well funded and well produced.

— Original—new UK content, rather than repeats or acquisitions.

— Innovative—breaking new ideas or re-inventing exciting approaches, rather than copying old
ones.

— Challenging—making viewers think.

— Engaging—remaining accessible and enjoyed by viewers.

— Widely available—if content is publicly funded, a large majority of citizens need to be given the
chance to watch it.

37. In this new system, there will be a revised role for each of the main players and a potential role for a
new Public Service Publisher (PSP), which is discussed in more detail in Section 8:

— The BBC, funded by the licence fee model, should remain as the cornerstone of PSB, with a special
responsibility to invest in distinctive content which strives always to meet public service purposes
and characteristics.

— ITV1 should focus on its strengths of national news and current aVairs, regional news and high
production value origination from around the UK, rather than to be asked to preserve in full a
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range of commitments. After digital switchover a core level of PSB obligations should be
maintained on ITV1, available free-to-air on all transmission platforms: high production value
UK programming, news, current aVairs and a core regional news service.

— Channel 4 should remain as a not-for-profit, commercially funded broadcaster, with a sharp focus
on public purposes and specific remit for innovation.

— Five should be primarily market-led, with its PSB obligations focused on UK original production.
A more flexible approach should be taken to Five’s other PSB obligations. This new approach will
help to provide a test for the likely level of market provision of PSB programming.

— There is a case for a new Public Service Publisher (PSP), publicly funded, charged with using new
media to deliver distinctive and high quality content to citizens and consumers. This is discussed
further in section 8.

— Other commercial digital channels should be encouraged to develop further their investment in,
and broadcast of, high quality UK content.

38. For the commercial PSBs, ensuring even these levels of PSB provision may be impractical. The
traditional methods of ensuring PSB content will no longer be applicable in the digital world. Unlike other
channels, the main commercial PSBs—ITV and Five—do not have a public service remit through charter,
funding or ownership (full or part). Rather, they have delivered public service content in exchange for
privileges in the broadcasting market.

39. The changes detailed earlier in our submission make it impossible for the regulator or the government
to exert either the same pressure or incentive on the PSBs. The ability to broadcast nationally is less
restricted than historically and, partly in consequence, reach smaller audiences. Other levers of PSB delivery
that remain12 are minor and unlikely to represent a strong incentive to accept the current PSB obligations.
Moreover, changes in the way that spectrum is managed (described in paragraph 20) mean that broadcasters
will in time pay for their spectrum usage.

40. By contrast, PSB obligations on the commercial public service broadcasters remain onerous.
Historically, this cost has been outweighed by the benefits of being one of a small number of channels. In
the near future, it will not be.

41. This is not to suggest that ITV1 or FIVE will become unviable as companies. Commercial
television—as an industry—will continue to be viable. In 2005, even after material falls in audience share,
ITV improved its financial performance. However, in the light of increasing competitive pressure and
decreasing benefit from accepting PSB obligations, it is unrealistic to presume that ITV, Five, or indeed any
other commercially funded and owned broadcaster, continues to accept the imposition of large PSB
obligations in the long term.

The Viability of Existing Funding Models for ITV, Five and Channel 4

42. The Committee’s terms of reference included an examination of the viability of the existing funding
models for ITV, Channel 4 and FIVE. However, as the previous section argues, the funding model for
commercial television is not at stake, but rather the ability to impose PSB obligations on commercial
providers. We have argued in this evidence and elsewhere that although commercial television may be
financially sound, it is increasingly unwilling to accept PSB obligations for which it receives little in return
as the value of the spectrum scarcity falls.

43. Furthermore, in making this assessment, we do not intend to judge the viability as commercial
organisations of ITV and FIVE specifically. Rather, we make these points about the commercial TV sector
as a whole. ITV or FIVE may suVer commercially for a number of reasons, but there is no compelling reason
as to why they specifically should.

44. This section will therefore be confined to examining the viability of Channel 4, The Channel 4 Group
is an independent, publicly owned, not-for-profit Corporation whose primary purpose is fulfilling the public
service remit for Channel 4 set out in the Communications Act. Its activities are however entirely funded
by commercial revenues. Thus, although it faces the same market pressures as ITV and Five, the impact on
its revenue and cost will directly relate to its provision of PSB.

45. In its PSB Review, Ofcom stated that a not-for-profit, commercially funded Channel 4 would be an
important part of the PSB landscape, and should remain so up to switchover and beyond. The Phase 2
Report anticipated a “major role for Channel 4 as a broadcaster contributing to the continued success of
the PSB system”.

46. We undertook to carry out a full review of Channel 4’s financial prospects in 2006–07, which is now
underway. The main objectives of the review are to assess the resilience of the Group’s business model in
the face of changing competitive pressures, to understand the scale and timing of any financial challenges
that the Group may face in fulfilling its remit in the medium term, and in detail over the next five years, and
if necessary to identify possible mechanisms to address any future pressures on its funding model.

12 Examples include Must Carry status and EPG prominence.
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47. The Financial Review is being carried out in two phases, although these may to some degree overlap.
The first phase of the review will assess the Channel 4 Group’s current financial performance, its financial
projections, the impact of changes in the market on the Group’s future financial performance and the likely
risks to its long-term funding model. The second phase of the review will consider, if necessary, what forms
of further regulatory intervention may be appropriate to address any future pressures on the Channel 4
funding model and their implications for the Group and for other aVected parties. If required, potential
options for intervention will be examined and evaluated in conjunction with the Group, where appropriate,
and recommendations made for further action.

48. Ofcom has appointed LEK to support the review. LEK is undertaking a detailed review of Channel
4 Group’s financial statements, business plans and management accounts for the past five years, and of its
future performance projections. Where possible, LEK’s opinions will be informed by comparison with
relevant external benchmarks. It is Ofcom’s intention to publish the conclusions of LEK’s report around
the end of March 2007.

49. In addition to this financial evaluation, Ofcom is itself undertaking work to assess Channel 4’s
delivery of its public service broadcasting remit. This will include understanding how the Channel 4 Group
defines and implements Channel 4’s remit, and identifying relevant performance indicators and benchmarks
for current and future performance.

The Case for Public Funding of Broadcasters in Addition to the BBC

50. Although the impact of the changes in the market on Channel 4 are as yet undetermined, the reduced
ability to impose PSB obligations on commercial providers in the fully digital age is likely to lead to a
material decline in the value of implicit support for PSB and thus provision by the commercial broadcasters
for PSB. The gap between the current system and that absent intervention could be substantial.

51. Clearly, it is for Parliament and Government as a matter of public policy to decide on the
maintenance of the PSB system. We note however that, in the fully digital age, few—if any—substantial
levers will be available in respect of the commercial providers of PSB. As indirect subsidy will not longer be
possible on the scale required, any further funding will need to be direct. Equally, while it is possible to meet
this funding requirement through increasing the BBC’s income and output, this would undermine plurality
of PSB provision and the material benefits this brings, as described in Section 2.

52. Direct funding oVers potential in its own right for a significant shift in the appreciation of PSB within
the industry. It will, for the first time, make the cost of PSB explicit to all stakeholders, both recipients and
donors. This carries a number of implications for the funding of PSB.

53. First, direct funding will make the cost of each element of PSB programming explicit, making value-
for-money discussions easier and more prominent. High levels of scrutiny are likely to accompany the levels
of funding.

54. Second, external funding bodies (of whatever kind) may be able to exert significant and direct control
over the PSB content they have paid for. This is a particular concern if directly linked to the government as
the perception that news and other similar services are directly supported by government should be avoided.

55. Third, the clarity of the direct funding model may generate greater visibility of PSB issues amongst
the viewing public. However, it is uncertain to what extent the public will consider the subsidy for PSB
justified in such a format, especially if it comes in the form of an increased licence fee.

56. Fourth, the sources of direct funding may be less secure than the present system and vulnerable to
short term and external pressures.

57. Fifth, new governance structures would have to evolve to distribute the money eVectively and without
bias. The final structure could involve a number of stakeholders, but could raise questions over the remit
of Ofcom versus the BBC.

58. There are a number of potential sources of funding available to the government:

— Tax revenues: funding from tax revenues could either come from general taxation or from
hypothecated spectrum-related revenues.

— Enhanced licence fee: setting the licence fee higher than that required to fund the BBC would
provide a secure income stream which could fund public service content in the digital age.

— Tax on the turnover of UK licensed broadcasters: This source of revenues funds the regulation of
the broadcasting industry and could be used to finance public service content.

The Future of Key Areas of Public Service Media Content

59. Many of the PSB genres most valued by the public are already experiencing pressures and changes
being brought about by the erosion of the historic PSB Compact, described in Section 1. Ofcom has
therefore commissioned a series of analyses into these areas, ahead of the next scheduled PSB Review due
to be completed in 2009–10.
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News programming

60. Ofcom believes that the future for public service television news is assured in the period up to digital
switchover. There is much less certainty post-switchover. For that reason we are currently engaged in a
major project to examine the prospects from 2012 onwards. As the research and analysis are still underway,
we do not yet have conclusions to share with the Committee, but will do so as soon as our Phase One report is
published, planned for March. Nevertheless, it may be helpful to outline the methodology we are adopting.

61. The Future of News project will build on the work of the PSB Review (including our conclusions on
programming for the Nations and regions) and look forward to the provision and consumption of news in
the light of DSO. Its final focus will be on the scope and desirability of any regulatory interventions - but
no meaningful analysis of the prospects for television news can be made without taking full account of the
whole range of news sources, and how they are produced and consumed. It will also be important to look
at how far the model of traditional linear television will be usurped by new technologies.

62. Among the issues to be addressed are the following questions:

— What does the citizen of the 21st century need to have available in order to play a full part in a
modern democracy?

— Is a model of competition and plurality sustainable (given a consensus that it is desirable)?

— Can journalism “in depth” be safeguarded?

— Is it possible to ensure local as well as national/global coverage?

— How should the issue of impartiality be handled in a convergent environment?

63. The project is being carried out in two stages and will involve a number of separate workstreams.
Phase One will examine the current state of the news industry to identify what trends are already evident;
and where there are pressures on news supply and consumption. It will look at how news is produced,
delivered, used. It will examine the content of news, and how viewers perceive it. It will build on previous
studies,13 and will comprise the following workstreams:

— Review of existing knowledge.

— Industry perspective.

— Economics of news.

— Output/content analysis.

— News consumption.

64. Phase Two will look specifically at digital switchover and try to assess the impact of a digital age on
television news. It will look at the future economics of news production. It will identify the options for
possible intervention—should this be considered necessary/desirable—and examine the factors that might
justify such action. By the end of Phase 2, the project will aim to answer the following key policy questions:

— What outcome is considered desirable for the television news environment and why?

— What would the market provide in television news, free from intervention?

— What intervention might be needed to bridge any gap? Is it justified?

65. We plan to publish Phase Two by summer 2007.

Children’s programming

66. Part of Ofcom’s review and reporting duty in relation to PSB (see introduction) is the extent to which
“those [PSB] services (taken together) include what appears to Ofcom to be a suitable quantity and range
of high quality and original programmes for children and young people.”14 As noted above, the PSBs are
required to consult Ofcom on proposals for significant changes in their statements of programme policy and
take account of any opinions expressed by Ofcom. In 2005, Ofcom agreed with ITV’s proposal to reduce
childrens programming from 11.5 hours on average per week to around eight. More recently, Ofcom
disagreed with a proposal for further significant change.

67. But commercial pressures on children’s programmes clearly remain. In addition, we have noted the
potential impact of the proposals to restrict advertisements for products that are high in fat, salt and sugar
from all programmes, broadcast at any time of day or night, which hold particular appeal for children up
to the age of 16.15 It has also been a recurring theme expressed by stakeholders that Ofcom should consider
this issue.

13 In particular the 2002 New News Old News study (ITC/BSC).
14 s264 Communications Act 2003.
15 Ofcom, Television Advertising of Food and Drink Products to Children - Statement and Further Consultation (http://

www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/foodads—new/foodads3.pdf)
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68. All these factors indicate that it is timely to review children’s television in advance of our next
scheduled PSB Review. This new project, The Future of Children’s TV Programming, will look at the
current state of the children’s TV market, the sources of funding for children’s programming both now and
in the future, the children’s TV production sector, and some of the potential policy options for the future.
Ofcom has commenced scoping of the project and output is expected in the summer of 2007. We will seek
to keep the Committee informed of the findings of this work.

Regional programming

69. The PSB Review acknowledged that regional programming on commercial channels faces particular
challenges and that, with the approach of switchover, regional programming would no longer be sustainable
on its existing scale.

70. Research conducted as part of the Review showed that geographical communities and identities are
still very important in the UK, despite growing social mobility and diversity. Many people’s attachment is
greatest to their own neighbourhood or locality. National identities are also strong, reflecting the need for
PSB to be flexible enough to adapt to the changing and complex needs of a devolved society. Although
regional attachments are typically less strong than either local or national identifications, the research found
that people throughout the UK believe that regional broadcasting continues to have value. Regional news
is the clear priority, with non-news regional programming less so, although some non-news regional
programmes do have strong and loyal audiences. In addition viewers want to see their nation or region
reflected on network television, and for television to serve as a window on the geographical diversity of
the UK.

71. The PSB Review set out a new proposed approach to local, regional and national broadcasting, one
which would deliver more value to audiences than the previous mix of regional programming and network
production, and—vitally—one that would be financially viable through digital switchover and beyond.

72. The core elements of the new approach are:

— An increasingly important role for the BBC in the provision of news and a range of other
programming for the nations and regions.

— A role for ITV1 focussed on regional news and high quality original production for the main
network from the nations and regions.

— Increased levels of production outside London, for both the ITV network and the BBC.

— Improved dispersal of out of London production, including to the nations.

— Establishing the scope for imaginative news forms of local television.

— Delivery of indigenous language services through dedicated services.

— A potential role for the PSP in providing local, regional and national content.

The Case for Provision of Public Service Material on New Media

73. The objective of public service intervention has always been the delivery of high-quality, UK-
originated content that meets public purposes. Although this has always been considered in terms of
television, the rise of new technologies and forms of entertainment means a forward looking approach to
content will need to consider a wider video content market, which includes all forms of digital media.

74. While traditional video media are static, digital media are experiencing rapid growth, both in terms
of content and hardware. Consumers, especially those under the age of 25, are taking advantage of
technological advances to change their consumption of content. Young adults (age 16–24) watch seven
hours less television, but send 42 more text messages per week than the population as a whole.16 As a
consequence, (as figure 3 below shows) they value their mobile phones more than their televisions.

16 Ofcom, The Communications Market 2006.
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Figure 3

MEDIA ACTIVITY THAT WOULD BE MOST MISSED BY AGE GROUP
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75. As content is increasingly delivered on other devices, the boundaries between these markets and
traditional broadcasting are blurred—for instance, a PC or mobile device could be an alternative platform
for viewing television content, even linear programmes. Trials and service launches of broadcast mobile TV
and simulcast internet broadcasting suggest that this reality is both popular and becoming increasingly
accessible. For many, broadcasting has already advanced beyond the television set.

76. However, digital media does not mean simply a series of alternative distribution models for the same
linear content. New types of content have a number of characteristics that make them go far beyond
traditional broadcasting—the notions of participation and two way communication are key diVerences
between traditional broadcast and new digital content. More specifically, it is the ability of users to create,
annotate, comment and communicate around content that goes some way towards explaining the adoption
of the internet as a cultural phenomenon. These characteristics can be seen in already existing digital
content—video gaming, social networking sites, community sites, Wikipedia, and user/community
generated content. These services have already begun to change the way (and what) we consider
broadcasting.

77. In the medium term—if not sooner—the broadcasting market will be increasingly characterised by
forms of provision that are cross-platform and multimedia in nature, where content is likely to become
increasingly central. Content producers will be able to make their output available without using the
traditional channel model. As a result, they oVer the potential to generate a far richer and deeper viewer
experience.

78. For many citizen-consumers, this experience will become their dominant form of accessing content.
The young adults who lead adoption of new technologies and platforms are also most likely to move away
from television. For the 16–24 age group, the reach and audience of PSB genres on traditional television are
lower and are falling faster than for the audiences as a whole. Not only can the experience of digital media
be harnessed for public service delivery, it will need to so as to ensure the highest levels of reach and impact.

79. Thus, in a networked world with very limited capacity constraints, the ability to distribute content
that meets public purposes will be enhanced substantially. Not only will it be possible to create more in depth
content, but much more of it can be made available to citizens. Digital media oVers the chance to expand
public service reach and impact by addressing content provision in a more dynamic way than is currently
possible. This means not only greater eYciency of funding (for instance, there would no longer be a need
to support a full schedule roster in order to secure key public service content), but also the ability to target
content and spend in order to enhance the overall impact of the system.

80. Furthermore, Ofcom argues that there is evidence that the level of public service content by the
market in digital media is likely to be below the optimal level. In the PSB Review, we discussed in some
detail the economic logic behind underprovision of public service content on traditional media. While much
of that argument does not apply to digital media, we believe that there are a number of economic reasons
why broadcast-style content will continue to be underprovided on digital media:

— Public service content remains a merit good that it is desirable for consumers to access. While some
scepticism exists over the potential to guide consumers to content that they may not choose, the
digital media market is still likely to fail to deliver the optimum quantity.
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— Positive externalities, quantifiable and unquantifiable, will continue to arise from provision of
content by digital means, although the benefits may be reduced as a result of fragmentation and
increased choice. These include the orthodox externalities noted earlier, as well as the wider
social benefits.

— Content is still non-rival on wider digital media platforms. Regardless of how it is distributed, the
marginal cost for the extra unit is still zero. However, although consumer welfare would be
enhanced through the delivery of free-to-view content, this would need to be balanced against the
cost of creating the extra welfare—eg the potential market impact on commercial provision of
similar services, and the additional cost of delivering the digital media service.

81. Although this argument is framed in economic terms, these factors are at the heart of the citizenship-
based rationale for intervention to support content with wider social value. Content is a merit good if
individuals receive more benefit—for instance through news and information—than they realise. Similarly,
the concept of a positive externality is an economics-based way of expressing the point that an individual’s
viewing of content can have additional benefits for society as a whole, for instance through his or her
engagement in the democratic process as a more educated citizen. The purposes and characteristics of public
service content defined by Ofcom are intended to address these citizenship issues—and so address the
problem that the market is unlikely to provide the full set of content and services that will maximise the net
benefit to society.

82. In essence, although the changes brought about by the emergence of a converged digital media
landscape aVect the public service argument, a case for intervention is likely to remain. Moreover, just as
we continue to expect under-provision of certain types of television programming, other similar types of
video content (interactive, personalised, user generated) may exhibit similar characteristics. As a result,
shortfalls may be expected, both for new forms of content and for conventional television programmes.

83. However, it is not possible at this stage to be definitive on the scale of this shortfall: there is already
substantial provision of publicly-funded online content that addresses public purposes; and, while similar
market based content in digital media is not widespread, it may grow in future. As a result, the extent of
any shortfall would need to be monitored over time, and assessed in full before a final decision is made.
Nonetheless, given the potential for shortfall, there may be a role for intervention to support new forms of
public service delivery. In addition, although the BBC intends to provide much content on digital media
platforms, there is an argument for intervening to ensure plurality of provision - thereby providing
competition for quality in the public service system.

84. Importantly, this is not the same as making a broad, sweeping argument for public intervention in
internet content. But where digital media content has the potential to deliver on public purposes and
characteristics and to have impact and influence in a way similar to television, we believe that there is a case
for intervention targeted at the broader types of media experience which viewers now enjoy.

The Value of the Public Service Publisher Concept

85. In order to secure PSB provision in a changing market Ofcom believes there a number of potential
partial solutions. We do not believe that any single intervention in isolation will ensure that the quality of
PSB delivery is maintained and strengthened—consideration needs to be given to the future of both existing
and new PSB providers (whether the BBC, Channel 3, Channel 4, Five, S4C, Teletext, or the proposed PSP),
other commercial broadcasters, and the key genres of PSB content (including news, children’s
programming, and programming targeted at the Nations and Regions of the UK).

86. The PSP could be a partial solution to some of the emerging issues in the PSB system, specifically the
new—and continuously changing—digital media environment, and on the role that the PSP might play in
the new system. We stress that in no way are we suggesting that the introduction of the PSP would address
all of the challenges for the future of PSB.

87. Nonetheless, we are concerned that any response focused solely on traditional broadcasting might
not be adequate to secure a strong and plural public service system for the future. By failing to harness the
potential of the multimedia environment, the audiences for content that meets public purposes and
characteristics may continue to dwindle. In contrast, a multimedia-based approach would enable the
delivery of public service content in new and exciting ways. At the same time, we recognise that a mixed
approach is both inevitable and desirable—for some of the challenges faced by the historical public service
system, a traditional TV response is still likely to be part of the solution.

88. The PSP would however share a number of important characteristics that digital media enables. At
its heart, its content would be participative in nature. This enables a new approach to public service
delivery—in which citizens are users rather than viewers of public service content, are able to personalise
the content and experience, and where the distinction between producer and consumer of content is not
explicit. The PSP would drive community activity and mediation, and it would oVer location-sensitivity and
a diversity of viewpoints. Its content would retain the purposes and characteristics of the most successful
public service television and demonstrate similar levels of influence and impact, but it would be delivered
in new ways, using all communications platforms and technologies to achieve reach and impact.
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89. We continue to believe that there is value in considering the creation of a new provider of content,
with its centre of gravity in multimedia and with a remit specifically designed for new forms of content
provision. A new organisation would have the provision of public service content ingrained into its
organisational values and structure. In contrast, some other commercial broadcasters, concentrating on
maximising audiences and revenues, may regard public service content as a means, not an end in itself.
Moreover, a new organisation rooted in wider digital media would help address the ways that consumers
are increasingly behaving, and would help to fill the shortfall in public service content on digital media
platforms.

90. We have put forward some broad aspects of the PSP that we believe would allow it to maximise its
eVectiveness. We recognise that other operating models are possible, but suggest that PSP’s operating model
is likely to have four main elements:

— The PSP could be a commissioner—rather than a producer—of participative content. It could
work with a diverse range of suppliers, from traditional linear content producers to others rooted
in alternative markets such as gaming and social networks.

— A more radical rights model could be designed specifically for an organisation delivering public
purposes in new ways. Overall, we believe that the PSP should be “share-aware”—meaning that
the rights exploitation model should embrace the reality of a participatory media environment,
and not struggle against it. In particular, this means that alternative open licensing models—which
allow content to be re-used and modified by others—are likely to be more appropriate for the PSP
than traditional rights models.

— The PSP would operate a non-commercial business model, although the open rights model could
allow other parties to develop commercial propositions that build on PSP content and services.
Relevant analogies here include open source software—which can be freely used and modified by
users, but which has also prompted commercial operators to develop value-added services to
support the free software. In the case of the PSP, if commercial propositions were developed in
response to PSP-funded content, a share of commercial income should be returned to the PSP and
to the content producer.

— The PSP could aim to secure reach and impact by partnering with other organisations for
distribution—possible partners range from traditional broadcasters to local TV and indigenous
language services, to alternative platform operators and service providers. We believe that
investment in technology platforms would be expensive and could draw the PSP away from its
core remit to ensure the delivery of new forms of public service content—we therefore consider it
more appropriate for the PSP to work with other organisations with established distribution
arrangements. Similarly, we would not expect the PSP to invest significantly in developing a
consumer brand proposition. Rather, it could establish itself as a “facilitation brand”—
subordinate to other brands in consumers’ eyes, but having an important impact in the decision
process.

91. More broadly, the PSP could be based outside London in order to facilitate a wider spread of
investment across the UK, and to ensure that the diversity benefits of out of London production are
delivered. The PSP could also have an important role in market leadership and multimedia development:
it could contribute to the media literacy agenda by working to increase take-up of multimedia platforms
amongst those who do not or cannot access new services at present; and it could play an important role as
a public service navigator, helping to guide users to public service content in addition to that commissioned
by the PSP.

APPENDIX

Output Quotas for the Main PSB Channels

Quotas (% of qualifying output BBC 1 BBC2 ITV1 Channel 4 Channel 5
or hours per week)

Original production—% all hours 70% 70% 65% 60% 53%
—% peak hours 90% 80% 85% 70% 42%

European production 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%

Independent produced—UK quota 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%
—European quota 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Produced in regions—% of hours 25%1 See BBC1 50% 30% 10%
—% of spend 30%1 See BBC1 50% 30% 10%

Regional production in region—% 95% See BBC1 90% — —

Network news—all hours 26:28 — 11:155 4:00 8:00
—peak hours 5:00 — 2:30 4:00 2:00
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Quotas (% of qualifying output BBC 1 BBC2 ITV1 Channel 4 Channel 5
or hours per week)

Network current aVairs—all hours 7:002 See BBC1 3:305 4:00 2:30
—peak hours 2:002 See BBC1 0:40 1:30 0:10

Network schools—all hours — — — 6:20 —
Regional news—all hours 75:303 — 6:154, 5 — —

—peak hours 38:303 — 2:304 — —
Regional non-news —all hours 51:103 See BBC1 1:304 — —

—peak hours 19:483 See BBC1 0:454 — —

1 Quota is applied across all BBC channels, including Digital only channels.
2 Quota is applied across BBC One and BBC Two combined.
3 Quota applies in total across all BBC Nations and Regions, and for non-news across BBC1 and BBC2.
4 Each Channel 3 regional licence has a separate quota. Figures are given for a typical English region.
5 Figures include quota for GMTV licence (4:15 of national news, 0:45 of regional news, 1:00 of current

aVairs).

January 2007

Witnesses: Mr Ed Richards, Chief Executive, and Mr Tim Suter, Partner, Content and Standards, Ofcom,
gave evidence.

Q520 Chairman: Good morning everybody. This is
a further session of the Committee’s inquiry into the
future of public service media content and we are
taking evidence this morning from Ofcom. Our two
witnesses, I think, are both familiar to the
Committee, but can I welcome Ed Richards, the
Chief Executive, and Tim Suter, the partner for
content and standards. Can I start. Ofcom have
prepared a pretty rigorous analysis of the state of
public service broadcasting and flagged up the
problem which will emerge, once we achieve
switchover, of how we maintain plurality, but to
what extent do you think it matters that the
traditional commercial stations may struggle when
you already have the BBC providing the gold
standard of public service broadcasting but, on top
of that, quite a number of other channels providing
at least some public service content without,
necessarily, any subsidy?
Mr Richards: I think that is a very good question and
one which one has to answer in order to know what
kind of public service broadcasting we should have
in a post switchover world. I think my starting point
would be that the lessons of the past and really the
lessons from many areas is that if you have plurality,
or what we termed “competition for quality”,
particularly in television but also in radio and other
areas, that tends to give you the richest mix of
content and the most eVective mix of content for
viewers and listeners. You can see that over many
years in many diVerent areas, as I say. I think that is
in danger as we go into a switchover world, but to
just recognise the point that was, I think, implicit in
your question, “Is programming being made by the
market, by a range of companies, that to some
degree meets public purposes or what we might
associate with public service broadcasting?” I think
in some areas it is. I think that is one of the big
changes from the historic analogue model many of
us grew up with, and, indeed, in our analysis, we
recognise that that is the case. The question then

becomes whether that is suYcient—whether you can
simply rely upon the BBC and what the market
alone will provide—and, in our view, it is not. You
can look at that on any analysis of the level of
original investment that is being made in
programming or you can look at it on a genre by
genre basis; but from our perspective the best
outcome for views and listeners of the UK would be
to sustain the rich mix of both plurality of public
provision, publicly supported provision and a rich
harvest also from the purely commercial sector as
well.

Q521 Mr Sanders: You propose a set of purposes
and characteristics of public service broadcasting.
Does this definition mean that channels like Sky
News, the History Channel and Discovery can be
classed as public service broadcasting?
Mr Richards: I think it is a reflection of part of the
answer I just gave the Chairman. To some extent, if
you start from purposes and characteristics, which
in our view is where you should start—“What are we
trying to achieve here?”—public service
broadcasting should not be defined by an institution.
The question you should ask yourself is: what are we
trying to achieve? So, we start with the purposes and
characteristics, and, as we have said, I think, a
number of programmes and, indeed, sometimes
channels that are provided by the market do to some
degree meet those purposes and characteristics and,
therefore, they are making a contribution to that
kind of broadcasting. The question remains whether
that is a suYcient contribution and, in our view, it is
not. The BBC alone and the commercial provision,
which all contribute to those public purposes, are
not as much of that kind of broadcasting as we
would like.
Mr Suter: I think the other key characteristic of
public service broadcasting is that it implies an
obligation on the broadcaster and the institution to
provide certain kinds of programmes that otherwise
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it might not wish to, and that, I think, is the defining
element of public service broadcasting and the
system of public service broadcasting that those
public purposes become the commitment of the
channel to do regardless of the commercial interest
of the channel in making them, and that is, I think,
what characterises them. It puts the purposes and
the characteristics at the heart of the accountability
of the channel and the intention to make them,
despite whether the market itself would make that a
sensible option.

Q522 Mr Sanders: So, Sky News is or is not public
service broadcasting?
Mr Richards: Sky News is in many ways meeting
many of the purposes and characteristics that we
would associate with public service broadcasting.
That does not make it a public service broadcaster,
but it is meeting the purposes and characteristics of
public service broadcasting; that is true.

Q523 Mr Sanders: So it has a public service
broadcasting output, even if it is not a public service
broadcaster?
Mr Richards: It is meeting, to some degree, the
purposes of public service broadcasting. I know
where you are going with this, but the danger of the
reverse position, you see—

Q524 Mr Sanders: I do not!
Mr Richards: Let me hypothesise with you what the
reverse position might be. I think the reverse
position is that you say the only activity that can be
associated or have anything to do with public service
broadcasting is from organisations who are defined
as public service broadcasters, and that just becomes
circular. It becomes a circular argument in which
you say: the BBC is a public service broadcaster and,
therefore, everything the BBC does is public service
broadcasting. Sky is not a public service broadcaster
and, therefore, nothing Sky does is public service
broadcasting. That is an absurd argument. What we
have to get to the heart of is what kind of
broadcasting do we want, what kind of broadcasting
do we associate with public service broadcasting,
and then, what level of provision do we want, what
can we expect from the market and, therefore, what
should we want from other sources as well? The only
way you can do that is by starting with an idea, a
notion, of what the purposes and characteristics of
that public service broadcasting are, and that is
precisely why we tried to move that argument
forward by describing the purpose and
characteristics that we did.

Q525 Mr Sanders: The problem is that you say in
your evidence to us that you think that current levels
of public service broadcast output will fall. How can
you actually draw that conclusion if you do not
actually have a robust method of measuring that
output?
Mr Richards: Again, let me go back in time, because
I think we have made a lot of progress in this area.
When I was growing up, and when I started within
this area, it literally was whatever was on the screen

by a public service broadcaster was public service
broadcasting. The idea of measuring it or assessing it
in that way was entirely alien. I think we have moved
forward to understanding the outline and the
framework for what public service broadcasting is.
Can we measure it in the way that one can measure
widget output in a factory? Of course we cannot. It
is much more subtle, it is much more nuanced and
it is much more diYcult to measure. Do we have a
reasonable idea of it now? I think we do. For
example, one of our characteristics is original UK
production. Can we measure that? Absolutely. Do
we measure it? Absolutely. One of the areas that we
think it is important in our purposes for people,
which is at the heart of public service broadcasting,
is being informed and informing others. That is
about news and current aVairs. Can we measure
aspects of that in relation to news, for example, in
peak time—national news and regional news? Yes,
we can. Do we do that? Yes, we do. So, there have
been significant movements forward in relation to
the measurement and grip that we have in this area,
but it is always going to be subjective to some degree.
Mr Suter: I think we have also got more
sophisticated in understanding that one of the real
virtues of public service broadcasting is the ability to
merge diVerent genre, is to innovate, is to take
drama and do something diVerent with it, is to take
entertainment-led programmes, personality-led
programmes and make them fulfil a diVerent
purpose. Jamie’s School Dinners is an obvious
example of a very successful peak time show which,
nevertheless, has the capacity to throw light for large
numbers of people on an area of government policy
and an area of social inquiry in a way that they
would not otherwise have got to. The capacity of
broadcasters to do that and to merge diVerent genre
is one of the most exciting things they can do and one
of the things at which public service broadcasters
particularly lead the way.
Mr Richards: I am aware that I did not quite answer
the first part of your question. How can we measure
the loss, as it were, of public service broadcasting? I
think we can do that—if not with absolute precision,
we can do it in a very straightforward way in terms
of the general approximation—and the way we did
that was to estimate the value of the licences which
ITV, Channel 4 and Channel 5 have enjoyed during
the analogue age; we then calculated roughly what
the indirect subsidy of those scarce licences were; we
then looked at how much we were charging them for
those licences and the diVerence between the two
gives you a notion of how much implicit subsidy
there was. How did that subsidy manifest itself? It
manifested itself through obligations. They were
required to do regional news, original production,
children—all the other things that they did—and
what we have seen over many, many years now, ever
since multi-channel television began, is the gradual
erosion of that implicit subsidy. That lay at the heart
of the analysis of our last Public Service
Broadcasting Review three or four years ago, and
the question that I think that we are all now
grappling with, and which we are, indeed, grappling
with vigorously, is, given that secular structural
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change, what changes do we want to make, what
new model of public service broadcasting should we
have for the digital Internet age?

Q526 Helen Southworth: How significant do you
believe that the influence you have make a diVerence
for other providers? For example, when we are
talking about Sky News, or any other type of
content, how important is your role in setting
standards and setting competitive standards when
you consider that the marketplace otherwise would
probably have us just watching home-made covers
all the time?
Mr Suter: First oV, if you take the example of Sky
News, news is one of the things that Parliament has
decided that we should regulate quite carefully in
relation to its impartiality, so there are standards set
across news provision for any licensed channel, but
I think, more widely, the fact that there is at the heart
of our broadcasting system a set of public service
broadcasters with obligations to provide a certain
mix of programming creates an expectation in the
audience that is quite high, and actually that is of
benefit to the whole broadcasting system. Why do
we see the emergence across a range of channels of
diVerent kinds of programming that might not
otherwise have been made? I think it is, in part at
least, because of the conditioning of the audience
through the very high levels of original production
that are created for the public service broadcasters,
much of which migrates into a multi-channel world
anyway where it has its secondary use on other
channels, but that also provides, if you like, the seed
bed of expectation for audiences to challenge
channels to come up with other kinds of
programmes. They would have come up with them
anyway perhaps, I have no doubt that there would
be an attraction for the audience there, but the fact
of so much rich material being made by public
service broadcasters has in itself a conditioning
eVect.

Q527 Helen Southworth: Have you measured that?
Mr Suter: To the extent that you can see that money
is being spent on high quality production elsewhere,
that is not something that we monitor or measure,
but it is something which you can see. We certainly
know the value of production across the rest of the
production sector. It is nothing like as big as on the
public service broadcasters, but you can still see
programmes of ambition and real worth on other
channels as well.
Mr Richards: I think if you start with the BBC, the
BBC in a sense sets the standard, and that is a good
thing, absolutely right, but it is also because it has a
unique position with the greatest privileges. In a
sense it sets the standards for the other commercial
public service broadcasters and they together set a
standard which other non-PSBs, commercial
broadcasters, have to match and occasionally, of
course, leap ahead of, and that is exactly the
competition for quality which I think you want to
see. To the extent that we can measure it—Tim
mentioned that we know the value of it, and we do—
that is a very important measure of these kinds of

things. For example, if you look at the amount of
original programming or the amount spent on
original programming in the UK and compare it
around the world, I think you will find that, per head
of population, only the US and Japan are higher.
The US is higher because it is such a vast market that
it can support huge investment; it is unique in the
world in that sense. Japan is higher because they
have a very, very rich public service broadcaster
called NHK. Apart from that, I think it is us and the
Germans, where, equally, there is a very high licence
fee and public service broadcasting contribution,
and that is what gives a country of our size the
quality and mix of broadcasting content which, I am
absolutely confident, if we eliminated the
institutions and levers of public service
broadcasting, would not exist here.

Q528 Janet Anderson: I wonder how you would
respond to the view that to date your work has
focused on PSB institutions and their subsidies and
that maybe this is not appropriate in the digital age.
Do you think you should concentrate a bit more on
outputs? Do you have an overall vision for the
amount of public service output we should have in
the UK—how many hours, for example?
Mr Richards: I am very familiar with this input/
output argument and I think it is dangerous for a
number of reasons. Firstly, what is output? If we
measured output here by volume of hours (the
amount of hours), then we could all lean back and
say that television in this country is, without
question, hundreds of times better than in was five,
ten, 15 years ago because the volume of hours on
television (cable and satellite) has increased greatly,
but you will be familiar with the volume of hours on
some of the channels on cable and satellite. They
have niche audiences—that is fine—but some of
them run 24 hours a day with very little investment
in programming and have very small audiences. So,
that is one illustration of how output measures are
very dangerous. Another output measure, which is
tricky, goes back to the question of how do you
measure something as subjective as public service
broadcasting, which is a cultural content good? It is
very, very diYcult. So, how do we all agree what
precisely is the correct output measure? A
programme you may absolutely love I may not like,
and vice versa. So, it is very tricky, and really rather
dangerous, simply to look at output. What we have
found, therefore, is that if you look around the world
and if you look at the history of the UK, you do need
to look at what is on screen—“Is news in peak
time?”, measures of that kind—but you also need to
look at inputs as well. You need to look at the
balance of the two. We know, for example, that if
there are low levels of investment in original
programming the quality of television and, indeed
radio will not be very high. You can see that in a
variety of diVerent countries around the world—you
will all have travelled, you will all have watched
television in diVerent countries. So, that is one input
measure that I think is very important. Another
input measure that I think is also important, and,
again, history and experience tells us this, is that you
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if have a single institution as the single input, the
monopoly provider of something, whether it be in
public service or in the commercial sector, you are
less likely to get innovation, you are less likely to get
range, you are less likely to get choice, and so on and
so forth. Another input measure which is important
is plurality. From our perspective, you do need to
look at important output measures, such as, for
example, news in peak time, to take but one
example, but you must also look at the input side in
something as complicated and subtle and nuanced as
broadcasting. It is very important to recognise and
be honest that this is simply not the equivalent of
measuring outputs in a factory. If only it were,
everybody’s life would be a lot easier, but we have to
be more intelligent and more subtle in the way that
we look at public service content and broadcasting.

Q529 Janet Anderson: The Committee is visiting
Canada next month to have a look at how they
approach public service media content there. How
familiar are you with that system? Is there anything
we could usefully learn when we go?
Mr Suter: I think one of the interesting things about
Canada is how, indeed, they do promote indigenous
language services and how they provide additional
levels of support for some of the kinds of
programming that might find it more diYcult to
make its way on to channels. It is clearly interesting
to look at those in terms of providing additional
levels of support. I think the key thing, if I could go
back to the previous question, is the change that was
made in the Communications Act was, indeed, to
move us away from the rather joyless counting of
outputs that I think had characterised previous
regimes, where our predecessors had spent time
counting the number of hours of particular genre,
which is not terribly helpful and does not recognise
the creative underpinning of what public service
broadcasting is about. What you need to focus on is
the mix between ensuring that there is suYcient
investment, and there I think it will be interesting to
see how Canada manages that level of investment
and how it targets investment at particular areas but
ensuring that you have got that level of investment
and support, that you identify those things that it
must go on, like news, like a mix of production
sources, and you characterise the outcomes that you
want that funding to achieve, which are the
purposes, the characteristics, the definitions of
public service broadcasting which from time to time
we review. I think that gives you more of a structure
to work with rather than focusing too much on the
simple aggregation of outputs, which does not
actually give you the texture of what broadcasting is
really about.
Mr Richards: One of the features you will find in
Canada, without a shadow of doubt, is their concern
and their understanding of the relationship between
broadcasting, mass media, and I would be amazed if
this was not translating itself into the online world as
well. What you will find is they are concerned about
the impact and significance of those media with their
cultural national identity. That is a massive factor in
Canada, because they are, obviously, adjacent to the

US and because the US’s extraordinary power as a
distributor and as a global influence over the
creation of content. To go back to the earlier
question, if you do not have the funding within the
broadcast or content economy to reflect your own
society, to create drama, news, and so on and so
forth, that are a reflection of your own society, you
will end up with predominantly imported
acquisitions, and you will find, I think, that is a very
important issue here, in my judgment; it is even more
important in Canada because of where they sit
geographically.

Q530 Janet Anderson: Are you familiar with how the
Canadian regulator works at the CRTC? Do you
think there is anything we can learn from them?
Mr Richards: We are not too familiar, but I know
that they have just written to us and asked to come
and see us, so we may be finding out quite soon.

Q531 Alan Keen: Can I come on to radio? Some
stations are very profitable but many are struggling
because advertising revenue has come down. You
did say you were going to reduce regulation as digital
listening increased. Could you not do it sooner to
help them out? Why are you leaving it? Have you
possibly changed your mind since The Future of
Radio was put out?
Mr Richards: Let me say a few words about that and
I will ask Tim to come in, as he was responsible for
the overall report. We need to strike a balance here.
We have, I think, written in The Future of Radio a
forward looking view that I hope recognises the
technological changes that are taking place. We are
now marching forward in relation to digital radio in
a way that television has been moving for some time.
We also see a situation in which commercial radio
companies are facing a lot of pressure, and we would
absolutely recognise that. The BBC is very strong in
radio at the moment. Equally, pressure in particular
from the Internet and from online advertising is
very, very strong as well. So, the circumstances are
diYcult. We do believe that regulation needs to be
relaxed in relation to radio and we have set out how
we believe that should take place in relation to the
advance of digital radio listening, but the balance we
need to strike is that Parliament was very, very clear
with us about certain important attributes of
commercial radio, in particular diversity and
making sure there was a diverse range of services,
but also localness. Parliament was very, very clear
that local content was extremely important. What
we are trying to do is to make sure that we respect
what is clearly set out in our statutory obligations
and reflect the debate in the House of Commons
while also recognising that regulation needs to be
relaxed and needs to move forward in the light of the
digital age, and we are looking at what people have
said about our document at the moment but striking
that balance does need to be recognised. I think
some in the commercial radio sector would like a
world in which there were no obligations. I do not
believe that that is right and I do not believe it is a
reflection of what Parliament has asked us to do.
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Mr Suter: I think that is right. Clearly, by linking the
changes that we are proposing to digital listening, we
have proposed a couple of alternatives. One of them
would be when penetration reached one-third of all
listening, and we could get to that very soon, we
might get to that within the next year to 18 months.
I think the forward looking proposals are there;
what I think we have to focus on is what is the
appropriate balance between the liberalisation of
regulation and maintaining that core of public
purposes. The radio industry is very clear that
localness is its life blood; localness is what it depends
on; localness is what gives it its edge in relation to
others. What we are asking for, therefore, is that
level of underpinning in the regulation to ensure that
that is what is there. Have we set that right in
diVerentiating between stations of diVerent sizes as
we approach the digital future? We are consulting on
that, we will be interested in doing this, but we are
looking to target our relief most on the smallest
stations who are least likely to be able to finance for
themselves and to ensure that the largest of the
stations, likely to be the best supported, are
underpinned by the greatest commitment to locally
made programming. That seems to us a tiered
approach to the sector but in a way that will be
introduced at a time when digital listening is
progressing. I hope that we will have quite a lively
debate about it, but I hope also that we will fulfil
what Parliament asks us to do.
Mr Richards: As you can imagine, the stream of
companies that come through our door, across our
threshold, saying, “You simply have not relaxed
regulations enough”, or, “You simply need to let us
do whatever we want”, is endless, and we have to
look at what Parliament asks us to do and we have
to ensure that we deregulate and simplify regulation
wherever we can but wherever that is consistent with
the public interest that was set out for us by
Parliament.

Q532 Alan Keen: How closely do you look and
compare local radio? For instance, in a large part of
my constituency, going past shops, it is all Punjabi,
and that is pretty local to them and they operate on
a very local basis. Can you tell us a little bit about
that and how you compare the indigenous
population’s local listening and ethnic minorities or
people who are based on a certain ethnic group?
Mr Richards: The answer to that probably concerns
community radio, which Tim knows a lot more
about than I do.
Mr Suter: I think one of the most exciting things that
has happened in the course of the last two years is the
creation of a community radio sector. We licensed
over 100 channels in the first round and we are now
well into the licensing of the second round of
community stations, not-for-profit stations, with the
ambition to achieve their funding from a variety of
sources. There are some protections built in there for
the smaller commercial stations, which might
otherwise find their revenues too much impacted,
but those are precisely the sorts of stations where
you can reach local communities, smaller local
communities which may be characterised by a

particular ethnic group or be characterised by a
religious goal, or whatever it might be, and we make
those licences available wherever we can. We seek
expressions of interest, anybody can apply and, if we
can find a frequency for them, then we will make it
available.
Mr Richards: I think it is a wonderfully exciting
development, 100 community radio stations in the
last year?
Mr Suter: Yes.
Mr Richards: Which is fantastic. We are getting lots
of applications. We hope to do more. In fact, we in
many ways have had a very busy year or so in radio.
We have launched this community radio tier, we
have more or less completed FM licensing across the
whole of the UK, we are about to award a new UK-
wide national digital multiplex and we are going to
complete the digital map of Britain with three new
digital multiplexes as well. So, there has been a huge
amount going on in radio which is both very local in
nature and creating real opportunities for the kinds
of communities that you are describing but also is
going to allow greater diversity at a national level
with a wider range of stations available to everybody
across the whole country.

Q533 Alan Keen: Many radio presenters have
learned their trade in hospital radio?
Mr Richards: Yes.

Q534 Alan Keen: Have you looked at that as to
whether hospitals could be the base of local radio at
all, or is it not something that could work out?
Mr Suter: If you look at many of the community
stations coming forward, they have indeed got their
roots in successful hospital radio or successful
student radio, which operates on restricted service
licences. Some of them are coming forward and
asking to have those turned into full community
radio licences. What the community sector has
allowed us to do is to make more permanent, if you
like, some of those kinds of stations that have been
there and have been around for some time but give
them more status, more standing, more security for
the future and to grow that seed bed of talent and
interest in the radio sector.

Q535 Alan Keen: How much of a proactive role do
you take in that? You obviously receive publications
hand over fist, but do you look at them and think:
there is nothing there? Can we help stimulate
applications or do you just wait for the applications
to come?
Mr Suter: I am not sure that it is our job to go round
looking at all of the diVerent communities of the
UK, because there will be so many, but it is our job
to make sure that when we are advertising for
expressions of interest that we make that as widely
available as possible, and there is a small team that
I have in my group who, indeed, travel the country
pretty tirelessly talking to groups who are looking to
set up licences, oVering them help. As you know,
there is also the fund that has been set up to help
support stations that are coming on air and in
applications. Of course there is always more than
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can be done, but I am really encouraged by the level
of applications that we receive and by the diversity
of applications we receive, the diVerent sorts of
groups who are coming forward. We do set some
criteria; there are hurdles that they must pass. They
must prove that they can genuinely run a radio
station, that they have got some idea of the finances
involved, they know where they will get the money,
they know how they will get the volunteers, but our
ambition is to get as many of them on air as possible.
Mr Richards: I think you will find that this will be a
seed bed for talent. I am absolutely confident about
that. I think you will find young kids going in saying,
“Can I learn? Can I volunteer?” They will pick up
how to do it and, sooner or later, we will find a young
DJ or talk-host or someone who will be picked up
and it will move through. There are so many of them
now that it is almost certain that that will happen
sooner or later; so it is a very good part of the overall
eco-system, I think.

Q536 Alan Keen: I started oV really putting the case
for commercial radio. On the other side of it, what is
your role in regulating bias?
Mr Richards: On radio?

Q537 Alan Keen: Yes, on radio?
Mr Suter: News programmes have to abide by
impartiality rules. It is slightly relaxed in relation to
local radio stations, which are able to be rather more
closely engaged with local issues, but they still have
to do them in a way that is fair and is demonstrably
balanced.

Q538 Alan Keen: Do you listen to London stations?
You say they have got to be engaged in local issues,
but when they are commenting on national issues?
Someone rings up, someone who is tremendously
biased themselves or ignorant, and they say, “All
politicians get half a million pounds a year salary
and they do absolutely nothing”, and the presenter
will say, “Absolutely right. What a lot of layabouts.”
We are trying to educate youngsters to get involved
in society and be part of that. Do you take any part
in saying to a station: “Do you not think you are
doing a lot of damage to the money we spend on
education? You are allowing that now to be twisted
by people who actually lie”?
Mr Suter: I think, if I may, I will avoid going into a
hypothetical response to a hypothetical question,
because sometimes they turn out to be true and then
you have prejudged where you might actually come
out in a real case. More importantly, though, I
would say, of course, we investigate every complaint
that we receive and, if we receive a complaint that a
presenter has misled or been in some way not
balanced in what they have been saying, then of
course you take that seriously and you judge that by
the seriousness of the issue as well. The context, the
seriousness of the subject that is raised and the
capacity that it has to influence opinions will always
be something we take into account.

Q539 Alan Keen: Do you only do it on complaints?
You do not take a proactive role?

Mr Suter: We licence something like 700 television
stations and 500 radio stations. As much as I would
like to invite my chief executive to give me many
more staV, I do not think it would be sensible to have
them sitting monitoring a lot of stations.

Q540 Alan Keen: Do you take samples, for instance?
Mr Suter: Yes, we do. We sample radio stations; we
have a programme of sampling. It is designed mostly
to look at whether they are abiding by the format
obligations that they have within their licence.
Mr Richards: With that volume, it has to be
complaint-led, otherwise we would literally have an
army of people listening to hundreds of thousands of
hours of transmission all over the country. To some
degree that approach necessarily relies upon people
phoning us up and saying, “I am not satisfied with
that and I would like it looked into, please”, and, as
Tim says, when that happens we always look into it.

Q541 Alan Keen: You say you would have to employ
hundreds of people to listen to hundreds of stations.
You do not have to go very far to hear ludicrous
comments. You are not aware of anything like that
being on radio in London, for instance?
Mr Suter: I am sure there are ludicrous comments
that are made and that are understood, occasionally,
as going too far, and then they come to us, but many
of them are understood as being banter and I
think—

Q542 Chairman: You should make a complaint!
Mr Suter: Yes, do indeed make a complaint.

Q543 Mr Sanders: On regulation, you are saying
that the industry is not happy with the amount of
regulation, and yet I do not pick up on any examples
of where you really regulate. For example, there is a
licence for a radio station in Plymouth that has not
yet broadcast and yet it has been there for some time.
Why are you not regulating to force them to
broadcast or to give it up to somebody else? There is
a station manager of the London Media Company
who claims in my presence, “Oh well, we lied on our
licence”, but nobody is there checking whether that
statement was true or whether that was just bravado
on his part. I do not see any example of where you
have actually closed down a radio station; so where
is this tough regulation to actually get these people
to do what they said they were going to do when they
won the licence, because all I hear is tales of people
not doing, after a while, what they set out to do when
they won the licence and actually laughing in the
faces of the regulator?
Mr Suter: Let me tell you that we do, indeed,
investigate complaints. Most of the complaints that
we receive in relation to format obligations come
from competitors, and the reason for the format
obligations being there is to ensure that diVerent
stations serving the same audience are able to do it
with distinct kinds of programming. So, we do,
indeed, receive quite a number of complaints from
individual stations that say, “The station next door
to me is coming on to my ground, is copying my
format.” We investigate those and, if we find that is
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true and that they are not abiding by the format that
they have committed to, then we tell them that they
have to go back, and they are monitored for that
and, if they are not back within their format
obligations, then they are in breach of their licence
and we take the appropriate action. In relation to
channels starting up, once they have been awarded a
licence they have a period of time in which they must
get themselves ready and get themselves to air—it is
a couple of years—and then, if they are not there, we
have to take the appropriate action.

Q544 Mr Sanders: Have you ever closed down a
station?
Mr Suter: Stations on the whole tend to sell
themselves on. It is very rare to close down a station
unless there is really serious activity. Stations have
been closed down. There was a Kurdish station that
was closed down for broadcasting pretty unpleasant
hate material.
Mr Richards: You would not want to start with the
notion that we wanted to go around closing radio
stations down, would you? Generally speaking they
find an audience because they are competing and, if
they have found an audience, there are people there
who want to listen, so it would have to be a pretty
extreme situation to want to close a radio station
down. On the interesting question about whether the
radio industry is doing whatever it wants in the
absence of regulation and laughing at the regulator,
that would be more plausible if they were not at the
same time charging around everywhere they can
trying to persuade the regulator to drop all its
regulation: because, self-evidently, if they were not
concerned with the regulations or it was ineVective,
they would not need to have it dropped, whereas in
fact at the moment their central concern is: could we
relax regulation more and faster than we are
currently proposing to do?

Q545 Janet Anderson: Going back to community
radio, I have a school in my constituency that is very
interested in doing this, but they have never done
anything like it before. You mentioned there were
particular hurdles that had to be overcome. What
advice would you give to this Alder Grange School
that wants to apply for a licence never having done
it before?
Mr Suter: I would advise them to give us a ring and
we will talk to them about what licence obligations
they have got to go through. These are serious
licences, they are occupying serious bits of
frequencies, they are available for competition, if
you like, so people have got to prove that they have
got an idea, that they know what the station will be,
that they know how they can keep it going. A lot of
the time people have an idea that they want to create
this service. What we want to know is: is it
sustainable? Have you got ideas about how it will
keep going when the first group of people have
moved on? Where will the next set of presenters and
volunteers and producers and station managers
come from to keep this service going? We will
certainly oVer advice and help about how to do that;
what we cannot do, clearly, is coach people into an

application, because it is a competitive process and
you must come up with the application for the
service you want to run, but we will be happy to
advise on how best to go about that.
Mr Richards: Unfortunately, even community radio
is a finite resource and, therefore, sometimes you
have more people wanting to do them than there is
spectrum available. The only other thing to mention
on that is that we are also trying to simplify the
application process, because one of the things that I
think from the first wave that we picked up was that
it was potentially deterring some potential
applicants because it was a little bit bureaucratic,
and we are talking to DCMS about whether that can
be achieved. To our mind, if you can pass the kind
of hurdles that Tim was describing, we should give
you the opportunity.

Q546 Chairman: One quick last question before we
leave radio. You have accepted that the commercial
radio sector is under severe pressure at the moment.
We have also heard of two radio stations that have
actually considered handing their licences back. You
have also accepted that there is a case for reducing
the amount of regulation but you have said that you
want to wait until digital listening has reached a
third. What has it got to do with the penetration of
digital listening? If there is a case for relaxing
regulation, why can you not do it now?
Mr Richards: I think the central answer to that is
that what digital brings, as opposed to digital
listening, is a wider range of choice. You would have
more diversity simply because more channels, more
stations are available as a result and, therefore, in
terms of format control—the purpose of format
control is to ensure a diverse range of services—you
can step back a bit as more people are enjoying the
wider range of services available on digital. You can
think of any number of examples. Let us take an
obvious one. On the digital multiplex at the moment
there is a nation-wide jazz service. That is not
available in the analogue world, so there is a series
of other stations. With the second digital multiplex
coming on-stream, we will have a further increase,
and in digital local multiplexes as well. So, there will
be a more diverse range of stations available and,
therefore, it is logical to say, as that increases and
more people can access that and are accessing it, you
can relax the format controls in the analogue world.
That is, of course, where the localness issue is slightly
diVerent: because what we would like to see is the
localness objectives translate from the analogue
world also into the digital world in time, and,
therefore, you have got what we describe as a
platform neutral, or technology neutral approach.
Parliament wanted to ensure there was suYcient
localness in radio. That is something we obviously
agree with and want to ensure happens. Therefore
what you need to do is ensure that evolves through
the transition from analogue to digital. That is the
essential reason.
Chairman: I think we had better move on.
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Q547 Rosemary McKenna: Good morning. You
have said you are currently conducting a review into
children’s programming and the aim is to assess the
desirability and scope of any public service
intervention in this market. Given that there are 23
dedicated channels for children with British content
in this country, is intervention necessary?
Mr Richards: It is a very good question. I think
children’s is one of those areas where the landscape
is very diVerent today to the one of not many years
ago and will be very diVerent in the post switchover
world. I do not think I can give you a definitive
answer to that today. I think that is what the review
is looking at. What we need to understand in this
context is how children are changing their viewing
habits and where children are going for their
broadcast media consumption. This, I think, lies at
the heart of the question of what obligations or what
role should, for example, ITV have in relation to
children. When you look at the analysis—and this is
the analysis we will be releasing in the first part of
our children’s review, so we have not actually
published this yet—what you find is that children
have overwhelmingly left what we call mixed genre
channels—ITV1, BBC One, Channel 4, BBC Two,
and so on. They have moved from those channels.
They do not watch those channels very much at all
any more. Children now either watch dedicated
children’s channels of the kind that you describe, or
they go online, and, as they get older, they do more
online relative to television—the younger ones
obviously watch more television. That is what is
happening and, as we move to switchover, that
process will complete itself. So the number of
children watching mixed genre (the old channels
which we all grew up watching) for children’s
television is growing smaller and smaller and will
grow smaller and smaller until we arrive at
switchover. If we regard children’s output and
British children’s programming, children’s drama,
children’s factual entertainment, things of that
nature, as important, which we would regard as
important, the question is: in those dedicated
children’s channels and, indeed, online, do we as a
country have the level of original UK public service
content creation which we are comfortable with? If
you look at what has happened, again over recent
years, what you will have discovered is that the
volume of hours has gone up because of these
dedicated children’s channels, the number of
original programming is broadly the same over the
last five years, but the level of investment, the level
of spend on original children’s programming has
declined, and the really key feature of that decline is
that it would have been much sharper had it not been
for increased investment by the BBC. So, what you
have seen taking place in the last few years is a
decline in spend overall but, most importantly, a
dramatic decline in spend by broadcasters other
than the BBC, because the BBC’s has gone up by
many millions. So the question for us in that world
is, firstly, is that overall level of provision enough—
the number of hours, the level of original
programming and the investment spend on it—and,
secondly, are we comfortable with it being

dominated by the BBC? We might conclude that we
are. Interestingly enough, I know that the BBC
themselves have expressed discomfort with that
outcome because they want to be able to draw on a
plural supply source. They do not want to have to go
to the same places, they do not always want to have
to go in-house, and their concern, as I understand it,
is that if they are the overwhelmingly dominant
provider of children’s programming, then there will
not be a plural source and their programming will
suVer as a result. I think it is an open question, and
that, in a sense, is our current analysis of the
situation.

Q548 Rosemary McKenna: Given that you allowed
ITV to drop from ten hours to eight hours, they then
came back and said, “We want to drop it to six”, and
now they are saying that this year it will be five hours
(but their argument is that that is on their main
programme, not on the digital channel and that they
are providing more), is there not a problem there?
Post-switchover I think it will be diVerent where they
access, but, in the meantime, as you say, their spend
is with the BBC so they are watching the BBC, but
is the spend not in digital? Is not increased spending
by the BBC to provide digital channels?
Mr Richards: The BBC spending goes across all of
their channels, they will show something on the
digital channel and on BBC One, but the BBC is
shifting its spend and its provision to the digital
channels, and the reason is the same reason that ITV
are moving out of children’s on ITV1: children do
not watch their television there any more; they have
gone to the digital channels and they have gone
online. Clearly, we are concerned about what is
happening on the level of provision of children’s
programming in general, and clearly we have had a
long discussion and exchange with ITV about what
they should be providing over a period of time, and
Tim will give some more detail about that in a
moment, but the underlying question over the
period is: should we be in a position of requiring, in a
detailed way, ITV1 to do a certain level of children’s
programming? Firstly, that is not what the Act
permits us to do because children’s is part of tier
three and that is part of the self-regulatory tier.
Secondly, over the period I do not think it is the right
thing to do because it is not where children are, and
so we would be imposing a solution which is
contrary to where the viewers are. So, I would come
back to the core question here, which relates to so
much of what we need to tackle in this area, which
is what is our view and what is our vision for public
service broadcasting in the round once we get to
switchover? That is the question that we all need to
ask, rather than, I think, clinging to the analogue
model. It requires some courage, because it is a
transition and transitions of this kind are always
diYcult, but I am absolutely convinced that we need
to grasp those challenges, we need to engage to with
them and we need to work out what we think the
right answer is. For that reason, we have already
decided that we will be bringing our Public Service
Broadcasting Review forward from next year. We
are going to bring it forward to start it this year to
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ensure that we play our role and give our
contribution to trying to identify the best way
forward in good time. What we cannot do is leave
this until 2011, 2012; we need to work out what the
right approach is now. We need to get involved in
that debate now and children’s is a very, very
important part of that.
Mr Suter: I would echo that. I think children’s,
interestingly, has become one of the areas where we
see beginning to play out the sorts of issues we need
to understand in the next Public Service
Broadcasting Review about the role of the BBC,
about the role of a multi-channel world, about the
increasing role of online delivery, about the
changing nature of consumption patterns, where
people are going, about the balance of plurality—
why is it important to have more providers, what do
more providers do—about the interrelationship
between those who commission and the source of
production—how do we ensure vitality and
imagination there? Those questions have been
sharpened up for us, if you like, by the children’s
issue which has been played out over the last few
months. I think it is very interesting. I think where
we have come out is the right place but it certainly
leaves us challenges for the future.

Q549 Rosemary McKenna: The danger is, we would
all be concerned if quality production, no matter
where it was delivered and broadcast, would decline
in children’s television because we have always had
excellent children’s television. Of course, children
are leading the way in all things digital and electronic
and it is good that you are taking that on board. You
are going to conclude your review this year?
Mr Richards: The Children Review is under way. We
will publish this analysis of where children are
actually watching and where they are going quite
soon, before the summer, we will follow that up and
we will bring the whole Public Service Broadcasting
Review into this year—we will start it this year. We
were going to do it next year, but I think our concern
that we ensure that these issues are engaged with in
the round, not just children’s, for example, in
isolation, means that in our judgment we need to
bring that forward. I think we have always had that
quality, and I think the central concern that is
emerging from our analysis, as I said, or the question
that will emerge, will be: do we want that
competition for quality or are we happy to leave it to
the BBC? If you want competition for quality, I
think there are some diYcult questions coming. I
hope our report will expose that analytically and
then that will produce the questions that we need
to ask.

Q550 Chairman: Can I press you on one aspect that
Rosemary raised. Last year you specifically rejected
ITV’s application to cut the number of hours from
eight hours to six hours. ITV have now published
their programme intentions and have stated for this
year, having taken into account the opinion of
Ofcom, children’s output on ITV1 will average
around five hours per week in 2007. That is even
below the level you did not allow them to set.

Mr Suter: If I could just set the record straight, it is
not for us to allow or disallow any changes that ITV
wishes to make in the self-regulated element of tier
three. If they want to make a significant change, they
have to consult us and we have to give them our
guidance, and our guidance was: “We think you
should remain a significant player in children’s
provision”, and we spelt out what we meant by being
a significant player. We meant presence across the
week, we meant presence in the range of genre, we
meant presence as a significant commissioning force,
as a significant provider for children. That is the
guidance that ITV have taken on board in coming
forward with their plans. It is quite specifically not
for us to be setting the numbers of hours that ITV
should or should not do of individual genre. If that
was the case, then Parliament would have put
children’s programmes alongside other programme
obligations in tier two. It did not, it put them in tier
three because it recognised that, as we go towards
digital switchover, public service broadcasters will
want to flex and adjust the balance of where their
programme obligations lie. They will face the future
by focusing on diVerent parts of their output that are
better suited to meeting their ends, within the overall
obligations of tier two, of a high level of original
production. That is the system that we will operate
under. It is a system that has flexibility built into it
with the backstop powers that Ofcom is to review
public service broadcasting not less than every five
years and that is what we are about to embark on.

Q551 Chairman: But last year you specifically said,
in response to their application, they should not
reduce from eight to six and they appear to have put
two fingers up at you?
Mr Suter: No, what we oVered them guidance about
was that they should remain a significant and
serious player.
Mr Richards: There is an interesting distinction
which is worth drawing out which is between
children’s and other genres, which, as Tim
explained, are in tier three and which are subject to
this process he is describing. For example, news or
regional news where there are explicit tier two
quotas and where, in our view, ITV has obligations
which are very explicit and which they will be held
to, and it is not a process of negotiation or discussion
or judgment of a self-regulatory kind, it is a
completely diVerent category, but that was the
model that Parliament concluded. They were in
diVerent tiers and there was a diVerent approach and
our powers are diVerent as a result.

Q552 Chairman: It seemed pretty pointless them
having to come to you in the first place if they could
just go ahead anyway.
Mr Richards: I think it is a real discussion. As Tim
says, across the board they need to have a presence
across the schedule and we can hold them to the level
of origination which needs to be across genres. So it
is a real discussion but it is a discussion of a tier three
self-regulatory nature diVerent to, for example, the
discussion that we would have with them about
news.
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Q553 Helen Southworth: What about children’s
news?
Mr Richards: That is a good question.

Q554 Helen Southworth: What you are describing is
a process whereby children watch television on their
own and they watch separate channels. What is
actually going to have the right news content?
Mr Richards: Children have gravitated—their
viewing has gone towards dedicated children’s
channels and to online—they have not stopped
watching other channels. They do not tend to watch
children’s output on it; they do watch other
programming as well. As you know, some of those
channels, the BBC’s news provision is obviously
very well known and much loved, so I think there is
a mix going on, but it is a question one might pose
for the future in the context of children all going to
dedicated children’s channels.

Q555 Helen Southworth: Although we are actually
facing the future today, are we not? Digital
switchover and the shift of 80% of the population
ahead of digital switchover means that it is actually
today’s problem, not some point in the future?
Mr Richards: It is, and that is why we feel we need to
accelerate the thinking and the work in this area?
Mr Suter: I suspect it is more likely that children will
have access to more news sources in the digital future
than they do at the moment, quite possibly some that
might more tailored to them.

Q556 Helen Southworth: Will they be subject to third
tier or second tier? Will they be children’s so they can
be done in whatever way, or will they be news so that
they have to—
Mr Suter: That is one of the interesting things
about children’s. We talk about children’s as
though it was a genre on its own. Of course it is
not. What we are talking about is the provision of
a mixed diet of programmes that appeal to a range
of young people from four to 12, 13, 14 and what
we want to see provided is a mix of programmes,
factual programmes of drama, of entertainment, so
that we are not just thinking, monolithically about
a single genre, but there is no separate or specific
provision placed upon broadcasters within the
Communications Act for providing children’s news.

Q557 Helen Southworth: Can I take you back a little.
You were talking earlier about public service
broadcasting having a key role to play in setting
quality standards and in directing trends, providing
a competition benchmark for other people to need to
strive to or the audience would not be content. Can
I ask you about that role in relation to children’s
television and children’s services, but also, in
particular, because of the way you have been
describing things, what is actually happening to
cross-generation children’s works—children’s
works as art and education and creativity in the way
that Wallace and Gromit, for example, might be?

Mr Richards: Across age groups?

Q558 Helen Southworth: Across age groups, the
thing that makes you want to sit down with your
kids and read a book, or watch a television
programme, and the thing that makes you delighted
as well and the thing that gives you something to
discuss and understand together. What is happening
about that, because that is absolutely crucial in
public service broadcasting to allow generations to
talk together and to allow people to discuss things
together beyond the box?
Mr Richards: I can oVer one immediate thought on
that. That is one of the dangers of a highly structured
output type approach to regulation. If you do that,
then you start saying, “How many hours of this
genre, how many hours of that genre?”, and so on,
and the kind of programming that you are talking
about often is cross-genre. It is entertainment, it is
children’s; it could be factual; it could be all sorts of
diVerent things. I have been watching Dr Who with
my children recently, which is a great example of the
family sitting down together and it being
entertaining for adults as well as children, if more
frightening for the adults that it is for the children
these days! I think that is a good example of where
you need to have institutions who are striving to
meet public service broadcasting purposes and not
stuck in boxes which say you have got to produce
this amount of output of a certain kind: because that
is the enemy of the kind of creativity which creates
those cross-age-group, big event entertaining
programmes.

Q559 Helen Southworth: The evidence we are
getting, and in fact you are confirming it yourself, is
that the BBC is going to be the only provider, the
only purchaser of that sort of new content.
Mr Richards: Not necessarily of that sort of content,
because that sort of content at its best will bring a
very big audience because it will bring in the adults
as well as the children.

Q560 Helen Southworth: Somebody has got to
start it.
Mr Richards: That is attractive. That is a very
attractive audience profile. It is slightly diVerent, for
example, to Newsround or specific children’s
programming. In some ways it is more attractive.
Whether you have got a range of broadcasters who
believe it is their purpose to try and provide that kind
of mix of family, educational, informative,
entertainment, get that blend which brings people to
watch but is also meeting those public purposes, is
again one of the central questions.

Q561 Helen Southworth: ITV obviously do not think
it matters too much?
Mr Richards: ITV will have to comment for itself,
but I think it is the right question in the sense that
we do want more than one broadcaster who feels it
is their mission and purpose to engage with those
public purposes and to try and find mass-reach
programming which breaks through while meeting
those public purposes. No-one is interested in
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having a model of public service broadcasting which
is about things no-one wants to watch. No-one is
interested in that, or, if they are, then we are not
interested in that. You need to have that challenge of
meeting the public purposes but also reaching
audiences. That is at the heart of what public service
broadcasting is about and has been about at its best
and I believe will be about in the next decade as well,
but that means you need organisations and
individuals who are making decisions, who feel that
that is their mission and that is what they wake up in
the morning to do. That is the best way of
delivering it.
Mr Suter: One of the great promises of broadcasting
is that it can ride that balancing act of public service
broadcasting, it can ride the balancing act between
providing programmes that appeal to specific
groups and providing programmes that appeal to
wider groups, of doing both the specialist and the
general, of appealing to the family audience but not
ignoring the specific interests of the child, and that is
one of the great balancing acts that broadcasters
have to do and they have to keep those things in
tension with each other. Undoubtedly, there will be
an attraction in providing programmes that appeal
to a large mass family audience; that must not be at
the expense of programmes that are tailored to meet
the child audience as well.

Q562 Helen Southworth: In terms of the review, are
you going to be looking specifically at the older
children and trying to establish this quality and
engagement process for older children as well? There
seems to be a drift in the focus on the up to sevens?
Mr Richards: What we have done, excuse the term,
but we have segmented the children’s audience.
What you see is that there are three clear groups.
There are nought to six, seven to 12-year-olds and 13
up, and they have diVerent needs and they have
diVerent interests and there are diVerent challenges.
So provision amongst nought to seven-year-olds,
particularly because you have CBeebies but you also
have provision by Channel five, is not bad. There are
a lot of dedicated children’s channels as well. For six
to 12, it is a much less rosy picture. The challenge
you get to when you are looking at 13-year-olds up,
as many of you will know, is that they have
discovered the media by then. Their media
consumption habits are much more diverse, they are
online, they understand more than you do about
operating the EPG, they are interested in what we
would regard as adult programming as much as they
are children’s and it is a very diVerent, much more
challenging environment. I think for those people
you are looking at ensuring that the kind of cross-
generation programming is there just as much as
dedicated children’s programming, but also, by the
time you get to that age (and I want to underscore
this), they are online nearly as much as they are on
television, and it is all sorts of diVerent online
content that they are interested in, but they are not
sitting there looking at BBC News online and
reading the headlines, they are looking for rich audio
and video as well as all sorts of other things. So,
those two worlds are coming together, and to appeal

with public service content to that generation we are
going to have to ensure that there is a public service
presence of real significance both in the broadcast
domain and in the online domain.

Q563 Helen Southworth: Can I ask you about your
conviction that the ban on television advertising for
foods that are high in fat and sugar and salt is going
to cost over £20 million to the industry? Are you
convinced that that is a long-term issue? Are you
convinced that this is specific to the ban rather than
the change over that is happening in the change over
with digital and what do you believe the impact is
going to need to be in terms of looking specifically at
developing children’s television?
Mr Richards: We took a very, very considered
decision in relation to advertising restrictions and we
did not take it lightly. There were two things that we
were trying to balance. One was our concern as the
communications regulator for children’s
programming in particular, but also the knock-on
into adult programming, because a lot of children
watch adult programming as well, and we were
concerned not to introduce measures which
essentially sounded the death knell of children’s
programming in the UK. Twenty plus million
pounds is a lot of money. A full pre water-shed ban,
we think, would have had an impact in excess of
£200 million, and clearly that is a diVerent order of
magnitude. That is one of the reasons we came out
where we did. Equally, we had to recognise, and
were asked to recognise, the increasing concern
about obesity and clearly it is rising. We did the
research, as you know, we identified a modest direct
eVect and an unquantifiable indirect eVect and on
that basis we took the view that there did need to be
some restrictions placed within television but always
said—and you will forgive me, but I take every
opportunity to underline this—if you want to tackle
obesity, measures in television advertising will not
do it alone. It is not a silver bullet, and we have never
pretended it is, but we are happy to implement it on
the basis that this was one measure amongst what
would need to be a series of measures which would
tackle the problem. How will we know it has
succeeded, will we know it is working and what will
we do? We are planning a review in 18 to 24 months’
time. That review clearly will not be able to
determine whether obesity has fallen as a result of
these changes because there are too many other
factors, but what we can do though, and what we
will do, is identify whether that policy which we
introduced was eVective within the confines of what
it was trying to do. Have children been exposed to
less junk food advertising? Have food
manufacturers sought to circumvent the proposals
by using brand advertising rather than specific
foods? All those sorts of questions. What impact did
it have on programming budget? We will try and
strip that out from the eVects of digital switchover.
We plan to do that in 18 months to two years’ time
and that will give us a good idea about whether it is
being eVective or not and, indeed, whether the
impact has been the one we expected it to be or not.
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Q564 Helen Southworth: I think certainly one of the
things we will be looking at is whether the producers
of those foods have decided to lower the fat, sugar
and salt contents because that would keep us all
happy.
Mr Richards: One of the reasons we chose the
approach we did was because we felt it had strong
incentives, it had strong incentives for food
manufacturers who want to advertise. They are a
curious group actually because sometimes they tell
us that it is all a ridiculous policy because advertising
does not make any diVerence and then on another
day they tell us that it is outrageous we should be
introducing it and they should have the freedom to
advertise and those two things do not quite stack up
to me. We will see whether the incentive properties
work but hopefully they will and we will see some
reformulation and then they will be free to advertise.

Q565 Chairman: Can I ask you very quickly about
your decision in relation to the Sky stake in ITV. Six
months ago Sky acquired a 17.9% stake which is
clearly below the level the Communications Act sets
for a permissible stake by another broadcaster.
Nevertheless, you decided to tell the Secretary of
State that you thought there were public interest
issues in relation to the plurality of news provision.
We have heard from ITV, Michael Grade told us
that he did not think there were any concerns in
relation to news provision. ITN said that they might
have had a “frisson of concern” originally but now
they have none at all. Sky have told us that they
intend “simply to be a supportive shareholder, but in
a passive way”. Given all of those people have said
there are no concerns about news provision, why did
you make a reference to the Secretary of State?
Mr Richards: We were asked to make a reference is
the first reason; he sought our advice and we were
obliged to provide it and we did so. We too have had
submissions from various parties and I am just
trying to recall whether they will be made public. If
they are, that will be very interesting indeed.

Q566 Chairman: I have had the same submissions, I
think I know who they are.
Mr Richards: I hope they can be made public.
Forgive me, Chairman, but I need to be very careful
and limited in what I say because our report is with
the Secretary of State. All we have done is announce
the absolute headline of our recommendation. He
will be publishing the report in full when he is ready
to do so, so I do not think it is right for me to go into
great detail. The core underlying reason for our
taking the view that we did was that the Act requires
us and, indeed, the OFT have expressed their own
concerns about whether there is material influence
with that level of shareholding. The premise is if
there were to be material influence with an
assumption that there was. As soon as you make
that assumption, we looked at the evidence around
news and we concluded that there was a concern we
wanted to register with the Secretary of State. I do
not think I should say anymore than that at this
stage. It is a full report and will be available as soon
as it is published by the DTI.

Q567 Janet Anderson: We have been told by many
witnesses that there is already a substantial amount
of public service content available on new media and
that barriers to entry are low and there is little
evidence of market failure. If this is the case, why do
you believe the Government needs to intervene to
establish a public service publisher?
Mr Richards: I think there are two ways of
answering that question. The first is where we began
with this, which is a position I would absolutely
defend, is we looked at the analogue model, which I
described earlier, and we described its decline, so
that mix of public service broadcasting which gave
us the competition for quality, which I think has
been so valuable in this country, was clearly set on a
path that would make it very diVerent and
unsustainable in the way we have known for the last
20/30 years. We then made a very simple observation
which is where are audiences going? We have talked
a lot about children, in particular older children
today, and we said if we want to re-imagine public
service broadcasting for a digital Internet age, if we
want those public purposes and characteristics
which we described at the start of the session to be
met in the digital and Internet age, how would you
go about doing it? The answer seemed to us not
necessarily to be, “Well, you do it through analogue
broadcasting”, because the audiences are going to be
there but they are going to be in other places as well
and the other place they are going to be is on line.
Your starting point is to say, “If you want to
re-imagine public service content for that age you
should embrace the on line world, the broadband
world, as well as conventional broadcasting”. That
was a very simple starting point and we emerged
from that saying, “Why do we not consider creating
an organisation or an institution”, which we named
for the sake of anything better the PSP, but the core
insight was very straightforward. We are moving to
that Internet/digital age. Our public service content
at the moment is all rooted in broadcast provision,
would it not be fantastic and exciting to create
something else which reflected the age we are moving
into which rooted an organisation or an entity in
new media in the broadband/on-line world and gave
them the mission of meeting those public purposes
but starting in the new media on-line world to
complement the broadcast provision that we already
had. We feel it is not a fully worked out idea or
proposal, and we would not claim that it is, but it is
that core insight that the digital and Internet era is
going to be diVerent and viewers, listeners and
surfers are going to want something diVerent. If we
want public service content and we want the
competition for quality in public service content, we
want to meet those public purposes in the digital age
as we have in the analogue age, then that is the kind
of initiative, the kind of innovation, we need to
think about.

Q568 Janet Anderson: Do you not think perhaps
that kind of intervention could, in fact, inhibit
innovation and new entry rather than encourage it?
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Mr Richards: You need to think about that risk. Let
me take the market failure argument for a second in
a diVerent way. If we were starting with
broadcasting today and we said to ourselves, “Are
we worried about inhibition of the market? Are we
worried about distortion of the market? Are we clear
about the market failure arguments?”, I am pretty
convinced that we would not create the BBC, we
would not create a publicly owned Channel 4 and we
would not put regulatory obligations on ITV or
Five, we would not choose to do that because we
would start by groping around for technical market
failures to justify the intervention and yet what is
clear, and I think well recognised, is that the mix of
public provision and private provision has given us
the quality of broadcasting in this country that we
have. We get wonderful things from the commercial
sector and we get wonderful things from the public
sector, from the public service providers, and it is
that rich mix, that complementarity, which gives us
the quality. I think in the on line/broadband world
there is a real danger of not recognising that core
insight and not translating it to the on line/
broadband world because if that is where audiences
are going to mix broadcast with on line and we do
not re-invent and we do not re-imagine how we
deliver public service content for that world rather
than analogue broadcasting, I think we will be
making a very serious strategic error.

Q569 Chairman: What you are suggesting is
essentially a sort of venture capital body to
commission new media content, is it not? Why does
the Government need to be doing that when so many
other people are already doing it?
Mr Richards: One answer to that, Chairman, as I
say, is if you started from broadcasting today you
would pose the same question and you would
come to a conclusion which says, “Well, we really
don’t have to do anything”. I think the answer
lies in why we do it in broadcasting and why we
want to continue to do it in broadcasting. These
media are coming together. The on line/broadband
distribution model is going to substitute for and
complement television. People are watching video
and listening to audio over the Internet and using
their broadband connections now. Televisions will
have broadband in the back of them and in the
future people will not know whether what they are
watching is by broadcast TV or whether it is coming
over a telecommunications fibre optic or copper line.
They will not know, they will be indiVerent. The
question is what sort of public service content do we
want in that world. In our view the public service
content in that world needs to embrace that on line/
broadband world as much as it does the traditional
conventional broadcasting model, and there are
wonderful opportunities for it. If you start by saying,
“Meet these public purposes” and you do not have
to be confined to a half hour slot on television
because that is what convention tells you it should be
or that is what advertising breaks tell you it should
be, if you start with public purposes and you find the
right people and then say, “Meet those public
purposes in a creative, innovative way for the digital

Internet age using the tools, instruments and the
interaction which is possible in that world”, I think
it is fantastically exciting. I think it is fantastically
exciting in particular for those older children
because that is where they are. If we want public
service content to be meaningful in that future we
have to be there with public service provision. I do
not believe the commercial market will be
deleteriously aVected by that. Let me give you some
evidence for it. I do not believe it is deleteriously
aVected in the commercial market place in
aggregate. If you look at the spend in this country on
subscription and pay-TV despite the presence of the
BBC, despite the presence of Channel 4, you will see
that it is as high in this country as in any other
country. That does not give you evidence of any kind
that there is crowding out of commercial provision.
On the contrary, it tells you that commercial
provision can prosper alongside public service
provision and that is at the heart of what we need to
achieve for the next age as well as the one we have
been in.

Q570 Chairman: When you originally came up with
this concept it was specifically designed to address
the problem, which essentially is at the core of our
inquiry, of how you maintain plurality on
commercial broadcast, or at least an alternative
voice to the BBC, but what you are now proposing
is something completely diVerent. It has evolved into
a totally diVerent idea which is that you are going to
be commissioning content for new media in an area
where there are already thousands of providers.
There is no diYculty in sustaining plurality in new
media.
Mr Richards: No, first I recognise our thinking has
evolved. This was a very radical idea when we put it
out, most people thought we were mad, but what has
happened since that, and it is literally only three
years, is people have said, “Crikey, Ofcom were on
to something when they said on-line and broadband
are going to become a hugely important distribution
mechanism. They were on to something when they
said that public service broadcasting in the analogue
model was in decline. They were on to something
when they said that audiences were going to behave
in a diVerent way. Maybe it does not look so
bizarre”. In those days people were not spending
hundreds of millions of pounds to buy YouTube,
people were not spending hundreds of millions of
pounds to buy MySpace because those conventional
media companies have understood the significance
and importance of this new media, so our thinking
has evolved as well. It was always rooted in the idea
that we would need to oVer public service plurality
and content in the on line/broadband world as well
as the conventional analogue broadcasting world.
Where does that plurality or how does that plurality
manifest itself in competition for the BBC? One of
the best things the BBC has done of recent years is
get into the on-line world successfully and providing
some wonderful service, of which there is not strong
evidence that it is crowding out commercial
provision or provision elsewhere, maybe at the
margin, but by and large the commercial provision
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of on line content looks pretty healthy despite major
investment from the BBC. As that on line provision
becomes richer in audio and richer in particular in
video you are going to see the two media merge and
you are going to get into the kind of conversation we
had earlier. Let us talk about children again. Who
will be making children’s drama in the future? Who
will be making children’s factual entertainment in
the future? Where will it be oVered? Will that
content, if we can get it made, be oVered just in a
conventional linear television channel? Of course
not, it has to be oVered on both, it has to be a mix
which allows audiences, in this case children, in
particular older children, to find it wherever they
want to find it, to use it, watch it, view it and interact
with it when they want to, when it is convenient to
them, whether it is at the PC or on the television. The
idea of the PSP really is to drive our thinking in that
direction. It could easily be an organisation or an
entity which partners with a broadcaster to get the
best of both worlds. There are many diVerent models
or variants of it and, as I have said, we would not
claim to have the perfect solution. I think the
question for everybody here is the underlying insight
in do we believe public service content and a
plurality of public service content needs to be on line
and broadband as well as conventionally broadcast.
If you accept that argument, then we are going to
have to have a mix of institutions, a mix of
mechanisms for delivering content which crosses
platforms. Whether we call it a PSP or something
else, I do not care, the question I care about is having
that plural competition for quality in public service
content across platforms in the future.

Q571 Chairman: You have not yet expressed any
preference as to how this should be financed?
Mr Richards: There are only four ways it can be
financed. You could fund it out of general taxation,
you could hypothecate spectrum funds as a
communications source of money, you could have a
very, very small industry levy or you could use an
enhanced licence fee. Those are the four ways; I
cannot see any other ways. We have expressed no
preference for any of those four. If you wanted to
pursue something of this kind, clearly you would
have to go down one of those roads, but I do not
start there, I start with is this something of real value
which is something we should be really thinking
hard about as we think about what public service
broadcasting or public service content should be like
in the digital age. Then when we have our ambition
and our vision for that era ask ourselves what we can
aVord and what the source of that funding should
be. You have got to start with whether you think it
is a good idea and what kind of public service
content and public service broadcasting you would
want in that era.

Q572 Chairman: When you came to see us last April
you said you were talking to the OFT about the
Contract Rights Renewal mechanism for ITV. You
will be aware that ITV have expressed extreme
concern about the impact of that to us. Do you think
it does now need to be reviewed?

Mr Richards: We are still talking with the OFT
about this. Again, Chairman, if you do not mind, it
is an OFT decision and, therefore, I think in the
spirit of the very good co-operation we have with the
OFT it is right and proper for me to let them make
a judgment about that in public when they are ready
to do so.

Q573 Chairman: You are not willing to say whether
or not Ofcom’s view is that there should be a review?
Mr Richards: I am not willing to do that in public
because we are talking with the OFT in private
about it and I want to respect that private dialogue.

Q574 Philip Davies: I am sure, Chairman, you will be
proud that I did not continue my crusade against this
nanny state ban on junk food and advertising during
this session. You have just admitted that the public
service publisher is only a partial solution to the
problems for the broadcasting market and you gave
some other options as to how they would pay for
this. Just to pick on one in particular, would you
support the licence fee being distributed more widely
than the BBC in order to produce some of the public
service content?
Mr Richards: I do not think we have a definitive view
on that. When you look at the funding of public
service broadcasting going forward that is a question
one will have to look at and, as you will be aware, the
Government in its conclusion of the BBC licence fee
settlement left that possibility on the table open for,
I think, four or five years’ time. One has to think
very, very carefully about doing it and there are pros
and cons; some of the cons are important to
recognise. There is an argument that the licence fee
is very closely associated with the BBC and there is
a unique one-to-one relationship between the BBC
and the licence fee payer and I think that is a relevant
factor one would have to take into consideration, it
is a non-trivial argument. The questions on the other
side, of course, will be: how important do you think
plurality is? Are there other sources of funding
available? If not, how attractive would a division of
the licence fee be? I think there are arguments on
both sides of this and we have not reached a
definitive view on that.

Q575 Philip Davies: You would be open-minded
about looking at that in the future?
Mr Richards: Given the changes taking place in the
system of public service broadcasting, which we
have described this morning and talked about, over
the period everyone should be open-minded about
the model we should emerge with for the post-
switchover period. I would not want to go any
further than that. I think it is important to be open-
minded about that and particularly in our position.

Q576 Philip Davies: The report you commissioned
from LEK into Channel 4’s finances found that
Channel 4 is likely to face financial diYculties and
become loss-making beyond 2010. Other
broadcasters disagree wholeheartedly with that
view. ITV said, “Channel 4 remains a broadcaster in
rude good health”, and Sky said that the, “claim by
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Channel 4 that it faces commercial diYculties in
providing public service broadcasting is neither
plausible at present nor likely to become so in the
future”, so why are they wrong and LEK right?
Mr Richards: Let us draw a distinction between the
two. We are in receipt of submissions from Sky, ITV
and others and we are considering them at the
moment. Sky and ITV clearly have a particular
corporate interest. The reason we asked LEK for a
review and a report was because as far as this is
concerned they have no corporate interest. We asked
them for an independent view and they have given us
an independent view. I think it is important to start
at that point. There are a whole variety of reasons as
to why people might take a diVerent view. There are
a number of variables, the level of advertising that is
going into television, the cost of programming, and
so on and so forth. One of the things we will be
asking ourselves as we consider those submissions is
do we know enough at the moment? When will we
know enough to make a clear judgment? You will
also be aware—I am sure ITV and Sky have made
those opinions clear to you—that Channel 4 think
the LEK report is far too optimistic and were pretty
unhappy about it. There are two sides to this coin
and our responsibility is to seek independent advice
and then make an independent judgment. In this
instance it will be a judgment which manifests itself
in the form of a recommendation because the real
decisions in this area are, of course, for government
rather than for us.

Q577 Philip Davies: From what you have said, do
you accept that Channel 4 will need further funding
in the future?
Mr Richards: That is what we are considering at the
moment; we have reached no conclusion about that.
The LEK report and the response to the
consultation to the report are what we are looking at
at the moment, so we have reached no conclusion of
any kind on that at the moment.

Q578 Philip Davies: When will you be coming to a
conclusion?
Mr Richards: We will publish something responding
to the LEK work and the views of others which we
have had oV the back of it before the summer and we
will let our position be clear at that point.

Q579 Chairman: Can I ask you on two slightly
diVerent issues but both of which have considerable
public interest. The first is Celebrity Big Brother.
When are you going to publish the findings of your
investigation into the complaints?
Mr Suter: Our process is continuing. We are now
actively considering the final stages of that process
and I hope to do so shortly. It is important that
broadcasters have the opportunity to present to us
the full facts as they would have us know them and
that we have an opportunity to consider those
carefully before coming out with our judgment.

Q580 Chairman: Have you made your provisional
findings known to Channel 4?

Mr Suter: We are discussing it with Channel 4 but,
as I say, that process is still continuing and we have
still to take our final decision.

Q581 Chairman: When do you expect to do that?
Mr Suter: Shortly.

Q582 Chairman: Thank you.
Mr Richards: We do not expect it to be very long,
Chairman.

Q583 Chairman: That is illuminating.
Mr Richards: I just wanted to underline the
ambiguity of the response.

Q584 Chairman: Let us turn to the other matter.
You will be aware that this Committee has expressed
its concern over many months about the activities of
dedicated quiz channels and, indeed, premium rate
calls to mainstream TV programmes. Could you
perhaps give us an update on where you are now?
Mr Richards: Yes, by all means. I think there has
been a lot of activity and a lot of progress since you
last met and since we responded in written form, so
I am glad we can talk to you direct about this now.
There have been some policy changes. As you
probably know, icstis have clarified the rules about
what must be shown on screen in relation to these
things, making sure there is transparency about the
odds of getting through, transparency about call
costs and, of course, also that there are cost warnings
as people incur bigger and bigger bills and we think
that is very important. We have given further advice
to broadcasters on the nature of quizzes to make
sure there are not unreasonably obscure questions,
for example, which, again, you will know was the
source of one or two of the original problems. There
is a programme of monitoring which is now in place
and icstis are indeed going to consult on a scheme for
auditing the premium rate suppliers. An awful lot
has changed on that front. That has moved the
policy framework which was in place; we need to be
very clear about that. The policy framework which
was in place has now been modified and advanced to
catch up with where we are. I think the other really
important thing to let you know is that the
consequence of both, I am sure, the publicity which
has arisen from the Committee’s work and indeed
everything else which has been going on, is that we
have now seen a very significant reduction in the
activity in this area. There were previously nine
dedicated quiz programme blocks and four
dedicated quiz channels, that has now fallen to four
blocks and only one channel, so there has been a
significant exit from the market in this area as people
have understood more clearly, as they should have
done originally, what compliance means and what
the regulatory framework requires of them. In
addition, we have had three investigations which
have found breaches. icstis have also recorded one
further breach. All that has happened but in our
view there is further to go. We currently have over 20
investigations underway in relation to specific
incidents and those will be pursued. As in relation to
Celebrity Big Brother, you will understand that this
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is a quasi-judicial process. We need to put the
accusations to the broadcasters, we need to permit
them a right of response and we need to go through
that process. Many of those are very well advanced
and we would expect results on many of those in the
coming weeks and months. Similarly, and in
parallel, we have the Richard Ayre Inquiry. We set
up the Ayre Inquiry because what appeared to
emerge over these preceding months was a problem
of systemic failure of compliance, not one or two
breaches which the investigations would deal with
but once you get to people in our organisation
conducting in excess of 20 investigations you are
looking at something which appears to be more
systemic. The Richard Ayre Inquiry is looking at
that and will ask fundamental questions about the
relationship between broadcasters, premium rate
suppliers and independent producers, who are an
important link in this chain, and ask whether there
are more fundamental changes which need to take
place and it will do so in the broadest possible
context. We have asked Richard to pose us diYcult
questions and not to shy away from doing that
should there be things that we need to confront more
fundamentally ourselves. We are expecting Richard
to report to us before the summer, so that will be
more or less in parallel with the incidents and the
individual investigations. I should say in conclusion
that the core issue here has always been, and
remains, one of compliance. There has always been
regulation in place, that is why we have got so many
investigations taking place. The core issue is
compliance and the question which I think will work
its way throughout these coming weeks and months
and will be rehearsed as the Ayre Inquiry is
published will be how do broadcasters, in particular
the public service broadcasters who have a
particular place that we have been talking about so
much this morning, ensure that they restore and
retain the trust of viewers in relation to the use of
these services. That is the central question we have
to keep returning to.

Q585 Rosemary McKenna: I am very grateful for the
update because it is very, very important. We were
shocked and delighted at just how much came out
after our report and I think it did give whistle-
blowers the courage to come and say, “Yes, there are
serious problems here”, so that has been very good.
It is the broadcasters who buy from a supplier who
runs it for them, that is where the real problem seems
to be, is it not? They did not appreciate that
compliance was so strict and that they had to do
that. Is that where you are finding diYculty in
getting to the root of the problem or have you got
there?
Mr Richards: I think that is definitely part of it.
Mr Suter: What emerges is that this is a much more
complex chain of people involved in it perhaps than
broadcasters have been used to and the nature of the
relationship needs to be not only between a
broadcaster and a viewer but also between a
broadcaster and a customer. The obligations which

are placed, and I suspect the relationship between
the broadcaster and the customer, need to be better
understood.
Mr Richards: It is certainly one of the things which
I am absolutely certain will emerge from the Ayre
Inquiry because as we have opened the top on this
those relationships are central. I think it is safe to say
at the highest level, without going to any individual
case which would not be right, the compliance issue
through the chain of those involved has been
inadequate and that is something which everybody
is now far more aware of. There will be a number of
lessons from this but one of them, without any
doubt, is how do you make sure that compliance is
eVective in the context of a changing technology,
changing markets and changing use of diVerent ways
in which you raise revenue. Of course it has even
been true in cases where people have not been
seeking to raise revenue but all the money has been
going to charity. Some of our cases have been about
misleading viewers even when revenue raising was
not central to the purpose.
Rosemary McKenna: I think you are right in saying
it is an issue of trust. The television companies must
restore that trust which people have in them and I
think that has been displayed by the numbers that
have come oV air, clearly they were not operating
correctly. We have never wanted to stop people
enjoying these kinds of programmes because people
do enjoy taking part in quizzes. We are certainly
delighted that you are hopefully going to make this
a situation where people have that trust restored and
can go back to the enjoyment that they have in those
television programmes.

Q586 Alan Keen: We did not include it in our
inquiry, but I have always been slightly concerned
about the very simple questions, “Win two tickets
for the Arsenal versus Chelsea game, total cost £200
or 75 pence even with hospitality. Who was
England’s captain in 1966? Bobby Moore, Frank
Sinatra or Bing Crosby?” a question that everyone
knows the answer to and that brings in more pounds
for £200 worth of tickets. I always felt that more
information should have been given, at least what
the total income is likely to be and what the cost of
the prize is. Have you taken that sort of thing into
account?
Mr Suter: Yes, we have, but, equally, I think when
you are looking at questions which are posed in that
way—clearly they exist across a whole load of
television and have done for some time—I think you
can reasonably confidently assume that audiences
know when presented with a question like that they
are not going to be alone in knowing the right answer
and the odds are going to be pretty tough.

Q587 Alan Keen: I have never seen the odds ever
quoted anywhere or any results given the week after.
“We took £20,000 and gave out £200 worth of tickets
last week”, that is what I would like to see.
Mr Richards: Presumably if that was a premium rate
line it would be caught by the obligation to expose
the chances of getting through by the new
regulation.
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Mr Suter: Yes, it would.

Q588 Alan Keen: They will make sure everyone gets
through, will they not really?
Mr Richards: If we have transparency on the odds of
getting through, which in that case would be very,
very high, then at least people know that they are
essentially entering a quiz and the chances of
winning are remote. What we are managing here is a
situation with two ends of a spectrum and that is one
end. The other end was the breach which we found
in relation to questions of a diVerent kind, where I
think the question was “Name something in a lady’s
handbag” and the answer was “Rawlplugs”. We try
to tackle this from both ends of the spectrum and we
have got very clear guidelines that questions must
not be obscure or wilfully diYcult and so on and so
forth and, equally, transparency on the odds of
getting through which I think is bringing in and
reducing the opportunity for abuse of that kind.

Q589 Chairman: Finally, you have described to us
the huge amount of work which is being done. There
are 20 separate investigations underway, you have
commissioned Richard Ayre to do an across the
board examination and you have clearly identified
that there have been quiz abuses. There were reports
of these first coming to light over a year ago, do you
accept that as the broadcasting regulator you should
have been on to this much earlier?
Mr Richards: Could we have acted in a proactive
way to seek these kinds of things out? You could
argue that we could have. You could argue that in
the same way that has been mentioned in relation to
radio programmes. There is a huge amount going on
in the communications sector and you can always
argue that we should be more proactive here and
proactive there but we have got finite resource like
everybody else. I am afraid I would come back to the
central question here. If I sat before you now and
you could say to me, “These telephone lines and
these quiz services were going to be used on
television, that was clear a few years ago, and there
is a regulatory vacuum”, I would stand legitimately
charged and I think we would have been negligent
and I would be extremely embarrassed about our
performance, but that is not the case. We saw this
happening some years ago and we put in regulation
in 2005. We updated that regulation in 2006 and
broadcasters were very, very clear that this was part
of the Broadcasting Code. There was premium rate
regulation in place through icstis and the companies
involved were very, very clear that there was
regulation in place. Therefore, what has happened
over the past few months—and I return to this—is
not a failure of regulation because the regulation was
in place and that is why we are able to undertake all
these investigations.

Q590 Chairman: You have been telling us about all
the new regulation which has come into place.
Mr Richards: The regulations have been evolved,
like all regulation does, in light of market
commercial experience; that happens everywhere,
that is not unique or unusual. We have been talking

about modification of regulation in radio, in
television and that is absolutely normal. The
regulation was in place. We adapted it and modified
it in 2006 before any of this really took oV. We have
adapted it and modified it again in light of
experience, but there was not a regulatory vacuum,
regulation was in place. To start with there was a
series of individual failures to comply and what has
emerged, which I think has surprised us all, has been
what appears to be a systemic failure of compliance.
When you see a systemic failure of compliance as
opposed to individual cases you need to look at the
broader issues arising and that is why we set up the
Eyre Inquiry. If we were not convinced there were
systemic compliance issues we would have just
pursued it case by case, but once you are up to 20,
once you have got a similar number in icstis on the
premium rate front you need to look at the wider
issues arising and we have taken action to do that.
No-one is perfect and I would absolutely accept that
the inter-regulator co-ordination was less than ideal
at the start of this process, but I would defend the
fact that we had regulation in place and that where
incidents were revealed investigations were begun,
some of which have been concluded, many more of
which have been concluded. We have adapted and
modified the regulation in light of experience and
will take action in relation to systemic issues which
are arising. I think that is the right response to the
circumstances which we have ourselves in.

Q591 Chairman: This saga has probably done more
damage to public confidence in television and,
indeed, public confidence in Ofcom than anything in
recent years. You talk about a systemic failure of
compliance with the regulation, there were reports,
you and yours particularly, talking about this over a
year ago and yet it is only now in the last few months,
really since our conclusions were published, that all
the rest has come to light and all the action you have
described has been taken.
Mr Suter: I think the thing that changed was when
we started to get evidence of issues around the public
service broadcasters in programmes that were not
quiz channels. We were not talking about the blocks
of ITV Play, we were talking about big mainstream
general entertainment programmes which were
using premium rate services to generate calls, to
generate activity within the programmes, that is
where the turn happened around about the end of
the year. There was indeed, I suspect, a relationship
between the inquiry you were holding and the
activity we were doing, the revision of our rules
around those blocks of programmes, those quiz
programmes, but what we saw after Christmas with
Channel 4 and the other public service broadcasters
was these were not the quiz elements, these were
mainstream public service broadcast programmes.
That is where the focus of the Ayre Inquiry has come
through which says, “If it is aVecting these
programmes, if it is aVecting these kinds of shows
that are reaching such large audiences with such a
broad and diverse editorial proposition, what is it
about the nature of the chain between the
broadcaster who is compliant and the service
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provider and the network operator with the
independent producer in the middle which appears
to have broken down in terms of compliance? That
is diVerent, that is new, that is systemic and that is
what we are addressing. The individual activity in
relation to individual quizzes and questions and
methodologies is a process which was underway last
year. You gave it fresh impetus and publicity and I
think that brought the whistle-blowers forward

which revealed the bigger problem, but I think it is
important to see it as a sequence of events which
have played out.

Q592 Chairman: Perhaps you would keep us
informed both on the inquiries and the review.
Mr Richards: We are very happy to do that.
Chairman: I think that is all we have, thank you.
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Memorandum submitted by the Satellite and Cable Broadcasters’ Group (SCBG)

The SCBG is the trade association for satellite and cable programme providers who are independent of
one of the main terrestrial broadcasters. Its members are responsible for over 100 channels in the UK and
in addition broadcast many more services from the UK to continental Europe and beyond. Many member
companies are pan-European broadcasters, producing and commissioning content for diVerent national
markets.

SCBG channels provide citizens and consumers with programmes and services for a diverse range of
audiences across a wide range of genres and audiences, including entertainment, factual, educational,
history, music, nature, art and science. Our member companies make and show programmes for children
and young people, and for ethnic minorities in their own languages. SCBG members’ channels are available
in almost 50% of UK homes, and together have a combined audience share approaching 20% of all UK
television viewing.

Satellite and cable broadcasters operate in an extremely competitive and volatile environment, without
privileged access to scarce Government-controlled spectrum or to the must-carry status aVorded to
terrestrial networks. They are therefore unable to attract mass advertising revenues, and—with a couple of
notable exceptions—do not benefit from public funding.

Satellite and cable broadcasting has been the fastest growing sector in the UK television industry, now
employing over 6,000 people in the UK with revenues of nearly £5 billion.

1. Executive Summary

The Satellite and Cable Broadcasters’ Group (SCBG) welcomes the opportunity to make this submission
to the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee’s inquiry on public service media content. SCBG
represents the views of a wide range of businesses that run a diversity of television channels—run
independently of the incumbent terrestrial broadcasters and largely without public support or subsidy.

Our understanding is that this inquiry seeks to examine how a well-functioning and competitive
broadcasting environment in the UK can be maintained, while at the same time sustaining a plurality of
public service broadcasting (“PSB”). Our primary concern is to ensure that citizens and consumers benefit
from strong, fair competition between providers of quality content, on whatever platform, and on whichever
device. Any regulatory or public policy interventions aimed at sustaining certain types of content and certain
types of provider must be made in the context of this fundamental principle.

Our main arguments in this paper can be summarised as follows:

— The promise of a “digital Britain” is a wealth of choice and diversity—but current broadcasting
policy unduly favours the incumbent terrestrial broadcasters, thus denying audiences the benefits
of fair competition;

— It is now time to look very carefully at the current criteria of PSB content and to tighten them in
order to provide clarity that would avoid further confusion about what really constitutes PSB
content and quality;

— With its new charter and licence fee settlement, the BBC will remain the cornerstone of PSB
provision—but must live up to the promises it has made during the Charter Review process
regarding distinctiveness, the rigour of its governance structures; and its sensitivity to its
competitors;

— Research commissioned for SCBG by David Graham Associates clearly demonstrates that genres
traditionally held to PSB content are increasingly broadcast and viewed outside the subsidy
system;

— Commercial multi-channel broadcasters do not only invest a great deal into public service
programming, but also add range, diversity and new delivery platforms for this content. In order
for that to continue, there must be suYcient investment incentives in the market and a tight control
of the incumbent terrestrial operators;
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— Further public support for the legacy commercial PSBs is no longer justifiable—and they must be
placed on the same competitive footing as other channels;

— Public support in new media platforms will risk disincentivising the development of such services
from existing commercial operators. In the absence of any evidence of market failure, policy
should aim to harness the power of competition to deliver diversity to audiences, rather than
relying on further public intervention.

2. Introduction

The Committee will be aware of the tumultuous change that has aVected the broadcasting industry in
recent years—and will acknowledge that it is now unrecognisable from the industry of only a decade ago.
Change will continue even up to switchover and beyond, which has the potential to dramatically increase
choice and diversity for consumers, allowing more and more audiences access to a wider range of output—
both paid-for, and free-to-air. A key concern of SCBG is to ensure that this radically re-shaped playing field
is substantially more level than the one it replaces.

According to Ofcom’s own research,1 the proportion of households in the UK receiving digital television
services on their primary TV set in September 2006 was 73.3%. Almost 45% of households subscribe to a
pay-TV service (such as Sky or ntl:Telewest), with many of these homes also converting second and third
TV sets via digital terrestrial set-top box.

Although digital terrestrial (“Freeview”) has been hailed as the TV success story of recent years, the
Ofcom research still demonstrates the power of pay-TV services to drive digital take-up. Viewers continue
to value the variety of choice that cable and satellite oVer—especially those niche channels that are available
exclusively on pay-TV. It is therefore vital for policymakers to acknowledge the importance of these
channels, especially in the context of PSB, as we argue later. It is inevitable that the shift from limited choice
in a terrestrial environment to a much wider choice in a multichannel home (whether the forty channels of
Freeview, or the four hundred channels of Sky Digital) leads to a fragmentation of the market. As Ofcom
rightly concluded in its first review of PSB, this fragmentation means that audiences for traditional public
service genres and for the incumbent terrestrial broadcasters decreases. It is a fact that the digital
marketplace now provides a multiplicity of targeted, specialist oVerings that appeal to the individual tastes
and preferences of audiences—with whole channels dedicated to satisfying particular tastes, interests,
cultures or demographics. Viewers are voting with their remote controls, and are gradually turning away
from the old model of mass-market PSB programming on the five terrestrial channels.

During the first statutory Ofcom review of Public Service Broadcasting, SCBG argued that this migration
from mass to niche represented an opportunity to rethink the policy frameworks underpinning PSB, so that
they went with the grain of this viewer-led change, rather than attempting to work against it.

3. Defining Public Service Broadcasting

SCBG believes that any consideration of PSB must begin from a clear definition of what constitutes public
service content. Only then can a clear assessment be made about how it can best be delivered. We believe
that it is time to look very carefully at the current criteria, and to tighten them in order to provide clarity
that would avoid further confusion about what really constitutes PSB content and quality.

According to Ofcom’s final statement on its statutory Public Service Broadcasting review the following
mix of purposes and characteristics constitute the new definition of PSB:2

PSB purposes

— To inform ourselves and others and to increase our understanding of the world through news,
information and analysis of current events and ideas.

— To stimulate our interest in and knowledge of arts, science, history and other topics through
content that is accessible and can encourage informal learning.

— To reflect and strengthen our cultural identity through original programming at UK, national and
regional level, on occasion bringing audiences together for shared experiences.

— To make us aware of diVerent cultures and alternative viewpoints, through programmes that
reflect the lives of other people and other communities, both within the UK and elsewhere.

PSB characteristics

— High quality—well funded and well produced.

— Original—new UK content, rather than repeats or acquisitions.

1 Digital Progress Report, Digital TV Q3 2006, 20 December 2006.
2 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting Phase 3, issued on 8 February 2005.
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— Innovative—breaking new ideas or re-inventing exciting approaches, rather than copying old
ones.

— Challenging—making viewers think.

— Engaging—remaining accessible and enjoyed by viewers.

— Widely available—if content is publicly funded, a large majority of citizens need to be given the
chance to watch it.

We believe that these criteria are diYcult to measure, but it is vital to use a framework for this to—as
objectively as possible—define PSB from non-PSB content. Our concern is that objectivity is sometimes lost,
with these principles interpreted in ways that naturally favour the incumbent terrestrial broadcasters, and
exclude PSB content available from non-traditional sources. It is therefore essential that sound objective
methods of monitoring content are deployed when looking at the content of all broadcasters in this market.

In our view, it would make sense to regard Ofcom’s purposes and characteristics as a series of socially
desirable objectives, which are currently being achieved in many ways and by many diVerent providers.
While there may be some specific “merit good” services which comprise a small and specific subset and which
might genuinely justify public intervention, PSB policy should actually be about encouraging what is
happening already, stimulating more of it, and monitoring strengths and weaknesses in the supply.

4. The BBC

We agree that the BBC should remain strong, independent and the cornerstone of public service
broadcasting in the UK.

Throughout the Charter Review process, we made it clear that—in return for over £3.5 billion of public
money—the BBC’s output should be distinctive from commercially funded services, and that there should
be strict scrutiny of how the BBC is governed and how it prioritises the investment of its public funding. The
careful balance of popular entertainment and PSB is the defining condition of the BBC, and—as it has done
before—it must vary its oVering in order to maintain the perceived value of the fee.

SCBG welcomes the new principles that were outlined in the Charter and Agreement around the systems
and processes that the new BBC Trust will use to determine public value, and sustain the distinctiveness of
the BBC’s services. We were particularly keen to ensure that the BBC’s competitors could enjoy much
greater certainty about the limits of the BBC’s ambitions in any number of areas—and the introduction of
the Service Licence regime and Public Value Test is to be welcomed.

However, we will be watching carefully to ensure that the promises made by the BBC during Charter
Review are met in full. Our members have already digested the BBC’s “Creative Future” strategy, which
envisages swathes of new activity in a number of areas in which we are already active. As the BBC’s new
services are developed and as current ones evolve, we will hold the BBC Trust to the high standards to which
it has committed.

5. Public Funding for Other Broadcasters

The BBC’s near monopoly of public funding inevitably influences the capacity of other players in the
market to deliver programmes of range, diversity and quality. It is true—however—that the steady march
of digital switchover is likely to reduce the BBC’s reach over time. As Ofcom points out, this is also true for
the commercial PSBs who have previously been the only source of PSB plurality. Today, almost two million
viewers never watch the public service broadcasters during a specific month.3 Moreover, data of viewing of
PSB channels as a proportion of total viewing over the last five years shows a steady decrease, with the PSB
channels accounting for 80.4% of total viewing in 2002, dropping to 75.3% in 2006.4 In multi-channel homes,
where viewers have access to the majority of commercial digital channels, many of whom are members of
SCBG, viewing of PSB programming on these channels is significant, with 70% of viewing to children’s
programming, 52% of documentaries viewing, and 47% of viewing to UK/ROW-originated films occurring
on commercial digital channels.5

Research commissioned for SCBG from David Graham Associates demonstrates that genres
traditionally held to be PSB content are increasingly broadcast and viewed outside the subsidy system. In
fact, commercial digital channels are the dominant providers of large swathes of PSB programming, oVering
significant amounts of content that meets PSB objectives and characteristics as defined by Ofcom. They also
uniquely address particular groups and communities of viewers.

3 See Table 1 in Appendix.
4 See Table 2 in Appendix.
5 See Table 3 in Appendix.
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Some programming and channels supplied without public intervention already contribute to PSB
purposes but many more of them fulfil characteristics such as high production values, innovation and
originality. Many channels are contributing by serving minority cultural or ethnic interests, engaging
audiences groups such as 16–24-year-olds that are increasingly disenfranchised from mainstream PSB
programming, or developing new on-screen and production talent.

Commercial multi-channel broadcasters are also adding range, diversity and specialist interest services
despite the entry of the terrestrial digital networks as direct competitors in many areas—a development that
has had a significant economic impact and aVected not only the investment capability of new commercial
channels but also their scheduling and programming decisions.

The research commissioned by SCBG shows the following striking examples:

Total of PSB Programming across Channel Groups

Hours of PSB Programming, October 2006:

Genre BBC Commercial BBC Digital ITV, C4, Five Commercial
Terrestrial Terrestrial Digital Digital

Arts 16 17 35 3 843
Children’s 156 177 645 760 6,459
Current AVairs 90 65 800 0 311
Documentaries 140 162 193 309 9,419
Films: UK/ROW 21 49 9 264 1,807
News/Weather 243 125 613 10 751

Source: DGA Metrics.

% of PSB Programming, October 2006:

Genre BBC Commercial BBC Digital ITV, C4, Five Commercial
Terrestrial Terrestrial Digital Digital

Arts 2% 2% 4% 0% 92%
Children’s 2% 2% 8% 9% 79%
Current AVairs 7% 5% 63% 0% 25%
Documentaries 1% 2% 2% 3% 92%
Films: UK/ROW 1% 2% 0% 12% 84%
News/Weather 14% 7% 35% 1% 43%

Source: DGA Metrics.

The analysis reveals that, for the majority of genres, commercial digital channels provide more PSB
programming than either the BBC (including its digital services) or the advertiser-funded terrestrial
channels. 92% of arts programming is shown on commercial digital channels such as Artsworld, 79% of
children’s programming airs on channels like Nickelodeon, and 92% of documentary or factual
entertainment hours were shown on channels such as Discovery. In addition, 84% of all UK/ROW-
originated films were shown on commercial digital channels. These also provided 43% of all news
programming. Current aVairs is the only genre in which the BBC (including its digital channels) provides
the majority of programming hours.

Our conclusion is that SCBG members—and other private sector broadcasters—are oVering significant
innovation and eYciency gains in the way PSB is delivered. This provides a real alternative to approaches
reliant on pumping more public funds into broadcasting or establishing new PSB institutions. We therefore
believe that there is a growing role for multi-channel in providing competition to strengthen and extend the
appeal of PSB in future. We believe there are gaps in public service provision where new delivery platforms,
beyond the main terrestrial channels, are oVering real benefits and added value, for example by accessing
a particular demographic, improving value for money and adding pressure for innovation.

We believe that future policy in this area should build on such foundations. If Ofcom—or other
policymakers—believe that there are gaps in PSB provision, or that there is residual programming that is
felt to be socially desirable, then it is commercial digital broadcasters that are ideally placed to secure its
optimal distribution. It is through this sector that new public service growth could come, if it is permitted,
incentivised, and not faced either by an over-mighty BBC or new publicly-funded institutional
interventions.

Indeed, Ofcom’s own suggestion in its 2005 PSB review said that the contribution of commercial multi-
channel broadcasters to public purposes should be “recognised and incentivised”. Although phase three of
that review acknowledged the contribution of commercial digital channels to PSB and promised that Ofcom
would “consider ways in which some of the benefits of PSB status [. . .] could be conferred on existing
multichannel services if they are considered to make a significant contribution to PSB purposes and
characteristics”, to the best of our knowledge, this idea has not been pursued further.
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This approach has already been recognised by Government in its direct funding of The Community
Channel and Teachers’ TV (both members of SCBG). Public service can be as eYciently delivered by small
specialist channels with dedicated remits as by giant organisations and dominant brands. Future public
service broadcasting policy must take account of this, rather than fight against it, and foster the ability of
independent broadcasters to deliver valuable programmes cost-eVectively to those audiences who have
chosen to watch them.

Based on this, we believe there should be a thorough analysis of the many alternatives to public funding
that have already been proposed but insuYciently examined. These alternatives include a number of other
mechanisms for contestability in public funding, including the Public Service Broadcasting Commission
model outlined by Lord Burns’ panel in its report to the DCMS in 2005.

6. The Privileges of PSBs

Within the context of these PSB criteria, SCBG questions how far the commercial PSBs currently deliver
them in their schedules—on either their main channels, or on their spin-oV digital networks. It is clear to
us that their public service contribution is disappearing but their public service privileges remain.

The old model—as articulated well by Ofcom during its review—extracted PSB obligations from
commercial broadcasters by granting particular advantages to them in return. Our concern is that these
advantages will not be eroded at the time of digital switchover. Shorn of the majority of their PSB
obligations, the commercial PSBs will retain many of the advantages previously aVorded to them under the
old pact.

One key benefit derived from PSB status was access to valuable digital terrestrial spectrum at cost price.
As we have progressed towards switchover, this “digital real estate” has become more and more valuable,
yet the existing PSBs have been able to launch channel after channel without any requirement to meet the
public purposes or characteristics outlined by Ofcom. Indeed, many of the recently-launched services
compete directly for audiences and advertising with SCBG member companies, who enjoy no such subsidy.

However, as stated above, many satellite and cable broadcasters provide PSB content to a large
proportion of the public and this should be recognised. In addition, there are channels such as Teachers’
TV and the Community Channel which should be able to benefit from DTT spectrum, but because of
restrains on resources cannot get on to the platform and thus achieve 24 hour coverage. Such broadcasters
are free to air and clearly have a public service remit yet are disadvantaged because of the dominance of the
entrenched and expanded PSBs where most of the DTT capacity is taken up by their commercial spin-oVs
failing to provide PSB content to a greater extent than any of their commercial rivals.

Another especially pernicious example of the advantages of being a legacy PSB is the ability to cross-
promote between their mass-audience terrestrial channel and their wholly commercial multi-channel spin-
oVs. The value of the terrestrials’ cross-promotional airtime is enormous—and dwarfs any investment that
any of our members could make in advertising our channels in commercial airtime. Consequently, the digital
world will remain as unequal as the analogue one it replaces.

7. Public Service Broadcasting and New Media

The challenges brought by digital are compelling broadcasters to boost their online oVerings, and to
launch on-demand services that cater to audiences’ increasing desire for control over their viewing.

The diverse membership of the SCBG means that its members already oVer online distribution across all
genres of content, from children’s animation on mobile handsets to the delivery of non-linear news services.
The phenomenon of “user generated content” has also stimulated innovative new services. Online oVers
valuable opportunities for many companies to extend their brands beyond conventional content
distribution with ancillary services, such as branded games and podcasting. Broadcasters also provide
consumers with opportunities to interact with each other, and to feedback directly to the channels, through
chat rooms and e-mail. Some are also oVering business-to business services, such as financial news, which
are likely to represent a significant portion of the market for paid for content.

SCBG members are following very closely the launch of the BBC’s on-demand iPlayer, and are assessing
the extent to which it will aVect their activities. If approved by the BBC Trust (which is currently considering
the outcome of Ofcom’s market impact assessment), the iPlayer will position the BBC as a significant player
in the broadband market, and will be a formidable competitor to other online content providers. Many
SCBG members believe that the BBC’s plans disincentivise them to invest in on-demand services, since all
of the BBC’s content will be available for free. We therefore welcome Ofcom’s rigorous approach and its
suggestions that the parameters of the iPlayer need to be limited in order not to stifle competition.6

SCBG members have responded individually to the Public Value Assessment consultation process and
we do not seek to summarise their various positions here, but all agree that the approval process must pay
due attention to the views of those companies who are building new businesses in this space. In particular,
the future evolution of the iPlayer must be subject to rigorous oversight by the Trust. Any further new uses

6 Ofcom’s Market Impact Assessment published on 23 January 2007.
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for the iPlayer must be subject to a new Ofcom Market Impact Assessment and trust Public Value
Assessment and not be allowed through as varieties to an existing service. The BBC Trust licence must state
the precise limits for each BBC service and any extension to this must be subject to rigorous review.

The BBC is—of course—not the only PSB involved in new media activity. Channel Four has recently
launched its “4OD” video-on-demand service, and ITV will soon launch its Broadband oVering. All in all,
the PSBs have succeeded in establishing leading positions in this emerging market, thanks to the leverage
aVorded by their privileged positions in analogue television.

8. The Viability of Existing Funding Models

As the inquiry’s terms of reference do not include the issue of the BBC licence fee, and the licence fee
settlement is concluded, we will not address this issue in this submission. We would however note that the
BBC’s ability to retain an adequate level of support for public funding will, as ever, remain down to its
ability to present a value mix that generates enough public support. This makes the BBC’s ability to deliver
PSB highly contingent on many factors that are uncertain and impossible to predict with accuracy.

Channel 4’s funding model is currently the focus of an Ofcom review. Channel 4’s belief is that it faces
an imminent funding gap, which will need to be filled in some way. The corporation had previously lobbied
for direct funding from the BBC licence fee, but this has since evolved into a less specific demand for support
via indirect means—such as more gifted or subsidised spectrum.

It is not clear to us where Channel 4’s financial diYculties lie. Its ability to pay more than £40 million for
the latest series of US import “Desperate Housewives” would appear to be prima facie evidence of a healthy
balance sheet. In recent years, Channel 4 has been uniquely successful in an otherwise diYcult market for
TV advertising. It is unclear to us how Channel 4’s public service obligations—which were previously the
source of its unique market position and audience appeal—are now a burden that needs relieving through
further public subsidy.

We await Ofcom’s initial conclusions with interest.

9. The Public Service Publisher

As SCBG understands it, the PSP is conceived as a new institution that will fund and deliver public service
content in an online world. It is an attempt to ensure that as audiences move away from traditional modes
of distribution and into the new media, PSB content is still available to them.

Ofcom published its latest thinking on the PSP on 24 January 2007 and we will examine it very carefully
before responding to the consultation. However, we would make a number of points of principle in advance
of our submission to Ofcom.

SCBG expresses a number of reservations about the proposal, based on our natural bias against public
intervention wherever necessary. As we have argued above, the existence of a publicly funded competitor
inevitably aVects investment decisions and commercial strategy—and wherever possible, we believe that
competition is the optimal way of achieving public policy outcomes. The very fact that Ofcom is even
contemplating such a proposal will serve to disincentivice commercial companies from investing in new
media ventures.

While we agree that plurality should be at the heart of any public service broadcasting policy, we question
whether this is best delivered by creating an entirely new publicly sponsored and publicly funded institution.
As we have noted above, not only are commercial multi-channel broadcasters already active in a wide range
of PSB genres, they are also pioneering new distribution technologies and building relationships with
audiences via non-linear as well as linear means. To reiterate a point made earlier: policy should take
account of provision already in the market, and work with the grain rather than against it.

Moreover, we would be especially concerned if any new PSP were established under the umbrella of one
of the existing PSBs. Such an approach would perpetuate the privileged position of these broadcasters, and
would not contribute to plurality. Ofcom should consider how best to adopt a channel and platform neutral
approach to this issue. Were a new source of funding for PSB content to be available, many SCBG members
would welcome the opportunity to compete fairly for commissioning and distribution opportunities.

While the idea of a PSP deserves greater consideration, we urge Ofcom to consider very carefully whether
it is the best answer to the challenges that Ofcom has identified. Without clear evidence of a market failure
in PSB-style content in new media, it will be hard to justify.

10. Conclusion

It is inevitable, regardless of Royal Charters or Acts of Parliament, that public service broadcasting in
the digital age will consist of a wide plurality of providers serving audiences via a plurality of media. On
commercial multi-channel television there is already more Mozart than on the BBC; more health advice
than on Channel Four; more news—independent and impartial—than on ITV1, and more documentaries
than on any of these channels.
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In fact, the commercial multi-channel broadcasters have provided to the UK public large volumes of the
types of programming that match Ofcom’s PSB criteria, and have done so without public subsidy or
regulatory requirement. These channels provide real choice and plurality to the market. Choice and
competition should therefore be at the heart of any broadcasting policy, and include recognition of the
contribution the independent sector has made and can make. However, the independent sector can only
continue to invest in this market if there are enough incentives for them to do so.

Ofcom as an evidence-based regulator should acknowledge the investment in PSB programming by the
independent sector when looking at the future of public service broadcasting and assessing the need for
another PSB entity in this market. Ofcom’s remit to promote fair competition can only be achieved by tough
scrutiny of the incumbent operators in the market.

Regarding the BBC, we expect the BBC Trust to deliver a clear benefit to the licence payers by keeping
the BBC services truly distinctive from the oVerings by the commercial operators.

Most arguments in this paper have been put to Ofcom at numerous occasions, but we are yet to see any
shift in its thinking on these crucial issues. We therefore call on the Select Committee to encourage
investment incentives for independent broadcasters, promote fair competition and acknowledge the
contribution already made by SCBG members to public service media content.

APPENDIX

Table 1

NUMBER OF NOn-PSB VIEWERS PER MONTH

Non-PSB Viewers
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Table 2

ANNUAL DECREASE IN PSB VIEWING

PSB as % of Total
Viewing:

Total TV All PSB PSB as % of
Dates (000s) (000s) Total Viewing

2002 8,239 6,628 80.4%
2003 8,648 6,895 79.7%
2004 8,525 6,633 77.8%
2005 8,452 6,475 76.6%
2006 8,383 6,314 75.3%
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Table 3

AMOUNT OF PSB VIEWING IN DIGITAL SATELLITE HOMES

% of PSB Viewing—Digital Satellite Homes, October 2006:

Genre BBC Commercial BBC Digital ITV, C4, Five Commercial
Terrestrial Terrestrial Digital Digital

Arts 43% 30% 7% 1% 19%
Children’s 7% 5% 16% 2% 70%
Current AVairs 48% 38% 7% 0% 7%
Documentaries 22% 21% 2% 3% 52%
Films: UK/ROW 13% 13% 1% 26% 47%
News/Weather 57% 23% 9% 0% 11%

Source: BARB/DGA Metrics.

January 2007

Witnesses: Mr GeoV Metzger, Satellite and Cable Broadcasters’ Group, and Mr Irwin Stelzer, gave evidence.

Q593 Chairman: Good morning. Could I welcome
you to the penultimate session of the Committee into
public service media content, and particularly
welcome our witnesses this morning: Irwin Stelzer
who is the Director of Economic Policy Studies at
the Hudson Institute and a regular contributor to
The Sunday Times; and GeoV Metzger who is
Managing Director of the History Channel but is
also appearing on behalf of the Satellite and Cable
Broadcasters’ Group. Can I start oV by inviting you
to comment on how exactly we should define public
service broadcasting, and whether you agree with
Ofcom’s rather more general description of the
criteria which should be used to define, or whether
you think that we need to be more specific about
what exactly we are talking about in this area?
Mr Stelzer: I think the hunt for definition is a
feckless search. It is looking for something that is as
long as string. You can make it anything you want
to be, and I think that is a mistake. I think you can
let the market define public service broadcasting for
you by seeing what it is that the market is not
producing, and then go from there. The notion that
you will be able to usefully have an organisation that
views its mission as public service broadcasting, and
defines it in a way that has any limits, seems to me a
search for something that is not there.
Mr Metzger: I largely agree. It is certainly much too
broad and it is probably as long as a piece of string;
it catches all things. I think in the old days, when
there was spectrum scarcity, all things were public
service broadcasting really—whether it was
Kenneth Clark’s Civilisation or a good movie on a
Saturday night, because the spectrum was limited.
We were all getting public service benefit from it.
With spectrum abundance I think it is very diYcult
to talk about what is or what is not public service
broadcasting. If you look at the BBC schedule and
you look at the Ofcom definitions of purposes and
characteristics it all fits; it all comes under that very
broad definition. Just as Mr Stelzer said, what we
need to decide is what we need, where the market has
failed or, that is to say, where public service
broadcasting has failed, and then let the democratic
institutions decide how they want to fund it.

Mr Stelzer: Once you start with the notion of a
definition that includes informing ourselves and
increasing our understanding of the world that is an
open ticket to do anything you choose. There is no
policy you can build around that that makes any
sense. What you are left with is what goes on now,
the push and pull with the BBC and others pushing
to expand it in terms of content and reach; and then
politicians having something to say when it comes to
funding and trying to pull it back a little without ever
resolving what it is you should not be doing. If I were
asking somebody from the BBC a question I would
like to ask them, “What do you not think you should
not do?”, and I suspect they would give a very
short answer.
Chairman: I think we did ask them and we also got
a very short answer!

Q594 Adam Price: If public service broadcasting,
from what you are saying, is almost by definition
indefinable, is it nevertheless a necessary and useful
concept? Do we need the idea of public service
broadcasting? Why do we need it?
Mr Stelzer: Firstly, you need it less and less, as you
get the end of spectrum scarcity, as you get the
commercial service filling more and more gaps. It ill-
behooves an American to come to Britain and say,
“You shouldn’t have public service broadcasting”,
because then I am going to hear about the
pornography and Fox News and everything else on
our televisions, and I do not want to start that
discussion. The answer is, yes, I would think given
the preferences of British society, given the notion of
the BBC as a kind of integrating social institution
that is very important to Britain, there is a role. I
think the easiest way to get at it is through your
feeling for children’s programming, for example,
commercial-free and so on, but you are picking a
group that is, first of all, very well served
commercially but that arguably needs protection of
some sort that apparently the helpless parents
cannot provide in the supermarket. Yes, I think
there is a role for public service broadcasting, but I
do think that role is shrinking as the commercial
sector provides more and more service. I think the
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real danger of the expansive notion of public service
broadcasting, which is essentially “Let’s do
everything we can get enough money to do”, is that it
stifles innovation and creativity in the private sector.

Q595 Mr Evans: Irwin, you mentioned the United
States’ television and generally when anybody says,
“Oh, my God, let’s get rid of the BBC, it’s very
expensive”, blah, blah, blah, they say, “Oh, you
don’t want to do that or you’re going to end up like
they are in America, where it’s all drivel, it’s all
bland, it’s the lowest common denominator. We
don’t want American television in Britain, do we?”
What is your response to that?
Mr Stelzer: One of the things you learn if you are an
American living here is that if you put the adjective
“American-style” in front of anything you are in a
lot of trouble! That could be McDonalds, it could be
American-style airline deregulation, anything. That
is why I did not want to come here actually, but the
Chairman is so persuasive! That is just wrong.
American television has a whole bunch of junk on it.
So do you. Michael Gove has a wonderful piece in
The Times today about your problems and mine.
The main thing is choice. The fact is that when you
can control access by vulnerable groups, and when
you have something called a “remote”, and when
you have multi-channel television, you can get any
quality you want. I have a wife who, unfortunately,
can sit and watch opera on American television and
has warned me not to attack BBC Three when I
come here! I think there is junk on American
television; there is great stuV on American television.
I think what the BBC tries to do in terms of news,
what people usually say is, “You’ve got all that
biased news in America and we’ve got this unbiased
news here”. Unbiased is not an achievable goal. I
think conflicting biases is an achievable goal, and we
have that in America. We have Fox News which
comes at things from the conservative point of view;
we have CNN, the Clinton News Network, which
comes from a left point of view and that is fine. I just
do not watch the junk, as I assume you do not watch
a lot of the bad stuV that is on your television. You
are going to get that if you have multi-channell
television. If you are going to have choice some
people are going to make really appalling choices.
That is the price of democracy. You can eliminate
choice and then have you people deciding what they
ought to see, and I do not think that is such a hot
idea.

Q596 Mr Evans: I think where we are coming from
as well is that people have been used to getting public
service broadcasting free. In the United States with
the PSB channels a lot of the stuV they get is from
the BBC shows that they have sold onto the public
service broadcasting channel.
Mr Metzger: There really is not any public service
broadcasting in the United States any more to
speak of.
Mr Stelzer: Everybody thinks of what we see on
some of the PBS channels as the equivalent of your
public service broadcasting. You used a funny word
there “free”. You get the BBC free?

Q597 Mr Evans: Once it is paid for it is free. It is
there.
Mr Stelzer: That is true of almost anything!

Q598 Mr Evans: Once you have paid your tax you
have got access to £3.5 billion worth of public service
broadcasting.
Mr Stelzer: The marginal cost of what is added on
is then zero, which is the problem that commercial
broadcasters have. In other words, it is free to the
user to get still another BBC oVering. Someone has
to compete with that, and it is very hard to compete
with that.

Q599 Mr Evans: It begs the question, although you
have broached it and then backed oV from it: do you
think the BBC does a good job of providing public
service broadcasting?
Mr Stelzer: I think some of the things it does are
really quite good. I do not think there is any question
about that; but why a lot of what it does is some sort
of public service broadcasting, in the sense that was
originally understood, I am not at all clear. That is
why I would like to see government get out of the
business of trying to decide, “Gee, this movie really
elevates people; and that movie really degrades
them”, and instead say, “What will the market
produce? Do we feel that what the market is not
producing as a political matter, a political decision,
has a high social value? It is not being produced and
we think taxpayers should pay for that”. First, clear
away the notion that you need this all-encompassing
definition of anything that is good for you; see what
the commercial sector is producing; and then start to
address the gaps.

Q600 Chairman: GeoV, can I ask you, you in your
submission have pointed out that the satellite and
cable channels are not, according to the definition,
public service broadcasters but, nevertheless,
provide a lot of public service content, according to
the kind of definitions we have been discussing.
Have you ever attempted to quantify that, to
actually try and measure the amount of public
service content that is provided by the market?
Mr Metzger: We have commissioned David
Graham Associates, who are the Rolls Royce of
research in the UK, to look at the amounts of public
service broadcasting we provide. In fact, even
without looking at the research, because there are so
many digital channels and because the BBC,
Channel 4 and ITV all have digital channels now, it
goes without saying we are the largest distributor of
public service broadcasting in this country; that is to
say, that which is paid for either by free spectrum or
the licence fee. If I recall, we provide something like
79% of the arts programming—I will get back to you
on the figures on that; a similar figure for children’s
programming; a great deal of the news; and quite a
high proportion of the documentaries. I think the
only category where we do not provide more public
service broadcasting is current aVairs. In terms of a
pound figure, we spend about £150 million a year in,
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shall we say, the British creative industry, the
production industry. It is quite a substantial
number.

Q601 Chairman: The criticism that has been made to
us is that an awful lot of the content is actually
imported. Considering the number of channels you
represent, the amount that is being invested in UK
content is relatively small, is it not?
Mr Metzger: Surely by comparison with the 3.5
billion that is spent on the BBC, yes, I would say that
is true.

Q602 Paul Farrelly: I have got a section here
entitled, “Has Ofcom got it right?” It rehearses
Ofcom’s evidence that there should be more
intervention to encourage public service media
content. Chairman, I am just going to go oV-script if
I might. Should Ofcom exist?
Mr Stelzer: I gave a talk there at their request and I
opened by asking them what they do? It was unclear.
There are a lot of them, but I do think it should exist.
Media are diVerent. Media are diVerent from the
steel industry when you are talking about a
democratic society. I think in Britain, where you do
not have a First Amendment, because society has
decided that it wants some control over content
(which is a decision that, as an American, I would
not take but I understand and respect) where you
have the feeling that the ordinary application of
competition criteria to mergers is not adequate when
you are dealing with the media, that there is
something out there called plurality, which I cannot
define but which people think is a good thing to have
in the media, yes, I think it should exist. However, it
runs a very big danger of what we in economics call
“regulatory capture”; that is, there is this free
interchange between the regulated and the regulator
in terms of personnel. A lot of the people at Ofcom
come out of the BBC; that does not mean they are
corrupt, it just means they have a world view that is
formed while working for the people they are
regulating. Also regulators generally have the notion
that they are smarter than markets. It is very hard
for them to restrain their reaction to this revelation
when it comes to them. There are very few regulators
that can do that. So when they stray into things like
proposing this new BBC I think they go beyond the
line. I do think they have a regulatory function,
especially given the predilections that seem to exist
in British society.

Q603 Paul Farrelly: What do you think then if there
is a case for a regulator to exist: what should be the
limits; what should be the lines?
Mr Stelzer: You have this convoluted structure of
control at the BBC, so it is very hard to figure out
who fits in where. I think partly the convoluted
structure is erected to make certain that nobody can
figure out how to control this thing. I do think they
should have a review function of mergers, in
addition to the competition authorities. I did not
used to think so, but the more I see the sensitivity of
Britain to the structure of its media industries, the
more I have come to think that that is kind of a

useful function. A sector regulator in addition to the
general competition regulators—I believe, given the
predilections of British society, they have a role in
content review.

Q604 Paul Farrelly: Can you say what you mean by
“the predilections of British society”?
Mr Stelzer: Because we have a First Amendment in
America, we have the notion that almost anything
goes, at least on cable and satellite. We would not
legally be able to do some of the content review that
you do here.

Q605 Mr Sanders: They do not have a First
Amendment in many European countries and they
do not have any predilections to wanting to—-
Mr Stelzer: All I know is when I talk about content
regulation in America—the FCC. You want to talk
about content regulation—Ofcom. Ofcom feels
much more justified and much safer in setting
watersheds and doing things like that that American
regulators would not be comfortable doing. I do not
think I should bring those values here. There are
some I think I should be—market values and things
like that—but those kinds of social values I think
should be particular to Britain.

Q606 Mr Sanders: But there are all sorts of things
you cannot do on American television, words that
can be used that are quite freely used on British
television?
Mr Stelzer: We are priggish about diVerent things.
That is, we are more priggish about sex and less
priggish about violence, for example. All I am trying
to say is there are diVerences, and I think Ofcom has
a role in expressing—You are trying to push me in
my libertarian direction and that is a pretty easy
thing to do, I might add. You can get me to change
my mind with one more question! I do think that
Ofcom has a legitimate role, as I understand what
you people want out of your media, in saying
something about content. Am I comfortable with
that? No, but I understand it. As I say, I think they
have something to say about competition. I think
there is a kind of useful thinking about media that
Ofcom does; this kind of groping for what we mean
by “market failure”, and that sort of thing. I do not
think they should be straying into suggesting whole
new subsidised structures for what you call public
service; I think that is going too far. Regulators are
restless; they tend to expand

Q607 Paul Farrelly: GeoV could I ask the same
question in a diVerent way. Has this Parliament
given Ofcom too many powers? Has it created a
monster?
Mr Metzger: I do not know. I think there are some
powers it does not have that I would like to see it
have. I do not see why it should not police the BBC.
The BBC sets its own rules and the new Trust has
been created in order to make sure they obey their
own rules—the rules on competition, fair trading
and things like that. When the Communications Act
came through the Lords there was in fact a clause
introduced which said that Ofcom should actually
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be allowed to police the BBC in this regard too if
there was a conflict of interest and, hence, the Trust
was created. I am not sure if it has solved the
problem or not, quite honestly. I agree generally—I
think there is a role for Ofcom: I think review of
economic matters; certainly content matters;
enforcing the PSB obligations that the commercial
broadcasters have, those sorts of things. I agree with
Irwin though, I do not think they should be in the
business of setting up other public service
broadcasting functions, as it were, things like the
PSP. Someone said to me the other day the PSP is a
cure with no known disease and I think that is sort
of true actually. At least if you read the Ofcom
documents there has been no analysis to identify any
sort of gap in public service broadcasting. Failing
that, the SCBG is not in favour of the public service
publisher.

Q608 Paul Farrelly: Sky One is an absolutely
fantastic channel: 24, The Simpsons. In fact if my
wife was not an architect and a style fascist I should
have a satellite dish outside my house to get it. I
would have it on cable if she did not want to ration
what the kids had in terms of programmes. Do you
both think Sky One could be so good if it did not
have to keep up with the neighbours, like the BBC
which have a public service broadcasting influence?
Mr Stelzer: You introduced me as being from the
Hudson Institute, which is true, but the record ought
to show that some years ago, I think five or six, I was
a consultant to Sky and am currently a consultant to
News Corporation and News International. When I
answer questions about Sky I want that clear. The
answer is, I do not know because I do not watch Sky
One. I am a sports fan and I watch sports all the time
and news all the time. I am a news freak and a sports
fan. Would Sky One be less good if it did not have
competition from the BBC? Yes, competition is
good, so I suspect that is true, but it has lots of
competition from commercial broadcasters.
Whether the diminution by one of its competitors
would adversely aVect it I do not really know.
Mr Metzger: I think what is interesting about Sky
One and the BBC is this: actually Sky One set itself
apart. We do have a lot of American television and
much of it is on Sky One, and much of it is very good
as you say. In fact there is a lot of good American
television here; it is one of the things that the
Americans do well. I think what is really interesting
is that the BBC has come to a Sky One position by
and large. They have just bid for a programme called
Heroes and they outbid Sky One for it, and they paid
a staggering sum of money per episode for it; I am
not sure what it was.

Q609 Chairman: Did you say the BBC?
Mr Metzger: Yes.

Q610 Chairman: This is Heroes that is currently out
on the Sci-Fi channel?
Mr Metzger: Exactly

Q611 Chairman: It is very good. I have been
watching it.

Mr Metzger: The second season has been taken by
the BBC, and I think they have spent more than half
a million an episode, quite a bit of money.

Q612 Chairman: So the BBC is spending public
money to purchase an American show that has
already been screened in the UK on the Sci-Fi
channel?
Mr Metzger: This is the second season, so you will
be able to watch it on the BBC. My point is this: the
BBC is derivative in that way. In a world of spectrum
scarcity there was a good argument for buying that
kind of content. It was a public service. In a world
where the market provides lots and lots of it, I think
that sort of thing should be considered very
carefully.

Q613 Paul Farrelly: One of the real concerns which
has been expressed in the debate about children’s TV
is that the more channels you have the fewer the
audience each channel has and, therefore, the less
able each channel is to commission its own original
content; and so you get a proliferation of, for
example, Australian stuV where they have a great
industry in churning this out. Do you think there is
a role for a domestic channel like the BBC that sets
out to say, “We will commission original content
and use the licence fee to do it and do the country a
service”, or is that too French a view, do you think?
Mr Stelzer: We are talking now exclusively about
children’s television?

Q614 Paul Farrelly: Generally about competition
and proliferation and the lowest common
denominator. Is there a role for a particular type of
regulation, or a particular service to stand out
against the rest and say, “We will do this for our
country”?
Mr Stelzer: We are starting here with a leaky
fountain pen and we are trying to find a pair of
rubber gloves that will enable us to use this leaky
fountain pen. You have got the BBC sitting with £3
billion plus and the question is: if you are going to
have that, what is the best way to use it? That ducks
the question of whether you should really get a new
fountain pen. Let us assume you have got this leaky
fountain pen and we are going to find rubber gloves,
and the rubber gloves would be competitive bidding
for these resources so that you could get the best
oVers on how to use them. Whether the person who
himself is producing stuV is the best judge of what
competitors can do with the same money I leave to
you. I think the self-evident answer is, no. Sure,
given this, you want as much competition within
that framework as possible, since you have locked
yourself in now for, what, five or seven years, to not
changing the framework.
Mr Metzger: If there was a gap in the market, yes,
there would be every justification for that sort of
thing. When CBBeebies and BBC Kids launched
there was an enormous furore by the commercial
channels and it hurt their business, there is no doubt
about it. I agree with Irwin—competition is good; it
incentivises us to do things to innovate, to give good
value for money. We are also probably the best
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distributors of that content service bid, because kids
have gravitated towards the Internet; they have
gravitated, slowly, towards digital channels; we are
specialists in these things. I do not agree with the
argument that fragmentation is actually hurting
public service broadcasting. I think it is actually
making it easier to get to the groups of people that
you want to. So if you want to foster democratic
values, for instance, or multicultural values, or to
give good communication about sexually
transmitted diseases the best place to do it these days
is in the fragmented digital world. As we know, the
share of the publishers as broadcasters is coming
down and down and down. You cannot really make
people watch. If they want to, they want to.

Q615 Paul Farrelly: Just one final question,
Chairman, if you will indulge me. When I first came
into Parliament in 2001 I came from a newspaper
and I spent my first few months on this horrible thing
called a Joint Committee for Commons and Lords
and met some fantastic people when we were looking
at whether we should set up Ofcom and what the
Communications Act should say. To a man and
woman everyone there, including the late and great
Duke Hussey, wanted to resist the “Foxisation” of
British news. Do you think it would add to anything
in this country if we had a news channel that should
say the day after a General Election “It was Sky
what won it; or the BBC what won it”?
Mr Stelzer: That is an interesting question. I think it
is not a question of saying it. The BBC does not have
to say, “It’s the BBC what won it”, because the BBC
won it, the BBC sets the agenda that people talk
about. The notion that there is this great impartial
thing sitting out there that just informs the public is
bogus You cannot be a thinking person and be
impartial on the kinds of things that the BBC reports
on. That is not possible. That is why I think you
should abandon this crazy idea that there are some
wonderful people sitting out there completely
impartial, reporting on social events and politics. If
you are an American watching the BBC you really
just want to go home; which may be what they want
you to do. I think you should have conflicting biases
on television. What worries some people about Fox
is that it is an oVset to a uniformly liberal reporting
of news in America. The notion that somehow Fox
is biased but those are not is wrong. Everyone is
biased. I would like to see competing biases. For
instance, television programmes in America always
invite think tank experts to comment on Iran, Iraq,
teenage pregnancy and so on; and if you take CNN
which is the liberal counterpart, 85% of the people
they invite are from Left leaning think-tanks; at Fox
it is 50:50. I am not so sure that the “Foxisation” that
you worry about is not simply a further extension of
antipathy by some to Rupert Murdoch that exists in
this country. That is a handier thing for a politician
than to attack the Sun, because the Sun might do
something back to you in return. I do not worry too
much. I am sitting there with 200 channels. What do
I care if a channel is biased? Let it be biased; I will
not watch it. When you are looking for impartiality
you are not looking for a black cat in a dark room;

you are in a dark empty room; there is no black cat
in it and you are not going to find it. What you
should do is figure out how you can have competing
biases on television and do not worry if some guy is
biased in this direction and some guy is biased in that
direction. People are pretty smart. They know which
newspaper suits them. They would know which news
programme suits them. If it is the BBC then that is
fine. Sky News I think is a very good channel. I think
BBC24 is a very good channel; I watch them
depending upon what they are covering at the
moment. I would not worry too much about that
issue.
Paul Farrelly: I come from a background where I
was working for Reuters and—
Chairman: I think we are not just oV-piste, we are
oV-mountain!

Q616 Paul Farrelly: This is my final question. At
Reuters we still call the IRA “guerrillas”. I wanted
to call them “murdering terrorists”; so I feel the BBC
is quite a liberation. It is quite a good thing that most
governments complain about the BBC, that it is
against them. GeoV, do you think that Sky News,
which is fantastic, would be as good if it did not feel
it should follow the public service ethos that we have
regulated?
Mr Metzger: Before I answer that, just a couple of
things. I think everybody is biased. I agree with
Irwin there. The thought of the BBC does not make
me want to run back to the United States at all. I
think it is a very good news service; I think it is
among the best; but I do agree with Irwin that we
should have opinions. I think all news services
should be entitled to have opinions as long as the
laws on accuracy are well enforced. Newspapers
have opinions. They get to say what they want to,
and they are very large deliverers of messages. I do
not see any problem with that. I am not against Fox
and I am not against CNN, but they are entitled to
have their opinions. I think that is a good thing.
Mr Stelzer: Sky News has the appealing
characteristic of what you would think of as lack of
bias because that was a good business decision to get
people to watch it. The notion that it is better
because it was put on in competition with the BBC I
do not think is quite right, since the BBC did not
have any such service. Sky innovated and created a
service which the BBC copied. The decision to have
it in the Fox manner, other than because of the laws,
was a reading of what the public wanted to see, and
apparently a quite successful reading.

Q617 Alan Keen: I am sorry to stick slightly on the
same subject initially but Irwin has talked about our
predilection and I think there is a diVerence between
the US, the BBC and Sky News here. I think the
public can see the diVerence here; they want to trust
the facts that are put to them, and then they are quite
happy. When people are making the comments
about what the Prime Minister has just said, they
know then that is an opinion. They know the
diVerence between what is news and what is an
opinion. They do not want news presented in a
slanted way; they want to know that it is fact. I have
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asked this question over a number of years on this
Committee and times have changed and my views
have changed: we have seen the BBC being restricted
in the amount of money it was allowed to charge the
public by government, because the Government
thought they were asking for too much and the
government gets the blame from the electorate. The
BBC has not got a free hand to raise whatever money
it wants to, which is diVerent from what private
companies have said in the past, so there is good
proof of it. Also proof was given recently when the
BBC have lost more sport to Sky; so it shows that the
BBC cannot dominate the markets as people
accused them of. Would you agree with me, or
discuss the fact that we have now reached the point
with so much choice that we should just say, “The
BBC, let it raise as much money as it can, that the
government will allow it raise, and then operate
quite freely within that, but with certain public
service broadcast inclusion in that”? What about
that?
Mr Metzger: When you say, “let it raise as much
money as it can”, that the public decides how much
money it wants to give to the BBC?

Q618 Alan Keen: No, I am saying that the
government decides how much money; the
government knows it would get thrown out of power
if it doubled the BBC licence fee.
Mr Metzger: Indirectly through the democratic
process?

Q619 Alan Keen: Yes, it is part of the democratic
process is what I am saying.
Mr Stelzer: I have trouble with the notion that the
last settlement was somehow constraining. You
have an organisation that got a gigantic increase in
the amount of money it is getting, with the people
paying it having nothing to say about how much
they are going to pay. In an industry where the
technology is changing at a rate that is mind-
numbing, it gets a guaranteed essentially inflation-
proof increase for, what, five years or seven years (I
forget which). To worry that somehow that
settlement constrains this organisation—there are
other things to worry about in the world and that is
not one of them. The notion that you should get
concerned because the BBC has lost sporting events,
for instance, to Sky; Sky has lost sporting events to
this new Irish consortium; it seems to me that the
money from this bidding process has enlivened
British sport and has enormously increased the
range of sport that people can see on television. If
you look at the supply curve of sport since Sky,
satellite and cable came into being, it has
enormously increased. That has got to be a plus from
viewers’ point of view. If, on the other hand, you are
saying that what you would like to do is allow the
BBC to raise as much money as it can by, say,
becoming a subscription service—I did not think
you meant that but it is something you might want
to think about—that would really free it to raise as
much money as it could get its hands on, by getting
people to watch it. I do not think that is what you are
after. Number one, I would not worry about the past

settlement constraining them. Everybody who gets
money from the government says it is not enough.
You are going to hear that in the energy sector very
soon. I think you can relax about that. If they lose
some sporting events—people will watch the
sporting events, and there is a lot more sport. I
remember when the BBC Wimbledon had and
would show you an occasional match; you can
watch all of Wimbledon if you choose to on a variety
of stations.

Q620 Alan Keen: I am completely relaxed about the
BBC losing sport. I am a great fan of Sky Sport. I am
Chairman of the All Party Football Group and I am
a great fan of Sky Sport. It has done a massive
amount for football. It is our money and we are
willing to pay, but we are happy to pay it because
Sky make such a good job of it. What I am saying is
should the BBC not be freer? Should the private
sector not complain too much when the BBC
innovates, like BBC online; they have done a great
job on that. It is the duty of the private sector to try
and restrict the BBC and government from giving
them a free hand. Do you not think the whole thing
should be freed up much more; and we should just
recognise the BBC is an entity restricted by this
government getting the blame if the fee goes too
high? It is just a diVerent sort of ownership. What
about that?
Mr Stelzer: You have a problem when you say,
should they be restricted from expanding here and
there? This is not a commercial enterprise that has
won its spurs by satisfying consumer demand. It has
won its spurs by filling a politically defined niche in
society. Every expansion at the BBC, every
announcement of an intention to expand stifles
innovation in the private sector. IBM for instance,
for a long time when it had monopoly power, used to
scare away competitors by saying, “Two years from
now we’re going to have a better something”, and so
everybody would go home. Microsoft does that all
the time and scares away venture capitalists from
funding competitors. While you are quite right, you
do not want to straitjacket this organisation that you
have decided is necessary. I think you should
consider that when it expands into other areas this is
not costless to you. This is freezing out someone else
who might expand into those areas. Just as Sky has
brought innovation in sport that is valuable—I
think when you do a 24 hour news channel like Sky
did, and then a “free” competitor comes along, that
is a warning to somebody that the next time you
have a great idea you had better think again; not
just, is my idea any good; but is somebody going to
come along with huge resources and oVer it to the
public at no additional charge to the public? That is
a cost you pay for BBC expansion. As long as you
recognise that, and balance that in the consideration
of where you want to let the BBC roam that is fine,
but do not ignore it. GeoV can speak more on that
than I can because it is his people who get scared
away.
Mr Metzger: I agree entirely. I think you mentioned
the online business the BBC has gone into. We have
all gone into the online business. We all have
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websites. That is an extremely important part of the
next stage of development for the media in the
private sector. You have to be very careful about the
impact on the market and what that does to stifle
competition; what that does to stifle plurality. We
are certainly in favour of plurality, but there is a real
disincentive to invest if we think that the 600lb
gorilla is going to drive us away.

Q621 Alan Keen: I recall having the Chairman of
Artsworld, when it was independent, complaining
that the BBC should be restricted because it was
diYcult for Artsworld to cope, and I said, “Look,
you charge me. I can’t aVord to pay for it. You
charge me £72 a year for Artsworld yet at that time
the whole of the BBC only cost me £121 a year”. In
the end I was delighted that Sky bought Artsworld
and I could watch it as part of the subscription I very
happily already paid for football. Sometimes
government needs to intervene, does it not? Lots of
people who have cable complain that they now
cannot get Sky One and some of the other Sky
channels and that has suddenly happened and
people are unhappy about it. I know it is part of
competition, but I am such an admirer of Sky
because of the sports content and it is unfair for Sky
to suddenly be interfered with after the great
ambition and risk they took, and it seems wrong that
suddenly they should be restricted. On the other
hand, a fault has arisen and the public are unhappy.
I know you will say they could switch from cable to
Sky, but what should happen?
Mr Metzger: I am quite concerned actually. I hope
Sky and cable patch it up quite quickly, because
cable is important to us as a platform. We do not
want to get caught in this disagreement at all. The
sooner they patch it up the better it is. I think the
notion that Artsworld is an expensive channel, it is
not any more; that was a response to a gap in the
market, the fact that the BBC was not doing the
same thing with arts programming that it used to.
Arts programming comes classically under that PSB
sort of banner, does it not. The fact that the private
sector came in there and saw a gap in the market, and
a gap in the market which they wanted to exploit for
commercial purposes, make no mistake about it,
turns out to be a good thing. Everybody gets arts
television all of a sudden. This is eVectively the point
that we have been making. I do find it ironic in fact
that as we got closer to the Charter again that arts
programming was rediscovered for a moment on the
BBC. I think there is an awful lot of that kind of
derivative opportunistic strategy on the part of the
BBC in that regard.
Mr Stelzer: That dispute should be a public concern
if there were a monopoly of programming. If there is
no monopoly of programming this is a commercial
dispute over the price of intellectual property, and
those disputes seem to me best resolved
commercially. If there were a monopoly of this stuV
then you would need a regulator to set the price that
would be charged by Sky for this programming. You
have got a commercial dispute going on overlaid by,

shall we say, very strong personalities. I would just
let that wind down. I do not think that is a proper
area for public intervention.
Mr Metzger: You are not going to make the seller
take a price. I think that would be most unusual if
the Competition Commission decided that was a
good thing to do. You must accept this price.

Q622 Mr Evans: Ofcom says there is no evidence to
suggest because the BBC are spending £3.5 billion on
public service television that they are chasing it out
of the commercial sector. Are they right?
Mr Metzger: That they are actually stifling
competition?

Q623 Mr Evans: Yes. There is no evidence that the
BBC is stifling competition on the commercial
channel.
Mr Stelzer: How do they know that?

Q624 Mr Evans: I do not know.
Mr Stelzer: In other words, they are somehow
tabulating all of the people who did not put any
money into television because the BBC is there?
They cannot possibly know that. That is a ridiculous
statement for anybody to make. I am surprised that
they would make it.

Q625 Chairman: Their statement in support of it is,
“despite the presence of the BBC, despite the
presence of Channel 4, you will see that the
[spending in this country on subscription and pay
TV] is as high in this country than in any other
country”, therefore the willingness to pay does not
appear to be aVected.
Mr Stelzer: If that is what passes for regulatory logic
I really worry. What they are trying to guess is how
much it would be in the absence of this subsidised
competition. The fact that people are paying X does
not mean that that is the socially optimal amount; it
just means that is what it is. To link those two things
in a single sentence is not becoming for a
regulatory agency.

Q626 Mr Evans: One of the argument that you hear
more regularly is that the BBC get £3.5 billion, which
as you quite rightly say is a huge sum of money, with
the confidence that they know what they are going
to get, unlike the commercial channels who rely on
subscription and advertising; and yet they do some
programming clearly, and you have just given one
example of it Heroes, where people would say, “Is
that public service television?” Looking at what the
BBC provide, do you believe there are things they
are spending licence payers’ money that they should
not be spending money on?
Mr Stelzer: Yes, I do, but there is a complicated
problem here. Again, because you are starting with
the notion of public service broadcasting, it is easy
then to morph into the notion that if we do not do
some popular things nobody will watch the other
things, as if people do not know when a programme
ends and then can change the channel. Sure they are
doing a lot of things they should not do.
Organisations do that. If you know anything about
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economic theory, organisations do not just go away,
any more than government agencies do, and say,
“Oops, we’ve finished our job; we now want to give
back £2 billion of our £3.5 billion because the
commercial sector is so brilliant”. That is not going
to happen. That is for political constraint to
accomplish. Sure they are doing stuV that
commercial people gladly do—moves, Heroes,
whatever. That is why you go down a slippery slope
when you look for some definition of what is worthy,
and instead I think you should look for some
situation where programmes that demonstrably
cannot get commercial backing can be reviewed for
the propriety of spending on them taxpayers’
money. That would be a much better way of getting
a handle on what the BBC should be doing. I would
doubt very much if that came to £3.5 billion a year.

Q627 Mr Evans: Do we need the BBC?
Mr Stelzer: It ill-behooves an American to come and
tell you that you do not.

Q628 Mr Evans: That is what Americans do! Do we
need the BBC?
Mr Metzger: I think we do need the BBC. Certainly
we need the BBC until switchover is complete; there
is no doubt about that. There are still quite a few
analogue viewers in this country who pay a licence
fee and pay it for the BBC. In that respect it is part
of the deal, yes, absolutely.

Q629 Mr Sanders: Is it not also part of the satellite
or cable deal that you can also get BBC
programming as part of that package?
Mr Metzger: You can but the licence fee does not
pay for that.

Q630 Mr Sanders: Is it not a fact that actually the
BBC licence fee is cheaper than the subscriptions
most people pay to Sky, Virgin or any other
provider?
Mr Metzger: Is it cheaper, I do not know. You can
get some pretty cheap packages on satellite and cable
these days. You can pay £7.99 a month for quite a
few more channels than you can get on the BBC.

Q631 Mr Sanders: That would include the BBC?
Mr Metzger: It would include the BBC.

Q632 Mr Evans: You need the BBC until about 2012
or thereabouts, is that what you are saying?
Mr Metzger: If switchover is successful you mean?

Q633 Mr Evans: Yes.
Mr Metzger: I think the BBC is bound to wither
through market forces. We mentioned funding
before—I find it remarkable we pay more for
subscription now than we do for the licence fee so it
has gone beyond that boundary. That is to say, that
people have leapt over that £143, whatever we pay
for the licence, and pay a lot more for a subscription.
The private sector has access to the markets as well.
As the BBC share withers, and it will—it will
continue to wither because that is a function of
fragmentation, unless of course the DCMS allows it

to launch many, many more channels—yes, the
licence fee will be in jeopardy eventually. I think the
BBC knows this. The BBC is one of the biggest
competitors in the market. You have to remember it
owns a half interest in UKTV, which is one of the
very largest providers of commercial television and
subscription television in the UK; and it is a very
successful business for them as well. I think the
writing is on the wall.

Q634 Paul Farrelly: Could I put the same question
to Mr Stelzer. Taking into account all economic
theory, does state subsidisation of a national
champion always damage its own economic self-
interest?
Mr Stelzer: No. I think of national defence. If you
guys decided to get your weaponry from Russia I
would rather see you pay more and do it yourselves.
When you ask an economist a question with the
word “always” in it you are going to get the answer
I just gave you, because we immediately think of
exceptions to the rule. To your question—I think it
depends what you mean by “wither”. I think that its
role, its importance, the function it performs will
wither; whether the organisation will wither is a
separate political question. That is a very resilient, I
do not want to say “virus” but that is what leaps to
mind, operation which has withstood withering so
far, and managed to grow as an organisation, as its
market share has collapsed. Jaguar wishes it could
do that. It is very hard. When you say “wither”, yes,
I agree, the more channels you are going to get the
more, when you digitalise this country, the
importance of the BBC as a source of information
and programming will decline. Whether the
organisation will decline with it I am not so certain.
That is a pretty astute political animal you are
dealing with.
Mr Metzger: I think one of the areas where we
probably disagree is that I think there is a role for
public service broadcasting. As Irwin says,
institutions have a tendency to self-preservation; but
I think the UK is very diVerent from the US in this
way and it is my belief that it is a good thing that the
democratic institution decide what we want. If we
want to pay for public service broadcasting we want
to foster the values of the society; and we want to do
whatever Parliament decides we want to do, then we
should continue to do that. I do believe it has made
for very good quality television in this country—
there is no doubt about that.
Chairman: We are running out of time. I am going to
move us on because there are one or two specific
areas we want to address, in particular one area
where there may be some evidence of market value,
which is in children’s programming.

Q635 Rosemary McKenna: Despite the fact that
British children now have access to more television
than ever before some people are concerned about
the production of high quality UK-produced
content. What contribution do satellite and cable
broadcasters make to UK-produced content for
children?
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Mr Metzger: Irwin has just shown me very kindly
the passage I was looking for before and, in fact,
satellite and cable television provides 79% of
children’s programming in this country at the
moment in terms of broadcast hours.

Q636 Rosemary McKenna: But United Kingdom
produced content is separate. You provide more
content but what proportion of it is produced in the
United Kingdom?
Mr Metzger: I do not have the figures in front of me
but I can certainly provide those to the Committee
in terms of pounds spent.

Q637 Rosemary McKenna: You see, one of the issues
is that the BBC have reduced their locally produced
content and so there is a real concern around that in
terms of developing the skills and keeping the skills
within the country of independent production.
Mr Metzger: Has there been a reduction?

Q638 Rosemary McKenna: Yes, there has been, and
ITV as well. Both have reduced their locally
produced content.
Mr Metzger: I was not aware of that.

Q639 Chairman: I think our concern is that the
commercial public service broadcasters are all
backing out of children’s television as fast as they are
being allowed to do so, which is leaving the BBC as
really the sole provider of United Kingdom’s
commissioned children’s programming, which even
the BBC say they are not very happy with. One of the
suggestions which was made was that the satellite
and cable channels might be encouraged, at the least,
perhaps to produce simply, the suggestion was to us
I think, an hour of United Kingdom children’s
content a week, but do you see any way in which UK
content can be supported more by satellite
broadcasters?
Mr Metzger: Well, I think there are some
disincentives at the moment. One of those I think is
probably the BBC because it does have two rather
substantial channels for children. I know there is
certainly a debate going on right now about food
advertising, for instance.

Q640 Rosemary McKenna: Would that have an
impact? Obviously that would have a substantial
impact on cable and satellite.
Mr Metzger: It would, because it is advertiser-
funded.

Q641 Rosemary McKenna: So how do you balance
the demand of parents to have less advertising in
children’s programming with the cable and satellite
broadcasters?
Mr Metzger: I think it is a balancing act, there is no
doubt about it, but if you deny them the ability to
accept advertising from some of their larger
supporters, companies like Procter & Gamble and
Unilever talking about sweets and things like that it
is going to make it a lot harder for them to produce
local content, and certainly channels like
Nickleodeon do produce local content. They

certainly cannot compete at the level of the BBC,
clearly, but it is going to make it even harder for
them.

Q642 Rosemary McKenna: Do you think it is
important, though, that there is competition for
BBC for children’s programming? To be honest,
BBC children’s programming is superb, but should
there be competition?
Mr Metzger: I think there should always be
competition. Certainly it holds the BBC to task in
delivering value and innovation. We always talk
about the BBC being the standard; I think there are
many areas in which the agenda has been set by the
commercial sector and, if you are talking about
animation, for instance, the commercial sector
certainly provides some of the best animation, the
most artistic, the most creative, that there is in the
world, really. So yes, I think competition is good.

Q643 Rosemary McKenna: Irwin, you made an aside
earlier on about the advertising issue in
supermarkets. Do you want to expand on that?
Mr Stelzer: I do not think I can usefully, so I will just
be brief. The question of children’s programmes
seems to be separate from the others simply because
it is a protected class, in a certain sense. The fear of
advertising to children I have always had diYculty
understanding since the children do not have any
purchasing power that their parents do not possess.
When we went into a supermarket if my son wanted
something I did not want him to have he did not get
it; it seemed to me rather a simple process. I
recognise that in current society that is not
necessarily the model, and there are exposed groups
of children that are susceptible to advertising. I do
not see that as a threat but, again, everything has a
cost. If you want to eliminate advertising on
commercial children’s programmes you are going to
get less commercial children’s programming. That is
your problem as politicians—you have trade-oVs all
the time, there is very little black and white, so if you
say: “We do not want sweet cereals advertised on
children’s programming” you are going to get less
children’s programming. You may say: “That is fine,
I will do with less, I have the BBC out there, they are
doing a pretty good job”. I also do not worry as
much about domestic content because I think the
superb international animation that you see around
that the children love is really quite good and if it is
not domestic it does not matter to me. Now, there is
this question of culture and acculturation which I
guess is important, but you have a pretty good
balance. You have some very good children’s
programming on BBC; you have some very good
children’s programming in the commercial sector; it
is always interesting to me that everybody wants to
have more and more children’s programming but
they also do not want children to watch television.
That is a whole other contradiction that you have to
resolve. You do not have a bad balance now and I
would hesitate—and maybe I am very
conservative—to interfere with the current balance.
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Q644 Mike Hall: All this session has been more or
less dominated by the BBC so I will just read out the
opening line to our context of today’s session. “The
focus of today’s session is the provision of public
service media content by private broadcasters,
outside the traditional system of public service
broadcasting institutions and subsidies”. So can I
get right to the hub of this particular thing? What do
you think about the licence fee? Is it fine as it goes?
Mr Stelzer: I think the licence fee has several things
wrong with it, other than compulsion. One is it is
inequitable because it has no means testing
component to it. Now, I am not for means testing
when you come to pensions, but the fact is that you
have a system that cannot accommodate the
multiple-set user versus the single-set user. I think
that could be more easily handled with a tax on the
set itself when it is sold, so that is one reason.
Another is it is unrelated to the use of the system.
The third is the intrusive and expensive means of
enforcement. It defies everything Adam Smith said
about a tax. You have spies roaming loose in trucks
listening in on people’s houses at great expense to
haul anyone before them, including lots of people
who do not have television sets at all. So if you want
to fund public broadcasting this is not an eYcient
way to do it and it is not an equitable way to do it,
and if you want to do that I think you should think
about a diVerent system which might be related to
the number of television sets. What you do is you
jigger it so you introduce means testing if you are
very old or if you are blind or you try to introduce
diVerent oVsets to the inequitable nature of the
system, but I think if you are going to be thinking
about this for the next four or five years and if you
are going to have some sort of subsidy for public
service broadcasting, either roll it into the tax system
or find a fairer, more eYcient way to collect the
money.

Q645 Mike Hall: So you would replace it by
subscription?
Mr Stelzer: But subscription does not do the job you
want to do for public service broadcasting. It does
the job I want to do for introducing market forces
but if you want to go down the route of having some
funding not related to what people want to see
because you think it should be out there and you
think there is some social good to having something
out there, find a diVerent way to fund it. This is not
an equitable means of funding.

Q646 Mike Hall: I do not want to try to put words
in your mouth but basically I think you are making
the case for it to come out of general taxation.
Mr Stelzer: General taxation seems to me would be
fairer in the sense that it would at least introduce
means testing, number one, of some sort because
you have a progressive tax system but, number two,
it would force the politicians to trade oV for their
constituents this expenditure against other
expenditures. Right now you have this sort of ring-
fenced thing which it has been decided is more
important than garbage collection. Now, I wonder,
if you put that to a vote what would happen. So if

you had it in the tax system you would at least force
decisions about priorities which now you do not
have to do. So if you are going to have it I just do
not think the funding is being done in an optimally
eYcient way.
Mr Metzger: I largely agree, certainly in terms of the
inequities and the ineYciency of the system. Should
the BBC be funded out of public taxation? Well,
certainly for as long as we have analogue television
sets, I think, and people who are dependent upon
that, yes. I am not sure about the digital channels,
however. I think there might even be a case for them
to go to subscription. I think public service
broadcasting should be funded out of taxation,
though. I think Parliament should decide what we
need and the Treasury should fund it.

Q647 Mike Hall: In the interim we still have the
licence fee exclusively funding the BBC. Do you
think there is a case for it to be used further afield
beyond the BBC to other programme providers?
Mr Metzger: Top-slicing, you mean?

Q648 Mike Hall: Yes.
Mr Metzger: I think if you do top-slice the BBC
is going to compete even more fiercely. The
justification for the licence fee is very much
connected to the use and to share, and if you do
top-slice there is a risk they are going to do less of the
good things, quite honestly.
Mr Stelzer: I do not know; I have not thought that
one through. I would like to see some sort of
competitive bidding for these funds by programme
providers, but I have not thought through the
implications of what GeoV has been discussing.

Q649 Mike Hall: One of the implications, of course,
is that if you provide the licence fee to a commercial
organisation you might feel that they lose their
independence.
Mr Stelzer: Well, you would certainly create a larger
constituency for the perpetuation of this system,
which would make me a little nervous. I am trying to
guess which rubber glove I want to buy to handle
this, and I have not thought that one through!

Q650 Paul Farrelly: I would hate Mr Stelzer to go
away with having a monopoly of Adam Smith. He
might disagree and say: “Actually, by all measures of
taxation the licence fee is simple, easy to collect and
very eYcient because it is very diYcult, like any
property tax, to avoid”.
Mr Stelzer: First of all, it is not easy to collect; it is
a very expensive collection system. Second, Adam
Smith came out for progressive taxation, remember?
He said the people who can aVord it the most should
pay the most. You do not have that with this. In fact,
you have almost an inverse situation. You have the
people who cannot aVord to go to the theatre and
the opera and so on who are more reliant on
television paying a larger portion of their income for
this than people who have higher income. I had a
debate at the University of Edinburgh with your
Chancellor on the tax principles of Adam Smith—he
picked the venue, I did not realise how hostile they
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would be to me, but I think I did alright!—so I
happen to have read Smith recently and I do not
think this is consistent. But I will look it up again.

Q651 Alan Keen: On progressive taxation, it is very
unscientific but in a way what worries me is if the
way BBC goes is the very opposite. I think the people
with less money with kids who get less benefit
through the family get, inversely, more benefit from
the BBC in the way of education. I have said many
times I have been educated by the BBC. I escaped
from education as fast as I could. I left grammar
school at 16, I did not want to go on to further
education—I did not frankly ever understand what
universities were, I am getting on a bit now—and I
have said many times that I have been educated by
the BBC, and I feel for the working class kids, if you
like, who would lose out more than anyone else if the
BBC went.
Mr Stelzer: It is a reasonable fear.

Q652 Chairman: Can I put to you the core question
of this inquiry that we are conducting at present? Up
until now we have managed to sustain plurality in
public service broadcasting through what Ofcom
describes as the compact, that commercial
broadcasters agree to provide public service
programming in return for access to limited
spectrum. That cannot continue. Digital switchover
means that the advantages to the commercial
broadcasters disappear and they are not going to do
something which is not in their interests any longer.
The two questions are: does it matter if we see a
reduction in plurality in public service broadcasting
and, if we consider that it does matter, how do we
sustain it?
Mr Stelzer: And you measure plurality how?

Q653 Chairman: Well, by having some public service
content on channels other than the BBC, however
we define public service content.
Mr Stelzer: I fail to see why that would start to
wither under the scenario you are suggesting. People
will want to see it. The nice thing about all these
channels is you can dice and slice. It used to be if you
did a programme you had to appeal to a mass
audience and you do not have to do that any more.

Q654 Chairman: So your answer is the market is
going to do it?
Mr Stelzer: Yes, I think the market will provide
suYcient plurality. There are circumstances where
that might not be true but I do not see it here. You
have, especially in Britain, enormous creative talent.
You have conquered the American magazine
industry, the American advertising industry, and the
American music industry with British creativity and
more power to you, so to worry that somehow you
are not going to get this flowering of creative
expression, these choice multipliers, I think is
misplaced.
Mr Metzger: I agree. If there is reduction in PSB and
a plurality of PSB then I think that there are ways in
which to sustain it. I think the Burns Committee had
a pretty good idea, actually, a kind of contestable

funding idea. We as commercial broadcasters would
all be interested in competing for funding and
playing according to the rules as well. If they decided
that there was not enough—I do not know, history
of South Asia for instance, for the South Asian
population to this country and they wanted to create
programmes about that, we would very happily
compete for that funding or find production
partners who wanted to go into that business. Also
they might, for instance, set quotas for how many
impacts, how many times that programme had to be
seen, for instance, and we are the best providers in
distribution terms and the market is the best
provider in distribution terms of precisely that kind
of sustainability.

Q655 Adam Price: I think you have already
indicated that you are unconvinced by Ofcom’s case
for a new institution, a public service publisher, but
do you still think there is a role for public funding of
new media content, either through the BBC’s on line
activity or, indeed, the commissioning of new media
content by others?
Mr Stelzer: I worry that that will stifle private sector
initiative in creativity. Remember, you are not
dealing here with an organisation that has won its
funds in a commercial market by satisfying
consumer demand and is now looking to find other
ways of satisfying consumer demand; you are
dealing with somebody that has been given a huge
pile of money and all bureaucracies—and this is not
to criticise the BBC—as they get bigger get less
creative and tend to rely on muscle rather than on
creative innovation, speed and the other virtues of a
private sector. So just as with any other dominant
firm in competition terms, if you are dealing with the
Competition Commission, you would view with
greater suspicion the expansion into cognate areas of
a firm that is dominant in one area and I would not
say no but I would be very careful about allowing—
because it would be doing it by muscle rather than
talent—that expansion because the trade-oV is very
high and, as the exchange with the Chairman
showed, very diYcult to measure. Ofcom cannot sit
there and say: “Who would have appeared had we
not done this?” That is not an answerable question.
So I think you need somebody with kind of a bias in
favour of asking hard questions about the dangers to
eYciency and public welfare of this kind of
expansion. I would view it with considerable
suspicion.

Q656 Adam Price: Is that not an argument, though,
in favour of the public service publisher idea instead
of the BBC, through its on line activity, dominating
the public service activity in the new media
environment, creating a diVerent institution which is
more of a commissioning model, encouraging
providers within the market and detached from the
BBC as a monolith?
Mr Stelzer: But why would you want to do that? If
there is any sector that has an enormous creative
ferment going on and enormous availability to it of
risk capital, this is it. I have great regard for Ed
Richards but I do not think he is as good at this as
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thousands of private entrepreneurs would be so no,
this groping around for the big organisation that is
going to fix things is just taking public policy in a
very wrong direction. There is no failure out there of
innovation. Steve Jobs does not need Ed Richards to
help him develop the iPod or the iPhone. He is pretty
competent to do it himself.
Mr Metzger: I do not have a lot to add. On line
content is content; it is like all the other content
really, I think, so I do not really make too much of
a distinction there. I do think the PSP is kind of in
search of a mission. What it started out as was
something diVerent to what it is now, which has kind
of switched into a kind of on-line role and that sort
of thing. The 100 million they have set aside, I am
not sure how they have reached that number but it
does not make a dent by comparison with the £3.5
billion, for instance, spent on the BBC. We are not
wild also about the idea of placing it under some sort
of umbrella. You described it as a commissioning
body. In fact, I think there is a risk that if you do
create this other figure you are just creating another
sort of institution of privilege, so to speak, and you
are not really creating plurality, I do not think. I
certainly agree with Irwin that this is a sector that we
are extremely active in. Without trumpeting our own
website if you go to the History Channel’s website it

is the second best referenced history site in the UK,
second only to the BBC, and the BBC recommends
it highly as well, so there is no kind of plurality gap
here, certainly on the web.

Q657 Adam Price: Are you saying there is no market
failure at all in new media?
Mr Metzger: What comes to mind here is, if you
look at the COI, it spends a lot of money every year
and it spends money providing public service
messages. And what does it do? Where it spends its
money is in the commercial sector, of course,
because that is the best place to deliver its messages,
as it were, and this is by and large the same sort of
thing. If there is a gap, whether it is on line or on air
or whatever, then I would be in favour of a Burns
Committee type organisation which says: “We need
to spend money in this way”, and it may not be on
content; it may be in the way the COI does in buying
referencing on the Google search engine, because a
man in Aldershot cannot find suYcient information
about how to make a good democratic choice, for
instance, because he cannot find his local council’s
website, as an example. But I do not think that
creating another institution is a solution here.
Chairman: We have ranged far and wide this
morning! Thank you both very much.
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Summary of Evidence

The following memorandum provides written evidence from the Department for Culture, Media and
Sport (DCMS) on public service broadcasting policy in the UK and, in particular, the future of public service
broadcasting( PSB) in the digital age.

It provides information on the role of Government in relation to public service broadcasting and explains
the relationship with the main providers of PSB broadcasting; the BBC, ITV, Channel Four, FIVE and S4C.
It also provides background on Ofcom’s Review of Public Service Broadcasting and the impact of new
media on PSB provision.

History of Public Service Broadcasting in the UK

What is Public Service Broadcasting?

1. The term Public Service Broadcasting (PSB) refers to broadcasting that is intended for the public
benefit, rather than for purely commercial purposes.

2. Viewers in the UK benefit from provision by five main public service broadcasters—the BBC, Channel
3 (ITV1), Channel Four, FIVE and S4C. Teletext is also a public service broadcaster.

3. The Communications Act 2003 set out for the first time the remit of public service broadcasting in the
United Kingdom. Government has always believed in the value of public service broadcasting. This is
because public service broadcasting is a matter of culture. It speaks of what kind of country we are.

4. In Phase 1 of its most recent PSB Review Ofcom defined the characteristics of PSB as:

— Programming that is of high quality, original, innovative, challenging and widely available;

— It must also be delivered in channels that have a high reach among and impact on their target
audiences; and

— If it is to be publicly funded, it must be clear that the market would not deliver a similar output,
of the same quality, on the same scale.

5. The Secretary of State has identified public service broadcasting as being about common spaces and
shared experiences. It is about celebrating diversity, recognising and nurturing regional identities and
encouraging creativity.

6. All TV stations which broadcast on terrestrial analogue spectrum are obliged to provide public service
programming.

7. The BBC is at the heart of public service broadcasting in the UK. All of its public services have to
contribute to its public purposes, as set out under its Royal Charter and Agreement with Government, and
all of its UK television channels have to make a contribution to public service broadcasting, as defined in
the Communications Act.

8. The commercial PSB television broadcasters (ITV1 and Channel 5 (Now FIVE)) have historically been
required to fulfil public service obligations in return for their allocation of analogue spectrum.
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9. They have also been given certain other privileges in the digital world including, for example access to
digital terrestrial capacity and due prominence on Electronic Programme Guide (EPG) listings. However,
as Ofcom pointed out in their most recent Public Service Broadcasting Review, increasing competition in
the digital world puts pressure on the current funding model for public service broadcasting.

History of PSB in the UK

10. The BBC was founded as a Company in 1922 and became an independent public Corporation in 1927.

11. It started daily radio broadcasts on 14 November 1922 and by 1925 it could be heard throughout the
UK. In 1932 it broadened the horizons of its radio broadcasts further with the opening of the Empire Service
(the forerunner of the World Service).

12. Today the BBC runs 10 national domestic radio stations, four of which are available only in a digital
format (via DAB Digital Radio), 6 UK digital only television services and live streams and listen again on
the Internet.

13. The main stations available via both analogue and digital are Radio 1, Radio 2, Radio 3, Radio 4
and Radio Five Live. The digital-only radio stations are BBC1Xtra, Five Live Sports Extra, BBC 6 Music
and BBC7. The BBC Asian Network is primarily a digital station, but is available in parts of the Midlands
on medium-wave.

14. The BBC also transmits English local radio and Radio Scotland, Radio Wales, Radio Ulster, Radio
Cymru, Radio Foyle and Radio Nan Gaidheal.

15. The BBC started experimental television broadcasting in 1932, becoming a regular service (known as
the BBC Television Service) in 1936. Many of the concepts that define PSB were introduced by its first
director general, Lord Reith, when he adopted the mission to “inform, educate and entertain”.

16. The Corporation also runs the bbc.co.uk website, formerly known as BBCi and before that BBC
Online. It is a comprehensive news and archive website, which the BBC claims is Europe’s most popular
content-based site. According to Alexa’s TraYcRank system, in July 2006 it was the 13th most popular
English language website in the world.

17. The site allows the BBC to produce material which complements its various television and radio
programmes. It also allows the users to listen to most of the BBC’s radio output live and for seven days
afterwards, using its Radio Player. Some TV content is also available.

18. The BBC has plans to develop its online oVering further, subject to passing the Public Value Test, for
example through the iPlayer which is currently under development.

19. Competition to the BBC has developed gradually.

20. The first commercial television broadcaster originally began broadcasting in 1955, and was required
by the Government to ensure that its local franchises fulfilled public service obligations, mandating a certain
level of local news coverage, arts and religious programming, in return for the right to broadcast and earn
broadcast advertising revenues.

21. The next commercial television broadcasters in the UK, the state-owned Channel Four and S4C, were
set up by the Government in 1982 to provide diVerent forms of PSB. Channel Four was required to be a
public service alternative to the BBC, whilst S4C was to be a mainly Welsh language programmer.

22. When Channel 5 launched in 1997 it was also given a number of public service requirements, albeit
fewer than the other PSBs given its narrower reach. These included the obligation to provide minimum
amounts of programming from various genres and minimum amounts of programming originally
commissioned by the channel. It also had to meet re-tuning costs.

23. Commercial radio broadcasters in the UK began with the launch of LBC in October 1973, under the
Broadcasting Act 1972, quickly followed by Capital Radio.

24. Local Commercial Radio licences which use terrestrial spectrum do not have specific public service
obligations, but are chosen by “beauty parade”, which has led to public service content, such as general and
travel news and weather forecasts, being oVered; local analogue stations also have a “localness” obligation.
The three national analogue licensees have format obligations, but the highest bidders are chosen.

25. All public service broadcasters, excluding the public corporations, have, as well as their
responsibilities to invest in public service content, obligations to pay licence fees to the Consolidated Fund in
recognition of the income they can earn from the use of the public resource of wireless telegraphy spectrum.
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Government Policy on Public Service Broadcasting

26. The Government believes that public service broadcasting, which is statutorily defined only in
relation to television broadcasting, oVers significant benefits to UK citizens and is committed to strong
public service broadcasting provision in the future; this would best be provided from a plurality of sources.

27. Plurality has helped to meet our aim of maintaining a healthy public service broadcasting sector,
reflecting UK cultural traditions and meeting the needs of diverse communities and has been to the benefit
of viewers and listeners.

28. Plurality is important for a number of reasons. It helps to ensure that a range of views are expressed,
especially in news and current aVairs. It also provides competition which inspires innovation and investment
in new and challenging formats and programmes.

29. At paragraph 2.12 of its Digital PSB issues paper Ofcom stated that plurality is needed at three levels
of the broadcasting production and distribution chain:

— Plurality of outlets: so that viewers do not have to be reliant on a single provider in order to
receive PSB

— Plurality of commissioning: so that a range of commissioners working for diVerent organisations
can bring their diVerent perspectives to bear on the system

— Plurality of production: so that there are diVerent creative organisations competing for
commissions.

The Communications Act

30. The Communications Act 2003 requires that Channel 3, Channel Four and Channel 5, the licensed
public service channels, deliver programmes and services which cover a wide range of subject matter and
which meet the needs of a diverse audience, in accordance with each channel’s Statement of Programme
Policy.

31. For Channel 3 services, and Channel 5, the remit is to provide a range of high quality and diverse
programming. For Channel Four, the remit specifically includes the need for programming to be innovative,
creative and distinctive, for it to take account of cultural diversity and to make a significant contribution to
meeting the need for educational programmes. Licences relating to each of these must include a condition
requiring that the public service remit be satisfied.

32. It is Ofcom, however, who are tasked with setting the appropriate targets. To this end, the Act
requires them to include conditions in the licences of all licensed public service channels to secure that they:

— broadcast a designated amount of independent productions;

— allocate an appropriate amount of airtime to original productions; and

— include news and current aVairs programmes.

33. They also include in every regional Channel 3 licence conditions to secure nationwide broadcasting
of news programmes that are able to compete with other television news programmes broadcast nationwide
in the United Kingdom and conditions to ensure that each region is provided with programmes appropriate
to the region concerned.

34. Ofcom also include in every licence for a Channel 3, 4 and 5 service conditions to secure that a suitable
proportion of those programmes that are made in the United Kingdom are made outside the area enclosed
by the M25.

35. The aim behind these conditions is to retain a strong regional dimension to public service
broadcasting, reflecting UK cultural traditions and meeting the needs of diverse communities.

The BBC

History

36. The BBC is established under Royal Charter. The first was granted in 1927 and since then the BBC
has been our main public service broadcaster. Licence fee funding has enabled the BBC to remain free from
commercial pressures and it has used this freedom to produce a wide-ranging PSB portfolio on all platforms,
including its recent moves into new media. The portfolio at present includes eight television channels, 10
national radio services, a large number of local radio stations and a wide-ranging online service.

37. The BBC is run in the interests of its viewers and listeners. From 1927 until 2006 it was run by a Board
of Governors, who acted as trustees of the public interest and regulated the BBC. They were appointed by
the Queen on advice from ministers.
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New Charter

38. The new Charter and Agreement came into force on 1 January 2007. The two legal documents
represent the culmination of a Charter Review process lasting almost three years and involving an
unprecedented level of public participation and debate.

39. The new Charter will run until the end of 2016. It sets out the BBC’s newly formulated public purposes
and confirms its editorial and operational independence. It also establishes an entirely new constitution and
system of governance for the Corporation.

40. Under the new Charter, the Board of Governors has been replaced by a new BBC Trust which has
an explicit duty to uphold the interests of licence fee payers and secure the eVective promotion of the BBC’s
public purposes. There is also a new, formally constituted Executive Board with its role and responsibilities
defined in the Charter.

41. These changes reflect the Government’s conclusion in Charter Review that the responsibility on the
Governors for both running the BBC and assessing its performance was no longer sustainable. The new
regime thus involves a clear separation between the roles of the Trust and the Executive Board. Operational
responsibility rests with the Executive Board, and the Trust—as the body responsible for the strategic
direction of the BBC—is responsible for scrutinising the strategies put forward by the Executive Board. The
Trust sets Purpose Remits, issues Service Licences and holds the Executive Board to account for its
performance in delivering BBC services against the terms and conditions of these documents.

ITV

42. ITV (Independent Television) was the name given to the original commercial British television
broadcasters, set up on a regional basis in 1955 to provide competition to the BBC.

43. It was the Independent Television Authority (ITA) who had the responsibility of regulating the new
service, which was made up of regions, with each run by a diVerent company. Each company had to provide
a local television service, including a daily local news bulletin and regular local documentaries.

44. Space for commercials was sold region-by-region by each company, rather than nationally. This was
to fulfil the requirement in the Television Act 1954 to have competition within the system and to prevent
one individual company obtaining a monopoly.

45. There were franchise rounds in 1964, 1968, 1974 and 1982.

46. The system remained the same until the Broadcasting Act 1990 paved the way for the deregulation
of the British commercial broadcasting industry.

47. As a result of that Act, the Independent Broadcasting Authority (which replaced the Independent
Television Authority in 1974 when it was given the responsibility of regulating the new commercial
“Independent Local Radio” stations under the Sound Broadcasting Act 1972) was abolished, and replaced
by two new regulators: the Independent Television Commission (otherwise known as the ITC) and the
Radio Authority. The small Cable Authority was also abolished, its powers transferred to the ITC.

48. The main change caused by the Act was to the system of licence allocation. The system by which
applicants needed to show good programming ideas and appropriate financial controls was supplemented
by highest-bidder auctions to determine the winner of each ITV regional franchise.

49. ITN, the news provider for ITV, was also no longer to be exclusively owned by ITV companies and
the legal name of the ITV network was changed to Channel 3, although the network was still generally
referred to as “ITV” by the general public and the media.

50. One further change in the 1990 Act related to the way the ITV networking system was run. Since the
1960s, the Independent Television Companies’ Association’s Programme Controllors’ Committee,
representing the “Big 5” network companies (Thames, LWT, Central, Granada, and Yorkshire) had decided
which programmes would be broadcast in network programme timeslots.

51. The Act required that ITV’s scheduling be performed by a nominated person independent of the
regional companies. This led to the creation in 1992 of the ITV Network Centre, a central body in charge
of the network schedule, with, for the first time, a single ITV Director of Programming.

52. The relaxation of the rules regarding franchise ownership in the 1990 and 1996 Broadcasting Acts
meant that mergers between ITV companies were possible.
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53. The process of consolidation culminated in October 2003, when, as a result of further reforms in the
Communications Act 2003, the Government announced that it would no longer statutorily prevent Carlton
and Granada from merging, provided there were safeguards in place to ensure the continued independence
of the Scottish Media Group (SMG), UTV and Channel Television.

54. As a result, the merger of the two companies oYcially took place at the end of January 2004 and the
new company, ITV plc, started trading on 2 February.

55. ITV is funded via advertising revenue. Despite the proliferation of channels, ITV is still the UK’s
biggest commercial broadcaster. Its flagship analogue channel is ITV1, though it also now runs digital-only
non-public service broadcasting television channels ITV2, ITV3, ITV4, ITV Play, CITV and Men & Motors.

56. However, as revenues for advertising start to diminish the question has arisen about how ITV1 will
continue to compete with the commercial channels that broadcast solely on digital platforms and who do
not have public service requirements imposed on them. This competition will continue to intensify as the
take-up of digital television increases.

57. ITV has sought to reduce its obligations to produce and broadcast unprofitable PSB programming.
So far, Ofcom have allowed them to reduce their obligations for oV-peak non-news regional programming,
which their research indicated was less valued by viewers. However, they have resisted their requests to
reduce their regional news and children’s programming obligations.

58. Ofcom did, however, raise ITV’s out-of-London production quotas to lock in the then current levels
of programme-making and to encourage wider dispersion of production outside London and across the
nations and regions of the UK.

59. They believed that these changes would enable ITV1 to concentrate on its strengths—high quality
news and original production from around the UK.

Channel 5 (Five)

60. Channel 5 (FIVE) became the final analogue terrestrial broadcaster when it was launched in 1997.

61. It was licensed in 1995 after an exhaustive bidding process that lasted through 1993 and 1994. The
initial round of bidders, which included a network of city-TV stations planned by Thames Television, was
rejected outright and the Independent Television Commission contemplated not awarding the licence at all.

62. The diYculty with the project lay in the use of television broadcast frequencies that had been allocated
to RF outputs from domestic video recorders. To achieve national coverage, large numbers of domestic
video recorders (which output at a nearby frequency) had to be retuned or fitted with a filter, at the bidding
company’s expense.

63. The project was revived in mid-1994 when the Independent Television Commission re-advertised the
franchise. Tom McGrath, then-president of Time Warner International Broadcasting, put together a revised
frequency plan with NTL and consulting engineer Ellis GriYths, involving less re-tuning and greater signal
coverage. Lord Clive Hollick, then CEO of Meridian Broadcasting (later United News) took up the project
as lead investor as UK law prohibited Time Warner from owning more than 25%. Time Warner then
dropped out of the project and was replaced by RTL, Europe’s largest television broadcaster, which took
full control of the channel in August 2005.

64. The channel launched two new non-public service broadcasting channels, FIVE US and FIVE Life
in October 2006.

65. Like ITV, it is funded by advertising revenue and in the run up to digital switchover will face the
challenge of competing with the commercial channels that broadcast solely on digital platforms and which
do not have public service requirements imposed on them.

Channel Four

66. Channel 4 is a public corporation with a public service remit that places a particular emphasis on
innovation and cultural diversity. As a publisher-broadcaster, Channel 4 does not produce its own
programmes but commissions them from independent production companies across the UK. It works very
closely with the independent production sector, and invests heavily in training and talent development
throughout the industry.

67. The Government believes that Channel Four must be able to play an important role, alongside the
BBC, in the provision of PSB for the foreseeable future.

68. Although it is financed by advertising, it has an embedded public service remit as a result of its public
ownership; and, since it does not have to pay out dividends to shareholders, can reinvest all its profits. Its
aim is to be distinctive and it has a remit to experiment and push the boundaries of traditional broadcasting.
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69. Although Channel Four is currently performing successfully, like ITV and Channel 5 it is likely to
face increasing financial pressures as we move towards digital switchover and beyond.

70. Channel Four has built on the success of its core channel by launching commercial channels such as
FilmFour and More4 which reflect its public service remit.

S4C

71. S4C, the Welsh Fourth Channel Authority, has played a special role in the public service broadcasting
landscape since its launch in 1982. It has a general public service function, to provide television programme
services for the dissemination of information, education and entertainment, oVering a broad range of high
quality and diverse programming, but is distinguished by the provision of those services in Welsh. The
Government recognises the contribution of S4C not only to the interests of Welsh-speaking audiences but
more widely to the cultural life of Wales.

72. Under the Broadcasting Act 1990 (as amended), S4C receives a government grant that is uprated
annually in line with the Retail Prices Index. The grant for 2007 is £94.395 million. But S4C will not be
immune to the competition for audiences facing other public service broadcasters in the multi-channel
world. Digital switchover will also mean that the Authority loses the advertising revenue it currently receives
from the broadcast on its frequency of Channel 4 programmes in Wales.

73. The Government therefore welcomes the new S4C/BBC strategic partnership agreement concluded
last year. This was a key recommendation of the 2004 Laughton Report on S4C and will enhance the value
to S4C of the BBC’s statutory programme contribution to the Authority. The agreement not only envisages
an increase in the cash value of the contribution but also establishes a new, joint planning framework and
provides for the development of performance targets and indicators to measure the success of the BBC’s
contribution.

74. Discussions are in progress between the Authority and the BBC on the carriage of S4C services on
one of the BBC’s digital multiplexes after digital switchover.

Ofcom’s Role

75. Ofcom was created to be a new type of regulator in an age when media platforms are converging.

76. In the Queen’s Speech on 20 June 2001, Her Majesty announced that a draft Bill (the
“Communications Bill”) to create a single regulator for the media and communications industries and
reform broadcasting and telecommunications would be published. It was published in draft, for pre-
legislative scrutiny, in 2001–02 and introduced to Parliament 2002.

77. The aim was to create a less complex system of codes and rules which would be flexible enough to
cope with the pressures of technological change over the long term in a fast-moving sector. Ofcom would
apply and enforce these new codes and rules and have competition powers, concurrently with the OYce of
Fair Trading. It would also take responsibility for spectrum allocation.

78. However, establishing and managing the practical transition from the existing five regulators would
be a complex task. Therefore, the OYce of Communications Act 2002 enabled the Government to create
Ofcom prior to the Communications Act 2003 receiving Royal Assent, enabling regulatory functions to be
transferred to Ofcom more quickly thereafter.

79. On December 29, 2003, Ofcom inherited the duties that had previously been the responsibility of 5
regulatory bodies:

— the Broadcasting Standards Commission

— the Independent Television Commission

— the OYce of Telecommunications (Oftel)

— the Radio Authority

— the Radio Communications Agency

80. It also took on some responsibilities for the regulation of the BBC and S4C.

81. Ofcom was given responsibility for the television licensing system and for the regulation of licensed
public service broadcasting.

82. They were also given the duty to prepare—twelve months after commencement of the
Communications Act, and thereafter no less frequently than every 5 years—a report on the current state of
public service television broadcasting, documenting the extent to which broadcasters have together satisfied
the requirements of the public service television broadcasting remit.

83. The first Review started in April 2004 and was concluded in February 2005.
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84. Based on the findings of that review Ofcom concluded that the traditional means of securing public
service broadcasting from commercial companies would be challenged by increasing multi-channel
competition, especially after digital switchover, which would accelerate the increasing competition for
commercial revenues. That is why it concluded that ITV1’s PSB obligations were unsustainable and should
be reduced in certain genres (principally English regional programming).

85. Ofcom’s second review of Public Service Broadcasting is set to be completed by 2009–10.

The Future of Public Service Broadcasting

Government View

86. Since the introduction of competition to the BBC in 1955, it has been the Government view that a
sustained plurality of PSB providers, who both complement and compete with each other, is the best way
of ensuring that the quality and diversity of PSB broadcasting is maintained.

87. In that context, it is our view that the BBC will remain at the heart of public service broadcasting
system with commercial providers of such broadcasting continuing to play a part in that.

88. However, we recognise there are challenges to be faced.

Changing Environment

89. The broadcasting environment is changing and it is these changes which are causing both Ofcom and
Government to re-evaluate the future of public service broadcasting in the UK.

90. The multi-channel environment and the move from analogue to digital television are, of course, the
major catalysts for change. For example, multi-channel penetration is now at more than 70% of households
including satellite, cable and digital terrestrial. This is currently due principally to the growth in digital
terrestrial television, with in excess of 1.5m Freeview boxes sold in 2005.

91. We cannot deny the fact that in this environment the incentives in place for commercial broadcasters
to provide PSB television are reducing as we move towards a fully digital television age, a process which will
be completed by 2012.

92. As Ofcom noted in their PSB Review, the reduction in spectrum scarcity and increased competition
means that Government will no longer be in a position to oVer exclusive access to spectrum in return for
extensive public service broadcasting obligations. This was one of the major conclusions noted by Ofcom
at the end of its last Review.

93. Freeview has also been a key driver in the growth of digital take-up in the UK since it launched in
2002. Its menu of free-to-air channels, in particular those of the Public Service Broadcasters, have attracted
viewers who were previously more challenging to reach. It has also encouraged more competition in the
digital TV market.

94. Neither can we ignore the impact of new media. There has been accelerated growth in new mobile
and internet based technologies and this has created opportunities for new services, such as Local Television.

95. Ofcom’s Communications Market Report 2006 also showed that there had been a further shift in
communications consumer patterns among the 16–24 age group, the future consumers of PSB content.
Whilst there has always been a diVerence between that group and others, 2005 showed it to be more marked.

96. It is clear that these changes are having an eVect on the commercial providers of PSB. However, they
also oVer the possibility that new providers will step in and provide some types of public service content.

97. The growth in Video on Demand (VoD) services, for example, has raised a significant challenge to
the traditional methods of receiving television broadcasts, particularly with the increase in broadband
penetration.

98. Mobile TV services have also increased, with 3G VoD available from a number of service providers.

99. It is especially young people (16–24) who have embraced the multitude of new technologies and means
of communication to the detriment of “traditional” platforms and services. For example, they are now
watching less of the main PSB channels, a drop from 74.3% in 2001 to 58% in 2005, but are using the Internet
for 21 minutes more per week than the UK average.

100. In fact Ofcom research suggests that among internet users the activity which has suVered most as
a result of being online (either because less time is available or because the Internet provides the required
information) is TV viewing—with 18% of all people and 13% of young people saying they watch less.

101. Mobile phone usage, particularly text messaging, is also more extensive in the 16–24 bracket than
in any other age group. There is also a significant substituting eVect resulting from internet usage. Young
people state that internet usage is also replacing reading magazines and local and national newspapers, as
well as listening to the radio and using other entertainment platforms.
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Broadcasters rising to the challenge

102. However, whilst this is a challenge, it also provides broadcasters with new opportunities.

103. The BBC is one of the most advanced. It is trialling VoD post-transmission and some shows are even
being broadcast online before being broadcast on television.

104. Channel Four has also launched broadband oVerings built around its public service broadcasting
remit and recently launched 4oD—On Demand.

105. ITV has also expanded into on-line ventures, including Friends Reunited, and is also trialling the
online delivery of its local services.

Too early to tell how far changes will go

106. Of course, it is too early to predict the final impact these developments will have on the current PSB
system and the prospects for commercially funded PSB.

107. But the pace of change seems to be accelerating: Ofcom state in their Digital PSB Issues paper that
digital take-up has been well in excess of that forecast in its PSB Review.

108. That is why we, along with Ofcom, want to ensure that we have a workable structure for PSB
television in the approach to digital switchover and beyond.

109. Neither Government nor Ofcom want to be in a position where, in 2012, we have a PSB system that
is no longer sustainable, but have nothing to put in its place.

110. Ofcom has already announced its intention to examine the future of children’s television. A move
welcomed by the Government.

111. They will also do further work as part of their next review of PSB, which is due to be completed
in 2009–10.

Impact of the Communications Act

112. To a certain extent, the Communications Act anticipated these changes. For example, the Act
created Ofcom in such a way as to allow for a more flexible approach to regulation, aiming to minimise
regulatory burdens and regulatory overlap.

113. Also, by giving Ofcom the duty to report periodically on the current state of public service television
broadcasting, they are a in a better position to monitor and react to changes in the broadcasting
environment.

114. This has allowed them to document the extent to which broadcasters have satisfied the requirements
of the public service television broadcasting remit and make changes to the obligations as necessary.

115. As noted above, as a result of the last review, concluded in February 2005, Ofcom decided that
ITV1’s PSB obligations were unsustainable and should be reduced in certain genres (principally English
regional programming).

116. Section 264 of the Act also requires Ofcom to ensure that “those [PSB] services (taken together)
include what appears to Ofcom to be a suitable quantity and range of high quality and original programmes
for children and young people”.

117. Therefore, Ofcom regularly review and report on the extent to which the PSB purposes have been
fulfilled, with a view to maintaining and strengthening public service television broadcasting in the UK. In
addition, the PSBs are required to consult Ofcom on proposals for significant changes in their statements
of programme policy and take account of any opinions expressed by Ofcom.

118. Section 216 of the Act also provides that Ofcom can decide not to renew a digital licence for Channel
Three or Channel Five if it is not satisfied that the applicant would meet the requirements imposed by the
Act regarding the public service remit, programming quotas, news and current aVairs programmes and
programme production and regional programming.

Implications for current PSB providers

119. The new BBC Charter and Agreement establish a framework within which the BBC can continue
to play a central role within a fast-changing media landscape. The framework involves six new public
purposes for the BBC and a new approach to governance and regulation which puts the interests of the
licence fee payer at the heart of all the BBC does, whilst also ensuring that the Corporation does not inhibit
the continued development of a dynamic commercial sector.

120. Whilst the BBC will always remain at the heart of PSB broadcasting in the UK, it is not the only
PSB provider. The others, ITV, Channel Four, FIVE and S4C, all make hugely important contributions to
a system which generates high quality programming across a huge range of genres, including news, current
aVairs, drama, arts and regional programming.
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121. We believe that sustaining plurality, with broadcasters who complement and compete with each
other, is the best way of ensuring that quality and diversity is maintained.

122. The Government is fully alert to concerns at the potential impact of the digital revolution on the
long-term sustainability of PSB and its existing funding base.

123. In looking to the future, therefore, our policy has been guided by three key considerations:

— The developing technologies and increased competition;

— Our commitment to a strong BBC, funded by the licence fee for the next 10 years;

— The benefits of sustaining plurality of PSB provision.

124. As stated, in the Charter Review White Paper, it is our policy to conduct a review, as the impact
of the move to digital becomes clearer, of the case for public funding—including licence fee money—to be
distributed more widely beyond the BBC.

125. 2012–13, which is the beginning of the all-digital era for UK television, will also form the first year
of the next licence fee settlement. We will undertake the wider review of funding for public service
broadcasting, committed to above, well before that settlement is announced.

Importance of Channel Four—Ofcom review

126. The Government has always been clear that Channel Four has a vital role to play, alongside the
BBC, in the provision of PSB. That is why we welcomed their moves to strengthen their commitment to
providing high quality, diverse public service content across an increasing range of channels and platforms.

127. However, we also noted in the Charter Review White Paper that Channel Four was likely to face
financial challenges in the future as competition increases in the digital world. We therefore said that we
would consider possible forms of help.

128. Ofcom’s detailed review of Channel Four’s financial prospects is now under way. The aim is to assess
the Channel Four Group’s financial position and undertake a financial review to assess the organisation’s
likely future development.

129. If that review indicates a medium-term threat to the Channel’s funding model and its ability to
deliver its PSB remit, Ofcom will consider what form of regulatory intervention is appropriate.

130. Government is also keeping an open mind and will examine, within the licence fee settlement, the
possibility of requiring the BBC to contribute to the first six years of Channel Four’s switchover costs.

Conclusion

131. Our aim is to maintain a healthy public service broadcasting sector.

132. That is why we look forward to the outcome of Ofcom’s second review of Public Service
Broadcasting.

133. Government is also committed to a review of public service broadcasting funding towards the end
of the switchover process. This will examine further the merits of Ofcom’s proposal for a Public Service
Publisher to fund PSB content in competition to the BBC. Other developments, such as local television and
internet provision, can also be taken into account at that time.

134. The Department itself commissioned some research as a contribution to the debate and this was
published on 18 January (The Robin Foster Report) to coincide with the Oxford Media Convention, for
which the Secretary of State set out a vision for future public service provision going beyond broadcasting
but holding firm to certain core principles, including:

— Ensuring the universal availability of public interest content—especially free, impartial news—
preferably from a number of diVerent suppliers, and in forms which people find convenient to use.

— Maintaining a legislative and regulatory environment that encourages innovation and creativity
across the sector.
The potential for this is shown by the tremendous growth of the independent production sector
following the 2003 Act.

— Helping to ensure the highest standard of content reaches the highest audiences.

— Protecting citizens and consumers—with roles for legislation, industry and, increasingly,
individual responsibility.

— And, in that context, helping to foster a “media literate” society—able, in the age of Wikipedia,
to discern fact from opinion.

January 2007
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Witnesses: Mr Shaun Woodward MP, Minister for Creative Industries and Tourism, and Mr Jon ZeV,
Director of Broadcasting Policy, Department for Culture, Media and Sport, gave evidence.

Q658 Chairman: Good morning. This is the final
session of the Committee’s inquiry into public
service media content and we have giving evidence
this morning the Minister for Creative Industries
and Tourism, Shaun Woodward, and the Director
of Broadcasting Policy at the DCMS, Jon ZeV.
Minister, we currently invest directly over £3 billion
into public service broadcasting through the BBC
and, on top of that, the commercial broadcasters get
indirect support through access to spectrum, et
cetera. Do you believe that that is a good investment
and that we are getting value for money from the
money that is going in and how do you measure the
extent of the benefit?
Mr Woodward: First of all, good morning to the
Committee. Broadly, I have to give you a pretty
much unequivocal yes to the fact that I think we are
getting very good value for money from the
broadcasting system, and I think the best way to
measure that really is to look at the state and the
health of our broadcasting industry here in the UK
with other parts of Europe, looking at Canada, for
example, and looking at the United States. We have
a vibrant broadcasting industry, we have a new
broadcasting industry which is around 1% GVA of
the economy, we employ 110,000 people, we have
about 300 channels, we are on track for digital
switchover, we have increasing outputs, although I
think outputs are not the only way you want to
measure the strength of public service broadcasting
in the country, and we have been through a
negotiation for the BBC licence fee and the new
Charter which, I think, leaves the public service
broadcasting apparatus in this country in a healthy
place for the next ten years. Now, that does not mean
to say, whether inside the BBC or ITV, Channel 4 or
Channel 5, that there are not significant pressures
and challenges, but I believe that, with the
background of the Communications Act, Ofcom
and the apparatus that we have put in place to deal
with those challenges, we are best placed to deal with
them and we are better placed than any other
broadcasting system anywhere else to deal with
them. However, that does not mean to say that we
are not going to encounter periods of diYculty, but
I believe that that period of transition as we fully
engage in the digital revolution and what that means
for media and new media leaves the entire
broadcasting sphere in good shape and the public
sector dimensions of that in very good shape indeed,
robust and ready to meet those challenges.

Q659 Chairman: You said specifically then that one
of the indicators of good health was the outputs of
public service broadcasting. There has been some
debate in the course of our inquiry between those
who argue that actually that is the appropriate way
to examine the extent of public service programming
by the outputs, and there are now a large number of
channels that provide at least some public service
content, but others have said that actually we should
not just focus on that, but we still need to look at
inputs, Ofcom specifically. What is your view?

Mr Woodward: I think you need to look at both. I
think if you go back to the kind of culture of box-
ticking, you do not actually get a good picture and
you certainly do not get a picture which looks at
whether or not you are in a robust position to survive
the vicissitudes of the market and the changes that
are taking place globally. If you look at any of the
various measures, if you look at the health of the
BBC and what the BBC is able to produce, the way
it is commissioning new programming, the vibrancy
of the commercial sector, the growth of independent
programme-making, I think all of those indicators
are useful and they provide part of a picture, but the
picture also needs to look at the institutions as well
and I think those institutions are in good shape.

Q660 Chairman: Your Department commissioned a
report from Robin Foster into regulation which
suggested that, whilst there still needed to be
government intervention, it could become more
targeted and less extensive than in the past. Do you
share that view and where do you see the
Government being able to gradually withdraw as we
move to digital switchover?
Mr Woodward: I would question the use of the word
“withdraw”. I think what the Government has to do
is create an enabling climate. The Foster report, I
think, is a vital contribution, amongst many, to
mapping out the kind of future that is ahead, and I
say “the kind of” because, as I often say about this
area as indeed other areas of the creative industries,
the digital revolution is something that obviously we
have no experience of, we are living through it and,
just as it was with broadband and internet services
impossible to have predicted ten years ago where we
are today both in speed and in range of services, I
think it is impossible to know with any certainty
what the climate will be like in ten years’ time, which
you can do only with forecasts based on experience
and comparisons elsewhere. I think what Foster
does is to, rightly, set out four possible climates in
which we will find ourselves and then put the
challenges down that will have to be dealt with
within those four challenges, so I think Foster is a
useful contribution, but I think it has to be placed
alongside the work that is being done, for example,
by Ofcom, one example in case, of the future funding
of Channel 4. We have to look at how we are going
to maintain the plurality of public service
broadcasting as well as quality and standards in
public service broadcasting in a climate when we
have moved from four terrestrial channels barely 15/
20 years ago to one now of digital services in a multi-
platform age. As I say, I think Foster is a useful
contribution and we are very grateful for the work
he has done, but there is a lot more work to be done
and in the end there is no science here. What there
are are useful contributions to helping us map the
future and enabling the Government to make the
right decisions about the kind of framework within
which the broadcasting industry and other media
industries can operate, so I do not see this as a
withdrawal by the Government at all as we go to
digital switchover, I see it as appropriate
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engagement to create an enabling climate in which
we can maintain the plurality of public service
broadcasting and the higher standards in public
service broadcasting.
Chairman: Obviously we would like to explore some
of those challenges in more detail.

Q661 Alan Keen: Do you not think your first answer
was a little bit optimistic about the future prospects
of the public service broadcasting done by the BBC?
Some people would disagree with you. Should we
not take the shackles oV them really and let them
press ahead in the best way they can for their own
commercial prospects and not worry about the
public service broadcasting content?
Mr Woodward: For the BBC or across the range?

Q662 Alan Keen: No, the commercial broadcasters.
Mr Woodward: I think again what the
Communications Act envisaged was that increasing
competition, a multi-channel digital environment,
would inevitably produce pressures for the
commercial sector which would mean that they
would face increasing challenges from declining
advertising revenue due to there being more
channels, as an example, and, therefore, Ofcom was
set up partly to enable that to be a managed
transition, but it was not set up with a view to saying,
“At the end of the day, we’re going to abandon all
public service broadcasting commitments”. The
public do have a very strong sense of what they get
from commercial channels, for example, of ITV
extremely high expectations, indeed I believe ITV
meets those, for drama. I do not see that being
abandoned, but what I do see Ofcom doing is
engaging in making judgments about the changing
environment and also looking at the changing
demands of consumers because the consumer is not
a frozen individual in all of this, the consumer has
changing needs, changing demands and of course
one of the biggest changes that we have to deal with
is the growth of, and the transition to, on-demand
services. Again, the broadcasting environment that
all of us knew 15 years ago was one of linear,
scheduled, transmitted services from a very small
number of programme-makers and today that is a
very diVerent world. Most consumers get their
programmes, and will in the future increasingly do
so, in an on-demand way and we have to live with
that world, cope with that world and produce a
regulatory environment for that world. When you
have 300 channels and consumers then will have
considerably greater choice, we have to be careful
that we are not producing judgments from a static
position in which we imagine the consumer has not
moved on in the last 15 years; the consumer has and
that consumer includes of course the oldest people
and the youngest too.

Q663 Alan Keen: I can recall over the years on this
Committee having what I regarded even then as
futile discussions with regulators about having to
have two news programmes on ITV between six
o’clock and 11.30 or something. They seemed to be
futile and they turned out to be so because we had

already got 24-hour news programmes when we
were having these discussions. I believe, and do you
not agree, that ITV, for instance, would still have
news programmes because they are popular with the
public and help draw people in who will then follow
on with the schedule and watch the entertainment
programmes after, so should we not take those
restrictions away? They are struggling, these
channels are struggling commercially.
Mr Woodward: I do not think we should suddenly
move from one climate to another. I think
transitions have to be managed and they have to be
managed based on taking accurate analyses of
prevailing and existing markets. Undoubtedly, at
the time when I worked at the BBC and was working
as the editor of That’s Life!, Michael Grade, my then
boss, was building a schedule around the fact that
that was how people watched television, that they
tended to choose a channel for the evening and the
trick was to keep that viewer with that channel for
the evening. That is not how people, as you rightly
observe, watch television today. Having said that, I
do not think that that justifies abandoning requiring
the commercial sector to meet public service
obligations and I think we have to understand those
public service obligations as wider than just the kind
of programming used for whatever it might be, but
also, for example, in wanting to ensure there is
suYcient competition to ensure that those standards
are maintained. Therefore, it does matter that we
hold the commercial sector to their commitments,
for example, to independent commissioning of
programmes so that we have a healthy, independent
programme-making sector, and I am pleased to say
that the commercial sector meets those. I know that
people have issues, for example, about regional news
in relation to ITV and have concerns about that and
regional programme-making, but I think there are
many measures by which we have to look at this, but
I would not want to see us in any shape or form
making any dramatic moves to suddenly redefine
public service broadcasting obligations whether in
the commercial sector or the BBC.

Q664 Alan Keen: In the old days when we sat down
at six o’clock and watched a schedule of
programmes, there was a stronger argument in those
days for forcing ITV, for instance, to have some
current aVairs programmes and news programmes
to make sure that the public watched them. Now,
and you made the point yourself, people do not want
schedules of programmes, they pick and choose, so
what is the point in saying to ITV, “You must show
so many of these”? People are not going to watch
them if they do not want to watch current aVairs
programmes.
Mr Woodward: Because you want to ensure that
people still have choice. If, for example, they were
not watching some of these strands at all, there
would be a case perhaps for looking at some of the
strands, which is why I think the arguments around
children’s television broadcasting are so interesting
because we sometimes tend to come at that by
imagining that all children are as we were when we
were children in terms of how they might spend their
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leisure time. The growth of new media services, for
example, or the Internet broadband services that all
of us know with our children and grandchildren and
the way they use them and indeed the way that we as
adults do means that, in judging how children
actually have access to content, we have to look at
the fact that it now comes from a number of
platforms, not just one or two terrestrial television
stations, not even some 20 or 30 of the television
stations that are there of the 300 and not even from
those that are on-demand, but the way that they
engage with the Internet and the way in which they
engage in computer games, for example. We have to
take a much wider spectrum to understand a
particular audience and what audiences may want to
watch before, I think, you can achieve an evaluation
of saying, “We should abandon any sense of what we
expect from the commercial sector”. I think one of
the most important things has been to have held the
commercial sector to a set of objectives and I do not
see the Government in the short or medium term
abandoning those or indeed wanting to see Ofcom
abandoning those, but Ofcom will have to make
judgments as the market changes, but I think it
requires an evaluation both of the consumer in that
market as well as the broadcaster in that market.
Alan Keen: I think that is right. You are saying that
it is not changing dramatically straightaway because
some people do still watch in the old-fashioned way,
and I accept that.

Q665 Janet Anderson: Minister, the Ofcom-
commissioned report into Channel 4’s finances
predicted that the broadcaster will soon face
financial diYculties. Do you accept that there is a
need to find further funding for Channel 4?
Mr Woodward: Well, the Ofcom report which will be
published this morning, I think, is going to add to a
picture about Channel 4 specifically and public
service broadcasting more generally in terms of the
remit that we want Channel 4 to play in all of that.
Undoubtedly, Channel 4’s financial position has
changed in the last few years and, as you know, there
is a period of the next three years in which they will
continue to make an operating profit. The concern
is that by 2010 that may not longer be the case and,
therefore, there are two issues at stake really. One is
the long-term position of Channel 4 in relation to
public service broadcasting, and we said in the
course of the Charter review that we in government
would look at the funding of Channel 4 in relation
to public service broadcasting objectives in the
course of the next licence fee period and we will do
so and, if we need to do it an earlier stage, we would
be prepared to. What I think the Ofcom report will
highlight is the fact that we may need to consider,
and I say “may need” because I think there are many
possible solutions to this, some kind of minor
transitory help during this period to Channel 4,
mindful of the fact that they may be reaching a
position in which they no longer have operating
surpluses by 2010. Again, there is no urgency in the
sense of this week or next month to deal with this,
but there is a need to do this very carefully, there is
a need to do it in the context of wider public service

broadcasting obligations which we want to see
maintained and it is important, for example, to get
some take on the changes that Michael Grade may
be making to ITV, and new commissioning there will
take a year or two to see to fruition. You have to
look at Channel 4 in the way that Channel 4
competes for advertising revenue which, therefore,
accounts for their operating losses or profits in the
context of what might happen to a resurging ITV. If
ITV produce programmes that there is greater
demand for, if they have more aggressive scheduling,
and Michael Grade is the primus inter pares of
aggressive scheduling, and I say that having worked
for him, he is a genius at the game, that will present
problems for Channel 4. That will then create
undoubtedly more pressure on them to provide
programmes that produce bigger audiences, and
some of the public service remits, although
exceptions to that might be, for example, major
sporting events, would undoubtedly mean that they
would make, and have to make, more diYcult
choices about the route between entertainment and
public service obligations, so I am just mindful of the
fact that this is a complex picture, and the Channel
4 report today by Ofcom will contribute to our
understanding of it. I do not anticipate the
Government reaching any hasty conclusions about
it, but undoubtedly it would be irresponsible for all
of us, by which I mean all of the institutions engaged
in monitoring public service broadcasting, if we were
not mindful of the fact that there seems to be a
consensus now that Channel 4 by 2010 is going to be
in a diVerent financial position from the one it was
in two or three years ago.

Q666 Janet Anderson: But what about its remit? Do
you accept that there are concerns, given the
controversy over Celebrity Big Brother and so on?
Lord Puttnam, the Deputy Chairman of Channel 4,
called for a review of the broadcaster’s remit, stating
that its remit “clearly isn’t fit for purpose in today’s
multi-channel world”. Would you agree with that?
Mr Woodward: I think it is a little harsh. I think that
undoubtedly it needs revision and the Board of
Channel 4 is mindful of the fact that,
notwithstanding the specific programme rows that
have taken place recently, there is a need to examine
its commitment to public service broadcasting,
although I think one should be cautious about
reading that as some kind of dramatic revision that
is about to take place. Undoubtedly, if you look at a
programme like Big Brother, there was a sense that,
if you see one of Channel 4’s public service
broadcasting obligations as being cutting edge and
innovative, when Channel 4 created Big Brother, the
irony is that some people would have argued that
that was precisely one of its public service
broadcasting obligations, that it should produce
cutting-edge television in a highly innovative way
that would engage new audiences with high
standards, and I think that is exactly what it did.
Today, we have become rather accustomed to its
face, rather take it for granted and we have passed it
now into the category of entertainment rather than
public service obligations and there would be those
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who would make the case, and in a private capacity
I would probably join them in some of this analysis,
that actually you can no longer count Big Brother or
Celebrity Big Brother as an obvious example of
innovative, high-standard obligations, although I
am not suggesting it is low-standard, by the way, just
in case the press are listening to that. Now, having
said that, put alongside that, for example, the
contribution that Channel 4 made to Channel Four
films and, for example, The Last King of Scotland.
This was a film which had an impact around the
globe last year, was recognised and won Oscars and
was an incredibly high standard of film-making
which set standards. Channel 4 was critical though,
so what I am really saying here is that, because we
have had a lot of newspaper headlines about
Celebrity Big Brother and headlines around the
programme about Diana, there are questions being
raised around Channel 4 and its public service remit
and whether it is fulfilling that, but, if you look at the
quality of Channel 4 News, Dispatches, Jamie’s
School Dinners and, as I say, the Channel 4 example
of their commitment to film-making and the highest
standards in films like The Last King of Scotland, it
is a very unfair judgment to suggest that in any shape
or form Channel 4 has abandoned its public service
obligations. I think it is meeting them, I think it is
meeting them in diVerent ways, I think it remains
challenging and, arguably for some, too challenging.
That was the sense of the Diana programme: was
actually the material contained in it too challenging;
should it have been shown; was it in the public
interest; was it not? I think, as it turned out, and I
have not seen the programme, I have not had time to
see the programme yet because I do not think it was
for ministers to intervene in that judgment about
editorial content, but, if people and the public felt
unhappy about it, there are channels there and
Ofcom is the channel. Significantly, the Big Brother
with Shilpa Shetty generated all the complaints at an
all-time high, 44,000 complaints to Ofcom, but there
were very, very few about the Diana programme,
although you might have been forgiven for thinking
with the pre-publicity that it would be a programme
which would generate complaints in the order of
those of the Shilpa Shetty incident. I think what I am
really saying here is a bit like buses, beware of three
coming along at the same time and adding that up to
picture of saying that the bus timetable is in chaos. I
do not think Channel 4 is in chaos and I think
Channel 4 is fulfilling its public service obligations. I
think Andy Duncan deserves strong support,
although rightly the Secretary of State commented
on Shilpa Shetty as an example of a lapse in editorial
judgment and I commend Channel 4 for the
arrangements they have now put in place to deal
with that in terms of editorial referral and so forth,
but I think Channel 4 is in a good state of health in
terms of its public service obligations, but it is not in
such a good state of health by the time we get to 2010
in terms of its advertising revenues and its sources of
funding. There is an issue there and it is the issue that
has to be addressed if we want Channel 4 to continue
to play a place in public service broadcasting
obligations along the lines of its original remit.

Therefore, I do not think I entirely share David’s
judgment which, I think, is a little harsh, but, as is
often the case with David, I think he is pointing to
an issue which does need consideration and will
continue to need consideration in the immediate
years to come.

Q667 Janet Anderson: I think we would accept what
you say, certainly about what they do in the realms
of film-making and The Last King of Scotland was a
splendid achievement and we should be very proud
of it, but, nevertheless, would you not accept,
Minister, that there are public concerns about the
kinds of subsidies that Channel 4 receives and do
you not think that increasingly they are themselves
making the case for privatising Channel 4, and what
are your views about that?
Mr Woodward: I seem to remember, having been in
broadcasting in the 1980s, when I was inside the
BBC constantly hearing arguments about how
Channel 4 had gone too far, how it was not actually
rightly fulfilling its public service obligations. I think
that is part of the problem of being at the cutting
edge. I think for some the Diana programme will
have very much been too much for them. It was an
invasion into an area of privacy and I think there
were very understandable concerns about whether
or not it was fair to her two sons to revisit some of
that.

Q668 Janet Anderson: Including by the two sons
themselves, who seem to have been ignored.
Mr Woodward: Well, again I would just urge a little
bit of caution on that because I believe they did not
see the programme before transmission. I have no
reason, and perhaps other members of the
Committee do, to make any informed comment or
judgment on what they may have thought about the
programme, if indeed they have even seen the
programme. What we do know is that advisers to the
Palace took a view on it very understandably and I
could imagine any of us in a similar situation,
represented by relatives or advisers seeing the
programme, would probably prefer the programme
not to be shown. There are many instances of those
of us in public life who would prefer all sorts of
things not to find their way into the public arena,
and the diYculty there is the treading of the boards
between Diana, the private person, Diana, the
mother and Diana, the Princess of Wales, and
somebody who had been a very, very public figure
and who certainly made use of being a public figure.
Therefore, I think it was legitimate for Channel 4 to
want to look at the area and I think it was legitimate
for them to consider a vast range of material, but
ultimately the editorial judgment was theirs. I think
the best way that we, as ministers, can make
judgments about this is to look at the public’s
reaction to it as opposed perhaps to the anticipated
reaction as predicted in the media. As I say, I think
what the Shilpa Shetty incident reveals is that, when
the public are angry about a situation, they do not
hold back. There were 44,000 complaints,
unprecedented, and very indicative of the anger felt
by the public. That just is not what happened with
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this programme, despite the fact that the advance
publicity on it was pretty extraordinary, so I just
urge a bit of caution on that.

Q669 Janet Anderson: But what about privatisation?
You said yourself that their funding position will be
diYcult by 2010, so do you not think the case for
privatisation gets stronger by the day?
Mr Woodward: I would not reach that judgment.
Again I would just caution here that I can remember
arguments about privatising Channel 4 existing
from the mid-1980s onward and in fact they
probably actually existed before it even went on air,
so I do not actually see that the call for privatisation
is a new song. It is an old record, it has been played
many, many times, it may have a new platform on
which it is being played at the moment and there may
be diVerent reasons for making the argument at the
moment, but I think there are very, very strong
arguments for Channel 4 remaining in the place that
it is in and not being privatised. Undoubtedly, as we
have always said about Parliament, one Parliament
cannot hold a future Parliament to a record and my
judgment at the moment is that Channel 4 is in the
right place doing the right thing and undoubtedly
considerations about its funding in 2010 will give rise
to a new appetite for looking at very innovative ways
of Channel 4 being funded, but I do not necessarily
see that even those who are making the argument for
privatisation have necessarily fully thought through
the consequences to public service broadcasting
obligations if that were to follow, and I do think
there are considerable advantages to Channel 4
remaining in its present state of ownership for the
foreseeable future.

Q670 Janet Anderson: Do you think the Chancellor
of the Exchequer would agree with you?
Mr Woodward: The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
quite rightly, will have his own views on these
matters, but I dare say he has been considering it
because I dare say Treasury oYcials have been
oVering their advice on this for every month of all of
the last ten years and I dare say his departmental
move from one part of Whitehall to another will not
dampen the enthusiasm with which those who
advocate privatisation will continue to make that.
That being said, I think the Chancellor is a very wise
man and will make the right decision.

Q671 Philip Davies: We have heard lots of evidence
that, if current trends continue, the BBC is likely to
be the only supplier of UK-originated children’s
programming. Do you accept that and, given your
earlier answer to Alan Keen, do you think it matters?
Mr Woodward: I think again that context is very
relevant here, and we have got to be careful as to
how we approach this argument. There are those,
and I pay tribute to Pact as the lead voice in this, who
are very concerned about the current volume of
indigenous children’s programme-making in the UK
and they make a judgment on this which is perfectly
understandable, but I think the context is important
and I immediately would say to the Committee that
I think the work that Ofcom are about to engage in

in their review of children’s programming is
extremely vital, we are doing it at the right time and
I think it will help us reach a view on this. I think the
context is important because again, if we run our
minds back to when we were children, there was very
little choice. Children’s programming only
happened in a couple of hours in the afternoon on a
couple of channels and there was schools
programming during the morning on one or two
terrestrial channels. If you look at the range of
output that is actually being provided for children’s
programming today, it is actually quite
extraordinary. The BBC, for example, and I was
looking at these figures this morning, in 1998 was
making 477 hours of commissioned, first-run
programmes for children. Today, it is making 1,276.
That is an increase of three times in eight years. An
example that is often cited is, “Yes, but look, for
example, at what Canada is doing”, and I looked up
the Canadian figures because I was mindful that this
might be raised this morning, and in Canada eight
years ago they were making 817 hours of original
programmes and today that has fallen to 708, so the
BBC is making three times the amount and Canada
has gone down by 15%. If you look at it, for
example, in relation to the commercial sector, and I
know there are concerns about ITV in relation to
this, notwithstanding the market pressures ITV is
facing because of a fall in advertising revenue, ITV
has been the biggest investor in the UK of children’s
programme-making in the commercial sector,
around £22–£25 million a year. It has announced
that it is cutting its children’s programmes from
eight to five hours a week and, yes, I regret that, but
children’s viewing patterns are changing too.
Children are watching many more programmes on
demand, they are not only watching them on
television. Their needs are being met by Internet
broadband services, they are being met by children’s
computer games and again I just register here that,
despite the sensationalism of one or two games that
certainly give me concern that children have access
to, I think games like The Sims, for example, are
highly educative and of great value to kids and have
to be seen alongside traditional children’s
programme-making as well. I know that there is a
concern registered by some that the amount of non-
indigenous children’s programme-making and,
therefore, the amount of bought-in programme-
making should be of concern and I know that there
is an anecdote that floats around which says that, if
you ask children today what number you dial for the
emergency services, they say 911, but that has no
qualitative analysis beyond it being an interesting
anecdote and it certainly has no quantitative basis
for backing it up. My children would certainly know
that 911 is not a number and I doubt they even know
what 911 means, but there are concerns about
foreign programme buy-ins. The truth is that I think
children and young people have to be a loud voice in
this and I think we have to be careful of saying that
they should only watch a certain kind of
programme. The fact of the matter is that the
children’s market today is a very diverse, dynamic
market with diVerent tastes, and I think that is rather
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good. The fact that we have the BBC with two
children’s channels, I think that is rather good. The
fact that it is not all being done by a handful of
programme-makers, I think, is also rather good.
Again, in terms of the work that is oVered for people
in the children’s production sector, 15/20 years ago
relatively few jobs, but today, because it is spread
across these multi-platforms, many jobs and, finally,
I would just say to you that it is not by chance that
Steven Spielberg is currently working on a video
games project. The movement between these
platforms is increasingly dynamic and the skills
required of somebody who might have made one
kind of genre 15 years ago can now be applied across
the board in film, television and video games, so I am
less worried about the impact on those who are
producing and I certainly think that those who are
consuming have a wider range of material, but there
is an argument to be had about whether or not we
need to see more indigenous programme-making,
but I think this has to be cautioned by examining the
demands of the consumer and understanding that
children are not simply passive consumers of
material.

Q672 Philip Davies: I am interested in your replies
and you have said that you regret that ITV want to
reduce their children’s programming, but one of the
things that is driving this is this ban that Ofcom have
introduced on the advertising of so-called “junk”
food, which strikes me as another triumph for the
nanny state. Given what you have actually said
about children spending all this time on video
games, new media and all the rest of it, what on earth
is the point in having a restriction on advertising
these so-called “junk” food products if what you are
saying is true, that children are not watching TV
anymore, but they are all playing computer games
and are on the Internet? What is the point of this
restriction on advertising?
Mr Woodward: There are two things to say, first of
all, and one is just to echo the fact that I do not take
quite such a disparaging view as I think you may be
suggesting about video games. I think they play a
very important, educative role and certainly I have
seen it with my children. That does not mean to say
that parents do not have a role in this. You, as a
parent, control how much time your children spend
playing computer games and, if you do not, you
should. That does not mean to say that I think we
should live in a nanny state either, but that is partly
about being a parent here, and I say that because I
think you are quite wrong to reach the conclusion
you have done about banning the advertising of junk
food and I say that because I think you are not fully
recognising the scale of the problem that we in the
UK particularly face, although not exclusively, with
childhood obesity. I think the Government’s multi-
pronged approach to dealing with this, which
includes a proportional and proportionate reaction
to children’s television advertising, is absolutely
right. I think it would be highly irresponsible of the
Government to have ignored scientific evidence
about the way that children in this country have a
dramatic and serious problem with obesity. The

response by the Government, carefully tempered by
a number of scientific reports and analyses of the
market, I think, presented an overwhelming case for
the measures that we took last year. I think it was
quite right to do so, but, equally, it had to be
proportionate which is why the ban was not
extended further than it was, although we continue
to keep that under review. I think to reach a
conclusion that, because we took obesity seriously,
we have somehow entered into some mindless nanny
state is foolish and I think it runs the risk of not
understanding, and taking seriously enough, the
problem of childhood obesity in this country which
can only be tackled by a range of measures, of which
this is one, and it is only one in a number. I think not
to have tackled it in this way, given the evidence,
would have been highly irresponsible.

Q673 Philip Davies: Well, I used to work in
marketing and I am quite happy to say publicly now
that I do not believe that this ban will make any
diVerence whatsoever to childhood obesity, and the
reason why there is childhood obesity is probably
because they are playing so many computer games
and they are not doing enough exercise. I am quite
happy to make my prediction as to what eVect this
ban will have on childhood obesity, none, so perhaps
you could share with us what your prediction is of
what reduction in childhood obesity we can expect
to see as a result of this ban on junk food advertising
because, as yet, nobody else has been able to come
up with any idea of whether we can measure this as
a success or not. What can we expect?
Mr Woodward: May I say, I am surprised that, as
somebody who has a background in marketing, you
are not taking account of the fact that the whole
purpose of television advertising is to sell people
products and, if you actually load children’s
programmes with adverts persuading them that
actually crisps and chocolate and all sorts of other
sweets are kind of somehow desirable, which is of
course the point of the advertising, the point of the
advertising, I presume, is not actually to say, “Don’t
buy a packet of crisps”, or “Don’t buy chocolate”,
the point is to persuade the kids, implicitly or
explicitly, to ask for them and it also adds to the
picture in which their parents are then subjugated to
their children asking for them. I think, frankly, it is
not rocket science to conclude from this that the
hope is that, if you actually remove the advertising
of high-salt, high-fat foods from children’s
programmes, actually you may encourage kids to
adopt a healthier lifestyle and not ask for some of
those things. As I said to you, there is no simple,
crude parallel to be drawn here. This is part of a
multi-pronged approach that has to be kept
proportionate, but I would say to you that I think in
this instance the Government has taken the right
decision in doing this. Of course we are going to have
to wait and see what the outcome is, but I do not
believe that we can aVord to sit around in the hope
that childhood obesity will cure itself. I do again say
to you beware of condemning computer games as
something which leads to childhood obesity and
leads to children not exercising. I think that
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computer games have a vital role to play not only in
the home, but in the classroom. I think they can have
the capacity to teach children skills they would not
otherwise have and I think they can be a highly
useful, educational tool, but, and here is the critical
point, that is not the same as saying that you should,
as a parent, allow your children to spend endless
hours only playing computer games. This is all about
being proportionate and it is about balance, and
encouraging your children to take exercise and
encouraging your children to eat healthily is an
extremely important part of the equation. Parents
who simply abandon a child to an endless diet of
video games, on which there are no restrictions, for
as many hours as they want for every day of every
week of every year, I think, are not properly fulfilling
their obligations as parents.

Q674 Philip Davies: The purpose of marketing is to
try and get people to buy your product, so, when
Cadbury’s are advertising on Coronation Street,
perhaps you could tell us how many people switch
oV the TV set, jump up and leap oV to the nearest
newsagent to buy a bar of Dairy Milk, and I suspect
the answer is none.
Mr Woodward: I suspect Cadbury’s might be able to
give you a better answer than I can.

Q675 Philip Davies: The purpose is that the next time
somebody goes to buy a bar of chocolate, they might
buy Dairy Milk as opposed to Galaxy, and that is the
whole purpose of marketing. When Asda advertise,
it is not to make people get up and go to the
supermarket there and then, but it is the next time
they go to the supermarket, they may choose to go
to Asda, so that is why this ban will make no
diVerence at all. We have now got the perversity
where Asda are not allowed to advertise their milk
during children’s programming, but oven chips are
allowed to be advertised. Is this what you consider
as being a sensible way of dealing with childhood
obesity?
Mr Woodward: I wish there were a simple solution
to this because I cannot imagine that everybody in
this Committee would disagree with the judgment
that we need to deal with childhood obesity. What
we have got to do is try and find a way of creating a
climate in which we can improve on the situation in
the UK and here I suspect it is a disagreement in
judgment between myself and yourself. We think in
government that this is a useful contribution to
tackling childhood obesity. Nobody in government
is under any illusion that this alone is going to be the
measure that is going to defeat this real problem that
we have got. We believe it will play a contribution. I
think that, from what you are saying and your
questions and what I infer from them, you disagree
with that. We have to disagree on it. In government
we had to make a decision and the decision we have
made is to accept Ofcom’s proportionate response to
this issue which, after all, did include an analysis by
Ofcom that they thought that it would make a
diVerence and it would lead to a reduction, but the
fact of the matter is that we will have to wait and see,
but I believe it was the right decision to make.

Q676 Philip Davies: Well, I am concerned about
what happens in the future and in a year’s time or
two years’ time when Ofcom do a review into this
and, if, say, my prediction is right and there has been
no diVerence in childhood obesity, the health fascists
and the zealots are going to say, “Well, we told you
all along that this did not go far enough, this
particular ban, so what we need to do is ban
advertising junk foods altogether”. We know exactly
where this is going to go, so can you give a
commitment that the Government will resist those
health fascists because whatever is done will never go
far enough and whatever proposal there is will never
go far enough to satisfy them and that actually you
bear in mind the potential consequences to
commercial broadcasters if that were to happen?
Mr Woodward: I have to say, I do not think that we
help the debate by derisory references to people who
genuinely are mindful of the problem of childhood
obesity, and I regret the fact that you want to
describe these people as “health fascists”. I think
these are people who genuinely care about the health
of these children. You may disagree with the
conclusions they reach, but I think to describe them
in such an ignoble way debases the issue and does
not actually lead to anything constructive in this
debate, so the proposition that you put to me two or
three years out from now, I think, has to be
measured by my respect for all of those engaged in
this debate, whatever side of the equation they sit on,
and I think simply deriding them and caricaturing
their motives to describe them as “fascists” just does
not help this debate one inch. It is a complicated
debate, it requires sensitivity, it requires caution, it
requires proportionality and I think exaggeration
and caricature really are best put to one side in this
argument.

Q677 Philip Davies: So if these people ask for further
restrictions when no reduction happens, will you
resist it or will you agree to it?
Mr Woodward: If people make arguments based on
evidence and if the arguments are not based on
dogma, prejudice and foolish caricaturing of the
debate, of course it will be looked at sensibly.
Nobody in government should not look at all of the
evidence; of course you should, but you should do it
calmly, you should do it rationally and you should
leave your prejudices outside the door before you
make that judgment.
Chairman: Sticking to the same issue, but perhaps
from a slightly diVerent perspective, Helen
Southworth.

Q678 Helen Southworth: Can I ask you if you could
focus on perhaps the role of public service
broadcasting to ratchet up standards. I think quite a
significant number of people are concerned about
the quality of content for children’s television and
the role that public service broadcasting has in
setting standards and in giving something to aim for
rather than allowing the market just to give a cheap
as possible hourly rate for the provision. I
particularly wanted to ask you about the role that
public service broadcasting, not just the BBC, but
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the whole public service broadcasting sector, has to
play in developing the kind of children’s television
that supports the kind of family life that you were
indicating before. We have been talking about
children sitting alone and watching television or
children sitting alone and playing computer games
or with other children, but I would really like to
focus on the quality of content and then the
opportunity for a family to sit down together, watch
a programme together and talk about it. My son is
28, but we still, whenever we can, sit down and watch
Dr Who together and he consoles me when the
weeping angels appear and I am scared; he is really
good about it. Family life is actually about building
up those relationships and television has got a really
big role to play in that amongst adults, but also
between generations. Can you talk to us about how
public service broadcasting is going to be able to do
that in the future where the BBC looks like it is going
to be the only generator of original content.
Mr Woodward: Well, I do not think it necessarily
follows that the BBC is going to be the only
generator of original content. I think original
content is going to be generated by a number of
organisations in broadcasting, but I also think that
original content is going to be generated on other
platforms and that children are going to want to
consume that as much as they are any others. If I
think about, for example, the way that my children
engage in sites like Bebo and YouTube and those
things, I think we are going to see the growth of user-
generated content that goes with it and, whether we
like it or not, that is a part of the way that our
children are going to grow up. Now, that is a
separate argument from how people inside houses sit
down and watch television together and, you might
even want to adduce with that, eat meals together
and I think you would be forgiven for saying that
one thing that would be a really good idea is if
families, in their many diverse shapes and forms that
they come in today, and there is no judgment on
that, I think that is a good thing, actually spent a bit
a more time talking together rather than consuming
together.

Q679 Helen Southworth: Yes, but that is not what we
are talking about today.
Mr Woodward: Television programmes or games
can make them talk together, and I think learning to
communicate more together in whatever shape or
form that family comes in, and it is sometimes
families that are blood-related and sometimes it is
families that you make, I think that is to be
welcomed, but I do not see television being the only
solution to this. I think television has a role to play
in this—

Q680 Helen Southworth: It has a role, so can we
focus on that role.
Mr Woodward: It is quite hard to be prescriptive, is
it not, about telling a programme-maker what kind
of programmes they should make? I think there is a
danger, and I say this again to myself as this sad, old,
48-year-old parent, that it is quite hard for me to
predict the kinds of programmes that my children

are going to want to watch. What tends to happen is
that they tend to draw my attention to what they like
watching. Part of the problem that organisations in
broadcasting have is that you do reach an age
whereby it is quite diYcult to actually be producing
content for young people because you are actually
no longer in touch with quite a lot of them and that
is because of the diverse way in which this content is
being made. I think one of the diYcult things for us
is to get our heads round producing some sense of
public service broadcasting obligations in this on-
demand age of increasingly user-generated content.
One of the problems, and I think it refers to the
children’s television programming issue more
generally in ITV, we recently organised a seminar at
BAFTA when we tried to bring together the major
players in this and Michael Grade made a very
important observation, I think, about ITV in
relation to children’s programming. He said that
you also have to look at the opportunity costs
because, “If we schedule on ITV at five, six or seven
o’clock children’s programming, actually in this
multi-channel, multi-platform age in which much is
viewed on demand, it will get a very small audience.
It might be a very high-quality programme, but we
will then suVer a very significant, disproportionate
impact on our advertising revenue”, so I think there
are ways to look at this which may not be saying that
you want to see ITV go up from five hours or six
hours up to ten hours, say, but recognising that there
are other digital platforms out there, including
ITV2, 3 and others, where you might like to see these
programmes being made and scheduled. I think that
is what we need and that is why the Ofcom review is
so important in relation to this area and certainly
Ofcom will take note of your questions to me in this
Committee and I think it is something that they
might want to address. I am not sceptical, I am just
slightly cautious about how you could actually
describe what I think is behind your question in a
way that actually could be meaningful and
measurable about the public service obligation for
the future because you have been tending to lapse
into actually prescribing the kind of programming
you want made and I think, quite rightly, ministers
should not get into programme-making, unless of
course they want to abandon their careers and go
back into television.

Q681 Helen Southworth: But can you say anything
about having a target audience which is children and
adults together?
Mr Woodward: Again, we are moving into
programme-making and the specific kinds of
programmes that might be made. There are things,
there are films, for example, that families like
watching together. If you think about a film like The
Pursuit of Happiness with Will Smith recently, a
great film, families watch that together. I have to say,
I find it quite diYcult watching endless episodes of
The OC with my teenage children, it is a bit
repetitive, but for my kids, they love it, and The
Teletubbies. There is a limit to how much I want to
watch of this stuV, but it appeals to a certain
audience. One of the things that a multi-channel age
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gives is the opportunity to serve diVerent kinds of
markets and diVerent kinds of interests and
recognising that television at the moment basically
divides children’s programming into three groups of
children, the pre-school, the five- to 12-year-olds and
the 12–16-year-olds and they have got diVerent
tastes and diVerent demands. I think parents should
sit down with their kids and watch some of the stuV
that their kids watch, not least because they ought to
know what their kids are watching, just as they
should with computer games know what they are
playing, just as they should with sites that their kids
call up, but I am just nervous of saying that I think
there is a way of ending up with prescribing into
guidelines the kind of programming that you might
want the programme-makers to make in relation to
some kind of programme that everybody might sit
down and want to watch together, not because it is
not a noble and laudable aim, but I just do not know
how you do it. It just reminds me of my time in
television when I was the editor of That’s Life! and
we had 18 million viewers a week and the BBC came
along and said, “Look, we need to do audience
research on your programme”. Esther said, “Well,
why?” and they said, “Well, we need to see if we can
make it better”, and she said, “Of course that would
be a good idea, but what are we going to do with the
research at the end of it?” and they said, “Well, it
may lead to us changing the programme”. We went
away and we did it and the truth is that the audience
came back with all sorts of views about what the
programme should be like but it would have been
utterly untransmittable. I say that not in a sense of
undermining what the public were telling us. A very
useful anecdote was given to me recently by the
Comptroller of BBC Wales about Dr Who, a
programme that I love and try and persuade my
children to watch and, of the four, two watch it and
two think I am completely demented for wanting to
watch it. BBC asked their audience five years ago did
they want Dr Who brought back. 80% of the BBC’s
audience said “No”, they had a memory of what Dr
Who was like and they did not want it trampled on.
BBC Wales decided to commission it. A happy
concatenation of people in Wales, Russell T Davies
and others produced a format which today sells in 45
countries, contributes more than £50 million a year
to BBC network and is one of the BBC’s top ten
programmes. I am not saying that audiences and
their views should be ignored, of course I am not; I
am saying though that the public can only know
what they know. The useful lesson I draw from that
is that you can get the public to have a view about
the programme that has been made but the public
are not programme makers and getting them to
prescribe the programme they would like made to
achieve what you would like a programme for all the
family to be able to see, would be quite hard. They
rightly leave it to programme makers, I think
politicians should be even more cautious.

Q682 Helen Southworth: Is that not the whole point,
though, that visionary programme making and huge
quality of creativity of programme making has to be
available for children and we need to make sure the

BBC is not going to be the sole generator of that and
that it also gives us a huge business opportunity
when we get that quality content to sell it around the
world? We need to make sure that our industry is
positioning itself in that place.
Mr Woodward: Let us take a programme like the X
Factor, that is a programme which we all watch, the
youngest 10-year-old through to this sad 48-year-
old. We watch it as family viewing and we talk about
it. We vote on it; we disagree on it. I think that
mirrors many families up and down this country. I
am not sure that as politicians we could have come
up with that as a public service obligation. We
probably could have come up with something which
would have been watched by an audience of three,
but whether or not it would have been watched by
an audience of eight million and produced a format
which is sold around the world, and which does
provide good family entertainment and has given
rise to all kinds of other formats, whether it is
Andrew Lloyd-Webber’s programme to find Joseph
or whatever, that is good family viewing.

Q683 Helen Southworth: I do not think I was
proposing that we as politicians should be doing
this. What we are asking you is, should not
programme makers other than just the BBC,
programme commissioners other than just the BBC,
be doing this?
Mr Woodward: They are doing it. These kinds of
formats can find big audiences and that is one of the
things they want, to improve their advertising
review. I do not think it is a choice between us being
in a position where it is not happening to finding a
situation in which it can happen, the question is
could we in some way find a way of formatting that
into a set of obligations, and I am just not sure we
would be very good at it. I do not entirely share a
view which fails to recognise that it is not already
happening, I think it is already happening.

Q684 Paul Farrelly: We have been talking about
children’s programming and I just wanted to use
that to ask a question on setting and enforcement of
public service obligations. First, can I say I welcome
seeing more of the health campaigners like Jamie
Oliver highlighting what goes into a Turkey Twizzler
and anything which stops the incessant pestering by
my children for new super-improved Honey Nut
Loops or Frosties is to be welcomed because it is
quite evident when you go abroad to France, Italy,
Spain and Germany there is not enough focus here
on healthy eating because there they have a great
emphasis on local produce, here we have great
national advertising campaigns for processed foods
that the Government believes to be relevant. It
clearly has costs and Michael Grade has already
made clear to the Committee that he does not see a
future for children’s programming on ITV, in pretty
short order actually, but nevertheless there is a
public service obligation on them. At the same time,
Michael may be coming to the Government and
Ofcom to try and have the advertising regime
restrictions relaxed. People are also concerned about
the level of regional programming, regional news,
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which we have not discussed, on ITV. The question
is really when Michael Grade comes to have the
advertising restrictions and that regime relaxed in
this new media world, will the Government adopt a
quid pro quo approach in terms of stiVening or
insisting that children’s programming or regional
news programming remains a public service
obligation rather than treating each issue in
isolation?
Mr Woodward: I am not going to pass the buck on
this but I am going to say that the reason we have got
Ofcom there is to reach these judgments. One of the
institutions that I have found in the course of my
work in the last 14 months in this job that has respect
around the world is Ofcom. We have to be mindful
of the fact, and this partly picks up the point that
Philip was making earlier, you cannot just produce
an endless set of obligations and somehow think that
people can continue to make the programmes you
want. We have to find a balance here. Undoubtedly,
the impact of banning junk food advertising on
children’s programmes has had a significant eVect
on revenue. We have to be mindful, therefore, I
know Ofcom are mindful when they are making
their judgments, that there is no magic here. If you
take £30/40/50 million out of revenue, it has to be
found from somewhere else, there will be things you
cannot make. Therefore, when Michael Grade
makes his case and makes his arguments, Ofcom
have got to balance that against a requirement that
we made from ITV last year, but I do not see it
necessarily, and I do not think you are suggesting
this either, as quite so black and white. That is why
Ofcom reaching a balanced judgment over a period
of time based on consultation, with no precipitate
haste, is absolutely essential. There is a case when
ITV talk about wanting to reduce the number of
hours of children’s indigenous programme making
on ITV against the problems they face about revenue
and programme sharers but equally ITV have the
advantage of having ITV 2, 3 and other places where
material can be screened. Therefore the point that
Michael Grade makes about opportunity costs in
relation to ITV 1 is a valid one but I do not see that
necessarily it stands as a broad principle, and
exhaustively so, across the full spectrum of the ITV
oVer. There may be ways that we will want to
encourage broadcasters to think creatively about
this rather than in black and white terms but, again,
the vital organisation we have in this is Ofcom. I am
not suggesting the Committee has ever thought
otherwise but I think that Ofcom has been an
extraordinary success in the Communications Act
reaching balanced sensible views based on very
careful consultation and keeping responses
proportionate and timely.

Q685 Paul Farrelly: You are not entirely ruling out
the Government taking, in certain instances,
potentially, a diVerent view? Everyone is concerned
about public sector obligations get set up and then
they get chipped away.
Mr Woodward: Of course Government could but if
you create an institution like Ofcom, and charge it
with this responsibility and give it the independence

it has from Government, you should be pretty
cautious in Government of saying “We are only
happy with the referee so long as the referee
produces the result we like”. The referee may
sometimes come in with results we do not like, I do
not think it follows because you have got the wrong
result you should disagree with the referee and the
rules. That is why I am so impressed by Ofcom and
you can really see it in relation to the way they have
tackled an issue like Channel 4. The issues are being
considered a long time before it is a crisis and that is
how I think they should approach the children’s
programming review. There is not a crisis in
children’s programming in this country, it is the
reverse. The figures I oVer the Committee in
comparing ourselves with Canada instance that.
However, there are problems along the route, just as
there are with ITV regional news, regional
programming, but it is no longer about ITV only
having a single station to oVer the public. As we get
into digital switchover and we see all of the public
having access to huge numbers of channels, as we see
broadband going into more and more people’s
homes and more and more possibility, I think we
have to look at the fact that the content is going to
come from so many diVerent sources that we have to
have some careful evaluation across the piece to
measure alongside just, say, ITV’s obligations. That
is why, again, Ofcom is the best institution we have
got to do that. I have no reason to think so far when
you say, “If they reached a diVerent judgment from
what the Government felt would we disagree”, the
fact of the matter is it has not happened and I do not
anticipate it happening. I have every confidence that
Ofcom will guide us to the right place.

Q686 Chairman: You have been extremely
complimentary about Ofcom and do not anticipate
disagreeing with them. Can I ask you, therefore, how
you regard their present proposal of the public
service publisher to provide new media content?
Mr Woodward: First of all, it is an example of how
Ofcom think ahead. I am complimentary about
them but I have no reason not to be. We have plenty
of reasons in politics to be unhappy with institutions
and things but I have to say I have no reason to be.
It is not praise given for the sake of it, it is as I find
it. I think their concept of the PSP is an interesting
one. Again, as we move into this multi-platform
digital age with 300 channels and on-demand
services and the new media, the idea of there being a
public service publisher which is a distinct entity
from what we currently perceive as the public service
broadcaster is a useful contribution to the debate.
Their original stabs at what it might cost, how it
might be funded, have already evolved. As to what
form the public service publisher should take I think
now is a matter of discussion. This Committee will
have views about what form it might take in the long
term. What we can be certain about is that the
concept of public service publishing is bound to play
an important place in the future but what we can be
less certain about is what form it should take and
how it should be financed. I do think it goes hand-
in-hand with an overall conception of wanting to
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look into the medium to long term, by which I mean
five to ten years from now, about what public service
broadcasting and public service publishing should
be. It is a good thing to put it on the table now. It is
a useful thing for all organisations to have a view
about and I do not think, for example, there is any
natural conclusion which ends up with the BBC
believing that it should be the public service
publisher. I think that is one of the issues of public
service broadcasting and publishing that is out there
for the future and there should be a lively and
healthy debate about both the form it should take
and the funding it should have over the next few
years.

Q687 Chairman: We would agree with that. On the
other hand, you have said you do not see the real
debate taking place about the future of public service
broadcasting until about the time of digital
switchover. Some people are arguing that is leaving
it rather too late and we need to start it earlier than
that, we need to start it now. Would you envisage
bringing forward the Government’s intention to
examine these issues?
Mr Woodward: Certainly I could envisage we would
bring it forward. What I was referring to was the
original timetable that had been set out was one
which had envisaged that this review would take
place towards the end of the current licence fee
settlement. I do not think that is likely to hold,
mainly because of the speed of transformation that is
taking place in media, new media, linear, non-linear
services. Therefore, Ofcom’s review of public service
broadcasting and public service publishing, I think
our intended review, could well be brought forward
but I cannot reach any conclusions about that
because it is a fast moving target. Had we found that
Channel 4 had faced financial diYculties earlier than
2010 that would have precipitated almost a certain
case for bringing forward that review of the wider
issues of public service broadcasting. My instinct is
that it will come earlier but I cannot tell you for
certain and that will be a decision made by the
Secretary of State.

Q688 Chairman: When the review does take place,
will the option of providing public funding to other
broadcasters, outside the BBC, be one of the options
on the table?
Mr Woodward: All the options have to be on the
table but, equally, they have to be done in the
context of recognising how we have a BBC which
has continued through an extraordinary period of
change and transformation to remain the institution
that it is with the respect that it has not only by the
domestic consumer but by those abroad. As you
know, whilst we got the licence fee settlement a bit
like Goldilocks “absolutely just right”, the fact of
the matter is that I cannot think of any other tax that
the public pay which from the research that we have
had showed they would have been prepared to pay
more. In striking the balance for the right amount of
money for the licence fee payer, getting value for
money and what the BBC wanted to make, and
therefore striking it as we did, we struck the right

balance. In saying that all the options would be on
the table, I add the very important caveat that we
also begin with a very strong admiration and
commitment to the quality and standards and
institution of the BBC. It would be misleading if
people thought that a review of public service
broadcasting and the options for the future, whilst
looking at all the options, did not start with a very,
very strong sense of what works and therefore it does
not necessarily follow in all the options that you
would abandon what works in favour of some
extraordinary experiment and see what happens.
Chairman: Minister, I know you have got to get
away shortly but, very briefly, Paul Farrelly.

Q689 Paul Farrelly: I just want to touch very briefly
on the issue of the digital dividend review and the
approach being taken by Ofcom in line with
Government policy on the auction spectrum. You
will know there is a big, well-funded campaign, HD
for All, which is seeking to persuade us that high
definition television services should have a claim on
that spectrum release. Do you think their arguments
stack up?
Mr Woodward: I think they are strong arguments.
One of the things that Ofcom has to be mindful of,
and I have no reason to think that it will not be
mindful of this, is that just because somebody is
mounting a very strong lobby therefore it follows
that is the way to go. What the high definition
television lobby is being is extremely eVective at
making its case. The allocation of spectrum is
extremely important for a whole range of services
and the obvious one that springs to my mind is
mobile television. At the moment, mobile television
is a service in its infancy but if, for example, when
you look at the preparations that are being made in
China in relation to the Games for next year, China
envisages its consumer market accessing those
Games through mobile television. Again, if you look
at the television industry in the United States and
look at what they are doing to prepare not just an
adapted form of programme making for mobile
television but a whole new strand of programme
making for mobile television, I think there is a need
to anticipate the consumer demand for mobile
television and therefore the spectrum it is going to
need. It happens that mobile television as a lobby is
not as organised as high definition. There are other
applications for spectrum which need to be placed
into the equation. For example, radio mikes, we
have to look at the fact that at the moment the
spectrum auction that would inevitably take place as
a result of switchover is going to raise this as a rather
crucial issue. West End theatre could be very
adversely aVected if there were not a mechanism put
together which would enable them to take part in
bidding for spectrum in which they were up against
the weight of the telecommunications industry. This
is a very complex process. Again I am mindful of the
fact that Ofcom are very open to the lobby that
comes from high definition television but they have
shown me every sign that they appreciate it is a well
organised lobby and does not have an exclusive right
to its voice being the only one that is heard. That
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does not mean to say that high definition television
does not have an important place to play in the
future of allocation of spectrum but I suspect it will
be one of a number of players and not the
exclusive player.

Q690 Paul Farrelly: You have already said quite
clearly that you do not anticipate disagreements
with Ofcom because Ofcom’s record has been good
so far. You have mentioned radio mikes, that is one
potential exception to the principle of the highest
bidder takes the spectrum. Do you see other
exceptions?
Mr Woodward: Yes, for example community radio
community television but, again, a bit of caution
here. Three months ago I was being persuaded that
the solution to the issue of radio mikes, community
television, community radio was interleaved
spectrum. In the last three months Microsoft have
come along and suddenly started showing huge
interest in interleaved spectrum because they can see
it as a way of enabling domestic hubs in wireless set-
ups to be developed. Now the other thing we have to
add into this mixture, therefore, is not just new
applications for the spectrum but also the advances
in compression technology, and therefore what
might currently be needed, we may only need a
fraction of it in as little as two years’ time, let alone

at the end of the switchover period. Again, part of
the diYculty here is we are trying once again to see
round corners and you cannot. Therefore, that is
why I think, with some caution, I listen to the high
definition lobby, not because it is not important, not
because we will not need to make some allocation,
almost certainly we will need to see allocation for it,
but I do think we need to recognise that many of the
applications there, and you asked me what I can
envisage and I gave you some examples, some of
them we do not even know yet. That is the nature of
the digital revolution and that is the nature of
Britain’s role in the digital revolution which happens
from the work we are doing on the creative
industries to reveal that we are better at this than any
other European country. We will have the best shot
at knowing what is coming compared with anybody
else but certainly I cannot sit here and tell you today
that here is the list of what those applications might
be because, as I say, some of them do not even
exist yet.

Q691 Chairman: Minister, I am conscious you are
due in the Chamber shortly.
Mr Woodward: For the Digital Switchover Bill.
Chairman: We could go on for much longer but I
think we should probably finish there. Thank you
very much.
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Written evidence

Memorandum submitted by Martin Hoscik

Further to your recent press notice on your inquiry into public service media content I wish to make
representations on the issue of public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC.

The BBC’s direct funding through the Licence Fee allows the public a unique opportunity to measure the
value for money of a government levied sum; Licence Fee payers know exactly how much we pay and can
easily see assess for ourselves the merit of the BBC’s output.

Many reports and commentators discussing the possibility of public funding other broadcasters often
refer to “top-slicing” the Licence Fee. I believe this should be rejected wholesale as an option on the
following grounds:

(i) Top-slicing would break the visible link between the amount paid and the output it funds—Licence
Fee payers would no longer have a transparent link between collection and output.

(ii) If the LF were top-sliced it is likely that it would need to be increased to prevent the BBC suVering
a reduction in income. It could not be certain that all viewers would understand that this money
was not going to the BBC, this in turn could have serious long term implications for ongoing public
acceptance of the Fee.

The Government already collects significant sums from the commercial broadcasters in taxes and
spectrum levies. It would therefore be relatively simple to oVset the costs of any PSB output against their
tax obligations.

At the moment all LF funded output is produced by the BBC and the receipts from commercial
exploitation channelled via BBC Worldwide back in to BBC output. Similarly the commercial broadcasters
keep any receipts from their own PSB output which are the disposed of in keeping with the needs of the
business and their obligations to shareholders.

However it would be improper for any commercial broadcaster to retain profits generated by the
exploitation of publicly funded programming. Again, if this content were funded by a portion the Licence
Fee it would unacceptable for such receipts to fund the broadcaster’s commercial activities.

The Practicality of Continuing to Impose Public Service Obligations on Commercial Broadcasters.

Commercial broadcasters should be freed of much of their PS obligations. This would allow them to
pursue the legitimate needs of their shareholders.

October 2006

Memorandum submitted by Chris Booth

Thank you for holding this inquiry into Public Service Media Content. I write as someone who worked
for a government-access TV station in Vermont in the US for five years before returning to Britain just over
four years ago. Local democracy is healthier and stronger there than it is here, partly because citizens are
better informed through local access television. Televising local council meetings, mayoral press
conferences, local councillors’ phone-ins and electoral debates for local and state oYces all mean that
citizens have more access to their elected and unelected representatives. Local Television is a strength of local
democracy and I am arguing today for it as an integral part of the digital switchover, partly because it is a
good thing in itself but also because it would revive democracy in this country. Ofcom has pre-empted the
discussion by arguing that new public service broadcasting (PSB) should be put onto the Internet, and that
their proposed public service publisher would fund only internet or new media based projects. They say this
before holding public consultations on the subject, despite the evidence that has been presented to them that
there is some interest in Local Television appearing on the television instead of the Internet. Ofcom is playing
a prescriptive role in this matter, despite its professed neutrality as a regulator. Generally I find Ofcom’s
work in consumer protection excellent, but in its role as strategiser and forward planner it is stuck in a 1980s
mindset that the market will solve all problems and should be left to its own devices. I also think Ofcom
should be more forward in demanding that existing broadcasters provide PSB. At the first Ofcom lecture
recently Lord Currie was asked by an audience member why Ofcom did not do what many other countries
(including France) do and force broadcasters to invest in PSB. Lord Currie replied that he was worried this
would be an onerous obligation and that broadcasters might leave Britain, despite the fact that European
broadcasters faced with such a levy have not done so.

In the end, as Lord Currie acknowledged, Ofcom is answerable to Parliament and can only be advisory.
I would urge the Committee to challenge Ofcom to drop its evident bias against local terrestrial television
and to ensure that the option for local television is included in the digital switchover. Urge also that the
public service publisher be used for digital television PSB and not just internet providers as Ofcom is
proposing. The core fallacy of Ofcom’s thinking is contained in the citizen-consumer dichotomy that they
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love to use; in practice Ofcom gives scant regard to all of us as citizens and pigeonholes us all as consumers.
I would urge the Committee to make that point to Ofcom when they next appear before you. Thank you
for your time.

November 2006

Memorandum submitted by Harvey Edgington

Having witnessed broadcasting abroad, not least recently in Australia, I passionately believe that we still,
somehow, have the best broadcasting standards in the world. Mostly this is due to the BBC and its funding
which allows it to be innovative and free from the commercial pressures that result in the sea of mindless
drivel other nations endure. Although it is not infallible and feels the need to clone ratings hits made by
others (Fame Academy) it should be recalled that the failures are at least risks and its ideas are cloned in
themselves of not stolen. Also it genuinely tries to provide for every sector of the community.

The abject failure of ITV recently is due to giving up on the providing for its community or indeed any
thing smacking of quality or innovation, unless you consider bringing back 10-year-old Cracker. It sincerity
in providing news, arts and children’s programmes was exposed the moment Ofcom let them of the leash.
It audience does not care because they do not. Would ITV produce Planet Earth?—No too costly, The
OYce?—No never heard of the lead actor, the World Cup? Yes but only as vehicle to flog cornflakes which
is why nobody watches it when the BBC has the same match.

They should have their franchise commitments restored and strengthened. Just because people can get
news (usually biased and shallow) elsewhere or children can watch endless, violent, badly drawn cartoons
on another channel do not mean they should be allowed to throw in the towel. After all these are the same
people who go on about competition being good. Its quality not quantity. Quality is choice.

In short British TV is, amazingly, frayed not broke so do not try and fix it. Be proud of it and safeguard
it, not let it lose. I defy you to find as system that provides a range of channels and programmes at such value
for such a diverse community anywhere else in the world.

The idea of a public services broadcaster on a specialist channel is a poor one. It would not have the
budgets (popular programmes subsidises less popular ones at the moment) for programmes or marketing
and would not attract cross over audiences from other programmes as well as well as diluting the brand
identity of existing channels. Ch4 for instance. The idea smacks of Soviet style worthy television.

A better alterative would be to increase the ways of watching the channels. So if I missed a show I could
go to the broadcaster’s website and watch it there, for free. This works very well for BBC radio. And as I
am paying for cable channels run by CH4, BBC etc it would only be fair that I can watch them. Failing that
reduce the pressure on BBC to hit the ratings.

TV audiences are declining not just because of competition from other forms of entertainment but because
most of the channels are crap. Endless re runs of ancient shows, gonzo TV, house hunting, ghost hunting,
obscure sports, religious money scams, etc all chasing smaller sections of the audience. As Springsteen sung
57 channels and nothing on.

There is always a desire to fiddle with long standing arrangements and you only have to look at the
expensive shambles of the railways, the water companies that provide bonuses but not water, and the crooks
charter of PFI to see that the reasons some things have remained the same is because it is the best way of
doing it.

November 2006

Memorandum submitted by Dr Paul Darke

I have read with interest the discussions on whether or not the primary terrestrial broadcasters, without
a Public Service Remit (PSR—or PSB [Public Service Broadcasting]), have some of the Licence Fee money)
in respect of some sort of wider Public Service Remit (presumably giving less to the BBC as part of the
process).

I have been studying the area of disability on television (ie, the Public Service Remit) for over twenty years.
I did my PhD on the subject of disability and the media (available on line at www.darke.info) and feel ably
qualified to make a few suggestions.

Firstly, I would suggest that prior to any attempt to distribute the money wider than the BBC and Channel
4 the first step should be to ensure that those with a Public Service Remit deliver on that remit. Over the
past 10 years—incrementally so—they have increasingly failed to do so in respect of disability, race and
gender and, even sexuality.

The DCMS have, often in association with OFCOM, failed to ensure that any significant notice is given
to the BBC and Channel 4’s Public Service Remit. To the extent that even now Channel 5 and Sky seem to
be more proactive in what they do in respect of minority groups.
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I do not doubt that an overhaul is needed—as OFCOM have identified—but to attempt to force other
broadcasters (any media) to deliver prior to having ensured that those with a legal responsibility to deliver
a Public Service Remit have actually delivered any sustainable part of their remit is folly and will only ensure
further, wider, failure to deliver.

I would argue that the failure of the BBC and Channel 4 to deliver on their PSR to any degree is partly
responsible for greater minority dissatisfaction that we have seen in any other contemporary period
(including the rise of radical terrorists). The PSR broadcasters failures to deliver on their PSR has left the
marginalised and the dispossessed no place to articulate, air, hear or see their voices in their own diversity
let alone in the diversity of the wider society.

As for quotas: many would argue they have never worked. This may well be true but only due to lack of
political and regulatory will. Again, do not throw out the bath water prior to actually using the bath and
the taps that have controls. Furthermore, I believe that quotas are an ideal way of ensuring that the PSR
broadcasters deliver but, more significantly, I believe they are a way of ensuring a higher quality of television
and radio. It was co-incidence that the great revival of the media in the 1980’s coincided with the
introduction of Channel 4 and its (then) truly delivered PSR. Channel 4 (then) bought in new talent, new
ideas and a radical view of broadcasting that forced change, innovation and originality in a way never before
seen on British television. It was Channel 4’s subsequent acquiescence to the market and monopolised
production company commissioning that brought about its last 10 years of PRS abdication. Again, if the
DCMS, had continued to make Channel 4 commission from an open range of production companies (rather
than a few giants as it does now), the current homogeneity of cultural diverse output would be much, much
higher and of a better quality. No where is this truer than in the range of disability programmes available
on television now.

Only as far back as 10 years ago there was a disability specific programme (weekly) on all terrestrial
television channels. Now there is none. Tessa Jowell’s argument that it is the broadcasters’ decision alone
to decide how they meet their PSR is a moral abdication of responsibility that has had a very high cost—
catastrophic for some—for culturally diverse talent, production and cultural cohesion.

Part of the problem has always been that the quotas, as they were, are only ever applied to factual or news
programming. It needs to be across the board: entertainment as well as factual but, more importantly, also
for Drama and Film.

One of the arguments of the broadcasters—particularly the BBC and Channel 4—is that they have
“mainstreamed” their PSR/PSB. This is of course rubbish. Yes they have mainstream programmes with
culturally diverse elements but, significantly, they always have (even the BBC right back in the 1950s did).
All they have done is labelled what they were already doing (separate to their PSR/PSB) and labelled it as
innovative PSR/PSB broadcasting; all the while cutting their actual PSR/PSB in favour of banal audience
chasing entertainment (the preserve and rightful responsibility of the commercial channel. To the extent
that, I believe, most senior managers and producers who have entered Channel 4 and the BBC in the last
10 years have little significant understanding of what PSR/PSB actually is (why would they!).

Furthermore, as much as there is a need to develop PSR/PSB within the mainstream with a responsibility
for it, for any significant PSB/PSR to work their needs to be a PSR/PSB audience and it is only where there
is no financial cost will the independent sector take it on with any degree of long term development. The
independent sector will always take it on if there is no cost or if there is government funding but that is no
replacement for an actual PSR / PSB audience that will eventually support it coming from the independent
sector. Specifically, the audience needs to be developed—through the regulated delivery of PSB that fulfils
its remit—in order for it to have any social influence, long term significance and potential commercial
viability (which I believe it will have).

Given the need for audience development in respect of PSR/PSB in the mainstream, I would argue,
OFCOM have over-stated the significance of other media in the delivery of PSR/PSB. It is an underground,
and will remain so, unless significant PSB/PSR terrestrial broadcasters are regulated in to delivering it. Why
is that needed? To ensure that the commercial viability and potential of that underground sector is harnessed
and enabled to deliver significant economic benefits to the nation as a whole. Real PSB/PSR broadcasting
from the BBC and Channel 4 would get disabled people, ethnic minorities and new minorities from the
expanded EU in to a new ear of Creative Industries: unemployment would fall and the socio-economic status
of those from minorities (across the board) would grow and create greater economic wealth and solidity
social cohesion (and undermine terrorism from within and without).

Given the amount of public money that the PSR/PSB receives—as well as their privileged status—I would
argue that OFCOM’s suggestion that a new PSB/PSR channel be set up is a major error on a number of
counts:

— It would further allow those with a PSB/PSR (Channel 4 and BBC) to abdicate their
responsibilities even more;

— It would allow such broadcasters to go further ‘down market’: is this what is wanted?

— It would, most importantly, allow the DCMS to further abdicate its responsibilities and powers;

— It would, given the current lack of control or regulation by DCM or OFCOM, quickly slip into
being a cultural diverse parody of the mainstream broadcasters;
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— Fail to be diVerent, yet also be a part of the cultural mix of UK broadcasting;

— Become, much as the new PSB/PSR broadcasters did, part of the establishment of broadcasters
rather to rapidly;

— Be a Ghetto for the diverse in a shallow sea;

— Fail to deliver a mainstream voice for minorities whilst also allowing the majority to avoid the
issues of the minorities;

— It would be a boiling pot of resentment amongst those who fail to get equal air time or access whilst
also becoming the preserve of the ‘right thinking’ groups amongst the culturally diverse;

— It would not be seen, listened to or seen as equal: it would be the poor relation of the “big boys”;
“boys” who would steal, plagiarise and lampoon it;

— Most significantly, it would not commercialise PSB/PSR broadcasting as the mainstream can.
Thereby forever leaving it dependent upon complete public funding;

— et al.

What do I think should happen? Good question. Firstly I would ensure that those with the responsibility
to deliver current PSR/PSB actually do it. There should be PSB/PSR broadcasting champions employed by
OFCOM/DCMS/the broadcasters themselves. This would raise the bar: get the issue taken seriously by the
broadcasters themselves and the public.

Bizarrely, I would ensure that some ‘diVerent’ channels be created by the BBC and Channel 4 that focus
on their PSR/PSB responsibilities instead of allowing them to target with their extra digital channels the
commercial sectors ground. For example, I would ensure that BBC 3 and 4, and MORE 4 and E-4 were
much more PSB focused rather than at the 18–28 white middle-class target audience: thereby allowing each
of Channel 4 and the BBC to do its “entertaining” of the 18–28 groups on its main channels. Or vice verse:
ensure high PSR/PSB on their main channels and allowing them to diversify in to the entertainment of the
18-28 age groups on their other channels. But it would be one or the other.

This would raise advertising revenue for all concerned: the independent sector and Channel 4 by creating
new markets and develop the audience for PSB/PSR broadcasting. After all, PSR/PSB will, in the future be
the most holistic broadcasting taking place with the largest audiences: it is in the interests of both the BBC
and Channel 4 to embrace actual PSVB/ PSR broadcasting with a view to the long term (unlike they do
at present).

The relevant broadcasters’ PSB/PSR are at the heart of creating, and maintaining, aVective (eYcient and
sustainable) social cohesion. Social cohesion can only exist when diverse views (religions, political beliefs
and social mores) have an opportunity to exhibit themselves. Otherwise they go underground and become
much more dangerous, less observable and extreme. I see no coincidence that the deterioration of the BBC
and Channel 4 PSR has coincided with terrorism. An extreme view: no; but I accept that there are many
other contributing factors to terrorism in the UK but even these could have been tempered if those with a
PSR had delivered it at all (let alone eVectively). What those with a PSR have to consider is that by simply
creating cultural diverse representation of minority (and majorities) groups which are in fact mere similes
of “white middle-class” ideals will only serve to create further divisions: particularly amongst those who see
the banality (or corruption) of the mainstream as the problem in itself. Simply calling such “mainstreaming”
is a betrayal of what cultural diversity actually is. To the degree that those with a PSR must do both for
either to be eVective: mainstream and allow actual diversity its position in order to create social cohesion
(after all, social cohesion, is the actual point of PSB).

Given the nature of the beast—the media’s need for cash—I would urge the DCMS Select Committee to
support the BBC in gaining the License fee it requires. But, and only then, with clearly set targets in the
delivery of its PSR (including the creation, or replacement of BBC3 or 4, of a new channel or 2 that actually
deliver across the board of PSB). It is interesting to note that BBC Radio has an entire radio station to the
Asian community (westernised in the main) whilst it only has one a day for women and absolutely zero to
the largest minority of all: the disabled. Such a situation is, in relation to the use of public money a disgrace
and actually, quite immoral.

On another matter—not that related but linked. I am disturbed by the lack of access for ordinary people
to originate and control (and profit) from ideas they may have. Some people may get out of benefits or low
pay and become more independent. Often individuals are told to approach one of the big production
companies and then many people hear nothing and then see their programmes on the television a year later.
I believe it is the responsibility of a PSB (particularly the BBC) to enable people to suggest ideas, control
them and profit from them. I do not mean people who wish to ‘enter the business’ (the BBC are quite good
at that) but any individual who may have a single idea they want to get across and maintain their rights over.
PACT has a database of ideas for people to prove they originated them but there is not one doing such a
thing for people not in the business. I would suggest that the BBC be forced to do this proactively; thus
enabling it to recharge its own creativity and ensure that the BBC is actually the people’s BBC. At the
moment the situation is open to abuse (as repeated articles in the media have shown over the past few years).
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I would be happy to come and discuss any matter from this submission to the DCMS Select Committee
individually or as a whole: in fact I would welcome the opportunity. I hope you find my submission
interesting if nothing else.

November 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Royal National Institute of the Blind (RNIB)

Who we are

RNIB is the leading organisation of blind and partially sighted people working for the two million people
in the UK with sight loss. 80% of our Trustees and Assembly Members are blind or partially sighted. We
are a membership organisation with over 8,000 members who are blind, partially sighted or the friends and
family of people with sight loss. We encourage members to be involved in our work and regularly consult
with them on government policy and their ideas for change.

75% of blind and partially sighted people of working age are unemployed. Nearly three quarters of older
blind and partially sighted people experience poverty, living on less than half the average household income.

We are a campaigning organisation, fighting for the rights of people with sight loss of all ages in each of
the UK’s countries. We work to:

— Improve provision within health and social care services.

— Increase access to information and television services.

— Tackle discrimination in employment and get more blind and partially sighted people into work.

— Ensure a secure income for blind and partially sighted people of all ages.

We also develop and deliver exemplar services for people with sight loss, as well as providing expert
knowledge to business and the public sector through consultancy on improving the accessibility of the built
environment, technology, products and services.

Why This Inquiry Matters to Blind and Partially Sighted People

Access to television services
When RNIB conducted a survey in 1991 we found that 94% of blind and partially sighted people surveyed
used television as a key source of information, news and entertainment.

Our main concern is that public service obligations, such as provision of access services for the two million
people in the UK who have a sight problem, are maintained in the future on new platforms to enable access
to content. Failure to maintain these obligations could see huge numbers of people excluded from being able
to access programming.

In addition, blind and partially sighted people face barriers to accessing digital television, such as the
inaccessibility of text based Electronic Programme Guides. We believe that public service obligations will
be key in ensuring that solutions to such barriers are developed and implemented, ensuring that all groups
within society are enabled to have access to television services.

Introduction to Our Response

We have set out our responses to the Committee’s inquiry under the question headings of the original
press release.

Question: The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

Public service obligations, like the provision of audio description for people with sight loss, are essential
requirements upon commercial broadcasters, to ensure that they continue to make their programming
accessible to blind and partially sighted people. Were these obligations to be weakened then vital services
that enable disabled people to enjoy television would be under threat running the risk of excluding huge
numbers of people.

What is audio description?

Audio description of TV is a relatively recent innovation. It is an additional commentary that describes
non-verbal action happening on the screen, such as body language, facial expressions, costume or scenery.
Audio description provision still stands at low levels with about 8% of programmes being described on the
major channels, going up to maximum 10% (as required by the Communications Act, 2003).
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Public service obligations and convergence

We are extremely concerned that as technology changes and convergence takes place, disabled people are
not left behind, unable to access new media services or use the equipment needed to receive and interact with
those services. We believe this is a real and serious possibility, unless action is taken to ensure that technology
and services are designed to be accessible. Clearly public service obligations play a central role in ensuring
ongoing inclusion for many groups of people, including disabled and older people.

We have for some time been pushing for the amount of audio described programmes to be increased from
10 to 20% of programmes, it being clear that commercial broadcasters will not voluntarily increase their
audio described output. Such an increase, we believe, is vital if blind and partially sighted people are to be
convinced of the benefits of analogue switch oV.

Question: The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

RNIB supports Ofcom’s proposal for a Public Service Provider. On the basis of the Public Service
principle (that content should be widely available), we would like to see the PSP concept developed to ensure
that disabled people have access to publicly funded programme content, and specifically that content should
be made accessible to blind and partially sighted people through audio description.

In addition, we believe that the PSP concept would place a responsibility for solving technical access
problems. One such access issue is that many people with sight loss are unable to access Electronic
Programme Guides. Without other means of access, such as a talking EPG, blind and partially sighted
people are in serious danger of being excluded from digital television services.

We specifically welcome Ofcom’s suggestion for a trusted public service guide or navigator, subject to such
a guide or navigator being made fully accessible to blind and partially sighted people.

Question: The case for provision of public service material on new media

It is important that public service material is delivered on new media, as traditional ways of watching
television are being replaced with watching on new and converged platforms. However, at the moment,
public service material, when delivered on new media, is not delivered with access services such as audio
description. Content should be made accessible to blind and partially sighted people with audio description
irrespectively of what platform it is delivered on. This situation should be addressed with urgency.

From a consumer perspective, the distinction between diVerent platforms that content can be received on
is becoming blurred, with services such as HomeChoice and the future BT on-demand oVering. In addition,
content can be received via a PC-based platform over the internet without it having the ”feel” or ”look” of
a PC, and without the consumer being fully aware that he/she is downloading from an internet site rather
than watching a traditional broadcast stream. As technology develops, consumers will increasingly be able
to receive content on one platform and record it to play on a diVerent platform. For example, it will be
possible to receive TV programmes via a Freeview box, record with a PVR (personal video recorder) and
via a wireless connection transfer the content for viewing on a mobile phone handset or gaming console.

With these developments in mind, it is important to ensure that the requirements on broadcasters to
provide access services for disabled consumers, such as audio description for blind and partially sighted
people, are not limited to traditional ways of receiving television. If these requirements are not extended to
non-traditional media platforms, the provision of services such as audio description will reduce over time
as more providers move to new platforms instead, or in addition to traditional platforms.

We believe that it would be against the spirit of the 2003 Communications Act not to extend to non-
traditional media platforms the requirements to provide access services such as audio description. Given the
growing importance of these new platforms, now is the right time to introduce regulation that secures access
to television for blind and partially sighted people, so it is guaranteed for the future.

January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by ntl

1. Media Plurality

The primary issue is the reduction in media plurality that will result from BSkyB’s stake in ITV, which
directly relates to issues of public service broadcasting that your Committee is considering in its
forthcoming session.

In a market where mainstream competition is already very limited, BSkyB’s involvement in ITV runs
contrary to the public interest. Put simply, this transaction further extends the influence of BSkyB’s principal
shareholder—News Corporation—over the UK’s news media. It is worth noting that News Corporation is
generally thought to control the board of BSkyB as the appointment of Rupert Murdoch’s son
demonstrated and yet the parent company holds only 39% of its equity.

Media plurality and diversity are concepts central to a democratic, dynamic and competitive media sector.
This is particularly true where it concerns the ownership of the UK’s largest commercial television channel—
given that 72% of people obtain most of their news from television. Indeed, in its recent review of the media
ownership rules, Ofcom stated that “ITV1, as the largest commercial television channel, has an especially
important role in ensuring plurality in the provision of news”.

News Corporation’s UK newspaper subsidiary News International already has 32.7% of all national
newspaper circulation (52.8% of popular newspapers and 36.2% of quality newspapers). As ITV’s leading
shareholder , together with its control over BSkyB, News Corporation’s various TV and newspaper interests
will reach an additional 12 million people, with most of the growth coming from the over 55 age group which
has the highest propensity to vote.

Over a recent seven day period, 67% of adults (over 33 million people) have read a News International
newspaper; watched Sky News, or watched one of the main news bulletins on ITV1. This represents a
formidable reach for a single media owner.

In addition, this transaction calls into question the future of ITN as an alternative to both BSkyB and the
BBC as a gatherer of news. ITN’s news contract with ITV—the single largest contract ITN has—expires in
2008 and when it was last being negotiated in 2001 there was considerable concern voiced at the way that
Sky News impacted on the bidding process. The BSkyB investment in ITV increases the probability that
this contract will not be renewed and instead awarded to Sky News, thus weakening ITN’s foundations and
granting Sky News the position as the only significant competitor to the BBC.

All of this is more troubling, given News Corporation’s history of exerting influence over the editorial
coverage of its outlets—not only in relation to its own business interests, but also on much wider economic-
political questions. This transaction will also extend News Corporation’s influence into regional and local
television news output, currently produced almost entirely in-house by ITV. There must now be concerns
over the future investment in and editorial direction of that output.

2. BSkyB’s Material Influence over ITV plc

Secondly, the suggestion that BSkyB, having spent £1 billion on shares in a media competitor, will not
exert any material influence over ITV is simply implausible.

BSkyB has both the ability and motive to influence the strategic direction of ITV. In the press release that
announced the purchase on 17 November, BSkyB stated that it “wishes to explore options to create value
in the interest of both BSkyB’s and ITV’s shareholders”. Such a statement carries with it the underlying
assumption that the two companies’ interests can and should be aligned.

BSkyB’s 17.9% stake now makes it by far ITV’s largest shareholder. Its stake is more than double the
second largest shareholding, and more than four times as large as the third. That stake would have given it
27% of the votes cast at the May 2006 AGM (and a 19.9% stake would confer 30% of the votes cast), enough
unilaterally to block a special resolution and enough with a small group of other shareholders to pass or
block an ordinary resolution. At the very least, such a significant holding will be enough to shape ITV’s
board proposals.

Unlike the rest of ITV’s shareholders, BSkyB has very considerable knowledge and expertise in
broadcasting and content. It enjoys a leading—and in some cases dominant—market position. Given the
size of its shareholding relative to others, BSkyB is in a powerful position to influence the business decisions
of ITV.

Although BSkyB states it has no intention to seek board representation, this cannot be guaranteed absent
regulatory intervention by the OFT or the DTI. In any event, board representation is not required for a
shareholder to exert considerable influence. Indeed, when Fidelity Investments (from whom BSkyB
purchased a portion of its shares) held only 12–14% of the nascent ITV plc, it had suYcient muscle to prevent
Michael Green from taking his position as ITV Chairman in 2003. This chapter in ITV’s history was well
reported at the time.
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Evidence of material influence is already being felt: namely the fact that ITV’s first decision of significance
after the BSkyB share raid was to reject my company’s oVer of talks with regard to a possible takeover bid.
This would have posed a serious commercial challenge to BSkyB’s unhealthy dominance in the market for
multi-channel television. A wide range of industry commentators and market analysts correctly identified
BSkyB’s clear intention to influence and control third party bids for ITV.

3. The Impact on Competition

The third and final issue is the adverse eVects of the BSkyB stake in ITV on competition: the concerns
should be as great as those arising if, say, Tesco took a major stake in Sainsburys. BSkyB’s stake limits ITV’s
freedom to act to create a more meaningful competitor to BSkyB itself—and BSkyB’s action is universally
held to have been motivated by that objective.

This linkage risks a number of anti-competitive outcomes:

— Competition in the procurement of content rights (sports rights in particular) will be blunted—in
particular, there are material risks in facilitating common interest and collaboration by two of the
most powerful purchasers of sports rights;

— Advertising competition will be lessened—between them, ITV and BSkyB account for 60.2% of
TV advertising in the UK;

— Competition in scheduling will be lessened—there will be a reduction in the number of truly
independent news providers from three to two, and BSkyB will have the incentive to ensure that
attractive ITV content is made available on the DTH platform (rather than on cable or Freeview).

Other competition issues arise specifically with regard to control of major digital platforms—a crucial
consideration in the run-up to digital switchover. This transaction combines BSkyB’s control of the
dominant digital satellite platform with ITV’s significant stake in the fast-growing digital terrestrial
platform—a combination which media regulators have taken great steps to avoid in the past (see the ITC’s
previous decisions to prevent BSkyB becoming a partner in OnDigital, and the restrictions that currently
limit BSkyB’s presence on Freeview for just this reason).

The transaction also grants BSkyB the inside track on ITV’s plans to develop jointly with the BBC a rival
“Freesat” satellite platform that could constitute a viable competitor to Sky’s own service. Such a
development is now unlikely to be encouraged by ITV’s largest shareholder, thus preventing many homes
from having a real choice of digital platforms.

4. The Committee’s Inquiry into Public Service Media Content

It will be seen from the above that our concerns have a very real bearing on at least two of the topics raised
in your present inquiry, as already discussed.

We believe that the prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age
are jeopardised by this transaction. BSkyB’s stake in ITV actually results in a diminution of plurality.
Consequently, the future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s
programming is also jeopardised. As already discussed, the continuing viability of ITN as an alternative
provider of news to both the BBC and Sky is under threat.

We believe that all of the above should give the Committee, at the very least, pause for thought. The key
issue is one of risk: the risk not only that BSkyB has the ability to exercise material influence over ITV (the
relevant legal test set out in the Enterprise Act 2002 for a merger to exist), but the risk that circumstances
will arise in which BSkyB will have a compelling incentive to exercise that ability; the risk that in a number
of potentially subtle ways the benefits of genuine media plurality will be lost, and the risk that as regards
competition both ITV and BSkyB will have the incentive to ”take their foot oV the gas” in competing with
each other. The merger control and public interest regime in the UK provides a proper forum for these risks
to be identified and evaluated in a calm and measured way: by means of a reference to the Competition
Commission, and we would urge your Committee to consider the benefits of such a step.

Indeed, there are already concerns stirring in Parliament and the wider media.

Firstly, it is clear that a number of the Committee’s members are concerned, to the extent that they have
signed Early Day Motion number 309, a copy of which is attached (not printed), with the present list of
signatories as at 17 December 2006.

Secondly, concerns about the public interest issues arising from the BSkyB stake in ITV have been
expressed in the House of Lords by Peers of all political backgrounds. This is an issue which spans the
political spectrum, and should cause concern to all of those who harbour an interest in press and broadcast
freedom, plurality and competition.

Thirdly, a meeting of the All-Party Media Group was called on 6 December 2006, at which a number of
Members of both Houses expressed their concern at the issue. I attach an article from the Guardian website
for ease of reference (not printed).
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The stage is set for your Committee, as the pre-eminent group with oversight of the issues outlined in this
letter, to look into this important matter. We would be willing to provide every possible assistance to such
and inquiry, including the detailed information which lies behind the representations made, for the sake of
brevity, in summary form in this letter.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Tom Collis

What Channel 4 is Prepared to Spend its Money on

— 100 million! in three years marketing “the brand”.

— £100 million! over five years on “forefront of technology” IT.

— £30 million in 2006 alone on so-called new media, including a seemingly bottomless pit of
simpering ninnies presenting quiz call programmes . . . and a radio station (how on earth did this
happen?).

— £1.5 million on an events company in order to promote its cooking programmes (words fail me).

— staV salaries averaging £70k (when even the BBC only forks out £50k).

— £3 million on the mean-spirited an unwatched Space Cadets, with presumably a similar amount
expended on the equally pointless Unanimous.

— £40 million on an American imported programme, Desperate Housewives. This works out at about
£1 million an episode, when the Code of Practice indicates that it will pay £150k for a documentary
(surely what Channel 4 is supposed to be doing)—the justification of this decision should make
interesting reading.

— £180 million on ensuring that members of the public who really should have been sectioned, receive
not 15 minutes but endless dreary hours of fame on Big Brother for another three years.

— £5 million! on a VoD service, where the level of “demand” and any return on “public service”
cash seems to have been inconsequential commercial annoyances.

What Channel 4 is Apparently not Prepared to Spend its Money On

— quality public service programming (whatever happened to its responsibility to provide alternative
viewing to that on other channels).

— its share of digital switchover costs; asking for a government handout instead.

This “not for profit” broadcaster is run by an ex-sketch writer for The Two Ronnies, the marketing man
for I Can’t Believe it’s Not Butter and a chap who owns a chain of Belgian-themed restaurants; all of whom
have therefore produced gags of a type in their own separate ways.

Unfortunately, the last laugh seems to be on the general public. At least the advertising agencies who are
about to be subject to an unwarranted 5% hike in charges by the salesmen at Channel 4 now have an
alternative in ITV. We can only hope that in terms of programmes also, Michael Grade can resurrect his
new venture at the expense of his old one [. . .]

3 December 2006

Memorandum submitted by British Telecommunications plc

1. BT welcomes the opportunity to provide this input to the Committee’s Inquiry.

BT’s Interest in Responding

2. BT has put the development of broadband services at the heart of its UK business. Our activities
include the provision of networks and services to communications and content providers to enable them to
build their own networks and services for utilising the internet. We also oVer retail services to UK consumers
and citizens to enable them to access the internet and all that broadband oVers.
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3. As part of this strategy, BT is committed to oVering UK consumers a wide range of services so that
they can get the most out of the capabilities of broadband. BT is one of a number of companies making
substantial investments in new platforms and services which add to traditional viewing opportunities the
benefits of full interactivity and true on demand delivery. In December 2006, BT launched ‘BT Vision’, an
innovative, mass market-oriented TV service.

4. Although BT is not a broadcaster, we have a strong interest in developments in new media, both in
terms of content and delivery mechanisms. This includes public service broadcasting and media content.

Description of BT Vision’s Service

5. Using a single set-top box, the BT Vision service delivers to the TV set pay per view (PPV) and
subscription video on demand (SVoD) services, digital terrestrial free to air channels, communications and
interactive services including in due course video telephony and instant messenger. The service is designed
to be easy to use, bringing the next generation of TV technology within reach of a mass audience and putting
the UK at the forefront of the development of digital TV delivery.

6. BT Vision’s service covers the range of ‘traditional’ programming such as first run movies, older, classic
library movies, high profile UK and US episodic television programming, children’s programming, sports
and music. The service gives customers the opportunity to watch programming with complete flexibility, not
only in terms of when and what they watch, but also how they pay for it.

7. Due to the interactive nature of the service, BT will also oVer a wide range of diverse, speciality and
niche programming to serve interest groups and communities that have hitherto been underserved or
unserved by broadcast television. Communities and individuals will also be able to create content for others
to view and interact with via the TV. We expect this to stimulate new user-generated content, community-
based programming and low cost independent programmes.

8. We expect two broad programming themes will develop:

— Niche/specialist content. Distribution of content to the TV which would not otherwise be economic
to distribute—for example “non-banner” sports ie less viewed sports such as Conference League
football, local news, and specialist interest content currently only served by specialist print
publications. BT’s on-demand TV platform will revolutionise the distribution and availability of
this type of programming.

— User-generated content. The rise of blogging and social networking internet sites show that there
is a huge appetite amongst consumers to create and distribute content, whether it is personal
content for distribution to family and friends or more general content for distribution as widely
as possible.

Comments on Public Service Broadcasting (PSB)

9. BT supports plurality in public service broadcasting as an essential means of ensuring quality and
innovation through competition. However, as we move into a digital age, the existing PSB model, based on
traditional broadcasting channels, faces challenges and opportunities. For example:

(i) We need to look at alternative or additional provision/funding models. Increasingly, consumers are
viewing programming content in diVerent ways, both in terms of non-linear viewing (eg time shift
or on-demand) and over a variety of platforms. Technological developments, including the
opportunities aVorded by digital switchover, will mean that this issue needs to be addressed
seriously over the next decade.

(ii) We need to review the definitions of “public service broadcasting” and “public service media
content”. The potential ”fragmentation” of programme viewing makes this inevitable. Is it
sustainable going forward for public service content to be defined solely in terms of the broadcast
channel/platform over which it is provided? In the longer-term, PSB funding might attach itself
both to specific types of content and also the distribution of that PSB content over whatever
delivery mechanism—a content-specific, platform-neutral approach.

10. The importance of this review is clear from looking at the challenges that the current model raises for
new platforms, such as BT Vision. BT is currently responding to the BBC Trust and Ofcom review of the
proposed BBC iPlayer and “catch up” service under the new BBC governance arrangements. In assessing
the impact of this new proposition on BT, we have told Ofcom that we believe that BT Vision, should it wish
to do so, should reasonably be able to recover the direct and significant costs of delivering the free BBC
catch-up content over its platform.

11. The Committee asks for views on the value of the Public Service Provider (PSP) concept as advanced
by Ofcom. BT is not fully aware of Ofcom’s latest thinking on the structure of the PSP, nor any timescales
for its possible introduction. However, as we understand it, Ofcom envisage that the PSP would commission
public service content but not be tied to a traditional linear TV model and it could distribute public service
content across platforms. This model therefore would appear consistent with the possible approach outlined
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above and BT would be interested in engaging further on this with Ofcom and other stakeholders at the
appropriate time. However, the PSP is probably only one possible model and other options that recognise
the PSB “value chain”, from commissioning through to distribution, might equally be valid.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by BECTU

1. BECTU is the trade union for workers (other than peformers and journalists) in the audiovisual and
live entertainment sectors. Our members work for all existing broadcasters and throughout independent
production for broadcast. We have a close and longstanding interest in issues relating to public service
media content:

Plurality in Public Service Broadcasting (PSB) in the Digital Age

2. We note that the White Paper on BBC Charter Review confirmed the Government’s support for a
continuing plurality of PSB provision. We also note that the Ofcom paper on Digital PSB (July 2006)
identified (pp 7–8) a number of benefits from a plural PSB system:

— Complementary services to diVerent audiences.

— A range of perspectives, especially in news and current aVairs.

— Competition to spur innovation and investment.

— Provision of benchmark information on the performance of diVerent providers, thereby aiding
regulation.

— Competition for quality in PSB delivers benefits to viewers, especially as citizens.

3. We further note Ofcom’s view (p9) that “A lack of plural PSB provision could, for instance lead to the
relative isolation of PSB content in the marketplace and a reduction in its influence and accessibility”.

4. As strong supporters of our plural PSB system we fully endorse these arguments. We believe that a
plural PSB system should and can be retained in the digital age. The continuing popularity of PSB
channels—relative to audience levels on the vast majority of digital channels—means, in our view, that our
plural PSB system is sustainable in the digital age provided that we retain a suitable supportive system of
regulation.

5. The persistence of market failure in broadcasting (ie the market’s failure, in the absence of regulation,
to provide the range and quality of PSB programmes which are demonstrably popular with viewers); the
position of plural PSB as a public good (bringing a much broader range of benefits than can be measured
by the narrowly economic criteria of the market); and the continuing international success of our PSB
programmes (as measured in programme sales) mean, in our view, that our plural PSB system can and
should remain a vital element in any future digital broadcasting landscape. We believe that a key future role
for our broadcasting regulators will be to ensure that this is the case.

The Continuation of PSB Obligations on Commercial Broadcasters

6. It follows from the above analysis that we believe it is both practical and desirable to continue to
impose PSB obligations on commercial broadcasters. We note that even Ofcom, in the paper cited above,
has stepped back from some of the pessimistic conclusions of its earlier PSB review:

— “The take-up and impact of personal video recorders has been slower than many thought” (p 3)
and “the long term impact on commercial broadcasters revenues may be less dramatic than
expected” (p 13).

— “Channel 4 has continued to perform well” (p 3).

— “The overall advertising market has held up to date” (p 3) and “revenues are above expectations”
(p 23).

— “There has been a growth in programme investment by non-PSB channel providers” (p 23),
thereby providing and encouraging more scope for commercial PSB.

— “Local and indigenous services have expanded” (p 23).

7. We of course acknowledge, as does the Ofcom report, that some trends run counter to this. However,
as we indicated in our submission to the Ofcom PSB review, no convincing case has yet been made as to why
PSB obligations on commercial broadcasters are unsustainable. It is fashionable in some quarters to argue
that the new technology and market forces are irresistible—but we simply do not accept this and believe
such arguments to be largely initiated by commercial self-interest and a wish to scrap PSB obligations for
narrowly economic reasons.
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8. We believe that public policy on PSB should have regard primarily to the interests of viewers, who have
consistently demonstrated a strong appreciation of PSB programming of range and quality. PSB obligations
on commercial broadcasters—if necessary amended to take account of the changing broadcasting
landscape—can and should, in our view, be retained in the digital age. To accept the opposite (ie that such
obligations are unsustainable) would be a political choice (albeit sometimes disguised as “inevitability”)
which we believe should be emphatically rejected. Our PSB system, incorporating commercial broadcasters
as well as the BBC, is an international success story for the UK and should be preserved rather than
undermined.

The Viability of Existing Funding Models for ITV/Channel Four/Five

9. The underlying position of ITV has recently been obscured by the turmoil concerning changes in
shareholding, takeover bids and the appointment of a Chairman. Some trends are, however, clearly
discernible in the recent period. Despite stronger than expected TV advertising revenue as a whole, ITV1’s
share of net advertising revenue has been falling and is forecast to continue doing so. ITV1 audience share
is also down, including the key (for advertisers) 16–34 year old age band (although, depending on the period
measured, the decline is less than that of BBC1 and Channel 4). Its original distinguishing characteristic
(regional, structures and identity) has long since been lost sight of as ITV management has followed a
deliberate policy of reducing regional commitments.

10. By posing the question of “the viability of the existing funding model of ITV”, the CMS Committee
almost invites the response, in the face of these trends, that it is not. Before rushing to any conclusions,
however, we believe that some more positive points about ITV should be noted:

— ITV is still by far the UK’s largest commercial terrestrial broadcaster with a far more dominant
domestic position than any equivalent US network.

— It now has a linked family of digital channels, with rising revenue and audience share.

— It can attract strong investor interest (albeit for very mixed motives) from major players such as
BSkyB and ntl.

— Its status attracts and should continue to attract, prominence on the Electronic Programming
Guide, with resulting benefits for audience and revenues.

11. For the reasons set out above, we strongly disagree with any future strategy for ITV involving the
removal of its PSB obligations (which would simply, in our view, render the company even more vulnerable
to foreign takeover—to the long-term detriment of UK viewers). We address below the issue of where
supplementary funding might be found for ITV’s long term PSB future. We are very clear, however, that
ITV can have a perfectly viable future as a commercial PSB company.

12. A vital necessity in the short term, will be for ITV to refocus on quality programming and creative
vision as the centre of its strategy—rather than accountancy-led cost-cutting and dumbing down. As has
been pointed out elsewhere, the experience of the nearest equivalent example of a major terrestrial
broadcaster trapped in seemingly-irresistible decline (ABC in the US) was that programme investment (in
shows such as Lost and Desperate Housewives) turned the broadcaster’s position around—rather than a
further slide into reality TV and gameshows. ITV, under the disastrous chairmanship of Charles Allan,
completely lost its focus on programming and followed a strategy of cost-cutting leading to even further
decline. This now needs to be reversed. Ideas for additional funding to supplement PSB programming are
discussed below.

13. The Ofcom PSB Review noted that Channel 4 retains a long-term role as a not for profit provider of
innovative and diverse programmes; that this applies up to and beyond digital switchover; and that
privatisation should be resisted. Since the review, C4 has up until recently enjoyed strong performance in
terms of advertising revenue, including a contribution from its digital channels.

14. However, we note that—in the light of digital, multi-channel developments and threats to C4’s
revenue stream—Ofcom is shortly to conduct a full review of C4’s financial and operating performance,
including the issue of whether regulatory intervention will be necessary to sustain the channel’s distinctive
PSB remit.

15. Our own position on Channel 4 is to support the retention of its distinctive PSB remit beyond digital
switchover and to oppose privatisation. Our views on possible sources of supplementary funding for PSB
programming are set out below. We note that there are completely separate issues covering S4C and we take
that to be outside the scope of this Inquiry.

16. Five remains part of the PSB universe—but only just. Its programme origination requirements have
been further reduced in the latest example of regulator flexibility, which begins to beg the question of why
the channel exists in the first place. If its original justification was to add a further element to PSB pluralism
then any further slide into reducing PSB requirements should be resisted.
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17. Five’s revenues have so far held up well and the company has powerful owner-backing in the form
of RTL (ultimately Bertelsmann). Therefore, in our view, it is still viably placed to operate as a commercial
PSB provider. In fact, to retain a distinctive place in the market, the channel needs more not less original
programming—as a means of distinguishing it from its many multichannel competitors. Ofcom should
therefore hold the channel to its PSB requirements.

The Case for Public Funding of Broadcasters in Addition to the BBC

18. In our view, this question is posed in the wrong way. On any argument yet to surface, the case for
public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC has, in eVect, been a case for public funding at the
expense of the BBC. A principal focus of this debate has been on so called ’top-slicing’ of the BBC licence
fee (ie reallocating part of the fee to a fund to which commercial broadcasters could have access for funding
PSB programming). We are well aware that this debate will re-emerge during the Government’s proposed
review of the case for public funding to be distributed beyond the BBC.

19. We are strongly and fundamentally opposed to redistributing public funds—either directly or
indirectly—from the BBC to commercial broadcasters. We believe the consequences would be:

— A serious weakening of a viable and internationally successful BBC service.

— A redirection of secure pubic resources to private profit.

— An extra layer of chaotic and wasteful competition (in the form of bids for access to public funds).

— Most importantly, an ultimately inferior broadcasting service for viewers, with the harm to the
BBC far outweighing any gains to commercial broadcasters.

20. Our views, therefore, are as follows:

— We believe that alternative sources of funds are available for commercial PSB (see below).

— We strongly oppose any proposed top-slicing of the BBC licence fee and the consequent
redistribution of funds from the BBC to commercial broadcasters.

— We do not believe that the proposed Government review should be undertaken at a prematurely
early and disruptive stage (as advocated by Ofcom)—but rather at the end of the forthcoming
Charter period.

The Future of Key Areas of Content such as News and Children’s Programming

21. News, as identified by the Ofcom PSB Review, is “the most valued programme genre on UK
television”. It is valued, we believe, because of its high quality, because of the plurality of provision and
because of its perceived impartiality (albeit this is sometimes a matter of controversy).

22. There are worrying developments in respect of ITN, including the loss of the news contract for Five
to BSkyB; the closure of the ITV News Channel; BSkyB’s acquisition of a significant ITV shareholding; the
forthcoming contract discussions for the ITV news contract; and the ultimate fear that this will be awarded
to BSkyB. We are in distinct danger of moving from a system of three major news providers to just two (BBC
and BSkyB).

23. We believe that both Government and Ofcom would be failing in their duties to viewers (and certainly
to viewers as citizens with a need for access to impartial news and information) if they were to stand back
and allow an arm of News Corporation to become the overwhelmingly dominant commercial source of
television news in the UK. This, when placed in the context of News Corporation’s newspaper interests and
the overtly right-wing performance of Fox News in the US, would present an unwelcome development with
consequences not just for our broadcasting sector but for our democracy. We hope that Ofcom’s planned
project on the future of television news will take note of these arguments.

24. Children’s programming faces even more immediate problems. While welcoming Ofcom’s rejection
of the proposal to reduce ITV1 children’s programming from eight hours to two hours per week, we note
the following issues:

— Ofcom’s ban on junk food advertising during programming aimed at under-16’s could lead to a
£39 million advertising revenue deficit, which in turn could prejudice any future investment in
children’s programmes.

— Since Channel 4 no longer makes children’s programming, ITV is the only significant UK provider
apart from BBC. Yet ITV is now likely to seek a further reduction in its children’s output (probably
to five hours per week).

— There are no clear and specific regulatory rules on children’s programme production and
investment.

— Digital commercial broadcasters do indeed provide some children’s output but virtually all is
imported and none is original.
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25. The arguments for original children’s programme production have been well expressed by the Save
Kid’s TV Campaign (which we fully support). Children’s TV is ultimately too important to be left to the
market, in view of the social, cultural and educational implications of leaving British children without any
alternative to a television diet of American imports. We should also note that British children’s
programming has in the past proved to be an internationally successful sub-sector of our programme
production industry, and has provided a platform for a range of creative talent which has gone on to
contribute to our wider broadcasting/film industry.

26. We hope the CMS Committee will pay careful attention to the analysis and arguments of the Kids’
TV Campaign, including the need for regulatory and funding intervention to save our children’s TV sector.

The Public Service Provider Concept

27. We acknowledge Ofcom’s earlier analysis of the need—in the light of the challenge to our existing
PSB system from the new digital, multichannel universe—for a Public Service Publisher (PSP) to provide a
£300m per year injection of investment into commercial PSB to remedy the estimated losses arising from
loss of privileged access to the analogue spectrum at digital switchover.

28. We further acknowledge that Ofcom has now modified its PSP proposal to incorporate a model
centred on the new media rather than broadcasting; and that a further full policy review of PSP will shortly
be undertaken by the regulator.

29. While reserving our detailed response to the proposed review and while remaining open to proposals
for a PSB model within the new media, we already hold the following views on the future funding of
commercial PSB in the UK.

— We believe that the issue of a PSB funding gap for ITV and Channel Four (as referred to above)
should be addressed not by reducing their PSB obligations but by providing alternative funding
sources for PSB programming.

— As already indicated, we do not believe such funding should take the form of monies eVectively
redistributed from the BBC. Nor have we ever advocated the use of general tax revenue as an
additional funding source—which would be politically vulnerable, would have serious
implications for editorial independence and could become extremely unpopular with the public.

30. Instead, and as we argued in our response to the Ofcom PSB Review, we believe the PSB funding gap
facing ITV and Channel 4 should be remedied by a levy on the turnover of UK-licensed broadcasters other
than PSB providers. The levy should go to form a fund accessible to all providers of PSB programming
(other than the BBC). Such a levy could, if necessary, be linked on a sliding scale to the provision of original
PSB programming (ie the more such provision, the less the levy).

31. BSkyB in particular is an immensely powerful and lucrative commercial franchise which has long
enjoyed the benefits of light regulation and the ability to “commodify” areas such as live sport while
contributing, relative to its revenue stream, a pitifully small amount of original programming. We believe
such a levy would be easily financially supportable by such major commercial players and would ensure the
redistribution of necessary PSB funding not from the public to the commercial sector but primarily within
the commercial sector.

32. We hope the CMS Committee will give proper consideration to this proposed funding mechanism
and discount the foreseeable counter arguments arising from narrow commercial self-interest. British
television viewers will be the main beneficiaries of policies which preserve a plural PSB system in the digital
age and their interests, rather than the interests of commercial forces in broadcasting, should in our view be
the primary concern of public policy.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Scottish Screen

Executive Summary

The BBC plays the leading role in PSB provision in Scotland, but needs competition. The Scottish ITV
licensee has an important part to play in providing this competition to the BBC, a role which is markedly
diVerent from that of the English regional ITV licensees. This role needs to be recognised and strengthened,
irrespective of the ultimate ownership of the licence.

The driving principle in imposing public service obligations on commercial broadcasters is to ensure an
appropriate balance between the scale of the obligations and the value of the benefits enjoyed by the
broadcasters, such as access to scarce spectrum. Even after Digital Switch Over (DSO), it is not
unreasonable to expect the commercial PSBs to maintain an appropriate level of PSB obligation.
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We would like to see a comprehensive, objective and transparent review of the case for a separate Scottish
national news bulletin, with appropriate “opt-ins” to the UK news. We would also urge Ofcom to have
regard to the importance of these issues, and the need for plurality, in its regulation of the Scottish ITV
licensee(s).

If Ofcom’s proposed Public Service Provider (PSP) receives Government approval, it should incorporate
high quality news provision, with a specific brief to reach those groups, such as younger people, with
comparatively low viewing figures for traditional broadcast news. The PSP should also be required to take
account of the distinctive needs of Scotland as a Nation in its remit.

It is absolutely essential that PSB material should recognise the accelerating reality of convergence and
for public service material to be available on new media—the PSP could play a significant role in this. Within
Scotland, it is particularly important for the future of the Gaelic language that Gaelic public service content
is available on new as well as traditional broadcast media.

Background—Scottish Screen

Scottish Screen is the national screen agency for Scotland with responsibility for developing all aspects
of screen culture and industry across the country (including television, film and on line content). Established
in 1997, the agency is working to drive an integrated screen policy across Scotland, and across the screen
industries through its role as:

— an advisor to government;

— an advocate for the industry;

— a development agency; and

— a strategic investor.

Evidence and Recommendations

Scottish Screen is a member of Scotland’s Screen Industries Summit Group (SISG) and continues to
support the key recommendations made by SISG in 2005 in the group’s response to Phase Three of Ofcom’s
Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting (see attached Appendix).

Additionally, Scottish Screen welcomes the opportunity to address the specific terms of reference of this
inquiry, as follows:

The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age

Scottish Screen endorses Ofcom’s view that plurality is needed at three key levels:

— “Plurality of outlets: so that viewers do not have to be reliant on a single provider in order to
receive PSB;

— plurality of commissioning: so that a range of commissioners working for diVerent organisations
can bring their diVerent perspectives to bear on the system; and

— plurality of production: so that there are diVerent creative organisations competing for
commissions.”1

However, current developments in Scotland give rise to significant concern in the context of plurality in
meeting the PSB objective of preserving and promoting Scotland’s distinctive national identity. As SISG
have noted,2 a scenario in which the BBC was the only platform for PSB to the Scottish nation would be
extremely undesirable. ITV’s consolidation and shedding of its regional programming obligations at the UK
level, combined with SMG’s reported financial pressures and vulnerability to takeover, raise major doubts
over stv’s continuing ability to contribute eVectively to this aspect of PSB. Channels 4 and 5 only operate
at the UK network level.

The BBC plays the leading role in PSB provision in Scotland, but needs competition. Further, as Ofcom
have observed, the television regions in the Nations more closely map onto real cultural identities than in
the English Regions.3 The Scottish ITV licensee has an important part to play in providing this competition
to the BBC, a role which is markedly diVerent from that of the English regional ITV licensees. This role
needs to be recognised and strengthened, irrespective of the ultimate ownership of the licence.

1 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p 31.
2 See Appendix below.
3 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p 50.
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The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

The driving principle in imposing public service obligations on commercial broadcasters is to ensure an
appropriate balance between the scale of the obligations and the value of the benefits enjoyed by the
broadcasters, such as access to scarce spectrum.

The combination of the continuing importance of the aerial as a means of television reception in the UK
after Digital Switch Over (DSO), Ofcom’s planned review of the feasibility of introducing spectrum charges
and the increasing demand for access to DTT (exacerbated by the success of HDTV) suggests that there
should continue to be scope to compensate for the cost of PSB obligations in the post DSO world. In
addition, explicit and implicit historical public subsidy (such as Channel 4’s exemption from payment for
analogue spectrum) have helped all the commercial PSBs—to varying degrees—to build strong brand values
which should persist in the post DSO era.

It is therefore not unreasonable to expect the commercial PSBs to maintain an appropriate level of PSB
obligation. An opportunity cost approach can play a role in guiding these matters, but caution needs to be
exercised, for example in the identification and exclusion of self fulfilling prophecies regarding the “failure”
of non network programming.

The viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel Four and Five

The comparative resilience of PSB viewing, particularly where original and imaginative programming is
oVered, and the power of the established PSB brands, should not be underestimated, despite the inevitable
fragmentation of audiences arising from convergence and channel proliferation. Nor should the continuing
USP of the commercial PSBs to provide advertisers with the ability to reach mass audiences quickly and
eVectively be undervalued.

However, the distinctive role of stv (vis a vis the English ITV licensees) needs to be adequately addressed
in considering the viability of current funding arrangements.

The results of Ofcom’s current review of Channel 4 are also awaited with interest.

The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC should not be dismissed out of hand.

However, it is essential that any broadcasters in receipt of such funding display a genuine commitment
to the PSB ethos and do not regard such as an initiative as merely an opportunity to gain additional funding,
with a primary focus on driving down the costs of meeting their PSB obligations.

The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s programming

Scotland’s position needs to be distinguished from that of the English regions with respect to looking at
the future of PSB news. The current situation is highly unsatisfactory, with the “national” news frequently
featuring items which are not directly relevant to Scotland, for example on devolved matters such as health,
education, law and order and transport. Confusion is created where it is not made clear that these items are
relevant to England and Wales only. Yet arguments in favour of a separate “Scottish Six” news bulletin on
the BBC have apparently been dismissed by current BBC Director-General Mark Thompson4 This stance
contrasts with reports of earlier support from the Broadcasting Council for Scotland5 and Gavyn Davies
(when BBC Chairman), the latter explaining that an earlier decision by the BBC against such a move was
made because it was feared that it would set a precedent for the English regions to demand autonomous
news bulletins, rather than London-based output.6

We would like to see a comprehensive, objective and transparent review of the case for a separate Scottish
national news bulletin, adequately funded and with appropriate “opt-ins” to the UK news. We would also
urge Ofcom to have regard to the importance of these issues, and the need for plurality, in its regulation of
the Scottish ITV licensee(s).

The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

As indicated above, Scottish Screen believes that it is essential to maintain and indeed to strengthen
plurality in the provision of public service content via broadcast and other media. Providing alternatives to
the over-dominant London-centric voice of the existing PSBs should be a key element of this. Ofcom’s
proposed Public Service Provider (PSP) could play an important role in this task.

4 “Scottish Six” bulletin ruled out by BBC chief, Scotsman, 29 May 2006.
5 “Mr McCormick, the most senior executive at BBC Scotland, said: ‘The issue of the Scottish Six remains on the table as the

Broadcasting Council [for Scotland] broadly supports it.’”, Six o’clock news for Scotland proposed, Scotsman, 24 January
2002.

6 BBC hints at separate Scottish bulletin, Guardian, 24 September 2002.
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From this perspective, we support Ofcom’s suggestion that the PSP should be based outside London. We
would also urge that, if the PSP receives Government approval, it should incorporate high quality news
provision, with a specific brief to reach those groups, such as younger people, with comparatively low
viewing figures for traditional broadcast news. The PSP should also be required to take account of the
distinctive needs of Scotland as a Nation in its remit.

The case for provision of public service material on new media

It is absolutely essential that PSB material should recognise the accelerating reality of convergence and
for public service material to be available on new media—again, the PSP could play a significant role in this.
However, it is important to recognise the diVerent characteristics of “push” and “pull” media in order to
make the most eVective use of available PSB resources. New media are in general still more suited to “pull”
rather than “push” services.

Within Scotland, it is particularly important for the future of the Gaelic language that Gaelic public
service content is available on new as well as traditional broadcast media.

APPENDIX

RESPONSE OF SCOTLAND’S SCREEN INDUSTRIES SUMMIT GROUP (SISG) TO PHASE
THREE OF OFCOM’S REVIEW OF PUBLIC SERVICE TELEVISION BROADCASTING

First of all, SISG welcomes Ofcom’s announcement of a period for further consultation on the provision
of PSB for Scotland, in view of the importance of some of the issues regarding the future of PSB in the
Nations which were left open at the end of Phase Two of Ofcom’s review.

We believe that the key recommendations we made in response to Phases One and Two of Ofcom’s
Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting continue to be relevant. These are attached (restated
where appropriate) as Annex 1. Additionally, we have a number of specific proposals in response to Phase
Three of the review, which are highlighted below.

Production

Given SISG’s core objective of increasing network and international presence and growth in production
(see Annex 2 attached), it should be no surprise that Ofcom’s proposals regarding PSB production feature
prominently in our consultation response.

SISG has no objection to Ofcom’s proposal that “the BBC should be asked, as part of Charter Review,
to develop new proposals for local and regional programming, which go beyond those set out in its Building
Public Value document, and help provide more well-funded television programming for the English Regions
to complement its ambitious plans for the Nations.”7 However, we would not wish to see this result in any
dilution of the BBC’s welcome commitment that “besides Manchester, network commissions from the
Nations will increase by 50% to 17% of overall network commissions.”8 The current level of metropolitan
commissioning bias is more than suYcient to provide scope for significant increases in the levels of PSB
network commissioning both for the devolved Nations and the English regions. We trust Ofcom will ensure
that no dilution of the BBC’s stated objective of 17% network production from the Nations results from its
consultations with the BBC on increasing its out-of-London network production.

Although we are pleased to note Ofcom’s statement that it “. . . will increase ITV1’s quotas for out-of-
London production for the network to 50% (by value and volume),”9 we also continue to share Ofcom’s
concern that “The level of ITV1 network production in the devolved Nations has declined every year since
2000” and that “By 2003, just 2% of total network programme spend went to the three Nations combined.”10

We therefore agree with Ofcom’s statement that the first priority should be to tackle network production in
the Nations, but believe that Ofcom’s suggestion of a voluntary target for the three Nations combined of
around 8% of total ITV1 network spend and hours of output11 should rather be aligned with the BBC’s 17%
objective. SISG believes that:

1. ITV1 should be charged with matching the BBC’s stated objective of 17% of network production
from the devolved Nations;

2. as PSB providers, Channels 4 and 5 should also be charged with sourcing at least 17% of their
programme production from the three devolved Nations; and

3. 17% should be established as a quota, not as a voluntary target.

7 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.12.
8 Thompson unveils plans to transform the BBC, BBC press release, 7 December 2004, at http://www.bbc.co.uk/pressoYce/

pressreleases/stories/2004/12 december/07/plans.shtml
9 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.12.
10 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.45.
11 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.46.
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SISG has referred in our earlier response to Phase One of Ofcom’s PSB review to the provisions made in
the Communications Act 2003 that a suitable proportion of Channels 3, 4 and 5 programme production
expenditure is spent at production centres outside the M25 area and, further, that “the diVerent programme
production centres to which that expenditure is referable constitute what appears to OFCOM to be a
suitable range of such production centres.”12 We registered our interest in how Ofcom intends to address
the “suitable range” issue moving forward, as we believe that the current benchmarks, which we understand
are based on the 2002 actual geographical expenditure profile are unsatisfactory, based as they are on one
particular snapshot in time and reflecting existing metropolitan-biased market distortions. The use of these
benchmarks sells Scotland short.

We understand that Ofcom will be addressing this issue further in its forthcoming strategic review of
broadcasting content production and we look forward to a clarification of Ofcom’s definitions and
methodology in addressing the dispersal of production across a “suitable range” of centres.13

The important contribution of content production matters to PSB, particularly on the location of
production, is especially relevant to Scotland. As we have noted in our earlier responses, Scotland’s
contribution to UK PSB would be compromised if there was a failure to develop suYcient critical mass to
sustain production for the UK networks. We continue to believe that Scotland possesses the attributes
necessary for a thriving television production centre, but that it needs to be allowed to develop a critical
mass of creative talent to realise its full potential. This will require regulatory support from Ofcom.

Competition

SISG also welcomes Ofcom’s clear support for plurality in the provision of PSB, exemplified by its
statement that “The BBC is at the heart of the UK PSB system, but PSB overall is likely to be most
successfully provided if there is a range of diVerent suppliers, with access to diVerent sources of funding, and
with diVerent institutional models.”14 We also agree with Ofcom that plurality is needed at three key levels:

— “plurality of outlets: so that viewers do not have to be reliant on a single provider in order to
receive PSB;

— plurality of commissioning: so that a range of commissioners working for diVerent organisations
can bring their diVerent perspectives to bear on the system; and

— plurality of production: so that there are diVerent creative organisations competing for
commissions.”15

However, consistent with our view that the preservation and promotion of Scotland’s distinctive national
identity is a core objective of PSB, we would also stress the importance of ensuring plurality in a Scottish
as well as a UK context. Thus, while SISG continues to believe that the terms of the Scottish and Grampian
Television licences with respect to its PSB obligations are matters for SMG to pursue, we would not wish
to see a scenario in which the BBC was the only platform for PSB to the Scottish nation.

Public Service Publisher

We also note and await with interest further developments on Ofcom’s Public Service Publisher (PSP)
proposal. Based on Ofcom’s further statements regarding the probable scope and remit of the PSP,16 SISG
maintains its confidence that a PSP located in Scotland, drawing upon content generated across the breadth
of the UK, would bring the necessary qualities to strengthen public service provision not just in Scotland
but across the whole of the UK. SISG looks forward to supporting a Scottish based PSP if the Government
decides to proceed with the PSP proposal.

Objectives of PSB

We welcome the reinforcement of the role of the Nations which is contained in two of the four PSB
purposes which Ofcom have included in its new definition of PSB, namely:

— “To reflect and strengthen our cultural identity through original programming at UK, national
and regional level, on occasion bringing audiences together for shared experiences.

— To make us aware of diVerent cultures and alternative viewpoints, through programmes that
reflect the lives of other people and other communities, both within the UK and elsewhere.”17

We also welcome Ofcom’s stated aim to ensure that mainstream commercial television fully reflects the
lives of people from around the UK18 and the further recognition that the devolved Nations have distinctive
circumstances which require both more, and a greater range of programming specifically for each nation

12 Communications Act 2003, sections 286(1)(d), 286(3)(d) and 288(1)(d).
13 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.7.
14 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.3.
15 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.31.
16 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, Chapter 5.
17 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.7.
18 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.11.
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than in the English Regions.19 We also agree with Ofcom’s observation that the television regions in the
Nations more closely map onto real cultural identities than in the English Regions.20 While SISG does not
wish to enter the realm of commercial and regulatory negotiations between Ofcom and its individual
licensees, we would support measures to facilitate improved news coverage of issues which are now devolved
to the Scottish Parliament, for example health and education matters.21 We also support the propositions
that the ITV Networking Arrangements should be amended in order to:

— enable national licensees to opt out of the network schedule in order to meet their regional
programming requirements without having to pay for the network programme that they have
opted out of; and

— require the ITV Network Centre to take into account the higher level of regional programmes in
the three Nations when devising its network schedule.22

Gaelic Development

SISG welcomes Ofcom’s support for the prospect of a dedicated Gaelic service for Gaelic speakers and
others interested in Gaelic programmes.23 As ever, though, the devil will lie in the detail and we would wish
to see clarification and resolution of permanent funding arrangements for the proposed Gaelic service.

We are disappointed with the apparently limited scope of Ofcom’s review of Gaelic broadcasting, in
particular the lack of reference to BBC Scotland’s significant past contribution and their potential future
contribution.

Ofcom’s Role

SISG believes that Ofcom’s current review of PSB provision is a valuable and necessary exercise. We
believe the importance of the key issues which have been raised are likely to intensify rather than diminish
moving forward, particularly as digital switchover approaches. We would urge Ofcom to ensure PSB
provision is reviewed on a timely basis and in the light of major developments, which may well be more
frequently than the statute requires.

We have been pleased to note the devolutionary tone and recognition of the benefits of this stance which
permeate many of Ofcom’s statements regarding PSB. We would therefore urge Ofcom to consider a greater
devolution of its own activities outside London.

Annex 1

SISG’S KEY RECOMMENDATIONS IN RESPONSE TO PHASES ONE AND TWO OF OFCOM’S
REVIEW OF PUBLIC SERVICE TELEVISION BROADCASTING (RESTATED)

Production

It is essential that Scotland develops suYcient critical mass to sustain production for the UK networks.
Without this, Scotland’s contribution to UK PSB will be compromised with a detrimental impact on the
objectives of PSB at an UK level.

Competition

While SISG believes that the terms of Scottish and Grampian Television licences with respect to its PSB
obligations are matters for SMG to pursue, we would not wish to see a scenario in which the BBC was the
only platform for PSB to the Scottish nation. Such an outcome would be to the detriment of consumers and
would not deliver PSB objectives in Scotland and beyond. Ofcom must ensure that competition is
maintained to ensure that the needs of the consumer/citizen are met eVectively.

Public Service Publisher

SISG also recommends that, in the event that Ofcom and the Government decide to create a new public
service publisher (PSP), then the PSP should be located in Scotland.

We are confident that a Scottish located PSP would strengthen public service provision not just in
Scotland but across the whole of the UK. SISG itself, with its representation across broadcasters,
independent producers and others, demonstrates the collaborative approach which will be necessary for a

19 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.12.
20 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.50.
21 See Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.96.
22 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p. 98.
23 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting: Phase 3, Ofcom, 2005, p.13.
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successful PSP. The range of industries covered by SISG, including television, feature film, animation,
advertising and interactive leisure software/computer games, with an accompanying range of associated
digital delivery platforms, including broadband and mobile telephony, is also indicative of the diversity and
creativity which Scotland would bring to a PSP solution.

Most importantly, Scotland has the capability and the capacity to deliver a PSP of international calibre.
Scotland has shown that it is an attractive location for creative talent across the screen industries and is more
than capable of commissioning and delivering high quality, successful programming across the UK and
internationally. Our capability will be further enhanced by significant infrastructure developments such as
Pacific Quay in Glasgow and the Digital Media Park at Seabraes Yard, Dundee, which is gearing to house
multi platform content development, production and distribution.

Objectives of PSB

To preserve and promote the national aspect of the Scottish screen industries, it is essential that PSB
regulation does not disadvantage the Scottish industry compared with the English regions. Scotland has a
distinctive national identity. The preservation and promotion of this identity is a core objective of PSB.

Gaelic Programmes

SISG supports a developing role for Gaelic—with appropriate funding for a rich range of programmes—
as part of PSB in Scotland. A robust solution is required, which takes account of the potential impact on
language and culture of the developing multichannel environment. The goal should be to give the Gaelic
community its own flexible creative space on its own digital channel while maximising the audience by
continuing to broadcast Gaelic programmes on PSB analogue outlets during the transition period to digital
switchover.

Funding

PSB funding models should ensure that Scotland receives a proportionate share of public funding, most
notably the licence fee, but there is a need to determine the most appropriate method for identifying that
“proportionate share” eg population, viewing.

Annex 2

SISG—BACKGROUND

SISG is a cross-industry group which seeks to increase network and international presence and growth
in production across all areas of the screen industries in Scotland. In keeping with this outward looking
orientation, SISG is particularly keen to see an expansion of Scotland’s share of television production across
the UK networks and is lobbying for the following targets, amongst others:

— Scotland’s share of television network production should increase; SISG supports an increase in
the share of network production from the three nations of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
to 17%, broadly in line with population;

— Scotland’s network commissioning power should be increased significantly; and

— significant strengthening of the presence of Channels 4 and 5 in Scotland should take place.

The composition of SISG, which encompasses the broadcasters, the independent production sector and
other public organisations and private companies, means that it represents the screen industries at the very
highest level in Scotland. Current members are:

— BBC Scotland.

— BT Scotland.

— Channel 4.

— Dave Wightman, Edgies.

— Gaelic Media Service.

— Glasgow Film OYce.

— Highlands & Islands Enterprise.

— Bob Last, Holdings Ecosse.

— Alan Clements, IWC Media.

— Allan MacDonald, MnE Television.

— Pact.

— Scottish Enterprise.

— Scottish Executive.
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— Scottish Screen.

— Skillset Scotland & Northern Ireland.

— Andrew McLennan, Slam Games.

— SMG Television.

— TIGA Scotland.

— The Research Centre for Television and Interactivity.

— Ian McAteer, The Union Advertising Agency.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Save Kids’ TV

Executive Summary

This is the submission of Save Kids’ TV (SKTV), a coalition of parents, producers, artists, educators and
others concerned about screen-based media for children in the UK.

Our main conclusions are:

— Children spend a significant amount of time using media—broadcast, web-based, and mobile—so
they need and deserve a wide range of good quality indigenous content that is age appropriate.

— Despite a substantial increase in broadcast hours, the quantity and diversity of such programming
available on British television has declined in the last 10 years. It is about to decline even further
as restrictions on advertising to children tighten. Children’s programming on terrestrial ITV
(ITV1) will practically cease, ITV’s digital children’s channel will show only repeats, and UK-
produced programming on cable and satellite channels will be significantly reduced.

— Quality, quantity and diversity will not be guaranteed by the BBC alone.

— The market will not make good this gap, and as no alternative sources of funding have been put
in place, children will suVer diminished choice and quality.

— We are witnessing a complete failure of the market to supply this crucial area of public service
programming, and as we move to a new digital future it will be children who lose out. Government
must recognise there is a crisis in children’s television and work with the industry to evaluate
alternative structures for stimulating UK-originated programming.

Our main recommendations are:

— Government should act now to put in place eVective, sustainable and future-proof plans to
stimulate high quality children’s content on existing and yet-to-be-invented commercial platforms.
This will be vital in the transitional period when revenues in the children’s sector are under strain,
which may lead to minimal original long-form narrative content being produced for the new
platforms.

— Government should consider looking at systems in place to stimulate children’s programming and
support indigenous children’s culture in Australia, Canada, and France.

— The proposed Public Service Provider (PSP) fund should ring-fence a significant amount of money
specifically for children’s content. We suggest £54 million per annum. (18% of £300 million
planned fund). This would replace what has been lost from ITV and provide incentives to help the
industry compete against producers from countries such as the USA, Korea, Canada and France.

— The PSP fund should ensure that funding stimulates high quality indigenous programming, and
does not have the loopholes that have dogged the quotas in Television Without Frontiers, which
have allowed international channels to broadcast without ensuring minimum UK production
spend or content.

SKTV—Who We Are

— Save Kids’ TV (SKTV) is a coalition of parents and professionals who understand the importance
of rich, high quality media experiences for children.

— Our membership comprises parents, children’s workers, television and arts professionals and
academics: all children’s specialists.

— We are allied in our approach with other organisations campaigning for the best possible media
provision for British children: The Voice of the Listener and Viewer, PACT, The Writers’ Guild,
The Society of Authors, BECTU and Action for Children’s Arts.

— However, SKTV is an independent organisation. We receive no funding from the food, advertising
or broadcasting industries.
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— We believe that media content designed specifically for and with children is critical in helping them
make sense of, contribute to and enjoy the complex, confusing and often contradictory world in
which they live.

— We believe that children have the right to a rich mix of content which reflects their own culture
and the society in which they live, and gives them a view of the wider world. We wish to see a
healthy balance between indigenous and imported programming in UK kids’ viewing.

— Although we are called Save Kids’ TV, our aim is to ensure continuity in the provision of high
quality media content for children regardless of where they find it. Despite the inroads on their
time and interest from games and user-generated content, these and other new forms of activity
cannot provide the full menu for a balanced media diet. We believe children will always want and
need fully formed stories told by professional storytellers, whether they be fictional or factual
narratives. This is true now for broadcast television and will become increasingly the case as
emerging media such as broadband video-on-demand takes its place.

— We believe that predominantly watching poor quality imported children’s programming and adult
content is not only detrimental to children themselves, but to society as a whole.

— We are therefore deeply concerned by the erosion of the diversity and quality of programming
made for children in the current market climate, and we see no evidence that new platforms are
prepared to fill the gaps with their own rich, challenging, long-form narrative content.

— We believe that Government should protect and extend existing provision up to Digital Switch-
over, and that it should look ahead to ensure high quality UK originated content on the new
platforms as they come on-stream.

1. Regarding Public Service Media Content

In the evidence that follows we are concerned with four of the Select Committee Inquiry’s terms of
reference:

— The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age.

— The future of children’s public service media content.

— The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom.

— The case for provision of children’s public service material on new media.

To put our evidence in context, we will outline why children need high quality television in the first place.

2. High quality UK-originated children’s media content is socially useful—the evidence

2.1 The case for the power of television to benefit children’s lives has been forcefully made in Professor
Maire Messenger-Davies’s book Television is Good for Your Kids.24 Her broad conclusions are that children
bring their own resources of common sense, healthy skepticism and creativity to television; and that their
lives and imaginations can be stimulated and enhanced by the use of media content.

2.2 Good television can support formal education. Preschool programmes such as the CBeebies’
channel’s Teletubbies and CITV’s pre-school show Jim Jam & Sunny have the DfES Early Learning Goals
at their core. They teach about colour, number, letters etc. in a structured way, with considerable input from
educationalists.

“There is evidence that attention and comprehension, receptive vocabulary, some expressive
language, letter-sound knowledge of narrative and storytelling all benefit from high-quality and
age-appropriate educational programming”.25

2.3 The educational benefits of children’s television have been demonstrated in a number of academic
studies. Researchers at the University of Minnesota studying comprehension skills in young children
conclude that good children’s television supports learning and literacy.

“Children who learn these comprehension skills from television viewing before they are able to
read, come equipped, so to speak, with some very important tools when they later start to read.”kj26

24 Davies, M M Television is Good for Your Kids, London: Hilary Shipman. 2nd edition 2001.
25 Close Dr Robin. Television and Language Development In The Early Years: a Review of the Literature National Literacy Trust,

March 2004. www.literacytrust.org.uk/Research/TV/html
26 Van Den Broek, PW, Lorch EP & Thurlow R Children’s and Adults’ Memory of Television Stories: The role of Causal Factors,

Story-grammar Categories, and Hierarchical Level Child Development 67, pp 3010–3029. 1996.
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2.4 Good television also stimulates informal learning. Series like Fifi and the Flowertots promote care for
the environment and a healthy lifestyle. Amongst older children, CITV’s Art Attack feeds the imagination
and encourages creativity, while How 2 (CITV) and Big Bang (CITV) tackle science, technology and
engineering in a child-friendly way. The Five series A DiVerent Life has portrayed children who have rare
disabilities or who live in the South African bush.

“Television can be of general benefit to children. It can bring them into contact with aspects of life
they would not otherwise become aware of. It can provide a valuable tool in the home and at school
not simply to keep children occupied but also, if used appropriately, as a constructive way to use
their time . . . . It is a channel through which a range of entertainment, drama and learning can be
obtained and experienced.”27

2.5 It is precisely these types of programme which are under greatest threat in the current climate. In fact
all three of the CITV examples above have been decommissioned.

2.6 Even programmes without overt educational aims oVer children a learning experience that parents
value. A recent American study showed almost all parents point to “learning” as one of the biggest
advantages of television.28 Buckingham and Sefton-Green point to the potential pedagogic value of non-
educational programmes in that they show children how to learn.29 They argue that “education” should be
distinguished from “learning”. Children can learn skills from popular culture such as how to behave, how
to feel and how to respond.30 The pre-school series Peppa Pig, for example celebrates family values. This
type of “learning” thus makes television one of the major players in the socialization process, alongside more
traditionally recognised socializing agents such as the family, school and peer groups (Signorielli & Morgan
2001).31 Television’s value in childhood goes beyond diversion and entertainment. It reflects society’s values
and the common culture (Takanishi 1982).32

2.7 Television can be an active and inspiring activity for children, and the tabloid stereotype of children
slumped in front of the screen is far from the norm. Younger children experience television as a social activity
with 94% of their viewing taking place with either family or friends.33 For the vast majority of young
children, watching television is active and they are often inspired to do other things while watching; 48% of
children talk to the characters on screen, 77% sing, 69% talk about the programme, 38% play with toys
related to the programme, and 73% of children dance:

“Parents report that their young children generally lead well-balanced lives, with popular culture,
media and new technologies playing an important, but not overwhelming role, in their leisure
activities. Engagement with media is generally active, not passive, and promotes play, speaking
and listening and reading.”34

Amongst older children, shared viewing is a source of great enjoyment and bonding. Similarly, watching
shows with siblings and parents, “being included with the grown-ups”, is one reason why prime-time
entertainment shows and soaps are popular amongst children. But there is a reciprocal tendency whereby
many children’s programmes are watched by parents with their children, which gives the child endorsement
and approval. This is an important family experience.35

2.8 Television is part of the ‘cultural glue’ of our society. It remains one of the most significant ways in
which children receive, both formally and informally, culturally relevant information for their development.
Globalisation of the economy creates global content. However, children need a balance between global and
local cultures:

“It’s essential that countries design and observe laws aimed at protecting the audiovisual space
occupied by the national productions for children.”36

Despite the onslaught of the global, British broadcasters have up to now continued to provide
programming that validates children’s local experience. CITV have a long history of locally produced and
located drama and comedy, from Catweazle, via Press Gang to Barking and My Parents Are Aliens.

27 Gunter, Barrie & McAleer, Jill L. Children and Television. Second edition. London: Routledge. Pages xii–xiii. 1997.
28 Kaiser Family Foundation The Media Family: Electronic Media in the Lives of Infants, Toddlers, Preschoolers and their

parents, Menlo Park, California. May 2006.
29 Buckingham, David & Sefton-Green, Julian Structure, Agency, and Pedagogy in Children’s Media Culture, in Joseph Tobin

(ed). Pikachu’s Global Adventure, London: Duke University Press.
30 ibid. pp 28–29. 2004.
31 Signorielli, Nancy & Morgan, Michael Television and the family: the cultivation perspective in Bryant, Jennings and Bryant,

Alison (eds), Television and the American Family Second Edition. London: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Incorporated 2001.
32 Takanishi, Ruby The influence of television on the ethnic identity of minority children: conceptual framework in Berry, Gordon

L.& Michelle-Karnan, Claudia (eds), Television and the Socialization of the Minority Child, London: Academic Press 1982.
33 Marsh Jackie, Brooks Greg, Huges Jane, Ritchie Louise, Roberts Samuel & Wright Katy. Young Children’s Use of Popular

Culture, Media and New Technologies. University of SheYeld 2005.
34 Marsh Jackie Digital Beginnings University of SheYeld 2004.
35 Atwal Kam, Millwood-Hargrave Andrea, Sancho Jane, Agyeman Leila, Karet Nicki What Children Watch Broadcasting

Standards Commission/ITC report. June 2003.
36 Alejandrwo Malowicki speaking at the EICTV, Cuba. Translated from the Spanish in The Eye and The Ear/El Ojo y la Oreja

Newsletter 41. November 2006 www.eictv.org
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Further, programming with a local perspective can address issues which are specific to particular groups
in society. For example, the Bafta-winning My Life As A Popat (CITV) was nominated for a Commission
for Racial Equality award, while Uncle Max (CITV) was particularly eVective with socially disadvantaged
children and children with hearing diYculties.

2.9 Children watch a lot of television designed for adult audiences. Some of this is positive, but much of
it assumes levels of experience and sophistication that children do not have. If children get their
understanding of relationships, sexuality, problem solving, violence, ethnic friction etc from EastEnders and
The Bill, they will not have a rounded view. They need content that is targeted to their understanding and
their developmental life-stages.

High quality children’s television presents its audience with an age-appropriate view of the world.
Programmes such as That Summer Day (2006, BBC1) oVered a child’s-eye view of the 7 July bombings, a
viewpoint that was nowhere else reflected. Similarly, UK-produced Children’s TV is more likely to
encourage kids to be healthy than adult television: an episode, for example, of CITV’s animated series
Grizzly Tales for Gruesome Kids about a boy who is turned into a turkey twizzler will have more resonance
for a child than Celebrity Fat Club for example.

2.10 Disadvantaged children in particular need children’s TV.37 For them, free to air television is their
main source of news and entertainment, which makes it even more important that it is available in child-
friendly packages on the platforms that they use:

“Recently, I held a series of creative writing workshops in Hull primary schools. All in fairly
impoverished areas, it was clear that in many cases, the only regular creative experiences that the
kids had in their lives, was from watching children’s TV. How important then, that we give them
quality kids’ dramas, that explore important issues, morals and debates, in an entertaining way,
in a cultural approach and language that they immediately engage with.”38

However, it would be a mistake to see middle class children as exempt. All parents want to feel that their
children can safely watch television without fear that inappropriate content will alarm or confuse them.

2.11 Above all, children still need to be children. In our increasingly accelerated and commercialised
culture, their dedicated programmes aVord them that space.

2.12 Conclusion: Rich media content can support children’s formal and informal education, and is part
of the ‘cultural glue’ that holds society together. UK-produced children’s programmes help to support the
government’s objectives for children expressed in the Children’s Act 2003, with respect to being happy,
enjoying and achieving through learning, and making a positive contribution to society.

3. High quality UK-originated Children’s Television is under threat—the evidence

3.1 The UK now has 23 children’s television channels. That has brought a huge increase in the number
of hours of television broadcast. However, the increase in hours does not give a true reflection of what’s
really being oVered to children.

3.2 In 1996, the then ITC required the commercial PSB broadcasters to transmit a minimum number of
hours of original production with quotas for particular genres. So for example ITV had to provide 77 hours
per annum. Pre-school, 52 hours per annum. Factual/Information and 70 hours per annum. Drama. The
overall hours of origination, including repeats was set at 390, and the full quota including acquired
programming was 520 hours of children’s content per year.

3.3 ITV broadly delivered against these quotas up to and including the year end, 2003.

3.4 Current Ofcom regulations require just over 400 hours of children’s programming on ITV1, with no
stipulations as to genre, spend or scheduling times.

At the start of 2006 ITV aired nine to 10 hours per week of children’s programming on ITV1. This was
reduced throughout the year. Live TV has now completely ceased, and the January 2007 schedules see
ITV1’s children’s hours reduced to just two hours a week (one hour on Saturday for older kids, one hour
on Sunday for preschool).

3.5 Looking at the broader picture, the first bar of the graph in Table 1 shows the amalgamated hours
transmitted by all the broadcasters from 1996 to 2001. While Animation was the most transmitted genre in
1996, a reasonable proportion of airtime was given to the other genres. Over the five years the proportion
of animation in the schedules grew enormously and factual content became less significant. The sense of a
balanced diet is lost:

37 Ofcom Children’s food choices: Parents’ understanding and influence, and the role of food promotions. July 2004 appendix 3.
38 Marvin Close. Leeds Metropolitan University. Writing for Children Lecture. 12 December 2006.
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Table 1: Total hours devoted to children’s programming: 1996"200139

Drama Factual Animation Light entertainment Pre-school

Source: BARB, Monday-Sunday
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Table 2 reveals that by 2001 the genre imbalance was even more profound on the digital channels.
Although animation programming dominated in both cases, the terrestrial networks still oVered greater
programme diversity in more restricted broadcast time:

Table 2: Diversity in children’s programming: 200140

Drama Factual Animation Light entertainment Pre-school

0          10       20        30       40        50       60       70        80        90      100%

Terretrial networks

Dedicated channels

Source: BARB, Monday-Sunday

3.6 This imbalance was in part addressed by the arrival of the BBC children’s channels in 2002 with, in
particular, a heavy emphasis on pre-school programming.

3.7 However, more recent Ofcom research indicates continuing decline in programme supply. Table 3
lists first run originations. Bearing in mind the high proportion of animation in the schedules, the graph
shows how worryingly little is “first-run’” This indicates the dependence on repeats. It also shows a distinct
fall in production, particularly of factual programmes:

39 Atwal Kam, Millwood-Hargrave Andrea, Sancho Jane, Agyeman Leila, Karet Nicki What Children Watch Broadcasting
Standards Commission/ ITC report. p 23. June 2003.

40 Atwal Kam, Millwood-Hargrave Andrea, Sancho Jane, Agyeman Leila, Karet Nicki What Children Watch Broadcasting
Standards Commission/ ITC report. p 23. June 2003.
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Table 3: Children’s first-run original programmes by sub-genres by UK PSBs (hours/week)41
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3.8 Until recently ITV was the principle competitor with the BBC in producing original UK-based
programming for children. However, CITV’s overall budgets for the last four years show further evidence
of decline, which has particularly aVected originations:

2003–04 £35 million.42

2004–05 reduced to just over £30 million.43

2005–06 reduced to £26 million.

2006–07 reduced to £11 million.

3.9 CITV’s decrease in production is now in free-fall, as it has not commissioned a new children’s show
since the beginning of 2006 and will not replace this by commissioning instead for the CITV Channel.

“Is there going to be commissioning in line with the past 10–15 years? Absolutely not, and that is
because it is just not tenable.” Steven Andrew, Programme Director ITV Digital.44

3.10 For 30 years, ITV’s commitment to children’s programming met with worldwide critical success.
Why has that commitment now ended? Why is original programming under threat?

3.11 Contrary to popular belief, children’s TV is not lucrative for broadcasters or production companies.
While Bob the Builder and Teletubbies make large profits, such programmes are rare and almost exclusively
in the pre-school genre because they sell internationally. For the vast majority of children’s programmes
there is little potential for international sales and merchandising.

3.12 Thus on commercial television, production is substantially paid for by revenue from advertising. As
children’s programmes do not attract a high advertising spend, commercial broadcasters are reluctant to
make them. When they are made, their production budgets are significantly smaller than those of
comparable adult programmes. Children’s drama typically comes in at about 30% of adult drama cost
(£200k per half hour), and children’s game shows at 25% (£70k per half hour).

3.13 For ITV, the vast majority of its advertising revenue is focused on its share of adult-only commercial
impacts (ie. one person’s viewing of a 30 second advertising spot). Because of the way impacts are calculated,
ITV usually gets more money from a small number of adults watching ITV1 than a large number of children
watching it. Adult impacts are far more important than children’s impacts, and a much lower-rating adult
show is of far greater value to the broadcaster than a top-rating children’s show.

41 Agyeman Leila Provision of Children’s Programming by UK PSBs. Ofcom. Source Broadcaster Returns.
42 Source: ITV published figures.
43 These three figures are SKTV estimates. ITV has not oYcially reported CITV’s spend since 2003–04.
44 Steven Andrew, speaking at the BAFTA debate on children’s TV: 13 September 2006.
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3.14 For example, ITV decreased its children’s airtime on ITV1 last summer (2006) to make way for re-
runs of 1970’s sit-com Rising Damp as it could garner more advertising revenue than children’s content in
the same slot.

3.15 In the long term, fragmentation of the advertising market, with the arrival of so many dedicated
children’s channels, has also reduced advertising revenue associated with children’s programming for
channels like ITV1.

3.16 The likelihood of new regulations limiting food advertising will reduce revenues further. PACT
estimates annual cuts of £35 million across the commercial sector as a result of the advertising ban.

3.17 Falling advertising revenues, deregulation, and the ban on HFSS food advertising to children are
combining to discourage commercial broadcasters from producing their own children’s programming.

3.18 (Channel) Five, which runs a successful low cost pre-school service, Milkshake, spends less than £5m
a year. Its service for older children, Shake, is under pressure from the funding crisis. This is the only
commercial TV service for children oVering any genuine documentary content.

3.19 The cable and satellite channels produce in the UK, particularly Nickelodeon, Disney and a new
initiative at Cartoon Network. But the investment is significantly lower than that of CITV with estimates
of the annual spend on programming at Nickelodeon, for example, in the region of £5 million. For the most
part the children’s channels source new programming mainly from their US owners, or co-produce across
several territories. Furthermore, they are currently not required to commission or even report on their UK
production spend. Everything to date has been due to the dedication of their UK programmers. We value
their contribution, but they too will suVer the eVects of the new advertising regulations. With falling
revenues and far less terrestrial commercial competition the pressure on these channels from their parent
companies may well be to maximise revenue rather than production. It is unlikely they will ever be able to
produce the volume of UK-originated children’s content once made by CITV.

3.20 Taken together, the overall expenditure on original programming across all the channels in the
commercial sector at 2005–06 levels is estimated to have been £35 million—significantly the exact figure
which it is thought will leave the industry when the new advertising regulations take eVect.

3.21 Despite never getting close to the spend of ITV on children’s programming, the other commercial
broadcasters are subject to similar financial pressures from falling advertising revenues, and we anticipate
that they will also suVer cuts in origination.

3.22 If UK-based commercial kids’ TV collapses, the BBC will become the monopoly supplier for UK-
originated children’s programming. While the BBC provides a wonderful service, this would not be
advantageous for several reasons.

3.23 The eVect on the industry will be that the BBC will, as a duty to its Licence Fee payers, pay less and
less for programmes—high market rates cannot be justified if there is no market. Falling budgets will lead
to reduced quality, or to greater reliance on co-production, so that even less programming is of quality and
UK based.

3.24 Equally the BBC’s access to creative competition amongst its suppliers will decrease as the once-
thriving children’s production industry withers.

3.25 If competitor channels are allowed through relaxed regulation to capture large audiences in the
daytime schedule, then the maintenance of the Terrestrial blocks of programming for children on BBC ONE
and TWO will be called into question.

3.26 The BBC is unlikely to enjoy its current level of public subsidy forever, and as funds are eroded, cuts
will be made. Anticipating a low licence fee settlement for the BBC, its Director General, Mark Thompson,
has already stated that children’s programming at the BBC will be re-evaluated in the light of ITV’s
withdrawal.45

3.27 The BBC itself admits that a reduction in competition will be detrimental for children:

“Anything that curtails healthy competition curtails our ability to deliver for our audiences now
and in the future. And that is bad for the media industry as a whole.” Richard Deverell, Controller,
Children’s BBC.46

3.28 Conclusion: In the current market climate, with a diversity of choice of channels, there is
fragmentation in funding which is leading to less diversity in the choice of programmes. Apart from the BBC
there is no UK broadcaster able to invest meaningful amounts in UK-originated programming. Regulation
of hours on terrestrial channels is proving insuYcient to ensure continued investment in quality, with ITV’s
departure from children’s programme production the sharpest evidence of decline in provision.

45 The Guardian 2 February 2007.
46 Richard Deverell, speaking at Showcomotion Conference, SheYeld. 8 June 2006 http://www.bbc.co.uk/pressoYce/speeches/

stories/deverell—showcomotion.shtml
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4. The likely eVects of a reduction in UK-originated Children’s Television

4.1 Children watch an average of 17 hours of television a week.47 There is no reason to suppose that this
average will fall because UK-originated content is reduced.

4.2 While viewing family programming is to be welcomed, it cannot replace 17 hours a week. Children
will still watch in their bedrooms, and increasingly on their PCs. They will want to access programming made
specifically for them and increasingly that will not be made in the UK.

4.3 Ofcom’s research into children’s media literacy shows that low-income families watch the most TV.
Therefore the loss of high quality indigenous production for children will disproportionately aVect the 25%
of UK children living in low-income homes. For many of these children it is their only cultural and societal
reference point.

4.4 There is evidence that the BBC has a diVerent reach from those of the commercial channels.48 Bearing
in mind each channel appeals to a particular demographic, it cannot be assumed that a child deprived of
CITV will automatically become a CBBC viewer.

4.5 While the BBC is still discussing its move to Manchester, a significant number of CITV’s shows have
always been made outside London and the South East (eg My Parents Are Aliens, Jungle Run, How 2, Big
Bang, Bel’s Boys). As commercial schedules fill with animation and acquired programming from outside the
UK, this regional representation of children’s lives will also decrease.

4.6 According to Ofcom’s latest media literacy audit, 72% of children aged eight to 15 now have access
to digital TV, 64% have access to the Internet at home, half own game consoles, and 65% of eight to 15s
own mobile phones (including 49% of eight to 11year olds) (Ofcom 2006). SKTV accepts that children are
using new platforms for their media experiences and exploring new content such as games and user-
generated material. But these should form part of a rich mix of media. As the merging platforms mature,
children will seek out long-form content there—looking for stories. We need to ensure there is age-
appropriate content for them by preserving the skills to make it and ensuring its quality through funding.

4.7 SKTV sees three possible scenarios for UK Children’s TV in the next five years:

Scenario 1: A free market with continued or relaxed PSB regulation. This is hampered by Ofcom’s
inability to set minimum spending rather than the current hours quotas, or more detailed genre-
based requirements, so there is no pressure to produce new programming. Advertising regulations
severely reduce the potential for all commercial broadcasters to commission quality programmes.
Original indigenous children’s content practically disappears outside the BBC. A BBC stunted by
the lack of competition. Little likelihood that emerging media will take up the funding slack. A
diet of repeats and acquisitions on the dedicated channels. A generation of children grow up with
few contemporary references to their own lives in the media they access. Children disempowered,
creativity stunted (amongst professionals and the children themselves—as they have no local
media models), and UK society irreparably damaged.

Scenario 2: Ofcom could set quotas by spend, or by genre, while requiring “new” and “majority
produced in the UK” programming. However, assuming that all terrestrial broadcasters will move
their children’s output entirely to digital channels by Switchover, transmission quotas on
terrestrial channels are not a long-term practical option. Taking a realistic view, in return for
BBC1, BBC2, ITV1, Channel 4 and Five being allowed to move their children’s output entirely to
digital in advance of Switchover, the broadcasters would need to give assurances about their
minimum on-going spend. All negotiation must be about spending and new programming. For the
most part broadcasters would spend significantly less if they could, as their revenues will remain
depressed. UK kids’ indigenous media diet would grow poorer over time.

Scenario 3: A scenario in which 18% of the PSP fund would be ring-fenced for indigenous and
culturally relevant content designed for children (approximately £54 million per year), or another
form of central funding at a similar level. This figure is based on the fact that children constitute
approximately 20% of the population. This funding could stimulate a new golden age in UK kids’
content creation. A range of challenging innovative, high quality programming would be the
result, with access to the fund oVered to commercial broadcasters and broadband operators, the
latter creating a meaningful and rich content base for children migrating to their PCs and online.
It would cement potential growth in the relationship between the games industry and the content
industry for children, from a position of funded strength for the content side. It would ensure that
the values, diversity and editorial integrity which has characterised UK kids’ TV in the past filters
through to the new delivery platforms and through them into the games sector too.Various
funding and quota options have been applied in Canada, Australia, and France which have
produced thriving children’s production sectors and ensured culturally relevant content. SKTV is
formulating its view on the detail of this preferred funded scenario and will be assisting Ofcom in
its research of these options as it develops the PSP concept and reviews children’s PSB and market
failure in early 2007.

47 Children’s food choices: Parents’ understanding and influence, and the role of food promotions. Ofcom Report. July 2004 (Sec
1.5.1).

48 Ibid Appendix 3.
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4.8 Conclusion: The prospects for maintaining plurality of supply, and therefore a diverse range of
locally-produced quality content in public service broadcasting in the digital age—at least with regard to
children’s content—are poor. SKTV supports Option 3: a new funding solution to create a buoyant sector
and to support UK-specific cultural content for our kids. In the meantime changes in the regulatory position
should be considered, with attention given to the immediate failure of PSB on ITV, to ensure continuity of
original content provision.

5. Recommendations

5.1 As media changes, we need to ensure that children don’t get short-changed. Even though 80% of
homes with children now have multi-channel television, we feel strongly that whatever happens long-term,
until the completion of digital switchover, provision should be maintained at 2005 levels on free-to-air
television. The BBC alone is not enough. If necessary this should be achieved through changes in the
regulatory position of the free-to-air broadcasters. Ofcom itself has noted that when adult programmes
replace children’s programmes, the broadcaster responsible demonstrates a lack of interest in serving this
audience:

“I think it’s saying that the kids aren’t good enough so we’re putting the boring cricket match on
instead of programmes for the kids.”49

5.2 The new platforms should also include specific provision for children. However, as digital outlets
increase, it is hard to see how Government can control commercial children’s media. So the practical option
is to support the UK production sector to ensure the availability of quality UK-originated programming. .
By stimulating supply, broadcasters and increasingly other platform operators will see the value in locally
produced content and will seek to obtain it for their channels.

5.3 We believe Ofcom should put children at the heart of its proposed PSP concept. PSP funding should
aim to support professionally produced content on all platforms used by children.

5.4 If Ofcom sets up a PSP operation, it should clearly set out its expectations for children’s television in
terms of range of genres, durations, budgets etc. It should ring fence 18% of the annual fund for
children’s content.

5.5 This fund should be independently administrated and should not be accessible to the BBC.

5.6 Ofcom and the Government should also consider whether this economic intervention is suYcient and
whether quotas for children’s content across all channels may also be needed. These should be stronger in
their requirements than the EU Television without Frontiers guidelines currently used.

6. Concluding comments

6.1 British children need a diverse range of culturally relevant material as their media diet. The market
alone will not provide this. Government needs to intervene to help.

6.2 As Tony Robinson, actor, writer and presenter,50 puts it:

“In a world in which children are assaulted by media messages on a host of electronic platforms,
children’s TV should remain a beacon of quality and positive values.”

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Professor Sylvia Harvey

Brief Biographical Note

Sylvia Harvey is Professor of Broadcasting Policy at the University of Lincoln, and Principal Associate
Director of the AHRB Centre for British Film and Television Studies. Her recent work is on broadcasting
regulation, the history of Channel 4 and British film policy.

49 Atwal Kam, Millwood-Hargrave Andrea, Sancho Jane, Agyeman Leila, Karet Nicki What Children Watch Broadcasting
Standards Commission/ ITC report. p 84. June 2003.

50 Tony Robinson, speaking at the Voice of the Listener and Viewer’s conference: Children’s Television—Where Now? 2
December 2006.
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Abstract

The article assesses selected aspects of the work of the new UK communications regulatory agency,
Ofcom, during its first year of operation (2004). The approach and findings of the new body are contrasted
with those of a little known report by Oliver and Ohlbaum, commissioned by the BBC in 2003.

The first part of the article oVers a summary of the key features of the Communications Act of 2003, as
these relate to broadcasting. This law created the new agency to regulate a wide range of activities including
telecommunications, spectrum allocation and broadcasting. Selected provisions of the Act are described
including those relating to news and current aVairs, to impartiality and to diversity in the content of
television programmes. Issues of quality, of editorial integrity and of cultural significance are noted, and the
article argues that, to date, Ofcom has not engaged in a satisfactory way with the civic and cultural
dimensions of the new law. Neither, it is suggested, has Ofcom engaged with the issue of the resources and
conditions required for creative programme-making within the UK.

The article also considers that Ofcom, in its determination to drive forward the take-up of digital services
and in its methodological reliance upon competition theory, has found itself uncomfortably close to the role
of cheerleader for the new commercial interests in broadcasting. These interests are to a considerable extent
hostile to the work and existence of the BBC. The article concludes that the government now appears to
have found in favour of keeping the BBC relatively independent from Ofcom. (260 words)

Ofcom’s First Year and Neo-Liberalism’s Blind Spot: Attacking the Culture of Production

“I know what the story is. I’ve read the story. But what is it trying to say? What is it about? Why
are we doing this story vs. this story, vs. even another story? Why? What are these characters really
saying to an audience? What are we trying to have them think or feel about a story . . .?” It’s the
most terrifying question in this town.51

Thus spoke an anonymous American television executive, describing the industry in Los Angeles or New
York in the mid 1980s. And his “terrifying question”—to do with both the content and the purposes of story-
telling and of television—has a resonance in Britain to-day as the marketisation of the medium grows apace,
as competition intensifies in a multi-channel universe, as ratings drop, profits dip, audiences fragment and
costs are cut.

Keen to further this process of competition in the United Kingdom, to encourage producers to become
more export-aware and to facilitate the early migration of television services from analogue to digital, the
British government has recently completed an ambitious set of legislative arrangements, embodied in the
2003 Communications Act. The first and only child of this Act is the new regulatory agency: the OYce of
Communications or “Ofcom”, born on 29 December, 2003.

This article suggests that Ofcom, like those who routinely avoid the “terrifying question” noted in the
citation above, appears to lack the skills and the will to address some of the key issues of content and of
purpose in British broadcasting to-day. Thus, while this new body is distinguished in its ability to assemble
and publish a wide range of statistics about the industry, it may plausibly be accused of knowing “the cost
of everything and the value of nothing”. Its key operating paradigms appear to rule out an engagement with
the splendid and slippery issues of quality and of value and to be incapable of dealing with questions of
cultural significance. The standard cultural studies proposition—that cultural context in large part
determines the production and circulation of meanings—is banished from its lunar landscape.

This distinctive myopia makes it ill-equipped at present to identify and foster the culture of production
and the types of investment that are required to meet some of the key objectives outlined in the
Communications Act. Specifically the Act allocates to Ofcom a duty to oversee the provision of television
services which maintain “high general standards” in respect of “the contents of the programmes”, “the
quality of the programme making” and the “professional skill and editorial integrity applied in the making
of the programmes”.52

It will be the contention of this article that while Ofcom has sought to establish itself as the cutting edge
public agency for communications in the twenty-first century, it is the BBC that has made a more profound
and original contribution to the analysis of the conditions required for a flourishing audio-visual industry
within the United Kingdom. There are therefore, three “Os” in this tale: Ofcom itself and Oliver and
Ohlbaum, the authors of a report entitled UK Television Content in the Digital Age, commissioned by the
BBC and published in October 2003 in the relatively short “window” between the passing of the
Communications Act in July and the establishment of Ofcom in December.53 The Oliver and Ohlbaum report
has received relatively little public attention, but its findings make it a key document for any mature
understanding of the shifting cross currents that make up the world of contemporary television, and that
define the choices available to audiences. This is so, despite the obvious fact that it is a document rooted in

51 These are the words of an anonymous American television executive (Entertainment Division) interviewed by Jay Blumler,
“Television in the United States: Funding Sources and Programming Consequences” in Jay Blumler and TJ Nossiter (eds),
Broadcasting Finance in Transition. A Comparative Handbook (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), p 73.

52 Houses of Parliament, Communications Act, 2003 (Norwich: The Stationery OYce, 2003), Clause 264,(4),(d).
53 BBC, UK Television Content in the Digital Age. A Report by Oliver and Ohlbaum Associates Limited (London: BBC, 2003).
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the strategy and tactics of institutional self-preservation. Its findings include a detailed account of how and
where money is invested in making programmes in Britain and where, by contrast, there is an extensive “re-
cycling” of old programmes or importation of cheaper ones. The report is informed, this article will suggest,
by a “makers’ mentality”, that is to say that it focuses on those conditions that make cultural production
and the ‘making of meaning’ possible. It is this stance or orientation that is (so far) rarely to be found within
documentation produced by Ofcom.

1. Ofcom and the Origins of the Communications Act

The new regulatory body has taken over the duties of five predecessor organisations and deals with
telecommunications, spectrum allocation, broadcasting standards and the regulation of commercial radio
and television.54 Ofcom also has limited powers in relationship to the BBC. It is a powerful body, employing
around 730 staV, housed in striking new accommodation overlooking the River Thames and covering a wide
waterfront of regulatory topics from mobile phones and broadband to cable and satellite television.55 This
article deals only with Ofcom’s broadcasting responsibilities.

Unlike its predecessors on the television side of the family (the Independent Television Commission, the
Independent Broadcasting Authority and the original Independent Television Authority), Ofcom has
appointed few senior staV with experience of making or regulating television programmes. Its leading
figures—drawn largely from the worlds of advertising, cable, consultancy and politics—appear to have little
interest in the qualitative dimensions of an audio-visual culture. Its ethos is predominantly neo-liberal, and
its language and organising concepts are suitable for an analysis of markets and of competition, but not of
social significance and cultural value. In this regard the conceptual world evoked by the BBC’s policy
document Building Public Value seems foreign to it.56 Rather, Ofcom may be seen to share the
preoccupations or prejudices of the European Commission in routinely denying to television the status of
culture. As one distinguished Polish commentator has noted the Commission habitually refuses to “take a
culturalist view”’ whereas the European Parliament has on a number of occasions sought to emphasise the
cultural role and significance of broadcasting.57

In addition, Ofcom’s emphasis on technological convergence (the digitisation of communications that
facilitates the merging of music and the audio-visual, of telephone services, computing and the internet) has
led to a focus on what are seen as the two major issues of “carriage” and “content”. A policy for “carriage”
is concerned with ensuring competition in the provision of communicative infrastructure (more than one
telephone or broadband provider, for example), while “content” refers mainly—in this context—to radio
and television services, since Ofcom has no powers in respect of the content of private telephone traYc or
of the internet.

Given this institutional dualism of “carriage” and “content”, there appears to be little sense that content
has a qualitative and not merely quantitative dimension. Hence the range and excellence of statistical data
to be found in Ofcom’s many publications is not matched by reflection upon the social significance and
cultural value of radio and television programmes. The emphasis on measuring at the expense of evaluating
suggests a kind of institutional autism characterised by a sharp focus on facts and an inability to see the
bigger picture or to sense the shifting tones and textures of a social and cultural environment.

In its defence, Ofcom will argue that it was given no brief by government to take a close interest in the
form and content of programmes. And yet, as we have seen, there are provisions in the Communications
Act which require some engagement with issues of quality and with the activity of production. Clause 264
of the Act refers to “the quality of the programme making” and to the “professional skill and integrity”
applied in making the programmes.58 The same Clause requires public service broadcasting to ensure that
“cultural activity in the United Kingdom, and its diversity, are reflected, supported and stimulated” within
the programmes.59 These are quite ambitious requirements and they are rooted in a long tradition of British
law and regulation that has assumed since the 1950s that the regulatory body would take a non-partisan
interest in cultural matters. In this regard Ofcom can be seen as the product of an uneasy mix of earlier
traditions along with newer commitments to neo-liberal and de-regulatory principles and values.

It will be appropriate now to trace the take up of these neo-liberal principles as they developed during
the 1980s and 1990s under the leadership of Margaret Thatcher in Britain, and under both Republican and
Democrat Presidents in the United States.

54 Ofcom’s five immediate predecessor institutions were: the OYce of Telecommunications (Oftel), the Radio Communications
Agency, the Radio Authority, the Broadcasting Standards Commission and the Independent Television Commission (ITC).

55 Details of staV numbers in March 2004 are given in Ofcom’s Annual Report 2003–04 (London: Ofcom, 2004), p 98.
56 BBC, Building Public Value. Renewing the BBC for a digital world (London: BBC, 2004).
57 Karol Jakubovicz, A Square Peg in a Round Hole: the EU’s Policy on Public Service Broadcasting in Ib Bondebjerg and Peter

Golding (eds), European Culture and the Media (Bristol: Intellect Books, 2004), pp 277–301, p 295.
58 Op cit, Communications Act, 2003.
59 Ibid Clause 264,(6),(b).
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In broadcasting, Thatcher’s major innovations can be seen in the Broadcasting Act of 1990. There was
widespread subsequent rejection of her policy of allocating commercial television licences to the highest
bidder, but this law can be seen to exert a continuing influence on public policy in at least three ways. Firstly
it acknowledged that the BBC was something of a special case by leaving it largely out-with the provisions
of the law, allowing the Corporation to be retained as the “cornerstone” of British broadcasting (a policy
attributable largely to non or anti-Thatcherite forces within the Conservative government). Secondly, the
1990 law evinced a determination to facilitate increased competition in the field of broadcasting, and gave
considerable support to the interests of News International in its then risky and now highly successful move
into satellite television. Thirdly it sought to ensure that the regulation of commercial broadcasting would
in future be characterised by a “light touch”, although it retained a long-standing historical commitment to
regulate for services of high quality, for the provision of news and current aVairs and for the retention of
the principle of impartiality in factual programmes dealing with major current controversies.

But perhaps as important as the specific provisions of this 1990 law was the changed climate of political
principles and values that it reflected and embodied. Increasingly, within neo-liberal circles, broadcasting
in Britain came to be seen as a tradable service or commodity, best submitted to the market disciplines
applying to all other privately traded services or commodities. The arguments and evidence for this new
paradigm were eVectively marshalled in the Peacock Report of 1986.60 And while British conservative
opinion was eVectively split over the issue of the BBC’s status as a “special case”, the description and analysis
of broadcasting in the UK came increasingly to reflect the tenor of long-established debates about
commercial broadcasting in the United States.

With an eye on their American cousins, though some seven years behind them, the British Parliament,
under a New Labour government, enacted its new legislation on broadcasting and telecommunications in
July 2003. In the United States the Telecommunications Act of 1996 had addressed some of the same issues,
moved by the prospect of an increasing overlap between telecommunications, computing and broadcasting
and seeking to re-position the state as promoter of the big “D”: the world of digital communication that
promised increased choice for audiences and threatened slow death for network broadcasters. In 1997 Reed
Hundt, then Chair of a Democrat-appointed Federal Communications Commission (FCC), noted that
Congress had stated its preference for a national policy framework that was “pro-competitive and
deregulatory”, signalling a “paradigm shift from regulated monopoly to deregulated competition”61

In this respect the Clinton White House was carrying the torch set on fire during the Reagan Presidency
with a philosophy that had been outlined in 1982 by Mark Fowler, Chair of a Republican-controlled FCC:
“the perception of broadcasters as community trustees should be replaced by a view of broadcasters as
marketplace participants”.62 Some commentators have seen a similar philosophy becoming dominant
within the European Union. And Shalini Venturelli notes this tendency in her detailed study of the process
whereby private property interests have replaced or obscured public interest in the field of communications:

The technological-necessity argument for releasing private-communications proprietors from
public obligation now forms the centrepiece of most proposals for the information society.63

By 1996, in a culture where public service values already had little purchase in American commercial
broadcasting, the concept of “public interest” was, as Pat Aufderheide remarks, “widely reconstrued to
mean an open market environment that could be maintained with a minimum of government
interference”.64 It is perhaps not surprising to find that these ideas and principles—gaining momentum in
neo-liberal circles over the previous twenty years—were to be influential with the New Labour government
in Britain, preparing communications legislation at the dawn of a new millennium. And Ofcom’s diYculties
in engaging with issues of culture and content can be related to the legacy of Mark Fowler, reluctant
regulator, whose views were vividly reported by the Washington Post in 1983. Television was, Fowler
proposed, “just another appliance . . . a toaster with pictures”.65 As we shall see, there are elements in the
recent UK legislation which mark and to some extent sustain a radically diVerent view of the role of
television. Nonetheless, the British law of 2003 pays its respects to this robust American neo-liberalism.

2. After the Act: Ofcom’s Remit and Regulatory Actions

If Ofcom’s leadership and actions can be seen to carry forward the implementation of neo-liberal
principles in broadcasting, it is also—like the statute that created it—torn between civic and market
principles. One of these civic principles, the one most fought over as the Communications Bill moved
through both Houses of Parliament, concerned the recognition of citizen as well as of consumer interests
in the field of communications. It was largely as a result of a cross-party alliance between the opposition

60 The Peacock Committee, Report of the Committee on Financing the BBC, 1986, Cmnd. 9824 (London: HMSO, 1986).
61 Patricia Aufderheide, Communications Policy and the Public Interest. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 (New York and

London: the Guilford Press, 1999), p 284 and p 291.
62 Mark Fowler and Daniel Brenner cited in Aufderheide, p 28.
63 Shalini Venturelli, Liberalizing the European Media. Politics, Regulation and the Public Sphere (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1998), p 153.
64 Aufderheide, op cit, p 26.
65 Fowler, cited in C Edwin Baker, Media, Markets and Democracy (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press,

2002), p 3.
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Conservatives and Liberal Democrats, and as a resulted of sustained political battles in the House of Lords,
that a striking new responsibility was given to Ofcom and listed as one of the two “principal duties” of the
new body: “to further the interests of citizens in relation to communications matters”.66

In subsequent documentation Ofcom adopted a phrase which attempted to condense the two duties into
one term, that of the “citizen-consumer”. This term—to be found nowhere in the Act—attracted much
criticism on the grounds that, both linguistically and philosophically, it subordinated the first term to the
primacy of the second, appearing to reinforce the dominance of the theory of the ‘sovereign consumer’ and
of the relative and adjectival insignificance of the “citizen”. It is unclear at the time of writing whether or
not Ofcom will continue to use the term.67

What aspects of the Communications Act and of the powers granted to Ofcom might be seen to promote
the interests of citizens in respect of broadcasting? And what elements of the new law see broadcasters as at
least to some extent ‘community trustees’ as well as “marketplace participants” (to adjust the terms
proposed by Mark Fowler and cited earlier in this article)?68 There are three sets of topics outlined in the Act
that are relevant in this regard: firstly, the requirements for news and current aVairs, secondly the support for
the principles of impartiality and of editorial integrity and, thirdly, the issue of pluralism and of diversity
in programme content. This last topic also includes some provisions that recognise the significance of
national and regional diVerences within the UK.

The public service remit defined by the Act (and applied only to the five terrestrial channels) requires,
among other things, services that are:

. . . appropriate for facilitating civic understanding and fair and well-informed debate on news and
current aVairs, a comprehensive and authoritative coverage of news and current aVairs in, and in
the diVerent parts of, the United Kingdom and from around the world.69

Well-resourced news and current aVairs programmes on radio and television may be seen to provide part
of the bedrock for informed citizenship and therefore for democracy itself. The Act requires that News and
Current AVairs programmes of “high quality” must be shown at intervals throughout the day, including in
peak time.70 In addition, the “special impartiality requirements” apply to programmes transmitted by all
broadcasters licensed in the UK—not only to the “old gang” of the five terrestrials. This Clause of the Act
makes it clear that, unlike newspaper proprietors, the owners of television stations may not use them to
advance their own views and opinions—though this does not limit the representation of a wide spectrum of
views and opinions expressed by others. And it should be noted that the impartiality provision relates not to
all topics but only to “matters of political or industrial controversy” and “matters relating to current public
policy”.71 The idea that television should provide, as far as possible, non-partisan information is further
reinforced by the prohibition on political advertising, though there is provision for political party
campaigns.72 And Ofcom’s Standards Code is enjoined to promote (in the context of advertising,
sponsorship and any other pressures):

. . . the desirability of maintaining the independence of editorial control over programme
content.73

With regard to pluralism and diversity there are a variety of elements in the law that try to give substance
to these essentially cultural principles. Ofcom must recognise:

. . . the diVerent interests of persons in the diVerent parts of the United Kingdom, of the diVerent
ethnic communities within the United Kingdom and of persons living in rural and in urban areas. 74

And, as already indicated, a variety of programme genres: drama, comedy, music, feature films and visual
and performing arts programmes should ensure that ‘cultural activity in the United Kingdom, and its
diversity, are reflected, supported and stimulated’. There should also be a suYcient range of educational
programmes and of programmes dealing with: “. . . science, religion and other beliefs, social issues, matters
of international significance or interest and matters of specialist interest”. And there is some recognition that
children (perhaps remembered here as non-consumers) should be served by “a suitable quantity and range
of high quality and original programmes”.75

66 Op cit, Communications Act 2003, Clause 3, (1), (a).
67 Ofcom’s final report on Phase 3 of its review of public service broadcasting appears not to use the term “citizen-consumer”:

Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting. Phase 3—Competition for quality. (London: Ofcom, February 2005).
68 Some of these questions are explored in more depth in Carole Tongue and Sylvia Harvey, Citizenship, Culture and Public

Service Broadcasting, a submission to Ofcom’s Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, June, 2004. Available at
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/psb/responses/q—z/ccpsb.pdf (accessed on 23 March, 2005).

69 Op cit, Communications Act 2003, Clause 264, (6), (c ).
70 Ibid, Clause 279, (1), (b) and Clause 279, (3).
71 Ibid, Clause 320.
72 Ibid, Clause, 321, (2) and (7).
73 Ibid, Clause 319, (4), (f).
74 Ibid, Clause 3, (4), (l).
75 Ibid, Clause 264, (6), (b), (e), (f) and (h).
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The Act also recognises the diVerences between the various nations and regions that make up the country,
and seeks to make provision for correspondingly distinctive cultural needs. Thus there are special
arrangements for Welsh language broadcasting, provided by Sianel Pedwar Cymru (the Welsh Fourth
Channel) and funded both by advertising and by special parliamentary grant, and there is provision for the
public funding of a Gaelic Media Service in Scotland.76 Moreover, the cultural and economic benefits of
distributing investment in programme-making throughout the UK, and not concentrating it predominantly
within London, are noted. Consequently, Channels 3 (“ITV”), 4 and 5 are all required to ensure that a
suitable proportion of programmes designed for network transmission are made by centres or companies
based “outside the M25 area”.77

The needs of the English regions have been noted in British legislation since the 1950s, in particular as a
consequence of the regional structure and production bases of the ITV companies.78 Historically two
categories of regional programmes have been supported within commercial television; firstly, regional news
and, secondly, other programmes “of particular interest to persons living within the area for which the
service is provided”.79 There is also, in the 2003 legislation, a requirement that the majority of such
programmes, intended for regional and not for national network viewing, should be made within the region
where they are transmitted.

However, as has been widely noted in the general and the trade press, ITV’s commitment to non-news
regional programming has diminished and there have been large numbers of job losses within the English
regional centres. Ofcom has endorsed these changes in the belief that ITV can no longer aVord the luxury
of such an extended regional service, though regional news requirements remain.80 In the light of
government and ministerial support for the principle of foreign investment and ownership, it may be that
Ofcom—in acting to reduce ITV’s costs and in tolerating a reduced regional service—is acting to prepare
the way for this foreign intervention.

Finally, in respect of pluralism and diversity, considered as a contributory element within “civic”
broadcasting, Channel 4 retains some the key elements of its remit as defined in earlier legislation. This
includes an obligation to demonstrate “innovation, experiment and creativity in the form and content of
programmes” and a requirement to appeal to “the tastes and interests of a culturally diverse society”.81 No
longer the lightening conductor of political dissent, as in its first decade of existence, Channel 4 has now
joined the competition club and fears loss of viewers and of advertising revenue. Nonetheless, the legislation
(and continuing Ofcom support) sets Channel 4 apart from the privately owned sector of broadcasting and
thus from shareholder and profitability pressures.

These are, in summary, some of the key public service provisions and consequences of the 2003 Act and,
taken together, they constitute Ofcom’s prospectus or mission. However, there is a touch of unreality about
this prospectus. For Ofcom is enjoined to act not just as a light touch regulator but as a retrospective or
“after the fact” regulator. Companies are required to publish their programme proposals for the year ahead
and then to monitor and comment upon their own work. This new principle of self-regulation makes Ofcom
something of a distant observer, despite its continuing power to fine companies that contravene their licence
conditions.

It is too soon to make an informed judgement about the extent to which this reluctant regulator will be
able to “maintain and strengthen” public service broadcasting or ensure the provision of a “wide range of
television and radio services . . . of high quality”.82 However a number of distinguished industry executives
have criticised aspects of the Labour government’s emphasis upon competition, considered as a tool for
ensuring excellence. At a Royal Television Society conference in 2002, as the Communications Bill stood
poised on the brink of Parliamentary scrutiny, the then-Chair of the BBC Governors, Sir Christopher Bland,
expressed concern about the possible consequences of a government competition policy designed to enable
American ownership of British commercial television. Appointed to his post by a Conservative government,

76 Ibid, Clause 199–207; Clause 208–210.
77 Ibid, Clauses 286 and 288.
78 For other contributions to the debate about regional broadcasting see Paddy Scannell and David CardiV, A Social History

of British Broadcasting. Volume 1, 1922–1939. Serving the Nation (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991) and Sylvia Harvey and Kevin
Robins (eds) The Regions, the Nations and the BBC (London: British Film Institute, 1993).

79

Communications Act 2003, Clause 287, (1), (a). For further discussion of Channel 4 see Sylvia Harvey, “Channel 4 and the
Redefining of Public Service Broadcasting” in Michele Hilmes, The Television History Book (London: British Film Institute,
2003), pp 50–54.

80 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting. Phase 3—Competition for quality (London: Ofcom, 2005), pp 52–53 and
p 101.

81 Communications Act 2003, Clause 265, (3).
82 Ibid, Clause 264, (3) and Clause 3 (c).
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Bland noted that “ownership and investment are not necessarily linked”. His Director General, Greg Dyke,
elaborated on the point:

In a mature industry like British commercial broadcasting US companies won’t buy to invest . . .
They will buy if they can increase their own profitability by reducing investment in UK
programming and selling more of their US programmes into this market.83

As we shall see in a later section of this article, the Oliver and Ohlbaum Report addresses the issue of
investment in programme-making in some detail. But industry concerns in 2001–02 were not limited to the
BBC. In a speech delivered in 2001, the then Director of ITV, David Liddiment, expressed his concerns
about changes in the industry, criticising a new emphasis on quantitative measures, and suggesting that
competition in television was delivering uniformity not innovation:

Numbers now seem to be the only universal measure for excellence we have: how many, how much,
how often. We are losing sight of the innate value of programmes in our fixation on the success
that can be measured by profit . . . The relentless quest to find out what viewers want and then to
give it to them has made for sameness.84

A year later, John Willis—an executive with wide experience of both ITV and Channel 4 and driven into
the temporary exile of working for the American public service broadcaster WGBH—wrote critically of
American television output seen at close quarters. He lambasted the approach of the British government
and its proposed new legislation in these terms: “The government’s vandalism is commercial as well as
cultural, risking jobs and export revenue as well as range and quality of production”.85 Despite the creative
risks taken, exceptionally, by the American Home Box OYce (HBO) and the high peaks of achievement
represented by programmes like The Sopranos or West Wing, Willis found a system whose programmes
were, in general, repetitive, ‘old fashioned and conventional’, and a society where “disenfranchised citizens”
saw commercial television as ‘oV their cultural radar, an irrelevance’. This kind of television, characterised
more by choice of channels than by choice of content, is seen to have almost no civic significance and Willis’s
most devastating summary is cast in the words of his predecessor at WGBH, Peter McGhee: “Most
television enters our people and our body politic not as food for thought, but as an embalming fluid”.86

Prior to the passing of the 2003 Act these were the reservations expressed in Britain about the
consequences of earlier Conservative legislation and the likely impact of the new deregulatory measures
proposed by New Labour. We turn now to consider the eighteen month period following the Act, the period
during which Ofcom has been ‘making its mark’ as the body charged with fulfilling the Act’s intentions, and
the BBC has been quietly suggesting some alternative routes to the attainment of excellence on television.

3. Watching and Financing Public Service Broadcasting: Ofcom’s Review and the Oliver and Ohlbaum Report

How are the interests of citizens to be met in broadcasting, how is diversity to be delivered and pluralism
sustained? How are programmes of “high quality” to be made and transmitted? Ofcom’s general answer,
oVered throughout the three phases of its 2004 review of public service television, is “through enhanced
competition”. The title of its final report, Competition for quality, makes this clear.87 And yet the multi-
channel universe, growing exponentially since 1990 and oVering audiences a greater choice of channels, has
raised the cost of television services and increased the amount of re-cycled and imported material. A number
of commentators have also suggested that the quality of television programmes has deteriorated since
1990.88 In respect of rising costs there is a problem for the theory of competition since, in general, it is argued
that economic competition is a mechanism for delivering the best to the most, at the cheapest prices. As
various commentators have noted over the years, the theory cannot with ease be applied in the realm of
audio-visual production.89

In its Phase 3 report Ofcom oVers a fairly consensual and traditional definition of public service
broadcasting.90 However, two key elements are missing: the principle of universality of service on the one
hand and the role of entertainment on the other. In both respects Ofcom may be seen to be preparing a
defence for those commercial interests in broadcasting threatened by a BBC that is too popular.
“Entertainment” was, of course, the third element in the Reithian trinity of public service objectives: “to
inform, to educate and to entertain”.

83 Cited in Steve Clarke, “Big guns join battle against US ownership”, Television, Journal of the Royal Television Society,
October, 2002, pp 20–21.

84 David Liddiment, McTaggart Speech at the Edinburgh International Television Festival, August 2001, cited in Michael
Darlow, Independents Struggle. The Programme Makers who took on the TV Establishment (London: Quartet Books, 2004),
p 582.

85 John Willis, “The Sopranos Won’t Save Us”, Guardian, 10 June 2002; cited in Darlow, op cit, p 587.
86 John Willis, “The real cost of US ownership”, Television, Journal of the Royal Television Society, November 2002, p 9.
87 Ofcom Review of public service television broadcasting. Phase 3—Competition for quality, op cit.
88 See Steven Barnett and Emily Seymour, “A Shrinking Iceberg Travelling South”. Changing Trends in British Television: A case

study of drama and current aVairs (London: Campaign for Quality Television, 1999) and Jennie Stone, Losing Perspective:
Global AVairs on British Terrestrial Television 1989–1999 (Third World and Environment Broadcasting Project, 2000).

89 See, for example, Andrew Graham and Gavyn Davies, Broadcasting, Society and Policy in the Multimeda Age (Luton:
University of Luton Press, 1997) and Nicholas Garnham, “Public Service versus the Market” in Capitalism and
Communication (London: Sage, 1990), pp 115–135.

90 Phase 3—Competition for quality, op cit, p 7.
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The issue of increased costs for audiences in multi-channel (though not in Freeview) homes has been little
acknowledged or reflected upon. As Ofcom’s own figures demonstrate, the costs of viewing the five
terrestrial channels are significantly lower than the costs of viewing the new channels. In 2002 the
programmes to which audiences devoted, on average, 77% of their viewing time attracted 57% or just over
half of total costs (for the five terrestrial channels), while the programmes which won a share of 23% of the
audience attracted 43% of total costs (for the “other”, non-terrestrial channels).91 And while multi-channel
viewers may be aware of the monthly cost to them of subscription services on the one hand and of the BBC
licence fee on the other, they may not be aware of the highly diVerentiated overall cost profile, or of the
“value for money” oVered by terrestrial broadcasting; an economic and cultural value not fully
acknowledged by Ofcom.

In this context cultural value (and “content”) may be linked to economic value in the sense that resources
are a precondition for content creation in Britain as elsewhere in the world. And wherever content is
produced and programmes made (more or less creatively) there people are employed, economic activity
enhanced and there is a potential for the content of programmes to address local concerns. Where
programmes are imported and exported there is, of course, potential for cultural exchange as long as this
remains a two-way street and as long as each culture and country retains a production capacity.92

What the Oliver and Ohlbaum report notes is that the new, non-terrestrial channels, despite their
considerable collective wealth, devote a very small proportion of their resources to making new programmes
and therefore to giving British-based producers an opportunity to bring new ideas and insights to local
audiences. Ofcom implicitly recognises the value of investment in indigenous content creation by pointing
out that the top ten programmes viewed in multi-channel homes in the third quarter of 2003 were all drawn
from the five terrestrial channels, and all had British subject matter.93 Five of these programmes were
transmitted by the BBC, four by ITV and one by Channel 4 and their success in homes paying the costs of
access to the multi-channel universe seems to indicate the continuing popularity of the “old” providers in
the face of competition from new services.

Given that one of Ofcom’s main duties, from the point-of-view of government, is to encourage the
migration of television households from analogue to digital reception, it is perhaps unsurprising to find an
emphasis in Ofcom’s statistics on viewing habits within multi-channel, digital homes; these are seen to be
the forward looking trend-setters. However, as also seems obvious to all but the technologically obsessed,
audiences wish to watch what they consider to be good programmes rather than digital programmes per se.
Any balanced assessment of the cultural significance of the multi-channel revolution in the UK therefore
requires some awareness of the relative popularity and use of the various old and new channels. The
percentage share figures for the five terrestrial channels, as well as for the top five most popular non-
terrestrial channels (“other” channels) are therefore given below in Tables 1 and 2.

While it is important to recognise that the share of viewing that goes to the new commercial channels is
still rising, it also seems to be the case that the majority of the audience continue to recognise the value of
the older free-to-air services, as well as of the new, and free, BBC digital services. This is substantiated by
the accelerated take-up of the Freeview service (providing access for analogue homes to the BBC’s and
other’s free-to-air, non-subscription digital services). Regarding the relative popularity of new and old, an
inspection of the figures below indicates that the most watched of the non-terrestrial channels (Sky One) has
less than half of the audience for the least watched of the terrestrials (Channel 5). It may also be worth noting
that it is the terrestrials that are defined as “public service broadcasting” by the Communications Act, and
that it is these channels, taken together, that retain a majority share of the audience.

Table 1:Total TV Viewing Audience Share % (Terrestrial and “Other” Channels, (2003)

BBC 1 25.6
ITV 23.7
Other 23.6
BBC 2 11.0
Channel 4 9.6
Channel 5 6.5

Source: Ofcom, is
television special? p 43

91 These figures are drawn from various sections of the Ofcom Review of Public Service Broadcasting, Phase 1—Is television
special? (London: Ofcom, 2004). Revenue share figures are given on p 27 and in Figure 38 on p 63; audience share figures are
given in Figure 14 of the Annex Documents, What People Watch: The Television Audience, made available on CD-ROM.

92 These issues are discussed from the perspective of those who have felt themselves pushed into a one-way street in Peter Golding
and Phil Harris (eds) Beyond Cultural Imperialism. Globalization, communication and the new international order (London:
Sage, 1997).

93 Ofcom, What People Watch: The Television Audience, Annex to Is television special?, (CD-ROM), op.cit., Figure 30. The ten
programmes were: Eastenders, Coronation Street, Emmerdale, Match of the Day Live, Holby City, Big Brother, The Full Monty
(film) and Heartbeat.
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Table 2: Top Five “Other” Channels: Audience Share as % of Total TV Viewing (2003)

Sky One 2.9
Sky Sports One 1.8
ITV2 1.6
UK Gold 1.5
Cbeebies 1.2

Source: Ofcom, Annex
to Is television special,
Figure 35.

In considering these audience share figures it may also be helpful to be aware of the overall breakdown
of television revenues in Britain. Ofcom’s figures indicate that total revenue in 2002—for all channels—was
around £7.6 billion. These figures are made of up Net Advertising Revenue at around £3.15 billion;
subscription income at around £2.00 billion; the television component of the licence fee at around £1.80
billion; and other income, including sponsorship, at around £0.65 billion.94

By 2004 the benchmark figure of 50% of UK households with access to digital television had been passed,
with around 45% having access to the internet.95 However, as the audience share figures given above
indicate, the “old” terrestrial channels continue to attract the majority of viewing. As already suggested, the
Oliver and Ohlbaum Report gives some indication of why this might be the case. There are three important
factors noted in the Report: firstly, the transmission costs of the new channels are disproportionately high;
secondly, the new channels spend relatively small amounts on new programming (though significant
amounts are spent on acquiring sports and film rights), and thirdly, a larger proportion of the BBC licence
fee income finds its way into programme production compared with the proportions of television
advertising revenue or subscription that are spent on production.

Regarding digital transmission costs and the use of cable and satellite platforms, the Report points out
that much of the value of advertising and subscription income, used to support the new channels, is
swallowed up in the costs of transmission or delivery. As a result of this, less money—proportionately—is
available to invest in making new programmes.96 Regarding the general cost-eVectiveness and beneficial
eVects of licence fee money, the Report argues firstly that the level of BBC investment in original
programmes requires competitors to keep pace with such investment and secondly that any reduction in
licence fee payments and consequent increase in advertising income would result in proportionately less
investment in original programming (as opposed to repeats or imports).

There are some complicated calculations and hypotheses behind these assertions, but they seem generally
to rest on an analysis that whereas some 70% of BBC income goes into making new television programmes,
only 50% of commercial income on ITV, Channel 4 and Channel 5 (combined) finds its way into original
production. And the proportion for pay TV channels is much less than this, as we shall see. The rather
complicated arguments in the Report can perhaps be better represented by the more familiar view that, in
the ecology of British broadcasting, audience expectations are raised, and programming standards
maintained, because the BBC is such a significant investor in the making of new (not repeated or imported)
programmes.97

In their introduction the authors point out that the amounts invested in television in Britain are very high,
considered in global terms. Significantly more is spent on television, on a per capita basis, than—for
example—in France or in Germany, and the recent government Green Paper on the future of the BBC
suggests that Britain invests a higher proportion of its Gross Domestic Product in television than any other
country in the world (including the United States, although the size of the US means that its programme
market is vastly larger than that in the UK).98 In part as a result of this, some 75% of the terrestrial television
programmes shown in Britain are also made in Britain. Oliver and Ohlbaum compare this with a British
share of the domestic cinema market of some 20% (the other 80% being devoted to imported American
films).99 The figures showing proportions of indigenous and imported programming on the five terrestrial
channels is given in Table 3 below.

94 These figures can be deduced from Figure 38 of Is television special?, op cit, p 63.
95 Is television special? op cit, p 62. By February 2005 Ofcom noted that digital take-up had grown to 56% of households, though

it makes no mention of the role of the Freeview service in this process, Phase 3—Competition for quality, op cit, p 2.
96 BBC, UK Television Content in the Digital Age. A Report by Oliver and Ohlbaum Associates Limited (London: BBC, 2003),

pp 33. Report referred to as “Oliver and Ohlbaum”.
97 Ibid, p 32–33.
98 Ibid, p 25 and Department for Culture, Media and Sport, Review of the BBC’s Royal Charter. A strong BBC, independent of

government (The Green Paper) (London: DCMS, 2005), p48.
99 Oliver and Ohlbaum, op cit, p 3.
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Table 3: Split of Indigenous versus imported programming on the UK terrestrial channels, 2002

New indigenous Indigenous TRv and film
programmes % repeats % imports %

BBC 1 70 12 18
BBC2 47 28 25
ITV 72 9 19
C4 35 23 42
C5 35 23 42

Source: OLiver and Ohlbaum Report, p 22 BBC, ITC, DGA,
O& O analysis.

But it is the figures on programme spend by the British pay TV channels which are perhaps of most
interest and which may explain the continuing popularity of the terrestrial “big spenders”. These figures
should be treated with some caution as they derive from 2001, and it is clear—at least from intentions
announced in the trade press—that the bigger pay TV channels intend to increase their proportion of spend
on original and more prestigious programming.

Oliver and Ohlbaum calculate that the total revenue for all Britain’s pay TV channels in 2001 was around
£3.4 billion (with £2.9 billion coming from subscriptions and £0.5 billion from advertising). Of this total of
£3.4 billion they calculate that nearly half of this amount went on delivery costs (some £1.6 billion) and some
£1 billion on film and sports rights. This left around £0.8 billion for all other costs including administration.
Of this remaining amount the Report calculates that some £400 million was spent on non-sport and non-
film programming. Just under half of this amount—around £150 million—was spent on UK programming.
One third of this (or £50 million) was spent on repeats and this left around £100 million to spend on
commissioning new UK programmes. If Oliver and Ohlbaum are approximately right, then the new, pay
TV channels—taken together—are spending just under 3% of their income on commissioning new UK
programmes (in addition to all sports and film programming).100

This, of course, is one very particular account of significant trends in the ever-

expanding audio-visual sphere. It is not an account that is foregrounded in Ofcom’s telling of the tale of
contemporary broadcasting, and it is easy to see how the Oliver and Ohlbaum version is motivated by BBC
self-interest. But a disinterested observer might also conclude that the UK citizens and consumers making
use of these services might also find this account illuminating, just as some have found Freeview a useful
alternative to pay TV.

Conclusion

It is impossible to do justice to a large organisation like Ofcom in one short article. The range and detail
of the empirical data that it generates is impressive and puts most comparable academic research in the
shade. It is a very big beast in the jungle with considerable powers for good or ill. But by February 2005
some distinguishing characteristics have emerged. Ofcom must inevitably prioritise government commands
to make the UK “home to the most dynamic and competitive communications and media market in the
world”101 and it is required to do everything in its power to facilitate the creation of “digital Britain”. In the
field of television this has eVectively meant supporting the roll out of digital services that (with the exception
of the BBC’s new digital channels) are predominantly subscription based. This support, developed within
the framework of the dominant market rhetoric of competition, has brought it uncomfortably close to being
the cheerleader for these new commercial services. And it is possible to see its early regulatory actions in
allowing ITV to reduce the range and quality of its regional and children’s services as an action that puts
the interests of the television business ahead of the interests of television users.

It is arguably the case that the twin factors of the drive to digital and a fascination with market
transformation have had the eVect of flicking oV a key switch in the Ofcom institutional brain. This oV
switch is currently set against four key issues: the communication requirements of citizenship, the cultural
quality, value and impact of television programmes, the support measures required for creative, critical and
innovative programme-making and the “value for money” represented not just by the BBC but also by the
other “free to air” broadcasters.

In assessing future performance the biggest “faultline” to watch is probably Ofcom’s unfolding
relationship with the BBC. For these two organisations there is a continuing sense in which “this town ain’t
big enough for both of them” and some critics and commercial competitors of the BBC have proposed that
the Corporation be brought under the regulatory control of Ofcom. This proposal, though formally rejected
by the regulator, nonetheless provides the “deep story” behind Ofom’s Phase 3 report on public service
television, published in February 2005. The February report remained very quiet about the contribution
made by the BBC-supported “Freeview” service in enabling more households to creep into the digital world

100 Ibid, p 3 and p 22.
101 Department of Trade and Industry and Department for Culture, Media and Sport, A New Future for Communications, Cmnd.

5010 (The White Paper) (Norwich: The Stationery OYce, 2000), p 10.
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without significant additional payment and bypassing the subscription route to change. And Ofcom
confirmed its proposal that there should be a new competitor to the BBC: the “Public Service Publisher”.102

But in also proposing that this new institution might be funded by the re-routing of some portion of the
BBC’s licence fee it suggests, in my view, that the BBC’s right hand might work better if its left foot were
cut oV. And the proposal appears to endorse the views of those critics and commercial competitors,
including News International, who have been arguing since the mid-1980s that the BBC should be
financially diminished and politically contained. Of course this is not the publicly stated rationale, and the
case not unreasonably advanced by Ofcom is that audiences will be better served by the provision of a new
public service competitor to the BBC. But there is, as yet, no legal framework in place for the creation of
this new body.

In the light of the findings of the Hutton Report, the general fall-out over coverage of the war in Iraq,
and the expression of the Prime Minister’s severe displeasure with the BBC, the surprise of 2005 is perhaps
the government’s Green Paper on the renewal of the BBC’s Royal Charter.103 This makes it clear that—
whatever manoeuvrings have been taking place behind closed doors—the BBC will retain its institutional
independence, possibly being established for the first time as an independent Trust, and it will retain the full
value of its licence fee, at least for the next few years. Perhaps Ofcom will tolerate this Trust; perhaps it will
reinvigorate its own Content Board in addressing citizenship issues and concerns. We shall see.

What is certain is that in the ethos generated in the new Faulty Towers on the south bank of the Thames,
there is an inability or unwillingness to see that it is the lauded and arguably most competitive television
that invests the least in original production. This is one of neo-liberalism’s blind spots. And in the field of
culture the policies that flow from this will inevitably have damaging consequences.
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January 2007

Memorandum submitted by NCA

The National Campaign for the Arts (NCA) is the UK’s only independent lobbying organisation
representing all the arts. It provides a voice for the arts world in all its diversity. It seeks to safeguard,
promote and develop the arts and win public and political recognition for the importance of the arts as a
key element in our national culture.

The NCA welcomes the Committee’s inquiry into public service media content and is responding on
behalf of its members: practitioners and arts organisations of all sizes and backgrounds, from across the UK.
The NCA wishes to highlight the importance of the broadcast medium as a commissioner and promoter of
the arts and strongly recommends that this role be built on and developed, and that arts programming be
recognised as an integral part of public service programme delivery.

The arts and culture are a superb way to introduce audiences to the variety of backgrounds, cultures and
traditions of people living in the UK. As the primary public service broadcaster, the BBC’s role in this is
vital. However, the provision of arts programming should be extended to public service media content across
the board.

The NCA believes strongly that arts programmes should represent diVerent groups of people on
mainstream as well as specialist channels, bringing audiences across the UK together. The UK arts sector
is very broad, encompassing everything from circus art to South Asian dance, and companies present art
from a wide range of communities and backgrounds as reflected by NCA membership, which includes
organisations ranging from very small regional companies to national institutions. This diverse mixture
should be available to audiences through public service programming and not limited (and eVectively
segregated) to dedicated channels. Audiences must feel welcome to explore art from cultures and
backgrounds other than their own: specialist channels, though important, can sometimes inadvertently
exclude particular groups of people. Therefore, increased airtime for all kinds of arts on mainstream
channels will be very important to securing real value for audiences.

News and current aVairs programming is not the only way to explore international issues with UK
audiences. Art is an important way of breaking down barriers in understanding and sharing ideas. The NCA
is leading the arts sector in campaigning to ensure that visiting artists are still able to share their work with
UK audiences under new immigration rules, and that the value of this international exchange is recognised

102 Phase 3 report, op cit, p 68–80.
103 Review of the BBC’s Royal Charter (The Green Paper), op cit, p 3.
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and accommodated by the Home OYce. The NCA recommends that the broadcast media also recognise
the importance of this exchange by supporting programming that features international and UK artists and
securing coverage for arts programming wherever possible. In the same vein, the NCA also strongly
recommends that the public service broadcast media strives to promote British art abroad. UK arts and
artists are a strong export for the UK and a strong tourist attraction, contributing significantly to the UK
economy.

As a public service broadcaster, the BBC’s unique funding situation allows it to take artistic risks that
would perhaps be less viable for commercial broadcasters. In particular, the NCA recognises its role in
commissioning new work and developing the careers of new artists. The NCA applauds programmes such
as Encore, which provided an opportunity for new musical works to be broadcast following their premieres,
and much-needed exposure for the artists involved. The NCA believes, however, that there is more to be
done to embed arts programming across the BBC network. An extension of such initiatives to other artforms
would be an important way for the BBC and other public service broadcasters to foster creativity and
nurture talent.

In summary, the NCA recommends that:

— The arts be recognised as a key area for public service media content with a prescribed minimum
amount of arts programming across all channels and services.

— This minimum amount represents an increase on the current airtime for arts programming across
all channels and services.

— Arts programming be used as a way of promoting understanding between regions and
communities across all channels and services.

— UK art and artists be promoted internationally through the broadcast media, and more exposure
be given to international art and artists to increase UK audiences’ understanding of
international issues.

— More opportunities be oVered to learn about the arts and through the arts.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Ragdoll

In the year 2000 I was awarded the honour of CBE for services to children’s television. Since then, I have
continued to work intensively to understand both the impact of new media and the advances in new
technology, as they aVect the important work of creating television for children in the UK.

I am concerned that talented young people—not just in my own company, Ragdoll—should be attracted
to this work and be in a position to take advantage of the great new opportunities it oVers.

We have production expertise here in the UK that leads the world. Now, unless urgent action is taken,
our industry is threatened with extinction and in a very short space of time, children in the UK will be fed
a diet dominated by cartoons from Asia and the US with none of the cultural richness that our own heritage
provides.

Because of the complexities of broadcasting, the general public are unaware of the seriousness of the
situation facing children’s television. I imagine if the subject had been children’s books, there would have
been an immediate outcry. Who would want there to be no books produced for children in the UK?
Similarly, if the full facts were known, who would desire there to be no UK children’s television
programmes? The case is even more important because while not every child takes advantage of children’s
literature, all children watch television and for many, it is their first and only experience of the arts.

I oVer the following facts on behalf of my company, Ragdoll, which works for children up to 10 years old
and has been responsible for exporting programmes to 120 countries. None of this innovation or creative
risk will be possible in the future unless steps are taken to ensure adequate funding for origination of new
work specifically designed for children, and developed from the UK’s heritage of programme making.

Facts

— Children’s television is either demonised or trivialised in the media so its true value is never
properly estimated. Television plays a pivotal role in children’s everyday lives.

— The current crisis is brought about by three factors:

— Regulation of food and drink advertising recently announced by Ofcom.

— The diminished role of ITV within the children’s sector.

— The increasing importance of digital platforms as the main distributors of children’s content
in the UK.

All of these conspire to reduce the funding of original programmes at a time when digital and high
definition means that costs of production are rising rapidly.
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— Funding is the most urgent and immediate issue. Costs continue to escalate, as does the expectation
of broadcasters worldwide for new and innovative work. At the same time, the number of
commissioners able to compete seriously in this marketplace continues to decrease. Herein lies
both the threat and the opportunity. Given the right support, the UK can and could continue to
lead the world in this area.

— If the quality and diversity of children’s television continues to be aVected, then children will turn
to other media where there is no regulation, or watch adult television that in no way values them.

— If we fail to recognise the cultural value of having a healthy UK children’s production sector that
originates and exports content produced with a UK cultural slant, we risk having our children’s
choice reduced to waves of international imports, mostly substandard cartoons.

— It is unrealistic to leave the total care of children only to the BBC. The BBC’s funding is already
spread very thin. It also needs the challenge of a competitive children’s broadcast marketplace if
suYcient and adventurous innovative programmes are to be made to meet the demands of children
in the future.

— We must acknowledge that children warrant a range of programming of a quality commensurate
with that of adults.

— UK producers deserve the same level of incentive and protection as other nations such as
Australia, Canada and Ireland provide.

— if children’s television is to be herded on to digital channels only, then these channels need to be
properly valued, cross-promoted on adult channels and meaningfully funded.

— While this audience warrants special legislative protection and consideration, decisions aVecting
the nature of content available to UK children cannot be made in isolation. Children should have
the right to airtime matched with the right to access funding, similar to that of adults.

— The children’s viewing audience with its need to develop screen literacy and discernment requires
the same breadth and choice of content as it finds in children’s publishing.

— Children’s television is still the first content provider and an essential foundation from which huge
numbers of children develop crucial imaginative thinking skills. We cannot aVord to deny our
responsibility to this most important of audiences.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by International Broadcasting Trust

The International Broadcasting Trust hereby submits this evidence to the Culture Media and Sport
committee for consideration during the inquiry into public service media content.

1. Summary

“Matters of international significance or interest” in public service media content

1.1 In this submission, we shall deal with a key element of public service media content, namely its
coverage of “matters of international significance or interest”, since this is the principal focus of our activity
and also our area of expertise.

1.2 It is IBT’s view that the definition of public service broadcasting as defined in the Communications
Act 2003 stills holds good: namely that public service television should provide “programmes dealing with
a wide range of subject matters . . . in a manner which . . . is likely to meet the needs and satisfy the interests
of as many diVerent audiences as practicable . . .” and in the form of services “for the dissemination of
information and for the provision of education and entertainment.” (section 264).

In particular, the Act contains two public service obligations with regard to international programming:

— That there should be comprehensive coverage of news and current aVairs stories from the UK “and
around the world”;

— That there should be Tier 3 (non-news) general programmes about ”matters of international
significance”.

1.3 We believe that knowledge and understanding of international and global issues is an essential part
of the communications needs, rights and interests of UK citizens in the global information society. Thus
public service media content is viewed as a public good, like healthcare or education, and therefore an
essential pillar of a modern, democratic society. It is also a prerequisite for active citizenship—something
which has been at the heart of Government policy for almost a decade.

1.4 IBT believes the prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age
are good provided that:

— the Government and Parliament take steps to ensure that public service broadcasters fulfil their
obligations;
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— the BBC Trust’s work in monitoring the BBC is carried out in a highly visible and transparent way
and that there are opportunities for citizens to voice their opinions;

— Channel 4 is supported in order to provide the BBC with the creative competition it needs to
flourish and Channel 4 remains a publicly-owned corporation;

— Commercial broadcasters are expected to continue to deliver on public service obligations, such
as news provision and current aVairs programming;

1.5 Despite the recent falls in broadcasting advertising revenue, we recommend that ITV and Five TV’s
existing financial models should remain in place because currently they remain commercially viable. We
would like to see them maintain a commitment to domestic and international news and current aVairs and
a broad range of factual programming until there is further, more substantial evidence that this commitment
is undermining their commercial viability.

1.6 Pending the outcome of the current Channel 4 Review by Ofcom, it may be necessary to consider
proposals for direct or indirect financial support of Channel 4 in order to ensure its future as a public service
broadcaster. We would like to see Channel 4 being given the opportunity to make its argument for funding
and for there to be the opportunity for public debate on the matter.

1.7 If it is found that Channel 4 requires direct financial support, IBT urges the government and Channel
4 to investigate a plural funding mix of which public funding would be a vital element without diverting
revenue from the licence fee away from funding the BBC.

1.8 IBT is strongly opposed to any public funding being provided to commercial broadcasters or public
limited companies which would benefit their shareholders rather than the general public.

1.9 It is IBT’s view that key areas of public service content will continue to be produced and broadcast,
provided that the BBC and Channel 4 are adequately funded and they are compelled to fulfil their public
service remits.

1.10 While IBT believes it is inevitable that there will be public service content on new media platforms,
there will be no guarantee of its quality, plurality, accessibility and diversity. We would therefore like to see
the provision of public funding in order to create high quality public service content which wouldn’t be
provided otherwise.

1.11 IBT welcomes Ofcom’s proposal for a Public Service Publisher provided:

— It focuses on providing material for new media platforms;

— It is managed by a new media organisation rather than a traditional broadcaster;

— There is a public discussion and full democratic scrutiny of its priorities and role;

— It should be driven by a vision to be genuinely international in content and in the use of
interactivity—thus linking communities around the world in dialogue and exchange of ideas,
providing a wide range of viewpoints , reflecting the new Global Information Society we live in,
thus providing content and an approach nowhere else adequately available on UK media
platforms.

2. Background: IBT

2.1.1 The International Broadcasting Trust (IBT) is an amalgamation of two sister organisations: the
former Third World and Environment Broadcasting Project (3WE) and former International Broadcasting
Trust (IBT). The new IBT is an educational charity which seeks to promote high quality television and new
media coverage of matters of international significance. In the past, 3WE has been active in this area and this
submission fully reflects 3WE’s long history of campaigning on these issues and arguing that international
coverage on television is a necessary tool in informing us all, as global citizens.

2.1.2 IBT represents a coalition of international charities campaigning for high quality television
coverage of “matters of international significance or interest”. Its members include: ActionAid, Amnesty
International, British Red Cross, CAFOD, Care UK, Christian Aid, Comic Relief, Concern UK, Friends
of the Earth, Merlin, Oxfam, Plan UK, Practical Action, Progressio, RSPB, Save the Children, Sightsavers
International, Skillshare International, Tearfund, UNA UK, UNICEF UK, VSO, the World Association
for Christian Communication and World Vision. IBT is a registered charity, number 326150.

2.1.3 3WE has contributed to every major broadcasting policy consultation since the Government first
began regulating converged communications in 1997. 3WE was instrumental in persuading the government
to amend the Communications Bill so that a requirement for public service television to cover ‘matters of
international significance or interest’ was included in the final Act [Section 264(6)(f)].
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2.2 Empirical Research
2.2.1 The earlier work of 3WE in monitoring the quantity and range of non-news and current aVairs factual
programming on international issues will continue. These statistics have been published biennially since 1991.
The latest report Bringing the World to the UK was published in June 2006.

2.2.2 In addition to this quantitative research, IBT has also published its own qualitative research,
looking at the changing nature of television coverage of the developing world and exploring the diVerent
perspectives of broadcasters and viewers. The latest report Reflecting the Real World was published in May
2006. We are currently working on further qualitative research, looking at convergence and the impact of
new media on traditional broadcasting, the results of which are due to be published in July 2007.

2.3 Guiding Principles on Communications

2.3.1 The principles below reflect the concerns of IBT’s member agencies regarding adequate common
understanding of the world in which we live. These concerns are shared by millions of UK supporters of our
organisations.

2.3.2 IBT’s members, being intimately and operationally concerned with the eVects of “globalisation” on
communities and environments around the world, and with communicating across the world, welcome the
advent of the global information society (GIS).

2.3.3 We believe the provision of information to society has the potential to:

— bring individuals, communities and countries together in common understanding of the processes
of globalisation, the challenges of sustainable development and the necessity to care for the planet
and for each other;

— contribute to protecting human rights, peace and security;

— enable eVective global networking and interaction between concerned constituencies, including
the formation of new non-geographical communities;

— create stronger public awareness of globalisation and its impacts on all our lives, and thereby to
“make sense of the world”.

2.3.4 IBT believes that public policy should aim to achieve a Global Information Society which is:

— inclusive;

— diverse and pluralistic;

— enabling and empowering of its citizens, giving them the means to fulfil their potential as
individuals in an interdependent world;

— adequate to the great challenges of globalisation;

— capable of supporting the universal goal of sustainable development.

3. Factual Information

3.1 Term of Reference 1: The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the
digital age

3.1.1 IBT believes that the prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital
age are good, provided that the Government and Parliament take steps to ensure that a legal framework
continues to exist to ensure that public service broadcasters fulfil their obligations.

Creative Competition

3.1.2 In the run up to BBC Charter renewal in 2006, there was consensus in both the public debate and
in the evidence provided by experts to hearings held on behalf of the Department of Culture, Media and
Sport that plurality and diversity in public service broadcasting and creative competition are essential for
the survival of good quality public service content on BBC platforms. IBT supports this general consensus,
the argument being that if the BBC were the sole public service broadcaster, it would become isolated from
other channels and would find it increasingly diYcult or have no need to innovate. We agree with this
argument and believe that creative competition is the life-blood of public service broadcasting.

The BBC

3.1.3 In order for plurality to be maintained in public service broadcasting in the digital age, it is essential
that the BBC fulfils its public service remit. The new BBC Charter will ensure that the BBC retains its focus
in this area for the next 10 years and the new BBC Trust has a clear role in monitoring and maintaining the
BBC’s performance. It is essential that this monitoring takes place in a highly visible and transparent way,
and that there are opportunities for citizens to voice their opinions.
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3.1.4 The BBC has a strong track record of mixed genre channels which appeal to a wide audience,
evidenced by viewing figures: in a highly competitive marketplace, in 2006 BBC 1’s share dropped by only
0.6% to 22.7% and BBC 2’s share by the same percentage to 8.8% as compared with losses at ITV of 9% to
19.7% and Five TV of 11% to 5.7%. Whilst BBC television has continued to maintain this sizeable audience
share, in recent years, it has also increased its commitment to public service programming. According to our
most recent quantitative study Bringing the World to the UK, published in June 2006, both BBC1 and BBC2,
for example, broadcast significantly more factual international programmes in 2005 than in 2000–01 and
1998–99. Over the past two years factual programming featuring developing countries has more than
doubled on the two main BBC channels and risen by 60% since 2000-01. 75% of all developing country
factual output was shown by the BBC in 2005.

3.1.5 In terms of international programming, it is vital that the BBC’s purpose of ‘bringing the world to
the UK’ is not limited to news and current aVairs or to its minority channels (BBC3, BBC4) but that this
purpose applies to all channels, genres of programming and services. It is clear, for example, that
entertainment or drama appeal to diVerent audiences from those who might watch news or documentaries.
A drama like Tsunami, the Aftermath or an episode of Casualty filmed in Cambodia both make just as
valuable a contribution to public service broadcasting as a current aVairs programme on the tsunami or one
on health care in Cambodia.

3.1.6 We believe the new BBC Charter and the concept of ‘public value’ will help to ensure that television
and new media content continues to be a stimulus to active citizenship. The BBC now has a crucial role in
helping citizens make sense of the wider world and in encouraging them to engage with it. The key to this
will be participation, thus members of the public are not part of a passive audience to be entertained and
informed but active, inspired participants.

Channel 4

3.1.7 In our view, Channel 4 has a critical role to play as a publicly owned corporation, to act as
competition for the BBC and other public service content providers. As a public service broadcaster Channel
4, like the BBC, plays a significant role in helping UK citizens understand the world and to appreciate
diVerent cultures and viewpoints. It is essential that the Channel remains a not-for-profit state-owned
broadcaster with a clear commitment to public service broadcasting in order to maintain plurality in the
digital age. We would strongly oppose any attempts to privatise Channel 4 or to turn it into a public limited
company. If Channel 4 remains publicly owned, it will compete with the BBC and UK citizens will benefit
from this creative competition. If it were privatised, its shareholders would be likely to prioritise commercial
success above the need for quality public service content.

3.1.8 Channel 4’s strong track record of innovation has ensured that, whilst other broadcasters have been
losing audience share, it is the only terrestrial broadcaster to have gained audience share in 2006—up 0.1%
to 9.8%. Its record of innovation will help to ensure that public service broadcasting continues to reach mass
audiences.

3.1.9 IBT welcomes the fact that Channel 4 has extended its public service ethos to its digital channels,
in particular More4.

3.1.10 IBT welcomes Ofcom’s inquiry into Channel 4’s financial future, and its attempt to set a
benchmark for the channel’s public service content. Without this benchmark, it will become increasingly
diYcult to assess how far Channel 4 is fulfilling its public service remit.

Plurality—Other Channels/Platforms

3.1.11 Whilst the BBC and Channel 4 should remain the principal pillars of public service television, we
believe that ITV and Five should continue to have a role to play. In 2006 Ofcom estimated the value of the
EPG and other benefits combined was £25 million per annum. Although these benefits may have only a
relatively small financial value, this should nevertheless be reflected in a continued commitment to public
service programming. We would like to see them maintain a commitment to domestic and international
news and current aVairs and a broad range of factual programming until there is further, more substantial
evidence that this commitment is undermining their commercial viability.

3.1.12 It is likely Ofcom’s suggested Public Service Publisher will also provide greater plurality in public
service content and this could have a positive role to play in ensuring continued competition and innovation.
However, in order to justify the creation of such a content provider, it will need to be proven that there is
a segment or are segments of audience which are currently being under-served. If this is discovered to be the
case, IBT supports the creation of the Public Service Publisher because it could have the potential to reach
new audiences which may be under-served by traditional public service television broadcasting.
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3. 2 Term of Reference 2: The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial
broadcasters

3.2.1 It is self-evident that commercial broadcasters, such as ITV and FIVE will continue to enjoy some
benefits in the post digital age (for example, the value of their EPG positioning- see para 3.1.11 above).

3.2.2 It is likely that in the digital age ITV and FIVE will continue to attract a significant share of
audiences. The latest research on viewing figures in the future, commissioned by Broadcast magazine from
David Graham & Associates (DGA), suggests that, if present trends continue, in 2012 ITV1 will have a
17.83% share and FIVE will have a 5.14% share. ITV’s total family of channels is likely to have an overall
share of 22% by this date. Given the fact that the BBC and Channel 4 will have significant public service
obligations, there is a strong argument for ITV and FIVE to retain some similar obligations. No other
commercial broadcaster is likely to have such a significant audience share. For example, Sky One, according
to DGA, will have only a 1.50% share.

3.2.3 IBT believes that in return for these benefits, ITV and FIVE should continue to have public service
obligations, for example, in providing domestic and international news, current aVairs and a broad range
of factual programming as well as commissioning from UK suppliers. It is especially important that in the
digital age there is plurality of news supply and a strong UK production base. This commitment should be
pending substantial evidence that despite good management their public service commitment is
undermining the companies’ commercial viability,

3.3 Term of Reference 3: The viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel 4 and Five

3.3.1 The DGA research cited above (in paragraph 3.2.2) demonstrates that ITV, Channel 4 and Five
will all maintain a strong audience share for the foreseeable future but this alone does not demonstrate that
the existing funding models are viable because of predicted falls in broadcast advertising revenue.
Commercial channels will have to adapt to counteract the drop in broadcast ad revenue and it remains to
be seen whether they succeed in remaining commercially viable.

3.3.2 In December 2006 Jim Marshall of the IPA forecasted to Ofcom that total TV advertising will
decrease by 1.8% by the year 2010 while the overall advertising market will be 2.5% up. This is accounted
for by the steady increase in internet advertising and is a structural reflection of the marketplace. The impact
this decrease in revenue will have on ITV, Channel 4 and Five remains to be seen, but it is also predicted
that production costs will rise during the same period, putting further pressure on commercial channels to
sustain audience share.

3.3.3 Despite the apparently negative environment, commercial broadcasters are bullish as can be seen
by Charles Allen, ITV’s departing CEO, when he delivered the MacTaggart lecture at Edinburgh’s 2006
Television Festival: “ITV is not a legacy analogue business. In digital homes, we have three of the top 10
commercial channels; in Freeview, four of the top 10. We have the UK’s number one participation TV business.
The strongest commercial position on DTT. And, in Friends Reunited, the UK’s top commercial web presence
. . . . We made our savings, doubled our profits and created a unified national broadcaster. We’ve built the UK’s
top commercial production company—with major international success. We’re the only non-US producer ever
to have shows on all 5 US networks at the same time.” Albeit anecdotal evidence, there is general consensus
in the television industry that ITV and Five TV are well positioned to cope commercially in 2012 and
beyond. 3.3.4 In conclusion we believe the existing funding models for ITV and Five should remain in place
pending evidence that their public service commitments are significantly undermining their commercial
viability.

Channel 4

3.3.5 The result of the current Ofcom Channel 4 Review will be instrumental in determining whether the
current funding model for Channel 4 will be sustainable in the future. Whilst IBT holds that its present
funding model is viable, we accept the Channel’s argument that in the future its ability to deliver in full on
its public service remit may be severely hampered by the present funding model. It is impossible to give a
definitive answer to this question at this stage, but we welcome Ofcom’s investigation into the channel’s
finances and delivery of its public service broadcasting remit and believe that the answer to this question
will become clearer in due course.

3.3.6 As stated above (in paragraph 3.1.7), the competition provided by a strong Channel 4 with a
distinctive and clearly defined public service remit is an essential prerequisite for public service broadcasting
to continue to thrive in the UK, therefore if Ofcom determines that extra funding is required for Channel
4 to fulfil its public service remit, IBT would support this move. We stress however that we believe it is vital
that this funding is separate from the BBC licence fee. If the licence fee were divided among a number of
broadcasters , we believe the future prospect of the BBC fulfilling its public service remit would be under
threat.
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3.4 Term of Reference 4: The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

3.4.1 There is no evidence that providing small sums of money to a range of broadcasters would
significantly strengthen public service broadcasting as a whole.

3.4.2 If funding provided to the BBC by the licence fee were diverted to other broadcasters it is our
opinion this would undermine public support for, and understanding of, the purpose of the licence fee. In
turn, this could ultimately undermine the BBC.

3.4.3 In a marketplace which is diversifying and fragmenting, greater competition for viewers on
commercial channels will mean public service content will become increasingly scarce. Therefore it is more
crucial than ever to support Channel 4 and any other public service broadcasters, whether this is directly
through investigating a plural funding mix which could include public funding, or indirectly through other
benefits, such as positioning on the Electronic Programme Guide.

3.4.4 As stated above, in paragraph 3.3.5, there is a potential case for Channel 4 to receive public funding
as part of a plural funding mix, but on two conditions: that it remains a not-for-profit state-owned
corporation (see paragraph 3.1.7 above) and that this funding is not taken from income generated by the
licence fee (see paragraph 3.4.2 above).

3.4.5 IBT is strongly opposed to commercial broadcasters, as public limited companies, receiving public
funding because their primary aim is to maximise profit for their shareholders. Whilst there may be
individual programmes or series of programmes broadcast by channels such as Discovery and National
Geographic which bear the hallmark of public service broadcasting, we believe that this alone does not
represent a strong enough justification for public subsidy because this public funding could ultimately
benefit their shareholders rather than the general public.

3.5 Term of Reference 5: The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision
and children’s programming

3.5.1 Since IBT’s interest in making this submission lies in proposing the argument for maintaining the
quality, diversity and quantity of programming concerning the “wider” world, we will restrict our focus to
programming which fulfils this purpose. Therefore when we refer to programming in answer to this question,
it is specifically with reference to international-content programming, whichever genre heading it is
broadcast under.

Definition of Public Service Broadcasting

3.5.2 The Communications Act 2003 defined public service broadcasting for the first time in UK
legislation. This was the result of public consultation and lengthy debate both within and outside
Parliament. The Act’s definition of public service broadcasting and its purposes still hold good, namely that
public service television should provide “programmes dealing with a wide range of subject matters [. . .] in
a manner which [. . .] is likely to meet the needs and satisfy the interests of as many diVerent audiences as
practicable [. . .]” and in the form of services “for the dissemination of information and for the provision of
education and entertainment.” (section 264)

In particular, the Act contains two public service obligations with regard to international programming:

— That there should be comprehensive coverage of news and current aVairs stories from the UK “and
around the world”;

— That there should be Tier 3 (non-news) general programmes about “matters of international
significance”.

News

3.5.3 Thus it is clear that independent, adequately-funded television news and current aVairs
programming are considered to be vital parts of public service broadcasting. In addition, in order to provide
a variety of perspectives to “satisfy as many diVerent audiences as practicable”, it is also clear that plurality
is required amongst news providers. We would like to stress our view that therefore the commitment of
providing news and current aVairs programming on all channels with public service obligations should
remain in place.

3.5.4 The broadcasting and new media markets are and will continue to be increasingly competitive as
they fragment. This increased competition is likely to lead to less public service content on air in the chase
for viewers. Where commercial interests and public service interests coincide (such as in some natural history
programming, for example) public service content will probably remain on popular platforms. More
generally, however, this rise in competition will preclude the broadcasting of public service news content
unless platforms are obliged by law to do so. As the value of their licences diminishes towards 2012, it is
likely that ITV and FIVE will argue that the public service content obligations currently imposed on them
will be financially unsustainable. In conclusion, on commercial channels it is likely public service content
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will be increasingly scarce. We believe there is a strong argument for continuing an obligation on these
broadcasters to provide domestic and international news in peak time in return for the value of their
positioning on the Electronic Programme Guide and the, albeit reduced, value of their licences.

International Content

3.5.5 In addition to news provision and children’s programming, another key aspect of public service is
international content across all genres. As has been seen above, the BBC and Channel 4 have shown strong
commitment in this area. If, in future, public funding for the BBC continues to provide the corporation with
suYcient funds to produce independent, properly-researched international programming across all genres
then, in IBT’s opinion, the future of public service content of international interest on the BBC is secure.
Equally, if Channel 4 is supported to provide the same, then the same applies. However, this point is made
with the assumption that the BBC Trust will regulate eVectively in implementing the public service
requirements of the new BBC Charter and that Channel 4 will be obliged to continue to fulfil its remit as it
currently stands.

3.6 Term of Reference 6: The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

3.6.1 The UK has a unique model of public service broadcasting, perhaps stronger, more distinctive and
more innovative than that of any other country in the world. This model has always benefited from the
arrival of new players. The BBC rose to the challenge posed by the arrival of ITV. The BBC and ITV
benefited from the presence of Channel 4. We believe that the arrival of the PSP could provide a similar
stimulus for innovation. IBT welcomes Ofcom’s proposal for a Public Service Publisher and keenly
anticipates seeing its more detailed proposal when it is published later in 2007.

3.6.2 IBT accepts the argument put forward by Ofcom, that the present subsidy to public service
broadcasting will diminish after switchover and that the value of this lost subsidy will be in the region of
£300 million per annum.

3.6.3 IBT welcomes Ofcom’s ambition to encourage competition and innovation in public service
provision and in particular to encourage public service content online which we believe is inherently an
international medium.

3.6.4 IBT agrees that the Public Service Publisher will need to provide public service content which is not
already being provided at present and will need to cater for audiences which are currently not being
adequately served by established forms of public service broadcasting.

3.6.5 IBT agrees with Ofcom that the service should be put out to competitive tender in order to appoint
the most appropriate provider which could be a new organisation rather than an established broadcaster
like Channel 4 or the BBC. It is IBT’s opinion that if a traditional ‘old media’ operator were to run the
service, that content would be commissioned ‘top down’ (commissioners operating using a traditional
broadcasting model). If, however, the content could be commissioned ‘bottom up’ with a grassroots
approach, this would provide a platform for material from new, non-traditional sources, thus permitting
participation by a greater number of people and reflecting trends which can already be seen in new media,
such as provision of news footage from mobile phones etc.

International Approach

3.6.6. The Internet, as an inherently global medium, oVers the perfect opportunity for active global
citizenship and for UK citizens to engage with citizens in other countries on the issues which aVect them.
IBT therefore argues that the PSP should be given specific responsibility to be truly international, both in
terms of its content but also in terms of its use of interactivity.

3.6.7. There is a an opportunity provided by new media to feed “100 tribes” of interest and exchange,
expanding and developing the interactive and community functionality which traditional broadcasters can
only do up to a point. Thus the PSP would provide a truly international perspective of the UK’s place in
the wider world—linking people here to people around the world in dialogue and exchange on themes they
find mutually interesting. In this way the PSP will achieve the goal (as set out in paragraph 3.6.4) to serve
a new audience, by approaching content from a completely diVerent perspective from traditional media,
reflecting a wider variety of voices and opinions and providing content and approach which is not
adequately available elsewhere on UK media platforms.
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3.7 Term of Reference 7: The case for provision of public service material on new media

3.7.1 We believe that it is inevitable that new media platforms will become a major source of information
about the wider world. According to Ofcom’s recent international survey (Communications: The Next
Decade, 30 November 2006) a third of British internet users watch less television once they have broadband,
while 27% read fewer national newspapers and almost a fifth switch oV their radios. The picture is similar
across France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the US, highlighting the threat posed by the web to traditional
media.

3.7.2 Despite the turn away from traditional television and “old” media such as the BBC, the Ofcom
survey (above in paragraph 3.7.1) shows 64% of British consumers believe public service broadcasting is
”definitely necessary”. IBT believes the challenge will be to combine the ethos of public service broadcasting
with the technology of new media in order to engage new audiences.

3.7.3 One self-evident impact of convergence is that the world is increasingly becoming a global
community where communication is global and information take-up is global. Within this context, we
believe it is crucial that users/audiences in the UK understand what is happening in the wider world outside
the UK and therefore, we argue that there is a strong case for public service content which reflects this wider
world to be encouraged on new media platforms. While IBT believes it is inevitable that there will always
be new media public service content, it will not necessarily be publicly-funded and there will be no guarantee
of quality, plurality, accessibility and diversity. We would like to see the provision of public funding in order
to create high quality public service content which wouldn’t be provided otherwise.

3.7.4 IBT welcomes the fact that current public service providers, Channel 4 and the BBC, are active on
new media platforms. We believe this will enhance public service content on new media platforms
considerably.

4. IBT Recommendations

BBC

4.1 IBT urges the Department of Culture, Media and Sport to ensure that the new BBC Trust’s work in
monitoring and maintaining the BBC’s performance in public service broadcasting takes place in a highly
visible and transparent way, and that there are opportunities for citizens to voice their opinions. In terms
of international programming, we believe it is vital that the BBC’s purpose of “bringing the world to the
UK” is not limited to news and current aVairs or to its minority channels (BBC3, BBC4) but that this
purpose applies to all channels, genres of programming and services.

Channel 4

4.2.1 In order to ensure plurality in public service content, we recommend that Channel 4 is supported
and remains a public corporation. To aid Channel 4 in fulfilling its public service role, the Government and
Parliament will need to ensure that its public service remit is clearly defined and monitored. We also believe
that it will become necessary for there to be greater transparency about what exactly Channel 4 is expected
to achieve to fulfil its remit.

4.2.2 Whatever the outcome of the Ofcom inquiry into Channel 4’s financial future, IBT urges that
serious consideration is given to ways in which the channel can be supported, whether directly with a plural
funding mix which could include public funding or indirectly, through gifted access to additional DTT
capacity and collaboration with the BBC over digital switchover.

4.2.3 We would like Channel 4 to have the opportunity to present its case for public funding, for Ofcom
to have the opportunity to present its evidence and for there to be an opportunity for public debate on the
matter. We believe that the final decision on whether to provide public funding to Channel 4 should lie with
the government and parliament, but not with Ofcom, an unelected regulator.

ITV/FIVE

4.3.1 In order to ensure that plurality of news supply and a strong UK production base are maintained,
we recommend that ITV and FIVE continue to have public service obligations beyond switchover to digital
until such a time as there is substantial evidence to prove that their public service commitments are
undermining their commercial viability. We would like to see domestic and international news in peak time
as well as a wide range of factual international programming .

4.3.2 We would recommend that the current funding models for ITV and FIVE should continue and that
any broadcaster which has a 5% or greater share, should be subject to similar light public service obligations.
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Public Funding of Other Broadcasters

4.4 In order not to undermine public support for the licence fee, we strongly recommend that the proceeds
from the licence fee are ring-fenced for the BBC. If further funding is made available, in addition to that
provided to the BBC by the licence fee revenue, it should go to Channel 4 and any other publicly owned
public service content providers that may exist. IBT strongly recommends that under no circumstances
should public money be awarded to any public limited company.

New Media

4.5 IBT recommends that the production of public service material should be encouraged on new media
platforms because the younger generation is likely to obtain much of their information about the world
around them from new media sources. We believe that it is crucial as global citizens that the public is engaged
and informed about the wider world via new media platforms and has the opportunity to link with citizens
elsewhere in the world. Without any other form of regulation in existence for the internet, IBT would like
to see discussion of how best to ensure that there is good quality pluralistic public service content available
online, including the possibility of public funding for new media public service content and platforms.

Public Service Publisher

4.6.1 IBT welcomes the concept of a Public Service Publisher but recommends that such an organisation

is created to specifically redress current deficits in content on new media platforms. 4.6.2 IBT believes
that the greatest deficit in content at the moment is a wide range of global points of view accessible for a
UK audience. In a now “globalised” world, we recommend that the public service publisher should have
an obligation to provide content which both covers matters of international significance and also provides
alternative perspectives of the UK as well as international issues which aVect the UK.

4.6.3 In addition, we recommend that this provision should fully exploit the opportunity to link people
in the UK to other people around the world in dialogue and exchange on issues which they find mutually
interesting.

4.6.4 IBT recommends that the content of the Public Service Publisher is managed by a new organisation
rather than by one of the existing traditional broadcasters.

4.6.5 IBT urges that there should be a wider public discussion about the Public Service Publisher and
where its priorities should lie. We believe that Ofcom’s proposal needs to be subjected to full democratic
debate, scrutiny and consultation.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by BFI

The BFI welcomes this opportunity to respond to the inquiry into Public Service media content. The BFI
is custodian of the nation’s film and television heritage and the leading agency charged through its Royal
Charter to ensure a wider understanding and appreciation of the arts of film and television. Like all media
organizations in the public sector, the BFI is considering how its roles are aVected quite fundamentally by
the rapid changes in both technology and audience behaviour in order to maintain an eVective and eYcient
operation able to meet changing user needs.

In our response we have commented on all topics covered in the terms of reference. We would be happy
to expand on any area in writing or through oral evidence to the Committee.

1. The Prospects for Maintaining Plurality in Public Service Broadcasting in the Digital Age

Like many commentators both in the UK and abroad, we consider the unique settlement achieved in this
country in relation to public service broadcasting as having provided the public with an unmatched resource
for leisure and entertainment as well as for learning and enlightenment.

The growth of satellite broadcasting has enabled a profusion of channels to be established but in truth
the level of choice of programming has not grown to the same extent despite an apparent appetite by certain
sections of the audience for reruns and imported programming. Where there has been a significant extension
of the oVer has been in sport and film which are to be welcomed even if, in particular in the area of film,
there remains a conservatism of approach in the diversity of films scheduled.

The impact of a growth in audiences for the satellite channels (and concomitant increase in the share of
advertising) has had a major impact on the three commercial terrestrial channels each of which has some
element of public service broadcasting obligation to fulfill. In particular, ITV, despite its continuing position
as the dominant commercial broadcaster, in consultation with OFCOM, has been pursuing a strategy of
reducing its public service commitments. We believe this is regrettable and that it should not have been
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accepted with such readiness by the regulator. However, as a fact on the ground, it does give increasing cause
for concern about the possibility of sustaining the current plurality in high quality provision across all genres
of programming. Channel Four has been relatively successful in maintaining audience share but at some
cost to its previous integrity as a broadcaster. The dominance of the Big Brother format—justified by its
ability to generate advertising revenue to cross subsidise the rest of the schedule—is an indication of a,
perhaps necessary, pragmatism which is justifiable to ensure more challenging programmes are
commissioned.

2. The Practicality of Continuing to Impose Public Service Obligations on Commercial
Broadcasters

We have noted above how ITV’s public service obligations have been lessened by OFCOM in recent years.
We were disappointed by OFCOM’s seeming willingness to negotiate these reductions when the value of the
commercial franchise continued to be significant despite the reduction in the advertising revenues.

We wonder whether a firmer stance is merited from OFCOM. We would welcome a published rationale
for all decisions where OFCOM deems it necessary to reduce public service obligations.

3. The Viability of Existing Funding Models for ITV, Channel Four and Five

Each of the commercial broadcasters with public service obligations has a viable funding model when
account is taken of their privileged position and ability to diversify and expand in the newly developing
markets, whether on satellite or other delivery platforms.

While it is clear that inflation in the cost of programme production will necessitate serious consideration
about the amount to be spent on commissioning and of the cost of individual programme genres, we believe
that it is possible to achieve both a public service obligation and a popularity with audiences with such
programmes if the revenue from exploitation on other platforms is taken into account.

4. The Case for Public Funding of Broadcasters in Addition to the BBC

We remain unconvinced that the licence fee should be untied from its purpose: funding the BBC.
However, there is a persuasive case that the UK has benefited from its unique settlement in the fields of
broadcast media—involving both direct investment by the public through the licence fee and indirect
investment by Government in providing spectrum free of charge to selected operators. In the new media
environment diVerent mechanisms may be needed to achieve the same set of objectives: high quality media
content from a range of organizations (public and private) across a plurality of platforms.

5. The Future of Key Areas of Public Service Media Content such as News Provision and
Children’s Programming

We are pleased that the BBC continues to prioritise high quality news and children’s programming. It is
also gratifying that Channel Four remains committed to high quality news and current aVairs on both its
main channel and More4.

There has to be greater concern about ITV’s future priorities. It came as a pleasant surprise when
OFCOM rebuVed ITV’s attempt to reduce its already diminished children’s programming service even
further. As noted above, ITV’s attempts to reduce its public service content had previously been accepted
by OFCOM and we would expect that this will no longer be the case in both of these categories of
programming.

6. The Value of the Public Service Provider Concept as Advanced by Ofcom

This remains a very unclear proposition and we look forward to further detail being provided by OFCOM
so that a debate can start about its provenance. From a BFI perspective, for example, we can see how such
a new organization could be of great use to us as a means of making the nation’s film heritage more widely
available.

7. The Case for Provision of Public Service Material on New Media

It is our view that there is a very strong case for the provision of public service material on new media.
The BBC has led the way in developing web services and continues to do so providing a significant advantage
to the UK, both at home in terms of high quality provision, and internationally through a new form of
cultural diplomacy. The BFI has also made great strides in developing new services for the web, albeit within
constrained resources with considerable reliance on lottery funding, including the internationally acclaimed
screenonline service,
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The models of provision through new media platforms will inevitably evolve but we believe it is important
that the public be provided with high quality materials, which reflect UK culture in all its diversity in this
increasingly globalised world.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by MIMAC ( Moving Image Media Access Centre )

MIMAC ( Moving Image Media Access Centre ) is a media access centre serving Fife and north east
central Scotland. We are involved with ( as a programme maker ) and passionate about, community TV and
Internet broadcasting, as this is key to our ability, and that of the community we serve, to be able to
distribute our culture and views to a wider audience.

We have been following closely progress on Local TV through our Scottish membership organisation for
community video—MEDIA ACCESS PROJECTS SCOTLAND( MAPS ), which represents community
video and TV interests from the Borders through to the Highlands.

It is vitally important in all areas—and especially for rural communities—that Local TV reaches all
households and that these channels oVer a genuine public purpose to the local scale, for education, social
inclusion, government and health information.

We have seen from the experiments of the RSL’s in Scotland, the potential, and urge your Committee to
investigate a smaller tier of public service broadcasting at local level available to all.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Church of England and the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of England
and Wales

Introduction

We believe that public service broadcasting (with its commitment to educate and inform, as well as
entertain) contributes to the overall educational, cultural, social and spiritual health of the nation. Our
approach to this inquiry’s questions is therefore based upon a deep belief that whatever the technological
or economic challenges faced by broadcasters, a distinctive public service provision and ethos must remain
central to British broadcasting.

Key Issues

1. We believe that public service broadcasting should carry the widest range of programme types,
including religion. The vast majority of the population should be able to see themselves, and their interests
reflected in the output and, taken together, this should reflect the nation as a whole. The benefits of public
service broadcasting are derived from its comprehensive character.

2. Public service content contributes to social cohesion, producing better informed citizens and
promoting understanding between people, while also providing entertainment. In an increasingly diverse
population, these benefits are vital to civic society.

3. Government and regulatory policy should continue to develop the key role given to public service
media content in the Communications Act 2003104 and the 2006 BBC Charter105 for the digital era. Lengthy
public and parliamentary scrutiny has recently placed maintaining and strengthening public service
broadcasting at the heart of Ofcom’s and the BBC’s purposes. Public service broadcasting must continue
to serve citizens’ interests into the future.

Other Issues Addressed in the Inquiry’s Terms of Reference

Plurality

4. The Government has made it clear on numerous occasions that plurality in public service broadcasting
provision is a cornerstone of the UK broadcasting system. Its continuation in the digital era requires a clear
political will to continue to support plurality of supply at the heart of the broadcasting system. A range of
broadcasters, funded through commercial and non-commercial sources, should be regulated in order to

104 http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts2003/30021--i.htm£264
105 http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/framework/charter.html
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provide competition which improves quality and broadens the appeal of public service content. Maintaining
the appeal to a wide range of public tastes and age-groups with distinctive output would be harder if the
BBC was the sole provider of public service content.

5. Awarding the second national digital radio multiplex licence to a public service provider such as
Channel 4 would enhance public service plurality.

The future of key areas of public service content

6. The future of key areas of public service provision has been damaged by Ofcom’s decision in 2005 to
release ITV from obligations for local broadcasting and religious broadcasting. The future of ITV’s
children’s programmes is also in question. ITV has not performed significantly better as a result of being
released from these obligations as it had argued it would. What public service obligations commercial
broadcasters should be asked to bear should be re-examined.

7. Specifically, senior members of major faith communities in the UK have stressed that they see religious
programmes and other output about religion as a key part of public service broadcasting output. Giving
evidence to the House of Lords’ Select Committee on the BBC Charter in 2005, the Bishop of Southwark,
leading a panel of senior members of other faith communities, said: ”For very many people in this country
and around the world religion matters immensely and it is the responsibility of the public service broadcasting
service to reflect the world as it is. In the world as it is, religion is something very significant.”106

8. He continued: ”I do not believe you can understand much of what is going on around the world in terms
of hard news today without having some understanding of religion. When you try to understand, for example,
what is going on in Iraq, without some depth of understanding of religion, one can make some grave errors.”

9. Beyond this, religion’s over-arching character and the inadequacy of confining it to a single
programme type or genre requires its reflection not just in specialist programmes but also in news, current
aVairs, documentary and drama.

Imposing public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

10. There is a clear need to continue to provide commercial broadcasters with meaningful incentives for
continuing to cover a range of public service broadcasting obligations. Advertising revenues have fallen but
Ofcom has opened the way for new means of funding through sponsorship and on-air fundraising. Spectrum
policy is also important.

11. The Ofcom report on Digital public service broadcasting in July 2006 discuss the management of the
spectrum and observes that “it is increasingly important that the way spectrum is managed creates strong
incentives for the most eYcient use of the spectrum so that the most valuable (our emphasis) users, services
and technologies gain access to spectrum quickly”. (Digital PSB, 1.12) Ofcom goes on to note that it
proposes from 2014 to require broadcasters to pay for spectrum use.

12. Spectrum management and payment for spectrum should be considered in a public policy context
that defines the word “valuable” in more than simple economic terms. The spectrum is a public resource to
be managed in the interest of the common good and so, in this respect, spectrum policy should take into
account overarching social goals such as the need for plurality in the broadcasting system and the continued
health and viability of public service content. Spectrum pricing policy should act as an incentive, not a
disincentive, to the provision of public service media content plurality.

Viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel 4 and Five

13. Existing funding for ITV, Channel 4 and Five depends on the quality of programmes and the
buoyancy of the advertising market. Channel Four demonstrates that there is scope for advertising-funded
public service programming of high quality. Diversifying its funding through new channels demonstrates
that new business opportunities are also available.

Public funding of other broadcasters in addition to the BBC

14. If further public money is required to support public service broadcasting, it should be in addition to
the BBC licence fee, not taken from it. The public appetite for high quality public service content has been
well explored and is not exhausted.

106 House of Lords BBC Charter Select Committee 2nd Report www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200506/ldselect/ldbbc/
128/128ii.pdf
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The Public Service Publisher

15. The public service publisher concept as advanced by Ofcom should be explored in depth to establish
its viability and eVect on broadcasting as a whole. Whether it might be used to provide incentives for
broadcasters to produce public service content should also be investigated.

Public service content on new media

16. It is vital in the interests of society as a whole that citizens and consumers have access to strong and
vibrant public content on all media platforms. The delivery of education and information in ways that are
independent of particular commercial interests is of particular importance. Restricting public service
content from any platform is anomalous, arbitrary and ignores the growing convergence of content on TV,
online and on mobile phones. It also limits younger people’s access to public service content as they
increasingly use the Internet as a source of news.

17. In the light of this, the success of BBC’s presence online, with its reach to 52% of the population,
assumes a greater significance: young consumers or their families pay the licence-fee, and they must have
access to the content they have paid for.

APPENDIX 1

Some Statistics Depicting the Significance of Religion in Britain

— The 2001 census found that almost four out of five people in the UK population have a faith.107

— Churches are active in their communities delivering essential services and providing volunteers
often when other agencies have abandoned diYcult areas, whether in the inner-city or deep
countryside. A significant proportion of those who do not identify with any belief say their
community would be poorer if the Church was not there.108

— The contribution of faith communities to society provides economic as well as social capital. For
example, visitors attracted to an area by the presence of a cathedral spend £91 million in the local
economy per year.109 The 50 million annual visits to churches are worth £300 million to the
economy.110.

— A survey conducted by Opinion Research Business in 2005 found that 22% of the nation worships
once a month or more.

— A poll for the Church of England shows that 43% of the nation’s population attend a Christmas
service,111 up from 39% three years ago and 33% six years ago. Extra services were put on in many
cathedrals and churches at Christmas 2006 to satisfy demand.

— Aside from the significant number attending other denominations’ worship, more people attend
a Church of England service on an average Sunday113 in England than make up the combined
membership of all the major political parties113 in Britain. The number attending Church of
England services across a typical month is 1.7 million.

— The estimated weekly Mass attendance for the Catholic Church in England and Wales together is
currently 917,484.114

Memorandum submitted by Peter Williams Television

It would be of huge benefit both to the democratic process and to public service broadcasting if the
Government were to give priority to awarding space in the spectrum for LOCAL TV. LOCAL TV should
be carried on PSB multiplexes, enabling local channels to reach all households in the UK after digital
switchover. This will allow individual counties to have their own LOCAL TV as ITV retire from—and even
the BBC hesitate about—their regional commitments. The ability to have PSB LOCAL TV will fill a void
that, willy nilly, is going to appear if a nation-wide PSB provision is not considered now.

18 January 2007

107 Census, April 2001, OYce for National Statistics http://www.statistics.gov.uk/STATBASE/Expodata/Spreadsheets/
D6590.xls

108 http://www.cofe.anglican.org/news/pr1506.html
109 http://www.cofe.anglican.org/news/cathedralstats.html
110 Churches Tourism Association.
111 http://www.cofe.anglican.org/news/pr12806.html
112 Average Sunday attendance 1,010,000.
113 What the parties Claim, The Guardian, Monday 12 April 2004 http://www.guardian.co.uk/guardianpolitics/story/

0,,1190230,00.html
114 Source: The Catholic Church in England and Wales.
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Memorandum submitted by Northern Visions

1. About Northern Visions/NvTv

Northern Visions is an open access media centre oVering skills training, project support, advice and access
to resources in film and television production. An active citizenship programme gives production
opportunities to people marginalised by main stream media or denied self and/or collective expression.

Northern Visions holds the licence from OFCOM for the free-to-air, terrestrial local television service
broadcasting to the Belfast area, NvTv. Broadcasting, through NvTv, enables local community/cultural
groups, individual artists and filmmakers and interested citizens to communicate and engage with the
wider public.

These are not-for-profit community ventures which seek to create a civic space where:

new faces are brought to the screen;

local issues are presented in informative and entertaining ways;

health, education and economic resources in the community are promoted; and

local talent and cultural initiatives are celebrated and participation is inclusive of all
underrepresented communities (whether geographical, racial, ethnic, cultural or generational).

An important element of this service is to act as a forum for public discussion and good relations and to
promote community access to television broadcasting.

Currently NvTv broadcasts, a terrestrial picture, with an analogue frequency (Channel 62/ 799.276MHz).
Our interest is in migrating to DTT (local television) and delivering a service as a local public service
broadcaster.

This would require our service to be introduced into the mux serving the Greater Belfast area (Divis), and,
as we are led to understand, will also require our service to be taken into account within engineering and
design work which is currently being undertaken.

(This may be a more pressing issue given that Local TV must be designed into the engineering solution and
this could be complete before the recommendations derived from your investigations are known.)

Northern Ireland has been in the forefront of providing local television services in the UK and currently
has two local television stations enjoying widespread support within the community.

This community support has been recognised by central government which has funded certain initiatives
including research and development for Northern Visions/NvTv via the Department of Culture, Arts and
Leisure “Unlocking Creativity” funds, training and programme production via the Irish Language
Broadcast Fund and Renewing Communities—funds channelled via the Northern Ireland Film and
Television Commission for the poorest in our society to tackle disadvantage and to provide leadership to
those communities in most need.

Renewing Communities sets a challenging agenda for change for all of us. We want to improve life
prospects, build community capacity, improve public service and ultimately to free communities from
paramilitary influence. This will require a genuinely joined up approach from Government, a good
example of this we can see in this announcement today. I believe it will contribute to a better future for
Northern Ireland—a shared future.
Social Development Minister, David Hanson, Labour MP for Delyn

Northern Visions, as a non profit distributing company, also supports similar projects through
redistribution of profits from corporate works.

All political parties in Northern Ireland supported Northern Visions advocacy during the passing of the
Communications Act and (among other successful initiatives), recognised in EDM1316 the important
contribution community media can bring to social inclusion, neighbourhood renewal, citizens’
participation, local democracy and lifelong learning, and calling on the Government to include specific
measures for the further growth and development of community media in the Communications Act.

Nine Northern Irish MPs supported EDM1316 (Gregory Campbell, Nigel Dodds, Iris Robinson, Roy
Beggs, David Burnside, JeVrey Donaldson, Sylvia Hermon, Martin Smyth and John Hume) which
recognises the important contribution community media can bring to social inclusion, neighbourhood
renewal, citizens’ participation, local democracy and lifelong learning, and calls on the British
Government to include specific measures for the further growth and development of community media
in the new Communications Bill.
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Northern Visions/NvTv also enjoys the support of its MEP and Belfast City Council for the current
service. Belfast City Council expressed this support to Ofcom during the consultation on the Annual Plan
2004–05 with a motion, passed by the Council that the service be supported and made available on other
distribution platforms.

As one of the parties who negotiated the Good Friday Agreement and the cultural agreements contained
within the Agreement—RIGHTS, SAFEGUARDS AND EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY:
Economic, Social and Cultural Issues—there are a number of ways in which this fund (Irish Language
Broadcast Fund) should be used to support Irish language television production. Northern Visions has
20 years experience of television production and their approach to training, education, promoting access
and inclusion, especially encouraging the involvement of minorities, women and young people in socially
disadvantaged areas is an invaluable resource to the Irish speaking community. POBAL, the umbrella
organisation for the Irish language community, are of the view that the fund must be extended to our
local RSLs and that this approach to television production will nurture the establishment of a strong
infrastructure to support Irish language television production. Both (Northern Visions/NvTV & Channel
9 Derry) operate a PSB model of television, which is compatible with the spirit of the Agreement and
like all other broadcasters have been licensed by government. Furthermore, their grassroots approach to
programme production and television is thoroughly in accordance with the use of the production fund as
negotiated with Europe.

Extracts from letter sent to Peter Hain, MP from Bairbre de Brun MEP in support of the extension
of the Irish Language Broadcast Fund to Northern Irish local television stations Northern Visions/
NvTv and Channel 9 Derry.

Belfast City Council Response to OFCOM DRAFT ANNUAL PLAN

Central to our work in investing in culture to make Belfast a better place to work in, live in and to visit,
is ensuring that the people of Belfast have greater and more equitable access to the city’s arts and
heritage. It is our belief that Northern Visions, whom we support through Council’s Annual Funding for
Culture and Arts Initiative, is providing a very valuable contribution to achieving this objective—and
indeed have further potential in the field of public service broadcasting. In response to Ofcom’s proposed
Annual Plan for April 2004—March 2005 for which you are seeking comments—and in support of our
funding client Northern Visions, we would encourage you to consider the following points in relation to
your main objective of furthering the interests of citizen-consumers. In particular, developing ”a new
broadcasting licensing regime to foster self-regulation and broaden citizen consumer choice”.

Regarding the inclusion of local community television (RSLs) within the Annual Plan, which Belfast
City Council would welcome, it is recommended that Ofcom considers acceptance of local community
television as public service broadcasters. We support community media and arts initiatives and media
literacy, particularly in areas of social need, given the social benefits that they can bring. Citizens
becoming providers of content and creating media about local issues constitutes a valuable public service.
Bringing the local community together creatively through community media production and distribution
via local community television enhances skills, encourages a sense of place and ownership of the city and
therefore has the potential to foster greater citizenship.

Digital television provides the opportunity for a vast array of highly specialised community of interest
and geographic channels, answering local, educational, cultural and community needs. Given Ofcom’s
duty to foster plurality and informed citizenship, Belfast City Council suggests that for the longer-term
development of local digital broadcasting, the principle of subsidiarity in broadcasting is explored as well
as the devolution of responsibility for broadcasting policy to those living directly within the footprint or
cabled reach of the channel’s reception. A potential consideration for Ofcom would be the creation of a
distinctive tier of local public service broadcasting, based on local and community television and radio
channels, which actively encourages participation, community ownership and engagement. Central
funding provisions have been made in the Communications Act for community radio and local digital
television. Ofcom should consider a fund, which could potentially be drawn from the licence fee and from
top-slicing commercial broadcasting licences or other central government sources.

Regarding aspects of work required to bring about a UK map of local and community television following
analogue TV switch-oV post 2010, we would request your assurance that no planning, at this stage,
precludes a network of local digital multiplexes. We would urge Ofcom to consider accommodating or
extending the technical plan for local television into NTL’s current schedule of frequency planning work.
In relation to the development of local television in Belfast and the recently launched NvTv, we should
be grateful if Ofcom could add support to the discussions currently underway in support of NvTv being
carried by NTL. Such a development would ensure that those citizens who receive their television
exclusively via cable have access to this valuable local service.

Belfast City Council 2004
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In Digital Local, Ofcom has indicated its support for local television services and has been fully supportive
of Northern Visions/NvTv current service. OFCOM NI has also been supportive of NvTv in terms of advice
in gaining access to other distribution platforms.

2. Local Network Channel

Northern Visions/NvTv is supportive of the Local Network Channel proposition, which, in association
with other local television broadcasters would introduce three LNC in PSB muxes to deliver bandwidth and
SI for insertion of up to 243 Local TV channels configured by three “add/drop boxes” at each main
transmitter site (81 sites) and would enhance local services through networking and exchange of
“community of interest” programming.

Our understanding, based on information forwarded by NG Wireless, is that the introduction of new
compression techniques from 2008 will allow this to happen without any disadvantage to existing services.

New spectrum will not be required as existing spectrum becomes more eYcient.

The purpose of Northern Visions/NvTv is to:

Provide a local television service in the public interest as defined in our application to the licensing
authority.

A local television service of the highest quality and excellence which is universally accessible within
the licensed area to consumers.

Programming which reflects and enriches the diversity of the Belfast community by presenting
programmes which contribute to expanding the variety of viewpoints broadcast in Northern
Ireland and enhancing the diversity of programming choices available to the general public.

Widening the community’s involvement in broadcasting and encouraging active participation in
programme production output, through organised mechanisms, by those seeking eVective access
to local television broadcasting.

Enabling local broadcasting to play a greater role in people’s lives, eVecting personal development,
creating employment and enabling a wider participation and enjoyment of the media.

Developing standards of practice and support on an inclusive basis for groups and individuals
seeking to access local television production.

Promoting the democratic use of information and communication technologies by providing the
local community with a state-of-the-art digital media access centre.

Developing new markets for local television broadcasting services by marketing media services
and programming outside Northern Ireland.

Stimulating job creation in the cultural and media industries and facilitating the transfer of skills
and confidence from trained or professional workers to local groups and individuals, especially to
socially excluded young people through the provision of training workshops and courses.

Promoting reconciliation by building confidence in the Belfast community through a locally based
television service.

Operating on a non-profit distributing basis.

Furthermore with regard to a Local Network Channel:

Support a solution which requires no transmitters or antennas, a comprehensive, universal service
which also allows for programme sharing among communities of interest;

We believe all options should be kept open in order to ensure that local television broadcasting is
universally available on DTT.

The service would be provided as part of one of the Local Network Channels which currently
requires 4–5mb (greater for HDTV). It is proposed that this spectrum be provided on three PSB
muxes—either as at present or from new PSB mux if created—and be universally accessible. This
is possible from 2008 with the change in compression as detailed above, without any disadvantage
to existing services.

We believe this service must be universally available within the licensed area and that this approach
is a key requirement for providing a local PSB television service in Northern Ireland given the
sectarian geography of the region and the strive towards a peaceful and equitable society.

the spectrum identified would therefore be within those bands being used to transmit the other PSB
from the appropriate transmitter site. This approach is necessary to ensure the signal can be
received in the home on the set top box.

Further spectrum considerations involve the compatibility of SI insertion in providing data which
has to flow with the other channels being received on the set-top box.

The installed base of TVs and aerials is the base for this service. This service must reach all
Freeview homes without additional cost or inconvenience to the Freeview viewer. The necessary
SI resolution will only work with an add/drop approach.
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Solution to SI problem—please note that the interleaved spectrum solution as described in the Digital
Dividend Review has been deemed not technically possible by NG Wireless at this stage (and probably
not solved by the time of Digital Switchover 2008). The alternative Add/Drop was explored in Ofcom’s
document Digital Local.

The add/drop solution is the least expensive and most comprehensive option. It is the most eYcient
use of bandwidth and requires no frequency planning or new transmitters or antennas—is received
as readily by the viewer as other DTT channels. Similarly the Local Network Channel ensures the
“national” spectrum can be retrieved and ensures greater eYciency the UK.

Add/drop technology is available. The current re-design plan of the architecture of the multiplexes
can accommodate these proposals.

Awarding this spectrum requires more thought be applied to the social benefits of local television rather
than the standard market led approach.

It is important to maintain plurality of PSB in the digital age:

focused PSB obligations with regard to local television broadcasters.

In Northern Ireland:

The ongoing need for TV services which inform the distinctive political and cultural life of the
locale and reflect local identities.

Bridging the Digital Divide.

Social inclusion & media literacy approaches to local television.

Consumers as active citizens—participating in programme making.

Good Community Relations and the strengthening of the Northern Ireland Peace Process through
better local communication networks of which local television is primary.

We accept that this approach may need to be seen in relation to the local television service being a not for
profit entity.

3. Pilots—Local Digital Television

We have indicated to Ofcom and DCMS that we wish to be considered as a ’digital pilot’ to evaluate the
case for local TV nationally should the possibility of this arise.

Throughout most the the UK, local TV is a largely untested model and we feel we have a valuable
contribution to oVer with much experience including innovative approaches to television making, media
literacy and the consumer to oVer in this regard (especially given the very real constraints of the analogue
environment in which we have operated), a contribution which would be greatly enhanced given a digital
platform.

We have contributed in this capacity as an Access Radio pilot during an 18 month trial. (New Voices—
An Evaluation of 15 Access Radio Pilots by Anthony Everitt. Radio Authority 2003—we have a copy of this
report should you require it).

This pilot was extraordinarily successful for community radio.

4. Producing Content

We operate many diVerent programmes of work which lead to television and multi media production. We
have outlined our Media Literacy programme as an example of one avenue as to how content is produced.

Northern Visions Media Literacy Programme

This is a well-established programme and is often the entry point for community and cultural groups and
members of the public who wish to access Northern Visions media arts resources, training, and services.
Total groups/individuals with projects accessing the programme has grown substantially since 1997 and
currently 200! projects are supported annually with approximately 75% in areas of social need.

The Programme assists projects with a wide ranging criteria—visual arts, drama, film, video, experimental
arts, creative writing, ethnic & minority issues, Irish language, disability arts, women/youth/children’s
projects, social inclusion, alleviation of poverty, heritage, urban regeneration etc.
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The main elements of the programme are as follows:

One to one and group training on specific items of equipment, community arts practice and media
literacy techniques.

Related technical resources for the production and exhibition of film and video projects with
broadcast on NvTv.

Scripting, production budgeting and post production. Support with fundraising.

Outreach projects where appropriate with hands on training.

Screenings of work at Northern Visions and cinema/community venues.

Specialised workshops in the community tailored to demand (both accredited and non-accredited)

The Media Literacy Programme is multi-disciplinary. Those accessing the programme gain transferable
skills in digital technology, cinematography, sound engineering, digital editing, finance and production
budgeting, music, creative writing, interview and journalistic techniques, acting, art design, continuity,
directing etc.

Participants avail of:

A distribution platform for their work broadcasting to the local community.

A venue for challenging and innovative visual art, film, television and new media.

State of the art digital resources.

Networking and mutual support.

A focal point for hitherto non-traditional users of arts and media facilities.

A publicly accessible digital media archive.

Excellent facilities for screening the best of cultural cinema, community arts and social inclusion
digital video and new media;

Access to the largest arts constituency and network in Northern Ireland. This spans visual artists,
community arts practitioners, filmmakers (including writers, dramatists, musicians, set designers
etc), new media artists, photographers, community, arts, heritage and voluntary groups, a diverse
film festival audience, a dedicated volunteer base and access to a potential 125,000 local homes
daily through NvTv.

Access to an advanced training programme in new technologies, which has led to increased
employment opportunities in arts, design, film, television and new media.

Support for professional development and training.

A diverse programme of arts and media activities with Northern Visions partners brought together
in a quality building that is accessible, embodies the vision of access for all and is designed to
stimulate new creative collaborations and has been designed as a response to the needs and
disadvantage identified.

Further progression routes within Northern Visions include:

Active Citizenship Programme—producing programmes for NvTv

Young People’s Production Unit—producing programmes for NvTv

Workshops for Creative Artists in New Technologies

Renewing Communities—programme production, journalism school, apprenticeships, intensive media
workshops, early years and primary scheme, video diaries, capacity building.

Ethnic Minorities programme—television series.

Heritage Unit—programme production and media training.

Projects—various initiatives including studio discussions, case studies, documentaries, designed to bring
those working at the grassroots together with government, business, statutory and voluntary sector.

Irish Language—programme production and training.

Community Television Journalism School- intensive training in practical media and journalism.

Satellite production units—establish units in areas based on community business lines.

Outreach—first stage ”taster” workshops designed to give a group knowledge and experience of the
medium to explore and develop projects for production. Northern Visions subsidises these workshops
because groups do not have the infrastructure or capacity to do so themselves. These workshops are targeted
at developing groups both in socially disadvantaged areas of Belfast and Northern Ireland.

January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by the Community Media Association

The CMA is the UK representative body for the Community Media sector and is committed to promoting
access to the media for people and communities. It aims to enable people, both within local communities
and communities of interest, to establish and develop community based media projects to increase
empowerment, cultural expression, information and entertainment.

The social benefit and economic impact of community media is well-proven, and the sector provides
thousands of training and volunteering opportunities throughout the UK, for people traditionally excluded
from media production.

The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age would be vastly
improved if migration to digital for Community Media is made aVordable and supported by legislation that
protects not-for-profit community based media in the UK’s digital future.

The CMA believes that Community Media (both radio and television) is a vital element in maintaining
plurality of broadcasting in the digital age. We would also argue that it is, by its very nature, performing a
public service and therefore should be recognised as public service broadcasting. Commercial broadcasters
are increasingly moving away from meeting their public service obligations particularly in the provision of
“local” services, redefining local as being regional or even multi-regional. The Community Media sector is
the natural alternative provider of locally based broadcasting. It is also ready and willing to take up the
challenge of delivering local news and information, indeed many community radio stations and local
community television stations already do this in their scheduling. It is however a vastly under-resourced
sector.

There is a good case for funding the sector as a public service broadcaster, allowing it to grow and take
more responsibility for the provision of local and community programming, either directly or through some
other mechanism, for example the Public Service Publisher. Section 359 of the Communications Act 2003
already provides for a Community Radio fund but this section of the Act also says that the Secretary of
State may introduce secondary legislation which enables Ofcom to make grants to local Digital Television.
In the period ahead it will be important to move forward with the introduction of secondary legislation
which creates a fund that gives the Local and Community Digital Television the support it needs to make this
new sector viable in the digital age. The introduction of this piece of legislation will create an opportunity for
a forward looking and converged ‘Community Media Fund’. It is essential however that the ‘Community
Media Fund’ is budgeted for now, as part of the Government’s Comprehensive Spending Review.

However, the future of the whole sector will be threatened if the Ofcom proposal, in the Digital Dividend
Review consultation, to auction spectrum released by Digital Switchover to the highest bidder is accepted
by DCMS. Community media projects are by their nature voluntary and community projects and do not
have the money to compete in such an auction. An auction of Digital TV spectrum, will endanger plurality,
leading to digital channels run only by a section of the industry able to buy spectrum. This will result in
more channels with the same content, representing the views and aspirations of channel owners and target
audiences with income brackets that attract mainstream advertisers.

Due consideration for the use of spectrum that could be made by community television and radio, and
either ring-fencing part of it for community media or intervening with must carry provision for spectrum
bidders is vital for universal local and community television and radio to be possible following Digital
Switchover. Ofcom’s own audience research shows that a high proportion of people in the UK would like
to watch and listen to good locally produced content, relevant to them and their locality, and that they think
this should be universally available. The only way this will be possible is through Digital Terrestrial
Television.

For almost ten years the CMA has been involved in campaigning for and supporting the development of
Local Community Television, run by and for local communities, giving people a voice. Sometimes it is put
forward that there is no need for local and community media, and television in particular, to use spectrum
as it can all be broadcast via the internet. Our argument against this is that the vast majority of people in
the UK currently watch free to air TV on their televisions and are likely to continue to do so for the
foreseeable future. Therefore it is only fair that community media should be able to broadcast on all
platforms, as do other providers. Digital Community Television should be available free to air, making use
of the most appropriate technological solution. We recognise that Ofcom has investigated the use of
interleaved spectrum to achieve this but the add-drop solution has not been properly explored.

For local communities, there is real benefit in having local and community radio and television, as a place
for local people both to learn how to make and use media and to broadcast their work, giving a voice to
their community. Community media content will be increasingly in demand from the commercial sector, to
make their schedules stand out from their competitors. It is therefore vitally important that the Culture
Media and Sport Committee recognises the potential eVects of Ofcom’s current preferred view as outlined
in the Digital Dividend Review and addresses this with Ofcom, particularly their analysis of the choice
between a market-led and interventionist approach and the proposal to auction oV the spectrum to the
highest bidder.

January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by Community TV Trust

Definition of Terms

Community media Non-profit, local, volunteer support, radio/TV/multimedia; bespoke
definition from CTVT explains this form of media as a 3-way mix of
Web-Event-TV (Southwark Template).

CTVT Community TV Trust, registered charity No 1081912 founded by Chris
Haydon in 1998 following a career in broadcast television; also
benefited from BITC (Business In The Community) identifying pro
bono legal support that continues to this day—originally from
DJFreeman, latterly from Olswang.

Southwark.TV Open-access web-based venture in community Media; website has
passed 500 pages created by more than 50 partner schools and groups;
URL is www.southwark.tv

SOUTHWARK HOUR Title of two series of local TV programmes produced in 2005 by CTVT.
SOUTHWARK HOUR is a one-hour discussion format with films and
film inserts produced by local people. The 10 programmes were
broadcast on Community Channel, with many repeats. There was no
budget.

Southwark Template CTVT definition of community media based on the experience of
creating and growing “Southwark.TV” with CTVT aYrming “WEB”
(website) and “EVENT” (local screenings/festivals) and “TV”
occasional productions for TV broadcast being the key elements that
constitute C21st community media.

Public Service Media Content Inquiry

I am director of a specialist media charity, Community TV Trust [www.communitytvtrust.org], who are
creators of a unique model of open access community media: ”Southwark.TV” [www.southwark.tv].
Currently I am pursuing the national rollout of this model.

The Ofcom/PSP proposal appeals to me a good deal as you will see from an attached letter to Steve Perkins
at Ofcom last year. It led to my having two meetings with him and colleague John Glover of which one was
to discuss the Southwark.TV model and the second was to view a selection of the media produced over the
last four years by the range of schools and community groups (more than 50) who are contracted partners
in the project.

Community TV Trust is currently unfunded but has sustained the venture, expanding it and learning how
to drive it and grow it in diVerent directions over time. This has shaped the Southwark Template, a clear
definition of community media.

The Lottery of Fundraising, A Shift in Policy

How often will one invest research time, writing time, budgeting time, energy and money in a lottery? For
the community/charity sector, the answer is “Every time you put a bid together”. I was warned at the outset
along this path that I would end up spending 75% of my time chasing funds rather than the goals I had
identified. I used not to believe this to be true.

Grant aiding non-commercial projects is grand and useful and often utterly necessary. What might one
do however with the support and reassurance of a fee structure that flowed from a recognition that one’s
product was valued? In the case of community media it appears that a shift in thinking and in Government
policy is needed. CTVT welcomes this Inquiry.

This paper will contend that the many and varied attributes of community media as comprised by
“Southwark.TV” and the Southwark Template will suggest that policy leading to financial underpinning
for the broadband community media market would be of unarguable value.
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In 20 words, here is a definition of this campaign

Community media venture “Southwark.TV”, web-based, unique, models community/individual growth.
National rollout will realise its vast, multifaceted potential.

What is my motivation in making this submission to CMS Committee?

The aim is simply to build my vision for which I need several million pounds. When I set out on my career
in TV, British television was an elitist world of three channels—in some ways it still is elitist, but access has
been revolutionised by technology, and technology has given rise to growth and opportunity in community
media. I am appalled sometimes at the quality of material broadcast on mainstream media. Not all of it of
course, but the infatuation with celebrity rages on, as does the tendency towards negativity. News is seduced
by the availability of pictures, by celebrity, by “shock and awe”, by death, killing, violence and tragedy. It’s
a mad world.

Time is needed to enhance prevailing culture, but technology has shown the way forward in its enabling
of community media. So I come to the CMS. Much is now in place.

I have been amazed at the powers wrapped up in community media. There are so many. I recall pondering
on the subject in the late 1990s: if you discard Money and Audience Size, the pillars of broadcast TV, I
thought, what is left ? The answer: Everything, starting with personal transformation. For at the heart of
all the work of Community TV Trust lies Self Esteem. From that life flows. With that, the individual can
take on challenges and see her/himself making headway. Through community media and the Southwark.TV
model I have come to see that one does not teach, one facilitates learning, perhaps “soft” learning but
learning nonetheless. For many their engagement with a local media project, a few training workshops, the
making of a short film, has been a first significant step towards a more vital life, more engaged, more aware.

If the Committee has time, I would welcome the opportunity to screen for its Members the range of
“Southwark.TV” media shown to Ofcom—some of which they found to be “inspiring”.

What are the objectives of this campaign?

I want to spread the culture of local media making by planting 60 “Southwark.TVs” up and down the
country. Media in the form of mainstream media is enormously dominant in people’s lives but of course we
are all producers now as much as consumers. Production without focus has little value. Helping the individual
find their focus, find their voice, is how I see this work.

Creating and managing the open access “Southwark.TV” [www.southwark.tv] has shown me clearly what
it can achieve and how to implement this thinking as a dynamic component of local life. It must be
understood that this is beyond mainstream to accomplish. Mainstream with its adoration of celebrity and
tendency towards negativity struggles to create any overlap “between the media made and the life lived”.
In community media this is automatic. The triangular Southwark Template clarifies this point, defining
community media as a combination of WEB-EVENT-TV. It is when these operate in relationship one to
another that the potential of local media is complete. “Southwark.TV” evolved this way, adding local events
and TV production to the initial website. Local television as old style “one-way street” broadcast output
covering an area three to five miles wide oVers some experience in broadcast media production and may
open up a route to employment for those keen on a career in mainstream media. This model though oVers
less potential for active inclusion, is top heavy with overhead, needing a substantial purse to pitch for a
licence . . . none of which is true for the digital arena, served by broadband and increasingly by mobile
telephony, oVering immediate access to the internet, to streaming media, to multimedia production and self
expression. Digital inclusion serves many objectives: basic skills in keyboard, internet and media production
are acquired; media literacy is encouraged; self-confidence is enhanced and self-esteem increased; social
networking can shift into focused and professional networking; for those seeking a career in media,
community media provides ideal training—two recent “Southwark.TV” volunteers are now in full-time
work; social cohesion is reinforced and bridges are built across racial and social divides.

The “Southwark.TV” model oVers a coordinated, multi-faceted, locally focused opportunity for building
inclusiveness into modern life where it is needed and is possible—locally. By replicating this model across
the country, the goal of Social Inclusion is truly served.

What do I believe are my strengths and the strengths of the campaign I am running for national rollout of the
Southwark.TV model and why?

Strengths for the purposes of this paper may be expressed in three forms—personal, incidental, specific.

For my own strengths, I am an experienced broadcast TV producer/director and have become a leading
practitioner in community media. Early on I saw that there was most probably nothing I would meet in
media training and the facilitating of individual growth and community media projects that from my
considerable experience I would not know how to handle and support. There are also nowadays plenty of
twelve year olds who can unravel one’s IT problems. Having lived the experience of building
“Southwark.TV” and realising the Southwark Template, I know what I am talking about. Partner groups
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and individuals will not have to reinvent the wheel. I am in addition a trained Life Coach, a discipline
founded on the premise that one’s interlocutor, the Coachee, will know what is right for them and when;
no-one else can. Engagement is a process of what might be termed “appreciative inquiry”, one works
through listening, without judgement or in some respects thought. This way lies learning and growth and
achieving.

Incidental strengths supporting the campaign are manifest: media studies are thriving, many young people
are seeking careers in the media. Younger people are spending more time with the computers than in front
of the television. Media trainers are readily available, in the form of graduates and established freelance
professionals in the industry. In running the Southwark project, a network of suitable people—some
running their own production companies, some operating freelance, some amateur filmmakers—quickly
emerged to work with us delivering partner groups their media training. Media is everywhere, even if media
literacy is not.

For specific strengths in the “Southwark.TV” model, let me cite three brief anecdotes from my time in
community media that will express something of its enormous power:

1. Last October’s inaugural Southwark.TV Festival of Film and Photography was organised for the
benefit of local mental health groups. One artist who exhibited work told me that before attending
training workshops she was unable to speak to people but now she expresses herself freely, makes
memorable films and, she said, had even walked up to Simon Hughes MP in the street to urge him
to come and see the work.

2. I ran a project with a group of semi-excluded pupils, one of whom was failing academically and
never wrote anything, yet inspired by the freedom and possibilities of our media work staV could
not stop her writing.

3. A group of no-nonsense middle aged women at a Bermondsey housing estate drop-in centre had
a tremendous time, picking up cameras, trying acting and presenting, attending and directing
editing, one producing a satirical script on Council recycling schemes that they now propose to
film. These excellent women attended the screening session of films made by a second group, all
of whom were involved in running local community groups and all coincidentally black.

One woman from the first group suddenly said to the gathering:

“If you had said a year ago that I would be sitting in this room with a bunch of black people I
wouldn’t have believed you. Forgive me, it’s in my upbringing, Bermondsey, ya know.”

The area is known for Right Wing leanings and BNP membership. This feisty soul, a natural in front of
the camera, had experienced nothing short of a personal paradigm shift over the course of four months.
(This is a story worth comparing with the antics of the Celebrity Big Brother household and the ludicrous
reaction of the mainstream media, print/radio/TV.)

And that is what I was indicating earlier when I referred to Money and Audience as pillars of mainstream
TV, and wondered what might be contained within the sphere of Community Media: I began to envisage
an individual attending a series of workshops and seeing something through to its conclusion, something
that perhaps they would never normally have done or thought of doing . . . if they rolled up their sleeves,
threw themselves into the experience, and in a team helped to create something from nothing, for that
individual a personal transformation will have taken place. And so it was for this woman, whose testimony
stopped me in my tracks and struck everyone present with its almost painful honesty, its blazing truth in a
society often too concerned with political correctness. Not there. Not her. Turbulent soul maybe, but she
was unafraid to speak her mind which revealed itself to us as being open to change and to the possibilities
of self awareness.

I had always claimed these goals and here was a clear and splendid example.

What are the successes of the “Southwark.TV” campaign to date?

1. In 1998 CTVT attracted pro bono legal support for incorporation (1999), charity registration (2000),
and continuing management ever since.

2. After four years development I located in Southwark Education enough money to create
“Southwark.TV” and understood the importance of linking the spheres of activity and spheres of thinking
related to Community and Education.
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3. In 2004 the project reached its target of 50 partner organisations on the “Southwark.TV” website (now
500 webpages of multimedia) and from a formal Review it was clear we had made an impact. Here are three
examples:

Tony Lynes, Southwark Pensioner, said his fear of IT had been reduced (on a scale of 1–10) from
nine to three, and that without us his Action Group would still have no website;

award-winning advanced skills teacher Phyllis Gregory of Lilian Baylis TS was excited that we had
given her pupils a voice;

local Somali resident Abdulkhadir Jibril sees “Southwark.TV” as an integral part of his
community’s push for social inclusion. We have also supported Ivory Coast and Sierra Leone
groups and a Southwark refugee artists organisation.

4. Southwark.TV Film Screenings give partner groups and filmmakers of all ages a forum, support,
kindred spirits, and new working relationships.

5. In 2005 we produced “KNIFE”, an educational DVD on knife crime, coordinated by Southwark
Police, duplicated and distributed by the Metropolitan Police and now handled by the Damilola Taylor
Trust; in 2005 we made “SOUTHWARK HOUR”, 10 one-hour TV programmes broadcast on Community
Channel, thus completing the Southwark Template.

6. In 2006 the Southwark.TV Festival of Film and Photography was launched. This inaugural running
of the Festival was dedicated to four local mental health groups: Castle Arts, Cooltan Arts, Creative Routes,
Mental Fight Club.

7. Two talented volunteers now have jobs in the independent production sector and show that the
transition from community into mainstream media can be made.

8. One of our newest volunteers is an ex-Army, former homeless man, with whose energy and support
we are conducting a project partner review.

How might the CMS Committee support this programme of community media development to achieve greater
impact in the future?

I believe the CMS Committee might consider this request for funding as an aspect of policy review, and
itself lobby other Departments with a view to creating a centralised Fund dedicated to this multifaceted
work. Those Departments one might see as relevant are:

DCLG, DCMS, DfES, DH, DWP.

Spiritually (in the broadest sense) there is no limit to what community media can achieve. Money is always
the issue of course—and in community media, despite its evident potential for the good, there is very little
indeed. A real bridge is needed to cross to the money and to access those territories of influential networking
and policymaking. So for Community TV Trust with its vibrant model of locally focused broadband media,
whilst the “vision thing” is working well, raising the money is now top of the agenda.

To pursue the Ofcom/PSP route, one is at the mercy of the political process. To create the Public Service
Publisher, even if Ofcom were to win the argument will presumably not be quick to achieve.

Curiously, David Beckham could now pay for the whole scheme by himself in around four months, so
the project is modest when set alongside its potential for generating good and being useful to both the
country and the economy.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Equity

Introduction

1. Equity is a trade union representing 37,000 performers and creative personnel who work across the
whole spectrum of entertainment in the UK. Our members work in a range of media and the creative
industries including visual broadcasts, sound recordings and film. These Equity members work principally
in drama, comedy or entertainment roles.

2. Therefore any decisions regarding the future of public service media content are likely to have a direct
impact upon the production, distribution and funding of our members work, as well as the creative process
and the content of programmes in which they are involved.

3. This submission does not provide a response to all of the issues raised in this inquiry, but seeks to
address the most relevant matters to Equity’s membership.
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Background

What is public service content?

4. In the most recent and detailed review of public service broadcasting (PSB), Ofcom provided details
of what it believed to be its key characteristics—namely high quality; original; innovative; challenging;
engaging; and widely available. It also provided details of the purposes of PSB, which it believes include
informing ourselves; stimulating interest in the arts, science and history; bringing audiences together
through shared experience and original programming; and making us aware of diVerent cultures and
viewpoints.

5. The public service remit of the BBC has traditionally been summarised in its duty to “inform, educate
and entertain”. However, this was recently updated to assess what these purposes actually mean in a digital
age. Therefore the BBC Charter defines its key public purposes as sustaining citizenship and civil society;
promoting education and learning; stimulating creativity and cultural excellence; reflecting the UK, its
national regions and communities; bringing the world to the UK and the UK to the world.
6. Equity broadly accepts these definitions of PSB, which correspond to our own views and principles.
However, the emphasis and application of these definitions in practice will inevitably diVer.

The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age
7. There is no doubt that plurality in the provision of PSB is vital to its success. Not only does this create
the conditions for competition to spur innovation and drive higher quality, but it also avoids an over-
reliance upon the BBC as the sole provider of PSB programming. Although the current system of PSB does
depend largely on the role of a publicly funded BBC, the system is sustained by the obligations that also rest
with other main providers of terrestrial television channels—that is ITV, Channel 4, S4C and Five.

8. Undoubtedly the proliferation of digital television channels and other content providers will put
pressure on this method of providing PSB. As a result the system cannot and will not remain static, as there
will need to be an appropriate balance between allowing advertising-funded PSB broadcasters to continue
to operate in a new environment; providing opportunities and incentives for new providers; and avoiding
leaving the BBC as the single provider.

9. While Equity believes that the methods of delivery will change, the principle of plurality should remain
constant in a digital age. This will help to encourage and enable the continuation of original high-quality
production. However, the prospects for maintaining plurality will also depend upon appropriate regulatory
and legislative support, so it is helpful that Section 264(3) of the Communication Act 2003 provides Ofcom
with “an obligation, with a view to maintaining and strengthening the quality of public service television
broadcasting in the United Kingdom”. Moreover, in its review of PSB, Ofcom stated its ambition to ensure
an enduring pluralist system of PSB in a digital age, with a variety of providers.

10. Rather than stifling growth and innovation, Equity believes that this support for a broad range of
high quality of public service content in a digital age will help to diVerentiate providers of content on new
platforms. This will help to support their business by attracting an increasingly fragmented audience to the
new technology and platforms. In short, technology is nothing without content.

The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

11. There is little doubt that the same mix of institutions, funding and regulation that have supported
PSB over many years will not survive the move to digital. In particular, we acknowledge that digital
switchover will undermine the previous business model of commercial broadcasters, which provided PSB
in return for access to the valuable analogue spectrum

12. The fragmentation of audiences and the growth of digital television will impose particular pressure
on commercial broadcasters such as ITV, which are dependent largely upon revenue generated from
advertising. However, despite the threat and uncertainty caused by technological developments and the
negative pressure on commercial broadcasters, Equity rejects the assumption that this should automatically
lead to a withdrawal from PSB obligations.

13. It is at best unproven that a reduction or removal of PSB obligations will automatically unburden
commercial broadcasters of costly commitments and enable them to compete more successfully in a digital
age. Moreover, a failure to impose any future PSB obligations would not be desirable for the continued
plurality in the system (as outlined above), which supports the provision of high-quality original content.
Conversely a narrower range of content could lead to reduced audience reach and the type of broad appeal
valued by advertisers.

14. In addition, it should be noted that many large commercial broadcasters, which previously had access
only to a small subscription audience (e.g. BSkyB), will be able to reach a significantly wider audience
through their free-to-air channels. Equity would argue that a basic level of PSB provision should be a
condition of these licences, in return for the benefit of reaching this audience. This could operate in much
the same way as PSB is delivered currently, in return for access to the spectrum, but with obligations at a
lower level provided by an increased number of channels.
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The viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel 4 and Five

15. According to Ofcom, ITV1, Channel 4 and Five receive approximately £400m a year in implicit
subsidies for PSB. These subsidies are a result of their access to the analogue spectrum. By the time of digital
switchover, the declining value of the analogue spectrum will have reduced these implicit subsidies close
to zero.

16. The fragmentation of audiences and the growth of alternative methods of viewing audiovisual
content will impose particular pressure on commercial broadcasters, which are dependent largely upon
revenue generated from advertising.

— ITV

17. In the past year ITV has been portrayed as an organisation in perpetual crisis. The pressures on its
existing funding model are clearly being felt, as ratings continue to fall, accompanied by declining
advertising revenues, a struggling share price and uncertainty over ownership and control.

18. ITV’s initial response has been to seek cost savings internally and reduce the level of public service
commitments. Equity has been particularly concerned at the proposed move away from valuable and
respected drama production. Moreover, there appears to be arbitrary moves to drive down drama budgets
in ITV Productions, the in-house programme making division, from £750,000 an hour to £500,000 an hour.

19. However ITV, principally through ITV1, forms an essential part of the plurality in PSB that is so
important. The peer group pressure and rivalry between itself and the BBC helps to set standards for the
production of high quality, innovative drama and other programmes. Despite its current diYculties, the
infrastructure and track record of ITV in providing PSB programming means that it is better placed than
any other organisation to provide a real alternative to the BBC.

20. While there will undoubtedly be increasing pressure on ITV’s funding model in future, it is defeatist
and counter-productive for the Government and regulators to accept that this model will automatically
become defunct after digital switchover. There is no doubt that the digital age will necessitate a new
approach to content regulation at ITV, which may mean greater flexibility as outlined in the
Communications Act. Yet we remain unconvinced that it is in the commercial interests of ITV, or in the
wider public interest of the viewer, for it to withdraw from PSB and assume fully digital licences.

— Channel 4

21. Channel 4 has articulated its concerns regarding its existing funding model very clearly. In particular,
it has stated that it believes that falling advertising revenue and underlying costs will leave it with a funding
gap of £100 million a year by the time of digital switchover. As a result Equity has welcomed the proposal
for Channel 4 to receive short-term targeted assistance of around £70m to help meet some of the initial
capital costs of switchover. However, this will not address the more fundamental problem of a fall in
advertising revenue reducing its ability to buy in and commission programmes, as highlighted in its recent
annual results.

22. In the longer term we reject the concept of gifting income-generating assets from BBC to Channel 4.
Aside from the legal and technical diYculties, we believe that such a reorganisation is only likely to
undermine and reduce the funds available to the BBC to provide programming as the cornerstone of PSB.
Moreover, such a move will not lead to a net increase in the funding available for PSB in the UK. If the
Government and Ofcom are keen to examine alternative funding methods for Channel 4 we believe that it
should look again at its proposals for distributing any additional funds it could make available for PSB.

23. Equity welcomes the fact that privatisation does not appear to be on the Government’s agenda as a
solution to these issues. This could be damaging to the unique status and standing of Channel 4, as well as
a diversion away from its core function.

— Five

24. Five is aVorded far more flexibility than any other major terrestrial channel. While some of this can
be justified by the fact that it does not have universal UK coverage, we are opposed to measures that would
allow it to pursue programming based solely upon commercial objectives.

25. We continue to believe that Five needs regulatory encouragement to be bolder in investing in new
programmes, and suggest that this should become a requirement of Five retaining PSB status. This type of
requirement would be good for PSB and will assist Five in preparing for the commercial realities of a post
digital era. More original production also makes commercial sense for a broadcaster seeking to establish a
distinctive and identifiable service in the run up to switchover.

The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

26. As noted above, Equity is not opposed in principle to injections of public funding to broadcasters
other than the BBC. For example, if the appropriate case can be made it may be appropriate to provide
Channel 4 with targeted assistance, or to enable other broadcasters and content providers to access funds
available from a future Public Service Provider (PSP).
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27. However, Equity would reject the concept of “top-slicing” or sharing the BBC licence fee with other
broadcasters. Such a change would only undermine the credibility and support for the licence fee in the eyes
of those who pay it. Licence fee funding should fund BBC programme making and services and not be
distributed directly to commercial broadcasters to support the dividends and value available to private
shareholders.

28. Proposals to share the licence fee in future are also potentially damaging in an environment where
the licence fee settlement will mean that it fails to keep pace with inflation between now and 2012. These
concerns are compounded by the proposed ring-fencing of £600m to help viewers move to digital. While the
aim is both praiseworthy and necessary, there should have been an additional budget given to the BBC for
this work. Taking the £600m out of the BBC’s operating budget runs the risk of further damaging its
programme-making abilities.

29. The BBC has a unique role as the cornerstone of PSB, which is wider than PSB content and this should
not be undermined. It sets the standards for other public service broadcasters, both radio and television.
Crucially for Equity members, the BBC is also the most important employer and trainer in the audio-visual
sector. It has provided a consistent source of employment in a variety of programming, both audio and
visual, and heavily invested in the training and development of the industry.

The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s programming

30. Equity members work principally in drama, comedy and light entertainment. Therefore we will not
seek to comment on news provision. However, Equity does have a direct interest in other key areas of public
service media content, including children’s programming and crucially in drama.

31. Equity is concerned that public service broadcasters concentrate too much on low budget, popular
programming, in order to win audiences rather than take risks with more challenging programmes. This is
particularly evident on the terrestrial or flagship channels.

32. However, as a result of representations from Equity, the drama provision in the Communications Act
is stronger than first proposed. Consequently, drama is not simply listed as a genre, leaving interpretation
to the broadcasters, but has to be defined to include a variety of diVerent formats as well as new writing and
ideas. This should help to ensure that drama continues to be challenging for audiences and those performers
who appear in them.

33. Children’s programming is another key area of public service media where Equity members work.
Children’s television in the UK has been widely acknowledged as amongst the most creative and innovative
in the world. Children are the viewing generation of the future, and need programmes which reflect their
lives back to them in a way that can be entertaining, educational and safe. This is a vital ingredient for a
healthy, balanced childhood and to produce engaged and empowered citizens of the future.

34. However, this programming is coming under pressure from the same technological challenges and
changes to the market that face a number of genres, along with changing tastes; viewing habits; financial
pressure on broadcasters; and the recent ban on junk food advertising.

35. Nevertheless, it is disappointing to see a reduction in the variety of programming available, with ITV
ceasing all new production for children and Channel 4 no longer commissioning such programmes. This is
damaging in an environment where the programmes available to children are already mainly cartoon-
orientated, with few domestic, original dramas or light entertainment programmes.

36. Therefore Equity was pleased at Ofcom’s recent decision to reject the attempts by ITV to remove any
commitment to weekday children’s programming. In the future there will undoubtedly be an expanding role
for the digital channels such as Cbeebies, CBBC, and CiTV. However, the future of this public service media
content just as there needs to be competition between broadcasters to improve the quality of other genres,
the same can be said of children’s programmes.

The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

37. Equity acknowledges the PSP is a creative and original approach to maintaining the plurality of PSB
in the new broadcasting environment. Moreover, we are heartened by Ofcom’s willingness to argue for a
significant amount of financial support of up to £300m a year to enable the production of high quality
original content. However, we are not convinced currently that the creation of a new entity outlined by
Ofcom is feasible or even desirable. There are still reservations as to the levels of bureaucracy such a body
would necessitate, as well as a lack of clarity as to the precise operating remit of a PSP.

38. That said, the PSP may be a useful mechanism of supporting a future system of plurality if it is able to
make funding available to existing broadcasters with PSB obligations, but pressure on their current funding
model. In particular, ITV or Channel Four should be considered as possible recipients for this support in
their capacity as existing providers of PSB with a positive track record, brand value and wealth of
experience.
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39. The biggest hurdle to the establishment of a PSP would appear to be the diYculty with funding—
whether through direct taxation, an increased licence fee or a levy on existing broadcasters. Equity would
support a levy on the income of non-PSB licensed broadcasters operating in the UK, discounted against the
level of PSB provision agreed in their licence.

The case for provision of public service material on new media

40. Equity believes that it is essential for public service material to be widely available in all types of new
media. In the coming years viewing habits are likely to change dramatically, creating a range of
opportunities for the use of audio and audiovisual work that were unthinkable only a few short years ago.

41. There are now ways of accessing the work of Equity members that were unimaginable only a few short
years ago. The availability of programmes on the numerous digital and satellite channels has now been
joined by increasingly aVordable Personal Video Recorders (PVRs), through suppliers such as Sky! and
Home Choice; video-on-demand services available over the internet; mobile phones downloads and
simulcasts; and multi-media devices such as the video iPod and games consoles for viewing audiovisual
material. It is likely that these changes are only the beginning of dramatic changes that will shortly be joined
whole host of new “non-linear” platforms.

42. In this new and exciting environment there will be a dizzying array of content available, with no
guarantee of quality or production values, other than the fact that it may be produced or made available by
a trusted source. Therefore there is a strong argument that citizens and consumers would benefit from the
ability to identify a source of original high quality content on new media. Moreover, the provision of public
service content by content providers will be helpful in supporting their new business models.

43. In order to support this process, Equity believes that certain non-linear media services of this nature
should be subject to the same common principles of regulation and minimum standards as traditional
television broadcasts. In particular, there should be a clear protection of fundamental public interest
objectives referred to in the European Audio Visual Media Services Directive, specifically regarding content
of programming, the free movement of broadcasting services within the EU and support for media
pluralism.

Conclusion

44. Equity is pleased to have the opportunity to contribute to the Committee’s inquiry into this area and
hopes that the Committee will consider the points made—particularly in relation to the need to maintain
plurality and high quality and original production in future.

45. We would welcome the opportunity to provide further evidence to the Select Committee on this issue.
As the representative organisation of actors, singers, comedians, and other creative contributors whose
work will be vital for the future of public service media content, we believe that we could provide a valuable
perspective on the inquiry.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by The Campaign For Press and Broadcasting Freedom (CPBF)

The CPBF was established in 1979. It is the leading independent membership organisation dealing with
questions of freedom, diversity and accountability in the UK media. It is membership based, drawing its
support from individuals, trade unions and community based organisations. It has consistently developed
policies designed to encourage a more pluralistic media in the UK and has regularly intervened in the public
and political debate over the future of broadcasting in the United Kingdom since it was established.

The Prospects for Maintaining Plurality in Public Service Broadcasting in the Digital Age

The backbone of broadcasting in the UK BBC (TV and Radio) ITV1, Channel 4, SC4 and Channel 5,
are services that are required to provide a range, at diVerent levels of intensity, of public service programmes.
The BBC is funded by a licence fee and the commercial sector depends on advertising and sponsorship. Since
1954 commercial TV in the UK, unlike its counterpart in the USA, has had significant public service
obligations. Since 1990 ITV has become less and less of a public service broadcaster, but it and the other
public service commercial channels still retain obligations to provide programming that is designed to do
something more than just make profits.

The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in this digital age are good but they
depend on political will to support major public intervention through eVective pursuance of public service
obligations on commercial broadcasters and continued support for the BBC via the licence fee. This is
contrary to Ofcom’s view, whose record of defending public service provision on ITV leaves much to be
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desired; whose support the concept of a Public Service Provider to compensate for some lost public service
programming is inadequate, and whose belief in greater dependency on market forces for programme
provision i.e. providing what is profitable, puts the future of public service broadcasting at risk.

It’s worth reminding ourselves that public service broadcasting means producing programmes which
address the widest possible range of audiences, serving the public at large, not just certain sections of the
public, or the interests of producers and broadcasters, or the dictates of the market. Sometimes it is about
experimentation and risk-taking, but its core aim is the production of programmes designed to cover the
widest range of output. It means news and current aVairs, educational and arts programmes, comedy and
soaps, drama, sport, films, quiz shows and light entertainment. For the BBC it also means providing music
and speech radio of quality and variety and delivering the most successful ranges of interactive programming
and Internet web pages and other internet related services in the world.

It is also worth noting that there are other commercial broadcasters, notably Sky television, which do not
have public service broadcasting obligations, and only produce programming that maximises their profits.
In order not just to maintain but improve the plurality of public service broadcasting, consideration should
be given to placing some public service broadcasting obligations on these broadcasters perhaps based on
them reaching a certain percentage of viewing share.

The idea that the new digital age means you cannot have significant public service channels because there
are too many channels for it to work distorts the truth. Regulation can be put in place to ensure that major
services in the UK are required to adhere to key public service values. The BBC has already pioneered a
model of how psb can have a strong presence in the digital universe that is emerging. The model, which the
Committee should, we would argue support, is one of BBC plus. By this we mean sustaining a strong UK
production base by supporting the BBC so it can grow into the new areas, and examining ways in which
existing public service commercial providers can make a similar contribution.

The Practically of Continuing to Impose Public Service Obligations on Commercial Broadcasters

Public service broadcasting has been sustained and financed over many years by a mutually reinforcing
mix of institutions, funding and regulation. Leaving aside the BBC, historically this was provided by
commercial broadcasters in return for privileges and discounted access to the analogue spectrum. The issue
is not that commercial broadcasters will cease to be viable, or even strong, businesses. It is that the set of
incentives which have impelled the shareholder-funded businesses to provide public service broadcasting
will disappear. There is no compelling reason why the existing public service system cannot be strengthened
and extended into the emerging digital age. It is a matter of public policy whether or not this should be
allowed to happen through government policy and the intervention of Ofcom. If it is deemed desirable the
means can be willed. Any reduction or decline will only take place if the government and the regulator fail
to intervene in a positive way to prevent it (as Ofcom has done in allowing the run down by ITV of its public
service broadcasting obligations). This is based on the false assumption that public service on UK TV will
have to be reduced because the market is better at providing broadcasting. This has shaped and continues
to shape the regulator’s policy framework and unless reversed, will become a self-filling prophecy.

Methods for doing this could include:

(a) reduced cost of spectrum access in return for public service programme provision.

(b) tax allowances linked to a commitment on the part of commercial broadcasters to produce public
service programming.

(c) a levy on advertising, sponsorship and other commercial revenues which would be used to fund
public service broadcasting provision in the commercial sector.

(d) taking public control of the ITV, C4 and S4C archives of material that were produced under the
system of public service broadcasting and using the income from these sources to help fund new
productions.

(e) imposing a statutory obligation on digital commercial broadcasters whose market share exceeds
a specified limit to spend a proportion of their income on public service broadcasting.

(f) reconsidering OFCOM’s remit to enhance its obligations to promote public service broadcasting
across the developing media, and to limit its powers of interference with the BBC.

The Viability of Existing Funding Models for ITV, Channel Four and Five and The Case for Public
Funding of Broadcasters in Addition to the BBC

We have no objections to the government using a range of powers (some of which we outline elsewhere
in this submission) to help provide wide- ranging public service content in addition to the BBC. We do not,
however, think it is, in the long term, wise to use money from the licence fee to do this. The BBC needs to
be sustained as a major provider of non-commerical public service broadcasting first and foremost. In
addition the government should develop ways to ensure that psb is supplemented and extended into the
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existing and emerging commercial sectors. The case for this rests upon the wider sets of reasons we have
discussed about the social, political and economic desirability of sustaining psb across the emerging
platforms.

This means that ITV, C4, C5 and S4C need to remain as key elements in the mix, and measures, such as
the ones described in this submission, should be immediately considered to bolster their position and
obligations as public service broadcasters.

The Future of Key Areas of Public Service Media Content such as News Provision and Children’s
Programming

These areas should not be seen as separate from other areas of psb provision. Hiving them oV as if they
were the only, or the most important areas, will help weaken political commitment to the whole range of
output.

In a system which is organised to support psb provision across the whole range of output, news and
children’s TV should have central places. Recent, (post 1990 Broadcasting Act) reductions in these areas
have been associated primarily with changes at ITV. These have been due, in essence, to the lack of an
imaginative and robust regulatory regime, and could, were that rectified, be halted and reversed.

It is important to note that we prefer the long-standing, broad interpretation of “public service”: to
“inform, educate and entertain”. This should remain the basis of the approach in the digital era. In other
words the attempt to separate out “public service” programmes from “entertainment” ones, and “public
service” channels from the rest, could remove from the BBC the challenge of making quality programmes for
the broadest audience, and destroy the healthy competition which has existed between commercially funded
broadcasters and the BBC.

Historically, the ITV companies supported genres such as current aVairs and children’s programmes,
partly because they were required to do so by the regulator of the day, but also because the climate of
opinion, shared by the managements of companies such as Thames and Granada, valued a diverse mix.

The current legislation has encouraged a more commercial climate of opinion, and Ofcom has abandoned
the challenge of regulating the commercial channels in the multi-channel digital environment. The results
can be seen in ITV’s abandoning of any programmes beyond the most popular.

Yet the public service aim of a universality of provision and appeal, includes serving groups of citizens
who have little market power, and so are likely to be overlooked by a market based system, in particular
children and the poorer members of society.

Research on current aVairs programming—which has long provided an essential back-up to news
reporting, requiring long term commitment to in depth investigation and persistent reporting—has shown
that the numbers of these programmes has shrunk, on the BBC as well as the commercial channels. They
have all but disappeared on ITV. In a democracy the maintenance of mainstream, serious current aVairs is
the core of any commitment to an informed citizenship.

Children should be at the centre of public service across the channels. Without competition the BBC may
be tempted to broadcast children’s programmes only on the dedicated channels. Many of the global media
companies who are buying into UK commercial television have a backlog of programmes with
“international” appeal to dump.

Without a strong, independent, commercially funded channel committed to diverse programming and a
respect for its audience, the BBC faces no competitor, and public service television is the weaker.

Sharing out the licence fee is not the answer, since the strength of the system has come from the diVerent
sources of funding. Channel Four was able to adopt its completely original remit, because, at first, it too,
was diVerently funded. But Ofcom needs to find ways of retaining “positive regulation” of commercial
channels in the digital era—and should consider extending regulatory requirements to non-terrestrial
channels.

The Value of the PSP Concept as Advanced by Ofcom

Ofcom has proposed setting up of a new non-commercial Public Service Publisher (PSP). This would
compete with the BBC by providing what it described as public service broadcasting on a new digital
channel. At first glance this seems to be a good idea. It is right to look to new ways of delivering public service
content across new digital platforms. But a closer examination reveals a number of flaws.

When the idea of a PSP was first floated, Ofcom pointed out that total TV broadcasting revenues,
including the licence fee amounted to £9.534 billion in 2003 (Ofcom, The Communications Market 2004—
Overview (London, Ofcom 2004). Yet it suggests that in 2012, £300 million, less than 3% of the revenues in
UK TV should be spent on the PSP (Ofcom, Phase 2—Meeting the Digital Challenge: Ofcom review of
public service broadcasting (London, Ofcom, 2004).
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This is a tiny amount, compared to the ITV total revenues in 2003 of £2.6 billion, let alone the size of the
total market. A non-commercial publisher might provide a useful future addition to the public service mix,
but must not be a substitute for what ITV, C4, S4C and C5 should be providing. There are also serious
questions of accountability—how would the funding be monitored and against what criteria?

Over the past few years Ofcom has allowed ITV to withdraw from its major public service commitments
and sees the PSP as an alternative public service programme provider in the absence of such commitments.
This is clearly not the case, the impact of PSP would be negligible and would not deal with the overall
problem of ensuring suYcient funding for ITV, C4 S4C, and C5 so that they can continue to act as serious
commercially funded public service broadcasters to compete with the BBC in the future.

The PSP model has been devised by Ofcom therefore to overcome a problem of its own creation. Instead
of thinking about bolstering public service provision across all commercial media, its assumption has been
that this is not worthwhile nor economically possible. These views stem from the partiality of Ofcom as a
body, which has a clear, non-neutral, position, in that it explicitly supports market solutions to regulatory
problems. This is due, not to any empirical evidence which favours its view, but to the ideological hue the
institution acquired through the passage of the Communications Act and the associated limitations of
outlook amongst senior Ofcom employees. Supporting a PSP model is therefore not a case of supporting a
careful, empirically grounded solution to emerging problems, but would involve supporting an ill thought
out device whose only merit is that it is consistent with Ofcom’s overall political orientation.

Given a diVerent policy context in which the BBC’s role as a provider of public service broadcasting is
enhanced and ITV, Channel 4, S4C and Channel 5’s roles as commercial public service broadcasting
providers is defended and developed, a mechanism such as a public service publisher might provide a way
of developing public service broadcasting content across other providers.

The Case for Provision of Public Service Material on New Media

There is no doubt that the future organisation of public service media in the UK has to respond to the
rapidly changing economic and technological context of communications.

The question of whether there should be a major provision of public service media is a political question.
If politicians consider that the market can provide a diverse range of materials accessible to all citizens for
a minimum cost, including drama, current aVairs, news, documentary, high quality comedy, science
programming etc, then logically there is no need for public service media. This is not, however, what is
believed by even the more ardent believers in the market, including Professor Alan Peacock and Ofcom.

Their argument acknowledges that there needs to be public intervention because the market cannot and
will not provide for certain minorities. Hence they support concepts such as an Arts Council of the Airwaves
(stemming from the Report on the Financing of the BBC (1986) or the Public Service Publisher (Ofcom).

But this is an argument based on the idea that it is desirable to leave the bulk of provision to the market,
so that those who are most economically and culturally skilled already can get what the market provides by
using their resources to seek out and enjoy the publicly funded minority programming. This is a form of
policy which will end up excluding the majority of the population from regular contact with a wide range
of diVerent cultural experiences.

The case for sustaining a major, free to view or listen public service provision across all major new
platforms rests of the view that it is morally proper not to exclude people from educative benefits of contact
with a wide range of public service provision on the grounds of their acquired educational or economic
disadvantages. It is a similar case to the ones used to justify the provision of health or educational services
free at the point of delivery and without discrimination based on education or economics. It assumes that
the outcome of such policies will be a more varied social, political and cultural environment available to the
whole of society than that which will emerge from a system based on the market alone.

There is also an industrial case. This is that if you open production solely to the forces of the market you
are likely to see the development in the UK of a TV industry mirroring the film industry. In the latter, despite
the continuance of high quality production, the economics of scale have allowed the larger US market to
drive production and consumption. The UK is particularly vulnerable to this because of its linguistic and
cultural aYnity to the United States. Historically the major investment in public service broadcasting in the
UK has prevented the development of a similar scenario in TV to that in film in the UK. In addition it has
fostered a set of technical and artistic skills that are internationally admired. The case for major provision
of public service content in the future rests also on this important economic case.

The lowering of entry costs to the new media also helps obviate the need to be worried about the impact
of a strong psb sector on emerging markets. As well as providing economic stimuli to the industry as a whole,
a strong psb sector can provide a spur to those companies who want to outdo psb in the market place and
develop distinctive provision.

One of the successes of the BBC in recent times has been its ability to innovate and move successfully into
new media. For example its web site is one of the best in the world, from which you can down load podcasts,
‘listen again’ broadcasts, interrogate video and audio news—and is known as a benchmark for quality. Its
two new digital channels, interactive TV, digital radio and the decision by the government to ask the BBC
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to lead on the switchover from analogue to digital broadcasting reinforces the case that there is already a
significant presence of public service material on new media. It could be said that the BBC is the successful
model for others to follow.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by National Union of Journalists (NUJ)

Introduction—The National Union of Journalists

1.1 The NUJ is the UK’s largest journalists’ trade union. Its members work in new media, broadcasting,
publishing, government and private industry press and public relations as well as the newspaper press.

1.2 The NUJ is committed to furthering the interests of its members, and in so doing has a long standing
commitment to promoting media freedom, high standards and diversity of sources and viewpoints. Its
members have been crucial to the creation of a system of public service broadcasting in the UK which has,
at its centre, a culture of high journalistic standards in both news and current aVairs across all sectors of
the industry

1.3 The Union’s response to this inquiry is based on our track record as representatives of the people who
produce an important component of media content in the UK and reflects the knowledge and experience
of our membership.

1.4 We would like it to be noted that the NUJ is ready and willing to give oral evidence to the Inquiry.

Q1. The prospect for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age

The NUJ believes that we must have a variety of sources of programming with a variety of opinions and
perspectives in the future. The existence of public service television as we know it must form the bedrock of
future provision as we enter the digital age. The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service
broadcasting are good but it will depend on the political will to support public service obligations on
commercial broadcasters and continued support for the BBC via the licence fee. On top of this, properly
run and funded community services, backed by good training facilities should be encouraged. In the nations
and regions however there is concern that the digital age is leading to control of radio, television and
newspapers being transferred back to head oYces in London or further afield. There is a risk that the BBC,
instead of filling the gap, will demote the place of the nations and regions as its broadcasting strategy
becomes more global.

Q2. The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

The NUJ believes that there is no reason why the existence of the public service system we have today
cannot be maintained as we enter the digital age.

In recent years ITV has reduced its regional programming with NUJ members experiencing programme
budget cuts and staV reductions in almost every area. The arguments against this trend are strong with
nations like Wales facing a reduction in plurality as the BBC is now the dominant provider of non news and
news based local programming. This is explored in detail in our attached submission “The Welsh
Dimension”.

Q3. The viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel Four and Five

The NUJ recognises that it may well be necessary for the Government to use its powers to assist in
ensuring the inclusion of a broad public service component in the programming of broadcasters, parallel
and in addition to the public service programming that is provided by the BBC.

However, funding for such purposes should not be drawn from the licence fee in our opinion. Such a move
could potentially threaten the role of the BBC as central to the provision of public service broadcasting free
from commercial interference.

However, this is not to suggest that the already existing public service obligations of other broadcasters
should be weakened. On the contrary, it is the NUJ’s view that the Government needs to look creatively at
possible mechanisms to supplement and extend the existing public service obligations. Government must
also look at the potential for providing encouragement and incentives for other commercial broadcasters
and service providers to include a public service component in their output.

We make such a case for the extension of public service broadcasting output based upon the need for
social development and cohesion and in recognising the central role that broadcasting and the media plays
in this.
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In light of this consideration it is of fundamental importance that Channel 4, Channel 5, ITV and S4C
remain as important components in the provision of public service programming, but it also means that
financial incentives are needed to enhance their position and obligations as public service broadcasters.

Such measures might include:

1. The introduction of a tariV being charged on commercial revenues, including advertising and
sponsorship, but covering a broader spectrum of revenues, such as income generated from “phone-
in” quiz programmes for example. Such a tariV would be ring-fenced in order that income
generated would be used to pay for public service programming in the commercial sector.

2. Tax breaks and allowances based on the commitment of commercial broadcasters to provide
public service output.

3. A reduction in the cost of spectrum access, based upon the level of a commercial broadcaster’s
public service programme commitment

4. The introduction of statutory obligations on digital commercial broadcasters to spend a specified
percentage of turnover on public service broadcasting if their market share exceeds a specified
monetary amount or market percentage.

5. The claiming by the Government of a public stake in the archives of commercial broadcasters
whose materials were produced as a result of public service obligations. Financial resources
generated from those archives could then be used to finance public service programming in the
commercial sector in the future.

Q4. The Case for Public Funding of Broadcasters in Addition to the BBC

The NUJ believes it is unfair to make the BBC alone responsible for providing high quality public service
broadcasting while their competitors provide whatever makes commercial sense. The union is against
suggestions to freeze the amount of money spent on public service programming over the next ten year
period and to see the end of ITV as public service provider of programming in the nations and in the regions.
The NUJ believes that ITV should be oVered the option of continuing to be a provider of mainstream public
service programming in the digital age with support in the form of tax incentives, grants, EPG prominence
and multiplex capacity. As mentioned above over the past few years ITV has already reduced its regional
programme budget which has led to a reduction in regional plurality as the BBC becomes dominant in local
programming provision.

Q5. The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s programming

The NUJ believes that to ensure that the level of news and non-news programming in the nations and
regions should be maintained, and if possible extended in the run up to digital switchover. News and current
aVairs, as an integral part of the system of public service broadcasting throughout the UK, has been the
cornerstone in the culture of high journalistic standards. It has set the benchmark, across all sectors of the
media, in informing and educating the public.

It is imperative that this situation is maintained and built upon if we are not to witness a market-driven
search for audience numbers with the eVect of dumbing down content.

Children’s programming is key to any public service broadcasting requirement, as it is preparing the
citizens of the future. This is seen in the role of such programmes as Blue Peter and Jackanory. These
programmes have played a pedagogical role in the development of educational and creative standards, and
contributed to cultural cohesion. At the same time, these programmes simultaneously entertained, educated
and informed the young.

Such a role is irreplaceable. That is not to say that we should look back at these programmes and simply
wish to repeat their success. Instead, dynamic and innovative children’s programming is needed. The central
role of public service broadcasting in ensuring the presence of high-quality children’s programmes is
irreplaceable. The alternative is often programming that appeals to the lowest common denominator as the
easiest and cheapest way of maximising audiences and, as a consequence, advertising revenue. This is not
to say that this trend is inevitable, but it can, surely, only be oVset by strong, creative and dynamically
energised public service broadcasting, operating inside the BBC and right across the commercial sector.

Q6. The value of the Public Service Provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

The NUJ would welcome any government intervention which promotes plurality of public service
provision in the digital age. The principles underlying this idea of a Public Service Provider should be used
to ensure that a fully developed commercial public service sector is continued in the UK into the digital age.
Establishing a Public Service Publisher at this stage is simply a diversion from this very urgent issue. The
£300m proposed for the PSP is about 3.1% of the total market (compared to the current PSB proportion of
the total market of 54.5%). This simply does not replace the amount of money that will be lost to public
service programming if ITV is allowed to retreat from being a public service broadcaster. The NUJ therefore
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has concerns that the proposal is designed to foster public support for the removal of ITV from the system
of public service broadcasting in the UK and with it the removal of revenues worth eight or nine times more
to the system than will be provided by the PSP.

Q7. The case for provision of public service material on new media

One of the successes of the BBC in recent times has been its ability to innovate and move successfully into
new media: from weather forecasts to email- alert news flashes, to a first class news and online radio and on
to the online screening of news programming and interactive current aVairs debates. In all these areas and
many many more the BBC has played an exemplary role in bringing quality programming into cyber space,
serving not only the UK but an ever-expanding global audience. Once again, the BBC is at the forefront of
development in what will increasingly be seen as the main source of news and information for young people.

The standard-setting role of the main public service broadcasting in the area of the new media is not a
vision—it is a reality. Once again the role has to be maintained and expanded upon, just as it needs to be
in the genre of TV programming, a genre which the new media will be increasingly merged.

As outlined earlier, we have to find new ways of expanding public service output on the internet, in order
that narrow commercial concerns are prevented from dominating the content produced by major web-based
providers. While the BBC is central to promoting quality in this sector, it cannot remain the sole UK-based
public service voice on the net. Public service obligations and requirements need to encouraged through
regulation, and driven by creative instincts—and by incentives.

The Welsh Dimension

Submitted by the National Union Of Journalists council for Wales as part of the National Union of
Journalists submission.

In addressing our remarks to the committee, the NUJ in Wales wishes to draw attention to the specific
challenges facing Welsh broadcasting and society. However, many of the threats facing Wales are also
repeated in the crises in this sector in other nations and regions of the United Kingdom.

A healthy society—politically and culturally—requires a robust and representative media. Devolution to
Wales has presented the country with a series of new challenges in the field of self-government. The subject
of broadcasting and devolution was extensively investigated in the Welsh AVairs Select Committee’s Report
published in 1999 as well as subsequently by the Assembly’s Committee on Culture, Welsh Language and
Sport. However, constant reassessment is required as processes are at work which are changing the ’media
landscape’ ever more radically and rapidly.

Ironically, as political devolution in Wales has increased, there has been a reverse process at work in the
print and broadcasting sectors. Globalisation of the economy is increasingly leading to control of radio,
television and newspapers being transferred back to head oYces located in London—if not further a field.
The centralisation of ITV in its bid to maximise revenues and minimise audience losses is meaning an
abandonment of non-news broadcasting to the nations and regions.

Sadly, the old ITV had been a world leader in the concept of such “devolved broadcasting”.

Tragically, the BBC, instead of seeking to fill the gap being created by this shift of resources by ITV, is
itself demoting the place of the nations and regions in its own broadcasting strategy. As the BBC’s global
remits expand, Wales loses out in the scramble for limited resources. The concept of plurality of quality
services, which has so long existed in Wales, is fast disappearing.

In addition, Wales has a range of long running weaknesses in its media. Eighty-five per cent of morning
newspapers circulating in Wales are published in London. They contain little or no Welsh content. The
London titles employ virtually no Welsh based correspondents. Furthermore, television viewers across large
parts of southern and northern Wales, as well as along the English border, often watch programming from
English-based transmitters and are therefore deprived of Welsh programming content.

These systemic issues are central in any consideration of the need for better public service content in a
Welsh context. They are the reason why the National Union of Journalists is campaigning for a Media
Policy for Wales. We would invite the committee to set a lead in suggesting measures that address the need
for the citizens and consumers of Wales who are being increasingly disenfranchised by the centralisation of
media content at an all-UK level.

A new mantra currently on oVer from London to address alienation amongst viewers is the development
of localised television services. However, it will not be realistically possible for such services to cater for all
Welsh communities. And the growth of such ultra-local services must not be allowed to take resources from
an all-Wales service, as this would further disenfranchise the Welsh people as a whole.

Meanwhile, the print sector in Wales is facing asset stripping on a major scale as budgets are cutback in
a bid to further increase profits. This is in an area that has been historically weak for some considerable time.
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The unfortunate conclusion being reached by journalists, politicians and much of civic society is that a
considerable ’democratic deficit’ is developing in informing and educating Welsh citizens about Welsh
public aVairs. If Welsh citizens choose to turn to the London-based press and media to inform them of
political events in Wales or represent their culture they will be cruelly disappointed.

To refer specifically to Welsh language broadcasting services these have been less eroded by the factors
undermining English language provision in Wales. S4C’s autonomy from London based media bosses has
protected its position to some degree. However, long-term budget cutting at the BBC has hit Welsh language
programming supplied by BBC Wales to S4C as well as the material broadcast on its own Radio Cymru.
In this context, cuts to “Ffeil”—the Welsh language equivalent of “Newsround”—is of particular concern.
We are firmly of the opinion that Welsh language children’s programmes must be vigorously defended.

Hopefully, a new agreement between S4C and the BBC will help to address these historical issues. But
constant vigilance is required.

A key element in allowing a reduction in the amount of public service broadcasting has been the espousal
by OFCOM of a market-led approach to the license commitments of commercial broadcasters. This has
eVectively facilitated an ever-shrinking commitment to programming in the nations and regions. This trend
stands in stark contrast to Ofcom’s legal duty to “maintain and strengthen” such programming. It is a matter
that the committee may wish to consider as part of its inquiry. The public interest must be firmly placed
ahead of private gain in the field of public service broadcasting.

Public service obligations must continue to be firmly enforced by OFCOM. At the same time new funding
models should be investigated for future provision. Support by direct or indirect grant can be considered.
Indirect grant options may include the ring fencing or hypothecation of additional advertising minutes to
help finance public service output in the nations and regions.

The NUJ welcomes the general principle behind Ofcom’s idea of a Public Service Publisher. We look
forward to hearing how the regulator proposes to finance the project. We have three main areas of concern.

Firstly, we believe it would be better to support and develop existing PSB models, such as ITV regional
broadcasting rather than allowing the destruction of what has been built up over many decades before trying
to create something new from scratch. This would allow the knowledge—and programming libraries—of
existing institutions to act as “signposts” for the audience as they head towards new digital delivery
platforms.

Secondly, we have so far seen nothing that indicates that PSP would address the democratic deficit at an
all-Wales level, rather than competing with local newspapers via an ’ultra local’ service that is limited to
those areas with the highest concentrations of population.

Thirdly, on current trends, and based on Ofcom’s own plans, regional non-news commercial broadcasting
may have all but disappeared before the launch of any PSP. This indicates a considerable lack of joined up
thinking by regulators.

We would urge members of the committee to support the limited remaining amount of regional public
service broadcasting at its current levels until new funding models are agreed. This would fit in with the
aspirations of Welsh audiences in particular. Ofcom’s own research has found that such programming is
especially highly regarded in Wales. It also frequently has higher audience rates than network programming
in the same slots.

New media provision has for some time been embraced by BBC Wales in both languages. Sadly, these
services have been hit badly by recent BBC cutbacks—particularly in the small Welsh language service. ITV
Wales has also shown an interest in this field. But, the new online services are heavily dependant on existing
broadcasting facilities ie newsrooms—which must therefore be properly funded.

To conclude, Wales cannot aVord in this globalised world to see further erosion of its public service
broadcasting. The welfare of this small nation with its lively minority culture is closely tied to the healthy
state of its media. London-based media organisations fail to adequately serve the democratic needs of
citizens in Wales. But as broadcasting, in particular, remains non-devolved, action is required at a
Westminster level.

The committee must, therefore consider what special measures are needed to ensure that Welsh audiences
have the information they need to participate in the decision making processes of their devolved nation.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the National Campaign for Children’s Radio

1a. The need: The reduction in children’s viewing hours on ITV and the eVect new advertising restrictions
may have on funding programmes for them keep children’s television at the forefront of debate about the
future of UK media. However, radio is of equal importance for the young but is too often neglected as the
poor relation.
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b. It is important to maintain this trusted and accessible medium as a key component in children’s
culture—both for the radio industry and the benefit of society as a whole. Children are radio’s future—both
as the makers and the takers—but history shows that, left hostage to commercial pressure or the whim of
BBC executives, radio services for children go to the wall. Sustained public lobbying and the commitment
of a few dedicated professionals has generated a small renaissance in radio for children over the last few
years but their share of this vastly extended territory is relatively small and listeners aged birth to 10 years
remain the most vulnerable and poorly served audience.

c. In an extraordinary anomaly UK law protects children’s television but not their radio. Conversely,
adults [designated as 15 years and above] have their radio safeguarded by legislation and enjoy many
hundreds of stations.

d. By what criteria do policy makers dictate radio to be less important than television for the leisure and
development of the young? This would seem to contravene the UN Convention on Children’s Rights, which
commands their access to media, information, education, and for their voices to be heard and listened to . . .
all most certainly the business of radio.

e. Many parents and professionals in child-care consider radio to be the preferable medium for children—
especially in early years. It encourages listening: a prerequisite for language acquisition, it promotes
concentration, imagination, physical and mental co-ordination and can assist families with English as a
foreign language. Radio can help to address the worrying increases in language delay, attention disorders
and obesity by bringing a necessary balance to the predominant screen and keyboard culture that is often
blamed for these problems.

f. Radio can also provide an excellent seeding ground for other children’s media, such as publishing, TV
and film—extending employment opportunities for Britain’s creative and technical workforce and
generating important overseas sales.

2a. The BBC: For years, as public service provider and brand leader, the BBC claimed children didn’t
want radio but only TV and pop music. The rest, they said, could buy tapes. So children’s radio died, while
grown-ups enjoyed ever more listening choice [and also bought tapes]. Do we remove fresh fruit and green
vegetables because kids prefer burgers and pop? It was only through sustained public pressure and a few
enlightened executives that the BBC revived a meagre half hour for children on R4 on Sunday evenings in
the same slot where they had argued that children had not tuned in.

b. In 2001 the DCMS held a public consultation about the BBC’s new DAB proposals and Children 2000
commissioned a MORI survey to inform the debate. Results showed the public to prefer a network for
younger children by 18% above any of the corporation’s five new formats but Auntie opted instead to
schedule children’s programmes in BBC 7—an adult speech service to which its own research showed
children would not be drawn and which was acknowledged to favour a middle class audience.

c. The public’s preference for a dedicated national children’s network remains unfulfilled

d. It should be remembered that the nation’s airwaves are not the private fiefdom of governments,
regulators, commercial interests or the BBC. They belong to the people who, too often, have little
understanding or say in the deployment of this national resource. Consultations about broadcasting and
communications developments need to range far wider than an increasingly challenged industry dominated
by a few large players. With innovative thinking beyond the bottom line, radio can serve both commercial
and public interests wisely and well.

3a. The technology: As pointed out at a recent Westminster Media Forum on Children’s Media, the rush
towards convergence of broadcasting services on mobile ’phones is of little use to young children. The jury
is still out regarding the eVect of microwaves on young brains and ear-buds, trailing wires and small batteries
can cause infection or choking. A solid kitchen radio that can be moved around and taken outside for solo
or shared enjoyment is best.

4a. The added value: A priority has been made of early education, with the government pledging free part-
time nursery places for all four-year-olds and now all three-year-olds. The 2005–06 per capita spend in the
UK for a pre-school child was £4,645*. A complementary radio network could be added for under £4 per
annum per child. What better value could you ask for?

b. Radio can help to maximise the many millions from the public purse invested in early years and family
support. The Minister for Children and Families, Beverley Hughes, has unveiled plans for training a
’Parenting Workforce’ to ensure that parents who need tuition in sharing nursery rhymes, songs and stories
with their children are identified and supported. Her declared purpose is to ensure that high quality
provision can be delivered by people with the requisite skills. Similar funding has been allocated to help and
advise parents how to steer their children away from crime and the DfES wants to re-introduce foreign
language teaching to primary schools. The FSA has recently launched “Cooking Buses” to tour schools and
teach children, parents and teachers how to shop and cook nutritionally.

c. It is essential to oVer families help in these basics and daily radio can so easily enhance such schemes:
sharing high quality songs, stories, games, rhymes and helpful information and advice, produced by
professional practitioners and broadcast free to homes, nursery-settings and schools. Radio can add fun and
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support in a friendly, non-patronising way and play a significant role in helping parents, carers and teachers
in their challenging job of rearing our youngest citizens, in addition reaching those mothers and
grandmothers who, through their religious or cultural requirements, may be more confined to the home.

5a. Solutions: Community Radio has been mooted as one way to serve children better but the costs and
constraints on this fragmented network could not allow for the requisite quality and range of material. A
dedicated national network could support community activity and—operating in not-for-profit public/
private partnership—would provide the economies of scale necessary to make such a service viable in the
long-term. Hand-holding with the BBC, to generate additional funding for programmes would be an option
and, with careful management, the network could well become self supporting over time.

b. There is no need for the BBC to assume all responsibility for what is regarded as public service
broadcasting. Indeed it is desirable to spread such responsibility wider and so encourage public private
partnerships and greater corporate responsibility. Children’s Radio makes an ideal medium for this.

c. Last month Ofcom invited applicants for a third national digital [DAB] multiplex, allowing for some
eight to ten new networks which must oVer choice beyond what already exists. In anticipation of this and
in recognition of public preference Don Foster MP tabled two EDMs [Nos: 2607 and 2608] about children’s
radio, proposing greater protection in law, together with independent research into the potential value of a
dedicated service within the new multiplex. It is an unprecedented opportunity to achieve something
innovative and worthwhile using this important new public space.

d. When approached on the subject, both Ofcom and government have expressed some sympathy but,
while clearly mandated, and publicly committed, to protect children and provide choice, Ofcom has declined
to intervene—choosing instead to rely on market forces. We believe the regulator, backed by the DCMS,
could take a more positive approach and tell the world, loudly and clearly, that it will look favourably on
a well-constructed children’s network as a component of any Applicant’s proposals for this multiplex. It
should do this in spite of selective legislation which favours children’s television above radio and safeguards
listening choice only for citizens aged 15 and above—legislation that the government needs to re-visit as a
matter of urgency.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by The Rural Media Company

I understand that The Westminster Parliamentary Committee on Culture Media and Sport is currently
considering whether Local TV should be accepted as a public service broadcaster. On behalf of The Rural
Media Company, I would like to strongly support the proposal that Local TV should become part of local
broadcasting.

Having been producing community video content with rural people and agencies for over 25 years we
know well the value that local broadcasting will bring to the improvement and sustainability of rural
communities. Last year, The Rural Media Company worked closely with the BBC on the West Midlands
Local TV Pilot (see independent assessment by Prof Roger Laughton November 2006) and demonstrated
the huge level of interest from the public, statutory and third sector service providers, politicians and
community leaders, local businesses etc. for genuine local broadcasting. With the introduction of local
broadcasting there is a unique opportunity to link educational (media literacy), vocational training (content
production), economic (media enterprise), service innovation (communication, access, consultation), with
social cohesion and regeneration agendas.

We ask the Committee to recommend to the Secretary of State issuance of an Order of License and the
announcement that Local TV on digital terrestrial television shall be introduced and regulated as public
service broadcasting.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by The Independent Film Parliament

Provision of Film for Children

The Independent Film Parliament welcomes the current enquiry by the Select Committee into Public
Broadcasting and the chance to make this submission with specific regard to the provision of film for
children.

The following contexts and recommendations have been developed through the work of the Independent
Film Parliament (Appendix 1), and in particular following the open forum held at the Barbican London
Children’s Film Festival in November last year, “Are Children Being Served?” (Appendix 2).

A full report on provision of film and drama for children will be available in February 2007.
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Definitions

The age parameters used in defining a child diVer depending on the institution. For the purposes of this
report children are between the age of 0–14.

In the era of convergence, stories are being told on screen in lengths varying from less than a minute to
more than two hours. For the purposes of this report we are primarily concerned with longer form feature
film and drama.

Core Concerns

1. Feature film and filmed drama should be regarded as a major art form, and therefore an essential part
of British culture and heritage. Amongst the arts, film and moving image more generally have been shown
to be the most influential source of information for children and yet this art form is often not given the
priority and funding by government agencies which it deserves. For children, what is at stake is the chance
to engage, empathise and reflect on their own culture by travelling alongside fully developed characters in
all the illuminating contexts that a good film/drama script can oVer.

2. We are concerned that the specific benefits of film for children are not being recognised, nor are
children’s entitlements being delivered. The Government acknowledges the major role which culture plays
in delivering the aims of its consultation exercise “Every Child Matters”, and on its website the Department
of Culture Media and Sport claims a central role in enabling the outcomes for children particularly in
“enjoying and achieving and making a positive contribution”, ensuring diversity and providing after school
activities. However, a search for film produces only one result on the dedicated site, and the UK Film
Council, the Government’s principal agency for advising and delivering policy in this significant creative
industry, is not even listed as a partner.

3. Given the diversity of the communities within the UK, and the internationalisation of our culture,
children should travel through their screens to the furthest places in the world. They should have access to
the diversity of children’s films produced by the rest of the world and to the variety of narrative forms/film
languages which is available. In this respect, does the government adequately recognise the potential for film
to build social inclusion of grassroots communities and their developing children?

4. Whilst it is understandable that English language films are regarded as most accessible to the majority
of the British children’s audience it does not follow that children who have the ability to read cannot enjoy
sub-titled films. There is widespread evidence from the UK’s various films festivals for children and from
long-term provision by the British Film Institute that young children are perfectly capable of reading
subtitles when they are fully engaged in watching a high-quality film. This suggests that it is a marketing
prejudice which is informing the currently limited range of acquisitions by broadcast and satellite
companies.

5. As with other art forms, it is essential to ensure that all children have some experience of non-
mainstream film from an early age: this should be regarded as an entitlement. Cultural breadth is a key
element of the Charter for Media Literacy, a welcome to extend media literacy and to develop audiences.
Public Service Broadcasting has a key role to play in delivering this, and should continue to develop
innovative ways to work with schools to reach diverse, and large-scale audiences.

6. In a recent report commissioned for the UK Film Council, Jim Barratt concluded that of all audience
sectors, it is children between the ages of 3–4 who are least well served in terms of public expenditure on film
education and film culture generally. Given the current lack of confidence and lack of funding, public or
private, for the development or production of new feature films for children in the UK, Public Service
Broadcasting has a critical role to play in changing this situation. It can incentivise greater production
through investment and co-production with other partners in the UK market place, including independent
production companies and the UK Film Council. Last year, statistics provided by the UK Film Council
record the paucity and lack of diversity of what is currently produced. Of 400 cinema releases only 19 could
be classified for children between the ages of 3–2. Of these five are not in the English language, and only three
were classified as British—Valiant, Lassie and Wallace and Grommit—all of which were co-productions with
the United States.

Recommendations

1. The remit for public service broadcasters should carry specific obligations for the production of high
quality, indigenous films for children

2. The remit for public service broadcasters should carry specific obligations for the acquisition and
screening of foreign films including a significant number of non—English language productions. These
should include shorts, drama and full-length feature film.

3. Public Service Broadcasters should be specifically required to co-produce, develop schemes and
collaborate with UK film agencies to promote a live and diverse film culture for children in this country.
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4. Public Service Broadcasters should be urged to collaborate with existing film festivals dedicated to
children’s film, and to enable the longer-term distribution to a wider audience of a percentage of the films
that are shown at these festivals.

5. Public Service Providers should engage with the objectives of the European Commission’s forthcoming
Media Literacy policy, and play an active role with other agencies delivering creative, cognitive and cultural
skills to children through film. This would include contribution to education initiatives feeding into the
Primary School curriculum, taking into account children’s cultural entitlement with regard to film.

6. Public Service requirements should apply to terrestial and non-terrestial, public and commercial
providers alike.

7. Satellite and telecom companies should also be required to contribute to the resources necessary to
fund public service requirements. In France, for instance, France Telecom contributes 10% of its annual
turnover from Video on Demand to film production.

January 2007

APPENDIX 1

The Independent Film Parliament

In July 2003 a new assembly was launched, The Independent Film Parliament. It oVers a unique
opportunity for those sustaining our most innovative, challenging and independently-minded cinema to
develop and share ideas on structures and policy in an open, public forum. The moving image has the power
to bring understanding and to influence constructive change in our divided world. This forum, whilst
recognising the essential role played by the mainstream industry, aims to feedback from the less visible,
specialist or cultural sector, in the interest of developing audiences and maintaining access on screen to the
widest diversity of voices, forms and perspective.

Principal Aims:

— to be a consultation partner in audiovisual matters covering film and broadcasting alongside other
organisations such as The UK Film Council, The British Screen Advisory Council, The Creators’
Rights Alliance, PACT, The Director’s Guild of Great Britain, BECTU . . . ;

— to serve the specialist/cultural film sector, addressing a wide range of film forms including artists’
film and video, documentary, student production, animation and feature film;

— to feedback from diVerent areas of the specialist/cultural sector including education and training,
development and production, exhibition and distribution;

— to include regional, cultural, and ethnic issues of diversity;

— to keep debate open on future policy options with regard to UK, Europe and beyond;

— to seek a variety of hosts so that Parliaments can be held in diVerent UK regions;

— to be anchored with an academic institution for research and archival purposes, oVering
information to the widest community; and

— to assemble annually or bi-annually to feed back on film policy and initiatives.

Reports with recommendations from the two Parliaments, (July 2003 at the Cambridge Film Festival and
November 2005, at Institut Francais, London) were discussed with the Film Committee at the Department
of Culture Media and Sport, senior staV at the UK Film Council, PACT and other industry organisations.
They were published by The British Journal of Film and Television and featured in Vertigo magazine.

APPENDIX 2

Are Children Being Served?

This forum was brought together by the IFP as part of the Barbican London Children’s Film Festival
with support from the UK Film Council, PAL Performing Arts Labs and the Goethe Institute. It aimed to
give audiences and industry delegates the chance to feedback on current policy for a diverse, children’s film
culture. A full report with recommendations is in prepartion.

Memorandum submitted by Milestone Group PLC

Milestone Group PLC (“Milestone”)

1. SIX TV: Milestone operates two Ofcom licensed “RSL” local TV channels in Oxford and
Southampton—both of which are branded as SIX TV. These two channels represent a multi-million pound
investment made by the commercial sector in local public service broadcasting.
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Introducing Channel 6—A New Tier of Public Service Broadcasting Independent of the BBC

2. Local TV underdeveloped in UK: It has long been widely accepted that local TV services in the UK are
underdeveloped in relation to almost the whole of the rest of the free world. Localness, a sense of community
belonging, and a desire for local news, information and entertainment—are key drivers in the success of local
television in many countries around the world. The US has more than 2,000 local television channels, France
around 100, Italy around 500 and Spain around 1,000 (Digital Local: Options for the future of local video
content and interactive services, Ofcom, January 2006).

3. Local PSB: Digital switchover oVers a once in a lifetime opportunity to plan a new tier of public service
television—a patchwork quilt of independent local channels focused on local communities and local
production. The original ITV1 regions divided the UK into areas far larger than the counties and cities
which sustain many long standing commercially successful regional newspapers and heritage radio stations.
By its very nature, local TV can “drill down” closer than traditional TV to the audience served, becoming
more relevant and therefore having a greater impact on people’s lives. Local TV allows citizens to see and
question local decision makers; encourages viewers to make the most of local facilities and helps to bind the
community together.

4. Audience Demand: Both Ofcom and ITC have amassed considerable evidence of the audience demand
for a range of local TV programming. As long ago as October 2002, the ITC commented: “Most
dissatisfaction concerns the lack of local news, with 52% stating they are not well served in this area.” (New
News, Old News, Independent Television Commission). Most recently, according to research commissioned
by Ofcom for its Digital Dividend Review (DDR), 78% think it is either important or very important that
new local TV services “are made available to all UK citizens” (A report of consumer research conducted for
Ofcom by Holden Pearmain and ORC International, Ofcom, December 2006).

5. High ratings: Local TV (sometimes described by advocates as “Channel 6”) has the potential to be one
of the most popular TV services in multi-channel homes. There is a mass of evidence that people desire more
local TV services—almost wherever local TV has been trialed in the UK (including SIX TV in Oxford and
Southampton) independent research has suggested it has gained a 50%! weekly reach of the available
audience—higher than most comparable commercial radio stations.

6. Promoting citizenship: A local TV network has the potential to deliver immense social gain, promoting
active citizenship. Television is the only medium capable of uniting large audiences from diVerent cultures
and backgrounds with a single programme. The wide and mass appeal of Local TV, due to its local focus,
makes it one of the most tangible mediums for engaging citizens with content that supports tolerance,
understanding, self-improvement and mutual respect.

7. Full service: Local TV is capable of becoming a major contributor to public service broadcasting in
the coming decade, delivering local news, debate, discussion, arts, history, wildlife and education initiatives.
Milestone advocates “full service” local PSB channels that, through a range of on-air programming
supported by interactive and “on demand” services, encourage public debate, reflect all aspects of local life,
promote public access and encourage engagement with local formal and informal learning opportunities.

8. A more level advertising playing field: It is crucial that policy makers do not underestimate the
importance of providing television advertising outlets in a market economy. Local TV will provide eVective
TV advertising to local businesses, many of which are crying out for a more level advertising playing field
to compete against the UK brands that currently dominate all commercial TV advertising. In seeking to
develop a free and fair society, it would appear highly inequitable for not one single free-to-air TV channel
(out of 30! on Freeview) to oVer realistic aVordable advertising solutions to local businesses seeking to
enhance their own profitability.

9. Protecting public access to public spectrum: Local TV is a form of “common” land—comparable to
public parks and highways. Whilst requiring a loose form of licensing, the principle of protecting some
public spectrum for local access and production is an extension of the “commons” principle that is accepted
by Ofcom. At the time of its establishment in 1997 SIX TV expressed its intention “to create a public space
where issues of local concern can be presented in entertaining and inclusive ways, where health, education and
economic resources in the community can be promoted, where local talent and initiatives can be celebrated, and
most importantly, where residents can be given the opportunity to participate in and shape their programming.”

10. The real digital dividend: Ofcom Chairman, Lord Currie, is quoted by the House of Lords Select
Committee on the BBC’s Charter Review (November 2005) as saying: “In 10 years or even five years time,
we will have a monopoly provider of public service broadcasting.” This was never the intention of digital
switchover. Yet, local DTT could be a major contributor to PSB in the coming decades, delivering truly local
and innovative channels reaching an extremely high audience. Alongside local news and discussion, the new
services can and should work together to share truly innovative creative content at a region, nation and UK
level, developing fresh new talent. As such, local TV could make a major contribution to spreading the
economic benefits of PSB programme-making outside London and the South East of England.

11. PSB plurality: It would seem perverse if the major UK commercial networks, which have increasingly
diluted PSB commitments, are not joined on Freeview by new local TV channels carrying significant PSB
content.
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12. Education and basic skills: Local TV channels can provide a platform for public sector initiatives to
attack the problems of, inter alia, poor literacy and numeracy. Those who do not read or write gain nearly
all of their information from television. Whilst there is a role for on-line learning for adults, free-to-air
television is the most obvious medium to target those lacking in basic skills. Crucially, local TV is able to
target its programming to promote local projects and initiatives, creating partnerships with local schools
and colleges. Existing RSLs such as SIX TV have produced compelling examples of the need for local TV
to support local self-improvement and community cohesion projects. The South East England Regional
Skills for Life Campaign recently concluded that SIX TV in Oxford provided “pound for pound, the most
eVective impact” for its recent basic numeracy campaign.

13. Engaging citizens: As channels and choices continue to proliferate a new local TV sector is capable
of providing a local voice that fulfils all main objectives of public service broadcasting—informing ourselves,
reflecting cultural identity, increasing knowledge and supporting tolerance. By providing opportunities for
training, employment, local advertising and public participation local TV will be able to empower viewers,
not only enabling them to feel part of the media but also more involved in their own area.

Summary of current public policy on local TV

14. Government working on local TV for over six years: In December 2000, the DTI/DCMS stated in the
Communications White Paper, A new Future for Communications:

“All television RSL organisations face a problem of spectrum uncertainty. The Government’s
spectrum management strategy gives priority to the roll-out of digital terrestrial television services.
This limits business confidence in RSL operators. However, the increased availability in spectrum
after switchover may enhance the potential for further RSL services in the future. A post-switchover
plan will therefore be developed to give RSL organisations a clearer indication of long-term prospects
for local television services.”

15. Communications Act provides for Local TV Order: Section 244 of the Communications Act 2003
specifically included provision for the Government to introduce new dedicated public service local TV
channels on DTT by the enactment of a Local Television Order. As the Secretary of State, Tessa Jowell,
wrote to Milestone on 26 March 2003: “ . . . the Communications Bill provides for a licensing regime . . . when
digital spectrum becomes available. Licences granted for reception in a particular area or locality will be
expected to provide social and economic benefits to the area or people living in the area and to broaden the range
of programmes available in the area and made about the area.” The legislation also allows the community
radio fund to potentially be extended to support local television services.

16. Ofcom work limited: Following its PSB Review, Ofcom produced a preliminary report on options for
local TV in January 2006. This report concluded that the decision on whether and how to intervene to ensure
spectrum is used for local TV channels is ultimately a political judgment to be taken by Government,
following public consultation (source: Digital Local: Options for the future of local video content and
interactive services, Ofcom, January 2006).

17. DCMS planning Local Television Order: On 18 February 2005 then Minister, Lord McIntosh wrote:
“We plan to consult publicly on the contents of a digital local television order.” On 7 June 2006 the Government
published it’s response to the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee’s report “Analogue Switch-OV;
A signal change in television”. In it, the Government confirmed: “We are continuing to work on the policy
options for local digital services . . . ” Shaun Woodward re-iterated the Government’s intention to
imminently consult on a local television order soon after taking oYce as the new Minister for Creative
Industries and Tourism.

18. DDR Proposals: On 19 December 2006 Ofcom published for consultation its Digital Dividend Review.
This confirmed that it had identified spectrum suitable for local TV: “Interleaved UHF spectrum is
particularly suited for local rather than UK-wide services. Ofcom therefore proposes to release through auction
more than 40 assignments of interleaved UHF spectrum for particular geographic areas.” However, Ofcom
did not propose to require that any “locally packaged” spectrum assignments are actually used to provide
local TV. Consequently, there is a danger that “local assignments” could simply be amalgamated by a
network operator to create one single quasi-national non-PSB and non-local channel. This is broadly in line
with Ofcom’s general policy not to intervene in the allocation of spectrum unless mandated to do so by
Parliament (as is the case with the “retained” spectrum that Ofcom is required to use to enhance Freeview
coverage).

19. DCMS supports local TV trials: In 2005, James Purnell wrote on behalf of the DCMS: “We have
raised with Ofcom the possibility of simulcasting local television services. We envisage that this would be limited
to existing analogue commercial broadcasters . . . ” There is no good reason why existing RSL licences cannot
be varied to allow digital transmissions where technically feasible. RSL operators have much of the
infrastructure in place to launch local digital trials almost immediately—and to therefore provide further
meaningful data to assist in policy making and investment decisions on the future of local TV.
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Addressing the Risk of Market Failure in Local PSB
20. Local TV cannot prosper without DTT: Local TV will not reach its commercial or public service potential
if it is not available on DTT. Local TV business modeling commissioned by Ofcom—though ultra prudent—
concluded that local TV will not generally be commercially viable if not available to the mass market on
DTT. Ofcom’s consultants stated: “In metropolitan scenarios, the greatest impact is felt when DTT is
extracted, suggesting that this platform is core to the delivery of a profitable service.” (The economics of
delivering local digital audio-visual and interactive services, Spectrum Strategy Consultants, November 2005.)

21. Market failure: The market is likely to deliver some form of local video content on a number of
platforms—but there is a grave danger that this will be patchy and inadequate. There is a therefore serious
danger of “market failure” without some form of public policy intervention. The scarcity of UHF spectrum
means that it is not comparable to any other “input” in the local TV production process—failure to access
suitable spectrum is the single factor most likely to prevent local TV from achieving its commercial and PSB
potential in the UK.

22. Strong case for intervention: According to Ofcom’s research: “Many of the current Freeview channels
were thought to be of poor quality . . . proliferation of new channels would be no guarantee of better quality,
and indeed could lead to a ‘dumbing down’” (source: Digital Dividend Review, A report of consumer demand
research conducted for Ofcom by Holden Pearmain and ORC International, Ofcom, 19 December 2006). It
is generally accepted that local TV is not necessarily the profit maximising use of spectrum. Rather than
developing local TV services of high public value, there is a prospect that interleaved spectrum could
ultimately be used or “sold on” to develop quasi-national DTT channels or put to some other commercial
use. If this “locally packaged” spectrum is amalgamated to create a new gaming or shopping channel, this
would represent more than just a minor market failure, it would be a once in a lifetime opportunity to
develop local PSB squandered by Ofcom.

23. Direct subsidy cannot guarantee local TV: Ofcom has suggested that direct subsidies from local
government or other public institutions could be one method of addressing the risk of market failure in local
TV provision. However, it is diYcult to envisage any circumstances in which direct subsidies could be
applied to guarantee the roll out of local PSB channels if the requisite spectrum is generally acquired for
other uses. It could not possibly be known what level of financial assistance (state aid) is required by local
TV operators to “win” a spectrum auction until after any such process has been completed. For the state
to then attempt to “buy back” the spectrum that had just been sold by Ofcom would perversely involve the
Government or other public institutions oVering a significant windfall to the successful bidders. In reality,
whoever is successful in Ofcom’s spectrum auction would be in a position to eVectively hold the Government
to ransom over the implementation of broadcasting policy. However, it is simply not possible to place a
purely monetary value on such socially desirable outcomes as educated citizens, quality of life, access and
inclusion and cultural understanding.

24. Communications Act: Parliament accepts that commercial public service broadcasting is not
guaranteed to be delivered by the market alone. That is why Parliament required Ofcom in the
Communications Act 2003, inter alia, to secure a wide range of broadcast services from diVerent providers,
with a particular requirement to consider the benefits of “PSB” and “the diVerent interests of persons in
diVerent parts of the United Kingdom”. It is entirely clear that, in framing the Communications Act 2003,
Parliament expects Ofcom to intervene where necessary to protect and enhance local and regional PSB
content.

25. Ofcom’s PSB duties: Milestone believes it is unrealistic and wrong for Ofcom to rely upon other public
institutions to protect and enhance local and regional news and other locally produced PSB content across
the UK. There is only one public institution that has a statutory duty to ensure spectrum is used to develop
PSB plurality in the nations and regions of the UK and that is Ofcom itself. There is certainly no evidence
to suggest that DTT will cease to be an important distribution platform for free-to-air PSB content in the
foreseeable future. Unless or until such evidence becomes available, local TV must be considered as a prime
candidate for reserved DTT carriage.

26. Opportunity costs low: There are always opportunity costs and risks associated with intervention in
the market which need to be fully assessed. As Ofcom is aware, for the “interleaved” channels within the
“retained” spectrum, the costs and risks of reserving access for local TV channels can be demonstrated to
be low. This is partly because there are few other prospective candidates for this spectrum beyond local
DTT. The technical conditions on restraint of use (imposed by Ofcom to protect the six UK-wide DTT
multiplexes) will severely restrict the use of interleaved assignments. There will be little or no impact on the
UK-wide spectrum market—the amount of spectrum in question represents a tiny propotion of the “digital
dividend”. The real question for policy makers is whether one channel on Freeview (which itself represents
a major intervention in the allocation of spectrum to support PSB) should be reserved for local PSB content
and local advertising—or whether all available local frequencies should be allowed to be amalgamated into
another “national” service. As such, any suggestion that local authorities and other public bodies are better
placed than Ofcom to properly assess the opportunity cost of allocating spectrum to local TV is, to say the
least, questionable.

27. Prospective bidders require comfort they will not be operating in isolation: Ofcom does not seek to
maximise public revenue when framing spectrum policy but it is required to consider the risks of market and
regulatory failure. Since no prospective local TV operator will be able to confidently factor partnering with
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neighbouring local TV operators into their business modelling, the value of the interleaved spectrum will be
significantly depressed when bids are being formulated. Ironically, this will only serve to reduce the ultimate
proceeds for the Treasury from Ofcom’s auction of local spectrum assignments.

28. Local radio and internet: The public policy case for commercial local TV is compelling and, arguably,
even stronger than the case for commercial local radio which enjoys significant public policy support (despite
generally producing very low amounts of local news content). Ofcom’s own research shows that “radio’s
importance as a source of local news is gradually decreasing: 10% of UK adults said radio was their main source
of local news in 2005, compared to 14% five years ago”. In terms of the internet, Ofcom notes: “recent audience
research indicates that only one in five use the internet to access news at all (ie not as a main source) and that
consumption is highly stratified, with men, the young and middle class more likely to access online news than
other groups.” (Review of Media Ownership Rules, Ofcom, November 2005). Local DTT could be an
important factor in promoting media literacy and driving traYc to local “on demand” services available on
the net.

29. Impact Assessment: It is important the Government assesses the impact of proposals to introduce
Channel 6 as local PSB. A successful local TV industry could have some impact on existing local media
(including local newspapers) but only if audience and advertisers choose to directly substitute one for the
other—if this is the case it is the market working to benefit consumers. Local newspaper groups generally
recognise that readership and revenues are declining and there is a need to develop new outlets for their
content. Any denial of access to DTT on sensible terms would act to impede opportunities for existing local
media providers who are seeking to further develop their businesses. In almost all other countries in the
developed world local newspapers and local television co-exist successfully—often working in partnership.

Local TV Must Not Be Ghettoised on Minority Platforms or Pay TV

30. Broadband will not deliver full service local PSB: Milestone believes local TV should not be ghettoised
(ie just provided outside of peak times or as one of hundreds of channels on pay-TV platforms or
broadband) but available to a mass audience 24/7 free-to-air on digital terrestrial. As Ofcom’s own research
demonstrated (Digital Local, January 2006), if local TV does not have access to DTT and the opportunity
to develop a network it will not be able to fulfill its full PSB potential.

31. Local TV worldwide depends on guaranteed access to main TVs: Having reviewed the local TV market
internationally, Ofcom’s own consultants concluded that “economies of scale, oVered by larger audiences
and/or by the eYciencies of a network-aYliate model, appear crucial to the commercial sustainability of local
services” (The economics of delivering local digital audio-visual and interactive services, Spectrum Strategy
Consultants, November 2005). Ofcom’s current “DDR” proposals are likely, at best, to lead to an “ad hoc”
development of local TV content and channels in the UK. Previous experience in the UK and internationally
suggests that such an uncoordinated approach is unlikely to allow local TV to reach its full potential,
denying the opportunity for a UK network to develop economies of scale. Regional and national advertising
is also likely to be important to the long term success of local TV. A patchwork quilt of local channels with
holes in many parts of the UK is the least likely model to be commercially successful.

32. Access to capital markets: As has been seen over recent years, the more successful the DTT platform
has become the greater the demand for capacity. Ironically, so long as the DTT platform remains the
predominant platform for the dissemination of PSB content there is a strong danger access could be priced
beyond the reasonable capability of local PSB providers. This is particularly as incumbent UK-wide TV
operators (seeking to protect and enhance their “national” revenues and market share) are likely to have
greater access to capital markets than prospective local TV operators at the time of auction.

33. Limitations of PSP: Whilst it is conceivable that a very limited amount of local content could be
funded by some form of public service publisher or other direct funding, failure to deliver local PSB on DTT
will not just deny access to local content to the widest possible audience—it will also deny the important
benefits to local advertisers of being able to gain access to one DTT channel on sensible terms.

BBC Local TV Would Put UK Out of Step With Entire Democratic World

34. BBC local TV: No other country in the democratic world is considering allowing its dominant state
broadcaster to provide local TV services, whether on satellite, cable, IPTV or any other platform.

35. BBC proposals based on commercially viable areas: The BBC’s planned local TV geographic “areas”
appear to correspond almost precisely with the size of area that Ofcom’s consultants concluded in their
ultra-prudent analysis of local TV business models would be viable if provided by the commercial sector
(Digital Local, Ofcom, January 2006). What is more, the BBC’s model for lone video journalists using hand-
held cameras to produce 10 minute local TV news bulletins (together with user generated content) oVers
considerably less public value to citizens and consumers than the commercial services which Ofcom
concluded would be financially viable.
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36. BBC local TV over-stretched: The Laughton Report, produced by Roger Laughton on behalf of BBC
management (November 2006) admitted that the BBC sources local news “from local newspapers”.
Laughton suggested: “Newspapers employ far more journalists . . . than the BBC and can oVer a far more
comprehensive coverage of local aVairs . . . . Ten minutes (a day of local news) may well have been a longer
time slot to fill than the news gathering resources (of the BBC) could support.”

37. A direct substitute: Ofcom’s DDR research appears to imply that BBC local TV could be a direct
substitute to commercial local TV by suggesting: “One local TV channel appears to satisfy most of the demand
for local TV . . . The increase in value associated with oVering three local TV channels instead of one appeared
to be marginal, suggesting that the incremental value of local TV channels might drop rapidly after the first
channel. This is consistent with the deliberative research.” (Digital Dividend Review, A report of consumer
demand research conducted for Ofcom by Holden Pearmain and ORC International, Ofcom, December 2006).

38. Free riding: Whilst it remains to be seen if the BBC management will review their plans for local TV
following the announcement of the licence fee settlement, it is wrong in principle for the BBC to enter a new
market by “free riding” on the superior local newsgathering resources of the commercial sector. Even if the
BBC honours a recent suggestion to pay local newspapers for content, it is clear the BBC’s local news
resources are comparatively weak. Whilst the BBC dominates much existing TV and radio consumption, it
has unconvincingly insisted that it is not intending to become a dominant supplier of local TV. If this claim
is true, it raises the question why the BBC is planning to enter the market for low cost hand-held camera
news—rather than focusing its resources on the production of high quality news and current aVairs.

Two Main Technical Options for Local PSB

39. There are essentially two methods that have been proposed to deliver Channel 6 as a local PSB service
on DTT across the UK:

— Interleaved spectrum: The first is to use the spectrum interleaved between the six existing DTT
multiplexes to provide a seventh multiplex (ie taking frequencies that are already used elsewhere to
deliver “Freeview” and re-using them on a small scale basis in other parts of the country). Ofcom’s
research, conducted by LS Telecom, suggests that 44 of the 50 main station DTT sites in the UK
are suitable for the transmission of a new local DTT multiplex. There are also likely to be further
assignments available at the main relay stations. Ofcom estimate that this could provide around
70% UK coverage, including most urban and metropolitan areas. The “Local PSB Multiplexes”
would complement the “National PSB Multiplexes” by targeting specific localities but with a low
capacity—enough for a single (standard definition) local TV channel and some interactive services
perhaps with a rolling local news loop.

— Add/drop: The second method of delivering Channel 6 is to reserve capacity when it becomes
available on one of the existing six DTT multiplexes and use “add/drop” technology to enable local
service “opt outs” at each major transmitter site. This could oVer 90–97% UK coverage, but may
have the disadvantage of not oVering capacity for additional local interactive services. It would
also require one of the existing multiplexes to give up some of the additional capacity that will
become available to them at digital switchover.

Main Issues for Public Consultation on Channel 6

40. Public consultation: Whichever technical method is adopted to deliver Channel 6, the Government’s
proposed consultation on a digital local television order should consider, inter alia, the degree of flexibility
to be conferred to Ofcom to set down:

— The minimum local PSB content, production and public access conditions to be contained in each
local franchise consistent with an otherwise liberal and market led licensing process.

— The minimum ownership restrictions necessary to protect PSB plurality and commercial
competition.

— The size of local franchise areas and related technical coverage requirements.

— The minimum licence term.

— Appropriate exemptions from the advertising minutage restrictions set out in the EU Television
Without Frontiers Directive (as is permissible if channels cannot be received outside the UK).

— The case for maintaining independent producer status for local franchise operators.

— The case for must carry status on cable franchises.

— Technical requirements for integration of service information with the Freeview electronic
programme guide.

— The benefits of adopting an early, simple and transparent award process (in 2007–08) to provide
comfort to local television investors and allow for the planning of the launch of new local
franchises at switchover.
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41. Light touch: Milestone supports a “light touch” regulatory approach to the development of local TV
with the minimum licence conditions necessary to protect the essential character of a local PSB service. The
commercial radio model, in which the regulator micro manages the minutiae of programming, would not
serve the interests of consumers or citizens and could not be emulated in the relatively mature digital TV
market.

Conclusion—Local PSB Providing a Future for Commercial PSB

42. Clear choice: The UK has a clear choice. In the coming years, Channel 6 as a local PSB channel could
be delivered by commercial organisations, helping to stimulate local economies and supporting local
education, employment and training initiatives. Alternatively a limited form of local TV could be delivered
by one single dominant state-owned UK-wide broadcaster, funded exclusively out of the licence fee.

43. Recommendations: If Parliament chooses to now actively support proposals to require Ofcom to
reserve spectrum for commercial local TV, it will be creating a legacy of social good in local communities
for many years to come. Parliament should therefore call upon the DCMS to bring forward its consultation
on a local television order as a guarantor of free-to-air local PSB as a matter of urgency. We would, further
recommend permitting existing RSLs, wherever feasible, to implement digital transmissions for the duration
of their current licence term in order to compensate for the diminishing analogue audience and to provide
further evidence to help inform Ofcom and the industry’s implementation of the digital local television
order.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Arts Council England

1. Introduction

Arts Council England welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Culture, Media and Sport Select
Committee inquiry into public service media content.

This submission outlines our policies relating to distribution and participation, and our strategic
interventions and partnerships with broadcasters and new media organisations. It also identifies some of the
particular challenges and opportunities for the arts sector raised by OFCOM’s Public Service Broadcasting
(PSB) Review. For your reference, we have also included additional supporting information in a specially
commissioned essay, “From arts broadcasting to arts media” by media consultant Anthony Lilley
(Appendix 1).

We have been following the PSB review with great interest and support its conclusions relating to the
‘enduring’ benefits of public service content in the digital age. We believe that artists and the wider arts sector
can play a major role in shaping this debate and working with broadcasters and new media partners to
deliver public service media content as we move into the digital age.

New opportunities are emerging for the arts through the impact of digitisation and new technologies. The
processes of distribution, creation, collaboration and co-production have been transformed by technology,
making it possible for more people than ever to make and distribute arts work.

Technological developments in distribution oVer new and increased scope for consumers of arts and
cultural material. Live attendance and participation in the arts will always have a special immediacy and
value and can never be wholly replaced by the electronic experience. However, research shows that people
want to engage with the arts in new ways, both as audiences and participants. Digital technologies are
revolutionising how we learn about, experience, engage with and disseminate the arts. They are also
providing ever-increasing opportunities to create art specifically envisioned for media environments
themselves.

Government broadcasting and communications policy and regulatory frameworks are of direct
significance to the wider arts sector and changes will undoubtedly aVect broader provision, opportunities
and impact on audiences, communities and society.

It is vital that the environment for the arts and arts media content is healthy and that individual creativity
and publicly funded arts are supported by a robust public service media content framework. Such a
framework could maximise wider public investment in culture and the arts, and the potential public benefits
of media.

We would also wish to draw attention to terminology. We refer to “the arts”—by which we mean music,
literature, dance, drama and the visual arts. Film is also a genre within the wider arts but which we exclude
from our submission given that the UK Film Council has responsibility for this area and is also making a
submission to the inquiry.

This submission is structured in five parts:
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— an overview of the Arts Council’s role, policies and work with broadcasters relating to the areas
of the Inquiry;

— the importance of PSB in promoting public understanding, access and participation in arts and
culture;

— the future of plurality and PSB—including a review of broadcasters and the changing media
landscape;

— the Public Service Publisher (PSP) and the arts; and

— a summary of recommendations.

2. Our Role

Arts Council England is the national development agency for the arts in England. Between 2005 and 2008
we are investing £1.7 billion of public funds in the arts from Government and the National Lottery.

Arts Council England has set out six areas of our agenda for the arts: taking part in the arts, children and
young people, the creative economy, vibrant communities, internationalism and celebrating diversity.

Arts Council England believes that broadcasting and new technologies are critical to the promotion and
development of the arts in England, supporting our vision to place the arts at the heart of national life.
Partnerships with broadcasters and new media organisations can greatly aid the delivery of the Arts
Council’s new ambitions for the arts in the 21st century, including making the most of opportunities to
distribute arts content as widely as possible and ensuring that as many people as possible can participate
actively in the arts including through interactive media.

Our forthcoming distribution policy will cover touring, broadcasting and digital distribution in order to
make the widest range of arts activities available to people across the country.

We particularly want to see the potential of digitisation and digital distribution technologies fully realised
and a step-change in the use of digital technology to bring the work of our leading organisations to a wider
public. We recognise that digital distribution brings challenges. As a result, we are engaged at government
level and internationally in discussions that are central to solving some of these, ranging from technology
developments, for example, and progress in media literacy to intellectual property issues and the
implications of the new Licensing Act.

It is also essential that a diverse range of people engage with and participate in arts activity of all kinds,
and we want to ensure that people can engage with art in a wide range of ways and discover and explore
their own creativity.

We believe that creativity and the arts are crucial not only to individual fulfilment and civic renewal but
to the UK’s value added economy—the “creative economy”—and to wider skills development. The creative
industries account for more than 8% of growth in the UK.115 The arts are therefore a key driver in a large and
growing sector of the economy. They help provide core skills development in schools and higher education,
especially for the creative industries. Often the arts provide the career gateways—the first jobs—for creative
entrepreneurs and workers across the creative industries including broadcasting and media.

We are increasingly seeking partnerships with those working directly in the creative industries, including
broadcast and new media, to maximise the value of our investment and to deliver our ambitions for the arts.

We support creative risk and experiment in individuals and organisations, recognising the role of the
subsidised sector as a seedbed for talent that may later move into the commercial sector. There is
considerable movement of talent between the subsidised arts sector and the more commercial end of the
creative industries such as West End theatre, visual art, music, publishing and broadcasting.

We already support innovation through project funding and training across a variety of emerging
platforms: the Internet, wireless environments, interactive broadcast and formats such as DVD, CD and
digital photography, and we anticipate that this aspect of our work will only increase in significance over
time.

Our work in education is key to new generations of creative producers and audiences, and as a driver for
the creative industries. Over the last decade we have been developing and supporting initiatives that explore
the creative uses of digital and media technologies within diVerent learning contexts. We are committed to
continuing this work.

One example of activity where we have encouraged artists and arts organisations to maximise the
potential of new technologies to develop new work and create greater access to it is New Work Network,
which uses the web as a locus of activity for peer-to-peer knowledge development. Others, such as SCAN,
bring together partners from higher education, creative industries and the museum sector in innovative
collaborations.

115 DCMS Creative Industries Fact File.
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The Arts Council and broadcasting

The Arts Council works with PSBs to increase access to work of high quality and to stimulate creativity
and participation.

In order to make this possible, we support the view of the DCMS and OFCOM that a healthy PSB ecology
requires a plurality of providers. Such a plurality is essential in helping us to reach mass audiences and new
markets, particularly among those who have not previously engaged with the arts. We recognise the need
to engage with all broadcast providers—subsidised, private sector and community—and work in
partnership where appropriate to deliver our shared ambitions.

We have developed strategic channel partnerships with the BBC (Memorandum of Understanding
2005–08) and FIVE, and are shortly to announce a major partnership with Channel 4 to promote wider
public participation and access to the arts. These partnerships provide a strong bedrock for ideas and
content development and have resulted in major successes, such as Operatunity and Ballet Hoo! with
Channel 4, Fivearts cities including the four part Singing Estate series with FIVE, and Big Dance, Power of
Art and the seven year Roots initiative to promote diverse arts with the BBC.

We currently invest close to £1 million each year in broadcasting through a flexible, responsive “creative
venture capital” fund. This provides significant financial and development leverage with broadcasters and
has already begun to increase access by addressing areas of perceived under-representation, for example
increasing the profile of regional literature and visual arts with FIVE, screen based dance and animation
artforms with Channel 4, and Black and minority ethnic artists with the BBC.

We have sought to work with broadcasters on a range of “beyond the broadcast” initiatives which have
harnessed the catalytic power of mass broadcasting in the service of wider public participation objectives,
creating pathways to participation, particularly for people who may not have experienced the arts.

These include our joint editorial Power of Art interactive and online content with BBC which also included
opportunities for the public to engage with specially commissioned new artists’ work inspired by the series’
artists. Last summer, we co-produced 40 live dance events with BBC local radio which became the largest
simultaneous biggest dance class in the UK linked to BBC network output and the wider arts festival Big
Dance.

Further examples of how we are able to support new action research, new formats and areas of arts
programming to stimulate public participation and/or increase public access to arts work via broadcast
media include:

— working with broadcasters to provide linked support events, activities or information around
event television to stimulate public engagement;

— promoting production and distribution of areas of the arts which we believe are currently under-
served and under-represented in broadcast media;

— sharing risk and investing in innovative new formats or pilots which could have educational and
legacy benefits;

— stimulating new opportunities for artists to work on television through artists’ films and
documentaries and co-commissions;

— working with broadcasters with high C2DE audiences in order to reach non- traditional arts
audiences, encouraging engagement with the publicly funded arts sector’s work or stimulating
personal creativity;

— investing in new models of arts media and broadcasting and new areas of broadcasting such as the
third “tier” of community media;

— commissioning research and evaluation into impact beyond the broadcast; and

— forging strategic alliances with other creative industries which are also looking at new models of
digital content co-production and distribution.

3. Public Service Broadcasting and the Arts

Public service broadcasting brings substantial economic, social and cultural benefits to the wider arts and
cultural sector.

The broadcasting sector contributes substantially to the UK’s creative economy and cultural talent base.
The BBC and Channel 4 in particular are significant investors in new talent, artists’ development initiatives,
commissions and substantial arts projects, often leading new developments and acting as catalysts within
the wider culture. The independent sector is also supported by a market for arts programming including
music, drama and arts programmes, including documentaries about the arts.

Public service broadcasting also brings significant cultural benefits to the public in drawing attention to
the diversity of arts practice and provision, maximising the impact of public spending on the arts through
increasing access to publicly funded and high quality arts, and encouraging direct participation in the live
and digital arts.
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Increasing access to the arts

In terms of access, reach and impact, mass audience broadcasting is currently the key medium for arts
media content and for many, provides the only ways in which they choose or are able to access the arts.
The current PSBs—BBC, Channel 4, ITV and FIVE—deliver a wide range of arts programming, with high
production values including performances and relays of music, theatre, dance and spoken word and
literature, together with programmes about the arts to mass audiences, including those who may not be
traditional arts attenders. Programmes such as Picture of Britain (approximately nine million audience) and
Rolf on Art (approximately five million) which take arts as their subject and, critically, are scheduled on
BBC1 in peak time, can generate significant audiences reaching across the socio-economic spectrum.

Programming which showcases the highest quality arts can also drive up attendance and participation in
the live arts, with mass broadcasting being uniquely able to act as a “call to action”. The Tate, now
developing its own production arm, has worked with all the PSBs and has research which strongly links
broadcast programming to exhibition attendance. For example, 12% of visitors to Turner Whistler Monet
at Tate Britain in 2005 said that they had seen FIVE’s ”Tim Marlow on [ . . . ]” broadcast programme. There
was also a 10% rise in the online sales two hours after the programme aired. ITV’s South Bank Show was
credited with encouraging 16% of visitors to Tate Modern’s 2004 Robert Frank Storylines, broadcast just
prior to the show opening.

PSBs can provide important entry points to new worlds of arts learning and appreciation through their
programmes, support services such as 4learning and BBC Learning, and partnerships with organisations
such as the Open University. They can encourage people to explore their own creativity through signposting
them to educational and recreational participatory arts opportunities and increasingly in providing space
for online debate and creativity.

There is an important and increasing role for subscription, niche and digital channels such as Artsworld
and Performance, and channels which feature arts content as part of a broader oVer, such as the Community
Channel and Channel U. These can provide platforms for arts content, even though they generally do not
have the commissioning resources of terrestrial PSB channels.

There is also an emerging market for arts media content on DVD and via online distribution, together
with the expansion in the digitisation of art works and self-distribution/syndication online.

For example, The London Philharmonia Orchestra’s Sound Exchange initiative, “a virtual presence of the
orchestra online” sponsored by BT’s Rich Media, centres upon an interactive website with a bank of 15,000
sound samples recorded by the orchestra, free to download, for use in composing. The site also features live
video webcasts.

Encouraging participation in the arts

A growing element in arts media is the direct stimulation of participation, involving audiences in the
creation of television arts programming or encouraging interactivity and engagement in media arts work.
Broadcasters have increasingly invested in participatory formats such as Operatunity, which show the
process of learning, and in projects which link event television broadcasting to educational/participatory
opportunities in learning, live or digital arts such as BBC’s 2006 Big Dance in partnership with the Arts
Council.

Catalysing activity and leverage of additional investment via public and private routes is increasingly
possible as broadcasters extend into arts development and production through their investment in long term
transformational projects such as Channel 4’s Ballet Hoo, Castleford, Margate Exodus and the forthcoming
Big Art Project. These are all complex arts projects in their own right, drawing down funding from a range
of cultural partners in order to realise their vision and involve individuals and communities in the creation
of the art works.

In addition, people no longer expect simply to be passive consumers of art. In some circumstances many
take on the roles of commentators and creators in their own right. In an age of increasing choice and
personalisation across many aspects of their lives, but especially in their media habits, people, wherever they
live, should be able to choose the kind of arts activity that interests them and decide how they want to engage
with it.

Culture is changing from something that is simply delivered to us to something that can be made or
remade and remixed. Art, particularly for the 16–24 generation, is not simply delivered in its final form.
Younger generations are increasingly seeing creative works as building blocks out of which to create new
culture, not as an end in itself but as an organic form of art. The technology now exists and is in widespread
use to literally modify an original work by remixing it or “mashing”, or to use a range of works to illustrate
your personal identity—as in many MySpace profiles—or to originate media yourself.

Participative online projects such as the Arts Council backed Noise project or Channel 4’s 4 Docs, aim
to stimulate and encourage direct participation and, in so doing, blur the boundary between amateur and
professional. Social network sites such as www.flickr.com and www.youtube.com are showcasing user
generated content and creativity to an unprecedented degree.
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Arts organisations are also exploring how digital partnerships can bring new audiences and participants
to their work. The ICA has been collaborating with Sony PlayStation Portable on the creation of a
fortnightly strand of cultural programming, available for free download at www.yourpsp.com. This
innovative partnership uses a portable interactive gaming platform to establish greater audience
participation.

We also believe that there is great potential to further increase participation in the arts via community
broadcasting—defined both geographically and by interest groups. This new licensed “tier” of community
media is providing opportunities for people to learn more about and become involved in the arts. Last year
we commissioned major research, in partnership with the Community Media Association and the DCMS,
into the nature and impact of the arts on community radio, and this is due to be delivered next month. This
will inform our wider distribution and participation policies.

4. The Future of Public Service Arts Media Content

Arts Council England supports Ofcom’s rationale for a continuing and evolving concept of public service
broadcasting in the digital age. We commend Ofcom for identifying potential issues and strategies including
the Public Service Publisher (PSP) by which we can collectively preserve and maintain quality, originality
and plurality in public service content.

It is vital in our view that content which supports citizenship and cultural objectives is promoted and
supported vigorously. The balance must be kept between this and a purely commercial or consumer focused
approach to content. In our view, a purely commercial perspective will not be able to reflect or stimulate the
wider cultural and social benefits underpinning public service media. In our view, this balance needs to be
foremost in the minds of PSBs, regulators and policy makers as we go forward.

The arts as a key area of public service broadcasting/media content

The arts have, together with news, children’s content and religion, historically been one of the key PSB
genres, with particular broadcaster quota requirements. In recent years, Ofcom has identified a downward
trend for identified arts genre programming in terms of hours of output, the scale of resources committed
and in scheduling out of peak time. It has referred to a current “dilemma” for arts genre programming in
its summary of phase 1 consultation but also noting the popularity of music and drama genres.

In fact, there are a number of current PSB genres representing the wider arts—notably music, drama and
arts. In addition, increasing blurring or hybridisation within genres, particularly between arts and
entertainment, has precluded an easy identification and monitoring of broadcast arts content. As media
technologies continue to diversify from the traditional broadcast model and public service requirements
imposed on some commercial PSBs are likely to be reduced as we approach digital switchover, a traditional
genre based approach based on monitoring hours will clearly become untenable.

Our interest in the arts as a key area of public service content therefore extends beyond a narrow genre
based approach simply measured by hours or volume of output. We believe that there continues to be a very
strong case and necessity for public funding of cultural media output, currently including but not restricted
to the genres drama, music and arts, as these provide wider cultural, social and economic benefits, delivering
innovative, original arts content that benefit us all as citizens.

We do however recognise some potential threats to the visibility of the arts within the wider PSB debate
and the new regulatory environment in which genres are replaced with wider purposes and characteristics
as described in Ofcom’s third part of its PSB digital review.

These new purposes reference the arts, particularly within a learning context, including stimulating “our
interest in and knowledge of arts and other topics particularly those relevant to our locality, through content
that is accessible and can encourage informal learning”.

We also believe that the arts and arts media content can and do address other purposes including to
“reflect and strengthen our cultural identity, particularly that based on shared local identifies, through
original programming at local level, and on occasion bring audiences together for shared experiences” and
“to make us aware of diVerent cultures and alternative viewpoints, through programmes that reflect the lives
of other people and other communities”.

Last year, Ofcom indicated that its immediate focus would be on “the most valued programme genre
news,” together with new media forms of PSB programming (the PSP) and Channel 4 Review. Ofcom has
indicated that the next phase of the PSB Review would “consider [. . .] the potential risks to arts and
children’s programming on commercial public service channels” and that these areas would “need to be part
of the debate.” This does not suggest that they will inevitably be conducting a review into other areas of
content, comparable with news. There is now, in the context of intense media coverage, a review of children’s
content but at the present time, no indication that the arts will be reviewed. Our research through the Taking
Part survey into general public attitudes and behaviours shows strong evidence that the public values and
supports the arts. We would be concerned if arts genre programming, as part of a far broader portfolio of
arts content were not considered a vital area of public service content in the digital age.
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We believe that a rigorous review of arts programming and content, comparable with news and children’s
content, needs to be undertaken as soon as possible. This review of public service arts media should be wide
ranging, beyond the context of potential commercial PSB broadcast deficit and examining new media
interventions and opportunities. This would also provide an important baseline of information and analysis
which could inform the remit of media organizations with public service objectives and also provide
information to help the wider arts and cultural sector develop partnerships.

Public service broadcasters and arts content

We propose that PSBs should clearly state their strategy, objectives and work programmes in such a way
as to ensure that output conforms to public service objectives. We do not believe that arts media is
necessarily a non-commercial space, but we are convinced that the market alone will not provide suYcient
quality, range and innovation. With this in mind, it is essential that PSBs play their full role in arts provision
and that their contribution can be measured accordingly.

The BBC

The BBC has been and remains the essential cornerstone of public service broadcasting and together with
Arts Council England, the largest public patron of the arts in England. We do not however, believe that the
future of public service content should be the sole responsibility of the BBC, or that the arts would be well
served by a lack of creative competition.

There are still challenges and issues for the BBC post licence fee settlement, particularly in relation to its
current and future presentation of and commitment to the arts. Our response to the BBC’s White Paper in
November 2006 (Appendix 2) identified our wish to have a clearer articulation of its arts and cultural
strategy. We continue to urge the BBC to produce this. We have suggested a strong scrutiny role by the BBC
Trust and clarity within individual service licenses to preserve arts provision and aid the wider arts and
cultural sector in partnership development. We look forward to extending our own partnership work with
the BBC to maximise our shared interest and support of the Cultural Olympiad in 2012 and support them
in developing wider arts partnerships.

Channel 4

A strong Channel 4 with a continued PSB arts remit is critical to the wider culture and to achieving reach
and impact in the digital age; especially in key demographics enabled by the Channel’s reach. Channel 4
plays an invaluable role in arts programming and in its bold support for original and wide ranging output,
supporting cultural diversity, artists and innovation within the wider independent production sector.
Channel 4’s support for and investment in new original content created specifically for television has resulted
in major broadcast arts achievements which have introduced audiences to the arts: such as its dance
portfolio including DV8’s Cost of Living, 4 Dance, its screen operas, Death of KlinghoVer, and its
commitment to innovative cutting edge arts such as Animate and The Slot.

We are not, in advance of OFCOM’s review of Channel 4, able to assess its existing funding model but
we are aware of their argument for a projected shortfall which could jeopardise their key role in the UK’s
pluralistic creative culture and signal a retreat from the volume and range of high quality output including
the arts, drama and music. We will be supportive of attempts to assess and address these issues, alongside
any realignment of Channel 4’s funding model or remit—providing that a strong commitment to the arts is
built into any new approach.

FIVE and ITV

Both the commercial PSBs FIVE and ITV’s excellent arts programming contribute significantly to
promoting wider public awareness of the arts. With digital switchover, they will no longer have enforced
quotas (which currently include arts genre quotas) and will be able to withdraw from such programming.
It will be impractical to continue to impose public service obligations on the commercial broadcasters given
this altered regulatory environment.

There are predictions that a more commercial environment coupled with a lack of regulatory leverage will
mean that both FIVE and ITV inevitably withdraw or retreat substantially from their widely praised arts
programming. This programming currently forms an important part of the totality of PSB arts coverage but
more importantly, these mass platform channels, both with a high proportion of audiences in the C2DE
demographic, are important distribution outlets for the arts, promoting far wider public access to the high
quality publicly funded arts, encouraging informal learning, and covering distinct audience and content
areas to the BBC and Channel 4.

Clearly, this has to be a real possibility, but we believe that digital switchover and less regulation alone
may not yet be the death knell for commercial arts programming, which has historically been part of the
wider programming mix and can attract advertisers. Commercial pressures already exist, yet ITV has just
announced a commitment to three more years of The South Bank Show until 2009 (announced 16 January
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2007), placing arts within a rich and broad commercial programming oVer. Ofcom’s PSB Review Phase 1
commended FIVE’s ‘voluntary’ increased commitment to the arts demonstrated clearly by FIVE’s striking
commitment to original production, which was not explicitly required within Ofcom guidelines. This has
resulted in FIVE’s arts output accounting for more than double the quota requirement in 2005–06.

Audience reach, public awareness and impact will surely remain important objectives and there are
already examples of arts partnerships with the commercial broadcasters achieving mutually beneficial aims.
An example of this is our successful three year partnership with FIVE, Fivearts cities, which combines arts
documentaries with a wide ranging “oV air” programme of arts activities and events, designed to attract new
audiences to the arts.

Arts Council England believes that the regulatory leverage which has been a feature of the PSB landscape
of quotas could be replaced by new models of partnership working which could still be of significant value
to the public and wider arts sector as well as to the broadcasters themselves.

At the same time, we recognise that the traditional PSB model has to expand to include newer forms of
arts production and distribution. Public arts media content is no longer the sole preserve of broadcasters,
although broadcasters remain crucial to the wider media ecology not least in that they provide mass reach.
In addition new, more equal, partnerships between broadcasters, new media organisations and the arts
sector will be important in the future to maintain and strengthen the quality of PSB. This is part of a trend
in which we believe that the arts and cultural sectors are becoming cultural media producers in their own
right. We look forward to seeing this role develop further and to playing an active role in it.

Public service arts content on new media

Even within the current portfolio of PSB broadcasting, there are areas of under-representation of
England’s wider arts and culture. We believe that PSBs should bring the best of the publicly funded arts to
large audiences and use imaginative new ways to engage new audiences in arts programming. But we also
believe that there are opportunities which could be addressed more fully through stimulating and
encouraging new media models of creation and distribution. We also believe that support for major
broadcasting partnerships could add value and increase access and public participation.

Lower production costs and the advent of broadband sometimes oVer arts programme makers and artists
working in digital media the opportunity to bypass traditional terrestrial broadcasters completely.
However, the sector lacks the funding necessary to sustain what are currently interesting pilots and isolated
or small scale examples. Many arts organisations do not yet have suYcient resources to develop and
implement an eVective new media strategy. Due to their small scale and the cyclical nature of their funding
they are often unable to meet the costs of gaining access to new delivery platforms to innovate and develop
new services.

As a group they often do not naturally engage with technology, partly as a result of skills gaps and partly
as a result of limited resources resulting in the prioritisation of other areas of their work. In a recent audit
of North West Regional Arts Council regularly funded organisations, 82% identified the creation of digital
content as an ambition but 80% cited the main barrier to IT/digital development was funding/cost.

We believe that there is a certainly a case for the provision of public service material on new media. While
the broadcaster compact and business models are radically altering, areas of new media production and
distribution are oVering significant opportunities for the arts. The major modal shift in media markets as a
whole towards choice and control coupled with increased demand for participation represents clear
opportunities for the arts which have traditionally often struggled in the mass market broadcast arena.

The arts already play a dynamic role within the new media landscape, engineering concepts and testing
user relationships. Artists and arts organisations are robust and critical partners in industrial projects and
research and development. For example Blast Theory and the Mixed Reality Lab at Nottingham University
are key partners in the European IPREG project with Sony. We welcome the opportunities that new media
and the creative industries oVer for developing creativity, for developing artforms, and for developing
greater access for more people to arts and culture.

Some larger cultural organisations are already beginning to address these areas of broadcast ‘deficiency’
and the opportunities they provide to further their own work though working in new media. This is often
achieved by securing commercial partnerships such as Watershed’s partnership with Hewlett Packard,
Royal Opera House with Sony, Orchestras output with Universal Music and Tate’s agreement with BT.

We have commissioned a paper from media consultant Anthony Lilley to support us and identify issues
to consider aVecting consumption and creation of the arts, as we construct our Distribution Policy later this
year. Within this, he notes:

The landscape of “arts broadcasting” has the potential to open up and to connect with other fields
and with communities themselves in a way which the technological and ensuing social structures
of broadcasting have prevented. This could be a new age of potential for artists, producing
organisations and funders alike—but there are challenges.116

116 Lilley, Anthony, “From arts broadcasting towards arts media”, Arts Council England, January 2007.
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5. The Public Service Publisher and the Arts

We welcome the public service publisher (PSP) concept as advanced by Ofcom, and see the potential of
such a concept in maintaining a level and quality of public service content in the digital age. We would hope
that the PSP would have a strong cultural and creative remit responsive to the dynamic arts ecology.

We look forward to Ofcom’s forthcoming review of the PSP and the findings of its Creative fora, charged
in particular with examining culture, storytelling, narrative and drama, among other key areas. We also look
forward to contributing to the process by which more clarity on the concept, its proposed structure, remit,
and funding are developed.

In particular, we support the current work of Ofcom in looking at the possible role of a body with its
centre of gravity in the new media (the PSP) and the ways in which it might further public purposes. We
expect and intend to play a full role in those discussions and consider our own role as a potential partner in
any work which develops from them; as we will continue to do with PSBs and other players in the landscape.

In principle, we support public funding to support plurality and the PSP. We believe that the third party
agencies described in Ofcom’s PSP review should include the arts and wider cultural sector and that
innovative new partnerships between broadcasters, the arts and new media agencies could be encouraged
through an injection of creativity that the PSP potentially oVers.

Current levels of public funding for the arts sector could not support the ambitions of the PSP in
maintaining and improving the quality of PSB. However, Arts Council England would welcome a role as
broker, working with Ofcom and the PSP to stimulate and develop a greater number of partnerships
between artists, arts organisations, broadcasters and new media players.

We believe that the PSP concept has great potential, particularly in relation to supporting local arts
organisations and communities, extending regional provision, and stimulating user generated content and
community engagement. There are interesting emerging pilots and projects such as Let’s Go Global in
TraVord, Manchester, or Tennantspin in Liverpool, which are situating the arts in local media arenas
alongside local news, and are proactive in situating the arts, artists and creativity in the everyday. Both
projects work from non city centre locations and within the Arts Council’s priority C2DE target
communities.

In addition, a key factor in supporting Britain as the world’s creative hub is to bridge the communication
and R&D divide between the creative industries and the technology sectors, enabling the creative sector to
drive, develop and exploit the potential of new technologies. A PSP could go some way to addressing this.

We would wish to support the wider independent production sector, particularly the regional production
sector, which is an important part of the creative economy. One way in which we will do this is by helping to
broker partnerships with the arts sector to devise and produce new arts content for broadcast or broadband
distribution. We will be supporting a strategic pilot into this area in 2007.

We believe that the arts sector can bring skills, experience and strategic resources to help the PSP fulfil its
vision in the future. We can envisage exciting new co-funding opportunities across the cultural and
broadcasting sector. It is our ambition that we and the wider arts sector are “system ready” for the digital
switchover and the wider spread of digitization which will certainly take place between now and 2012, and
are able to partner in a dynamic and eVective way. There are commercial and voluntary models in new media
for arts content, which may be eligible for PSP engagement or a combination of Arts Council funding
levering PSP resources.

Even before a PSP-like organisation might emerge, we see opportunities to build bridges between arts
organisations, promoters and producers, the commercial sector, national broadcasters, and education and
training providers to create a more integrated and sustainable national framework for the arts and arts
media.

Arts Council England would wish to encourage networks, production companies, local and community
media companies, and arts organisations to work together, to exchange ideas with the aim of stimulating a
wider variety of creative content across various platforms. We also recognise these new opportunities bring
new challenges in terms of the law and intellectual property rights. We believe that Arts Council England
has a role to play in developing the opportunities and addressing these challenges.

6. Summary of Recommendations

We believe that the digital age oVers great opportunities for the arts and for new partnerships to deliver
original high quality media arts content. We look forward to new partnerships between PSBs, the arts and
cultural sector, individual artists and arts organisations.

Arts Council England wants the diversity and the benefits of the arts to be fully represented and
recognised within public service broadcasting.

Within this paper we have outlined some of the key issues for maintaining and developing arts media
content.

Our summary of key points and main recommendations to the Committee are as follows:
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6.1 Maintaining quality and diversity of the arts within PSB and new public service media content

We want the arts, traditionally a key element of public service broadcasting, to continue to be recognised
and supported as a vital and diverse area of public service media content. We believe that public funding
and assessment of cultural media output is important to maintain the wider cultural social and economic
benefits.

We would want to see Ofcom conduct a rigorous and wide ranging inquiry into arts programming and
content, comparable to its current reviews of news and children’s content. Such an inquiry would provide
baseline and important data to inform the development of a future public service media content framework.
Arts Council England would welcome a partnership role in such a review and would welcome the
committee’s support for this proposal. .

6.2 Supporting principles of plurality

We fully support a strong and plural public service broadcasting sector which has impact and reach. We
would, therefore, welcome the committee’s support for the following:

— Arts Council England is a strong supporter of the BBC and we want to see a confident post licence
fee settlement BBC that continues to value, invest and expand its arts programming, particularly
in relation to regional and diverse arts.

— We would also want the BBC to produce a detailed cultural strategy encompassing the arts as part
of its Creative Futures planning which will increase public value and partnership potential.

— We would want a strong strategic arts remit to be part of Channel 4’s future role.

— We would like the excellent arts programming by FIVE and ITV incorporated into their digital
future and that they will develop new partnerships to increase mass audience access to the arts.

— We urge the establishment of clear, measurable commitments to the arts by PSBs.

6.3 Taking the PSP forward

We believe that there is a certainly a case for the provision of public service material on new media. We
would therefore want the committee to support the PSP concept and suggest that this concept is further
developed with particular reference to our recommendations in section 4 of our response.

January 2007

Annex 1

Introduction

This essay is partly about technological change. But it is mainly about the way in which the arts and their
relationship with media may evolve in response to technological change and associated social developments
over the next ten years or so. In writing it, I have aimed to raise some of the questions which arts and
broadcasting institutions, both singly and together, will face over the next decade. What the essay isn’t is a
prediction of which technologies will win out in the end. Neither is it a list of current gadgets and the
futuristic claims of their disciples. By looking that bit further ahead, I have sought to draw sharper lines
around the really big changes which are going on today, and to point to some of the directions in which they
may take us. To claim deeper knowledge of anything more specific would be both arrogant and naı̈ve; if
almost fifteen years of being in so-called new media have taught me anything, they’ve taught me this.
Overall, this essay will develop the theme that the landscape of arts broadcasting has the potential to open
up and to connect with other fields and with communities themselves in a way which the technological and
ensuing social structures of broadcasting have prevented. This could be a new age of potential for artists,
producing organisations and funders alike—but there are challenges. We are seeing the beginnings of an
evolution which adds participatory media, self-publishing and niche distribution to the ecology of
broadcasting; potentially to very great eVect.

It’s easy to assume that changes in the media landscape are entirely driven by technology. Of course,
digitisation is the key technological force which is triggering change, but, I will argue, technology per se is
not the only force acting on the arts broadcasting landscape. Technological developments may create
catalytic moments in which change begins, but the absorption of those changes into the culture generally
occurs over longer timescales and, often, with unforeseen and unanticipated consequences. The connection
which can occur between technological potential and social change can be hugely powerful; even more so
when change spreads across intellectual, disciplinary, commercial and even legal boundaries. To develop a
fuller picture of the landscape, we need to keep technological, social, commercial and legal elements in view
at all times.
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The end of arts broadcasting?

There is a long-standing tradition in which the proponents of new technologies prophesy the doom and
decline of established media. A cursory glance at, for instance, the commentary surrounding the arrival of
television as a mass market entity in the 1950s would have given you every reason to believe that no-one
would ever go to the cinema again, much less that a film like Titanic could take almost one thousand million
pounds at the box oYce in far oV 1997.

Such doom-laden prophecies are usually fuelled at least in part by a desire on the part of the people
making them to shape the future in the image of the new technology. This tactic is essential if you need to
convince people that they should buy (literally) into that vision. Such simplistic models of the transition
between media technologies have little or no basis in historical fact, however. This is because they take too
narrow and technical a point of view. While specific media delivery technologies do die out, the medium
itself survives in modified form. The truth usually turns out to be more sophisticated than the predictions.
The newer technology most often exerts a pressure on the more established which sharpens our
understanding of the unique properties of a medium. Cinema combines watching films on big screens, which
can be done in the home increasingly, with socialising with large numbers of people to provide a unique
experience which is not the same as watching a film on TV, no matter how big your plasma screen. This is
the essence of the cinema experience as opposed to the technology of film which underpins it.

Applying this thinking to the future of arts broadcasting and the possibility of its death brings two
questions to the fore. Firstly, what are the unique characteristics of broadcasting and how do they relate to
the arts and secondly, how are roles which have previously been played by broadcasting in the arts likely to
be aVected by new technologies?

In order to tackle these questions, we need to consider a couple of major technological trends which are
likely to aVect the way in which people use media over the next decade. In diVerent ways, these trends are
both aspects of one of the most widely used terms in media today; convergence.

The first thing to consider is that there are two major variants of convergence and that they’re not the
same. The first, delivery convergence, is concerned with how media gets to and from the user. At a basic level,
the digitisation of content delivery is well advanced. Switchover from analogue television is becoming more
of a public policy problem than a technical one. The internet, of course, is digital by nature and mobile
phones made a relatively seamless switch to digital some time ago. It is technically entirely possible to deliver
any kind of digital data over internet protocol (IP) based networks and so, all over the world,
telecommunications networks, including BT with its 21st century network, are combining together
previously separate systems to take advantage of delivery convergence. That said, there are still numerous
media delivery systems which stand apart; including digital television broadcasting and most mobile phone
networks. While the pressure towards delivery convergence may be strong, the costs of switching can be
huge—and the benefits of doing so not necessarily obvious. Nonetheless, more and more media will be
delivered along converging networks as the next decade progresses and, to bring in the next aspect of
convergence, much of it will be consumed via increasingly intelligent devices.

Device convergence is the second type of convergence. If you view the world from the point of view which
equates technology with progress, from a techno-utopian viewpoint if you like, then the ultimate aim of
device convergence is to create a single device capable of solving all our media and communications needs.
While I do not doubt that this is technically possible (although I’m personally not sure it’s that necessary)—
in fact you could say it is here already in the form of a powerful, broadband-connected PC—I’m not sure
that artists and content creators need worry too much about whether or not device convergence will happen.
Much more significant for them is the fact that the modes and contexts of media consumption vary
according to more than technology. Whether you’re in a group or alone, at home or at work, travelling or
stationary, relaxed or alert, creating or consuming (and many more) have significant impacts on your
relationship to creative work. Technologies are giving us more freedom to consume and create as media
break free from single devices so that it’s possible, for instance, to watch a TV show on a mobile phone, but
it’s the changing nature of social uses of media which ultimately will have the last word.

The trends which are aVecting the content market as a result of technological and social change are, thus,
very deep-rooted. There is huge choice in media which is driving the success of businesses which can help
with the task of finding what you want. Into this category fall search engines like Google, electronic
programme guides and even television channels and video (or audio)-on-demand providers, including
Apples iTunes Music Store. Coupled with this trend is the important idea that the number of contexts in
which we potentially consume media is expanding all the time as media become increasingly portable and
pervasive; from mobile phones to screens in taxi cabs.

But more profound still are the changes in the kinds of media we increasingly seek to engage with. Media
which are based on control and contribution, such as computer games and the web are very much in the
ascendancy alongside more traditional media. This is especially true when they build on the interests of
communities and understand that, increasingly, the people formerly known as “the audience” also use media
such as photos, music and videos to communicate ideas and impressions about themselves as well as simply
to consume.
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If we look at the notion of arts broadcasting in this context, we see two directions of travel. Firstly, where
is traditional broadcasting headed? To understand this question, we need to go back to a point made earlier
and identify the unique qualities of broadcasting in the context of the newer media. There seem to be several
aspects of scheduled broadcasting which will sustain it in the future. Firstly, when it comes to transmitting
live events which can gather millions of people around the world together, such as the World Cup or major
news events, broadcasting remains the best available technology and will do so for some time to come,
especially if HD television takes oV. HD requires so much data to be transferred that it will introduce a
timelag in many western countries into the ability of broadband networks to deliver the content at least for
a few more years. Put simply, while the individual customer’s connection may be adequate for the bandwidth
needed for HDTV, the eVects on the backbone of the internet of using current technologies to deliver such
pictures would be profound. Clearly, new technologies will come on stream to solve this problem, but within
the next decade they are unlikely to reach the penetration of existing television networks.

A second key characteristic of scheduled television is its ability to provide beats in the rhythm of society.
Soap operas provide a regularity to much social discourse, as do new programme or film launches and the
regular talking points provided by long-running reality shows. It is the scheduled component of this content
which is of overriding importance—and this could be delivered across other technologies such as the internet
or mobile phones—but, for the next 10 years, television is likely to have a key role to play. Occasionally,
these television events on mainstream, mass-market television channels concern or cover the arts; the Proms
on the BBC is a strong example as is coverage of music festivals and events such as the awarding of the
Turner Prize. But they are relatively few and, along with much else, are likely to be further marginalised on
commercial television in future. One of the key components of successful public service broadcasting in
future is likely to be how well it addresses these challenges and bridges the popular with the “good”’ and
the “good” with the popular. This will take place through the activities of dedicated TV channels such as
BBC 4 but it will also take advantage of new media.

There is plenty of room for optimism. One eVect of the falling cost of setting up a TV channel—and
certainly of the low cost of setting up internet distribution—has been the burgeoning of smaller, so-called
niche channels devoted to particular types of content. This was seen first in television with the rise of
dedicated music channels such as MTV. Today we have channels for cooking, shopping, cars, quizzes and,
of course, the arts. This trend is part of a wider picture of increased choice in media which has already had
a profound impact on the broadcasting of the arts with the establishment of TV channels such as Artsworld.
There is, of course, potential for more of the same as it becomes technically possible to deliver more channels
over television networks. However, the limiting factor is likely to be the ability of any one channel to
generate suYcient audience at any one time to cover its costs. These costs are likely to remain significantly
higher in the sphere of broadcasting technology than they are in newer media.

This idea of increased choice—also called the “death of scarcity” by some—is a profound component of
the future of all broadcasting and, in particular, arts broadcasting. We are moving from a world of scarcity
to a world of choice—and one of the eVects we are already seeing is the so-called “long tail” eVect.

The “long tail” eVect

Chris Anderson coined the idea of the long tail in an article in Wired magazine, which he edits.117 He’s
since extended it into a very readable and important book.118 The idea has a long pedigree and it happens
to be a combination of counter-intuitive, significant and, more importantly, true observations. Its eVects are
already being felt all around us.

So what is it all about? It goes something like this. The main problem for most media folk in the pre-digital
world was finding audiences. Whether you ran a cinema, a DVD rental store, or even a TV station, you
carried only content which could earn its keep. If you had the scale of ITV you could range from soaps to
documentaries to local news—but not all genres earned their keep equally well in the short term. Along came
multichannel and if you’d got a low enough cost base you could earn your living by putting out barely literate
SMS chat channels masquerading as gameshows.

But that’s just the start of it. An audience spread too thinly is no audience at all. But it all comes down
to how thinly you spread. If you’re one in a million, then 768 people just like you are out there somewhere
on the internet. The internet’s a big place.

We equate mass market with quality and demand, when in fact it often just represents familiarity,
savvy advertising and broad, if somewhat shallow, appeal.119

Before digital, audiences watched more or less what they were given. This world of scarcity produced a
hits-driven culture. The reason Morecambe and Wise, brilliant though it was, got 28 million viewers at
Christmas 1977 was that there wasn’t much else on. There are many reasons why hits are and will remain
part of our cultures and I reckon Eric and Ernie fit that bill. But half the population thinking they were the
only thing they wanted to watch? Come on.

117 Anderson, Chris, “The Long Tail”, in Wired, San Francisco, October 2004.
118 Anderson, Chris, The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business is Selling Less of More, Random House UK, 2006.
119 Anderson, Chris, “The Long Tail”, in Wired, San Francisco, October 2004.
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It turns out that most of us want more than a diet of hits and it seems that the more we get the opportunity
to match content to our real tastes, the more we like it. This is the essence of the long tail eVect. The hits-
driven culture is a creature of scarcity; it is less important, although still significant, in the digital, on-demand
world we are now entering.

Businesses like iTunes, Amazon and Netflix, to mention just a few, are showing that there’s serious
demand for tracks, books or DVDs outside the mainstream and that there is profit there. More than half
of Amazon’s book sales come from outside its top 130,000 titles; that is from outside the range stocked by
the largest physical bookstore. Pretty much every music track made available on Rhapsody is bought by
someone every month. They might only sell one of each but they make money on each one; and they don’t
have to worry about the shelf space needed for all this stuV or the rent for the shop. If you plot the eVects
of this on a graph you get what’s known as a power curve—lots of sales at one end (the hits) and a very long
line heading oV to the right hand side of the chart. This is the long tail. And it’s a very big deal. Its
implications for TV could be really huge.

Suddenly, although hits and broadcast brands remain hugely influential in the landscape, there’s more
to it.

Three types of business thrive in the long tail environment. Firstly, there are the long tail aggregators,
outfits like iTunes, which bring together the full range of content (hits as well as niche stuV) to provide broad
and deep services. If you combine together enough failures (or past successes) you can rapidly have a market
which is bigger than that for the hits. In many ways, they share characteristics with public service
broadcasters (PSBs) carrying a range of content to meet the needs of most people some of the time.

Secondly there are niche suppliers and producers who bring together communities of interest around their
products and either remove the need for someone else, such as a broadcaster, to gather it all together or who
also make their stuV available to all kinds of new aggregators. This is beginning to happen as independent
television producers move towards self-distribution of programmes, especially via services such as Google
Video or iTunes. It doesn’t mark the end of the broadcaster, but it does add to what we’ve been used to in
the market.

Finally there are the new people who help you find things. These guys are diVerent to TV broadcasters
in form, but not all that diVerent in function. Google is the obvious example but there are many others.
Essentially, search engines and even blogs are providing the third business function of the long tail, that of
filtering, searching and finding. They are trusted to do this. Many businesses which are native to the internet
exploit the long tail eVect in one way or another. Ebay matches buyers to sellers, Amazon provides
unparalleled availability of books and DVDs, iTunes does the same with music, and Craigslist with classified
ads. Sophisticated long tail businesses like www.last.fm and others are combining the three facets of the long
tail and forging new relationships with audiences.

People are consuming more media but it’s not necessarily consumed in the same way as even five years
ago and new creative forms are evolving. But the biggest impact is felt first in content distribution itself; in
this case, broadcasting.

Broadcasting is a hits business. Today’s hits are often just as significant as they once were especially as
they span across media into newspapers, online and mobile but now what they lack in range they make up
for in depth of engagement. Twenty eight million hours spent watching Eric and Ernie is nothing compared
to the total media exposure and usage time of some modern media brands. The new environment oVers
opportunities to hit content to build even more of a relationship with audiences by deepening their
experience of and engagement with the show. This tendency towards hits, in the UK at least, is tempered
by the concept of public service broadcasting into providing content which goes beyond short term,
commercial fare.

The long tail could take this idea further. It shows that there is demand for all kinds of stuV which would
have been marginalised in the daily schedules of broadcasters trying to reach wide but shallow audiences.
New aggregators are beginning understand this and to show their colours as platforms for and even funders
of content. Advertisers have an insatiable demand to pay for this in order to meet possible customers. And
that’s before we consider subscription and pay per view business models.

For broadcasters the battle is beginning. They need to become trusted brands in this new environment
and not rest too much on their laurels. They will protect their current broadcasting businesses against
conflict from other channels for as long as possible just like recording companies have done. They’ll, rightly,
work hard to do this and Ofcom will need to look carefully at the impact of their strategies not just on the
narrow broadcasting market but on the media landscape as a whole. This will test the most converged of
regulators. But this strategy won’t save them; they can’t hold back the tide; better to surf on it and become
creatures of the new environment.

For producers and creators, there is huge opportunity but the problems will be the same as ever. How to
fund and make wonderful work will still top the list. The good news is that as the market matures, it’s likely
to get easier to find audiences. It’s great news for those with archives and back catalogues and should turn
out to be excellent for producers who can navigate the more complex landscape of aggregators and funders.
If they can do this, with help from brands including broadcasters and search engines, they’ll find global
audiences out there for all kinds of stuV; it might hearten you to know that arts programmes are a popular
DVD rental from Netflix.
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Towards arts media

If the long tail eVect is showing us something profound about the choices people make when they consume
media, we mustn’t forget the other huge trend in media technologies and the new ways in which they are
being used—the so-called democratisation of production. More and more, the technologies of media
production are becoming available to anyone to use, albeit that the skills to produce great media content
are more diYcult than the skills needed to wrangle the kit. At the furthest extreme of this phenomenon is
the private use of digital stills and video cameras to record personal moments—remember the days not so
long ago when there was scepticism that anyone would want a camera on a phone? Now watch any major
sporting event and count the people snapping away with their increasingly high quality cameraphones. But
the more interesting stuV is happening in the burgeoning public sphere between the established media and
private activity.

One of the most profound eVects of the internet is that it has the potential to make private things public.
Consider the millions of photos which are shared on www.flickr.com, the tens of millions of pages on social
networking sites such as www.myspace.com and www.bebo.com or the huge numbers who are participating
in online dating. The scale of the internet is able to transform some forms of activity and, in some ways,
empower people or groups. The phenomenon of blogging is another example of this; somewhere between
the professional world of comment journalism and a diary, there is now a form which is asking serious
questions about the boundaries between professional and amateur (assuming that you think that boundary
necessarily matters). My own project, FourDocs, for Channel 4, sits at the nexus of television documentary
and this so-called ‘user-generated content’; something fascinating is happening and the potential for the arts
is huge.

We are entering a period where the ability to make and publish media is becoming more widespread than
ever—both for individuals and organisations. At the same time, due in part to the long tail eVect as well as
cheap distribution technologies, the potential to find an audience is becoming greater than ever whether this
is on a global scale or by unearthing a community of interest in your neighbourhood.

Making the most of the moment

The wider social trends which have been discussed in this essay have hopefully provided some background
detail. This short section will now set out some more specific issues relating to actual activity by arts
organisations and their media partners. There is still a strong case for the presentation of the arts on
mainstream broadcast channels and for continuing innovation in production to make that possible (from
Operatunity to interactive coverage of The Proms). That kind of activity is not, however, the primary
preserve of this essay. Before moving onto some major systemic issues facing the arts sector, like many
others, I’ll concentrate here on three aspects of new media activity which I believe present major
opportunities in arts media:

— Beyond websites towards channels and communities.

— Arts on demand and in the archives.

— Arts remixed and remade.

Beyond websites towards channels and communities

There are now few arts organisations which do not have some presence on the web. These range from
fully-fledged sites with rich media and ecommerce capabilities to MySpace pages for small or up-and-coming
groups with many variations in between. It goes without saying that in the online world, assuming that
someone can find your site in the first place, they’re generally there because they made a decision to click
on a link or type in an address. While that doesn’t necessarily mean they’ll stay very long, at least it means
they have some interest in what you or your organisation is up to. It’s a good start. However, many arts
websites, excepting those which aspire to the condition of art themselves, are mainly marketing tools and/
or aspects of the organisation’s educational remit. The web is the area in which it is easy to see the potential
of arts bodies to become much more than this. By exploiting the potential of the web to deliver rich media
content, for instance, arts organisations can become niche channels in their own right. The technology to
do this is increasingly widely available—especially as companies like Google launch video services which
make the technology available eVectively free of charge in some circumstances. There is no real technical
excuse not to become a ‘narrowcaster’ if you have the media material at your disposal.

However, the reality is that, quite often, many arts bodies do not have this content at all—either because
they do not have the skills or budget to fund it, because they cannot acquire the necessary rights or, more
fundamentally, because their work is not suitable to exploitation in this way.

While TV content about the arts (such as TV documentaries) will almost certainly be amenable to
exploitation via online distribution, many art forms are not suitable for this treatment. The rule of thumb
for eVective use of interactive media is to exploit the aspects of the idea or content which fit the medium
well and, in the process, aim to deepen and extend the relationship between the audience and the work or
organisation concerned. Overall, good interactive media can be employed to develop and support a
community of interest around the work at least as much as to present the work itself. In the world of the
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long tail, the potential of well-constructed rich media web channels to become something comparable to a
niche broadcaster is significant. Furthermore, by using facilities such as search advertising (like Google’s
Adsense or the comparable products from Yahoo and eBay), it is actually possible to defray some of the
cost of delivering this content or, where the site becomes very popular, even to make money!

Arts on demand and in the archives

One of the most common complaints directed at broadcasters is that there’s a treasure trove of
programmes lying unused in their archives. Put simply, in the age of broadcasting scarcity, this was a natural
and unavoidable state of aVairs. There was a limited number of channels and putting out shows on them
was expensive. As a result, audiences needed to be comparatively large to make transmission economic.
Broadcasting, almost by definition, is more interested in the new, the current and the popular than anything
else. To some extent the concept of public service broadcasting has helped to ameliorate this natural
tendency of television, over the years providing many surprising successes which bucked the assumed trend
of television towards the popular and away from the “good”.

The age of plenty and the coming of the long tail are beginning to change this landscape very
significantly—while there will still be hits, we need to stop defining ‘non-hits’ as ‘misses’ and realise that large
latent demand exists for all kinds of content. Arts organisations are very well placed to benefit from making
available as much material as possible from formal television programming to recordings of performances
to backstage extras. There is likely to be surprisingly large demand for this kind of content if we can
overcome the measurement approach of television in which overnight ratings are all that count. Video on
demand, which is what we’re really talking about, is a retail phenomenon—you count up how many units
have been shifted cumulatively over long periods not how many people tuned in to watch the show at 9pm
last night. This change in mindset is obvious but it’s actually surprisingly diYcult to overcome the “barb
ratings”120 mentality of many who have grown up with a broadcasting mindset. This form of mass media
derives its meaning from bringing together huge numbers of people to experience the same event or content
simultaneously—we should challenge the assumption that this homogenisation of culture was either
necessary or beneficial. Thankfully, we are moving beyond it towards a more variegated media landscape.

Once again, the technology is, in some ways, the least diYcult aspect of the equation. Arguably more
diYcult than providing a platform for making available content is the acquisition to the rights to do so in
the first place (particularly where older, archive content is concerned where contracts are very likely to have
been silent on such futuristic concepts as the internet). Many of the rights models which pertain to the mass
media world are at least problematic and at worst antithetical to the networked environment. I have written
elsewhere about the need to realign copyright practice so that it is fit for purpose in the new environment.
The need is urgent and profound—although the legal and technical solutions are within our grasp should
we choose to reach for them. The mindset change needed to understand the new landscape will take longer.

The second major challenge lies in ensuring that content can be found among the mass of material which
is “out there”’. This goes beyond traditional marketing—although a strong brand is a big advantage online
as in the oZine world. Increasingly, search engines and the burgeoning area of “electronic programme
guides” are becoming the most powerful tools in the quest to ensure that audiences can discover content.
Most search engines rely on metadata, descriptive tags, popularity ratings such as cross-links and a variety
of other techniques to discover content. By using these tools eVectively it is possible to increase the likelihood
that your content will rise to the surface when someone comes looking—but paid ad words, working hard
to make key opinion formers such as bloggers aware of your work and a good helping of patience will also
be necessary.

Arts remixed and remade

There’s also a really exciting extra dimension to consider if you are in a position to make available media
content via new media networks. There is a burgeoning movement of making available content in such a
way as to make it possible for other people to incorporate it into their own work by remixing or ‘mashing’
the original. This movement reflects back the activities of a large and varied section of society—ranging from
teachers to VJs, schoolkids to genealogists—who have the skills to manipulate media to use it in
presentations, films and elsewhere and, more importantly, the aptitude to do so. My project FourDocs for
Channel 4 inhabits this space to some extent by making available rushes for filmmakers to use in the films
they subsequently submit to the site. The Creative Archive Licence Group—whose members include BBC,
British Film Institute, Channel 4, Open University and others are beginning to release content in this way—
BBC recently won a BAFTA award for making rushes from the Planet Earth series available to be
recombined into a user-generated trailer by visitors to their online site. This is the kind of project which is
scratching the surface of this kind of activity. There will be many more.

There are copyright licences available from organisations such as Creative Commons to facilitate this
kind of non-commercial use of content. These licences are finding many applications including on the photo-
sharing site www.flickr.com and on the music site www.ccMixter.org. Many arts organisations are

120 Broadcasters’ Audience Research Board Ltd www.barb.co.uk
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considering the ways in which making content available in this way could help them achieve their objectives
and even move into new areas. However, as always, there are practical issues to consider. These include
ensuring that there is full ownership of the necessary rights in content to allow it to be made available in this
way. You might also want to consider the implications for the moral rights of the author or contributors if
you plan to make available their work in such a way that it might be incorporated in other works not in tune
with the original author’s intention.

Approaches to media content such as these are a significant departure from the world of broadcasting.
Done well, they can deepen relationships with audiences into two way dialogues and firmly rooted
communities. As part of a balanced approach to arts media, they are important new parts of the toolkit.
But they will continue to exist in the strategic context of broadcasting for some time to come as well as in
the online space. It is to the strategic context I’ll now turn.

A reality check

Three main practical questions arise from the preceding discussion of the future nature and context of
arts media. Firstly, how might relationships change between arts organisations and traditional funders and
distributors such as broadcasters and arts subsidy bodies? Secondly, and linked to the first question, how
will work be made and innovation funded in the future? Finally, how will the skills and infrastructure needed
for arts media develop? These questions lie at the heart of practical planning and strategy development.

Firstly, it’s important to think clearly about the relationships which already exist between distributors
(such as broadcasters) and arts organisations. There are clearly strong relationships in some areas between
the creation of live art and some broadcasters, particularly those with more dominant public service
broadcasting obligations such as the BBC and Channel 4. It is essential for the fulfilment of their remits
that both organisations maintain the level of current activity; particularly the BBC’s commitment to music
through its orchestras and The Proms.

This paper is focused on the way in which relationships between media organisations and the arts can be
of the highest possible mutual benefit in the new media landscape. I would contend that as both the BBC and
Channel 4 realign their strategies towards more multimedia futures, as outlined in speeches by both Mark
Thompson, Director General of the BBC and Andy Duncan, Chief Executive of Channel 4, they might well
see benefits from addressing the arts more fully and with greater commitment. This is not an appeal for
tokenism, but rather because such a strategy of contributing content and marketing clout to artistic
endeavour is likely to have greater impact in the world of the long tail than it ever did previously and thus
help them achieve their remits. Their strategy should go beyond ‘narrowcasting’ arts content via audio-
visual, on-demand media online. It needs to be more than a broadband version of BBC4—although there
is likely to be an audience for archive and new content of this kind. In addition, edgy, expressive work
designed for the networked environment and with a creative voice which can cut through the noise is
surprisingly rare. Where it does exist, it is often taking place without traditional arts funding—or on the
edges of the arts funding sphere around education projects or the outreach arms of major cultural
institutions. Much of this work is ambitious in scale and high in quality but limited in reach, partly because
it does not find the support of aggregators—of whom PSBs can be one category—and partly because it is
too often captured by institutional politics in one form or another. A greater commitment to innovation in
online content could well pay dividends—once again if measured correctly in terms of their impact rather
than just in brute numbers—for both PSBs as they look to modernise their remits.

One major change in the overall landscape of arts media could well arise as a result of evolving measures
of success. I’ve argued above that traditional broadcasting industry measures of success—which mainly
amount to viewing figures and occasional focus groups—are not suited to the online environment. Neither
is the mindset which goes with them. The short-termist view which is prevalent in TV is likely to fall out of
favour as it becomes increasingly necessary to measure usage figures over longer periods than ever before.
Concepts such as ‘impact’ will be needed to address the question of whether a work has been successful.

Funding bodies that understand this approach will find it essential to develop long term partnerships with
broadcasters and, for that matter, other aggregators such as portal providers and even search engines to help
deliver content, financial support and, perhaps most importantly, access to audiences for artists and arts
organisations. It will become impossible—and unnecessary—for broadcasters to commission all the work
which they aggregate and link. They are increasingly likely to seek partnerships to ensure that they get
preferential or exclusive early access to work which is funded by others to supplement their self-
commissioning. In such circumstances, they may well not fund the costs of shooting a performance or
making a documentary about an artist, but will be willing to show it or oVer it for viewing. This is already
the basic model for purely online aggregators such as Google and Yahoo. This model is likely to become
more prevalent over time. This trend could leave a funding gap for public content in general and certainly
for the arts. It is unlikely that traditional arts funding as it is currently configured would be able to go near
matching this shortfall—although innovative concepts such as OFCOM’s public service publisher (PSP),
could be the beginnings of a response to such issues. This approach could well supplement the moves
currently being made by our major PSBs to realign themselves, although an organisation built from the
ground up for this new networked environment is likely to approach issues such as rights, to pick just one,
from a diVerent perspective to more mature PSBs.
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One thing is for sure, arts organisations waiting for old-fashioned commissioning funding from the big
online players will have a long wait. It will be some time, if at all, before this starts to happen. In the
meantime, while distribution opportunities abound—including via digital TV channels dedicated to the
arts—there will need to be strategic changes at the PSBs and or in the funding system at quite a large scale
(say around £50–100 million per annum) if the opportunities presented by new media for the arts are to be
met by a flowering of new work and new approaches to existing work.

Finally, it is worth a short note on technology infrastructure. Put bluntly, technology is no longer the issue
and, in my view, shouldn’t detain arts managers for very long. Early projects in the field of arts online, which
sought to create portals and spent considerable sums of money on technology, were products of their time.
Today’s landscape is very diVerent to that of even five years ago. Technology is increasingly available via
partnering, intelligent use of existing tools such as blogging, photo-sharing, online video hosting and others,
to meet the needs of many arts organisations. There is potential that strategic arts organisations could
develop some of the necessary partnerships at a sector-wide level before making these available to
organisations in their funding chain. This could be an eYcient and timely way to meet the costs and technical
challenges of getting many arts organisations into the arts media age—but it will require leadership and
vision at the central level if it is to be achieved.

The main barriers, increasingly, concern the availability or otherwise of skills to manage and maintain
services; the business skills needed by all managers, including arts managers, when it comes to making
decisions concerning online strategy, including costs and budgeting; and finally, board development
programmes which help ensure that arts media and the development of meaningful online strategies is not
relegated to “nice to have” status. The business world has to some extent moved beyond this viewpoint—
but, from my experience, it is still more common in the public sector and arts worlds than in many others.
This is usually the fault of those at the top—in all sectors, not just the arts—failing to have direct experience,
either professionally or as users, of the new media technologies which are increasingly common among
audiences.

Strategic bodies such as the Film Council or Arts Council are in a unique position to look at these systemic
issues which aVect the sector and address them. These may fall into a number of categories, but foremost
among them are:

— Early identification of upcoming issues.

— Identification of areas of friction—such as information asymmetries, capital investment needs or
policy barriers.

— Provision of schemes or services to mitigate the above.

— Strategic investment in public service/arts content to remedy deficiencies in the market and/or meet
public purposes.

These roles will become increasingly significant over the coming decade as networked media becomes
truly mainstream. There are urgent issues around funding priorities, rights management and skills
development which need to be tackled today. Strategic activity is required to meet these issues head on.

What is the role of arts funding?

It is essential that existing arts bodies such as the Arts Council are able to respond to the changing
landscape and to make the most of opportunities by investing in and supporting strategically significant
projects. Some examples might include:

— the digitisation of archives;

— the installation of digital media recording and editing infrastructure at performance venues;

— assistance with the establishment of relationships with talent unions such as the Musicians Union
and Equity;

— the establishment of relationships with aggregators and technology providers to allow arts
organisations themselves to best use their resources;

— the provision of up to date information about arts media online and what others are doing—the
creation of a community of practice; and

— increased support for artists who are native to the online space.

Many of these activities are already ongoing. However, it is unlikely that investment is being made at a
level suYcient to meet likely future demand or to solve the skills challenges which lie ahead.

Conclusion

The rise of arts media and the increasing maturity of the online medium itself present a major opportunity
to extend the reach and impact of the arts as never before. Arts online, like all new media, should be more
than ecommerce or ticketing and information websites. These are the basic requirements of an arts
organisation’s new media presence. As the online space becomes increasingly video-oriented it is beginning
to approach a new plateau of technological maturity. But the changes we are seeing are not primarily about
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the technology. They’re about the society we live in. At root, they’re about talent, time and trust. The talent
to make and share work, the time to do it properly and trust in the ideas we share and in the organisations
and individuals who gather it together, find it or signpost it for us. In that the future is reassuringly like the
past; just a little diVerent.
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Memorandum submitted by UK Film Council

The UK Film Council welcomes the Select Committee’s timely inquiry into the future of public service
media content and the terms of reference the Committee has chosen.

The UK Film Council responds to the Committee’s seven points as follows:

The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age

For the last 50 years, plurality of provision, and competition between providers, has been one of the key
underpinnings of British public service broadcasting, and has proven to be an approach that has served UK
citizens and consumers well, certainly when compared with models of public service broadcasting in many
other European states, or in the US. While the benefits of this plurality may be particularly obvious in the
provision of genres such as news, it has been as important in driving quality and range of output in other
genres such as drama, current aVairs, comedy and film—by both originating new British film production
and through film acquisitions and by stimulating interest in film culture in the UK well beyond mainstream.
In all these genres of programming, original production has been, and remains, the strongest distinguishing
feature of the public service broadcasters in contrast with their non-public service competitors.

Ed Richards, the Chief Executive of Ofcom, recently estimated that while the five public service
broadcasters invest around £2 billion per annum in original production, the equivalent figure for all their
several hundred non-public service competitors is only £100 million. Original programming is essential to
ensuring a media environment which properly reflects contemporary life in Britain, rather than simply filling
air-time with acquired programming from the US and elsewhere. It also sustains one of the most consistently
creative and successful areas of the UK economy and, without question, the skills and experience of British
television have a direct and beneficial relationship with the success of British film and the health of film
culture. Furthermore, it is becoming clear that these two industries will have an even closer relationship in
an all digital world than they do today.

For all these reasons, the UK Film Council believes it is important that Britain should continue to hold
plurality of public service provision as one of the central tenets of broadcasting policy for the foreseeable
future. With two major public service providers, BBC and Channel Four, in public ownership there is no
reason why the critical mass of plurality should not be maintained even if the incentives for ITV and Five
to retain public service obligations evaporate with digital switchover. However, the time is now right for
public policy to explore ways of bringing new public service providers into the market, as Ofcom is now
doing with its proposals for a Public Service Provider or Publisher.
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The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

It is clear that public policy has diminishing leverage over the two commercial public service broadcasters
which are in private ownership, although it could be argued that Ofcom has conceded defeat before it was
necessary to do so. However, many commercial broadcasters, both in television and radio, choose to provide
elements of programming which have all the characteristics and quality of conventional public service
broadcasting, because audiences want it and therefore it is in their commercial interest to provide it. Even
so the quantum is small which is why the UK Film Council believes more consideration should be give to
ways of encouraging and incentivising broadcasters to provide what could be described as public service
content and, in this connection, we welcome the proposed Public Service Provider as a good example of how
plurality and public service might be maintained and enhanced.

The viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel Four and FIVE

Television advertising may be slowly losing its historical potency, and it is obvious that the fragmentation
of the TV advertising market is changing and will continue to change many of its most familiar
characteristics. Nevertheless, television remains the most powerful advertising medium and, as ITV’s recent
experience has shown, even significant audience decline does little to diminish its attractiveness as the
medium for advertising many products and services. With the growth of sponsorship and pay services, it is
premature to assume that internet advertising or the decline of real-time viewing or the fragmentation of
the advertising market will make commercial terrestrial television untenable in the short or medium-term.

The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

With the exception of Ofcom’s proposed PSP, little thought has been given to ways of funding particular
kinds of content other than through the BBC licence fee or, as importantly, by considering other providers
than the existing broadcasters. No systematic thought has been given to the role of other DCMS sponsored
agencies, including, for example UK Film Council and Arts Council England, although both agencies make
a contribution to the commissioning and production of media content which is of public value, and the
Exchequer makes occasional forays into this area—the recently announced £6 million Youth Media Fund,
managed by the Department for Education and Skills, being a case in point. The UK Film Council would
welcome a debate which looked at public support for the creation and distribution of public service media
content in this wider context and which explored the possibilities for improved joint working and activity.

There is an assumption that any public funding for other broadcasters or content providers would come
from top-slicing the BBC licence fee. This would make the licence fee a general media tax with little direct
accountability, it would severely damage the clear and widely understood relationship between the licence
fee and the BBC’s overall output of services and, given the growing expectation that the licence fee is unlikely
to last beyond the next Charter period, it would not provide a secure and sustainable source of public
revenue.

The debate about public funding for broadcasters other than the BBC has been largely focused on the
future of Channel Four. The current Ofcom review of Channel Four will shed further light on this question
but it seems inevitable that changes in viewer behaviour combined with the fast uptake of digital television
will in time render Channel Four’s current business model unsustainable. This is a matter of national
concern given that Channel Four is a key public service provider.

The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s programming

Given the high level of public trust in television news as opposed to print news, maintaining a plurality
of serious news providers must remain a core principle of media regulation in the medium term, however it
is achieved.

With regard to children’s programming, there is now a real possibility that substantial original
programming on public service networks may soon be confined to the BBC alone; the changes in rules about
food advertising will put an additional pressure on both ITV and Five, and Channel Four has never had
children’s programming as part of its remit. In view of the growing recognition of the importance of media
literacy and the interest of young people in creating as well as consuming content, the role of the public
service broadcasters in meeting the needs of children and young people, whether on-air or online, and their
relationship with other agencies—including the UK Film Council—needs to be considered in an integrated
way. This is an area in which dedicated public funding might play a useful role in sustaining and extending
public service values as well as public service content.

The UK Film Council notes that the 2003 Communications Act identifies many other areas of
programming as being in the mix of public service content, including arts and film. The UK Film Council
has frequently argued that Ofcom has failed to address its monitoring and enforcement responsibilities with
regard to film on public service broadcast channels—both in terms of the range of classic and contemporary
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films from Britain and around the world which audiences can access on the public service channels, and the
commitment of the broadcasters to commission, develop and produce films for theatrical and broadcast
distribution.

In 2006, the UK Film Council agreed a Memorandum of Understanding with the BBC to give clarity and
commitment to the BBC’s contribution to film. A similar arrangement is being sought with Channel Four.
This is an area in which the traditional role of the public service broadcasters is under some threat and there
is a need for a wider public debate which includes agencies such as Arts Council England, and its sister bodies
in the home nations, and the UK Film Council and its regional and national agencies, to ensure that the
arts—however broadly defined—and film, (both of which are such vibrant parts of Britain’s public life), do
not suVer reduced public access in the transition to an all-digital broadcast environment.

The value of the PSP concept as advanced by Ofcom

The UK Film Council welcomes the concept of the PSP—loosely defined though it is. We welcome the
need for the debate now and we recognise that the new media world is already creating new model forms of
content and possibilities for creative citizen engagement which could be of significant public value, but we
also believe that this potential is unlikely to be realised by the activities of the market alone. We believe this
important debate therefore needs to engage a much wider range of public agencies than simply broadcasters.

All the major questions remain to be addressed: On what basis will the PSP be funded? On what basis will
it make funds available to others? On what basis will PSP output be distributed, and by whom? If it is an
organisation which commissions content and negotiates distribution deals, on what basis should it be
constituted? What safeguards would be required to ensure that it really served to reinforce the range and
quality of existing public service broadcast content and not undermined it (the maintenance and
strengthening of public service broadcasting being the formal justification for Ofcom’s initiative in this
area)? In the same vein, how could the PSP enhance the existing public service digital media activities of
agencies such as the UK Film Council and the Arts Councils? Finally and perhaps most importantly, what
is the precise nature of the market failure that the PSP seeks to address? What is the extent of that failure,
what is the cost of the remedy, and who will pay?

All these are questions which will now be aired in the coming months as Ofcom drives the public debate.
The UK Film Council welcomes that process and looks forward to playing an active role, first, on behalf
of the UK film industry and film culture, secondly, as an agency which seeks to develop and nurture creative
skills in moving image media and, finally, as one of the lead agencies in driving the media literacy agenda
in the UK.

The case for provision of public service material on new media

There is a wealth of evidence that the availability of high quality public service content on new digital
platforms is valued by many people in Britain. The success and the evident public value of the BBC’s online
services is one case in point. Furthermore, both the BBC and, to a lesser extent, Channel Four are developing
distinctive services of public value which encourage public participation and engagement in a way which has
the potential to transform over time the current concept of public service broadcasting, and certainly goes
beyond what the market alone is providing or will provide. However, it is also clear that this re-invention
must go beyond the established broadcasters to open up new possibilities for individual citizens and for
other public agencies, including the UK Film Council and its partners and stakeholders.

Memorandum submitted by Huveaux plc

About Huveaux

Huveaux was formed in 2001 and has since established itself as a significant and innovative publishing
and media company.

It brings together a wide range of experience, covering issues such as education, training, new media,
politics, current aVairs, and continuing medical education.

The company already aims to provide a range of services of interest to the public.

Members of the committee may already be familiar with one such example of this, our website
ePolitix.com. Services provided by ePolitix.com include an impartial news service covering both the main
developments in British politics and the parliamentary issues often not covered by other mainstream
broadcasters, newspapers and websites.

Huveaux has four divisions, Education, Healthcare, Learning and Political with many market leading
brands. These include:
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Dods

Dods is the leading publisher of specialist political biographical reference books, websites and monitoring
services, guides, directories, magazines and newsletters related to parliamentary and government
institutions in the UK and EU.

Epic

Epic, a UK market leader in e-learning, providing bespoke e-learning, consultancy, knowledge and
learning websites and oV-the-shelf products and testing.

Westminster Explained and Westminster Briefing

With over 500 events and seminars per year Westminster Explained and Westminster Briefing oVer
training and information-sharing opportunities to the public and private sector.

Letts Educational, Lonsdale and Leckie and Leckie

As the number one provider of school revision guides across the country we are already a substantial
provider of educational content for schools across the entire curriculum for all parts of the United Kingdom.

Training

With online training and coaching resources such as TrainerActive.com and leading publication and
resources such TJ, Huveaux supports workplace improvement and achievement.

Healthcare

With a series of market leading brands, Huveaux’s Healthcare Division is at the forefront of the
Continuing Medical Education (CME) business and the second largest medical press & publishing company
in the French market.

Submission

In its submission to the Committee, Huveaux would like to focus on three aspects in particular of the
inquiry into public service media content.

1. The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

Huveaux believes there is a strong case for encouraging diversity amongst the organisations providing
broadcast services in the UK.

However, we believe that in this case the definition of ’broadcasters’ should not be drawn too narrowly.

It is a feature of current trends that an increasing number of traditional broadcast television programmes
are available online for broadband users.

And most broadcasters are developing multimedia websites that compete with similar products from non-
broadcaster companies.

It would therefore be unfair to develop asymmetric arrangements which extend public funding from the
BBC to other companies, but then limits this funding to existing, large established media companies; namely
the other traditional broadcasters.

While there may be strong merits for providing additional support for broadcasters other than the BBC,
this should not be seen in isolation.

As a supporter of Ofcom’s concept of a Public Service Publisher (PSP), we believe that any extension of
public funding should be seen as part of a wider agenda to encourage diversity of supply for high-quality
media content.

Taking a narrower view which supports additional funds to established players but does not embrace
other companies would fail to make the most of the opportunities which could be secured from reform of
the funding of public service media content.

To this end, Huveaux would suggest that ’broadcast’ material should be defined widely, covering
multimedia audio-visual content available online which meets Ofcom’s criteria for public service content.

The PSP could act as a distributor for this funding based on the quality of the bids received, rather than
the additional public funding being given straight to the established broadcasters.
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2. The value of the Public Service Publisher concept as advanced by Ofcom

Huveaux believes that Ofcom’s PSP concept will deliver a significant improvement in the provision of
public service content across a range of delivery mechanisms.

As a potential bidder for funds from the PSP, Huveaux believes the fund would stimulate creative thinking
across a broader range of content.

As Robin Mason of the Department of Economics, University of Southampton noted in his report for
Ofcom entitled The tender process for a Public Service Publisher, the organisation of the tendering process
will be an important factor in determining the success of the PSP.

He identified the cost of preparing a proposal, asymmetries between potential bidders, and the format of
the process as important factors.

If the PSP is to deliver real value and innovation, these are important issues to which careful attention
will need to be given. The tender/bidding process should not discriminate against smaller firms.

Ofcom has said that the PSP would have four major benefits for UK citizens and consumers:

(i) “The PSP would provide PSB content designed for the digital and broadband world.”

Given the increasingly widespread use of broadband internet access (In September 2006, broadband
connections accounted for 75.2% cent of all internet connections according to OYce for National
Statistics data).

As a wide range of websites and companies are now demonstrating, Huveaux believes that internet-based
services can deliver a new level of engagement and interactivity to the public.

(ii) “There would an injection of creative energy into the PSB system.”

It is, of course, the content of these services provided to the public which will determine their success
or failure.

But developing a new mechanism for funding innovative ideas that are not otherwise commercially viable
will be a major step forward.

The PSP will also open up the PSB space for companies such as Huveaux which have otherwise had only
limited participation in it.

(iii) “The PSP would sustain the plurality of PSB provision.”

Provided that the concerns outlined above about the nature of the tendering processes are considered,
Huveaux can see no reason why this would not be the case.

Huveaux believes that the PSP would not only sustain the plurality of PSB provision but would greatly
enhance it.

(iv) “It would underpin the provision of high-quality, distinctive and ambitious content.”

By potentially allowing companies such as Huveaux to provide a wider range of public service content,
we believe that the PSP would fulfill this ambition. Encouraging diversity among the companies and
organisations seeking to provide such services will be important.

3. The case for provision of public service material on new media

With access to the internet so widely available, and more people downloading content via the internet to
a range of devices from their PC to their iPod, there is no case for new media to be excluded as a means of
delivering public service material.

To rule out this possibility would be to needlessly limit the opportunities for the public to access the high
quality content which the PSP is seeking to provide.

And it would hinder the development of interactive content and concepts. Given the massively expanding
popularity of interactive mechanisms on the internet, it would be a missed opportunity if this mechanism
was not used to engage the public with a range of intelligent and educational material.

From Huveaux’s point of view, we believe that new media could be a powerful tool for meeting some of
the aims Ofcom has set for PSB.

Ofcom has said it should “increase our understanding of the world through news, information and
analysis of current events and ideas”.

Huveaux, through its Dods division, already has wide experience of this. For example, we provide news
and information services online which could in some ways already be classed as public services.
ePolitix.com’s political news service, we believe, is at least equal to the BBC’s online political news service
and is no less dedicated to fairness and impartiality.

And with our experience of education, training and online learning we would be keen to develop new ways
of encouraging formal and informal learning about news, current aVairs and, for example, the political
institutions which shape our national life.
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Some respondents to Ofcom’s consultations (see page 72 of the Phase 3 report) have suggested that the
PSP would ”act as a PSB competitor to the BBC’s online and interactive services”.

Huveaux welcome moves which would allow more organisations to provide high-value online content in
competition with the BBC.

We have frequently sought to develop new and innovative ways, for example, to use our ePolitix.com
website to engage with government and parliament. This includes developments such as the
selectcommittees.co.uk website which encourages members of the public to become involved in
investigations and reviews being conducted by House of Commons select committees.

Funding which allows for the development of more services which engage the public in such important,
but all-too-often ignored, areas of national life are of great significance.

The Committee has indicated that the future of particular areas of public service media content, such as
news provision, are one issue of interest for this inquiry.

With the internet now a major source of news for many people, it is important to ensure that these services
are provided online in a high quality and accessible manner.

Through its news services such as www.ePolitix.com, Huveaux already has experience of delivering
services such as independent and impartial coverage of the business in parliament. We would strongly
welcome funding and incentives to extend this in new ways that could meet public service objectives.

Concluding Comments

Ofcom has said that the characteristics of public service content should be that it is high quality, original,
innovative, challenging, engaging and widely available.

We agree that the PSP concept will be a cost-eVective and transparent mechanism for delivering material
that meets these valuable aims.

We believe that in particular it will provide a strong incentive for improving services in important areas
such as news, and that online delivery should be seen as of equal importance to the traditional “broadcast”
mechanisms.

A PSP mechanism will also encourage greater focus from commercial organisations on extending content
and coverage to socially excluded groups and those who find it hard to relate to traditional coverage of topics
such as news and politics.

Across Huveaux’s divisions we have a history of developing innovative and engaging products and would
welcome the opportunity to extend these into areas which meet the objectives of public service broadcasting
and therefore enrich us all.

February 2007

Memorandum submitted by UKRD Group

There is a temptation to set about providing copious quantities of written material to justify what was,
for us, a diYcult decision. To be the first commercial radio operator to return a licence to the regulator is
not necessarily where any operator would wish to be! However, I will simply make my point as briefly and
as succinctly as I can.

The station, based out of Stroud in Gloucestershire, was a small station with a low audience in a relatively
unimpressive commercial marketplace within which to operate. Quite simply, the regulatory regime which
wraps itself around these types of stations and in respect to Stroud, this one particularly, is so far out of date
and out of touch with the realities of the commercial marketplace as to beggar belief.

In spite of our open, honest and fulsome engagement with Ofcom, and our attempts to seek relaxations
spread across nearly two years of negotiations and discussions, the inflexibility and wholly inappropriate
application of content and infrastructural restrictions lead directly to the closure of this station. In short, it is
Ofcom and its refusal to manage its regulatory regime in accordance with changing market and commercial
conditions that forced UKRD to close this radio station.

The station had never made a profit, had a poor signal resulting from low power and diYcult topography
and suVered from inappropriate levels of content control and what was, in essence, “input” regulation as
opposed to “output” regulation.

The key to the stations survival was to co-locate with its close neighbour (about fifteen miles) in the town
of Cheltenham. We sought to simulcast the core and bulk of the stations service but confirmed out intention
to INCREASE the levels of local news and directly relevant Stroud output. So, we were in eVect upping the
local nature of the output to the listeners in the Stroud area beyond what it actually was at the time of our
request; though it was to be delivered from just outside the stations licence area. This was unacceptable to
the regulator which insisted that we maintain split programming and all the costs that involves, though we
could co-locate.
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This illogical decision meant that the station was doomed to commercial failure and, as a result, we
returned the licence to the regulator, having no other choice. A commercial radio group is just that,
commercial! We are not in the privileged position of the BBC and cannot rely upon the public purse to
sustain our operation, however ineYcient.

The regulatory regime which operates in the UK is directly responsible for the closure of this radio station
and I was not in the least bit surprised to read of a second licence being returned only a little while ago and
a few months after we took our decision. I am firmly of the view that unless there is a radical rethink around
this whole area, there are potentially dozens of stations which face the same fate.

I do not travel in much hope of radical change as it appears that there is what I best describe as being
an “embedded culture of management and control” at Ofcom which shows little sign of being adapted to
acknowledge the reality of the commercial environment we face and in which we have to operate.

March 2007

Memorandum submitted by Visit London

While it does not form part of the central thrust of the Public Service Media Content inquiry, your
members may be interested in London TV, the television channel developed by Visit London and the
London Development Agency.

The channel promotes London as a destination, and was the first broadcast channel of its kind. It was
launched across a range of media, and primarily broadcast on Sky Television. However, the cost of Sky
broadcast proved high for the numbers of visitors (and potential visitors) reached, and over time the channel
has evolved—in 2006, the channel was taken oV Sky and is instead broadcast on Homechoice, in many of
London’s hotel rooms, in black cabs, on inbound flights and the Heathrow Express, and, most importantly
of all, online at visitlondon.com. Making London TV available online makes it accessible for 137 million
broadband users throughout the world, instead of just 8 million household in the UK reached on a satellite
platform. A further 66 million people have an opportunity to see it via the other distribution methods above.

As an innovative “first” for London, the Channel was set-up primarily through private funding. However,
the London Development Agency provided funding for content. As such the channel works as a public
private partnership, with clearly defined roles from both sectors. Since its launch in the summer of 2004,
Visit London invested £5.1 million in London TV. Of this £4.5 million (88%) has been provided by Visit
London’s members and £0.6 million (12%) by the LDA.

The bank of amazing audio-visual content that has now built up to promote London is downloadable
every day on visitlondon.com and we invite the committee to browse the site. three-minute clips focus on
small niche businesses such as the Royal Vauxhall Tavern club, the Blue Kangaroo Restaurant for families
in Chelsea, the Lots Road Auction House in Fulham or volunteering at East Ham nature reserve—a “Green
Gym” to help fitness. These businesses could never normally hope for international promotion, or to aVord
advertising. And an audio-visual clip is a much more eVective way to promote something than printed
material ever could be.

As the content is funded through the LDA (hotels are not charged to broadcast it, attractions etc featured
are also not charged) London TV has a public sector ethos. This allows for a number of freedoms. Due to
is funding structure, London TV can ensure, for example, that lesser known areas and attractions are
showcased, along with a good spread of outer London boroughs—a key area for our political stakeholders.
London TV can feature small-run family enterprises with no advertising budget to the latest free exhibitions
in the great museums and galleries—and works hard to make sure that there is great grassroots coverage
of the arts, concentrating on areas that would normally receive little or no exposure—benefiting minor art
exhibitions, dance, and small scale theatre productions and giving them access to a medium that would
normally be closed to them for cost reasons.

With the crew and studio based at Visit London, both can be used by the Mayor and GLA family for
public service related activities. Some examples include providing “vox pop” videos from the public for the
Mayor’s Thank You service to the emergency services after the July 2005 attacks. These videos gave the
public the opportunity to directly thank those responsible for risking their lives to help others during that
time, to much critical acclaim. Other non-commercial activity includes London TV being the only television
channel in the UK to run the Rachel Stevens Testicular Cancer Awareness campaign, at no cost to the
charity concerned.

Visit London would be happy to provide more information if the Committee would like, and to show
Members the studio and how the channel works. London TV might make a great small-scale case study for
the Committee as it grapples with the larger issues involving the main terrestrial TV channels.

March 2007
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Memorandum submitted by talkSPORT

Who We Are

talkSPORT is the flagship national radio station of UTV plc—one of the most successful media groups
in the UK and Ireland. The station is the UK’s largest commercial broadcaster on the AM band, reaching
21

4 million adults each week, and is one of the few radio stations to have gained listeners in recent years.

Although we have a passion for sports broadcasting, including increasing coverage of live sport, up to
45% of talkSPORT’s typical weekday programming is ”non-sport” focusing on current aVairs, debate and
engaging talkback radio.

Public Service Radio and the Move to Digital

The role of commercial radio as regards public service broadcasting is often overlooked, yet commercial
radio informs and supports communities around Britain everyday. National commercial radio has a special
role to play as the commitment to public service was rooted in the criteria that established the first
Independent National Radio (INR) licences.

talkSPORT holds the national licence (INR3) created in the 1990 Broadcasting Act for a station whose
output must consist of more than 50% speech programming. However talkSPORT has gone well beyond
the basic requirement of the licence, providing an all speech service.

We believe that in the move to the digital age, the principles of public service broadcasting should not be
abandoned. Nor must we ignore our commitment to those who will be slower than others to make the switch
to digital listening.

At present only around 4% of UK radios are digital, a figure that falls to less than 1% for all car radios.
When considering future plans for spectrum usage, care must be taken to ensure that analogue listeners are
not left behind, particularly those reliant on AM services. Although talkSPORT is committed to digital, our
listeners are likely to be among the slowest to make the transition, and it is imperative that AM services
continue to be available for the foreseeable future.

Finally, we need to make sure that digital radio truly delivers on its promise of diversity of services, and
does not simply result in the proliferation of mediocrity and format convergence.

We believe that there are three areas where the public service principle has a continuing role to play in
national commercial radio:

— the provision of speech;

— diversity of provision; and,

— providing competition for the BBC.

Speech

Commercial speech based programming plays an important public service by engaging people in current
aVairs, and by providing an important additional debating platform. Commercial speech radio is the leading
format in many English-speaking markets across the world. Speech is also the most listened to format in the
UK, however it is dominated by the BBC’s services.

Diversity and Plurality of Commercial Provision

Commercial radio can reach audiences that the BBC cannot and it is vital to ensure that the commercial
sector continues to provide more than just music driven programming. talkSPORT’s transmission on the
AM spectrum means that our shows can be heard by a wider range of listeners than can be reached through
FM and digital, given our technical coverage of 97% of all UK adults (!15 years).

Competition for the BBC

talkSPORT provides the only national alternative to the BBC in two critical public service areas: speech
and sport.

At present Radio 5 Live has a virtual monopoly on the national coverage of live sport on radio, however
talkSPORT has begun to challenge for certain rights packages including World Cup 2006 and Premiership
football. We believe our coverage, with its unique style, adds to the diversity of choice available to
consumers. Furthermore, when combined with that of the BBC’s, can open up live sports coverage to a wider
audience than can be achieved by the BBC alone.

Similarly, talkSPORT provides the only national commercial speech service, providing much needed
competition to Radio 5 Live and to a lesser extent Radio 4. As noted above, the BBC holds a near monopoly
on speech broadcasting in the UK, with a current market share of 90%. Our coverage involves a high level
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of audience interaction through phone-ins, giving our listeners a chance to have their say in programs that
diVer markedly in style from more traditional public service broadcasting, bringing speech provision to new
audiences and providing a diversity of opinion.

March 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Federation of European Film Directors

About FERA

FERA is a network of over 30 organisations representing European film directors, lobbying on issues of
major importance to the creation and promotion of film and audiovisual works. FERA’s mission is to
enhance the recognition of the cultural significance of film and audiovisual works and to defend their
integrity in 21st century Europe. FERA represents directors as the primary creators of film and audiovisual
works. The director, as the creative decision maker in a collaborative artistic process, has the final
responsibility for the aesthetic cohesion and integrity of the work. FERA regards the safeguarding of the
craft, artistry and the rights of the director, moral and economic, as essential to diversity within
audiovisual culture.

Introduction

In a climate of the fragmentation of channels and therefore of advertising revenue and thus the perceived
precariousness of commercial channel business models and consequently their reluctance to invest in public
service programming including original drama/feature film/documentary, questions are now being asked as
to from where money for such programming is to come. Some suggest that in the UK, the BBC licence fee
should be top sliced into a Public Service Publisher Fund from which commercial channels could bid to
spend on public service programming. This concept needs opposing strongly.

Investment in quality and in creative content is of a primary importance to all broadcasters whether public
or private, for both cultural and economic reasons. It is, we believe, their duty in respect of the impact they
have on the audience (this media still attracts the largest audience). It is also a win-win situation in
commercial terms as high quality drama/film/documentary can lead to big success as evidenced by ITV’s
investment in The Queen which has won both an Oscar and success at the box oYce.

A robust and diverse broadcasting regime through the creation, production and broadcast of indigenous
content by both private and public broadcasters, is the cornerstone of most broadcasting legislations. In
most OECD countries, the framework laid down by law seeks to strengthen the capacity of the broadcasters
to support competitive, indigenous television programming.

This is done by ensuring a place for indigenous programming, by requiring television channels to give it
priority and by requiring all TV channels to reinvest in their national/European broadcasting system. Each
element of the broadcasting system is required to contribute to the creation, production and distribution of
national/European programming.

All around Europe, frameworks for broadcasting services provide for investment obligations in the
production of cinematographic or/and audiovisual works to contribute to the creative expression of
audiovisual works and to maintain a European industry. Whether by law, contract or licence, France,
Belgium, Spain, Italy, etc. organize that broadcasters invest in the creation, production and distribution of
national and European programmes. At the European level, the revision of the “Television Without
Frontiers” Directive intended to extend the scope of the directive to include on demand services, encourages
these new services to also invest in production and rights acquisition of European works.

The French Example—A New Law for the Digital Age Which Confirms the Obligations of all
Broadcasters to Invest in Programmes

In France, last year the government introduced a legislation to adapt the legal framework in order to
ensure the transition from analogue to digital TV and to integrate into this framework new audiovisual
services such as mobile TV. This law, adopted by the Parliament on 22 February 2007, provides for the
switch oV of analogue TV on 30 November 2011 and confirms the French policy on the free disbursement
of licences, in exchange for investment in the production of programming and an equal obligation upon both
public and private channels to invest in production.

These obligations create a virtuous investment in local and European film production without
intervention in the freedom of choice of the programming of the broadcasters. They are bearable for private
broadcasting services as TFI, the biggest French private broadcasting service is also the biggest in Europe.
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Currently, broadcasting companies have a two fold investment obligations in production:

First, broadcasters, whether public or private, have to invest 5.5% of their annual turnover in a special
production fund (COSIP) administered by the National Centre for Cinematography (CNC).

Second, all broadcasters have an additional obligation to invest directly in both cinema and TV
production.

For cinema, the legislation provides that broadcasting services invest in rights’ acquisition or co-
production 3.2% of their turnover in European cinematographic works, of which 2,5% must go to French
speaking works. For example, in 2005, it represented ƒ32.21 million for France 2 and ƒ47,716 million for
TF1.

Canal! has a special status: it has to invest 12% of its resources in the acquisition of European
cinematographic works, of which 9% have to go to French speaking works. The 12% investment represented
ƒ182,415 million in 2005.

For TV production, broadcasting channels have an obligation to invest at least 16% of their turnover in
French speaking audiovisual works. It represented ƒ240,63 million from TF1 in 2005. France 2 contributes
to 18.5% of its turnover into European audiovisual works, including 16% to French speaking works
(ƒ184,67 million in 2005) and M6 contributes to 18% of its turnover in the production of European
audiovisual works, including 13.5% to French speaking works (ƒ95,505 million in 2005).

This investment in TV production must primarily be in original drama, creative documentaries,
animation and retransmission of performing arts.

In exchange for a reduced duration of their licence due to the switch to digital TV in 2011, private
broadcasters (TF1, M6 and Canal!) will benefit from an additional digital channel from which they will
have enhanced investment obligations in the production of cinematographic and audiovisual works (a
governmental decree will detail these enhanced obligations).

In addition, new frequencies for mobile TV and HD TV services will be subject to an additional
contribution of 0.1% of turnover for mobile TV and 0.2% for HD TV to the special fund for the audiovisual
production (COSIP).

Moreover, the new law modernizes this fund by enlarging its scope to distributors of TV services in order
to include all platforms of distribution of TV services (such as cable, satellite or Internet services providers
who distribute broadcasting services) in a technologically neutral way. The contribution of these
distributors is progressive and ranges from 0.5% of their turnover between ƒ10 million and 75 million to
4.5% of turnover beyond ƒ530 million.

The New Audiovisual Media Services Directive

In the course of the discussions on the revision of the “Television Without Frontiers” Directive to include
in its scope the audiovisual non linear media services, the EU Council of Ministers agreed on November
13, 2006 to a clause whereby “Member States shall ensure that on-demand services provided by media service
providers under their jurisdiction promote, where practicable and by appropriate means, production of and
access to European works within the meaning of article 6. Such promotion could relate, inter alia, to the
financial contribution made by such services to the production and rights acquisition of European works
or to the share and/or prominence of European works in the catalogue of programmes proposed by the
service”.

We understand that this provision encourages governments to ensure a level playing field in the financing
of programming both on traditional TV services (articles 4 and 5 of the directive) and on new media services.
All players, particularly news operators from the telecommunications’ sector have the duty to make a fair
contribution to our audiovisual culture.

Therefore, the directive is the legal basis for governments to demand a fair and proportionate investment
from all channels in the digital age as well as new media players such as telecoms companies that provide
video on demand services.

In France for example, video on demand services have, since 2004, an obligation to contribute 2% of their
turnover to the film fund administered by the CNC (Centre national de la Cinématographie). Moreover, a
telecommunication operator, France Telecom has established a film production subsidiary to invest in the
co-production of 10 to 15 European and French films a year.

In conclusion, the creation, production and broadcast of local and European works is the cornerstone
of most broadcasting legislations which support a strong and diverse broadcasting system. The European
examples quoted demonstrate that, investment in features films and TV programming by all broadcasters,
whether public or private and by those telecom companies that wish to distribute films and audiovisual
works, is the best guarantee for innovative, diverse and creative quality programmes.

April 2007
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Memorandum submitted by Teachers’ TV

I am writing to you to ask for your help on an important issue. I am well aware that your Committee has
discussed the Digital Dividend Review and given your advice, however I should be most grateful if you could
consider our position on this matter.

As you are well aware, Ofcom is in the middle of a major consultation exercise on what should be done
with the spectrum that will be released as “part of the switch from analogue to digital broadcasting—“the
digital dividend review”.

At the moment Ofcom is proposing that this valuable spectrum be sold to the highest bidder. It would
seem that you and your colleagues support this general proposition. We would want to argue that this would
mean, in eVect, that a lot of smaller organisations, charities, and broadcasters who provide socially valuable
but non-commercial services would miss out. Mobile phone companies and big international
communications giants are likely to snap up the entire available spectrum.

My view is that Ofcom’s proposed auction, whatever its advantages, will not result in an increase in the
stock of quality public broadcasting, and that instead the best way to achieve a result that is good for society
is to reserve some of the spectrum for socially valuable broadcasting. This spectrum would allow Teachers
TV, and others like us, increased access to Freeview, the UK’s rapidly growing digital terrestrial television
(DTT) platform.

Ofcom has recognised, through consultation, that broadcasting with a social rather than commercial
value might be disadvantaged in the auction process. It also has a statutory duty to ensure that its
broadcasting policy provides value to people in their role as citizens as well as consumers.

Teachers TV, along with other broadcasters, fall into a group whose sole purpose is to provide content
that delivers social value. In our case, we oVer programming, as well as extensive website content, for
teachers, other professionals in education, parents, and citizens, all of which is entirely in line with what
Ofcom regards as “broader social value”.

However we are disadvantaged in doing more by lack of access to Freeview. We currently have just two
hours per day available to us during daytime, when most parents and teachers are unable to view.

If Ofcom were to place social value front and centre its DDR plans, then providing some spectrum for
content of social value, such as Teachers TV, on DTT would be a key part of its plans. We need all the
support we can get to persuade Ofcom to think again and in particular to look at the broader social benefits
that could arise from the digital switch over.

Our arguments are set out in more detail in the briefing note which I attach.

This is a significant moment for the future of UK broadcasting and I would welcome the opportunity to
discuss it with you in more detail. I will ask my oYce to get in touch with yours to establish whether a meeting
would be possible.

TEACHERS TV BRIEFING NOTE

The Dividend Opportunity—What Ofcom should do with Release Spectrum

Introduction

Communications regulator Ofcom is currently deciding what to do with radio spectrum that will be freed
up as the UK moves from analogue to digital broadcasting.

At the moment Ofcom is proposing to sell all this valuable spectrum to the highest bidder. This means,
in eVect, that a lot of smaller organisations, charities, and broadcasters who provide socially valuable but
non-commercial broadcast services will miss out. Mobile phone companies and big international
communications giants are likely to snap up most of the available spectrum with the rest going to purely
commercial broadcasters.

The Teachers TV View

— Ofcom’s proposed auction is good for government revenues but not for quality of public
broadcasting.

— The best way to achieve a result that is good for society is to reserve some of the spectrum for
socially valuable broadcasting like the material we and others provide, while the majority goes to
the highest bidder.

— Currently, access to digital terrestrial television (“Freeview”) is driven by market forces and
Teachers TV and other non-commercial social broadcasters are failing to fulfil their potential for
social impact due to very restricted access.

— Ofcom should amend its auction model to achieve greater social value from the released spectrum.
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Background

The UK Government is committed to a switch over from the old analogue service to digital broadcasting.
The process has already begun and will be completed by 2012 when the analogue service will be turned oV.

Digital services use far less radio spectrum than analogue, so there will be spectrum released by this
process. Ofcom, the government regulator responsible for spectrum use, calls this the “digital dividend”.

Ofcom is currently considering the responses to its Digital Dividend Review (DDR) consultation before
making the final decision on how this spectrum should be used. Ofcom has reached a preliminary conclusion
that the released spectrum should be auctioned oV to the highest bidder, probably as a series of packages.

Ofcom has decided this mainly on the basis that it is impossible to predict what the best use of spectrum
in the future will be, and it is therefore best to leave this to market forces. And—although this is not directly
acknowledged by Ofcom—this method will maximise the revenue that the Government gets from the
released spectrum.

Ofcom has finished its initial consultation on the auction proposal. It is likely to present preliminary
conclusions in July 2007 which may lead to a further consultation.

The alternative view

Ofcom has recognised in its consultation that broadcasting with a social rather than commercial value
might be disadvantaged in the auction process. It also has a statutory duty to ensure that its brcadcasting
policy provides value to people in their role as citizens as well as consumers. Finally, it is required by law
to achieve the “optimal use” of spectrum.

Many organisations and commentators—including Teachers TV—have responded to Ofcom to point out
that the auction approach is not likely to support these objectives.

Teachers TV, along with other broadcasters, falls into a group whose sole purpose is to provide content
that delivers social value. In our case we oVer programming (as well as extensive website content) for
teachers, other professionals in education, parents, and citizens which is entirely in line with what Ofcom
regards as “broader social value”.

However we are disadvantaged in doing more by lack of access to Freeview, the UK’s rapidly growing
digital terrestrial television (DTT) platform. We currently can have space for only 2 hours per day, and not
at a time when most parents and teachers will be watching.

As one of our survey respondents commented: “air times on Freeview are appalling. I would watch more
Teacher’s TV if it was on in the same manner as Sky”. We share this frustration.

Ofcom acknowledged that increased access to broadcasting that provides social benefit is an important
opportunity provided by the digital switch over. However, the consultation paper failed to demonstrate how
this sort of “social broadcasting” will be protected in an auction system.

If Ofcom wants to place social value front and centre of its DDR plans; then providing some spectrum
for content of social value on DTT would be a key part of its plans. Teachers TV is arguing that there are
a number of ways in which some spectrum could be protected for this use, whilst still allowing the majority
of spectrum to be put out to auction in order to generate revenue and support the market principles
promoted by Ofcom.

We need all the support we can get to persuade Ofcom to seriously consider these options.

About Teachers TV

Teachers TV is a channel whose mission is to raise standards in schools. It is funded by the Department
for Education and Skills against robust key performance indicators and its contribution has been strongly
welcomed by ministers, educationalists and the education workforce.

The channel has 24 hour distribution on satellite and cable as well as all its content being available on
the web.

Independent research conducted for the DfES shows that for the core schools’ audience and a wider
audience of interested stakeholders and parents, Teachers TV delivers significant value. In particular it is
clear that teachers are building skills and implementing new ideas in the classroom as a result of watching
the channel.

The most recent research shows that the channel is steadily increasing reach and maintaining its previous
high scores for loyalty and viewer value. Teachers TV loyalty scores at 76% are considerably higher than
other niche channels we have surveyed, and viewing compares well with educational strands on the (far
better-resourced) BBC4 and Discovery channels.

May 2007
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Memorandum submitted by Pact

Oral Evidence of Shaun Woodward MP to Select Committee (Review of Public Service Media
Content, Public questions 658–691)

I would be grateful if I could comment on some points regarding children’s programming raised by the
Minister for Creative Industries in his oral evidence to the Culture, Media and Sport Committee’s Review
of Public Service Media Content (14 June 2007).

The Minister suggests that there is currently a great range of children’s programming, citing the increase
in investment at the BBC over recent years. The BBC has of course increased its presence in children’s
television through its two dedicated children’s channels, yet this does not mean that there is a greater range
of UK programming on oVer to children across the UK broadcasting landscape as called for by the 2003
Communications Act. In fact, there was more investment in new UK programming across all broadcasters
before the BBC launched its digital channels. Imported programming, notably from the US, dominates the
new, multi-channel world.

This was highlighted by the initial findings from Ofcom’s review of children’s programming, which the
regulator made public last month. According to Ofcom, funding for UK-made children’s programmes has
fallen by a third in real terms since 1998. As a result, Ofcom publicly stated last month that: “The evidence
to date shows that there is clearly a threat to the future delivery of high quality, UK-originated programmes
for children”.

In his evidence to the Select Committee, the Minister repeatedly praises Ofcom and concedes that the
work that the regulator is conducting through the children’s review is “extremely vital”, yet he does not
mention these findings.

The Minister goes on to contrast the rise in British programming on the BBC with the situation in Canada
as a whole, where the total amount of domestic children’s programming across all broadcasters,
commercially-funded and public, has fallen slightly. Simply highlighting the success of the BBC and
contrasting it with the entire Canadian children’s television sector does not paint an accurate picture. It is
not true that UK children’s programming is in a healthier state than that of Canada. In fact, much of the
evidence suggests the opposite is the case. Canada’s equivalent to the BBC, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, has tripled its commissioning spend for Canadian children’s programming since 2000–01. This
is comparable to growth at the BBC. Meanwhile, average hourly spend on Canadian children’s
programming by all broadcasters has fallen by 24% since 1998; in the UK, spending has dropped by nearly
50% over the same period, according to Ofcom.

Finally, the Minister states that it is important to consider the wider context, and argues that children’s
needs are in part being met outside television by internet broadband services and computer games. Whilst
it is true that children are watching less television, Ofcom’s initial findings from its children’s review show
that it is adult programming that they are deserting. Ofcom found that children are watching just as much
children’s programming as ever, albeit on multi-channels services rather than traditional PSB services.
Television therefore remains by far the most important medium for children (and, as we have noted above,
British children’s shows remain the most popular type of programming).

We have yet to see any thorough analysis of the public service benefits of computer or online games for
children. Only last week Manhunt 2 was banned from the UK by the BBFC for “unjustifiable harm risks”
to minors and adults. While one or two high profile examples should of course not tarnish an entire sector,
the BBFC’s decision to ban Manhunt 2 does underline the risk of relying on other media to provide the
cultural and educational benefits traditionally required of public service broadcasters under statute.

I am happy to provide you with any further information, and attach the report and figures on Canadian’s
children’s television that both the Minister and I are quoting from.

June 2007

STATISTICS FOR INVESTMENT BY CANADIAN PUBLIC BROADCASTERS IN CHILDREN’s
TELEVISION PROGRAMMING

Children’s Television Programming—Estimates of Program Licence Fees and Number of Projects
Commissioned by CBC/SRC

2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06

Total program licence fees
(millions of Canadian dollars) 5.3 4.5 11.0 4.6 10.9 13.2

Number of projects 14 12 12 6 12 12

Source: Nordicity estimates based on data from Canadian Audio-visual Certification OYce.
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Estimates for Canadian Children’s Programming Commissioned by all Canadian Public
Broadcasters (Includes CBC/SRC and Provincial Educational Broadcasters)

2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06

Total licence fees (millions of 14.3 17.1 25.7 17.3 20.0 38.0
Canadian dollars)

Total budgets 96.7 100.4 97.2 57.8 87.1 131.5

Number of projects 36 37 40 31 32 46

Number of hours of original 320 406 454 256 274 409
programming

Source: Nordicity estimates based on data from Canadian Audio-visual Certification OYce.

Memorandum submitted by SMG plc

Executive Summary

1. Viewers are increasingly migrating online. It is important that plurality exists in the digital age. In order
for commercial operators to contribute to plurality there are two key requirements. Firstly, Government
intervention is required to provide funding beyond the BBC, and secondly, the BBC’s expansion online
cannot be permitted without the due process of consultation and market assessment.

2. It is increasingly impractical to impose PSB obligations in a digital age absent appropriate funding.
Competitors to the BBC could not compete.

3. The traditional funding model for ITV will soon be uneconomic. Audience fragmentation is reducing
advertising spend and the CRR mechanism exacerbates the situation.

4. There is a strong case for public funding if plurality is to be maintained, and without plurality there
will be no eVective PSB. It is an issue even more acute for a small market such as Scotland where BBC’s
dominance has more chance of stifling new and existing competing players.

5. Key PSB content such as news and children’s programming, without intervention in the form of
government funding, has a bleak future.

6. The PSP concept has real potential provided it is allocated appropriately and could address the
challenge to provide funding for Digital PSB which is at risk.

7. In an age of media convergence, it is a commercial imperative for PSB broadcasters to follow the
migration of their viewers online, but it is also a challenge to be met by Government to continue to ensure
a plurality of supply of PSB to citizens/consumers.

1. The prospects for maintaining plurality in public service broadcasting in the digital age

The prospects for maintaining PSB in the digital age are extremely challenging with intervention and
funding required if the BBC is not to become the sole provider of key PSB genres.

The digital age sees the convergence of digital television services, delivered by Freeview, satellite and
cable, together with online material. New technology means the viewer will be able to choose from a far
greater range of content than ever before, with the means of delivery becoming increasingly irrelevant.

In Scotland, SMG’s Television operations currently provide a strong counterpoint to the BBC, not only
in delivery of regional material such as news, current aVairs and sport, but also through achievement of high
quality network commissions such as returning drama series, children’s and factual.

However, market forces alone will not preserve plurality. Traditional PSB broadcasters currently spend
over £2 billion a year on original UK production, a key PSB category. By contrast, the investment in this
area by non-PSB services, unfettered by licence obligations, is less than £100 million.

The regulatory levers which underpinned ITV’s range of PSB commitments are disappearing and the cost
of providing flagship services such as regional news can no longer be set oV against privileged access to
spectrum, when digital opens up broadcasting and mass communication to all. Moreover, the increase in
the number of TV channels and online services means fragmentation of audiences and more competition
for advertising revenues.

SMG, like many operators, has developed online versions of its content out of its traditional TV
production; however this model is not commercially sustainable without the core television service. The
BBC’s online oVering, with publicly funded, high quality content free from any commercial activity, is a
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real barrier to entry for the development of alternative services. Ofcom itself recognised this threat when it
expressed concern in January about the market impact of the BBC’s proposed “iPlayer” technology. With
no regulatory framework online, there is also no way of ensuring consistency or standards.

Plurality of PSB Within a Devolved Nation

Debate is increasing around the benefits of the union and national interests in advance of the May
elections for the Scottish Parliament. SMG’s own research around the time of the 2005 PSB Review
conducted by Ofcom shows that there is a clear Scottish identity, but just as significant is a strong desire to
be informed of relevant local issues. As far as SMG is concerned, as the commercial broadcaster in Scotland,
it is about creating a relevant schedule which reflects devolved issues, as well as UK national and
international ones. In Scotland, health, transport, crime and education are all devolved issues which the
network news oVering often fails to deal with accurately. Scotland needs an alternative to the BBC.
Moreover, the current delivery of commercial PSB is inconsistent across Scotland as a whole, with the south
of the country served by Border Television. Viewers in this part of Scotland do not receive the same amount
of Scottish public service broadcasting, nor is their news and current aVairs programming as relevant as
material provided by STV for central and north Scotland. This configuration of licensed areas, stemming
from the original ITV map of the 1950s, needs to be reviewed so that viewers across Scotland have access
to the most appropriate service.

Traditionally PSB programming is the result of intervention—either through government funding in the
form of the BBC licence model, or in the form of lawful subsidy through free access to spectrum, and
prominence on the EPG. With declining ad revenues, these subsidies will not be enough to incentivise the
delivery of PSB. Without a regulatory licence regime requiring it to be delivered, it will disappear.

Maintaining plurality in Public Service Broadcasting will require regulatory intervention and dedicated
funding.

2. The practicality of continuing to impose public service obligations on commercial broadcasters

It is becoming increasingly impractical to impose PSB obligations on commercial broadcasters when the
incentives such as subsidised access to the spectrum and EPG prominence cease on digital switchover, and
the cost of providing a regional service carrying PSB obligations remain.

Commercial PSBs suVer from the challenges of competition for audience with the new digital channels
who, for their part, are released from PSB programming obligations requiring investment. Traditional
advertising revenue is on the decline. New revenue models must be sought. Online e-commerce support for
its traditional output is a “must oVer” if a commercial broadcaster is to survive and develop new revenue
streams. As far as SMG is concerned, the cornerstone of our online activity remains news current aVairs and
sport to compliment the core PSB output to viewers.

The PSB licences of the ITV licensees run until 2014. Without incentives, the regulator could not impose
PSB programming obligations beyond that date, and indeed it is conceivable that ITV might choose to hand
back its licences and PSB obligations before that date were they to become commercially unviable to run.

3. The viability of existing funding models for ITV, Channel 4 and FIVE

Channel 4 is much in the press as it undergoes a financial review. However, its issues are no diVerent from
those facing ITV although C4 is in a much more favourable position with no spectrum tax to pay, no
dividends to shareholders and no fully described licence obligations. It will be important to ensure that no
financial settlement can be accorded to C4 without taking into account the whole funding model of financing
PSB in the digital age.

ITV is challenged by falling advertising revenues and PSB obligations which require investment. Its
revenue squeeze is exacerbated by the CRR mechanism (which ties ad spend to audience in an era of
audience fragmentation). Furthermore, ITV and C4 together are funding the build-out nationally of the
DTT system to ensure that, post-digital switchover, the coverage will match analogue coverage of 98.5% of
UK homes. ITV is funding this commitment to DSO entirely out of its commercial revenues,
notwithstanding considerable uncertainty over the level and funding of its PSB obligations in the digital age.

4. The case for public funding of broadcasters in addition to the BBC

There is a strong case for public funding if plurality is to be maintained, and without plurality there will
be no eVective PSB. It is an issue even more acute for a small market such as Scotland where the BBC’s
dominance has more chance of stifling new and existing competing players.

SMG values its commitment to PSB and its ability to provide relevant regional programming for the
people of Scotland. On 8 January 2007, STV launched four brand new local news services for its viewers
within the nightly news programmes for the Central and North regions, Scotland Today and North Tonight.
At an investment set-up cost of approx £1 million, and annual running costs in excess of £0.5 million, this
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provides separate five minute bulletins of local news within the half hour programmes, and they come from
fully resourced bases in Edinburgh and Dundee. This is an exciting project for SMG but it must be funded
entirely out of revenues. We hope to be able to develop this service further by integrating our onscreen
service with a more developed local news service on our online platform stv.tv/news. It will be a challenge
to maintain and strengthen this commitment if revenues continue to be eroded.

5. The future of key areas of public service media content such as news provision and children’s programming

PSP funding should be directed at those areas in need of it. Children’s programming is under considerable
threat on any channels outside the BBC. There is no commercial benefit to broadcasters with the growing
inability to attract advertising around it. News and current aVairs fall into the same category of bringing no
direct commercial benefit and require funding out of falling revenues. Without intervention in the form of
government funding, the future is bleak.

6. The value of the public service provider concept as advanced by Ofcom

It is a form of government intervention which must be forthcoming to fund digital PSB.

PSP is about genuine PSB. It is not fringe oVerings for niche groups, nor should it be the preserve of “arty”
programming.

It is important to avoid perpetuating the idea that a PSP should be a “new entrant” who can introduce
originality and innovation. In the new media age, we are all “new entrants”.

The benefit of PSP to society will lie in funding the PSB oVering of the future, be that those areas
particularly under risk—around children’s, news and current aVairs.

PSB could have more reach if consumers could recognise its relevance to them, and could make informed
choices of where to seek it—be that the traditional “push” media, or not. In SMG’s case, its challenge is to
make STV relevant to the people of Scotland, and that includes enhancing and expanding its online oVering
to meet demand. In Scotland, health, transport, crime and education are all devolved issues which the ITV
network news oVering often fails to deal with accurately. Relevance of the PSB oVering is the key issue—
at regional and at national UK level. Digital technological advances provide opportunities to deliver both
through a totality of experience—on-air and online.

Currently, SMG’s annual news costs include a £4 million contribution to ITN News, and in-house spend
to the level of £6 million on regional news and current aVairs. There is an opportunity oVered by the digital
age and the prospect of funding to create a truly relevant oVering providing more value for money.
Technological advances will facilitate that, and would provide Scotland with a more informative,
sophisticated oVering. The key first step is to get the debate started, and we would welcome the opportunity
to speak directly with the Committee on these topics.

7. The case for provision of public service material on new media

It is characteristic of new media services that they are “television-like”, and that they will compete for the
same audience as television broadcasts.

However, it is clear from the current approach to amendments to the Television without Frontiers
Directive, ie to the approach at European level, that such content will not be subjected to television-like
regulation. Regulation will be confined to ensuring standards to protect the young and avoid incitement to
racial hatred. There will be no requirement for impartiality—so far as political and commercial interests are
concerned. Without regulation to ensure the delivery of online content, one obvious way to retain a level
and the standards of PSB (in whatever innovative, original or engaging methods can be devised) is to
promote and encourage the expansion of existing PSB operators online.

It is vital that PSB is provided, not just on current television services but on new media platforms. For
today’s media-literate children and teenagers, there is no diVerence between “old” and “new” media and,
increasingly, this artificial distinction will cease to have any meaning. For this reason, maintaining PSB on
as many platforms as possible is crucial and without intervention and/or funding, only the BBC is likely to
remain as a provider of any scale.

January 2007
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